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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

CIVIL EXTRAORDINARY JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. ___ OF 2020 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

One97 Communications Limited &Anr.  …Petitioners 

 

VERSUS 

 

Union of India&Ors.     … Respondents 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

To, 
 

1. Mr. Mohq. Muqeem, Standing Counsel, Union of India 

(respondent no.1) [mohammedmuqeem@gmail.com; 

9999864964] 

2. Mr. Arjun Natarajan, Standing Counsel, Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India (Respondent No.2) 

[adv.arjunnatarajan@gmail.com;  9899640295] 

3. Managing Director, Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited 

(Respondent No.3) [Official e-mail: hcpant@bsnl.co.in]; 

4. The Director, Quadrant Televentures Limited (respondent 

No.4) [official e-mail: secretarial@infotelconnect.com] 

5. Managing Director, Vodafone Idea Limited (Respondent No.5) 

[official e-mail, pankaj.kapdeo@vodafoneidea.com] 

6. Managing Director, Bharti Airtel Limited (Respondent No.6) 

[official email: compliance.officer@bharti.in] 

7. Managing Director, Reliance JioInfocom Limited (respondent 

no.7) [official e-mail: jyotijain@ril.com] 

8. Managing Director, Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(respondent no. 8) [official email: mtnlcsco@gmail.com] 

9. Director, V-Con Mobile & Infra Private Limited (Respondent 

No.9) [official e-mail: secretarial@vmipl.in]  

 

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) 

under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of 

appropriate directions has been filed by the Counsel for the 

1
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Petitioners in the High Court of Delhi and the same is likely to be 

listed on __.05.2020 before the Hon’ble Court.  

Kindly find enclosed herewith a copy of the writ petition. This is for 

your information. 

Filed on:-28.05.2020      THANKING YOU 
YOURS FAITHFULLY, 

KARUNA NUNDY 
ADVOCATE FOR THE PETITIONER 

B-1/33A, TOP FLOOR, HAUZKHAS,  
NEW DELHI 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

CIVIL EXTRAORDINARY JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. ___ OF 2020 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

One97 Communications Limited &Anr.  …Petitioners 

 

VERSUS 

 

Union of India&Ors.     … Respondents 

 

MEMO OF PARTIES 

 

1. One 97 Communications Limited 

Through its Authorized Signatory 

Mr. Amit Kumar Singh 

Which has itsoffice at: 

B-121,Sector 5, Noida,  

Uttar Pradesh - 201 301 

Registered Office at: 

1st Floor,  

Devika Tower, Nehru Place  

New Delhi – 110019    ....Petitioner No. 1 

 

2. Paytm Payments Bank Ltd.  

Through its Authorized Signatory 

Mr. Abhinav Dwivedi 

Which has itsoffice at: 

V.J. Business Towers, 

Sector 125, Noida  

Uttar Pradesh-201303 

 

Registered Office at: 

136, 1st Floor,  

Devika Tower, Nehru Place,  

New Delhi – 110019    …. Petitioner No. 2 

VERSUS   

   

1. Union of India,  

Through the Secretary, 

Ministry of Communications 

Department of Telecommunications 
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Sanchar Bhawan, 20 Ashoka Road 

New Delhi- 110001    ...Respondent No.1 

 

2. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 

Through its Chairman 

MahanagarDoorsanchar Bhawan 

Jawaharlal Nehru Marg 

Old Minto Road 

New Delhi 110002     …Respondent No. 2 

 

3. Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited 

Through its Managing Director 

Mr. Pravin Kumar Purwar 

Bharat Sanchar Bhavan 

Harish Chandra Mathur Lane 

Janpath, New Delhi-110 001  …Respondent No. 3 

 

4. Quadrant Televentures Limited 

Through its Director 

Ms. Mitu Mehrotra Goel 

B-71, Phase-VII, Industrial Focal Point,  

Mohali-160055, Punjab   

…Respondent No. 4 

5. Vodafone Idea Limited 

Through its Managing Director 

Mr. Ravinder Takkar 

Peninsula Corporate Park,  

GanpatraoKadam Marg, 

Lower Parel,  

Mumbai – 400013     ...Respondent No. 5 

 

6. Bharti Airtel Limited 

Through its Managing Director  

Mr. Gopal Vittal 

Airtel Tower 

Plot No. 16, UdyogVihar,  

Phase IV, Gurugram,  

Haryana – 122015    ... Respondent No. 6 

 

7. Reliance JioInfocom Limited 

Through its Managing Director  

Mr. Sanjay Mashruwala 

Reliance Corporate Park 

No. 8A Wing, First Floor, 

5 TTC Industrial Area, Thane 

Belapur Road, Ghansoli,  

Navi Mumbai – 400701   …Respondent No. 7 
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8. Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

Through its Managing Director  

Mr. Pravin Kumar Purwar 

5th Floor, MahanagarDoorsancharSadan 

9, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road,  

New Delhi – 110003    …Respondent No. 8 

 

9. V-Con Mobile & Infra Private Limited 
 Through its Director 
 Mr. Rajesh Kumar Jha 
 F-141 Phase 8B, 
 Industrial Area, Mohali 
 Punjab-160055     ...Respondent No. 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karuna Nundy 

With Rahul Narayan, Ruchira Goel, 

Ragini Nagpal, Utsav Mukherjee,  

Abhay Chitravanshi, Shashwat Goel 

Advocates for the Petitioner 

B-1/33A, Top Floor, HauzKhas 

Filed on:-28.05.2020          New Delhi-110016 
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SYNOPSIS 

The Petitioner No. 1, One97 Communications Limited, is a 

company incorporated in India. Petitioner No.1 owns the 

consumer brand, Paytm, which is also India’s largest mobile first 

financial services / commerce platform offering payments, 

banking, lending and insurance. As the brand owner and the 

proprietor of the “Paytm” brandand the Paytm Mobile App, the 

Petitioner No.1 has the right, title and interest in the trade-marks, 

service-marks, names, symbols, design logos, artwork and other 

related intellectual property rights in the “Paytm” brand.As such 

the Petitioner No. 1 has its own customers and also licenses the 

Paytm brand to its associate companies, including Petitioner No. 

2. 

The Petitioner No.2, Paytm Payments Bank Ltd., is a Banking 

Company which was granted a license in 2017 by the Reserve 

Bank of India to carry on a ‘payments bank’ business. The 

Petitioner No.2 serves around 300 million customers across India.  

It delivers banking products and services to its customers through 

the Paytm Mobile App. 

The Petitioners seek the intervention of this Hon’ble Court to 

protect millions of their customers who have been defrauded by 

the “phishing” taking place over telecommunications networks. 

Phishing here consists offraudsters spamming the Petitioners’ 

customers by using telecom network architecture on a massive 

scale;throughunsolicited commercial communications (henceforth 

“UCC”), SMS or voice calls, they claim to be the Petitioners’ 

representatives, and induce the Petitioners’ customers to part with 
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sensitive data that enables the fraudster to divert the customers’ 

funds to their own accounts. Under the statutory regime it is the 

responsibility – and indeed the exclusive ability –of 

Telecommunications Service Providers (henceforth“Telcos”) to 

prevent such fraud and deter fraudsters through blocking and/ or 

financial disincentives.  

Such mass fraud is a direct result of the Respondents flouting 

much of the legislative framework regulating commercial 

communication over telecom networks, i.e. the 

Telecommunication Commercial Communication Customer 

Preference Regulations, 2018 (hereinafter, ‘TCCCPR, 2018’). The 

victims are Paytm customers. For instance, as reported by the 

Times of India’s Ahmedabad Mirror on 23.05.2020, three different 

complaints totalling Rs. 12.4 lakhs were registered over a span of 

three days in Ahmedabad alone, where the son of a former 

Supreme Court Judge, an orthopaedic surgeon, and a senior 

citizen, were defrauded using a fake link that sought an update on 

their Patym Wallet KYC norms. 

The Petitioner No.1 seeks the intervention of this Hon’ble Court to 

protect its customers and business reputation, the damage 

caused to the “Paytm” brand is significant as such instances being 

material in number and severity, adversely affect the Petitioner 

No. 1 and the “Paytm” brand. Moreover, this causes customers to 

lose faith in both Petitioner No. 1, and its group company 

licensees including Petitioner No. 2.The barometer of trust is 

critical for entities operating in India’s ever growing and extremely 

competitive e-commerce/ financial services / digital payments 

space.  
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The Petitioner No. 2 seeks the intervention of this Hon’ble Court to 

protect millions of its customers, too many of whom have been 

defrauded by the activity of phishing taking place using the 

telecommunications services as SMS and Calls.  

In particular, the Petitioners are aggrieved by the actions of 

Respondent Nos. 3-9 herein. The Telcos are in violation of their 

obligations under the TCCCPR, 2018 to: 

(i) Verify purported telemarketers seeking registration 

(i.e. “Registered Telemarketers”, or RTMs) with such Telcos 

before granting them access to theTelcos’ customer 

database;  

(ii)  Refrain from issuing headers or allow SMS content 

purporting to be from Petitioners or its related entities from 

unauthorised RTMs; and 

(iii)Takeimmediate remedial action against all fraudulent 

RTMs. 

Once registered, RTMs are able to sendmasscommercial 

communications to the Petitioners’ and its associated/ group 

companies’ customers over telecom networks. The Telcos’ failure 

to undertake proper verification prior to such registration enables 

fraudulent telemarketers to carry out phishing activities against the 

Petitioners’and associate/ group companies’ customers. To carry 

out their fraud, phishers register themselves with the Telcos and 

get assigned Headers and Content Templates (as defined in the 

TCCCPR) that are deceptively similar to theofficial and authorized 

headers / content templates of the Petitioners and their associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies. Theyuse such 
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deceptive Headers and/ or SMS content to communicate with and 

defraud Paytm customers by posing as the Petitioners or their 

associate companies/ related parties/ group companies.Indeed, 

even after violations are brought to the attention of Telcos, they 

have failed to take prompt action to block and impose financial 

disincentives against RTMs for such violations, leaving customer’s 

finances vulnerable. Such phishing has caused and continues to 

cause financial and reputational loss to the Petitioners. The 

Petitioners assail such violations by the Respondent Telcos and 

seek damages for the loss caused. 

In addition, the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), the 

Respondent No.2, has also abdicated its statutory obligation to 

take action against the violations of the TCCCPR by the Telcos. 

The Petitioners assail such regulatory failure by the Respondent 

No.2. 

By way of the present Petition the Petitioners have also assailed 

the failure of the Respondent No.1 Department to curb the sale of 

sim cards without proper verification as stipulated in the 

instructions on verification of new mobile subscribers issued by 

Respondent No.1. 

Finally, it is submitted that a part of the said legislative framework, 

allows unregistered telemarketers (UTMs) to function with 

impunity and only penalizes bulk commercial communication from 

such UTMs with insufficient disincentive. This is ultra vires the 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997 (hereinafter, 

‘TRAI Act’), under which the TCCCPR 2018 has been framed. It 

alsoviolates the fundamental right to privacy and data integrity 
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guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution as articulated by 9 

judges of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in Justice K.S. Puttaswamy 

v. Union of India (2017) 10 SCC 1. Thus, the constitutionality of 

the said Reg. 25 (5) and 25(6) of the TCCCPR, 2018 is also under 

challenge in the present Petition. 

Regulatory Regime under the TCCPR 

The TCCCPR 2018, was issued by Respondent No. 2 under the 

TRAI Act, to ensure standards of quality of services are provided 

to consumers by Telcos, by delineating a mechanism to protect 

consumers from unsolicited commercial communication (‘UCC’). 

Commercial communication is defined as any communication (text 

or voice) using telecom services, to advertise or solicit business 

for any purpose. Commercial communication has also been 

distinguished from transactional messages and calls (i.e. non-

promotional communications) and service messages/calls, which 

are specifically excluded from the definition of UCC (Reg. 2(bw)) 

The TCCCPR envisages the following regime: 

i. Complete control to consumers to register their preferences (or 

lack thereof) for commercial communication (Reg. 6 & 7); 

ii. Mandatory registration of all entities and telemarketers with the 

Telcos (referred to in the TCCCPR as ‘access providers’)  for 

sending commercial communication (Reg. 3(1)) and a 

prohibition on the sending of commercial communication by 

unregistered entities or UTMs (Reg. 32); 

iii. Primary Obligation on Telcos to prevent any UCC from taking 

place over their networks. Thus, the Telcos are mandated to, 

inter alia: 
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a. Register all consumer preferences/modifications in real time 

(Reg. 12(1)) 

b. Register Senders of commercial communication such as 

telemarketers, principal entities and other intermediaries; 

c. carry out robust verification of their identities before such 

registration (Reg. 5(5), Reg. 12(3)); 

d. Assign Headers to such registered entities (Reg. 8(3)) and 

verify the same before such registration, to ensure that such 

assigned headers are not deceptively similar to those of 

well-known brands (Clause 4(1)(b) read with Clause 4(1)(f) 

of Schedule I); 

e. Assign unique Contempt Templates to such registered 

entities after verifying the same (Reg. 8(4) read with Clause 

4(3) of Schedule I); 

f. Ensure that no commercial communication takes place over 

its networks except through the headers assigned to its 

registered entities (reg.10); 

g. Ensure that no commercial communication takes place over 

its networks except as per the registered preferences of the 

consumer (Reg. 9); 

h. Ensure that all pre-regulatory checks are carried out for 

sending any commercial communication (Reg. 13(1)); 

iv. Primary obligations on the Telcos to penalise violations by 

senders of UCC. To this end, the Telcos are mandated to: 

a. Set up robust complaint redressal mechanisms for 

consumer complaints against UCC (Reg. 23, Reg. 25); 

b. Detect, identify and act against unregistered sender(s) of 

commercial communication (Reg. 5(9)); and 
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c. To take immediate remedial action against sender(s) not 

complying with the regulatory requirements (Reg. 25(4) (for 

RTMs); Reg. 25(5) & (6) (in case of UTMs). 

v. The use of Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) by Telcos for 

controlling and managing the UCC ecosystem (Reg. 13), in 

particular, to ensure that all network related actions are non-

repudiable, i.e., identifiable and verifiable (Reg.12) 

vi.  Obligation on TRAI to initiate inquiries and take action against 

defaulting Telcos (Regs. 21, 27 &28) 

The overarching purpose of the regulatory framework therefore, is 

to protect consumers from UCC, while ensuring that legitimate 

business relationships (whether transactional or service related) 

and legitimate promotional activities (through registered sender(s) 

in accordance with consumer preferences) may continue 

unhindered. However, despite the relatively robust regime, the 

failure of the Respondents to effectively adhere to the same is 

resulting in an alarming rise in phishing and related cybercrimes 

through the mode of UCCs. 

Rise in Online Phishing and Cybercrime through Commercial 

Communication 

Over the last few years, there has been an increase in the use of 

digital payment portals and online financial services. As a result, 

there has been an increase in online “phishing” activity, with new 

and innovative ways being designed by fraudsters each day to 

defraud people of large sums of money. The term “phishing” was 

explained by this Hon’ble Court in NAASCOM v. Ajay Sood, 119 

(2005) DLT 596 as follows,  
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“10. ...Phishing is a form of internet fraud. In a case of 

phishing, a person pretending to be a legitimate association 

such as a bank or an insurance company in order to extract 

personal data from a user such as access codes, 

passwords, etc. which are then used to his own advantage, 

misrepresents on the identity of the legitimate party. 

Typically, phishing scams involve persons who pretend to 

represent online banks and siphon cash from e-banking 

accounts after conning consumers into handing over 

confidential banking details”. 

 

More specifically, in the context of Petitioner No. 2, customers of  

Petitioner No. 2, who are also subscribers of the 

RespondentTelcos have been receiving unsolicited commercial 

&fraudulent communication from persons intending to defraud 

them. 

The Petitioner No. 2, like other legitimate companies, engages the 

services of telemarketers who are registered (RTMs), (one such 

RTM being Pinnacle Teleservices Private Limited, for instance) 

with various Telcos and their authorized aggregators for the 

purpose of sending legitimate commercial communication to its 

customers. The Petitioners and its associate companies/ related 

parties/ group companies’authorized RTMs have been assigned 

official message headers such as “BPaytm”, “FPaytm”, “ipaytm”. 

“lpaytm”, “PAYTMB”, “PAYTMC”,“Vpaytm”, “PAYTMM”, “iPMall”, “, 

“mPaytm”, “GMPIND” and “PFGAME”which are used to send 

legitimate commercial communication to the Petitioners’and its 

associate/ group companies’ customers. The modus operandi of 

the fraudsters/phishers is to take advantage of the Petitioners’ and 

their associate companies/ related parties/ group companies’ 

legitimate headers and send fraudulent communication in the form 

of: 
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A. Unsolicited text messages sent from ‘message headers’ 

deceptively similar to the authorized legitimate message 

headers of the Petitioners and theirassociate companies/ 

related parties/ group companies. Since these ’look-alike’ 

headers contain deceptively similar words like “Paytm”, 

“PYTM”, “PTM” and its derivatives,customersof the 

Petitioners and its associate companies/ group 

companiesget duped into believing that the communication 

is from the Petitioners ortheirassociate companies /related 

parties/ group companies. Some reported fraudulent 

headers using words like “Paytm”, “PYTM”, “PTM” (or its 

derivatives)include, IPAYTN, PYTKYC, PTMKYC etc. A few 

illustrations of how such messages are then used to carry 

out bank fraud are: 

o Such fraudulent messages either contain a link or a 

phone number on which the recipient of such 

message is asked to call. The message will typically 

contain (including but not limited to) a false 

intimation to the customers that their KYC 

formalities need to be completed to avoid disruption 

or restriction in their Paytm services or details of 

bogus cash prizes, cash bonuses, investments. 

o Upon clicking the link, a screen recordingor 

mirroring app may get installed on the recipient’s 

mobile device thereby giving the sender of such 

fraudulent communication access to all the digits 

entered for online payments such as the credit/ 
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debit card numbers, CVV number, one-time 

passwords etc. 

o Alternatively, if the message contains a phone 

number, and if the recipient of such message calls 

back, he/ she may be directed to a particular 

website or web browser, and asked to enter their 

bank details whilst the fraudster remains on the 

phone call with the customer. 

B. Unsolicited and fraudulent phone calls, in which the caller 

represents himself to be a “Paytm” employee” and asks the 

recipient of the phone call to disclose their bank details, 

one-time passwords, etc. in order to defraud them. 

Customers are typically told that such information is 

required to complete the KYC requirement or for purposes 

of obtaining a loan, cash prizes, cash bonuses, investments 

etc. Bank details are either asked over the phone, or 

customers are asked to enter such information on a 

particular webpage or browser, the link to which is sent by 

the fraudster. This gives fraudulent callers complete access 

to all the information being entered by the customers on his 

computer device or mobile device. 

C. Message content deceptively similar to the content 

registered by Petitioners and its associate companies/ 

related parties/ group companies, which may contain the 

words “Paytm”, “PTM”, or “Pytm”ortheir derivatives in order 

to mislead the recipient of the message into believing that it 
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a legitimate message sent from the Petitioners or its 

associate companies/related parties/ group companies. 

D. Bulk fraudulent messages sent from unregistered 

telemarketers, who use sim cards that have been sold 

without proper verification.Since only an RTM can use a 

message header, UTMs use their mobile phone numbers to 

call/message the recipient, defraud them, and then switch 

off/discard such sim cards. Since the sim card was sold 

without proper verification, the tracing of such fraudulent 

UTMs becomes very difficult. 

The cases of online frauds have seen an upswing pursuant to the 

Notification dated 30.08.2019 issued by the RBI by which the time 

period for completion of the minimum KYC PPIs to full KYC 

compliant PPIs was extended from 18 months to 24 months. 

Customers have been receiving phone calls and messages asking 

them to complete their KYC requirements, failing which their 

Paytm Wallet would be deactivated. Instances of fraudulent 

messages and phone calls are still being reported in large 

numbers, despite the overall number of transactions having gone 

down during the nationwide lockdown. As such, during this 

pandemic, even though online transactions have declined by 

around 30%, there has been no proportionate decrease in such 

fraudulent phishing activities and a significant number of frauds 

are still taking place. As a result of the pandemic, the economy 

has been adversely affected and the overall earnings/ salaries of 

citizens have drastically gone down. This makes it crucial that 

such phishing frauds be prevented so as to not aggravate the 

deteriorating economy and grievances of the 
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customers.Additionally, since most customers have been at home 

under lockdown, there is a higher probability of customers 

responding to such fraudulent messages and phone calls.  

A phishing attack can have devastating results. For individuals, 

this includes unauthorized purchases and the stealing of funds. 

The customers of the Petitioner No. 2 alone have cumulatively lost 

about Rs. 10 crores (approximately) through the months of July 

’19 to April ’20.The Petitioners, their associate/related/ group 

companies and others succumbing to such an attack are 

secondary victims, typically sustaining severedamage: such 

phishing attacks lead to declining market share, damage to the 

Petitioners’ reputation, and deterioration of consumer trust. 

Further, the Petitioners have also had to suffer FIRs being filed 

against it and its officials due to the misconception of victims of 

such phishing attacks that thePetitioners- as opposed to 

Respondents No. 3-9 - have the ability to curb the actions of UCC 

senders. 

Non-Implementation and Violation of the TCCCPR regime by 

the Respondents 

It is submitted that this increase in fraudulent commercial 

communication has been a direct result of the failure of 

RespondentTelcos and the Respondent No. 2 Authority to fully 

operationalize the TCCCPR 2018 so as to prevent/ minimize such 

fraudulent communication being sent over their respective 

networks.  In fact, Respondent No.2 itself has recognized, in its 

Directions dated 20.01.2020 that the provisions of the said 

Regulations are not being adhered to. 
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As provided in the TCCCPR, 2018, only a registered telemarketer 

can employ headers to communicate with consumers. Thus, the 

senders of fraudulent UCC to the Petitioners’and its associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies’ customers, using 

deceptively similar look-alike headers and representing 

themselves to be the Petitioners’ or its associate companies/ 

related parties/ group companies’ headers, have clearly been 

registered by the Respondent Telcos, without proper 

verification at the first instance, in flagrant violation of their 

obligations under inter alia, Reg. 5(5) and 12(3). Similarly, 

senders of fraudulent UCC using content similar to that sent by 

the Petitioners’ and their associate companies/ related parties/ 

group companies’ authorised legitimate content, have also clearly 

had such content templates registered by the Respondent 

Telcoswithout proper verification, in violation of their obligations 

under, inter alia, Clause 4(3) of Schedule I read with Reg. 8(4). 

The Petitioners’ and their customers have also consistently been 

reporting fraudulent & unsolicited commercial communication 

received by them to the RespondentTelcos, including details of 

the first, second and third violations as provided for in the 

TCCCPR. However, from September 2019 to May 2020, out of a 

total of 5407 reported phone numbers from whom the 

Petitioners’ customers have received UCC phone calls, only about 

550 have been confirmed by the Respondent Telcos as having 

been blocked. This makes for a mere 10% of the total number of 

reported fraudulent phone numbers.This failure to take remedial 

action under Reg. 25(4),is a gross violation of the Telcos’ 

obligations under Reg. 5(8).Moreover, even though Reg. 23(1) 
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requires the Telcos to set up mechanisms for both, complaints (by 

recipients of UCC in violation of registered preferences)as well as 

reports by any person, of violations of the TCCCPR, the Telcos do 

not have any such mechanisms in place for reports made by 

entities like the Petitioners. 

Further, even where action has been taken, it has only been in an 

ad hoc manner, after the fact, as opposed to at the first instance. 

If such fraudulent headers/ contempt templates had been barred 

from being registered at the first instance by the Respondent 

Telcos thoroughly verifying such senders, the instances of fraud, 

would have been significantly less. 

The Respondent Telcos have also failed to institute proper checks 

on the issuance of headers and content templates to their RTMs 

in accordance with the provisions of the TCCCPR 2018 and the 

Codes of Practices formulated by the Respondent Telcos. Indeed 

the technological architecture which the TCCCPR 2018 provides 

for is yet to be fully operationalized     

In addition, the failure of the Respondent No. 2 to take action 

under Reg. 21, 27 &28 against such violations of the TCCCPR by 

the Respondent Telcos is an abdication of its obligations under 

the TCCCPR and TRAI Act. 

The PetitionerNo. 2 has also been making representations to, and 

following up with the various other government entities like the 

Respondent No. 2 Authority, the Department of 

Telecommunications (Respondent No. 1), Ministry of Home 

Affairs, Cert-In etc. However, no active steps have been taken by 

any of the abovementioned entities in order to curb the menace of 
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unsolicited & fraudulent commercial communication so that the 

fraud with the customers can be stopped. 

The problem of unsolicited commercial communication has further 

been aggravated over the last few months after the onset of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, which has seen a proportionate rise in the 

proliferation of fraudulent message headers deceptively similar to 

the header used by the Petitioners and its associate companies 

/related parties/ group companies, containing the words “Paytm”, 

“PTM” & “PYTM, and in the reporting of such instances.  

Thus, the present Writ Petition seeks that the provisions of the 

TCCCPR 2018 be fully implemented so as to prevent/ minimize 

the unsolicited & fraudulent commercial communication being sent 

over the networks of the Respondent Telcos. As a step  towards 

such implementation of the TCCCPR 2018 , the present Writ 

Petition seeks most urgently that, first, the Respondent 

Telcosimmediately halt the issuance of such fraudulent/look alike 

headers and content templates that are deceptively similar to the 

official headers/contempt templates of the Petitionersandtheir 

associate companies /related parties/ group companies, by 

thoroughly verifying such entities before registration, second, that 

all fraudulent look-alike headersbe blocked, and third, that in order 

to curb fraudulent phone calls, sim cards be issued only after 

proper verification in accordance with the circular dated 

09.08.2012 issued by the Respondent No. 1 Department of 

Telecommunications.  

Unconstitutionality of the Penalties for Unregistered 

Telemarketers under the TCCCPR Regime 
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It is submitted that Commercial Communications in general 

impinge on the privacy of individuals, inasmuch as senders of 

such communications get access to customer databases and 

details. Unsolicited Commercial Communications, as the 

Respondent No.2 itself notes in the Explanatory Memorandum to 

the TCCCPR, 2018, seriously violate customers’ fundamental 

right to privacy. The TCCCPR, 2018 has sought to achieve a 

balance between customers’ rights to privacy and data integrity 

and the legitimate commercial interests of businesses, by 

adopting a two-pronged approach, namely:- 

i. The Customer has the right to decide what kinds of 

commercial communications they wish to receive, by 

mandating the registration of customer preference; and 

ii. The identification and verification of all commercial 

communications carried out over a telecom network by 

mandating the registration of all entities wishing to send 

commercial communications as RTMs with Telcos 

(Reg.3(1)), while prohibiting the sending of any commercial 

communication by an UTM (Reg.32).  

In practice however, a large chunk of UCC (and by extension, 

fraudulent phishing) emanates from UTMs, despite the prohibition 

on such communication. Such UTMs use mobile numbers/sim 

cards that have been issued without proper verification, which 

makes the senders difficult to trace even for Telcos over whose 

networks the UCC by the UTM has been sent. 

The sending of UCC by a UTM therefore violates customers’ 

fundamental rights to privacy and data integrity and also does not 
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fall within the realm of balancing legitimate business interests. It is 

also in violation of the stated purpose of the TRAI Act, to protect 

consumer interests and rights. Therefore, it follows that upon the 

detection and confirmation of commercial communication by even 

a single UTM should result in the complete disconnection of all 

telecom resources of the sender. The interpretation of Reg. 3(1), 

read with Reg. 5(9) and reg. 32 would also lead to the same 

conclusion.  

However, TCCCPR in Regs. 25(5) and 25(6) provides for action 

only against certain types of UTMs (i.e. those who send UCC in 

bulk), and provides for graded penalties (dependent on number of 

violations by the UTM in question). This, it is submitted, is in 

violation of customers’ fundamental rights to privacy, ultra viresthe 

TCCCPR’s parent TRAI Act and also inconsistent with other 

clauses of the TCCCPR,andthe true import of the TCCCPR 

framework itself. Thus, it is submitted that Reg. 25(5) and 25(6) 

insofar as they classify UTMs on the basis of bulk messaging and 

impose a graded penalty on the basis of the number of violations 

by the UTM, merit to be struck down. 

Thus, having no other remedy available to it, the Petitioners have 

approached this Hon’ble Court for the relief sought herein. 

LIST OF DATES & EVENTS 

2007 The Respondent No. 2 Authority notified the Telecom 

Unsolicited Commercial Communications Regulations 

2007 (hereafter, ‘2007 Regulations’) which envisaged 

the establishment of a National Do Not Call Registry to 

facilitate consumer registration of preferences against 
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UCC 

01.12.2010 The 2007 Regulations were superseded by the 

issuance of the Telecom Commercial Communication 

Customer Preference Regulation 2010 (hereafter, ‘2010 

Regulations’)which introduced, inter alia, the mandatory 

requirement of registration of telemarketers. The 2010 

Regulations underwent a number of amendments over 

the years. 

09.08.2012 A circular was issued by the Department of 

Telecommunications titled “Instructions on Verification 

of New Mobile Subscribers(Pre-paid and Postpaid)” 

which laid down the protocol to be followed by the 

Telcos before the issuance and activation of a sim card 

and provided for penalties for issuance of such Sim 

cards in violation of the Circular. 

05.04.2013 Petitioner No. 1 obtained the registered its trademark 

“Paytm”, from the Registrar of Trademarks, Mumbai. 

22.12.2016 The certificate of registration of the Trademark “Paytm” 

was issued by the Registrar of Trademarks, Mumbai.  

03.01.2017 The Petitioner No. 2 was granted a license by the 

Reserve Bank of India (hereinafter referred to as ‘RBI’) 

to carry on banking business as a payments bank under 

the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.   

11.10.2017 RBI issued the Reserve Bank of India (Issuance and 

Operation of Prepaid Payment Instruments) Directions, 

2017(hereinafter, ‘RBI Master Direction on PPI, 2017’) 
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under Section 18 read with Section 10(2) of the 

Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007. This 

Master Direction lays down the eligibility criteria and the 

conditions of operation for payment system operators, 

such as the Petitioner No. 2, involved in the issuance of 

Prepaid Payment Instruments (hereinafter “PPIs”) in 

India. In particular it lays down limits on the monetary 

amount of the PPI that can be issued, which in turn is 

dependent on the recorded details (‘minimum KYC’ or 

‘full KYC’) of the PPI Holder 

19.07.2018 The Respondent No.2 Authority found that the 2010 

Regulatory regime on UCC had not managed to 

effectively curb the menace of UCC. Hence the 2010 

Regulations were superseded by the notification of the 

TCCCPR 2018, the effective implementation of which 

has been sought in the present Petition. 

30.08.2019 The RBI Master Direction on PPI, 2017 was amended 

by a circular titled ‘Amendment to Master Direction on 

Issuance and Operation of Prepaid Payment 

Instruments’ (hereinafter ‘2019 Amendment to RBI PPI 

Master Direction'). This amendment extended the time 

period for which the minimum KYC PPI would remain 

valid from 18 months to 24 months. This means that a 

minimum KYC PPI would remain valid for a period of 24 

months from the date on which it was issued. 

24.12.2019 The RBI issued Circular no. 

DPSS.CO.PD.No.1198/02.14.006/2019-20, clarifying 
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the difference between minimum KYC PPI and the 

complete/ full KYC PPI. The said Clarification explained 

that minimum KYC PPIs can only be used for purchase 

of goods and services and not for fund transfers. Thus, 

in the context of the Petitioner, the Paytm Wallet can 

only be used for ‘Merchant to Merchant’ and ‘Person to 

Merchant’ transactions on completion of the minimum 

KYC requirements, whereas completing the full KYC, in 

addition to many other benefits, also gives users the 

benefit of ‘Person to Person’ transactions as well as a 

higher monthly limit of Rs. 1,00,000/- that can be loaded 

on to the PPI i.e. the Paytm wallet. The Circular also 

made it mandatory for the PPI to only be loaded through 

a bank account. 

20.01.2020 The Respondent No. 2 Authority issued a direction 

under section 13 of the TRAI Act, 1997, acknowledging 

the lack of implementation of the TCCCPR 2018 by 

access providers and directing full implementation of 

the same. Telcos were Inter alia directed not to assign 

new SMS/voice headers without registration in the new 

system; and to migrate existing SMS/voice headers to 

the new system within four weeks. 

20.01.2020 On the same day the Petitioner addressed a 

representation to Shri Ajay Kumar Bhalla, Secretary, 

Ministry of Home Affairs notifying the Ministry of the 

increasing fraudulent activity and contained suggestions 

on mitigating measures to prevent cyber-crimes and 
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financial frauds. 

The Petitioner has not yet received a response to this 

representation. 

20.01.2020 A representation was also sent by the PetitionerNo. 2to 

the Director General of the Indian Computer Emergency 

Response Team (hereinafter “CERT-IN”) requesting 

them to take action against the fraudulent commercial 

communication due which a large number of the 

Petitioners’ customers were losing money. In particular, 

this letter sought collaboration of CERT-IN with MHA & 

TRAI on defining the process and framework to deal 

with such telecom frauds.  

The Petitioner has not yet received a response to this 

representation. 

21.01.2020 A representation was sent by the Petitioner to the 

Respondent No. 2 authority, in which certain measures 

were proposed to prevent financial frauds propagating 

through use of telecom services. The representation 

also enclosed a list of 6000 fraudulent cases with 

mobile numbers that had been used to send fake 

messages to its customers, and sought blocking of the 

said numbers. 

The Petitioner has not yet received a response to this 

representation. 

23.01.2020 The Petitioner sent e-mails dated 23.01.2020 to the 

Respondents Nos. 4, 5 and 6 Telcos, reporting the 
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deceptive look-alike headers employed to defraud the 

Petitioner’s customers. In the said emails, the Petitioner 

enclosed a list of its legitimate white listed headers and 

requested that all other headers deceptively similar to 

the Petitioner’s and/or containing the words ‘Paytm’ 

‘Pytm’ etc., be blocked. 

24.01.2020 A complaint was filed by the Petitioner with the SHO, 

Cyber Crime Cell, Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh, 

requesting for registration of an FIR against unknown 

persons for committing serious offences of 

misrepresentation, cheating, criminal breach of trust, 

fraud, wilfully and in collusion with each other against 

the public at large and the customers of the Petitioner, 

thereby causing wrongful gain to themselves and 

wrongful loss to the Petitioner and its customers. 

29.01.2020 A representation was sent by the Petitioner to the 

Respondent No.1, Department of Telecommunications 

(“DoT”) apprising the DoT of the financial frauds taking 

place.Lists of codes and numbers being used to 

propagate the fraud were enclosed, and the DoT was 

requested that the same be blocked at the earliest. 

30.01.2020 The Petitioner sent e-mails dated 30.01.2020 to 

Respondents Nos. 4 and 6 Telcos to take action against 

fraudulent senders, the list of short codes of which were 

enclosed. 

31.01.2020 The Petitioner received a Reply from Respondent No. 6 

Telco which informed it of the Respondent No. 6’s view 
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that the scope of action against fraudulent UCC under 

the TCCCPR does not extend to unilateral blocking of 

access to telecom services unless so directed 

specifically by telecom and law-enforcement authorities, 

and that it has taken action against identified cases in 

the past. 

03.02.2020 The Petitioner issued request letters to Respondent 

Nos. 3 and 5 -8, requesting them to block sender IDs 

that were deceptively similar to the header of the 

Petitioner containing the words “Paytm”, “PYTM” and 

“PTM” as well as to block calls from fraudulent callers 

attempting phishing. 

05.02.2020 AnFIR, bearing No. 262 of 2020was registered by an 

aggrieved customer of the Petitioner No. 2 who had 

fallen prey tophishingactivities,under section 420 of the 

Indian Penal Code, 1860 & Section 66D of the 

Information Technology Act, 2000. This FIR was filed 

against the Petitioner No.2, its founder Mr. Vijay 

Shekhar Sharma and Senior Vice President Mr. Ajay 

Sharma, registered at Kavi Nagar Police Station, 

Ghaziabad, U.P. 

12.02.2020 Writ Petition (Criminal) No. 2879 of 2020 was filed 

before the Hon’ble Allahabad High Court by the 

Petitioner No. 1, Mr. Vijay Shekhar Sharma &Mr. Ajay 

Sharma, seekingthe quashing of the aforesaid FIR 

dated 05.02.2020.  
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12.02.2020 The Petitioner No. 2 received an email response to its 

representation dated 20.01.2020 from the Indian Cyber 

Crime Coordination Centre, Ministry of Home Affairs 

stating that in order to curb financial frauds, companies 

(such as the Petitioners) issuing PPIs though wallets 

and through mobile apps must explore the possibility of 

modifying their apps. 

14.02.2020 The Petitioner No. 2 received a response to its 

representation dated 20.01.2020 from the Indian Cyber 

Crime Coordination Centre, Ministry of Home Affairs, 

stating that a meeting had been held on 13.02.2020 

under the chairmanship of the Joint Secretary, Cyber & 

Information Security Department, Ministry of Home 

Affairs, to discuss the best possible approach to be 

adopted and means and measure to prevent/ minimize 

financial fraud. Vide this letter, the Petitioner No. 2 was 

invited to participate in a meeting on 19.02.2020, of the 

working group, on creating a working document on 

integration of the cyber-crime portal with payment 

intermediaries. 

17.02.2020 The Petitioner No. 2 received an email from the Indian 

Cyber Crime Coordination Center,MHA, requesting the 

Petitioner No. 2 for details of their customer care 

officials, official headers used by the Petitioners and its 

associated companies to send legitimate bulk 

commercial communication to customers and material 

prepared by the Petitioners on customer awareness. 
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18.02.2020 The Hon’ble High Court of Allahabad vide Order dated 

18.02.20202 in W.P (Crl.) 2879/2020 issued notice to 

the Respondent Complainant in a petition to quash FIR 

No. 262/2020 against the Petitioner No. 2, its founder 

Mr. Vijay Shekhar Sharma &Senior Vice President Mr. 

Ajay Sharma. The matter was listed for 18.03.2020, 

however due to subsequent Covid-19 outbreak and 

consequent nationwide lockdown, no effective orders 

have been passed till date. 

27.02.2020 Pursuant to the meeting held by Indian Cyber Crime 

Coordination Centre, Ministry of Home Affairs on 

19.02.2020, the Petitioner No. 2 on 

27.02.2020submitted a document titled “Key asks from 

Stakeholders for Prevention of Financial Frauds through 

Telecom Services” putting forth its recommendations/ 

demands from Respondent Nos. 1 and 2, the MHA, 

Cert-In as well as the Telcos.    

27.02.2020 A news article was published by Livemint titled, “Telcos 

not doing enough to counter online frauds: Paytm” 

regarding the failure of the Telcos to take preventive 

and punitive measures to curb fraudulent activities over 

its networks. 

28.02.2020 The Petitioner sent the Respondents Nos. 3, 5 and 8 

Legal notices dated 28.02.2020 calling upon them to 

blacklist the telemarketers/ aggregator/ intermediaries 

sending fraudulent messages and to deactivate the 

mobile numbers being used by fraudsters. 
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02.03.2020 The Petitioner sent e-mails to Respondent Nos. 3-

6Telcos, reporting that the Petitioner’s customers had 

reported receiving “commercial communications” in 

violation of the TCCCPR, 2018, under Regulation 

23(1)(b). The Petitioner provided all relevant details to 

the respective Telcos in compliance with Regulation 

25(6)(A) of the TCCCPR, 2018, including “first 

instance”, “second instance” and “third instance” 

violations by Senders, as per complaints received and 

further requested for “TRAI prescribed action”. 

20.03.2020 The Petitioner No. 2 filed a complaint with the 

Superintendent of Police, Cyber Crime, Central Bureau 

of Investigation against fraudsters, telemarketers and 

aggregators for the offences of cheating, criminal 

conspiracy, defamation & defrauding the public. 

27.03.2020 The Petitioner filed a complaintwith the Dy. 

Commissioner of Police, Sector – 6, Noida against five 

aggregator entities responsible for fraudulent headers, 

deceptively similar to the header of the Petitioner, being 

allotted, which contain the words “Paytm”, “PTM” or 

“Pytm”.  

27.03.2020 In response to an email request sent by Petitioner No. 2 

for blocking of fraudulent reported headers, Respondent 

No. 6 responded on 27.03.2020 saying that it could not 

investigate of the fraudulent headers and phone 

numbers, with a suggestion that complaints be filed by 

Petitioner No. 2 with the relevant law enforcement 
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agencies.   

28.03.2020 Petitioner received another e-mail from Respondent 

No.5 Telco, which stated that it could not investigate 

anything related to fraudulent mobile numbers and 

advised the Petitioner to file a criminal complaint with 

relevant law enforcement agencies, on whose directions 

only would the Respondent no.5 be authorised to take 

any action. 

30.03.2020 A legal notice was addressed to Respondent Nos. 3 

and 4, as a reminder after the multiple communications 

viz. email dated 23.01.2020, request letter dated 

03.02.2020 and the legal notice dated 28.02.2020 did 

not result in any corrective action by them. 

21.04.2020 An article was published on the website 

www.moneylife.comby one Mr. Yogesh Sapkale, stating 

that the Respondent No. 2 TRAI had refused to give 

him a concrete answer when he approached them with 

an RTI application regarding the issue of telemarketers, 

spammers and senders of fraudulent unsolicited 

commercial communication. 

01.05.2020 Most recently, on 01.05.2020, the Petitioner No. 2 sent 

emails to the Respondent Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, &8 Telcos 

reiterating that the Respondent Telcos had a statutory 

obligation under the TCCCPR 2018 to curb unsolicited 

commercial communication over its network.  

06.05.2020 A virtual open house discussion was conducted by the 

Respondent No. 2 Authority wherein the problem of 
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increasing unsolicited commercial communication was 

discussed with the various Telco where the issue of 

inadequacy of the current regime of financial 

disincentives on unregistered telemarketer was 

addressed. 

23.05.2020 The Times of India’s Ahmadabad Mirror reported on 

23.05.2020 that three different complaints totalling Rs. 

12.4 lakhs have been registered over a span of three 

days in Ahmedabad alone. 

… Hence the present Petition 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

CIVIL EXTRAORDINARY JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. ___ OF 2020 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

One97 Communications Limited &Anr.  …Petitioners 

 

VERSUS 

 

Union of India &Ors.     … Respondents 

 

WRIT PETITION UNDER ARTICLE 226 OF THE 

CONSTITUTION OF INDIA SEEKING THE ISSUANCE OF AN 

APPROPRIATE WRIT, ORDER OR DIRECTION IN THE 

NATURE OF MANDAMUS, OR ANY OTHER APPROPRIATE 

WRIT ORDER OR DIRECTION TO, INTER ALIA 

a) DECLARE THAT REGULATIONS 25(5) AND 25(6) OF 

THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES REGULATIONS, 2018 

INSOFAR AS THEY ALLOW INADEQUATE AND THE 

IMPOSITION OF A GRADED PENALTY ON 

IDENTIFIED UNREGISTERED TELEMARKETERS AS 

UNCONSTITUTIONAL AND ULTRA VIRES THE 

TELECOM REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF INDIA 

ACT, 1997; 

b) DIRECT THE RESPONDENT NO. 2AUTHORITY TO 

ENSURECOMPLETE AND STRICT IMPLEMENTATION 

OF PROVISIONS OF THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

REGULATIONS, 2018 AND ANY OTHER RELATED 

REGULATIONS ISSUED FROM TIME TO TIME TO 

CURB FRAUDULENT UNSOLICITED COMMERCIAL 
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COMMUNICATION SENT OVER THE RESPECTIVE 

NETWORKS OF THE RESPONDENT TELECOM 

SERVICE PROVIDERS; 

c) DIRECT THE RESPONDENT NO.2AUTHORITY TO 

TAKE ACTION AGAINST THE RESPONDENTS NO. 3 

TO 9 TELCOSUNDER REGULATIONS 21, 27 AND 28, 

FOR VIOLATIONS OF THEIR PRIMARY 

OBLIGATIONS OF PREVENTION AND VERIFICATION 

UNDER THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS CONSUMER PREFERENCES 

REGULATIONS, 2018; 

d) DIRECT THE RESPONDENT NO.1 DEPARTMENT TO 

TAKE ACTION TO ENSURE THAT NO SIM CARD IS 

SOLD WITHOUT PROPER VERIFICATIONBY 

EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF 

THEDEPARTMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

CIRCULAR DATED 09.08.2012TITLED 

“INSTRUCTIONS ON VERIFICATION OF NEW 

MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS (PRE-PAID AND 

POSTPAID)”; 

e) DIRECT THE RESPONDENT NO.1 DEPARTMENT TO 

ENSURE EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION BY THE 

RESPONDENT TELCOS OF THEIR OBLIGATIONS 

UNDER THEIR UNIFIED ACCESS LICENSE 

AGREEMENTS PERTAINING TO VERIFICATION AND 

REPORTING OF FRAUDS TAKING PLACE OVER 

THEIR NETWORKS; 
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MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH: 

1. The Petitioner No. 1, One97 Communications Limited, is a 

company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956. The 

Petitioner No.1 is the owner of the consumer brand ‘Paytm’ 

and is also India’s largest mobile first financial services / 

commerce platform offering payments, banking, lending and 

insurance. Being the brand owner and the proprietor of the 

“Paytm” brand, the Petitioner No.1 has all the right, title and 

interest in the trade-marks, service-marks, names, symbols, 

design logos, artwork and other related intellectual property 

rights in the “Paytm” brand. The Petitioner No. 1 has its own 

customers and also licenses the Paytm brand to its associate 

companies, including Petitioner No. 2. 

The Petitioner No.2, Paytm Payments Bank Ltd., is a Banking 

Company which was granted a license in 2017 from the 

Reserve Bank of India to carry on a ‘payments bank’ business. 

The Petitioner No.2 serves around 300 million customers 

across India and It delivers banking products and services to 

its customers through the Paytm Mobile App. 

2. The present Writ Petition under Article 226 of the Constitution 

of India has been filed by the Petitioners on account of the 

failure of the Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telecommunication 

Service Providers to comply with the provisions of, and the 

Respondent No. 2 Authority to fully implement the statutory 

and technological architecture provided under the Telecom 

Commercial Communications Customer Preference 

Regulations, 2018(hereinafter,“TCCCPR 2018”). This has 

resulted in a rise in fraud through Unsolicited Commercial 
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Communication (‘UCC’) and phishing activities against the 

Petitioners’ customers and impacting the brand of Petitioner 

No. 1, by fraudsters duping the customers into believing that 

they are the representatives of the Petitioners.As has been 

reported by the Times of India’s Ahmadabad Mirror on 

23.05.2020, three different complaints totalling Rs. 12.4 lakhs 

have been registered over a span of three days in Ahmedabad 

alone, where the son of a former Supreme Court Judge, an 

orthopaedic surgeon, and a senior citizen, were defrauded 

using a fraudulent link that sought an update on their Patym 

Wallet KYC norms. 

3. Petitioner No.1 seeks the intervention of this Hon’ble Court to 

protect its business reputation and the severe damage caused 

to the “Paytm” brand as such instances being material in 

number and severity, adversely affect the Petitioner No. 1 and 

the “Paytm” brand. Moreover, this causes customers to lose 

faith in both Petitioner No. 1, its group company licensees and 

Petitioner No. 2, impacting the “Paytm brand” in the process, 

the barometer of trust being very critical for entities operating in 

India’s ever growing and extremely competitive financial 

services / digital payments space. The Petitioner No. 2 seeks 

the intervention of this Hon’ble Court to protect millions of its 

customers, too many of whom have been defrauded by the 

activity of phishing taking place using the telecommunications 

services as SMS and Calls. 

4. Apart from seeking effective implementation of the TCCCPR, 

the Petitioners have also challenged the constitutionality of 

Regulations 25(5) and 25(6) insofar as they pertain to the 
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penalties to be imposed uponunregistered telemarketers. By 

way of the present Petition the Petitioners have also assailed 

the failure of the Respondent No.1 Department to curb the sale 

of sim cards without proper verificationas stipulated in the 

instructions on verification of new mobile subscribers issued by 

Respondent No.1. 

5. The Respondent No.1 Department of Telecommunications is 

the Department that grants the Unified Access Licenses 

(UALs) to the Respondents Nos. 3 to 9Telcos(and monitors the 

Telcos’ adherence to their UALs).The Respondent No. 2 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (hereinafter “TRAI”) is 

the governmental regulatory body of the Telecom Industry and 

was constituted under the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India Act, 1997 (hereinafter ‘TRAI Act’). Itsstated purpose is 

protecting the interests of consumers and service providers of 

the telecom sector and to promote and ensure orderly growth 

of the sector. In exercise of its powers under the TRAI Act, 

1997, the Respondent No. 2 authority issued the TCCCPR 

2018 which casts an affirmative statutory obligation on the 

Respondent No. 2 authority, as well as the Respondent No. 3 

to 9Telcos to address phishing complaints from consumers. 

The Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telecommunication Service 

Providers (hereinafter ‘TSPs’/ ‘Telcos’) are service providers 

whose networks are being used to send unsolicited 

commercial communication to the subscribers/ customers of 

these TSPs/ Telcos, who in the present case are also 

customers of the Petitioners. The Respondent Telcos carry out 

a public function as held in a catena of judgments, which have 
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been more specifically dealt with in the grounds of the present 

Writ Petition. As such, the writ petition under Article 226 of the 

Constitution of India is maintainable against the Respondent 

No. 1 &2 authority, as well as the Respondent No. 3 to 9 

Telcos. 

6. It is submitted that due to the Respondents’ failure to provide 

and regulate its services, and to fully implement the TCCCPR 

2018 and other related Directions and Circulars issued by 

Respondents Nos. 1 and 2,customers of the Petitioners and 

their associate companies/ related parties/ group companies 

have been receiving spam, or fraudulent &unsolicited 

commercial communication in the form of messages and 

phone calls from entities using message headers/ sender IDs/ 

SMS content deceptively similar to the Petitioners and its 

associate companies/ related parties/ group companies. 

Senders of such fraudulent and unsolicited commercial 

communication are also in other ways misrepresenting 

themselves to be “Paytm”employees. 

What is Phishing? 

There are several ways in which senders of such fraudulent 

messages and phone calls are “phishing” the bank details 

ofcustomers of the Petitioners and their associate companies/ 

related parties / group companies. Phishing is a technological 

attack often used to deceive a user into divulging data, including 

confidential bank details, passwords, login credentials and credit 

card numbers. It occurs when an attacker, masquerading as a 

trusted entity, dupes a victim into opening a text message or to 
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supply confidential information over the phone. The recipient is 

then tricked into clicking a malicious link, or dialling a number or 

orally communicating confidential information which can lead to 

the installation of mirroring apps, malware or other modes to 

reveal sensitive information which then allows the fraudster to 

withdraw funds from the victims’ bank account.An attack can have 

devastating results. For individuals, this includes unauthorized 

purchases, the stealing of funds. The Petitioners and others 

succumbing to such an attack are secondary victims, typically 

sustaining financial losses in addition to declining market share, 

reputation, and consumer trust. As a result of this phishing 

activity, several customers of the Petitioners have till date 

cumulatively lost about Rs. 10crores (approx). 

Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference 

Regulations, 2018 ( TCCCPR 2018) 

7. The TCCCPR 2018 was issued by the Respondent No. 2 

Authority to ensure standards of quality of services to be 

provided to consumers by Telcos, by laying down a 

mechanism to protect consumers from unsolicited commercial 

communication (‘UCC’). Commercial communication is defined 

as any communication (text or voice) using telecom services, 

to advertise or solicit business for any purpose. Commercial 

communication has also been distinguished from transactional 

messages and calls (i.e. non-promotional communications) 

and service messages/calls, which are specifically excluded 

from the definition of UCC (Reg. 2(bw)). The TCCCPR 2018 

regimeregulatesthe sending of commercial communication to 

consumers, with an aim to balance the consumers’ rights to 
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privacy and safetyandthe legitimate commercial interests of 

businesses, by adopting a two-pronged approach of prevention 

and penalisation, namely:- 

i. Consumers have the right to register their preferences (or 

lack thereof) to receive commercial communications 

andevery Telco isobligatedto ensure that there is no 

delivery or blocking of commercial communication to its 

subscribersin contravention to their registered 

preferences; and 

ii. Every Telco is obligated to ensure the identification and 

verification of all commercial communications carried out 

over its telecom network by mandating the registration 

(using Distributed Ledger Technologies) of all entities 

wishing to send commercial communications as 

Registered Telemarketers (RTMs), while prohibiting the 

sending of any commercial communication by an UTM 

(Reg.32) 

8. The overarching purpose of the regulatory framework which 

has the force of statute, therefore, is to protect consumers from 

UCC, of which fraud is the most damaging result, while 

ensuring that legitimate business relationships (whether 

transactional or service related) and legitimate promotional 

activities (through registered sender(s) in accordance with 

consumer preferences) may continue unhindered. However, 

despite this relatively robust regime, the failure of the 

Respondents to adhere to and effectively implement the same 

is resulting in an alarming rise in phishing and related 
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cybercrimes through the mode of spam/ Unsolicited 

Commercial Communication, thus necessitating the 

intervention of this Hon’ble Court 

Jurisdiction of this Hon’ble Court 

9. It is submitted that this Hon’ble Court has the jurisdiction to 

entertain the present Petition under Article 226 of the 

Constitution of India since: 

i. the nature of the relief(s) sought by the Petitioners 

i.e. the declaration of unconstitutionality of a part of 

the TCCCPR, and directions to be issued to the 

Respondent No.2 to ensure implementation of the 

TCCCPR are not amenable to the jurisdiction of the 

Ld. Telecom Disputes Settlement Appellate Tribunal 

(TDSAT); and 

ii. The Petitioners in any event, are barred from raising 

a dispute before the Ld. TDSAT under Section 14 of 

the TRAI Act. 

10. It is a settled position of law that Tribunals like the Ld. 

TDSAT are creatures of their parent statutes (here, the TRAI 

Act), and therefore, such Tribunals cannot exercise any 

jurisdiction that has not been specifically conferred on them by 

the parent Statute. In the context of the Ld. TDSAT and the 

TRAI Act, it has been held by the Hon’ble Supreme 

CourtinBharat Sanchar Nigam Limited v. Telecom 

Regulatory Authority of India 2014 (2)SCJ 301 that the Ld. 

TDSAT is not competent to decide the vires of any Regulations 

framed by TRAI under Section 36 of the TRAI Act. 
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Thus,thevires of the TCCCPR (which is under challenge in the 

present Petition), having been framed by the Respondent No.2 

Authority under Section 36 of the TRAI Act, cannot be looked 

into by the Ld. TDSAT. 

11.  In addition, the present Petition seeks that directions be 

issued to the Respondent No.2 Authority to ensure compliance 

and implementation of the TCCCPR by the Respondent Nos. 3 

– 9Telcos, by inter alia, taking action against the said Telcos 

under Regulations 27 and 28 of the TCCCPR, so as to curb 

the fraudulent and phishing activities taking place through 

unsolicited communications over the Telcos’ networks.It is 

submitted that the Ld. TDSAT is not empowered under the 

TRAI Act to issue directions to the Respondent No.2 Authority 

in original jurisdiction under S. 14 (a) (as opposed to Appellate 

jurisdiction against orders/ decisions/ directions of TRAI under 

S. 14(b)). The Ld. TDSAT, in its decision in Tamil Nadu 

Progressive Consumers Centre v. Ministry of Information 

and Broadcasting (Petition No. 60/2010) had issued certain 

directions to the Respondent No.2 Authority to ensure the 

implementation of the Quality of Service Regulations issued by 

the Respondent No.2 Authority in 2007.The said decision was 

challenged by the Respondent No.2 Authority before the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court in Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India v. Tamil Nadu Progressive Consumers Center(Civil 

Appeal No. 9035/2011), which vide Order dated 14.11.2011 

stayed the operation of the TDSAT’s decision. Thus, it is 

submitted that as on date the Petitioners cannot approach the 

Ld. TDSAT to seek the relief(s) claimed. 
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12. Further, it is submitted that under Section 14(a) of the TRAI 

Act, the TDSAT is empowered to decide any dispute raised 

only by licensor, licensee, service provider, or a group of 

consumers. The Petitioners, being neither a licensor, licensee 

or service provider as defined in the TRAI Act, nor a group of 

consumers, is therefore barred from raising any dispute before 

the Ld. TDSAT.  

13. Thus, it is submitted that it is only this Hon’ble Court that, in 

exercise of its writ jurisdiction under Art. 226 of the 

Constitution, is competent to grant the relief(s) claimed in the 

present Petition. 

OVERVIEW OF FACTS 

14. The facts which have led to the filing of the present writ 

petition are as follows: 

a. In order to deal with the menace of unsolicited commercial 

communication, the Respondent No.2 Authority notified the 

Telecom Unsolicited Commercial Communications 

Regulations 2007 (hereafter, ‘2007 Regulations’) which 

envisaged the establishment of a National Do Not Call 

Registry to facilitate consumer registration of preferences 

against UCC. 

b. The 2007 Regulations were superseded by the issuance on 

01.12.2010 of the Telecom Commercial Communication 

Customer Preference Regulation 2010 (hereafter, ‘2010 

Regulations’) which introduced, inter alia, the mandatory 

requirement of registration of telemarketers. The 2010 
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Regulations underwent a number of amendments over the 

years 

c. Pursuant to the decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

dated 27.04.2011 in AvishekGoenka v. Union of India 

(W.P. (C) No. 285/2010), the Respondent No.1 Department 

issued a circulartitled“Instructions on Verification of New 

Mobile Subscribers (Pre-paid and Postpaid)”(hereinafter, 

‘DoT SIM verification Circular, 2012) dated 09.08.2012. The 

said Circular laid down the protocol to be followed by the 

Telcos before the issuance and activation of a sim card and 

prohibited the sale of pre-activated Sim cards. The sale of 

such pre-activated Sim card attracted a penalty of Rs. 

50,000 on the Telco per Sim card. Clause 6 of the said 

Circular also prohibited the issuance of bulk mobile 

connections (i.e. 10 or more) to individuals, and strictly 

regulated the verification process for bulk connections in the 

case of companies/organizations.The Telecom, 

Enforcement, Resource and Monitoring (TERM) Cell 

established by the DoT was tasked with monitoring 

compliance with the Circular.Further, non-compliance by the 

subscriber to the Customer Acquisition Form (CAF) 

verification requirements would result in disconnection under 

Clause 9. 

A true Copy of the Instructions on Verification of New 

Mobile Subscribers (pre-paid &Post-paid), File No. 800-

09/2010-VAAS dated 09.08.2012 is annexed as 

ANNEXURE P-1. 
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d. Petitioner No. 1 owns the brand “Paytm”. On 05.04.2013, 

Petitioner No. 1 obtained the registered its trademark 

“Paytm”, from the Registrar of Trademarks, Mumbai. The 

certificate of registration of the Trademark “Paytm” was 

issued on 22.12.2016 by the Registrar of Trademarks, 

Mumbai.  

A true copy of the certificate of registration of the trademark 

“Paytm” dated 22.12.2016 issued by the Registrar of 

Trademarks, Mumbai, is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P- 2”. 

e. On 03.01.2017 the Petitioner No. 2 was granted a license by 

the RBIunder section 22(1) of the Banking Regulations Act, 

1949 to carry on a ‘payments bank business’ in India. 

A true copy of the license dated 03.01.2017 granted by the 

Reserve Bank of India to the Petitioner No. 2 under Section 

22(1) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 is annexed 

herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE P-  3” 

f. 11.10.2017, RBI issued RBI issued the Reserve Bank of 

India (Issuance and Operation of Prepaid Payment 

Instruments) Directions, 2017 (hereinafter, ‘RBI Master 

Direction on PPI, 2017’) under Section 18 read with Section 

10(2) of the Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007. 

This Master Direction lays down the eligibility criteria and the 

conditions of operation for payment system operators, such 

as the Petitioner No. 2, involved in the issuance of Prepaid 

Payment Instruments (hereinafter, “PPIs”) in India such as 

the Paytm Wallet. In particular, it lays down limits on the 
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monetary amount of the PPI that can be issued, which in 

turn is dependent on the recorded details (‘minimum KYC’ 

oralternatively ‘full KYC’) of the PPI Holder. For instance, the 

Paytm Wallet is a semi-closed PPI with a Rs. 10,000 or Rs. 

1 lakh limit, dependent on whether the customer has 

minimum KYC or full KYC. The Master Directions are 

applicable to all entities approved / authorized by the RBI to 

operate payment systems involving the issuance of PPIs 

such as the Petitioner No. 2. As per Clause 9.1 of the 

Master Direction, a bank or non-bank issuer is permitted to 

issue PPIs loaded with a maximum amount of Rs. 10,000/- 

per month, after obtaining minimum details of the PPI 

holder, also known as ‘minimum KYC’. The minimum details 

include a mobile number verified with One Time Pin (OTP) 

and a unique identity / identification number of any 

‘mandatory document’ or ‘Officially Valid Document’ (OVD) 

listed in the Master Direction on KYC, issued by the RBI 

from time to time.  

g. Once the bank or non-bank entity has completed the KYC of 

the PPI holder – the full KYC - PPIs of up to Rs. 1,00,000/- 

each month can be issued to a PPI holder.Further, as per 

the Master Direction dated 11.10.2017 (amended as on 

28.02.2020), the minimum KYC PPI is valid only for a period 

of 24 months from the date it is issued. For all PPIs issued 

prior to 28.02.2018, this 24 months-time period is counted 

from  28.02.2018. That is to say, that all PPIs, including the 

Paytm Wallet issued prior to 28.02.2018, would only be valid 

up to 29.02.2020. 
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A true copy of the Reserve Bank of India (Issuance and 

Operation of Prepaid Payment Instruments) Directions, 2017 

dated 11.10.2017 is annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-4. 

h. The Respondent No.2 Authority found that the 2010 

Regulatory regime on UCC had not managed to effectively 

curb the menace of UCC. Hence the 2010 Regulations were 

superseded by the notification of the TCCCPR 2018 on 

19.07.2018, issued by the Respondent No.2 Authority in 

exercise of its powers under section 36, read with section 

11(1)(b) of the TRAI Act, 1997 with   the objective of effectively 

dealing with the nuisance of spam experienced by the 

subscribers. In this regard, section 11(1)(b) and section 36 of 

the TRAI Act are reproduced hereunder:  

“11. Functions of Authority  

[(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian 

Telegraph Act, 1885 , the functions of the Authority shall be to -

… 

(b) discharge the following functions, namely: -  

…. 

(v) lay-down the standards of quality of service to be 

provided by the service providers and ensure the quality 

of service and conduct the periodical survey of such service 

provided by the service providers so as to protect interest of 

the consumers of telecommunication service;  

…. 

(c) levy fees and other charges at such rates and in respect of 

such services as may be determined by regulations;” 

Further, section 36 of the Act of 1997 gives TRAI the power to 

make regulations. It states: 

 

“36. Power to make regulations  

(1) The Authority may, by notification, make 

regulations consistent with this Act and the rules 

made thereunder to carry out the purposes of this 

Act.” 
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(Emphasis Supplied) 

A True Copy of Telecom Commercial Communications 

Customer Preference Regulations, 2018 dated 19.07.2018 

issued by Respondent No. 2 authority is annexed herewith as 

ANNEXURE P-5 

i. The regulatory regime established TCCCPR 2018 has the 

following salient features: 

i. Complete control to consumers to register their 

preferences (or lack thereof) for commercial 

communication (Reg. 6 & 7); 

ii. Mandatory registration of all 

entities,includingtelemarketers, with the Telcos 

(referred to in the TCCCPR as ‘Access Providers’) 

for sending commercial communication (Reg. 3(1)) 

and a prohibition on the sending of commercial 

communication by unregistered entities or UTMs 

(Reg. 32); 

iii. Primary Obligation on the Telcos to prevent the 

sending of UCC. To this end, the Telcos are 

mandated to, inter alia: 

a. Register all consumer preferences/modifications 

in real time (Reg. 12(1)) 

b. Register Senders of commercial communication 

such as telemarketers, principal entities and 

other intermediaries and carry out robust 

verification of their identities before such 

registration (Reg. 5(5), Reg. 12(3)); 
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c. Assign Headers to such registered entities (Reg. 

8(3)), and verify the same before such 

registration, to ensure that such assigned 

headers are not deceptively similar to those of 

corporates or well-known brands (Clause 4(1)(b) 

read with Clause 4(1)(f) of Schedule I); 

d. Assign unique Content Templates to such 

registered entities after verifying the same (Reg. 

8(4) read with Clause 4(3) of Schedule I); 

e. Ensure that no commercial communication takes 

place over its networks except by registered 

entities and through the headers assigned to 

them (reg.10); 

f. Ensure that no commercial communication takes 

place over its networks except as per the 

registered preferences of the consumer (Reg. 9); 

and 

g. Ensure that all pre-regulatory checks are carried 

out for sending any commercial communication 

(Reg. 13(1)); 

iv. Primary obligations on the Telcos to punish/ 

penalise violations of the TCCCPR by senders. 

To this end, the Telcos are mandated to, inter alia: 

a Set up robust complaint redressal mechanisms 

for consumer complaints against UCC (Reg. 23, 

Reg. 25); 
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b Detect, identify and act against unregistered 

sender(s) of commercial communication (Reg. 

5(9)); and 

c To take immediate remedial action against 

sender(s) not complying with the regulatory 

requirements (Reg. 25(4) (for RTMs);  Reg. 25(5) 

& (6) (in case of UTMs). 

v. Institute use of Distributed Ledger Technologies 

(DLT) by Telcos for controlling and managing the 

UCC ecosystem (Reg. 13), in particular, to ensure 

that all network related actions are non-repudiable, 

i.e., identifiable and verifiable (Reg.12) 

vi. Obligation on TRAI to initiate inquiries and take 

action against defaulting Telcos (Regs.21, 27 and 

28) 

j. Legitimate commercial communication is usually sent 

bybusiness entities, banks such as the Petitioners to their 

customers, by engaging the services of a Registered 

Telemarketer (hereinafter “RTM”). A telemarketer has been 

defined under regulation 2(bp) of the TCCCPR, 2018 as, “a 

person or a legal entity engaged in activity of transmission or 

delivery of commercial communication or scrubbing or 

aggregation.”An example of a registered telemarketer is the 

company Pinnacle Teleservices Private Limited, which has 

been engaged by the Petitioners to send out legitimate 

commercial communication on its behalf to its customers.  
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An instance of legitimate commercial communication sent 

using Petitioner No. 1’s registered message header “iPaytm” 

is as follows: 

“Paytm never calls asking for OTP. Sharing this gives 

them full access to your Paytm Wallet. Your confidential 

login OTP is xxxxx.” 

An instance of legitimate commercial communication sent 

using Petitioner No. 2’s registered message header 

“PAYTMB” is as follows,  

“Never share your OTP, Debit Card number, ATM 

PIN, Paytm Password or Passcode with anyone. Do 

not transfer money for any fake calls for lucky draw or 

prizes” 

It is pertinent to mention that neither the Petitioners, nor their 

associated companies send messages to its customers regarding 

completion or conversion of minimum KYC to full KYC. This is a 

ploy that has been developed by senders of fraudulent & 

unsolicited commercial communication to dupe innocent 

customers of various Telcos. 

A true copy of a legitimate commercial communication sent by the 

Petitioner No. 1 & 2 using its registered message 

headers“IPAYTM ” and “PAYTMB” is annexed herewith as 

ANNEXURE P-6 (COLLY) 

k. Customers of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ 

related parties/ group companies have been receiving 

fraudulent messages from message headers/ content 

templates deceptively similar to the official headers/ content 
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templates of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ 

related parties/ group companies, typically informing them that 

their Patym account has been suspended and directing them 

to call a particular number. 

True copies of operator wise fraudulent messages received by 

customers of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ related 

parties/ group companies from deceptively similar message 

headers and content templates have been annexed herewith and 

marked as “ANNEXURE P - 7”.(colly)  

l. The Petitioners and their associate companies/ related parties/ 

group companies have registered themselves as “principle 

entities” with some of the Respondent Telcos. After registration 

as a principle entity, the Telco grants access to an online portal 

of the Telco where they can upload their message headers and 

content templates. It is on this online portal that the Principle 

entity also has to upload its customers preferences. 

Some of the registered message headers of the Petitioners 

and its associate companies/ related parties/ group companies 

assigned to authorized RTMs are “BPaytm”,  “FPaytm”, 

“PAYTMB”, “ipaytm”, “PAYTMC”,“Vpaytm”, “PAYTMM”, 

“iPMall”, “lpaytm”, “mPaytm”, “GMPIND” and “PFGAME 

A true copy of a list of all the official message headers of the 

Petitioners and its associated companies dated NIL registered 

with the Respondent Telcos are marked as “ANNEXURE P -  

8”.  

A true copy of a list of all the official message content 

templates of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ 
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related parties/ associated companies dated NILregistered with 

the Respondent Telcosare marked as “ANNEXURE P -  9”.  

True copy of the certificate of registration of the Petitioner No. 

1 with Respondent No. 8Telco dated 21.03.2020 as a principle 

entity has been annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P - 10  ”.  

True copies of the certificate of registration of the Petitioner 

No. 2 with Respondent No. 8 Telco dated 04.02.2020 as a 

principle entity has been annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P -11  ”. 

True copies of the certificate of registration of the Petitioners’ 

associate companies/ group companies Paytm First Games 

Private Limited dated and Paytm E-Commerce Private Limited 

with Respondent No. 8 Telco dated 05.02.2020 and 

04.02.2020 and of Paytm Money Limited with Respondent No. 

6 dated 02.03.2020 has been annexed herewith and marked 

as “ANNEXURE P - 12  ” (Colly).  

Mode of UCC/ Fraud 

l. It is submitted that despite this regulatory regime, certain 

fraudulent senders have registered themselves as RTMs 

and been assigned Headers and content templates by the 

Respondent Telcos that are deceptively similar to the 

Petitioners’ and its associate companies/ related parties/ 

group companies’ legitimate and authorised 

Headers/Content Templates, and contain the words 

“Paytm”, “PTM”,“PYTM” or other deceptive permutations, in 

order to defraud the Petitioners’ customers. In addition to 
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fraudulent messages, these fraudsters/ spammers also use 

voice calls as a means of defrauding customers, by 

misrepresenting themselves as beingemployeesof“Paytm” 

By way of these deceptive voice calls and messages, 

fraudsters carry out phishing attacks on the recipients of 

such fraudulent commercial communication, which is 

explained below: 

a) Unsolicited Commercial Communication by way of 

phone calls is usually from fraudsters pretending to 

be representatives of the Petitioner No. 2, asking 

customers to disclose their bank details, “One Time 

Passwords” and other information, falsely 

representing that such information is required for the 

purposes of completion of the KYC, or for the 

purposes of receiving bogus cash bonuses, lottery 

amounts, loans, or other investment opportunities. 

This is one of the methods of duping customers and is 

also known as voice phishing or “vishing”. Over such 

a phone call, fraudsters may also ask the recipients of 

such communication to open a particular webpage or 

browser by sending them a link, and asking them to fill 

details on that particular web page. This too has the 

same effect, and all sensitive information entered on 

such page is then misused. 

b) Fraudsters also use ‘look-alike’ headers 

deceptively similar to the Petitioners’ or its 

associate companies/ related parties/ group 

companies’ official Message Headers/Sender 
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IDs.Some of the reported fraudulent IDs/ headers 

include IPAYTN, PYTKYC, PTMKYC. Through this 

method, fraudsters send out mass messages to 

people, irrespective of whether they are customers of 

the Petitioners’ or not. These headers are only 

examples of “reported” headers and there are many 

other such “look alike” headers that are still being 

used to mislead customers of the Petitioners. Thus, 

these headers are only a small subset of a larger set 

of fraudulent headers that are being used for phishing 

attempts that are not reported.Themodus operandi of 

these fraudulent RTMs is described hereinbelow: 

(i) Such fraudulent messages either contain a 

link or a phone number on which the recipient 

of such message is asked to call. The message 

will typically contain (including but not limited to) 

details of bogus cash prizes, cash bonuses, 

investments, or will be a false intimation to the 

customers that their KYC formalities need to be 

completed to avoid disruption or restriction in 

their Paytm wallet services.It is reiterated that 

neither the Petitioners, nor their associated 

companies/ related parties/ group companies 

send messages to its customers regarding 

completion or conversion of minimum KYC to 

full KYC. This is a ploy that has been developed 

and adopted by senders of fraudulent 

&unsolicited commercial communication to 
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dupe innocent customers of the Respondent 

Telcos. 

(ii) Upon clicking the link, a screen recording or 

mirroring app gets installed on the recipient’s 

mobile device thereby giving the sender of such 

fraudulent communication access to all the 

digits entered for online payments such as the 

credit/ debit card numbers, CVV number, one-

time passwords etc. 

(iii) Alternatively, if the message contains a 

phone number, and if the recipient of such 

message calls back, he/ she may be directed 

to a particular website or web browser, and 

asked to enter their bank details while the 

fraudster remains on call with the customer. 

c. Further, unregistered telemarketers (hereinafter “UTMs”) 

are also responsible for sending bulk fraudulent 

messages, however, for this purpose they use phone 

numbers which are allotted to them without proper 

verification, in contravention of the DoT SIM verification 

Circular, 2012 

Petitioners’ Data and Analysis  

m. Fraudulent phishing activities have seen a dramatic rise in 

the last year, in part due to the RBI amending its Master 

Direction on PPI, 2017 by a circular dated 30.08.2019, titled 

‘Amendment to Master Direction on Issuance and Operation 

of Prepaid Payment Instruments’ (hereinafter ‘2019 
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Amendment to RBI PPI Master Direction') Vide this 

amendment the time period for which the minimum KYC PPI 

would remain valid was extended from a period of 18 

months to 24 months. This period of 24 months is counted 

from the date on which the PPI is issued. However, for PPIs 

issued prior to 28.02.2018, the minimum KYC would be valid 

only up to 29.02.2020.Pursuant to this Amendment, there 

has been a drastic increase in the number of reported 

fraudulent phone calls and messages (usually regarding the 

completion of e-KYC formalities) being received by the 

customers of the Petitioners.  

n. Fromthe months of November 2019 to May 2020, nine 

Telcos including Respondent No. 3 – 9 Telcos have issued 

249 Unique SMS headers which have been reported by the 

customers of the Petitioners as being fraudulent messages. 

These headers have been reported by customers of the 

Petitioners to the Petitionersthroughvarious customer 

interface channels such as Paytm Mobile App, Interactive 

Voice Response System (IVRS), Emails, Social Media, 

Customer Care Helplines etc. The prefix of each message 

header identifies the Telco which issued the said message 

headers. These fraudulent reported messages were all 

regarding the conversion of minimum KYC to full KYC, with 

the senders of these messages hoping to pass these 

messages off as genuine and legitimate messages sent by 

the Petitioners’ or their associated/ group companies. 

Despite a significant effort by the Petitioners to spread 

awareness regarding these fraudulent messages & phone 
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calls, customers are falling prey to such unsolicited 

commercial communication. As such, this list of 249 

message headers not only includes headers that  contain 

the word “PAYTM” or its derivates, but also those messages 

sent from headers, which are not necessarily deceptive, but 

whose content contains the word “PAYTM” or its derivatives.  

The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 

details have been supplied to the relevant Telco 

Respondent in the complaints made to them for action. 

They have been removed from the present list in the 

interest of data privacy.  

A true copy of a list dated NIL compiled by the Petitioners 

containing 249 fraudulent headers reported between 

November 2019 and May 2020 by the customers of the 

Petitioners and its associate companies/ related parties/ 

group companies is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P -  13 ”. 

o. On a perusal of the list of 249 headers issued by nine Telcos 

including the Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos, it emerges that 

the maximum number of fraudulent headers are being 

issued by Respondent No. 3 BSNL.  

This list of 249 headers further reveals that the percentage 

of fraudulent message headers issued by each of the nine 

Telcos including the Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos is as 

follows: 

Name of Telecom 
Operator 

Number of 
SenderID/header 

Percentage 
Contribution 

BSNL 121 49.8% 
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QTL 58 22.7% 

Vodafone 41 16.1% 

Airtel 15 5.9% 

MTNL 4 1.6% 

VMIPL 4 1.6% 

Unrecognized 3 1.2% 

Tata 2 0.8% 

Jio 1 0.4% 

Total 249 NA 

 

 

The list of 249 message headers issued by the various 

Telcos including Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos can further 

be categorized into only those headers which contain the 

word “PAYTM” or its derivatives. From the list of 249 

message headers, only 34 headers are deceptively similar 

to the Petitioners or its associated companies. While the 

remaining headers may not contain the word “PAYTM” or its 

derivatives, the message content contains words 

deceptively similar to “PAYTM” and its derivatives. The 

customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 

details have been supplied to the relevant Telco 

Respondent in the complaints made to them for action. 

They have been removed from the present list in the 

interest of data privacy.  

A true copy of a list dated NIL compiled by the Petitioners 

containing 34 messages headers reported by the customers 

of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ related 

parties/ group companies. is annexed herewith and marked 

as “ANNEXURE P -   14”.  
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q. Over the last few months, the Petitioners have observed that 

the content template of fraudulent messages, by and large 

remains the same. Only the deceptively similar keyword i.e. 

the word “PAYTM” or its derivative, and the phone number, 

belonging to the fraudster, on which the recipient of the 

message is asked to call back, vary.  It has been observed 

by the Petitioners, that the phone number of the fraudster 

remains active only for a few hours or days after which it 

becomes impossible to trace the user of such phone 

number. It has been observed that the general content 

template for fraudulent messages is as follows: 

“Your <Paytm Keywords> Has Been Expired. Contact 

Customer Care No.:-<Fraudster number> Immediately. 

Your account will Block within 24 hrs” 

The Petitioners have collated a list of 234 fraudulent 

messages with identical content template, sent using 

message headers that are not deceptively similar to the 

official headers of the Petitioners and/or its associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies. The 

customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 

details have been supplied to the relevant Telco 

Respondent in the complaints made to them for action. 

They have been removed from the present list in the 

interest of data privacy.  

A true copy of a list dated NIL containing 234 fraudulent 

messages with an identical content template reported by the 

customers of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ 
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related parties/ group companies has been annexed herewith 

and marked as “ANNEXURE P -  15 ”. 

With regard to reported fraudulent phone numbers, between 

September 2019 to May 2020, customers of the Petitioners 

and its associated companies have reported 5407 numbers 

from which they have received fraudulent phone calls 

attempting to defraud the recipients of the fraudulent 

commercial communication, at the first instance. The 

Petitioners have been diligently reporting these fraudulent 

phone numbers to the Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos, 

however so far only about 550 phone numbers have been 

blocked, the maximum arebeing blocked by Respondent 

No. 5 Vodafone, while most of the other phone numbers 

remain unblocked. Out of the 5407 phone numbers, 

customers have reported fraudulent phone calls received by 

them at thesecond instance by 296 (out of the 5407phone 

numbers), and received by them at the third instance by 

50 (out of the 296 phone numbers). The customer 

complainants' phone numbers and identifying details have 

been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in the 

complaints made to them for action. They have been 

removed from the present list in the interest of data privacy.  

A true copy of a list dated NIL of the 5407 compiled by the 

Petitioners from which fraudulent phone calls were reported by the 

customers of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ related 

parties/ group companies at the first instance between September 

2019 to May 2020 is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P -   16”. 
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A true copy of a list dated NIL compiled by the Petitioners 

containing 296 fraudulent phone numbers  reported by the 

customers of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ related 

parties/ group companies at the second instance is annexed 

herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE P -   17”. 

A true copy of a list dated NIL compiled by the Petitioners of the 

50 reported fraudulent phone numbers reported by the customers 

of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ related parties/ 

group companies at the third instance is annexed herewith and 

marked as “ANNEXURE P -  18 ”. 

u. It is further observed that since 19thSeptember, 2019, an 

average 26 fraudulent phone numbers have been reported 

on a daily basis by the Petitioners’ customers to the 

Petitioners’ customer care portals. As such, thesefiguresonly 

represent the reported phone numbers and thereare a large 

number of phone numbers through which fraud has been 

originated which remain unreported. 

v. The difference between minimum KYC PPI and the 

complete/ full KYC PPI was clarified vide circular no. 

DPSS.CO.PD.No.1198/02.14.006/2019-20 dated 

24.12.2019 issued by the RBI. As per clause 2 (f) minimum 

KYC PPI can only be used for purchase of goods and 

services and not for fund transfers. That is to say, the Paytm 

Wallet can only be used for ‘Merchant to Merchant’ and 

‘Person to Merchant’ transactions on completion of the 

minimum KYC requirements, whereas completing the full 

KYC, in addition to many other benefits, also gives PPI 
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holders, in this case are Paytm Wallet holders, the benefit of 

‘Person to Person’ transactions as well as a higher monthly 

limit of Rs. 1,00,000/- that can be loaded on to the PPI i.e. 

the Paytm wallet. 

A true copy of circular no. DPSS 

CO.PD.No.1198/02.14.006/2019-20 dated 24.12.2019 

issued by the RBI is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P-19” 

v. Despite the TCCCPR having been issued in 2018, the 

Respondent No. 2 Authority issued a direction dated 

20.01.2020 under section 13 of the TRAI Act, 1997, 

acknowledging the lack of implementation of the TCCCPR 

2018 by access providers and directing full implementation 

of the same. In particular, it was stated: 

“11. And whereas after having various meetings with 

Access Providers, it is observed that: -  

a) no significant progress has been shown by Access 

Providers for migration of existing headers and 

consents with principal entities to DLT system of 

Access Providers; 

b) out of approximately 9 lakh unique headers 

existing in market, as per the information 

submitted by Access Providers, so far negligible 

number of headers have been registered by 

Principal Entities; 

c) many principal entities across all Access Providers 

are not fully aware about the requirements and 

steps of registration of entity, header, consent etc; 

12. Now, therefore, the Authority, in exercise of the 

powers conferred upon it under section 13, read with 

sub-clauses (i)and (v)of clause (b) of sub-section (1) 

of section 11, of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India Act, 1997 (24 of 3 1997), and the provisions of 

the Telecom Commercial Communications Customer 
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Preference Regulations, 2018, hereby directs all 

Access Providers to: - 

a) not assign new SMS and voice headers 

without registration in the new system 

established by Access Providers in 

accordance with the regulations; 

b) migrate the existing SMS and voice headers 

as listed by the Authority, based on the lists 

of headers submitted by Access Providers 

(consolidated list shared by TRAIwith Access 

Providers vide email dated 9th January, 2020, 

as provided in Annexure-I), and which are in 

use in last one year, to new system within four 

weeks' time; 

c)  ensure that Principal Entities submit list of 

existing subscriber's consent to Access 

Providers within fifteen days from the issue of 

this Direction; 

d) ensure that consents recorded prior to six 

months from the date of issue of this Direction, 

become invalid, and should not be migrated to 

the new system; 

e) ensure that all new consents of subscribers 

shall be registered in the new system, as per 

provisions of the regulations; 

f) ensure that Principal Entities are not able to 

send promotional messages or calls to the 

subscribers who have not opted for such 

preference, if they have not shared subscribers' 

consent with Access Providers or not acquired 

consent from the subscribers according to the 

provisions of the regulations; 

g) ensure that Principal Entities are not able to 

send any commercial communication till 

they register themselves with Access 

Providers;  

h) ensure that Principal Entities are not able to 

send any service and transactional messages 

till they register content template against 

specific registered header with Access 

Providers” 

(Emphasis Supplied) 
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A true copy of the direction dated 20.01.2020 issued by 

Respondent No. 2Authority is annexed herewith and 

marked as “ANNEXURE P- 20 ”.  

w. The Petitioner has been pro-active to protect its customers 

from fraudulent activity. The Petitioner No. 2 have been 

complying with the various circulars issued by RBI from time 

to time which require a bank to formulate a grievance 

redressal mechanism for its customers, and also publicize 

the same. .Additionally, the Petitioner No. 2 also has duly 

implemented the necessary measures in compliance with 

RBI directives, circulars and guidelines pertaining to 

Information Security, Electronic Banking, Technology Risk 

Management and Cyber Frauds and Cyber Security 

Framework in Payments Banks. 

x. Further, on its part, the Petitioners has been taking major 

countermeasures to safeguard user accounts including the 

use of the latest cybersecurity tools. This new feature 

analyses installation of screen sharing applications on the 

user devices which might trigger fraudulent transactions and 

advises users to uninstall them. A typical notification alert 

sent on the Paytm App to their customers reads as follows: 

“Security Alert! 

Your Phone has following apps that can record 

 your screen and steal your confidential data: 

<Name of the screen sharing app> 

Due to security risk, Paytm will not start until such 

apps are uninstalled.” 
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The Petitioners are also leveraging Artificial Intelligence 

to instantly detect suspicious transactions. Depending on 

the identified threat level of a transaction, the Artificial 

Intelligence either slows it down or completely blocks the 

payment from getting completed. The Artificial 

Intelligence has been specifically designed keeping in 

mind the patterns of the various fraudulent 

communications being run by fraudsters and is, 

therefore, able to combat most attacks on user accounts 

in real-time.  

A true copy of the notification alert sent on the Paytm 

when it detects a screen recording application on the 

mobile device is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P-  21” 

x. In conformity with the various RBI circulars on customer 

protection,some of the other features introduced by the 

Petitioners on the “Paytm” app, so as to mitigate online 

frauds, include: 

(i) Screen blackout functionality: Screen blackout 

functionality ensures that all sensitive screens get 

blacked out so that fraudster is not able to see 

anything on his device screen and hence cannot carry 

on with the fraud.  

(ii) Blocking usage in case any Remote Access app is 

installed: As mentioned above, the Paytm app has 

also released a feature in its latest version of apps, 

which would block usage of the Paytm app, in case it 
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is able to detect that any remote access apps are also 

installed along with on the device.  

(iii) Fraud prevention engine – The Paytm App’s Risk 

Engine detects suspicious transactions and blocks 

them in real time. Risk Engine works on multiple rules 

configured based on velocity variables, customer 

profiles, pattern of transactions. 

(iv) Two factor authentication: A Paytm Appuser needs 

both password and OTP (which is sent to the user’s 

registered mobile number) every time for logging into 

account on a new device. This is to mitigate situation 

where if the fraudster acquires password somehow, 

he would need OTP also for logging into user’s Paytm 

account.  

(v) Applock:This is an additional layer of security. User 

can allow pattern lock/touch ID/face ID (depending on 

the device). When activated, User would need to 

unlock Applock in order to access savings passbook 

and pay/send money. 

(vi) Bank Passcode:Paytm Payments Bank savings 

account is also safeguarded by a 4-digit passcode.  

y. As per the RBI annual reports for the financial years 2017-

18 and 2018-19, the cumulative figures for bank fraud are as 

follows: 

Financial Year Amount lost in bank 

fraud 
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(INR in millions) 

2017-18 411,670 

2018-19 715,429 

 

These are the figures of cumulative bank fraud as a 

result of phishing activities, as well as forgery, cheating 

etc. There has been a drastic increase in bank fraud 

from 2017-18 to 2018-19, with an approx. 60% increase 

in the amount of money lost to bank fraud. It is pertinent 

to mention that the cumulative amount lost by the 

customers of the PetitionerNo. 2 alone because of 

phishing activities is about Rs. 10 crores (Rs. 100 million 

approx) through the months of July ’19 to April ’20. 

A true copy of the RBI annual report dated NIL for the 

financial year 2018-2019 has been annexed herewith 

and marked as “ANNEXURE P-  22”.  

y. On 20.01.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 addressed a 

representation to Shri Ajay Kumar Bhalla, Secretary, 

Ministry of Home Affairs notifying the Ministry of the 

increasing fraudulent activity with illustrations of the 

same,and contained suggestions on mitigating measures to 

prevent cyber-crimes and financial frauds. In particular, it 

was stated: 

“a. Develop/enhance framework for addressing financial 

frauds propagating through use of telecom operator 

services. 
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… 

Define procedure at SHO level for accepting such 

complaints: 

 On receiving complaints from financial 

institutions: 

o SHO may intimate telecom operator for 

immediate blocking of number and 

inform MHA cyber security cell for further 

action. 

 From individuals: 

o On receiving complaints from individuals, 

the concerned financial institution is 

informed for further investigation and 

blocking of account after due verification 

o inform MHA cyber security cell is 

informed for further action.  

…. 

iii. Close co-ordination with other govt. 

agencies like CERTin and TRAI 

With MHA being the agency for enforcing 

preventive and corrective measures for internal 

security, CERTinas the nodal agency for 

responding to computer security incidents and 

TRAI being the authority for telecom services, 

close co-ordination can ensure better 

preparedness and response to such frauds. A 

specific and action oriented framework among 

the aforementioned agencies on dealing with 

such frauds emanating from using telecom 

services is requested be defined , with 

identification of standard operating procedures 

for authorities in accepting fraud complaints & 

ensuring near real time corrective measures.” 

 

A true copy of the letter dated 20.01.2020 addressed to 

the Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs by the Petitioner 

No. 2, is annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE 

P-23”. 
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z. On 20.01.2020, a representation was also sent by the 

Petitioner No. 2 Bank to the Director General of the Indian 

Computer Emergency Response Team (hereinafter “CERT-

IN”) requesting them to take action against fraudulent 

commercial communication. In particular, this letter sought 

collaboration of CERT-IN with MHA & TRAI on defining the 

process and framework to deal with such telecom 

frauds.The letter, in part recommended: 

“4. Basis our relevant experience and learnings from 

specificfraud patterns and scenarios, with due 

respect,  

i. Further increase focus on frauds propagating 

through telecom services especially related to 

Banking and Finance industry 

.. 

ii. Collaborate with MHA & TRAI on defining the 

process and framework to deal with such telecom 

frauds 

With CERT-In as the nodal agency for responding 

to computer security incidents, MHA being 

responsible for enforcing preventive & corrective 

measures and Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India (TRAI) being the authority to regulate 

telecom services; close co-ordination can ensure 

better preparedness and response to such 

frauds. A ‘specific & action oriented’ framework 

among the aforementioned agencies on dealing 

with such frauds emanating from using telecom 

services is requested be defined, with identification 

of standard operating procedures for authorities in 

accepting fraud complaints & ensuring near real time 

corrective measures. 

iii. Telecom fraud incident analysis and pattern 

identification 

Since fraudsters are generally using a certain modus 

operandi for propagating frauds, there is a need to 

identify patterns being used by fraudsters using SMS 

message formats, calling customers for undertaking 

eKYC etc. CERT-In may choose to issue telecom 

fraud related specific measures with other relevant 
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Ministries/ Organizations like Ministry of Home Affairs 

(MHA), Ministry of Finance (MoF), Reserve Bank of 

India (RBI), Ministry of Electronics and Information 

Technology (MeitY), Department of 

Telecommunications (DoT), Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India (TRAI), Ministry of Consumer 

Affairs (MCA) as well as Banking and Financial 

Services industry for them to take further action and 

preventive measures.  

iv. Advisory release on structural frauds using 

telecom operators 

 

v. Spread awareness among customers and 

merchants 

 While PBBL has been continuously running 

campaign to spread awareness regarding frauds 

propagating through telecom services by running 

campaigns, promotion on social media, there is a 

requirement for a co-ordinated effort between all 

stakeholders to spread awareness among customers, 

merchants regarding do’s, and don’ts while making or 

receiving digital payments.” 

However, no response to the same has been received yet 

by the Petitioner No.2 from CERT-IN.  

A true copy of the letter dated 20.01.2020 addressed to the 

Director General, Indian Computer Emergency Response 

Team (Cert-IN) under the Ministry of Electronics and 

Information Technology is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P- 24 ”. 

aa. On 21.01.2020 a representation was sent by the Petitioner 

No. 2to the Respondent No. 2 authority, in which certain 

measures were proposed to prevent financial frauds 

propagating through use of telecom services. The 

representation also enclosed a list of 6000 fraudulent cases 

with mobile numbers that had been used to send fake 

messages to its customers, and sought blocking of the said 
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numbersand re-iterated the suggestions made to the MHA 

and CERT-In in the 20.01.2020 letters. The Petitioner No. 2 

also made some additional recommendations to the 

Respondent No. 2 such as: 

“ … 

(i) Stringent Agency/ KYB onboarding and 

process to source of fraudulent messages: 

Telecom operators who sell bulk messaging 

service to agencies who may further sell them to 

sub-agents should follow well defined stringent 

Know Your Business (KYB)  process which should 

be made applicable to all telecom operators as 

well as re-sellers. This should include detailed on-

boarding process, requirement of proper 

documentation etc. On non-adherence to the 

processes, there may be stringent penal 

measures. Telecom operators must be required to 

allow traceability of source of fraudulent bulk 

SMSs so that the real 

companies/organizations/individuals propagating 

fraud can be identified and brought to justice.  

(ii) Mandatory Content Review Process on Bulk 

Messages:Telecom operators and resellers must 

be obligatorily required to review content of bulk 

messages. TRAI may require such a restriction to 

be in effect, may be above a certain threshold of 

messages say 500 messages a day.  

Telcos may be asked to have adaptive SMS 

Filtering platform that dynamically parses the SMS 

content on the basis of identified key words and on 

the basis of match grades the message as per 

risks as High, Medium, Low and no risk categories. 

In case of High and medium risk category 

messages, SMS may be delivered with warning on 

‘top’ of the message. 

(iii) Real time blocking of numbers propagating 

fraud 

…. 

There is an urgent need of creating a process 

whereby financial institutions after due verification 

can report numbers through which fraud messages 

are being propagated, and then in real time the 

mentioned numbers can be blocked by telecom 
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operators. We believe, the way digitization has 

improved the speed and ease of money, we must 

safeguard our customer interests with an equally 

fast and rapid response. 

(iv) Short codes matching names of financial 

institutions to be restricted for use: Fraudsters 

increasingly use short codes, which have names 

similar to genuine financial institutions to trick 

innocent citizens into revealing bank account 

related details. For e.g. A fraudster can send a 

message to a Paytm user from BPAYTM or 

DPAYTM short user code etc., which makes a 

customer believe that the message is genuine. 

……..  

Also,telecom operators and resellers must maintain 

a common registry of short codes issued so that 

once a short code is issued to an entity by a 

telecom operator, it must not be issued to any 

other entity for a given period. Similar to domain 

names, uniqueness and disambiguation at the level 

of creation would restrict the ability of fraudsters to 

convince gullible people and defraud them. 

(v) Close coordination with other Government 

agencies like MHA and CERTin:With Telecom 

Regulatory Authority of India(TRAI) being the 

authority to regulate telecom services, MHA being 

responsible for enforcing preventive and corrective 

measures for internal security, CERTinas the 

nodal agency for responding to computer security 

incidents; close co-ordination can ensure better 

preparedness and response to such frauds. A 

‘specific and action oriented’ framework among 

the aforementioned agencies on dealing with such 

frauds emanating from using telecom services is 

requested be defined, with identification of 

standard operating procedures for authorities in 

accepting fraud complaints & ensuring near real 

time corrective measures. 

5. We believe that the above measures will go a 

long way in stopping fraudulent messages. 

Further, we are also enclosing a list of 6000 

fraudulent cases along with mobile numbers 

that have been used to send fake messages 

to customers (enclosed at Annexure 1). We 

request that these numbers be blockedat the 
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earliest. We shall be happy to provide any 

additional information in this regard.” 

However, no response to this representation has been 

received by the Petitioner No. 2 from the Respondent 

No. 2 Authority.  

A true copy of the letter dated 21.01.2020 addressed to 

the Chairman, of the Respondent No. 2 authority by the 

Petitioner No. 2 is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P- 25  ”. 

 

bb. The Petitioner No. 2 also sent e-mails dated 23.01.2020 to 

the Respondents Nos.  5, 6 and 7 Telcos reporting the 

deceptive look-alike headers employed to defraud the 

Petitioners’ customers. In the said emails, the Petitioner No. 

2 enclosed a list of fraudulent message headers and phone 

numbers which the customers of the Petitioners and its 

associate/ group companies has reported to the Petitioners 

as being fraudulent, requested that these message headers 

and phone numbers be blocked. 

True Copies of the e-mails dated 23.01.2020 sent by the 

Petitioner No. 2 to the Respondents Nos.  5, 6 & 7Telcos are 

annexed collectively as ANNEXURE P-26 (colly) 

 

cc. On 24.01.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 filed a Complaint with 

the SHO, Cyber Crime Cell, Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar 

Pradesh, requesting for registration of an FIR against 

unknown persons for committing serious offences of 
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misrepresentation, cheating, criminal breach of trust, fraud, 

wilfully and in collusion with each other against the public at 

large and the customers of the Petitioner, thereby causing 

wrongful gain to themselves and wrongful loss to the 

Petitioners and its customers. Along with the complaint, a list 

of the phone numbers of 3500 fraudsters was annexed for 

action to be taken against them.  

A true copy of the complaint dated 24.01.2020filed by the 

Petitioner No. 2to the Station House Officer, Cyber Crime Cell, 

GautamBudh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh against “unknown persons” 

is annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE P-27”. 

dd. A letter dated 29.01.2020 was sent by the Petitioner No. 2 

to the Respondent No. 1 Department of 

Telecommunications (“DoT”) with similar content to 

the21.01.2020 representation made to TRAI,apprising the 

DoT of the financial frauds taking place. Lists of codes and 

numbers being used to propagate the fraud were enclosed, 

and the DoT was requested that the same be blocked at the 

earliest. However, no response to this representation has 

been received by the Petitioner No. 2 from the Department 

of Telecommunications,nordoes it appear that any action 

has been taken by them till the date of filing the present 

petition. 

A true copy of the letter dated 29.01.2020 sent by the 

Petitioner No. 2, to the Deputy Director General, Department 

of Telecommunications (“DOT”), is annexed herewith and 

marked as ANNEXURE P- 28. 
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ee. On 30.01.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 sent a reminder of its 

23.01.2020 e-mail to the Respondents Nos.  5 and 7Telcos, 

requesting that appropriate action be taken against the 

reported headers and short codes. 

True Copies of e-mails dated 30.01.2020 sent by the 

Petitioner No. 2 to the Respondents Nos. 5 & 7Telcos is 

annexed as ANNEXURE P-29 (Colly). 

ff. On 31.01.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 received a Reply to its e-

mail dated 23.01.2020, by the Respondent No. 7 Telco, i.e. 

RelianceJiowhich informed it of the Respondent No. 7’s view 

that the scope of action against fraudulent UCC under the 

TCCCPR does not extend to unilateral blocking of access to 

telecom services unless so directed specifically by telecom 

and law-enforcement authorities. 

True Copy of e-mail dated 31.01.2020 sent by the 

Respondent No.7 to the Petitioner No. 2 is annexed as 

ANNEXURE P- 30. 

gg. On 03.02.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 issued letters to 

Respondent Nos. 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Telcos, requesting them 

to block sender IDs that were deceptively similar to or 

containing the words “Paytm” and “Pytm”, and phone 

numbers from which  fraudulentcommunicationwas being 

sent to the Petitioners’ customers.  

True copies of the letters dated 03.02.2020 sent by the 

Petitioner No. 2 to the Respondent Nos. 3 and 5-8 telcos,are 

annexed collectively herewith as ANNEXURE P-31  

(COLLY). 
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hh. On 05.02.2020, an FIR was registered at Kavi Nagar Police 

Station, Ghaziabad, U.P. by an aggrieved customer of the 

Petitioner No. 2 who had fallen prey to phishing activities, 

under section 420 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 & Section 

66D of the Information Technology Act, 2000. This FIR was 

filed against the Petitioner No. 2, its founder Mr. Vijay 

Shekhar Sharma and Senior Vice President of Petitioner No. 

1 Mr. Ajay Sharma.SimilarFIRsare being filed against the 

Petitioners and its officials by aggrieved customers of the 

petitioner No. 2 who have lost large sums of money under 

the misconception that it is the Petitioners that can prevent/ 

halt the fraudsters rather than the Respondent Telcos.. 

A true copy of the FIR dated 05.02.2020 with its true 

translated copyhave been annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P- 32 (Colly) ”.  

ii. On 12.02.2020, the Petitioner No. 2 and its officials filed  

Writ Petition (Criminal) No. 2879 of 2020before the Hon’ble 

High Court of Judicature at Allahabad seeking the quashing 

of the FIR dated 05.02.2020. 

jj. On 12.02.2020, the Petitioner No. 2 received an email 

response to is representation dated 20.01.2020 from the 

Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Centre, Ministry of Home 

Affairs, stating that in order to curb financial frauds, 

companies (such as the Petitioners) issuing PPIs though 

wallets and through mobile apps must explore the possibility 

of modifying their apps in a manner, so as to prevent 

installation of fraudulent screen sharing apps on the 
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customers’ device, and to store the metadata/ data logs so 

as to aid the investigation of fraudulent activity. 

A true copy of the email dated 12.02.2020 sent to the 

Petitioner No. 2 by the Indian Cyber Crime Coordination 

Centre, Ministry of Home Affairs is annexed herewith and 

marked as “ANNEXURE P-  33”.  

kk. On 14.02.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 received a ‘Meeting 

Notice’ from the Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Centre, 

Ministry of Home Affairs, stating that a meeting had been 

held on 13.02.2020 under the chairmanship of the Joint 

Secretary, Cyber & Information Security Department, 

Ministry of Home Affairs, to discuss the best possible 

approach to be adopted and means and measure to 

prevent/ minimize financial fraud. Vide this letter dated 

14.02.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 was invited to participate in 

a meeting on 19.02.2020, of the working group, on creating 

a working document on integration of the cyber-crime portal 

with payment intermediaries. 

A True Copy of the letter dated 14.02.2020 from the Indian 

Cyber  Crime Coordination Center, Ministry of Home Affairs 

to the Petitioner No. 2 is annexed herewith and marked 

as“ANNEXURE P-  34”. 

ll. On 17.02.2020, the Petitioner No. 2 received an email from 

theIndian Cyber Crime Coordination Center,MHA, 

requesting the Petitioner No. 2for details of their customer 

care officials, official headers used by the Petitioners and its 

associated companies to send legitimate bulk commercial 
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communication to customers and material prepared by the 

Petitioners on customer awareness. In this regard, the email 

stated,  

“As discussed in the meeting held on 13.02.2020, 

another meeting has already been scheduled on 

19.02.2020 and it was already requested vide our 

mail under reference to share the following 

information with I4C: 

“1. Details of your help desk/ customer care number 

and Nodal Officer (Name & Designation, mobile 

number, official phone number, email ID etc.) 

2. Details of your valid bulk SMS headers  

3. Please share your awareness material regarding 

financial frauds such as audio, video, pictorial etc. 

4. Details of FAQ regarding your mobile app for 

helping citizens 

5. Suggestions/ comments to be discussed in the 

next meeting” 

 

A true copy of the email dated 17.02.2020 from the Indian 

Cyber Crime Coordination Center, Ministry of Home Affairs 

to the Petitioner No. 1 is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P- 35 ”.  

mm. Vide Order dated 18.02.2020 passed in W.P (Crl.) 

2879/2020 the Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at 

Allahabad issued notice to the Respondent Complainant. 

The matter was listed for 18.03.2020, however no other 

orders have been passed till date. 

True Copy of Order dated 18.02.2020 passed by the 

Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at Allahabad in W.P (Crl.) 

2879/2020 is annexed as “ANNEXURE P-36” 

nn. Pursuant to the meeting held by Indian Cyber Crime 

Coordination Center, Ministry of Home Affairs on 
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19.02.2020, on 27.02.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 submitted a 

document titled “Key asks from Stakeholders for Prevention 

of Financial Frauds through Telecom Services”. In this 

document, the Petitioner No. 2 put forth its 

recommendations/ demands from Respondent Nos. 1 and 2, 

the MHA, Cert-In as well as the Telcos.  

A true copy of the document dated 27.02.2020 &titled “Key 

asks from Stakeholders for Prevention of Financial Frauds 

through Telecom Services” sent by Petitioner No. 2 to the 

Ministry of Home Affairs, is annexed herewith and marked 

as “ANNEXURE P –  37 .” 

oo. On 27.02.2020, a news article was published by 

Liveminttitled “Telcos not doing enough to counter online 

frauds: Paytm” regarding the failure of the Telcos to take 

preventive and punitive measures to curb fraudulent 

activities over its networks. The news report also highlighted 

the steps that the Petitioners had been taking, in terms of 

developing their Artificial Intelligence, coordination with 

various departments of the government etc. in order to curb  

the menace of online frauds.  

A true copy of the news report dated 27.02.2020 published 

by Liveminttitled “Telcos not doing enough to counter online 

frauds: Paytm” is annexed herewith and marked as 

“ANNEXURE P- 38”. 

pp. Due to the lack of effective action by the Respondent 

Telcos, on 28.02.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 sent legal notices 

to Respondent Nos. 3, 5 and 8 Telcos, calling upon them to 
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blacklist the telemarketers/ aggregator/ intermediaries 

sending or responsible for fraudulent messages being sent 

and to deactivate the mobile numbers being used by 

fraudsters, in furtherance of its previous communications 

dated 23.01.2020 and 03.02.2020.The said Legal Notices 

called upon the Respondent to, ensure inter alia: 

 “… 

(vi) Blacklisting of telemarketers using fraudulent 

headers under Regulation 25 (c) of TCCCPR, 

2018. Non-registration of sender IDs 

deceptively similar to Paytm/Paytm Payments 

Bank. 

(vii) Blocking delivery of SMS having Paytm (or 

similar keywords) by Fake Headers. Scan filter 

and block delivery of bulk SMS having the 

following keywords; “Paytm” & “KYC”, “PYTM” & 

“KYC”, “PY2TM” & “KYC”, which are not official 

headers/ short codes. 

(viii) Whitelisting of official headers from 

Paytm companies, which were as follows- 

“Bsmart”, “BPaytm”, “Tanla”, “FPaytm”, 

“Gupshup”, “ipaytm”, “Vfirst”, “PAYTMB”, 

“Pinnacle”, “PAYTMC”, “Karix”, “Vpaytm”, 

“PAYTMM”, “iPMall”, “lpaytm”, “mPaytm”, 

“GMPIND” and “PFGAME”. 

(ix) Deactivation of mobile numbers of reported 

fraudsters shared vide email dated 23rdJanuary, 

2020 with immediate effect.  

(x) Refrain from activating mobile numbers without 

following proper process” 

 

True Copies of the Legal Notices dated 28.02.2020 sent 

by the Petitioner No. 2 to Respondent Nos. 3, 5 and 8 

Telcos are annexed collectively as ANNEXURE P-39 

(colly). 

oo. On 02.03.2020, the Petitioner No. 2 yet again, sent emails 

to Respondents Nos. 3 – 6 reporting that its customers had 

reported receipt of UCC in violation of TCCCPR. All relevant 
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details of such UCC was provided in compliance with 

Regulation 25(6)(A) of the TCCCPR, 2018, including “first 

instance”, “second instance” and “third instance” violations 

by Senders, as per complaints received. The said e-mails 

stated: 

“Dear Sir/Madam, 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER PREFERENCE 

REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated 19th 

July,2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our 

esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have 

reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. In compliance to section 25 (6) A, 

the We hereby share the complaint along with First 

instance, Second Instance and Third Instance list of 

violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to 

us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender 

agencies. We have provided comprehensive 

complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let 

us know if any further information needed from our 

side” 

 

True Copies of the e-mails dated 02.03.2020 from the 

Petitioner No. 2 to Respondents Nos. 3 – 6 Telcos are 

annexed collectively as ANNEXURE P-40 (colly.) 

pp. On 20.03.2020 the Petitioner No. 2 filed a complaint with 

the Superintendent of Police, Cyber Crime, Central Bureau 

of Investigation against fraudsters, telemarketers and 

aggregators for the offences of cheating, criminal 

conspiracy, defamation & defrauding the public. 

A true copy of the complaint dated 20.03.2020 filed with the 

Central Bureau of Investigation by the Petitioner No. 2 is 

annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE P-41”. 
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aq.On 27.03.2020, in response to an email request sent by 

Petitioner No. 2 for blocking of fraudulent reported headers, 

Respondent No. 6 responded saying that it could not investigate 

of the fraudulent headers and phone numbers, with a suggestion 

that complaints be filed by Petitioner No. 2 with the relevant law 

enforcement agencies. In this regard, Respondent No. 6’s 

response dated 27.03.2020 was as follows: 

“Dear paytm team  

For point number 2 (calls from mobile numbers) – as 

explained in the call between our CIO and your CEO, we 

are not an investigating agency; hence any 

expectation that we will investigate anything related 

to these numbers is misplaced. As suggested on the 

call, PayTM should file a complaint with the relevant 

law enforcement agencies, based on their direction 

we will be authorised to take action. 

….” 

(Emphasis Supplied) 

A true copy of the email dated 27.03.2020 sent by 

Respondent No. 6 to Petitioner No. 2 is annexed herewith 

and marked as “ANNEXURE P -  42”. 

ar.On 28.03.2020, the Petitioner No. 2 filed a complaint filed a 

complaint with the Dy. Commissioner of Police, Sector – 6, 

Noida  against five aggregator entities responsible for 

fraudulent headers, deceptively similar to the Petitioners and 

their associate companies/ related parties/ group companies 

being allotted, which contain the words “Paytm”, “PTM” or 

“Pytm”, or derivative thereof stating, in relevant part: 

“Therefore, in light of the aforesaid facts and at the 

time of such rampant increase in frauds involving the 

name of our company, we solicit your help to ensure 

that our trust and faith in law is reinforced and strict 
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action is taken against such unknown perpetrators, 

telemarketer, Telecom Service Providers. They have 

wilfully, dishonestly, fraudulently and with malafide 

intention have committed the offences of cheating, 

criminal breach of trust, fraud, to cause wrongful gain 

to themselves and cause wrongful loss to innocent 

people.  

Thus, we request your goodself’s to register a 

Complaint under Sections 415, 418, 406, 417, 

419,420, 426, 468, 469, 499 and 120-B of the Indian 

Penal Code, 1860 and Section 66 of the IT Act and 

other applicable laws against the aggregators listed 

out in this complaint and other unknown persons who 

may be involved in this racket and conduct a proper 

investigation to nab all such culprits involved in it” 

 

A true copy of the complaint dated 28.03.2020 filed by the 

Petitioner No. 2 with the DCP, Sector – 6, Noida, is annexed 

herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE P-43” 

 

ss. On 30.03.2020, a legal notice was addressed to Respondent 

Nos. 3 and 4, as a reminder, due to lack of a corrective 

action from the said Respondents to the emails dated 

23.01.2020, request letter dated 03.02.2020 and the legal 

notice dated 28.02.2020. Along with this legal notice, a list of 

reported headers with the content of the messages was 

annexed for reference of Respondent Nos. 3 & 4.  

A true copy of the legal notice dated 30.03.2020 sent by 

Petitioner No. 2 to Respondent No. 3 & 4 has been 

annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE P -44   

(Colly).” 

tt. The Petitioners have, since January 2020 also been in 

constant communication with the Respondent Telcos, 

reporting fraudulent message headers/ short codes and 
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mobile phone numbers. The Respondent Telcosin some 

instances have responded to the reports of the Petitioners, 

however these are ad hoc post facto responses, which 

suffer from a number of lacunae: 

(i) The UCC fraud reported to the Petitioners is a small 

proportion of the total UCC fraud customers suffer. 

(ii) Such action, even when taken by the Respondents is 

ex post facto or after the fraud or fraud attempt has 

taken place 

(iii) The obligation to prevent such UCC fraud under the 

TCCCPR is on the respondents. They do not 

however: 

a. Verify RTMs adequately 

b. Verify that the entities to whom deceptive 

Headers or SMS content are issued are in fact 

authorised by the Petitioners or its associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies. 

c. Systematically penalise the RTM or UTM 

instead of merely blocking content in an ad hoc 

manner  

Therefore, a large percentage of the same 

continue to remain active and defraud the 

customers of Petitioners and its associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies. 

True Copies of the Petitioner’s e-mail correspondence 

with Respondent No.3 BSNL are annexed collectively as 

ANNEXURE P-  45 (colly). 
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True Copies of the Petitioner’s e-mail correspondence 

with Respondent No.4 Quadrant Televentures Ltd. are 

annexed collectively as ANNEXURE P-  46 (colly) 

True Copies of the Petitioner’s e-mail correspondence 

with Respondent No.5 Vodafone Idea Limited are 

annexed collectively as ANNEXURE P-  47 (colly) 

True Copies of the Petitioner’s e-mail correspondence 

with Respondent No.6 Bharti Airtel Limited are annexed 

collectively as ANNEXURE P- 48 (colly) 

True Copies of the Petitioner’s e-mail correspondence 

with Respondent No.7 Reliance JioInfoCom Limited are 

annexed collectively as ANNEXURE P-49 (colly) 

True Copies of the Petitioner’s e-mail correspondence 

with Respondent No.8 MTNL are annexed collectively as 

ANNEXURE P-  50 (colly) 

True Copies of the Petitioner’s e-mail correspondence 

with Respondent No.9VMIPL are annexed collectively as 

ANNEXURE P-  51(colly) 

uu. As per the Petitioner No. 2’s records from July 2019 

to April 2020, customers of the Petitioner No. 2 alone have 

lost about Rs. 10 crores (approx). The month wise 

breakdown of the cumulative sums of money lost by the 

customers of the Petitioner No. 2 due to phishing frauds is 

as follows: 

Month Case Count Amount Lost 
(In Rupees) 

July 2019 572 69,986.70 
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vv. With the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic there has also 

been a proportionate increase in unsolicited fraudulent 

communication, which, apart from the usual methods, is also 

now being sent by persons fraudulently claiming to be ‘Corona 

Relief’ funds. There have been multiple media reports 

highlighting the increase in fraudulent activity in which senders 

of UCC are luring customers in novel ways into opening 

emails, text messages and entertaining calls about COVID-19, 

loans offered during the lockdown period, sale of medical 

equipment etc. 

True Copies of news articles dated18.03.2020, 26.03.2020, 

30.03.2020, 02.04.2020, 30.04.2020, 04.05.2020 & 

14.05.2020are annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE 

P- 52(colly).  -   

 

Conservative estimates of the Respondent No. 2 authority itself 

suggest that as on December 2019, there were about 982 

Aug. 2019 179 9,49,757.48 

Sept. 2019 243 14,67,858.93 

Oct. 2019 289 17,15,422.45 

Nov. 2019 721 89,51,282.21 

Dec. 2019 823 1,01,36,089.87 

Jan. 2019 2247 3,07,44,581.29 

Feb. 2020 1708 2,01,76,223.25 

March 2020 762 1,18,17,535.19 

April 2020 820 1,76,02,679.91 

Total 7849 10,38,31,417.3 
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million (approx. 98.2 crore) mobile phone user in India 

(including non-smart phone users).The Paytm App alone has a 

customer base of about 30 crore users, far more than any 

other Payments App such as Google Pay and Phone Pe which 

reportedly have a customer base of about 6.7 crores and 18.5 

crores respectively. This means that every third mobile phone 

user is also a user of the Petitioners’ services. There have 

been several instances where fraudsters have sent fraudulent 

& unsolicited commercial communication, using deceptively 

similar headers and content to the Petitioners or its associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies, to customers 

who are not users of the services of the Petitioners. The 

fraudsters target a large number of mobile phone users 

irrespective of whether or not they are customers of the 

Petitioners (or their associate companies/ group companies), in 

the hope that there will be a high “hit ratio” in response to the 

fraudulent commercial communication.    

ww. On 21.04.2020 an article was published on the website 

www.moneylife.com by one Mr. Yogesh Sapkale stating that 

the Respondent No. 2 TRAI had refused to give him a concrete 

answer when he approached them with an RTI application 

regarding the issue of telemarketers, spammers and senders 

of fraudulent unsolicited commercial communication. According 

to the article, Mr. Sapkale’s RTI query had specifically sought 

the following information, in response to which he was directed 

to the link totheTCCCPR2018 on the TRAI website. The 

information sought by him vide his RTI application was: 
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“1. Names of all telemarketers and header/s assigned 

to them  for promotional message in XY-NZZZZZ 

format, where N is the serial number (1-7) of partially 

blocked category, indicating the nature of product/ 

services being promoted. ZZZZZ indicates five digits 

allocated to particular telemarketer by an access 

provider; 

2. Names of all telemarketers and header/s assigned 

to them for transactional message XY-ZZZZZZ where 

X stands for the code allotted to the access provider, 

Y stands for the service area, ZZZZZZ indicates six 

alphabets for company or organization sending 

transactional SMS” 

A true Copy of the news article dated 21.04.2020 published by 

Mr. Yogesh Sapkale on www.moneylife.com has been 

annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE P-  53” 

xx. The Petitioner No. 2 again wrote e-mails dated 01.05.2020 to 

the Respondent Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 & 8Telcos reiterating that the 

Respondent Telcos had a statutory obligation under the 

TCCCPR 2018 to curb unsolicited commercial communication 

over its network. The Petitioner is yet to receive any response 

to the same. 

True Copies of the E-mails dated 01.05.2020 sent by the 

Petitioner to the Respondents Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6& 8 are annexed 

collectively as ANNEXURE P-  54 (colly). 

yy. On 06.05.2020, a virtual open house discussion was 

conducted by the Respondent No. 2 Authority wherein the 

problem of increasing unsolicited commercial communication 

was discussed with the various Telco. In this regard, Rajan 

Mathews, Director General, Cellular Operators Association of 

India (COAI) stressed on the inadequacy of the current regime 

of financial disincentives on unregistered telemarketer and 

stated that there is a need for stronger financial disincentives 
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for UTMs responsible for sending unsolicited commercial 

communication.  

A true copy of the an article by the Economic Times, dated 

06.05.2020 on Respondent No. 2’s virtual open house 

discussion is annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE 

P -  55 ”. 

zz. On 23.05.2020, the Times of India’s Ahmadabad Mirror 

reported that three different complaints totalling Rs. 12.4 lakhs 

have been registered over a span of three days in Ahmedabad 

alone, where the son of a former Supreme Court Judge, an 

orthopaedic surgeon, and an senior citizen, were defrauded 

using a fraudulent link that sought an update on their Patym 

Wallet KYC norms.A true copy of the News Article titled ‘3 

People click fake link, lose Rs. 12.40L’ published on 

23.05.2020 by the Ahmadabad Mirror, is annexed as 

“ANNEXURE P- 56” 

A true copy of the News Article titled ‘3 People click fake link, lose 

Rs. 12.40L’ published on 23.05.2020 by the Ahmadabad Mirror, is 

annexed as ANNEXURE P- 56  . 

aaa. Despite the Petitioner’s constant efforts, Telcos’cooperation 

with the Petitioner has been exceedingly ad-hoc and lacking in 

systemic prevention as required by the TCCCPR.Whenever a 

customer of the Petitioner No. 2 reports a fraudulent message 

header or phone number used for phishing attempts, the 

Petitioner No. 2 consolidates these complaints and sends them 

to the Respondent Telcoswith a request to block these 

message headers and phone numbers. While some of the 

Respondent Telcos have cooperated with the Petitioners,such 
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action is only taken when a request to this effect is made by 

the Petitioner No. 2. Even so, as of May 2020, out of the 5407 

report fraudulent phone numbers, only 550 have been 

confirmed by the Respondent Telcos as having been blocked. 

15. It is submitted that the foregoing factual narrative amply 

demonstrates that despite the existence of a relatively robust 

regulatory regime and the Petitioners’ own efforts, there has 

been no effective curb on the menace of unsolicited fraudulent 

commercial communication. This is a direct result of an abject 

failure on the part of both, the Government Authorities and the 

Respondent Telcos to implement the TCCCPR and related 

laws. 

16. Therefore the Petitionersare left with no other remedy but to 

approach this Hon’ble Court on the following grounds, taken 

without prejudice to each other. The Petitioners crave the leave 

of this Hon’ble Court to amend and/or add to the same during 

the course of the proceedings: 

GROUNDS 

A. Because thecontinued proliferation of fraudulent UCC is a 

direct result of the failure of the Respondent No.2 Authority and 

Respondents Nos. 3-9Telcos to effectively implement and 

comply with their obligationsunderthe TCCCPR, 2018 regime. 

B. Because this failure to implement the TCCCPR is further 

compounded by the failure of the Respondent No.1 

Department to effectively implement the DOT Circular on Sim 

Verification, 2012. 
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Respondents’ amenability to the Writ Jurisdiction of this 

Hon’ble Court 

C. Because Respondents No. 1 and 2 are governmental 

authorities. Respondent No. 2 is the regulatory body charged 

with the oversight of implementation of the TCCCPR 2018 

while Respondent No. 1 issued and is responsible for the 

implementation of DOT Circular on Sim Verification, 2012. 

D. Because all the Respondents can be held liable for such 

abdication of their obligations by this Hon’ble Court in exercise 

of its writ jurisdiction under Art. 226 of the Constitution. 

E. Because it has consistently been held by the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court that the actions of even private companies would be 

amenable to judicial review under Art. 226 in respect of the 

discharge of public duties/functions. The Hon’ble Court in 

Binny v. V. Sadasivan(2005) 6 SCC 657 has held that a writ of 

mandamus can be enforced against a private body if (1) it is 

discharging a public function; (2) the action of the private body 

sought to be corrected or enforced is in discharge of the public 

function; and (3) the public duty is not of a discretionary 

character. The source of the duty may be statutory or 

otherwise. ‘Public function’ was defined by the Hon’ble Court 

as follows: 

“11. …A body is performing a 'public function' when it seeks 

to achieve some collective benefit for the public or a section 

of the public and is accepted by the public or that section of 

the public as having authority to do so 

… 

29. However, the scope of mandamus is limited to 

enforcement of public duty. The scope of mandamus is 

determined by the nature of the duty to be enforced, 

rather than the identity of the authority against whom it 
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is sought. If the private body is discharging a public 

function and the denial of any right is in connection 

with the public duty imposed on such body, the public 

law remedy can be enforced. The duty cast on the public 

body may be either statutory or otherwise and the source of 

power is immaterial, but, nonetheless, there must be the 

public law element in such action…” 

(Emphasis Supplied) 

F. Because under Section 4 of the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885, it 

is the Government that has the exclusive privilege to establish 

maintain and operate telegraphs (telecom services are 

essentially telegraphs as defined in Section 3(1AA) of the said 

Act). However, it also has the power to grant licenses to private 

bodies to establish, maintain such Telegraphs, and it is under 

the proviso to Section 4 that the Telcos have been granted 

their UALs by the Respondent No. 1 Department. 

G. Because, the Hon’ble Supreme Court, in Secretary, Ministry 

of Information & Broadcasting, Govt. of India v. Cricket 

Association of Bengal(1995) 2 SCC 161, inthe context of 

broadcasting services has described airwaves/frequencies as 

public property thus: 

“78. There is no doubt that since the 

airwaves/frequencies are a public property and are also 

limited, they have to be used in the best interest of the 

society and this can be done either by a central authority 

by establishing its own broadcasting network or 

regulating the grant of licences to other agencies, 

including the private agencies.” 

(Emphasis supplied) 

H. Because the said reasoning has been used by the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in the 2G Spectrum case, Centre for Public 

Interest Litigation v. Union of India &Ors., (2012) 3 SCC 1 

to hold that when telecom licenses are granted to telecom 

companies, the State is handing over the use of natural 
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resources which it holds in public trust, and thus must be 

guided by the doctrine of equality when it transfers such 

resources to the private domain. 

I. Because while the 2G case pertained to the illegalities in the 

grant of UALs to Telcos, it also established that the Telcos, in 

getting UALs allotted to them,have been assigned the 

exclusive privilege/sovereign function of the State to maintain 

establish and operate telegraphs, 

J. Because in Ramakrishna Mission &Anr. V. Kago Kunya 

&Ors., (2019 SCCOnline SC 501), the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

reviewed the line of decisions on when a writ petition can be 

maintained against a private entityto hold: 

“37. Before an organisation can be held to discharge a 

public function, the function must be of a character that 

is closely related to functions which are performed the 

State in its sovereign capacity.” 

(Emphasis Supplied) 

K. Because, as stated above, Telcos, in providing telecom 

services, are performing a function closely related to the 

State’s sovereign functions.Therefore, Telecommunication 

service providers, i.e. the Respondents Nos. 3 -9Telcos, 

discharge a public function.This has been recognized by the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court in Delhi Science Forum v Union of 

India(1996)  2 SCC 405: 

“…telecommunications has been internationally 
recognized as a public utility of strategic importance 

Central Government is expected to put such conditions 
while granting licences, which shall safeguard the public 
interest and the interest of the nation. Such conditions 
should be commensurate with the obligations that flow while 
parting with the privilege which has been exclusively vested 
in the Central Government by the Act” 
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(emphasis Supplied) 

 

The Ld. TDSAT has followed this reasoning in Reliance 

Infocomm Limited v. Union of India, (2005, 3 JB) to hold that: 

“40. … Nature of duty in telecommunication is such that any 

licensee under Section 4 could be said to have undertaken 

to perform public duty.” 

 

L. Because, it is a settled position of law that (as clarified in 

Binny) and KK Saksena V. International Commission on 

Irrigation and Drainage (2015) 4 SCC 670, that even if an 

entity can be said to be performing a public function, a writ 

would not lie against the said entity to enforce purely private 

law (like, for instance, contractual service related) rights.Thus, 

in Jatya Pal Singh v. Union of India, (2013) 6 SCC 452, 

where a writ Petition was filed against VSNLby its former 

employees who were allegedly illegally terminated by VSNL, 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court found the same to not be 

maintainable. It is submitted that this was because the duty 

sought to be enforced in Jatya Pal Singh, was a private 

contract of service, i.e. a private law remedy. 

M. Becausehowever, the public duties of the Telcos sought to be 

enforced by the present Petition are their statutory duties under 

the TCCCPR regime to take action against the senders of 

fraudulent & unsolicited commercial communication, as 

well as safeguarding the fundamental right to Privacy 

and data integrity of their users under Article 21.  Such 

inaction has resulted in financial losses to the customers of the 

Petitioners and its associate companies/ related parties/ group 
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companies, along with reputational and other losses to the 

Petitioners itself. 

N. Because the obligations of the Telcos under the TCCCPR 

regime are statutory in nature, since the TCCCPR, having 

been issued under S. 36 read with Section 11 of the TRAI Act, 

is legislative in nature. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Bharat 

Sanchar Nigam Limited v. Telecom Regulatory Authority 

of India(2014) 3 SCC 222has recognized the legislative nature 

of such Regulations issued by the Respondent No.2 Authority. 

O. Because therefore, the Respondents 3 to 9 Telcos are 

amendable to this Hon’ble Court’s writ jurisdiction for the 

enforcement of their public law duties sought herein. 

Violations of the TCCCPR Regime by the Respondents 

 

P. BECAUSE the TCCCPR 2018 was enacted to balance the 

consumers’ fundamental rights to privacy and data integrity on 

the one hand with legitimate business interests on the other. 

The right to privacy was recognized as a constitutionally 

protected right under Article 21 of the Constitution by a nine-

judge bench of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in Justice 

K.S. PuttaswamyandOrs. vs. Union of India (UOI) and Ors. 

(2017) 10 SCC 1, wherein it was held: 

“177. …Apart from safeguarding privacy, data protection 

regimes seek to protect the autonomy of the individual. This 

is evident from the emphasis in the European data 

protection regime on the centrality of consent. Related to 

the issue of consent is the requirement of transparency 

which requires a disclosure by the data recipient of 

information pertaining to data transfer and use” 

(Emphasis Supplied) 
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It isstated that inherent in the above formulation of consent is that 

consent induced by misrepresentation and fraud would be no 

consent at all.  

Q. Because therefore, the TCCCPR places on the Telcos a 

primary duty to preventany ‘unsolicited’ commercial 

communication being sent over its networks. To this end, the 

TCCCPR seeks to prohibit and penalize the senders of 

“unsolicited” commercial communication, as well as the 

access providers over whose network such unsolicited 

&fraudulent commercial communication is being sent. The 

terms“commercial communication”, “unsolicited commercial 

communication”, “consent” and “inferred consent” as defined 

by the TCCCPR 2018, are reproduced below: 

“2 (i) “commercial communication” means any voice 

call or message using telecommunication services, 

where the primary purpose is to inform about or 

advertise or solicit business for- 

(A) goods or services;or 

(B) a supplier or prospective supplier of offered goods 

or services; or 

(C) a business or investment opportunity; or 

(D) a provider or prospective provider of such an 

opportunity.  

Explanation – For the purposes of this regulation it is 

immaterial whether the goods, service, land or 

opportunity referred to in the content of the 

communication exist(s), is/ are lawful, or otherwise. 

Further, the purpose or intent of the communication 

may be inferred from:- 

(A) The content of the communication in the message 

or voice call; 

(B) The manner in which the content of message or 

voice call is presented; 

(C) The content in the communication during call 

back to phone numbers presented or referred to in 
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the content of message or voice call; or the 

content presented at the web links included in 

such communication; 

… 

2 (bw) “Unsolicited Commercial Communication or 

UCC” means any commercial communication that is 

neither as per the consent nor as per registered 

preference(s) of the recipient, but shall not include: 

(i) Any transactional message or transactional 

voice call; 

(ii) Any service message or service voice call; 

(iii) Any message or voice calls transmitted on 

the directions of the Central Government or 

the State Government or bodies established 

under the Constitution, when such 

communication is in public interest; 

(iv) Any message or voice calls transmitted by or 

on the direction of the Authority or by any 

agency expressly authorized for the purpose 

by the Authority 

… 

“2 (k) “Consent” means any voluntary permission 

given by the customer to sender to receive 

commercial communication related to specific 

purpose, product, or service. Consent may be explicit 

or inferred as defined in these regulations.” 

… 

“2 (ah) “Inferred Consent” means any permission that 

can be reasonably inferred from the customer’s 

conduct or the Relationship between the Recipient 

and Sender.” 

 

R. Because all fraudulent communication seeks to masquerade 

as legitimate commercial communicationby attempting to lure 

customers through messages and phone calls about 

investment opportunities, cash prizes, bonuses, completion of 

KYC formalities, loan opportunities and other seemingly 

lucrative services and opportunities. Having so lured the 

customers, the sender then engages in the activity of 
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‘phishing’, which has been defined by this Hon’ble Court in 

NAASCOM v. Ajay Sood, 119 (2005) DLT 596, as: 

“10. ...Phishing is a form of internet fraud. In a case of 

phishing, a person pretending to be a legitimate association 

such as a bank or an insurance company in order to extract 

personal data from a user such as access codes, 

passwords, etc. which are then used to his own advantage, 

misrepresents on the identity of the legitimate party. 

Typically, phishing scams involve persons who pretend to 

represent online banks and siphon cash from e-banking 

accounts after conning consumers into handing over 

confidential banking details” 

 

S. Because however, all fraudulent commercial communication 

would come within the meaning of UCC as definedin Reg. 

2(bw) of the TCCCPRas it is safe to assume that such 

fraudulent communication goes against the requirements of 

both inferred consent and the registered preferences of the 

recipient in terms of section 2(bw) of the TCCCPR 2018. It can 

be “inferred” that a recipient of fraudulent message would not 

have given his consent to the such fraudulent UCC, which in 

turn makes it obligatory on the part of the Respondent TSPs/ 

Telcos to ensure that senders of such fraudulent commercial 

communication are penalized and all such communication is 

stopped. 

T. Because fraudulent & unsolicited commercial communication 

does not meet the parameters of consent laid down by the 

TCCCPR 2018 and is therefore in violation of the fundamental 

right to privacy of the recipients of such fraudulent 

communication. 

U. BECAUSE, in order to protect consumers from UCC, and by 

extension fraudulent commercial communication, the 
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TCCCPR, 2018 establishes primary obligations on the 

Telcos (referred to as Access Providers) to prevent and 

penalize UCC; and secondary obligations on the 

Respondent No.2 Authority to prevent and penalize the 

Telco’s violations of the TCCCPR regime.  

V. Because Reg. 3 of the TCCCPR imposes an obligationon an 

Access Provider to ensure that no UCC takes place over its 

network, and states: 

“3.  Every Access Provider shall ensure that any 

commercial communication using its network only takes 

place using registered header(s) assigned to the 

sender(s) for the purpose of commercial communication; 

and 

(1) NoSubscriber, who is not registeredwithanyaccess 

provider for the purpose of sending commercial 

communications under these regulations, shall make 

unsolicited commercial communication; and 

(a) in case,any Subscriber issending Commercial 

Communication, telecom resources of the 

sendermaybeput underusage cap; and 

(b) if the Subscriber continues to 

sendCommercialCommunicationdespitenoticegive

n to him under these regulations,all telecom 

resources ofthe sender may also be 

disconnected.” 

 

W. Because the aforesaid envisages twotypes of obligations on 

the Access provider: (i) a duty to preventwhich kicks in prior 

to any commercial communication taking placeover its 

networks, and (ii) a duty to penalize/punish or take remedial 

action once UCC or fraudulent commercial communication is 

found to have taken place over an Access Providers telecom 

network.  
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Violations by Telcosof the Duty to Prevent under the TCCCPR 

Regime 

X. Because the Access Providers’ duty to preventis 

operationalised by the TCCCPR mandating the use of 

Distributed Ledger Technologies for(i) the mandatory 

registration of consumer preferences for receipt of commercial 

communication and (ii)the mandatory registration of all 

sender(s) (referred to as registered telemarketers or RTMs) 

that intend to send commercial communication over an Access 

Provider’s telecom network. The provisions of the TCCCPR 

pertaining to this duty to prevent are reproduced below: 

“5. Every Access Provider shall develop an ecosystem 

with the following functions to regulate the delivery of the 

commercial communication as provided for in these 

regulations:- 

(1) to provide facility to its subscribers for 

registering preference(s) for Commercial 

Communication and maintain complete and accurate 

records of preference(s); 

(2) to register entities for participating in the ecosystem 

and prescribe their roles and responsibilities for efficient 

and effective control of commercial communication; 

… 

(5) to register sender(s), carry out verifications of 

their identifies and prescribe processes for sending 

commercial communication. 

(6) to prescribe process and specific functions of 

particular entity to carry out pre-delivery checks 

before sending commercial communication and 

ensuring regulatory compliance” 

… 

“7.  Every Access Provider shall ensure that 

preferences recorded or modified by the Subscriber are 

given effect to in near real time and in such a 

manner that no delivery of commercial 

communication is made or blocked in contravention to 
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the Subscribers’ preference after twenty-four hours or 

such time as the Authority may prescribe.” 

8. Every Access Provider shall undertake following 

activities in accordance with the provisions of these 

regulations before allowing any commercial 

communication through its network(s): -  

(1) Develop Code(s) of Practice to establish system 

and make arrangements to govern the specified 

activities:- 

 

Y. BECAUSE the aforesaid provisions of the TCCCPR 

clearlyexplain the Access Providers’ duty to prevent. The use 

of DLT ensures traceability by mandating registration at every 

level, namely:- 

a. Registration of entities such as the Petitioner No. 2 

b. Registration of the official headers used by such 

entities,  

c. Registration of the content template of the 

message, 

d. Registration of consent by customer and/ or their 

preference to receive messages/ phone calls from a 

particular header/ particular entity 

This ensures that entities send communication to only 

customers who have shared specific (not generic as per 

earlier guidelines under the TCCCPR 2010) consent on 

SMS template, header and entity. It also makes the sender 

of unsolicited and fraudulent commercial communication 

traceable, such that they can be blocked centrally across 

Telcos. The DLT also introduces transparency since each 

Telco has access to all entities, headers registered and 
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their respective templates registered with every other Telco. 

It is submitted that the adoption of this technology has the 

potential to make the sending of Bulk SMSes completely 

fraud-proof and transparent. It will reduce SMSes falling 

under the category of UCC (Unsolicited Communications) to 

negligible levels and provide a safe and private space to 

mobile subscribers. However, the Respondent Telcos have 

failed to fully operationalize theDLT. 

Z. BECAUSE such registration is mandated to be accompanied 

with verificationof the identities before such senders can be 

registeredin accordance with the Code(s) of Practice –

Entitiesto be established by the Access Provider under Reg. 

8(1)in accordance with Schedule I.Clause 4 of Schedule I 

describes the ‘Header Registration Function’ (hereinafter 

“HRF”) and the ‘Content Template Registration Function’ 

(hereinafter “CTRF”) of each TSP/ Telcosas: 

“4. Every Access Provider shall carry out following 

functions: -  

(1) Header Registration Function (HRF)  

a) assign header or Header root for SMS via 

Header Registration Functionality, on its 

own or through its agents, as per allocation 

and assignment principles and policies, to 

facilitate content provider or principal entity to 

get new headers; 

b) carry out pre-verifications of documents 

and credentials submitted by an individual, 

business entity or legal entity requesting 

for assigning of the header; 

c) bind with a mobile device and mobile 

number(s), in a secure and safe manner, 

which shall be used subsequently on 

regular intervals for logins to the sessions 

by the header assignee; 
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d) carry out additional authentications in case of a 

request for headers to be issued to SEBI 

registered brokers or other entities specified by 

Authority by directions, orders or instructions 

issued from time to time; 

e) carry out additional authentications in case of a 

request for headers to be issued to government 

entities, corporate(s) or well-known brands, 

including specific directions, orders or 

instructions, if any, issued from time to time by 

the Authority; 

f) carry out additional checks for look-alike 

headers which may mislead to a common 

recipient of commercial communication, it 

may also include proximity checks, 

similarity after substring swaps specifically 

in case of government entities, 

corporate(s), well-known brands while 

assigning headers irrespective of current 

assignments of such headers, and to follow 

specific directions, orders or instructions, if 

any, issued from time to time by the 

Authority; 

(2)… 

(3) Content Template Registration Function 

(CTRF):- 

(a) to check content of the template being 

offered for registration as a transactional 

template and service message template; 

(b) to identify fixed and variable portion(s) of 

the content in the offered transactional 

template and service message template with 

identification of type of content for each portion 

of variable part of the content, e.g. date format, 

numeric format, name of recipient, amount with 

currency; reference number, transaction 

identity; 

(c) to estimate the total length of variable 

portion, viz. total length of fixed portion for a 

typical transactional message, service 

message for offered template; 

(d) to de-register template or temporarily 

suspend use of template; 

(e) to generate one-way hash for fixed portion 

of content of template and ways to extract fixed 
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portion and variable portion(s) from actual 

message for carrying out pre and post checks 

of actual content of actual message offered for 

delivery or already delivered; 

(f) to check content of the template being 

offered for registration as a promotional from 

perspective of content category; 

(g)assigning unique template identity to 

registered template of content 

(Emphasis Supplied) 

 

AA. Because therefore, if properly implemented, the TCCCPR 

regime would ensure that: 

a. only registered entities (RTMs) are able to send 

commercial communication;  

b. that such RTMs are assigned headers that are 

unique and not deceptively similar to those of other 

entities and don’t mislead the consumer as to the 

identity of the sender;  

c. that such RTMs are assigned unique template 

identities; and  

d. that the identity of such RTMs is thoroughly verified 

before registration by the Access Provider.    

It is therefore submitted, that not only must no look-alike 

header be issued by the Respondent Telcos to fraudsters, but 

there must also be checks by the Respondent Telcos to make 

sure that the content of the message is not misleading. It is 

submitted that if the aforesaid were to be followed by the 

respondent Telcos there would be no fraudulent UCC being 

sent to consumers 
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BB. Because however, the manner in which fraudulent UCC 

from RTMs takes place demonstrates that the Respondent 

Telcoshave blatantly failed to comply with their duty to prevent 

obligations under the TCCCPR regime. In particular, by failing 

to thoroughly verify the identities of sender(s), the Respondent 

Telcos have assigned look-alike header(s), header root(s) and 

content templatescontaining words like “Paytm”, “PTM” ,“Pytm” 

etc, which aredeceptively similar to the Petitioners’ and its 

associate companies/ group companies’ official 

header(s)/Root(s)/contempt template(s), to unscrupulous 

fraudsters. The fraudsters then use these headers/ content 

templates to communicate with and dupe the customers of the 

Petitioners and its associate companies/ related parties/ group 

companies in the manner explained in paras 13(i) and (k) 

above. The Telcos, having failed to prevent the registration of 

misleading headers have also failed to ensure that the content 

of the UCC is not misleading. Thus, it is submitted that the 

Telcosare in gross violation of their Duty to Prevent fraudulent 

UCC as envisaged in the TCCCPR Regime, in particular, 

Regs. 3,5(3), 12(2), 12(3), 13(1) and Clause 4 of Schedule I to 

the TCCCPR. 

CC.  Because further, Reg. 20 read with Reg. 8 mandates that 

every Access Provider formulate a Code of Practice in 

accordance with the Schedules and complies with the 

provisions of the same. In the present matter, only Respondent 

Nos. 3, 5, 6 & 7 have formulated any COP at all and these are 

available in the public domain. Thus Respondents Nos. 4 and 

8 Telcos are also in violation of their obligations under Reg. 8. 
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DD. Because moreover, even the CoPs formulated by the 

Respondents 3, 5, 6 & 7, are not in compliance with the 

TCCCPR, Schedules read with Regulation 8. Further, the 

actual process adopted by the Respondent Telcos qua 

verification of entities prior to registration, appears to be in 

contravention of their own published CoPs. Thus, it is apparent 

that even the published CoPs are merely paying lip service to 

the regulatory mandate, and are not implemented on the 

ground . 

Violations by Telcos of the Duty to Penalize/ Punish under 

the TCCCPR Regime 

EE. Because the TCCCPR also provides for the Telcos to take 

punitive action against sender(s) of unsolicited and fraudulent 

commercial communication, with the Telcos’ overcharging 

obligation being Reg. 3. Reg.3 casts on the Telcosanobligation 

upon the Respondent TSPs/ Telcos to ensure that commercial 

communications sent over its network take place only through 

registered message headers and phone numbers. It further 

empowers the Access Providers to take punitive action(i.e. 

putting of usage caps, or, in case of repeated violations, the 

disconnection of all telecom resources) against subscribers 

who send unsolicited commercial communication without 

requisite registration of headers/ phone numbers, in violation of 

the said provision of the TCCCPR 2018. 
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FF. Because apart from reg.3, the other Duty to 

Penalize/Punish Obligations of the Telcos/Access Providers 

are reproduced below: 

“5. Every Access Provider shall develop an ecosystem with 

the following functions to regulate the delivery of the 

commercial communication as provided for in these 

regulations:- 

... 

(8) to examine and investigate complaints, take 

actions against defaulters and take remedial 

measures to ensure compliance with these 

provisions. 

(9) to detect, identify and act against sender(s) of 

Commercial Communication who are not 

registered with them.” 

“12. Access Providers shall deploy, maintain and 

operate a system, by themselves or through delegation, to 

ensure that requisite functions are performed in a non-

repudiable and immutable manner:- 

 … 

(7) To detect non-compliance and take immediate 

action to effectively ensure compliance with 

regulations;” 

“23. Every Access Provider shall establish Consumer 

Complaint Registration Facility (CCRF) and shall make 

necessary arrangements to facilitate its customers on 24 

hours X 7 days basis throughout the year:- 

(1) to provide ways and means:- 

(a) to make complaint(s), by its customer 

who has registered his preference(s), 

against sender(s) of unsolicited commercial 

communication in violation of the registered 

preferences or digitally registered consents; 

(b) to submit report(s,) against sender(s) of 

commercial communication in violation of 

provisions of these regulation(s) by any 

customer. …” 

(emphasis Supplied) 

FF. Because therefore, the Telcos are mandated to 

register complaints and/or reports by any customer 
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(irrespective of whether such customer has registered 

preferences or not) of violations of the TCCCPR. The 

Telcos are also mandated to suomotu (as is demonstrated 

by a reading of regs. 5(9) and 12(7) action against senders 

violating the TCCCPR. Thus, the said duty to penalise as 

encapsulated in the TCCCPR is very wide. 

GG. Because under Reg. 23 the Telcos are also obligated 

to have systems in place to register “reports” from not just 

recipients of UCC but, under Reg. 23(1)(b) from any 

person, regarding the violations of the TCCCPR by 

senders of UCC. The Petitioners are customer-senders of 

the Telcos, within the meaning of Reg. 2(bf) read with Reg. 

2(u) and 2(bn). The aforesaid Regulations read as follows: 

“2(u) ‘Customer’ means subscriber 

2(bf) ‘Sender’ in relation to a commercial communication, 

means 

i. The person of entity who owns the telephone 

number of the header(s) that were used; 

ii. A person or entity that publicly asserts or uses a 

Calling Line Identity (CLI) or the phone number(s) 

referred to in the communication except where such 

assertion is fraudulent; 

iii. The person who sent the message or made a 

voice call, caused the message to be sent or the 

voice call to be made or authorized the sending of 

the message or making of the voice call; 

iv. The person of legal entity dealing with goods, or 

services, or land or property, or a business or 

investment opportunity that is offered or prompted; 

except where such entity maintains a distinct legal 

identity for the division or line of business dealing with 

offered goods, services or opportunity, in which case 

such division or line of business. 

2(bn) ‘Subscriber’ means a person or legal entity who 

subscribes to a telecom service provided by an Access 

Provider.” 

(Emphasis Supplied) 
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HH. Because therefore, the Petitioners, being subscribers 

of the telecom services of the Respondent Telcos for the 

purpose of sending commercial communication, is also a 

customer of the Respondent Telcos and it is incumbent 

upon the Respondent Telcos under Reg. 23(1)(b) to have 

mechanisms in place to register reports from the Petitioners 

of violations of the TCCCPR by fraudsters misrepresenting 

themselves to be the Petitioners or its associate companies/ 

related parties/ group companies. However, no such 

mechanism is in place and the Petitioner No. 2 has been 

regularly e-mailing/writing letters to the Respondent 

Telcoswith its reports of such violations of the TCCCPR. 

Thus, the respondent Telcos are in violation of their 

obligations under Reg. 23(1)(b). 

II. Because the mechanism for Complaint Redressal is provided 

in Reg. 25, which makes a distinction between the remedial 

action to be taken by the Telcos against Registered 

Telemarketers (RTMs), and Unregistered Telemarketers 

(UTMs). While the Petitioners have also challenged the 

constitutionality of the TCCCPR penalty regime against UTMs 

(which will be adverted to in the subsequent Grounds), it is 

submitted that the Telcoshave woefully failed to meet their 

obligations of taking remedial action against both, RTMs and 

UTMs. 

JJ. Because Reg. 25 distinguishes between the roles of the 

Originating Access Provider (OAP) and Terminating Access 

Provider (TAP), with the OAP being the Telco from whose 

network the UCC is sent, and the TAP being the Telcoto 
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whose network the recipient of the UCC subscribes.The 

customer must make his complaint to the TAP, who in turn will 

forward the complaint to the OAP. The OAP is then 

responsible for all fraudulent communication taking place over 

its network. The Complaint Mechanism under Reg. 25, in 

relevant part, is reproduced below: 

25. Complaint Mechanism:  

... 

(4) The OAP, in case the complaint is related to 

Registered Telemarketer (RTM), shall examine, 

within one business day from the date of receipt of 

complaint, whether all regulatory pre-checks were 

carried out in the reported case before delivering 

Unsolicited Commercial Communications; and  

(a) In case, all regulatory pre-checks were carried out 

and delivery of commercial communication to the 

recipient was in confirmation to the provisions in the 

regulations and Code(s) of Practice, OAP shall 

communicate to TAP to inform complainant about the 

closure of complaint as provided for in the Code(s) of 

Practice;  

(b) in case of non-compliance with the regulations, 

the OAP shall, within two business days from the 

date of receipt of complaint, take actions against 

the defaulting entity and communicate to TAP to 

inform the complainant about the action taken against 

his complaint as provided for in Code(s) of Practice;  

(c) the OAP shall take appropriate remedial action, 

as provided for in the Code of Practice(s), to 

control Unsolicited Commercial Communications so 

as to ensure compliance with these regulations; 

(5) The OAP, in case, the complaint is related to an 

Unregistered Telemarketer (UTM),  

(a) shall examine communication detail records (CDRs), 

within one business day from the date of receipt of 

complaint, to check the occurrence of complained 

communication between the complainant and the 

reported telephone number or header from which 

unsolicited commercial communication was received. 

(b) In case of no occurrence of complained 

communications under sub-regulation (5)(a), OAP 
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shall communicate to the TAP to inform the 

complainant about the closure of complaint in a 

manner prescribed in the Code(s) of Practice; 

(c) In case of occurrence of complained 

communications under sub-regulation (5)(a), OAP 

shall further examine, within two business days 

from the date of complaint, whether there are 

similar complaints or reports against the same 

sender; and 

(i) in case, it is found that number of 

complaints against the sender are from ten 

or more than ten recipients over a period of 

last seven days, the OAP shall put sender 

under Usage Cap and at the same time shall 

initiate investigation as provided for in sub-

regulation (6); 

Provided that such Usage Cap shall be valid till 

investigation is completed or thirty days from 

the date of effect of restrictions, whichever is 

earlier; 

(ii) in case it is found that number of 

complaints against the sender are from less 

than ten recipients over a period of last 

seven days, the OAP shall, from the 

previous thirty days data of 

CoP_UCC_Detect System, check whether 

suspected sender is involved in sending 

Commercial Communication in bulk or not; 

and 

(A) in case, sender has sent commercial 

communications in bulk, the OAP shall 

put the sender under Usage Cap, and at 

the same time initiate investigation as 

provided for in sub-regulation (6); 

Provided that such restrictions shall be valid 

till investigation in this regard is completed 

under relevant regulations or thirty days from 

the date of effect of restrictions, whichever is 

earlier; 

(B) in case, sender has not sent commercial 

communications in bulk, the OAP shall 

warn such sender through appropriate 

means as provided for in Code(s) of 

Practice; 
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(6) OAP shall issue notice, within three business days, 

to give opportunity to such sender(s), under sub 

regulations (5)(c)(i), (5)(c)(ii)(A) to represent his case 

and shall investigate, within thirty business days 

from the date of receipt of complaint and shall 

conclude whether the communication so made was 

unsolicited commercial communication or not; and 

conclusion of the investigation was that sender was 

engaged in sending unsolicited commercial 

communications, OAP shall take action against such 

sender as under: - 

(a) for first instance of violation, due warning shall 

be given; 

Provided that the first instance of the violation shall 

include all the complaints against the sender within 

two business days after the date of receipt of the 

first complaint, against which the sender is to be 

warned under this sub-regulation.  

(b) for the second instance of violation, Usage Cap 

shall continue for a period of six months 

Provided that the second instance of the violation shall 

include all the complaints against the sender after the 

issuance of first warning within two business days after 

the date of receipt of the complaint against which second 

warning is being given to the sender under this 

subregulation. 

(c) for third and subsequent instances of violations, 

all telecom resources of the sender shall be 

disconnected for a period up to two years and OAP 

shall put the sender under blacklist category and 

communicate to all other access providers to not to 

allocate new telecom resources to such sender for 

up to two years from the date of such 

communication; 

Provided that the third instance of the violation shall 

include all the complaints received against the sender 

after the date of second warning within two business 

days after the receipt of the complaint against which 

telecom resources are being disconnected under this 

sub-regulation.  

Provided further that one telephone number may be 

allowed to be retained by such sender with the Usage 

Cap for a period up to two years. 
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KK. Because the Respondent Telcoshave violated their 

obligations to take actions against both,non-

compliant/fraudulent RTMs and UTMs.As has been 

demonstrated by the factual averments above, the Petitioner 

No. 2 has consistently been reporting fraudulent headers/ short 

codes and the like to the Respondent Telcos, but only a 

fraction of such reported fraudulent headers havebeen 

confirmed by the Respondent Telcos as having been blocked, 

which is in stark violation of the TCCCPR. In fact, the Petitioner 

No. 2 has also received communications from the Telcos, such 

as the e-mail dated 31.01.2020 from respondent No.7, 

informing it that the said respondent would not block any 

access to telecom services of a fraudulent sender unlessso 

directed by the government or law enforcement authorities. 

Further, when the Petitioner sought information from the 

Telcoson the List of Headers which had been found to be 

responsible for fraudulent/fake messages, so that it could 

identify the same and take action at its own end (such as the e-

mail dated 17.03.2020 sent to Respondent No.6 Telco), it 

wasinformed yet again, that the Telco was not an investigating 

agency and that it should file complaints with relevant law 

enforcement agencies (E-mail dated 27.03.2020 from 

Respondent No.6 Telco to the Petitioner No. 2). It is submitted 

that this is not only in violation of the Telcos’ duty to penalise 

and punish under the TCCCPR but also militates against the 

very ethos of the TCCCPR regime, which is a self -contained 

code with all capacity to identify and take action against 

violations by fraudulent senders. 
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LL. Because with respect to UTMs, it is submitted that as per 

Regulation 25(6)(c) of the TCCCPR 2018, upon the third and 

subsequent instances of violation by the sender of unsolicited 

commercial communication, there shall be complete 

disconnection of all telecom resources of the sender, and all 

other access providers shall also be asked to put such sender 

on a blacklist so as to not allot any new telecom resources to 

such sender. Thus, regulations 3 read with 25(6) empower the 

access providers to be able to take punitive action against 

senders of unsolicited, and fraudulent, commercial 

communication. 

MM. Because in this regard, the Petitioner No. 2 has repeatedly 

sent the Respondent Telcosall relevant details of the mobile 

numbers of reported reported UTMs along with “first instance”, 

“second instance” and “third instance” violations by Senders, 

as per complaints received, and sought the immediate blocking 

of such numbers (E-mails from the Petitioner No. 2 dated 

23.01.2020 and 02.03.2020, and Legal Notices dated 

28.02.2020). However, adequate action has not been taken by 

the Respondent Telcosagainst such fraudulent UTMs. 

Violations by the Respondent Telcos of their public law duty 

to ensure that no fraud takes place over their Telecom 

Networks 

NN. Because, apart from the above, it is submitted that the 

Respondent Telcos, having been licensed the privilege of 

establishing, maintaining and operating telecom networks 

under the Telegraph Act, carry out public functions, and are 

therefore also entrusted with non-statutory public duties. In 
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particular, such Telcos are entrusted to ensure that their 

networks are not used to carry out fraudulent activities, which 

the Respondent Telcos have clearly failed to do. 

Violations by Respondent No.2 Authority of its Obligations 

under the TCCCPR 

OO. Because, as stated above, the TCCCPR imposes two 

layers of obligations, i.e. primary obligations on the Telcos to 

prevent and punishviolations by senders; and secondary 

obligations on the Respondent No.2 Authority to prevent and 

penalize the Telco’s violations of the TCCCPR regime. The 

obligations of the Respondent No.2 Authority are reproduced 

below:- 

“21. In case of non-compliance to the provisions of 

Code(s) of Practice, Access Provider shall be liable to 

pay, by way of financial disincentive, following amount: 

1. not exceeding Rupees five thousand per day for the 

period of exceeding the timeline if the period of delay is 

less than or equal to thirty days; 

2. not exceeding Rupees twenty thousand per day for the 

additional period of delay which is more than thirty days; 

The amount payable by way of financial disincentive under 

these regulations shall be remitted to such head of account 

as may be specified by the Authority. 

The total amount payable as financial disincentives under 

sub-regulations (1) and (2)shall not exceed rupees ten 

lakhs. 

The Authority reserves the right not to impose financial 

disincentive or to impose a lower amount of financial 

disincentive or no incentive where it finds merit in the 

reasons furnished by the access provider.  

Provided that no order for payment of any amount by way of 

financial disincentive shall be made by the Authority, unless 

the concerned Access Provider has been given a 

reasonable opportunity to represent.” 
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“27. Consequences for the Originating Access Provider 

(OAP) failing to curb the unsolicited commercial 

communications sent through its network(s): - 

(1) If OAP fails to curb UCC, Financial Disincentives for 

not controlling the Unsolicited Commercial 

Communications (UCC) from RTMs by the access 

provider in each License Service Area for one 

calendar month shall be as under: - 

 

 

 

Provided that no order for payment of any amount by 

way of financial disincentive shall be made by the 

Authority,unless the concerned Access Provider has 

been given a reasonable opportunity to represent. 

The amount payable by way of financial disincentive 

under these regulations shall be remitted to such 

head of account as may be specified by the 

Authority.” 

The total amount payable as financial 

disincentives under sub-regulations (1) shall not 

exceed rupees fifty lakhs per calendar month. The 

Authority may impose no financial disincentive or a 

lower amount of financial disincentive than the 

amount payable as per the provisions in 

subregulation (1) where it finds merit in the reasons 

furnished by the access provider.” 

“28. Consequences for contravention of the 

provisions of regulations by Access Providers: -  

(1) Power of Authority to order inquiry: -  

 Value of “Counts of UCC for 

RTMs for one calendar month” 

Amount of financial 

disincentives in Rupees 

(a) More than zero but not 

exceeding hundred 

Rupees one thousand per 

count 

(b) More than hundred but not 

exceeding one thousand 

Maximum financial 

disincentives at (a) plus 

Rupees five thousand per 

count exceeding hundred 

(c) More than one thousand Maximum financial 

disincentives at (b) plus 

Rupees ten thousand per 

count exceeding one 

thousand 
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(a) Where the Authority has a reason to believe 

that any Access Provider has contravened the 

provisions of these regulations, it may 

constitute an inquiry committee, to inquire into 

the contravention of the regulations and to report 

thereon to the Authority.  

(b) The inquiry committee shall give a reasonable 

opportunity to the concerned Access Provider to 

represent itself, before submitting its findings to 

the Authority. 

(2) If on inquiry, under sub-regulation (1), the 

Access Provider is found to have misreported the 

count of UCC for RTMs,it shall, without prejudice 

to any penalty which may be imposed under its 

licence or other provisions under these 

regulations, be liable to pay, by way of financial 

disincentive, an amount 

(a) ten times the difference between disincentive 

computed by the Inquiry Committee and that 

computed earlier based on service provider’s 

data, or Rs 5 lakhs, whichever is higher; and 

Provided that in case of second and subsequent 

contraventions, to pay an amount equal to twice 

that of computed financial disincentives under 

this sub-regulation 

(b) one lakh per instance for access provider 

found to be not imposing timely restrictions on 

outgoing usage of unregistered sender(s) in 

accordance with provisions in regulations 25(5) 

and 25(6);  

Provided that no order for payment of any 

amount by way of financial disincentive shall be 

made by the Authority, unless the concerned 

Access Provider had been given a reasonable 

opportunity of representing against the findings 

of the inquiry committee. The amount payable by 

way of financial disincentive under these 

regulations shall be remitted to such head of 

account as may be specified by the Authority. 

The total amount payable as financial 

disincentives under sub-regulations (2)(a) and 

(2)(b) shall not exceed rupees ten lakhs in a 

week. 

(3) The Authority may impose no financial 

disincentive or a lower amount of financial 

disincentive than the amount payable as per the 
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provisions in sub-regulations (2)(a) and 2(b) where it 

finds merit in the reasons furnished by the access 

provider” 

(Emphasis Supplied) 

 

PP. Because the Respondent No.2 has failed to comply with its 

oversight obligations envisaged in the aforesaid provisions. In 

particular, it is submitted that it has failed to take action against 

the Respondent Telcos under Reg.21 for the Telcos’ non-

compliance with the CoPs as mandated by Reg. 20. In 

essence, Regulations 8 and 20 of the TCCCPR 2018, read 

with Regulation 21 provide for a mechanism for the Access 

Providers to be penalized for non-compliance of the Header 

Registration Function to detect and prevent deceptively similar 

headers being issued to any of the users as well as the 

Content Template Registration Function. It is submitted that 

the sheer number of cases of fraudsters sending messages 

through the networks of the Respondent TSPs makes it 

abundantly clear that the above-mentioned provision of 

TCCCPR, 2018 is not being complied with. The Respondent 

No.2’s failure to take action against such Telcos is itself an 

abdication of its obligations under Reg. 21. 

QQ. BECAUSE Regulation 27 of the TCCCPR, 2018 lays down 

the financial disincentives that can be levied on the 

Respondent No. 3 to 8 Telcos if they fail to curb unsolicited 

commercial communications sent through their networks. Such 

financial disincentive is to be levied on the Respondent No. 3 

to 8 Telcos by the Respondent No. 2 Authority. Despite the 

Respondent Telcos’ failure to curb such fraudulent UCC, the 
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Respondent No.2 Authority appears to have failed to take any 

action against them, in violation its own obligations under Reg. 

27. 

RR. Because the Respondent No.2 Authority has failed to 

initiate any inquiry/action against the Respondent Telcos under 

Reg. 28, for the violation by the Telcos of their primary 

prevention (i.e. robust verification before registration of 

entities) duties elaborated above. 

SS. Because despite the Respondent No. 2 authority having the 

power under Regulations 27 and 28, to carry out an inquiry and 

penalize the Respondent Telcos for failing to implement the 

provisions of the TCCCPR 2018, the same is not being done. 

Despite having such over-arching powers in its capacity of the 

Regulatory body governing  the Telecom operators or Telecom 

Sector companies, the Respondent No. 2 has failed to play the 

guiding and supervisory  role for which it was constituted under 

the provisions of the TRAI Act, 1997. 

TT. Because the Respondent No.2 Authority is further 

empowered under Sections 12 and 13 of the TRAI Act conduct 

investigations into the affairs of the Respondent Nos. 3 to 9 

and seek information from them, so as to ensure that they take 

necessary steps to prevent fraudsters from duping the 

customers of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ 

related parties/ group companies, and to issue orders to this 

effect under section 13 of the TRAI Act, 1997 to ensure that 

standards of quality of services provided by the Service 

Providers in the Telecom Sector are being maintained. Yet it 

has failed to take any such action, despite the requests of the 
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Petitioners, thereby necessitating the Petitioners having to 

approach this Hon’ble Court for relief. 

Unconstitutionality of Reg. 25(5) and 25(6) in respect of the 

Penalties imposed on UTMs 

UU. BECAUSE Reg. 25(5) and 25(6) of the TCCCPR, insofar as 

they impose a graded penalty on UTMs, and that too on the 

basis of whether the UTM has sent bulk UCC or not, is in 

violation of the fundamental right to privacy, ultra vires the 

TCCCPR’s parent statute, i.e. the TRAI Act and also 

inconsistent with the other provisions of the UTM. 

VV. Because privacy has been recognized by the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court as part of a person’s fundamental right to life 

and liberty under Art. 21 of the Constitution. Thus any 

commercial communication would impinge on the privacy of 

individuals in general, as the senders of such communication 

would be provided access to the consumers’ contact details by 

Telcos. Unsolicited Commercial Communications, as the 

Respondent No.2 itself notes in the Explanatory Memorandum 

to the TCCCPR, 2018, seriously violate customers’ 

fundamental right to privacy 

WW. Because the TCCCPR has therefore sought toachieve a 

balance between customers’ rights to privacy and the 

legitimate commercial interests of businesses, by adopting a 

two-pronged approach, namely:- 

i. The Customer has the right to decide what kinds of 

commercial communications they wish to receive, by 

mandating the registration of customer preference; and 
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ii. The identification and verification of all commercial 

communications carried out over a telecom network by 

mandating the registration of all entities wishing to send 

commercial communications as RTMs with 

Telcos(Reg.3(1)), while prohibiting the sending of any 

commercial communication by an UTM (Reg.32) 

XX. Because the distinction between RTMs (which are, due to 

registration and verification traceable) and UTMs (which, not 

being registered in the Telcos UCC ecosystem, may not be so 

easily traceable) is therefore imperative. It is for this reason 

that the TCCCPR under Reg. 32 mandates a blanket ban on 

anycommercial communication that does not have the actual 

or inferred consent of its target for a sender who has not 

registered itself as a telemarketer, i.e. a ban on all unsolicited 

commercial communications from UTMs. Inpractice however, a 

large chunk of UCC (and by extension, fraudulent phishing) 

emanates from UTMs, despite the prohibition on such 

communication.Thesending of UCC by a UTM therefore 

violates customers’ fundamental rights to privacy and also 

does not fall within the realm of balancing legitimate business 

interests. It is also in violation of the stated purpose of the 

TRAI Act, to protect consumer interests and rights.  

YY. Because therefore, it follows that the detection and 

confirmation of unsolicited commercial communication by even 

a single UTM, should result in the complete disconnection of all 

telecom resources of the sender. This is consistent with the 

interpretation of the true import of Reg. 3(1), read with Reg. 

5(9) and reg. 32. 
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ZZ. Because however, the TCCCPR in Regs. 25(5) and 25(6) 

provides for action only against certain types of UTMs (i.e. 

those who send UCC in bulk), and provides for graded 

penalties (dependant on number of violations by the UTM in 

question). This, it is submitted, is in violation of customers’ 

fundamental rights to privacy, ultra vires the TCCCPR’s parent 

TRAI Act and also inconsistent with the true import of the 

TCCCPR framework itself.  

AAA. Because therefore, Reg. 25(5) and 25(6) insofar as they 

classify UTMs on the basis of bulk messaging and impose a 

graded penalty on the basis of the number of violations by the 

UTM, merit to be struck down as unconstitutional and ultra 

vires the TRAI Act. 

BBB. Because the senders of fraudulent commercial 

communication have already caused huge losses to the 

Petitioners by damaging its reputation and continue to cause 

injury to the customers of the Petitioners and its associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies. There has been 

an irreparable loss to the Petitioners’ business reputation, and 

goodwill due to this fraudulent commercial communication 

being sent through the respective networks of the Respondent 

Telcos. Additionally, as a result the losses that the customers 

of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ related parties/ 

group companies have suffered, many such customers have 

filed FIRs against the Petitioners and its officials. There has 

been a deceleration in the growth of the customer base of the 

Petitioners. 
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Failures of the Respondent No.1 Department to take action 

against the Respondent Telcos’ Violations of SIM Verification 

Obligations 

CCC. Because most UTMs use mobile numbers/sim cards that 

have been issued without proper verification, which makes the 

senders difficult to trace even for Telcos over whose networks 

the UCC by the UTM has been sent. 

DDD. Because the sale and activation of such SIM cards without 

proper verification is in violation of the DoT Circular on Sim 

Card Verification, 2012, and the Respondent No.1 Department 

has failed in its duty to take action against such violations of 

the said Circular. 

EEE. Because moreover the Respondent Telcos are also 

obligated under their respective Unified Access License 

Agreements to ensure adequate verification of each and every 

subscriber. In this regard, Clause 39 of the UAL Agreement, in 

relevant part, states 

“39.17 (i) The Licensee shall ensure adequate 

verification of each and every customer before 

enrolling him as a subscriber; instructions issued 

by the Licensor in this regard from time to time shall 

be scrupulously followed. The Licensee shall make it 

clear to the subscriber that the subscriber will be 

responsible for proper and bonafide use of the 

service.  

39.17 (ii) Format prescribed by the Licensor 

delineating the details of information required 

before enrolling a customer as a subscriber shall 

be followed by the Licensee. A photo identification 

of subscribers shall be pre-requisite before providing 
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the service. The Licensor may prescribe service-wise 

detailed instructions for enrolment of subscriber and 

activation of service from time to time. 

39.17(iii) The Licensee shall activate the Leased 

Line, Internet Leased Line and IPLC service only 

after checking the bonafide of the customer, 

verifying details as per Customer Acquisition 

Form (CAF) prescribed from time to time and 

physical inspection of the site. Further, in the case 

of Leased Line, the reasons for taking the link by the 

customer shall be recorded 

… 

39.21 (i) Calling Line Identification (CLI) shall be 

provided. The network should also support 

Malicious Call identification and Centralized 

Automatic Message Accounting (CAMA). 

39.21 (ii) Calling Line Identification (CLI) shall never 

be tampered as the same is also required for security 

purposes and any violation of this amounts to breach 

of security.  

39.22 (i) Utmost vigilance should be exercised in 

providing bulk connections for a single user as 

well as for a single location. Provision of 10 or 

more connections may be taken as bulk connections 

for this purpose. Special verification of bonafide 

should be carried out for providing such bulk 

connections. Information about bulk connections 

shall be forwarded to respective Telecom 

Enforcement, Resource & Monitoring Cell and 

any other officer authorized by Licensor from 

time to time as well as all Security Agencies on 

monthly basis.  

39.22 (ii) The call detail records for outgoing calls 

made by customers should be analyzed for the 

subscribers making large number of outgoing calls 
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day and night and to the various telephone numbers. 

Normally, no incoming call is observed in such cases. 

This can be done by running special program for this 

purpose. The service provider should devise 

appropriate fraud management and prevention 

programme and fix threshold levels of average 

per day usage in minutes of the telephone 

connection; all telephone connections crossing 

the threshold of usage should be checked for 

bonafide use. A record of check must be 

maintained which may be verified by Licensor 

any time. The list/details of suspected 

subscribers should be informed to the respective 

TERM Cell of DoT and any other officer 

authorized by Licensor from time to time.  

39.22 (iii) Active support must be extended by the 

service providers to the respective TERM cells of 

DoT for detection of clandestine / illegal 

telecommunications facilities. For this purpose, 

names of the Nodal officers & alternate Nodal 

Officers in respect of each licensed service area as 

communicated to the Intelligence Agencies for 

monitoring of telecommunications should also be 

forwarded to respective TERM cell of DoT, and any 

other officer authorized by Licensor from time to time. 

The TERM Cell of DoT will contact the Nodal Officer / 

alternate Nodal officer, and till the time such 

nomination is received or in case of non-availability of 

such officer, the TERM Cell will contact the Chief 

Executive Officer of the Licensee, for such support / 

coordination. 

39.22 (iv) Bulk users premises should be inspected 

by the service providers at regular intervals for 

satisfying themselves about bonafide use of such 

facilities. A record of such inspection should be 

maintained and preserved for minimum one year, for 
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inspection / verification by the licensing authority or a 

designated officer of the authority.”  

 

(Emphasis Supplied) 

FFF. Because therefore, the Respondent Telcos are 

mandated to not only curb fraud taking place over their 

networks but also to report such frauds to the TERM Cell in 

case of fraudulent bulk users, which are essentially UTMs. 

However, the Respondents have failed to take any such 

action, to the best of the knowledge of the Petitioners. The 

Respondent No.1 Department has also clearly not enforced 

such obligations. 

GGG. BECAUSE the Petitioner No. 2 has approached the 

Respondent Telcos as well as TRAI, Department of 

Telecommunications, CERT-In and the Ministry of Home 

Affairs, several times, but to no avail. The MHA being the 

agency for enforcing preventive and corrective measures 

for internal security, CERTIN as the nodal agency for 

responding to computer security incidents and TRAI being 

the authority for telecom services, close co-ordination 

between them will ensure better preparedness and 

response to phishing activities. A specific and action 

oriented framework among the aforementioned agencies on 

dealing with such frauds emanating from the use of telecom 

services is required. If standard operating procedures such 

as a protocol for authorities to accept fraud complaints so 

as to ensure near real time corrective measures is put in 

place, it would drastically limit fraud over telecom networks.  
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HHH. Despite repeated attempts of the Petitioners at 

seeking redressal on behalf of its customers who have been 

defrauded of large sums of money, the Respondents Telcos 

have failed to discharge their statutory obligation under the 

TCCCPR 2018. As a result not only do the grievances of 

the customers of the Petitioners and its associate 

companies/ group companies remain unaddressed, but the 

Petitioners themselves have suffered a loss in reputation 

and is being held liable by several customers for no fault of 

their own. It is reiterated that the Petitioners have taken all 

steps necessary to protect its customers and has complied 

with the various circulars issued from time to time by the 

Reserve Bank of India in this regard.  

III. Because in public interest it is necessary to enforce 

regulations to stop online phishing activity to protect the 

integrity of the online payment systems and to hold the 

Respondent Telcos accountable for non-compliance of their 

statutory duty under the TCCCPR 2018 in public interest. 

However, it is also important that till such time as the 

mechanisms under the TCCCPR 2018 are completely 

operationalized, in order to curb existing phishing activity, 

the reported fraudulent look alike headers deceptively 

similar to the official headers of the Petitioners and its 

associate companies/related parties/group companies be 

blocked, and a stop also be put to the future issuance of 

such look alike headers. Further, reported phone numbers 

from which customers of the Petitioners and its associate 
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companies/ related parties/ group companies have received 

fraudulent phone calls must also be blocked.  

JJJ. BECAUSE on account of the TCCCPR 2018 being 

relatively recently enacted regulations, in the eventuality 

that these provisions cannot be implemented for want of 

technological architecture and solutioning infrastructure, the 

provisions of the TCCCPR 2010, especially with respect to 

UTMs must be  given effect to the extent of curbing the 

menace of unsolicited commercial communication over the 

Respondent Telcos network. The mechanism provided for 

in the TCCCPR 2010 is as follows: 

 Regulation 14 of the TCCCPR 2010 mandated 

registration by the access providers of all 

telemarketers who wish to send commercial 

communication over the network of such access 

provider. Under Regulation 17, allocation of telecom 

resources to a telemarketer could only take place 

after such registration. Regulation 17 provided for a 

detailed verification process to be carried out by the 

access provider before allocation of telecom 

resources. It also required a commercial agreement 

(with, if desired, provisions for a security deposit by 

the telemarker) betweensuch registered telemarketer 

and the access provider.  

 Regulation 18 of the TCCCPR, 2010 provided for the 

blacklisting of the telemarketers either: 

a. Upon failure of the telemarketer to pay the deposit 

amount to the service provider; or 
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b.  Upon the issuance of the sixth notice in a calendar 

year by any Access Provider on such telemarketer for 

sending unsolicited commercial communication. 

Even under the old regime of TCCCPR, 2010it was incumbent 

upon the Respondent telecom companies under Regulation 19 

to investigate a complaint against UCC sent by a telemarketer 

to a subscriber who has registered his preference under 

“Provider Customer Preference Register” and to take action 

within not more than 6 days from date of receipt of complaint 

by the telecom companies. If it was found that the call or SMS 

was an Unsolicited Commercial Communication, the 

Respondent Telcos were also invested with the power to 

deduct a certain sum from the security deposit amount as was 

previously agreed upon between the telemarketer and them, in 

terms of the commercial agreement entered between them.  

KKK. BECAUSE under the old TCCCPR regulations of 

2010, the telecom companies were also empowered to take 

more stringent action against unregistered telemarketers, 

which is more consistent with the objects of the TRAI Act 

than the present regime. Under Regulation 19 (11) if the 

unsolicited commercial communication originated from a 

subscriber who is not registered with the Authority as a 

telemarketer, it could issue a notice to such subscriber to 

forthwith discontinue the sending of such unsolicited 

commercial communications and at a second instance of 

violation by a subscriber, the Telcos were empowered to 

disconnect the telecom resources of such subscriber. 
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LLL. Because it is evident that due to the non-

implementation of the new TCCCPR 2018 and callous 

approach of the Telecom companies toward the problem of 

UCC, Respondent No. 2, Authority, had in its direction 

dated 20.01.2020 directed the Respondents to fulfil their 

existing mandate under TCCCPR 2018. Pertinently, no 

action against the Respondents was taken by the authority 

even after the acknowledged inaction of the Respondent 

telecom companies for 2 years. Pertinently, no action, 

whatsoever, was ever taken by the authority against the 

telecom companieseither under the old regime of 2010 or 

under the extant one.The Petitioners submits that since the 

present petition seeks issuance of a writ in the nature of 

mandamus, the present writ petition is maintainable.The 

Respondent No. 2authority and Respondent No.1 

Departments fall within the ambit of Article 12 of the 

Constitution of India, while as mentioned above, the 

Respondent Telcos are performing public functions, and 

therefore this Hon’ble Court has the jurisdiction under 

Article 226 of the Constitution to adjudicate upon the 

present writ petition. 

 

13. The Petitioner submits that it has no alternative, efficacious 

remedy under the law except to approach this Hon’ble Court by 

way of the present Writ Petition under Article 226 of the 

Constitution of India.  

14. The balance of convenience and/or inconvenience entirely 

lies in favour of passing of orders as prayed for herein. 

7
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15. The Petitioners have served an advance copy of the 

present Petition (with annexures) to the Standing Counsels for 

the Respondents Nos. 1 and 2 via e-mail, and has also served 

an advance copy of the present Petition (with annexures) to 

the Respondents Nos. 3 to 9 Telcos on their official e-mail 

addresses as available on the website of the Ministry of 

Corporate Affairs, and has also informed them of the same via 

telephone. True Copies of Proof of service to the Respondents 

are collectively annexed as Annexure P - ____ (colly). 

16. This Petition is made bona fide and in the interest of justice 

and unless orders as prayed for herein are passed, the 

Petitioner will suffer irreparable loss, prejudice and injury. 

PRAYER 

In the aforesaid facts and circumstances it is respectfully prayed 

that this Hon’ble Court may be pleased pass awrit,order or 

direction in the nature of mandamus, or any other writ, direction or 

Order to: 

a) Declare that Regulations 25(5) and 25(6) of the Telecom 

Commercial Communications Customer Preferences 

Regulations, 2018 insofar as they allow the imposition of a 

graded penalty on identified unregistered telemarketers as 

unconstitutional and ultra vires the Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India Act, 1997; 

b) Declare that under Reg. 23(1)(b) of the Telecom 

Commercial Communications Consumer Preferences 

Regulations, 2018, the Respondents Nos. 3 to 9 are 

obligated to put in place mechanisms to register reports of 

violations from customers like the Petitioners. 

20
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c) Direct the Respondent No. 2 Authority to ensure complete 

and strict implementation of provisions of the Telecom 

Commercial Communications Customer Preferences 

Regulations, 2018 and any other related regulations issued 

from time to time to curb fraudulent unsolicited commercial 

communication sent over the respective networks of the 

respondent telecom service providers; 

d)  Direct the Respondent no. 2 Authority to take action against 

the Respondents no. 3 to 9 Telcos under Regulations 21, 

27 and 28, for violations of their primary obligations of 

prevention and verification under the Telecom Commercial 

Communications Consumer Preferences Regulations, 

2018; 

e) Direct the Respondent No.1 Department to take action to 

ensure that no sim card is sold without proper verification by 

effective implementation of the Department of 

Telecommunications Circular dated 09.08.2012 

titled “Instructions on Verification of New Mobile 

Subscribers (Pre-paid and Postpaid)”; 

f) Direct the Respondent No.1 Department to ensure effective 

implementation by the Respondent Telcos of their 

obligations under their Unified Access License Agreements 

pertaining to verification and reporting of frauds taking place 

over their networks; 

g) Direct the Respondents Nos. 1 and 2 to establish an Inter-

Agency Task Force that includes Computer Emergency 

Response Team (Ministry of Information and Technology) 

the Ministry for Home Affairs, Leading Banks and Leading 
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PPI Wallet issuers to coordinate action limiting fraud over 

telecom networks; 

h) Direct the Respondents Nos. 3 to 9 Telcos to take effective 

action under the Telecom Commercial Communications 

Consumer Preference Regulations 2018, to block the phone 

numbers of UTMs sending unsolicited commercial 

communication including through phone calls, to the 

Petitioners’ customers.  

i) Direct the Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos to pay damages of 

100 crores to the Petitioners for damage to their brand and 

reputation and loss of good will; 

j) Pass such other or further order as this Hon’ble Court may 

deem fit in and proper in the circumstances of the case.     

 

AND FOR THIS KINDNESS THE PETITIONER AS IN 

DUTY BOUND SHALL EVER PRAY 

 

Karuna Nundy 

With Rahul Narayan, Ruchira Goel, 

Ragini Nagpal, Utsav Mukherjee, 

Abhay Chitravanshi, Shashwat Goel 

ADVOCATES FOR THE PETITIONER 

B-1/33A, Top Floor, HauzKhas 

Filed on:-28 .05.2020    New Delhi-110016 
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ा प ओ – 2
Form   O  -  2

भारत सरकार
Government of India

यापार िच ह रिज टी
Trade Marks Registry

मांक           
No. 1419664  

यापार िच ह अिधिनयम, 1999
Trade Marks Act, 1999

यापार च ह के रिज करण का माणप , धारा 23 (2), नयम 62 (1)
Certificate of Registration of Trade Mark, Section 23 (2), Rule 62 (1)

यापार िच ह सं या / Trade Mark No. 2508287                        िदनांक /Date  05/04/2013 ज. सं या /J. No.  1756   

यह मा णत कया जाता है क िजस कार च ह क  समाकृ त इसके साथ सलं न है, वह .................................................................................................. 
के बारे म दनांक ...........................................................................................................................................................नाम से रिज कृत हो चुका है|
Certified that Trade Mark / a representation is annexed hereto, has been registered in the name(s) of :- 
ONE97 COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, FIRST FLOOR DEVIKA TOWRE NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI 110019, SERVICE PROVIDER, (Body
Incorporate)

In Class 38 Under No. 2508287 as of the date    05 April 2013    in respect of

PROVIDES PAYMENT GATEWAY, E-RECHARGE AND OTHER E COMMERCE AND M COMMERCE SERVICES.

Trade Mark as annexed

मेरे नदश पर आज ............... के ............. मास के ............................ वे दन को इस पर मु ा लगायी गई

Sealed at my direction, this     22nd  day of    December ,   2016

 

यापार िच ह रिज टी
Trade Marks Registry  MUMBAI

यापार िच ह रिज टार
Registrar of Trademarks

रिज करण आवेदन क  तार ख स े१० वष के लए ह ैऔर तदोपरा ंत वह १० वष क  कालाव ध के लए और येक १० वष क  कालाव ध के अवसान पर भी नवीनीकृत कया जा सकेगा।
Registration is for 10 years from the date of application and may then be renewed for a period of 10 years and also at the expiration of each period of 10 years.

यह माणप  व ध कायवा हय  म योग के लए या वदेश म रिज करण अ भ ा त करने के लए नह ं है
This certificate is not for use in legal proceedings or for obtaining Registration abroad.

ट पणी - इस यापार च ह के वा म व म कोई प रवतन होने पर, या कारोवार के म ु य थान के पते म या भारत म तामील के लए पते म प रवतन होने पर प रवतन के लए आवेदन तुरंत कया जाना चा हए.

Note: Upon any change of ownership of this Trademark, or change in address, of the principal place of business or address for service in India a request should AT ONCE be made to register the change.
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Annexure of Certificate No.: 1419664
Trade Mark No.   2508287 Date   05/04/2013  
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In exercise of the powers conferred on the Reserve Bank of India by Section 22 (1) of

the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, Paytm Payments Bank Limited is hereby

granted a licence to carry on payments bank business in India subject to the terms and

conditions mentioned in the office letter DBR.NBD.No. 7537/16.13.215/2016-17 dated
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RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 
www.rbi.org.in 
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Department of Payment and Settlement Systems, Central Office, 14th Floor, Central Office Building, ShahidBhagat Singh Road, Fort, Mumbai - 
400001 
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RBI/DPSS/2017-18/58 
Master Direction DPSS.CO.PD.No.1164/02.14.006/2017-18                        October 11, 2017 

(Updated as on February 28, 2020) 
(Updated as on January 16, 2020) 

                                                                                         (Updated as on December 24, 2019) 
                                                                                              (Updated as on August 30, 2019) 
                                                                                           (Updated as on February 25, 2019) 
                                                                                         (Updated as on December 29, 2017) 
  
All Prepaid Payment Instrument Issuers, System Providers and System Participants 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
Master Direction on Issuance and Operation of Prepaid Payment Instruments  
 
Please refer to paragraph 16 of Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies 
regarding issuance of Master Direction on Prepaid Payment Instruments (PPIs) announced 
in the Fourth Bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement, 2017-18 by the Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI). 
 
2. The RBI has issued a number of circulars from time to time on issuance and operation of 
PPIs. In the light of developments in the field, progress made by PPI Issuers, experience 
gained and with a view to foster innovation and competition, ensure safety and security, 
customer protection, etc., it was decided to review the instructions relating to the issuance 
and operation of PPIs and issue comprehensive Directions on the subject. 
 
3. The draft Master Direction on PPIs was placed on the RBI website on March 20, 2017 for 
public feedback. The comments / views received from all stakeholders have been examined 
by the Reserve Bank in preparation of the final Directions. 
 
4. The Master Direction, issued under Section 18 read with Section 10(2) of the Payment 
and Settlement Systems Act, 2007, replaces all circulars listed in Table-1 of Annex-1 and 
partially replaces all circulars mentioned in Table-2 of Annex-1 issued till date on the subject.  
 
5. The Master Direction is effective from today. Existing PPI Issuers shall ensure compliance 
with the revised requirements on or before February 28, 2018, except where timelines have 
been specified in this Direction. 
 
Yours faithfully,  
 
(Nanda S. Dave) 
Chief General Manager-in-Charge 
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Master Direction on Issuance and Operation of Prepaid Payment Instruments  
 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 In exercise of the powers conferred under Section 18 read with Section 10(2) of the 
Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007 (Act 51 of 2007), the Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI) being satisfied that it is necessary and expedient in the public interest to do so, hereby, 
issues these Directions. 
 
1.2 Short title and commencement 

a) These Directions shall be called the Reserve Bank of India (Issuance and Operation 
of Prepaid Payment Instruments) Directions, 2017 (Master Direction). 

b) These Directions shall come into effect from October 11, 2017.  
c) Existing authorised Prepaid Payment Instrument (PPI) issuers shall ensure 

compliance with the revised requirements on or before February 28, 2018, except 
where timelines have been specified in this Direction. 

 
1.3 Applicability: The provisions of the Master Direction shall apply to all PPI Issuers, System 
Providers and System Participants. 
 
1.4 Purpose 

a) To provide a framework for authorisation, regulation and supervision of entities 
operating payment systems for issuance of PPIs in the country; 

b) To foster competition and encourage innovation in this segment in a prudent manner 
while taking into account safety and security of transactions as well as systems along 
with customer protection and convenience.  

c) To provide for harmonisation and interoperability of PPIs 
 
1.5 For the purpose of these Directions, the term ‘entities’ refers to banks and non-bank 
entities who have approval / authorisation from the RBI to issue PPIs as well as those who 
are proposing to issue PPIs.  
 
1.6 Banks and non-bank entities have been issuing PPIs in the country after obtaining 
necessary approval / authorisation from RBI under the Payment and Settlement Systems 
Act, 2007 (PSS Act). These entities have been operating within the framework of the initial 
guidelines on “Issuance and Operation of PPIs” issued in April 2009 and the subsequent 
Master Circulars issued on the subject, as amended from time to time. Taking into account 
the developments in the field and the progress made by PPI issuers, all existing guidelines 
issued on the subject till date have been reviewed and are contained in the Master Direction.  
 
1.7 The Master Direction lays down the eligibility criteria and the conditions of operation for 
payment system operators involved in the issuance of semi-closed and open system PPIs in 
the country. All entities approved / authorised to operate payment systems involving the 
issuance of PPIs shall comply with these Directions.  
 
1.8 No entity can set up and operate payment systems for issuance of PPIs without prior 
approval / authorisation of RBI. 
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2. Definitions 
 
For the purpose of this Master Direction, the following definitions shall be applicable: 
 
2.1 Issuer: Entities operating the payment systems issuing PPIs to individuals / 
organisations. The money so collected is used by these entities to make payment to the 
merchants who are part of the acceptance arrangement and for facilitating funds transfer / 
remittance services. 
 
2.2 Holder: Individuals / Organisations who obtain / purchase PPIs from the issuers and use 
the same for purchase of goods and services, including financial services, remittance 
facilities, etc. 
 
2.3 Prepaid Payment Instruments (PPIs): PPIs are payment instruments that facilitate 
purchase of goods and services, including financial services, remittance facilities, etc., 
against the value stored on such instruments. PPIs that can be issued in the country are 
classified under three types viz. (i) Closed System PPIs, (ii) Semi-closed System PPIs, and 
(iii) Open System PPIs.  
 
2.4 Closed System PPIs: These PPIs are issued by an entity for facilitating the purchase of 
goods and services from that entity only and do not permit cash withdrawal. As these 
instruments cannot be used for payments or settlement for third party services, the issuance 
and operation of such instruments is not classified as payment systems requiring approval / 
authorisation by the RBI. 
 
2.5 Semi-closed System PPIs: These PPIs are used for purchase of goods and services, 
including financial services, remittance facilities, etc., at a group of clearly identified 
merchant locations / establishments which have a specific contract with the issuer (or 
contract through a payment aggregator / payment gateway) to accept the PPIs as payment 
instruments. These instruments do not permit cash withdrawal, irrespective of whether they 
are issued by banks or non-banks.  
 
2.6 Open System PPIs: These PPIs are issued only by banks and are used at any merchant 
for purchase of goods and services, including financial services, remittance facilities, etc. 
Banks issuing such PPIs shall also facilitate cash withdrawal at ATMs / Point of Sale (PoS) / 
Business Correspondents (BCs).  
 
2.7 Limits: All ‘limits’ in the value of instruments stated in the Master Direction, indicate the 
maximum value of such instruments, denominated in INR, that shall be issued to any holder, 
unless otherwise specified.  
 
2.8 Merchants: These are establishments who have a specific contract to accept the PPIs 
issued by the PPI issuer (or contract through a payment aggregator / payment gateway) 
against the sale of goods and services, including financial services.  
 
2.9 Net-worth: Net-worth will consist of ‘paid up equity capital, preference shares which are 
compulsorily convertible into equity capital, free reserves, balance in share premium account 
and capital reserves representing surplus arising out of sale proceeds of assets but not 
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reserves created by revaluation of assets’ adjusted for ‘accumulated loss balance, book 
value of intangible assets and deferred revenue expenditure, if any’. It shall be noted that 
while compulsorily convertible preference shares reckoned for computation of net-worth can 
be either non-cumulative or cumulative, these should be compulsorily convertible into equity 
shares and the shareholder agreements should specifically prohibit any withdrawal of this 
preference share capital at any time. 
 
3. Eligibility to issue semi-closed and open system PPIs 
 
3.1 Banks which comply with the eligibility criteria, including those stipulated by the 
respective regulatory department of RBI, shall be permitted to issue semi-closed and open 
system PPIs, after obtaining approval from RBI. 
 
3.2 Non-bank entities which comply with the eligibility criteria, including those stipulated by 
the respective regulatory department of RBI, shall be permitted to issue only semi-closed 
system PPIs, after obtaining authorization from RBI.  
 
4. Capital and other eligibility requirements 
 
4.1 All entities (both banks and non-banks), regulated by any of the financial sector 
regulators and seeking approval / authorisation from the RBI under the PSS Act, shall apply 
to Department of Payment and Settlement Systems (DPSS), RBI, Central Office, Mumbai 
along with a ‘No Objection Certificate’ from their respective Regulator, within 45 days of 
obtaining such clearance. 
 
4.2 Non-bank entities applying for authorisation shall be a company incorporated in India 
and registered under the Companies Act 1956 / Companies Act 2013.  
 
4.3 Non-bank entities having Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) / Foreign Portfolio Investment 
(FPI) / Foreign Institutional Investment (FII) shall also meet the capital requirements as 
applicable under the extant Consolidated FDI policy guidelines of Government of India. 
 
4.4 The Memorandum of Association (MOA) of the applicant non-bank entity shall cover the 
proposed activity of operating as a PPI issuer.  
 
4.5 All non-bank entities seeking authorisation from RBI under the PSS Act shall have a 
minimum positive net-worth of Rs. 5 crore as per the latest audited balance sheet at the time 
of submitting the application. These entities shall submit a certificate in the enclosed format 
(Annex-2) from their Chartered Accountants (CA) to evidence compliance with the applicable 
net-worth requirement while submitting the application for authorisation. The application shall 
be processed by RBI based on this net-worth which shall be maintained at all times. 
Thereafter, by the end of the third financial year from the date of receiving final authorisation, 
the entity shall achieve a minimum positive net-worth of Rs. 15 crore which shall be 
maintained at all times. Illustratively, if an entity is issued final authorisation on March 1, 
2018, then this entity shall achieve a minimum positive net-worth of Rs. 15 crore for the 
financial position as on March 31, 2020. Similarly, if an entity is issued final authorisation on 
May 1, 2018, then this entity shall achieve a minimum positive net-worth of Rs. 15 crore for 
the financial position as on March 31, 2021. Subsequently, the audited balance sheet and 
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net-worth as on 31st March shall be submitted to RBI within six months of close of financial 
year, failing which the entity may not be permitted to carry out this business. 
4.6 Newly incorporated non-bank entities which may not have an audited statement of 
financial accounts shall submit a certificate in the enclosed format (Annex-2) from their 
Chartered Accountants regarding the current net-worth along with provisional balance sheet.  
 
4.7 All existing non-bank PPI issuers (at the time of issuance of this Master Direction) shall 
comply with the minimum positive net-worth requirement of Rs. 15 crore for the financial 
position as on March 31, 2020 (audited balance sheet). This shall be reported to RBI, along 
with CA certificate in the enclosed format (Annex-2) and audited Balance Sheet, by 
September 30, 2020 failing which the entity may not be permitted to carry out this business. 
Thereafter, the minimum positive net-worth of Rs. 15 crore shall be maintained at all times. 
Till such time, the existing PPI issuers shall continue to maintain the capital requirements 
applicable to them at the time of their authorisation.  
 
4.8 All authorised non-bank entities shall submit a certificate in the enclosed format (Annex-
2) from their Chartered Accountants to evidence compliance with the applicable net-worth 
requirement as per the audited balance sheet of the financial year within six months of 
completion of that financial year.  
 
5. Authorisation Process 
 
5.1 A non-bank entity desirous of setting up payment systems for issuance of PPIs shall 
apply for authorisation in Form A (available on RBI website) as prescribed under Regulation 
3(2) of the Payment and Settlement Systems Regulations, 2008 along with the requisite 
application fees. 
 
5.2 The applications shall be initially screened by RBI to ensure prima facie eligibility of the 
applicants. The directors of the applicant entity shall submit a declaration in the enclosed 
format (Annex-3). RBI shall also check ‘fit and proper’ status of the applicant and 
management by obtaining inputs from other regulators, government departments, etc., as 
deemed fit. Applications of those entities not meeting the eligibility criteria, or those which 
are incomplete / not in the prescribed form with all details, shall be returned without refund of 
the application fees. 
 
5.3 In addition to the compliance with the applicable guidelines, RBI shall also apply checks, 
inter-alia, on certain essential aspects like customer service and efficiency, technical and 
other related requirements, safety and security aspects, etc. before granting in-principle 
approval to the applicants.  
 
5.4 Subject to meeting the eligibility criteria and other conditions, the RBI shall issue an ‘in-
principle’ approval, which shall be valid for a period of six months. The entity shall submit a 
satisfactory System Audit Report (SAR) to RBI within these six months, failing which the in-
principle approval shall lapse automatically. SAR shall be accompanied by a certificate from 
the Chartered Accountant regarding compliance with the requirement of minimum positive 
net-worth of Rs. 5 crore. An entity can seek one-time extension for a maximum period of six 
months for submission of SAR by making a request in writing, to DPSS, Central Office, RBI, 
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Mumbai, in advance with valid reasons. The RBI reserves the right to decline such a request 
for extension. 
 
5.5 Subsequent to the issue of the in-principle approval, if any adverse features regarding 
the entity / promoters / group or business practices, etc., come to notice, the RBI may 
impose additional conditions and if warranted, the in-principle approval may be withdrawn. 
 
5.6 Pursuant to receipt of satisfactory SAR and net-worth certificate, the RBI shall grant final 
Certificate of Authorisation. Entities granted final authorisation shall commence business 
within six months from the grant of Certificate of Authorisation failing which the authorisation 
shall lapse automatically. An entity can seek one-time extension for a maximum period of six 
months by making a request in writing, to DPSS, Central Office, RBI, Mumbai, in advance 
with valid reasons. The RBI reserves the right to decline such a request for extension. 
 
5.7 The Certificate of Authorisation shall be valid for five years unless otherwise specified 
and shall be subject to review including cancellation of Certificate of Authorisation. 
 
5.8 Entities seeking renewal of authorisation shall apply in writing to DPSS, RBI, Central 
Office, Mumbai at least three months before the expiry of validity of Certificate of 
Authorisation, failing which RBI reserves the right to decline the request for renewal. 
 
5.9 Any proposed major change, such as changes in product features / process, structure or 
operation of the payment system, etc. shall be communicated with complete details, by way 
of a letter, addressed to the Chief General Manager, DPSS, RBI, Central Office, Mumbai. 
RBI shall endeavor to reply within 15 business days after receipt of above communication at 
DPSS, RBI, Central Office, Mumbai. 
 
5.10 Any takeover or acquisition of control or change in management of a non-bank entity 
shall be communicated by way of a letter to the Chief General Manager, DPSS, RBI, Central 
Office, Mumbai within 15 days with complete details, including ‘Declaration and Undertaking’ 
(Annex-3) by each of the new directors, if any. RBI shall examine the ‘fit and proper’ status 
of the management and, if required, may place suitable restrictions on such changes. 
 
6. Safeguards against Money Laundering (KYC / AML / CFT) Provisions  
 
6.1 The Know Your Customer (KYC) / Anti-Money Laundering (AML) / Combating Financing 
of Terrorism (CFT) guidelines issued by the Department of Banking Regulation (DBR), RBI, 
in their “Master Direction – Know Your Customer (KYC) Directions” updated from time to 
time, shall apply mutatis mutandis to all the entities issuing PPIs and their agents. 
 
6.2 As PPI issuers are operating a Payment System, provisions of Prevention of Money 
Laundering Act, 2002 and Rules framed thereunder, as amended from time to time, are also 
applicable to all PPI issuers. All entities shall put in place necessary systems to ensure 
compliance with these guidelines.  
 
6.3 PPI issuers shall maintain a log of all the transactions undertaken using the PPIs for at 
least ten years. This data shall be made available for scrutiny to RBI or any other agency / 
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agencies as may be advised by RBI. The PPI issuers shall also file Suspicious Transaction 
Reports (STRs) to Financial Intelligence Unit-India (FIU-IND).  
 
 
7. Issuance, loading and reloading of PPIs 
 
7.1 All entities approved / authorised to issue PPIs by RBI are permitted to issue reloadable 
or non-reloadable PPIs depending upon the permissible type / category of PPIs as laid down 
in paragraph 9 and 10 of these Directions.  
 
7.2 PPI issuers shall have a clear laid down policy, duly approved by their Board, for 
issuance of various types / categories of PPIs and all activities related thereto. 
 
7.3 PPI issuers shall ensure that the name of the company which has received approval / 
authorisation for issuance and operating of PPIs, is prominently displayed along with the PPI 
brand name in all instances. The authorised entities shall also regularly keep RBI informed 
regarding the brand names employed / to be employed for their products. 
 
7.4 PPI issuers shall ensure that no interest is payable on PPI balances. 
 
7.5 PPIs shall be permitted to be loaded / reloaded by cash, by debit to a bank account, by 
credit and debit cards, and other PPIs (as permitted from time to time). The electronic 
loading / reloading of PPIs shall be through above payment instruments issued only by 
regulated entities in India and shall be in INR only. 
 
7.6 Cash loading to PPIs shall be limited to Rs.50,000/- per month subject to overall limit of 
the PPI.  
 
7.7 The PPIs may be issued as cards, wallets, and any such form / instrument which can be 
used to access the PPI and to use the amount therein. PPIs in the form of paper vouchers 
shall no longer be issued from the date of this Master Direction except for Meal Paper 
Vouchers where separate timeline has been indicated. 
 
7.8 Banks shall be permitted to issue and reload PPIs at their branches, ATMs and through 
their BCs appointed as per the guidelines issued by RBI in this regard.  
 
7.9 Banks and non-banks shall be permitted to issue and reload such payment instruments 
through their authorised outlets or through their authorised / designated agents subject to 
following conditions:-  

a) There shall be a Board approved policy clearly laying down the framework for 
engaging agents for the purpose of issuance and reloading of PPIs. 

b) Issuers shall carry out proper due diligence of the persons appointed as authorised / 
designated agents for issue / reloading of permissible categories of PPIs.  

c) Issuers shall be responsible for all the PPIs issued by the authorised / designated 
agents.  

d) Issuers shall be responsible as the principal for all acts of omission or commission of 
their authorised / designated agents, including safety and security aspects.  
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e) Issuers shall ensure preservation of records and confidentiality of customer 
information in their possession as well as in the possession of their authorised / 
designated agents. 

f) The PPI issuers shall regularly monitor the activities of their authorised / designated 
agents and also carry out a review of the performance of various agents engaged by 
them at least once in a year. 

g) Issuers and their authorised / designated agents shall ensure adherence to 
applicable laws of the land, including KYC / AML / CFT norms as indicated in 
paragraph 6. 

 
7.10 PPI issuers shall ensure that there is no co-mingling of funds originating from any other 
activity that the Issuer may be undertaking such as BCs of bank/s, intermediary for payment 
aggregation, payment gateway facility, etc. 
 
7.11 PPIs under co-branding arrangements: 

a) The co-branding arrangement shall be as per the Board approved policy of the PPI 
issuer. The policy shall specifically address issues pertaining to the various risks 
associated with such an arrangement including reputation risk and the PPI issuer 
shall put in place suitable risk mitigation measures. The policy shall also clearly lay 
down the roles, responsibilities and obligations of each co-branding partner. 

b) The co-branding partner shall be a company incorporated in India and registered 
under the Companies Act 1956 / Companies Act 2013. In case the co-branding 
partner is a bank, then the same shall be a bank licensed by RBI. 

c) PPI issuers shall carry out due diligence in respect of the co-branding partner to 
protect themselves against the reputation risk they are exposed to in such an 
arrangement. In case of proposed tie up with a financial entity, they may ensure that 
that entity has the approval of its regulator for entering into such arrangement. 

d) The instructions / guidelines on KYC / AML / CFT (as indicated in paragraph 6) shall 
be adhered to, in respect of all PPIs issued under the co-branding arrangement as 
well.  

e) The PPI issuer shall be liable for all acts of the co-branding partner. The Issuers shall 
also be responsible for all customer related aspects of the PPIs. 

f) PPI issuers shall be permitted to co-brand such instruments with the name / logo of 
the company for whose customers / beneficiaries such co-branded instruments are to 
be issued.  

g) The name of PPI issuer shall be prominently visible on the payment instrument.  
h) In case of non-bank PPI issuers, where co-branding arrangements take place 

between two non-bank PPI issuers, the agreement shall clearly indicate which 
partner shall be the PPI Issuer. 

i) All non-bank PPI issuers desirous of issuing such co-branded PPIs shall seek one 
time approval from DPSS, RBI, Central Office. Separate approval is not required for 
each co-branding arrangement. 

j) In case of co-branding arrangements between bank and non-bank entity, the bank 
shall be the PPI Issuer. The role of the non-bank entity shall be limited to marketing / 
distribution of the PPIs or providing access to the PPI holder to the services that are 
offered. 

k) In case of co-branding arrangement between two banks, then the PPI issuing bank 
shall ensure compliance to above instructions. 
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l) Bank PPI issuers shall also adhere to the instructions contained in the circular 
DBOD.No.FSD.BC.67/24.01.019/2012-13 dated December 12, 2012, as amended 
from time to time.  

 
7.12 All PPI issuers already having co-branding arrangements at the time of issuance of this 
Master Direction shall review their existing arrangements to meet the above requirements on 
or before December 31, 2017. The details of all the existing co-branding arrangements by all 
PPI issuers shall be reported to DPSS, RBI, Central Office, Mumbai within one month of 
release of this Master Direction in the format enclosed (Annex-4). Further, any new 
arrangement shall also be reported to RBI within seven days of finalisation of arrangement. 
 
7.13 Prepaid meal instruments: Banks and non-bank entities issuing PPIs in the form of 
prepaid meal instruments, shall ensure that these are issued only as semi-closed PPIs, are 
in electronic form and reloadable. No cash withdrawal or funds transfer shall be permitted 
from such instruments. Such PPIs need not be issued as a separate category of PPI. No 
prepaid meal instruments in paper voucher form shall be issued after February 28, 2018.  
 
7.14 There shall be no remittance without compliance to KYC requirements. PPI issuers, 
including their agents, shall not create new PPIs each time for facilitating cash-based 
remittances to other PPIs / bank accounts. PPIs created for previous remittance by the same 
person shall be used. 
 
8. Cross-Border Transactions 
 
The use of INR denominated PPIs for cross border transactions shall not be permitted 
except as under: 
 
8.1 PPIs for cross-border outward transactions  

a) KYC compliant reloadable semi-closed and open system PPIs issued by banks 
having AD-I licence shall be permitted to be used in cross-border outward 
transactions (only for permissible current account transactions under FEMA viz. 
purchase of goods and services), subject to adherence to extant norms governing 
such transactions. 

b) PPIs shall not be used for any cross-border outward fund transfer and/or for making 
remittances under the Liberalised Remittance Scheme. Prefunding of online 
merchant’s account shall not be permitted using such Rupee denominated PPIs.  

c) Issuers shall enable the facility of cross-border outward transactions only on explicit 
request of the PPI holders and shall apply a per transaction limit not exceeding 
Rs.10,000/-, while per month limit shall not exceed Rs. 50,000/- for such cross-
border transactions.  

d) In case this facility is made available by issuing the PPI in card form, then this PPI 
shall be EMV Chip and PIN compliant. 

e) Such PPIs need not be issued as a separate category of PPI. 
 
8.2 PPIs for credit towards cross-border inward remittance 

a) Bank and non-bank PPI issuers, who have been appointed as the Indian agent of the 
authorised overseas principal, shall be permitted to issue PPIs to beneficiaries of 
inward remittance under the Money Transfer Service Scheme (MTSS) of the RBI.  
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b) Authorised non-bank PPI issuers shall be permitted to issue such PPIs for a period of 
three years, from the date of this Master Direction, subject to review. 

c) The PPIs shall be KYC compliant, reloadable and issued only in electronic form, 
including cards. 

d) Such PPIs shall be issued in adherence to extant norms under the MTSS Guidelines 
issued by Foreign Exchange Department, RBI. 

e) Amounts only upto Rs.50,000/- from individual inward MTSS remittance shall be 
permitted to be loaded / reloaded in PPIs issued to beneficiaries. Amount in excess 
of Rs.50,000/- under MTSS shall be paid by credit to a bank account of the 
beneficiary. Full details of the transactions shall be maintained on record for scrutiny. 

f) The roles and responsibilities of the PPI issuers for the PPI related activities shall be 
distinct from the roles and responsibilities as Indian Agents under MTSS. 

g) Such PPIs need not be issued as a separate category of PPI. 
 
8.3 Foreign Exchange PPIs: Entities authorized under the Foreign Exchange Management 
Act (FEMA) to issue foreign exchange denominated PPIs are outside the purview of this 
Master Direction. 
 
9. Types of PPIs 
 
9.1 Semi-closed PPIs by bank and non-bank PPI Issuers 
Semi-closed PPIs issued by banks and non-banks would have same features, unless 
otherwise specified. 
 
(i) PPIs upto Rs.10,000/- by accepting minimum details of the PPI holder  

a) Bank and non-bank Issuers shall be permitted to issue these PPIs after obtaining 
minimum details of the PPI holder. 

b) The minimum details shall include mobile number verified with One Time Pin (OTP) 
and self-declaration of name and unique identification number of any of the ‘officially 
valid document’ defined under Rule 2(d) of the PML Rules 2005, as amended from 
time to time. 

c) These PPIs shall be reloadable in nature and issued only in electronic form, including 
cards. 

d) The amount loaded in such PPIs during any month shall not exceed Rs.10,000/- and 
the total amount loaded during the financial year shall not exceed Rs.1,00,000/-. 

e) The amount outstanding at any point of time in such PPIs shall not exceed 
Rs.10,000/-  

f) The total amount debited from such PPIs during any given month shall not exceed 
Rs. 10,000/-.  

g) These PPIs shall be used only for purchase of goods and services. Funds transfer 
from such PPIs to bank accounts and also to PPIs of same / other issuers shall not 
be permitted. 

h) There is no separate limit on purchase of goods and services using PPIs and PPI 
issuer may decide limit for these purposes within the overall PPI limit. 

i) These PPIs shall be converted into KYC compliant semi-closed PPIs (as defined in 
paragraph 9.1(ii)) within a period of 24 months from the date of issue of PPI, failing 
which no further credit shall be allowed in such PPIs. However, the PPI holder shall 
be allowed to use the balance available in the PPI. 
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j) PPI issuers shall ensure that this category of PPI is not issued to the same user in 
future using the same mobile number and same minimum details. 

k) PPI issuers shall give an option to close the PPI at any time and outstanding 
balance, at the time of closure, shall be transferred at the request of the holder to the 
‘own bank account of the PPI holder’ (duly verified by the Issuer), after complying 
with KYC requirements of the PPI holder. PPI issuers shall also allow to transfer the 
funds ‘back to source’ (payment source from where the PPI was loaded) at the time 
of closure. 

l) The features of such PPIs shall be clearly communicated to the PPI holder by SMS / 
e-mail / post or by any other means at the time of issuance of the PPI / before the 
first loading of funds. 

 
(ii) PPIs upto Rs.1,00,000/- after completing KYC of the PPI holder  

a) Bank and non-bank Issuers shall be permitted to issue these PPIs after completing 
KYC of the PPI holder (as indicated in paragraph 6).  

b) These PPIs shall be reloadable in nature and issued only in electronic form, including 
cards. 

c) The amount outstanding shall not exceed Rs.1,00,000/- at any point of time.  
d) The funds can be transferred ‘back to source’ (payment source from where the PPI 

was loaded) or ‘own bank account of the PPI holder’ (duly verified by the Issuer). 
However, PPI issuers shall set the limits taking into account the risk profile of the PPI 
holders, other operational risks, etc. 

e) PPI issuers shall provide the facility of ‘pre-registered beneficiaries’ whereby the PPI 
holder can register the beneficiaries by providing their bank account details, details of 
PPIs issued by same issuer (or different issuers as and when permitted), etc.  

f) In case of such pre-registered beneficiaries, the funds transfer limit shall not exceed 
Rs.1,00,000/- per month per beneficiary. PPI issuers shall set the limits within this 
ceiling taking into account the risk profile of the PPI holders, other operational risks, 
etc.  

g) The funds transfer limits for all other cases shall be restricted to Rs.10,000/- per 
month. 

h) There is no separate limit on purchase of goods and services using PPIs and PPI 
issuer may decide limit for these purposes within the overall PPI limit. 

i) PPI issuers shall clearly indicate these limits to the PPI holders and also provide 
necessary options to PPI holders to set their own fund transfer limits. 

j) PPI issuers shall also give an option to close the PPI and transfer the balance as per 
the applicable limits of this type of PPI. For this purpose, the Issuers shall provide an 
option, including at the time of issuing the PPI, to the holder to provide details of pre-
designated bank account or other PPIs of same issuer (or other issuers as and when 
permitted) to which the balance amount available in the PPI shall be transferred in 
the event of closure of PPI, expiry of validity period of such PPIs, etc. 

k) The features of such PPIs shall be clearly communicated to the PPI holder by SMS / 
e-mail / post or by any other means at the time of issuance of the PPI / before the 
first loading of funds. 
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(iii) PPIs upto Rs. 10,000/- with loading only from bank account  
(inserted vide circular DPSS.CO.PD.No.1198/02.14.006/2019-20 dated December 24, 2019)  

a) Such PPIs shall be issued by bank and non-bank PPI Issuers after obtaining 
minimum details of the PPI holder. 

b) The minimum details shall necessarily include a mobile number verified with One 
Time Pin (OTP) and a self-declaration of name and unique identity / identification 
number of any ‘mandatory document’ or ‘officially valid document’ (OVD) listed in the 
Master Direction on KYC, as amended from time to time. 

c) These PPIs shall be reloadable in nature and issued in card or electronic form. 
Loading / Reloading shall be from a bank account and / or credit card. 

d) The amount loaded in such PPIs during any month shall not exceed Rs.10,000 and 
the total amount loaded during the financial year shall not exceed Rs.1,20,000. 

e) The amount outstanding at any point of time in such PPIs shall not exceed 
Rs.10,000. 

f) These PPIs shall be used only for purchase of goods and services and not for funds 
transfer. 

g) PPI issuers shall provide an option to close the PPI at any time and also allow to 
transfer the funds ‘back to source’ (payment source from where the PPI was loaded) 
at the time of closure. 

h) The features of such PPIs shall be clearly communicated to the PPI holder by SMS / 
e-mail / post or by any other means at the time of issuance of the PPI / before the 
first loading of funds. 

i) The minimum detail PPIs existing as on December 24, 2019 can be converted to this 
type of PPI, if desired by the PPI holder. 

 
9.2 Open system PPIs after completing KYC of the PPI holder 
a) Only banks shall be permitted to issue open system PPIs after completing KYC of the 

PPI holder (as indicated in paragraph 6).  
b) These PPIs shall be reloadable in nature and issued only in electronic form, including 

cards.  
c) The amount outstanding shall not exceed Rs.1,00,000/- at any point of time. 
d) The funds can be transferred ‘back to source’ (payment source from where the PPI was 

loaded) or ‘own bank account of the PPI holder’ (duly verified by the Issuer). However, 
PPI issuers shall set the limits taking into account the risk profile of the PPI holders, 
other operational risks, etc. 

e) PPI issuers shall provide the facility of ‘pre-registered beneficiaries’ whereby the PPI 
holder can register the beneficiaries by providing their bank account details, details of 
PPIs issued by same issuer (or different issuers as and when permitted), etc.  

f) In case of such pre-registered beneficiaries, the funds transfer limit shall not exceed 
Rs.1,00,000/- per month per beneficiary. PPI issuers shall set the limits within this ceiling 
taking into account the risk profile of the PPI holders, other operational risks, etc.  

g) The funds transfer limits for all other cases shall be restricted to Rs.10,000/- per month. 
h) Funds transfer from such PPIs shall also be permitted to other open system PPIs, debit 

cards and credit cards as per the limits given above. 
i) There is no separate limit on purchase of goods and services using PPIs and PPI issuer 

may decide limit for these purposes within the overall PPI limit. 
j) PPI issuers shall clearly indicate these limits to the PPI holders and also provide 

necessary options to PPI holders to set their own fund transfer limits. 
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k) PPI issuers shall also give an option to close the PPI and transfer the balance as per the 
applicable limits of this type of PPI. For this purpose, the Issuers shall provide an option, 
including at the time of issuing the PPI, to the holder to provide details of pre-designated 
bank account or other PPIs of same issuer (or other issuers as and when permitted) to 
which the balance amount available in the PPI shall be transferred in the event of closure 
of PPI, expiry of validity period of such PPIs, etc. 

l) The features of such PPIs shall be clearly communicated to the PPI holder by SMS / e-
mail / post or by any other means at the time of issuance of the PPI / before the first 
loading of funds. 

 
10. Specific categories of PPIs 
 
From the date of issuance of this Master Direction, PPI issuers shall cease to issue PPIs of 
any other category as permitted earlier except the following two categories: 
 
10.1 Gift instruments 
Banks and non-bank entities are permitted to issue prepaid gift instruments subject to the 
following conditions: 

a) Maximum value of each prepaid gift instrument shall not exceed Rs.10,000/-. 
b) These instruments shall not be reloadable. 
c) Cash-out or refund or funds transfer shall not be permitted for such instruments.  
d) KYC details of the purchasers of such instruments shall be maintained by the PPI 

Issuer. Separate KYC would not be required for customers who are issued such 
instruments against debit to their bank accounts and / or credit cards in India. 

e) Entities shall adopt a risk based approach, duly approved by their Board, in deciding 
the number of such instruments which can be issued to a customer, transaction 
limits, etc. 

f) The gift instruments may be revalidated (including through issuance of new 
instrument) as per the Board approved policy of the issuer. 

g) The provisions of paragraph 13 on validity and redemption, as applicable, shall be 
adhered to. 

h) The features of such PPIs shall be clearly communicated to the PPI holder by SMS / 
e-mail / post or by any other means at the time of issuance of the PPI / before the 
first loading of funds. 

 
10.2 PPIs for Mass Transit Systems (PPI-MTS) 

a) These semi-closed PPIs shall be issued by mass transit system operators after 
authorisation to issue and operate such PPIs under the PSS Act. 

b) The PPI-MTS shall necessarily contain the Automated Fare Collection application 
related to the transit service to qualify as PPI-MTS. 

c) Apart from the mass transit system, such PPI-MTS shall be used only at other 
merchants whose activities are allied / related to or are carried on within the premises 
of the transit system. 

d) The issuer may decide about the customer details, if any, required to be obtained for 
issuance of such PPIs. 

e) The PPI-MTS issued shall be reloadable in nature and the maximum value 
outstanding in PPI cannot exceed the limit of Rs. 3,000/- at any point of time. 

f) Cash-out or refund or funds transfer shall not be permitted from these PPIs.  
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g) Other requirements such as escrow arrangement, customer grievance redressal 
mechanism, agent due diligence, reporting and MIS requirements, etc. applicable to 
issuance of PPIs (as indicated under various paragraphs of this Master Direction) 
shall also be applicable in respect of PPI-MTS. 

h) These PPIs may be revalidated (including through issuance of new instrument) as 
per the Board approved policy of the issuer. 

i) The provisions of paragraph 13 on validity and redemption, as applicable, shall be 
adhered to. 

j) The features of such PPIs shall be clearly communicated to the PPI holder by SMS / 
e-mail / post or by any other means at the time of issuance of the PPI / before the 
first loading of funds. 

 
11. Conversion of existing PPIs issued by banks and non-banks 
a) PPI issuers shall give an option to all PPI holders to convert  the existing semi-closed 

and open system PPIs issued to them (as per various types / categories permitted 
earlier) into any type of the PPIs as indicated in paragraph 9. After carrying out the 
applicable due diligence for that type of PPI, this conversion shall be completed on or 
before February 28, 2018. For example, if any of the existing PPI is converted into KYC 
compliant semi-closed PPI, then the same has to be done only after doing the KYC of 
the PPI holder (as indicated in paragraph 6). 

b) Where PPI holders have not exercised the option as at (a) above, the PPIs issued to 
them shall mandatorily be converted into minimum detail PPIs as indicated in paragraph 
9.1 (i) on March 01, 2018 with all the applicable features. 

c) No further credit / loading shall be allowed in such PPIs till all the minimum details (as 
indicated in paragraph 9.1 (i)) are obtained. However, the PPI holders shall be allowed to 
use the existing balance for purchase of goods and services. 

d) PPI issuers shall make their customers aware of these changes and shall also give all 
such existing PPI holders a one-time option to transfer the outstanding balance in the 
PPI to a bank account without any transaction limit. No charges shall be levied by the 
PPI issuers on the PPI holders for such funds transfer. This shall be completed on or 
before February 28, 2018. 

e) For existing minimum detail semi-closed PPIs, where the outstanding balance is more 
than Rs. 10,000/- further loading shall not be allowed till the balance is reduced to below 
Rs. 10,000/-, after which the limits as indicated in paragraph 9.1(i) shall be applicable. 
The funds transfer facility shall not be permitted from the date of issue of these 
Directions except for one-time option for outstanding balance as per the details at 11 (d). 

f) PPI issuers shall separately maintain the data relating to migration of existing PPIs for 
submission of the same to RBI, as and when required. 

 
12. Deployment of Money Collected  
12.1 To ensure timely settlement, the non-bank PPI issuer shall invest the money collected 
against issuance of PPIs only as provided herein.  
 
12.2 For the schemes operated by banks, the outstanding balance shall be part of the ‘net 
demand and time liabilities’ for the purpose of maintenance of reserve requirements. This 
position will be computed on the basis of the balances appearing in the books of the bank as 
on the date of reporting.  
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12.3 Non-bank PPI issuers are required to maintain their outstanding balance in an escrow 
account with any scheduled commercial bank. For the purpose of maintenance of the 
Escrow account, payment systems operated by non-bank entities for issuance of PPIs shall 
be deemed to be ‘designated payment systems’ under Section 23A of the PSS Act, 2007 (as 
amended in 2015). Maintenance of escrow balance shall be subject to the following 
conditions:-  
(i) The escrow balance shall be maintained with only one scheduled commercial bank at 

any point of time.  
(ii) In case there is a need to shift the escrow account from one bank to another, the same 

shall be effected in a time-bound manner without unduly impacting the payment cycle to 
the merchants. The migration shall be completed in the minimum possible time and with 
the prior approval of RBI. 

(iii) The balance in the escrow account shall not, at the end of the day, be lower than the 
value of outstanding PPIs and payments due to merchants. While as far as possible PPI 
issuers shall ensure immediate credit of funds to escrow on issue, load / reload of PPIs 
to the PPI holders, under no circumstance such credit to escrow account shall be later 
than the close of business day (the day on which the PPI has been issued, loaded / 
reloaded). This shall be monitored by the non-bank PPI issuer on a daily basis and any 
shortfall shall be immediately reported to the respective Regional Office of DPSS, RBI. 

(iv) Only the following debits and credits shall be permitted in the escrow account:  
Credits 

a. Payments received towards issue, load / reload of PPIs, including at agent 
locations. 

b. Refunds received for failed / disputed / returned / cancelled transactions.  
c. Payments received from sponsor bank towards settlement obligations from 

participation in interoperable payment systems, as permitted by RBI from time 
to time. 

Debits 
d. Payments to various merchants / service providers towards reimbursement of 

claims received from them. 
e. Payment to sponsor bank for processing funds transfer instructions received 

from PPI holders as permitted by RBI from time to time.  
f. Payments made to sponsor bank towards settlement obligations from 

participation in interoperable payment systems, as permitted by RBI from time 
to time. 

g. Payment towards applicable Government taxes (received along with PPI sale 
/ reload amount from the buyers). 

h. Refunds towards cancellation of transactions in a PPI in case of PPIs loaded / 
reloaded erroneously or through fraudulent means (on establishment of 
erroneous transfer / fraud). The funds shall be credited back to the same 
source from where these were received. These funds are not to be forfeited 
till the disposal of the case.  

i. Any other payment due to the PPI issuer in the normal course of operating 
the PPI business (for instance, service charges, forfeited amount, 
commissions, etc.). 

j. Any other debit as directed by the regulator / courts / law enforcement 
agencies. 
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Note: (1) The payment towards service charges, commission and forfeited amount 
shall be at pre-determined rates / frequency. Such transfers shall only be effected to 
a designated bank account of the PPI issuer as indicated in the agreement with the 
bank where escrow account is maintained. (2) All these provisions shall be part of 
Service Level Agreement that will be signed between the PPI issuer and the bank 
maintaining escrow account.  
 

(v) The agreement between the issuer / operator and the bank maintaining escrow account 
shall include an exclusive clause enabling the bank to use the money in the escrow 
account only for making payment to the merchants / PPI holders. 

(vi) Settlement of funds with merchants shall not be co-mingled with other business, if any, 
handled by the PPI issuer.  

(vii)  No interest shall be payable by the bank on such balances, except as indicated in 
paragraph 12.4 below. 

(viii) PPI issuers shall be required to submit the list of merchants acquired by them to the 
bank and update the same from time to time. The bank shall be required to ensure that 
payments are made only to eligible merchants / purposes. There shall be an exclusive 
clause in the agreement signed between the PPI issuer and bank maintaining escrow 
account towards usage of balance in escrow account only for the purposes mentioned 
above.  

(ix) With the growing acceptance of PPIs in e-commerce payments, including in digital 
market places, the payment mechanism is often facilitated using the services of payment 
aggregators / payment gateways. In such a scenario, the emerging practice observed is 
that the PPI Issuer has the necessary agreements with the digital market place and / or 
the payment aggregator / gateway rather than the individual merchants who are 
accepting the PPIs issued by the Issuer as a payment instrument. In view of the above, 
PPI issuers shall obtain an undertaking from the digital market place and / or payment 
aggregator / gateway that the payments made by the Issuers are used for onward 
payments to the respective merchants. Such undertaking shall be submitted by the 
Issuers to the bank maintaining the escrow account.  

(x)  A certificate (format enclosed Annex-5) signed by the auditor(s), shall be submitted by 
the authorised entities to the respective Regional Office of DPSS, RBI on a quarterly 
basis certifying that the entity has been maintaining adequate balance in the escrow 
account to cover the outstanding value of PPIs issued and payments due to merchants. 
The certificate shall be submitted within a fortnight from the end of the quarter to which it 
pertains. The entities shall also submit an annual certificate (Annex-5), signed by the 
auditor(s), coinciding with the accounting year of the entity to RBI. 

(xi) Adequate records indicating the daily position of the value of instruments outstanding 
and payments due to merchants vis-à-vis balances maintained with the banks in the 
escrow accounts shall be made available for scrutiny to RBI or the bank where the 
account is maintained on demand. 

 
12.4 As an exception to paragraph 12.3 (vii), the non-bank PPI issuer can enter into an 
agreement with the bank maintaining the escrow account, to transfer "core portion" of the 
amount, in the escrow account to a separate account on which interest is payable, subject to 
the following:-  
a) The bank shall satisfy itself that the amount deposited represents the "core portion" after 

due verification of necessary documents. 
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b) The amount shall be linked to the escrow account, i.e. the amounts held in the interest 
bearing account shall be available to the bank, to meet payment requirements of the 
entity, in case of any shortfall in the escrow account.  

c) This facility is permissible to entities who have been in business for at least one year (26 
fortnights) and whose accounts have been duly audited for the full accounting year.  

d) No loan is permissible against such deposits. Banks shall not issue any deposit receipts 
or mark any lien on the amount held in such form of deposits.  

e) Core portion as calculated below will remain linked to the escrow account. The escrow 
balance and core portion maintained shall be clearly disclosed in the auditors’ certificates 
submitted to RBI on quarterly and annual basis. 

 
Note: For the purpose of these Directions, "Core Portion" shall be computed as under:-  
Step 1: Compute lowest daily outstanding balance (LB) on a fortnightly (FN) basis, for one 
year (26 fortnights) from the preceding month.  
Step 2: Calculate the average of the lowest fortnightly outstanding balances [(LB1 of FN1+ 
LB2 of FN2+ ........+ LB26 of FN26) divided by26].  
Step 3: The average balance so computed represents the "Core Portion" eligible to earn 
interest.  
 
13. Validity and Redemption 
 
13.1 All PPIs issued in the country shall have a minimum validity period of one year from the 
date of last loading / reloading in the PPI. PPI issuers are free to issue PPIs with a longer 
validity. In case the PPI is issued in the form of card (with validity period mentioned on the 
card), then the customer shall have the option to seek replacement of the card.  
 
13.2 PPI issuers shall caution the PPI holder at reasonable intervals, during the 45 days’ 
period prior to expiry of the validity period of the PPI. The caution advice shall be sent by 
SMS  
/ e-mail / post or by any other means in the language preferred by the holder indicated at the 
time of issuance of the PPI.  
 
13.3 Non-bank PPI issuers cannot transfer the outstanding balance to their Profit & Loss 
account for at least three years from the expiry date of PPI. In case the PPI holder 
approaches the PPI issuer for refund of such amount, at any time after the expiry date of 
PPI, then the same shall be paid to the PPI holder in a bank account.  
 
13.4 Banks issuing PPIs shall be guided by the instructions on Depositor Education and 
Awareness Fund issued by Department of Banking Regulation, RBI, vide, circular 
DBOD.No.DEAF Cell.BC.101/30.01.002/2013-14 dated March 21, 2014, as amended from 
time to time. 
 
13.5 Issuers shall clearly indicate the expiry period of the PPI to the customer at the time of 
issuance of PPIs. Such information shall be clearly enunciated in the terms and conditions of 
sale of PPI. Where applicable, it shall also be clearly outlined on the website / mobile 
application of the issuer. 
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13.6 PPIs with no financial transaction for a consecutive period of one year shall be made 
inactive by the PPI issuers after sending a notice to the PPI holder/s. These can be 
reactivated only after validation and applicable due diligence. These PPIs shall be reported 
to RBI separately.  
 
13.7 The holders of PPIs shall be permitted to redeem the outstanding balance in the PPI, if 
for any reason the scheme is being wound-up or is directed by RBI to be discontinued.  
 
14. Transactions Limits  
 
14.1 The holder is allowed to use the PPI for these purposes within the overall PPI limit 
applicable. PPI issuers shall decide to put in place such limits taking into account the risk 
perception of the holders as per their risk management policy. 
 
14.2 All financial limits indicated against each type / category of the PPI shall be strictly 
adhered to. 
 
14.3 Handling refunds: 
a) Refunds in case of failed / returned / rejected / cancelled transactions shall be applied to 

the respective PPI immediately, to the extent that payment was made initially by debit to 
the PPI, even if such application of funds results in exceeding the limits prescribed for 
that type / category of PPI. 

b) However, refunds in case of failed / returned / rejected / cancelled transactions using any 
other payment instrument shall not be credited to PPI. 

c) PPI issuers shall be required to maintain complete details of such returns / refunds, etc., 
and be in readiness to provide them as and when called for.  

d) Further, PPIs issuers shall also put in place necessary systems that enable them to 
monitor frequent instances of refunds taking in place in specific PPIs and be in a position 
to substantiate with proof for audit / scrutiny purposes.  

 
14.4 In the case of open system PPIs, cash withdrawal at Point of Sale (POS) terminals shall 
be permitted upto a limit of Rs.2000/- per day in rural areas and Rs.1000/- per day in other 
areas, subject to the same conditions as applicable hitherto to debit cards (for cash 
withdrawal at POS).  
 
15. Security, Fraud prevention and Risk Management Framework 
 
15.1 A strong risk management system is necessary for the PPI issuers to meet the 
challenges of fraud and ensure customer protection. PPI issuers shall put in place adequate 
information and data security infrastructure and systems for prevention and detection of 
frauds.  
 
15.2 All PPI issuers shall put in place Board approved Information Security policy for the 
safety and security of the payment systems operated by them, and implement security 
measures in accordance with this policy to mitigate identified risks. PPI issuers shall review 
the security measures (a) on on-going basis but at least once a year, (b) after any security 
incident or breach, and (c) before / after a major change to their infrastructure or procedures. 
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15.3 PPI issuers shall ensure that the following framework is put in place to address the 
safety and security concerns, and for risk mitigation and fraud prevention: 
a) In case of wallets, PPI issuers shall ensure that if same login is provided for the PPI and 

other services offered by the PPI Issuer, then the same shall be clearly informed to the 
customer by SMS or email or post or by any other means. The option to logout from the 
website / mobile account shall be provided prominently. 

b) Issuers shall put in place appropriate mechanisms to restrict multiple invalid attempts to 
login / access to the PPI, inactivity, timeout features, etc. 

c) Issuers shall introduce a system where every successive payment transactions in wallet 
is authenticated by explicit customer consent.  

d) Cards (physical or virtual) shall necessarily have Additional Factor of Authentication 
(AFA) as required for debit cards, except in case of PPIs issued under PPI-MTS. 

e) Issuers shall provide customer induced options for fixing a cap on number of 
transactions and transaction value for different types of transactions / beneficiaries. 
Customers shall be allowed to change the caps, with additional authentication and 
validation. 

f) Issuers shall put in place a limit on the number of beneficiaries that may be added in a 
day per PPI. 

g) Issuers shall introduce a system of alert when a beneficiary is added. 
h) PPI issuers shall put in place suitable cooling period for funds transfer upon opening the 

PPI or loading / reloading of funds into the PPI or after adding a beneficiary so as to 
mitigate the fraudulent use of PPIs. 

i) Issuers shall put in place a mechanism to send alerts when transactions are done using 
the PPIs. In addition to the debit or credit amount intimation, the alert shall also indicate 
the balance available / remaining in the PPI after completion of the said transaction. 

j) Issuers shall put in place mechanism for velocity check on the number of transactions 
effected in a PPI per day / per beneficiary. 

k) Issuers shall also put in place suitable mechanism to prevent, detect and restrict 
occurrence of fraudulent transactions including loading / reloading funds into the PPI. 

l) Issuers shall put in place suitable internal and external escalation mechanisms in case of 
suspicious operations, besides alerting the customer in case of such transactions. 

 
15.4 The requirements prescribed here are minimum and the entities may deploy additional 
checks and balances, as considered appropriate. 
 
15.5 PPI issuers shall put in place centralised database / management information system 
(MIS) to prevent multiple purchase of PPIs at different locations, leading to circumvention of 
limits, if any, prescribed for their issuance. 
 
15.6 Where direct interface is provided to their authorised / designated agents, PPI issuers 
shall ensure that the compliance to regulatory requirements is strictly adhered to by these 
systems also. 
 
15.7 PPI issuers shall establish a mechanism for monitoring, handling and follow-up of cyber 
security incidents and cyber security breaches. The same shall be reported immediately to 
DPSS, RBI, Central Office, Mumbai. It shall also be reported to CERT-IN as per the details 
notified by CERT-IN.  
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16. Customer Protection and Grievance Redressal Framework 
 
16.1 PPI issuers shall disclose all important terms and conditions in clear and simple 
language (preferably in English, Hindi and the local language) to the holders while issuing 
the instruments. These disclosures shall include:  

a) All charges and fees associated with the use of the instrument.  
b) The expiry period and the terms and conditions pertaining to expiration of the 

instrument.  
 
16.2 PPI issuers shall put in place a formal, publicly disclosed customer grievance redressal 
framework, including designating a nodal officer to handle the customer complaints / 
grievances, the escalation matrix and turn-around-times for complaint resolution. The 
complaint facility, if made available on website / mobile, shall be clearly and easily 
accessible. The framework shall include, at the minimum, the following: 
a) PPI issuers shall disseminate the information of their customer protection and grievance 

redressal policy in simple language (preferably in English, Hindi and the local language). 
b) PPI issuers shall clearly indicate the customer care contact details, including details of 

nodal officials for grievance redressal (telephone numbers, email address, postal 
address, etc.) on website, mobile wallet apps, and cards. 

c) PPI agents shall display proper signage of the PPI Issuer and the customer care contact 
details as at (b) above. 

d) PPI issuers shall provide specific complaint numbers for the complaints lodged along 
with the facility to track the status of the complaint by the customer. 

e) PPI issuers shall initiate action to resolve any customer complaint / grievance 
expeditiously, preferably within 48 hours and resolve the same not later than 30 days 
from the date of receipt of such complaint / grievance.  

f) PPI Issuers shall display the detailed list of their authorized / designated agents (name, 
agent ID, address, contact details, etc.) on the website / mobile app. 

 
16.3 PPI issuers shall create sufficient awareness and educate customers in the secure use 
of the PPIs, including the need for keeping passwords confidential, procedure to be followed 
in case of loss or theft of card or authentication data or if any fraud / abuse is detected, etc. 
 
16.4 Bank PPI issuers shall continue to be guided by RBI circulars 
DBR.No.Leg.BC.78/09.07.005/2017-18 dated July 6, 2017 or DCBR.BPD.(PCB/RCB). 
Cir.No.06/12.05.001/2017-18 dated December 14, 2017, as applicable on Customer 
Protection – Limiting Liability of Customers in Unauthorised Electronic Banking Transactions. 
 
16.4.1 Non-bank PPI issuers shall be guided by the following guidelines, which have been 
inserted as per DPSS circular DPSS.CO.PD.No.1417/02.14.006/2018-19 dated January 04, 
2019 on Customer Protection – Limiting Liability of Customers in Unauthorised Electronic 
Payment Transactions (applicable from March 01, 2019). 
 
16.4.2 With a view to further strengthen customer protection for the PPIs which are issued 
by authorised non-bank PPI issuers, the criteria for determining the customers’ liability in 
unauthorised electronic payment transactions resulting in debit to their PPIs have been 
reviewed as under: 
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Applicability 
16.4.3 The provisions of these paragraphs will be applicable to all authorised non-bank PPI 
issuers. PPIs issued under the arrangement of PPI-MTS as per paragraph 10.2 will be 
outside the purview of these paragraphs except for the cases of contributory fraud / 
negligence / deficiency on the part of the PPI-MTS issuer. 
 
Categories of electronic payment transactions 
16.4.4 For the purpose of these paragraphs, electronic payment transactions have been 
divided into two categories: 
 

i. Remote / Online payment transactions (transactions that do not require physical PPIs 
to be presented at the point of transactions e.g. wallets, card not present (CNP) 
transactions, etc.). 

ii. Face-to-face / Proximity payment transactions (transactions which require the physical 
PPIs such as cards or mobile phones to be present at the point of transactions e.g. 
transactions at Point of Sale, etc.). 

 
16.4.5 Reporting of unauthorised payment transactions by customers to non-bank PPI 
issuers 
 
i. Non-bank PPI issuers shall ensure that their customers mandatorily register for SMS 

alerts and wherever available also register for e-mail alerts, for electronic payment 
transactions. 

ii. The SMS alert for any payment transaction in the account shall mandatorily be sent to 
the customers and e-mail alert may additionally be sent, wherever registered. The 
transaction alert should have a contact number and / or e-mail id on which a customer 
can report unauthorised transactions or notify the objection. 

iii. Customers shall be advised to notify the non-bank PPI issuer of any unauthorised 
electronic payment transaction at the earliest and, shall also be informed that longer 
the time taken to notify the non-bank PPI issuer, higher will be the risk of loss to the 
non-bank PPI issuer / customer.  

iv. To facilitate this, non-bank PPI issuers shall provide customers with 24x7 access via 
website / SMS / e-mail / a dedicated toll-free helpline for reporting unauthorised 
transactions that have taken place and / or loss or theft of the PPI.  

v. Further, a direct link for lodging of complaints, with specific option to report 
unauthorised electronic payment transactions shall be provided by non-bank PPI 
issuers on mobile app / home page of their website / any other evolving acceptance 
mode. 

vi. The loss / fraud reporting system so established shall also ensure that immediate 
response (including auto response) is sent to the customers acknowledging the 
complaint along with the registered complaint number. The communication systems 
used by non-bank PPI issuers to send alerts and receive their responses thereto shall 
record time and date of delivery of the message and receipt of customer’s response, if 
any. This shall be important in determining the extent of a customer’s liability. On 
receipt of report of an unauthorised payment transaction from the customer, non-bank 
PPI issuers shall take immediate action to prevent further unauthorised payment 
transactions in the PPI. 
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Limited liability of a customer 
16.4.6 A customer’s liability arising out of an unauthorised payment transaction will be 
limited to: 
 
Customer liability in case of unauthorised electronic payment transactions through a PPI 
S. 

No. 
Particulars Maximum Liability of 

Customer 
(a) Contributory fraud / negligence / deficiency on the part 

of the non-bank PPI issuer, including PPI-MTS issuer 
(irrespective of whether or not the transaction is 
reported by the customer) 

Zero 

(b) Third party breach where the deficiency lies neither with 
the non-bank PPI issuer nor with the customer but lies 
elsewhere in the system, and the customer notifies the 
non-bank PPI issuer regarding the unauthorised 
payment transaction. The per transaction customer 
liability in such cases will depend on the number of 
days lapsed between the receipt of transaction 
communication by the customer from the non-bank PPI 
issuer and the reporting of unauthorised transaction by 
the customer to the non-bank PPI issuer - 

 

i. Within three days# Zero 
 

ii. Within four to seven days# Transaction value or 
₹10,000/- per transaction, 
whichever is lower 
 

iii. Beyond seven days# As per the Board approved 
policy of the non-bank PPI 
issuer 

(c) In cases where the loss is due to negligence by a customer, such as where he / she 
has shared the payment credentials, the customer will bear the entire loss until he / 
she reports the unauthorised transaction to the non-bank PPI issuer. Any loss 
occurring after the reporting of the unauthorised transaction shall be borne by the non-
bank PPI issuer.  

(d) Non-bank PPI issuers may also, at their discretion, decide to waive off any customer 
liability in case of unauthorised electronic payment transactions even in cases of 
customer negligence. 

 
# The number of days mentioned above shall be counted excluding the date of receiving the 
communication from the non-bank PPI issuer. 
 
The above shall be clearly communicated to all PPI holders. 
 
Reversal timeline for zero liability / limited liability of a customer 
16.4.7 On being notified by the customer, the non-bank PPI issuer shall credit (notional 
reversal) the amount involved in the unauthorised electronic payment transaction to the 
customer’s PPI within 10 days from the date of such notification by the customer (without 
waiting for settlement of insurance claim, if any), even if such reversal breaches the 
maximum permissible limit applicable to that type / category of PPI. The credit shall be 
value-dated to be as of the date of the unauthorised transaction. 
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16.4.8 Further, non-bank PPI issuers shall ensure that a complaint is resolved and liability of 
the customer, if any, established within such time, as may be specified in the non-bank PPI 
issuer’s Board approved policy, but not exceeding 90 days from the date of receipt of the 
complaint, and the customer is compensated as per provisions of paragraph 16.4.6 above. 
In case the non-bank PPI issuer is unable to resolve the complaint or determine the 
customer liability, if any, within 90 days, the amount as prescribed in paragraph 16.4.6 shall 
be paid to the customer, irrespective of whether the negligence is on the part of customer or 
otherwise. 
 
Board approved policy for customer protection 
16.4.9 Taking into account the risks arising out of unauthorised debits to PPIs owing to 
customer negligence / non-bank PPI issuer negligence / system frauds / third party 
breaches, non-bank PPI issuers need to clearly define the rights and obligations of 
customers in case of unauthorised payment transactions in specified scenarios. Non-bank 
PPI issuers shall formulate / revise their customer relations policy, with approval of their 
Boards, to cover aspects of customer protection, including the mechanism of creating 
customer awareness on the risks and responsibilities involved in electronic payment 
transactions and customer liability in such cases of unauthorised electronic payment 
transactions. The policy must be transparent, non-discriminatory and should stipulate the 
mechanism of compensating the customers for the unauthorised electronic payment 
transactions and also prescribe the timelines for effecting such compensation. Non-bank PPI 
issuers shall provide the details of their Board approved policy in regard to customers’ 
liability formulated in pursuance of the provisions of paragraph 15 and 16 of PPI MD, to all 
customers at the time of issuing the PPI. Non-bank PPI issuers shall display their Board 
approved policy, along with the details of grievance handling / escalation procedure, in public 
domain / website / app for wider dissemination. 
 
Burden of proof 
16.4.10 The burden of proving customer liability in case of unauthorised electronic payment 
transactions shall lie on the non-bank PPI issuer. 
 
Reporting and monitoring requirements 
16.4.11 Non-bank PPI issuers shall put in place a suitable mechanism and structure for 
reporting of the customer liability cases to the Board or one of its Committees. The reporting 
shall, inter-alia, include volume / number of cases and the aggregate value involved and 
distribution across various categories of cases. The Board or one of its Committees shall 
periodically review the unauthorised electronic payment transactions reported by customers 
or otherwise, as also the action taken thereon, the functioning of the grievance redressal 
mechanism and take appropriate measures to improve the systems and procedures. 
 
16.5 PPI issuers shall provide an option for the PPI holders to generate / receive account 
statements for at least past 6 months. The account statement shall, at the minimum, provide 
details such as date of transaction, debit / credit amount, net balance and description of 
transaction. Additionally, the PPI issuers shall provide transaction history for at least 10 
transactions.  
 
16.6 In case of PPIs issued by banks, customers shall have recourse to the Banking 
Ombudsman Scheme for grievance redressal.  
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16.7 Non-bank PPI issuers shall report regarding the receipt of complaints and action taken 
status thereon in the enclosed format (Annex-6) on a Quarterly basis by the 10th of the 
following month to the respective Regional Office of DPSS, RBI. Banks shall submit the 
same report to DPSS, Mumbai Regional Office, RBI. 
 
16.8 PPI issuers shall ensure transparency in pricing and the charge structure as under: 
 
a) Ensure uniformity in charges at agent level. 
b) Disclosure of charges for various types of transactions on its website, mobile app, agent 

locations, etc. 
c) Specific agreements with agents prohibiting them from charging any fee to the 

customers directly for services rendered by them on behalf of the PPI issuers. 
d) Require each retail outlet / sub-agent to post a signage indicating their status as service 

providers for the PPI issuer and the fees for all services available at the outlet. 
e) The amount collected from the customer shall be acknowledged by issuing a receipt 

(printed or electronic) on behalf of the PPI issuer. 
 
16.9 PPI issuers shall be responsible for addressing all customer service aspects related to 
all PPIs (including co-branded PPIs) issued by them as well as their agents. 
 
16.10 PPI issuers shall also display Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on their website / 
mobile app related to the PPIs. 
 
17. Information System Audit 
 
17.1 Authorised non-bank entities shall submit the System Audit Report, including cyber 
security audit conducted by CERT-IN empaneled auditors, within two months of the close of 
their financial year to the respective Regional Office of DPSS, RBI. 
 
17.2 Banks shall also be guided by the RBI circular DBS.CO/CSITE/BC.11/33.01.001/2015-
16 on Cyber Security Framework in Banks dated June 02, 2016, which inter alia, covers 
requirements for mobile-based applications. 
 
17.3 The scope of the Audit shall include the following: 
a) Security controls shall be tested both for effectiveness of control design (Test of Design 

– ToD) and control operating effectiveness (Test of Operating Effectiveness – ToE). 
b) Technology deployed so as to ensure that the authorised payment system is being 

operated in a safe, secure, sound and efficient manner.  
c) Evaluation of the hardware structure, operating systems and critical applications, security 

and controls in place, including access controls on key applications, disaster recovery 
plans, training of personnel managing systems and applications, documentation, etc. 

d) Evaluating adequacy of Information Security Governance and processes of those which 
support payment systems. 

e) Compliance as per security best practices, specifically the application security lifecycle 
and patch / vulnerability and change management aspects for the authorised system and 
adherence to the process flow approved by RBI.  
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f) Comment on the deviations, if any, in the processes followed from the process flow 
submitted to RBI while seeking authorisation. 

17.4 All PPI issuers shall, at the minimum, put in place following framework: 
a) Application Life Cycle Security: The source code audits shall be conducted by 

professionally competent personnel / service providers or have assurance from 
application providers / OEMs that the application is free from embedded malicious / 
fraudulent code. 

b) Security Operations Centre (SOC): Integration of system level (server), application level 
logs of mobile applications (PPIs) with SOC for centralised and co-ordinated monitoring 
and management of security related incidents. 

c) Anti-Phishing: PPI issuers shall subscribe to anti-phishing / anti-rouge app services from 
external service providers for identifying and taking down phishing websites / rouge 
applications in the wake of increase of rogue mobile apps / phishing attacks. 

d) Risk-based Transaction Monitoring: Risk-based transaction monitoring or surveillance 
process shall be implemented as part of fraud risk management system. 

e) Vendor Risk Management: (i) PPI issuer shall enter into an agreement with the service 
provider that amongst others provides for right of audit / inspection by the regulators of 
the country; (ii) RBI shall have access to all information resources (online / in person) 
that are consumed by PPI provider, to be made accessible to RBI officials when sought, 
though the infrastructure / enabling resources may not physically be located in the 
premises of PPI provider; (iii) PPI issuers  shall adhere to the relevant legal and 
regulatory requirements relating to geographical location of infrastructure and movement 
of data out of borders; (iv) PPI issuer shall review the security processes and controls 
being followed by service providers regularly; (v) Service agreements of PPI issuers with 
provider shall include a security clause on disclosing the security breaches if any 
happening specific to issuer’s ICT infrastructure or process including not limited to 
software, application and data as part of Security incident Management standards, etc. 

f) Disaster Recovery: PPI issuer shall consider having DR facility to achieve the Recovery 
Time Objective (RTO) / Recovery Point Objective (RPO) for the PPI system to recover 
rapidly from cyber-attacks / other incidents and safely resume critical operations aligned 
with RTO while ensuring security of processes and data is protected. 

 
18. Interoperability 
The ability of customers to use a set of payment instruments seamlessly with other users 
within the segment are based on adoption of common standards by all providers of these 
services so as to make them inter-operable. Accordingly, it has been decided as under: 
a) Interoperability shall be enabled in phases for the PPIs.  
b) In the first phase, PPI Issuers (both bank and non-bank entities) shall make all KYC-

compliant PPIs issued in the form of wallets interoperable amongst themselves through 
Unified Payments Interface (UPI) within 6 months from the date of issue of this Direction. 

c) In subsequent phases, interoperability shall be enabled between wallets and bank 
accounts through UPI. 

d) Similarly, interoperability for PPIs issued in the form of cards shall also be enabled in due 
course. However, banks may continue to issue PPIs in association with authorized card 
networks, as hitherto. 

e) PPI Issuers shall ensure adherence to the technical and operational requirements for 
such interoperability, including those relating to safety and security, risk mitigation, etc. 

f) The operational guidelines will be issued separately. 
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19. Reporting requirements 
PPI issuers shall submit the following reports as per prescribed templates and frequency in 
this Master Direction: 

a) Net-worth Certificate (Annex-2) 
b) Declaration and Undertaking by the Director (Annex-3) 
c) List of Co-branding Partnerships (Annex-4) 
d) Auditor Certificate on maintenance of balance in Escrow Account (Annex-5) 
e) PPI Customer Grievance Report (Annex-6) 
f) PPI Statistics (Annex-7) 

 
20. Repeal and other provisions 
a) With the issue of these Directions, the instructions / guidelines issued by the RBI, 

contained in Table-1 of Annex-1 stand repealed. 
b) The instructions / guidelines issued by the RBI contained in Table-2 of Annex-1 stand 

partially repealed to the extent they are applicable to issuance and operations of PPIs. 
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Annex - 1 
 

Table 1: List of Circulars repealed in the Master Direction 
 

Sr. 
No.  

Circular No.  Date  Subject  

1. DPSS.CO.PD.No.1873 / 
02.14.06/ 2008-09 

27.04.2009 Policy Guidelines for issuance and operation 
of Prepaid payment Instruments in India 

2. DPSS.CO.PD.No.344/ 
02.14.06/ 2009-10  

14.08.2009 Policy Guidelines for issuance and operation 
of Prepaid payment Instruments in India 

3. DPSS.CO.No.1041/ 
02.14.006/ 2010-2011  

04.11.2010 Issuance and Operation of pre-paid payment 
Instruments in India (Reserve Bank) 
Directions - Additional guidelines 

4. DPSS. CO. AD. No. / 780/ 
02.27.004 / 2010-11 

24.11.2010 Issuance and Operation of Prepaid Payment 
Instruments 

5. DPSS.CO.OSD. No. 1381/ 
06.08.001/ 2010-2011 

27.12.2010 Collection of Statistics on prepaid 
instruments 

6. DPSS.CO.OSD. No. 1445/ 
06.12.001/ 2010-2011 
 

27.12.2010 Issuance and operation of Prepaid Payment 
Instruments in India – Auditor Certificate on 
the balances in Escrow account 

7. DPSS No. 2174 / 
02.14.004 / 2010-2011 

23.03.2011  Issuance and Operation of pre-paid payment 
instruments in India- Clarification 

8. DPSS.CO.No.2501/ 
02.14.06/ 2010-11  

04.05.2011 Policy Guidelines for issuance and operation 
of Prepaid payment Instruments in India 

9. DPSS.CO.PD.No.225/ 
02.14.006/2011-12  

04.08.2011 Policy Guidelines for issuance and operation 
of Prepaid payment Instruments in India 

10. DPSS.CO.PD. No. 2256 / 
02.14.006/ 2011-12  

14.06.2012 Policy Guidelines for issuance and operation 
of Prepaid payment Instruments in India 

11. DPSS.CO.PD.No.560/ 
02.14.006/2012-13  

01.10.2012 Policy Guidelines for issuance and operation 
of Prepaid payment Instruments in India - 
Amendments 

12. DPSS.CO.OSD.No.1604/ 
06.06.005/2012- 13 

14.03.2013 Collection of Information on Customer 
Grievances 

13. DPSS.CO.PD.No.563/ 
02.14.003/2013-14  

05.09.2013 Cash withdrawal at Point of Sale (POS) - 
Prepaid Payment Instruments issued by 
banks 

14. DPSS.CO.PD.No.2074/ 
02.14.006/2013-14  

28.03.2014 Issuance and Operation of Prepaid Payment 
Instruments in India – Consolidated Revised 
Policy Guidelines 

15. DPSS.CO.PD.No.2366/ 
02.14.006/2013-14 

13.05.2014 Issuance and Operation of Pre-paid 
Payment Instruments in India – 
Consolidated Revised Policy Guidelines 

16. DPSS.CO.PD.PPI.No.3/ 
02.14.006/2014-15 

01.07.2014 Master Circular – Policy Guidelines on 
Issuance and Operation of Pre-paid 
Payment Instruments in India 

17. DPSS.CO.PD.No.980/ 
02.14.006/2014-15 

03.12.2014 Issuance and operation of Prepaid payment 
instruments (PPIs) in India-Relaxations 
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Sr. 
No.  

Circular No.  Date  Subject  

18. DPSS.CO.PD.PPI.No.2/ 
02.14.006/2015-16 

01.07.2015 Master Circular – Policy Guidelines on 
Issuance and Operation of Pre-paid 
Payment Instruments in India 

19. DPSS.CO.PD.No.58/ 
02.14.006/2015-2016 

09.07.2015 Prepaid payment instrument (PPI) 
guidelines- Introduction of New Category of 
PPI for Mass Transit Systems (PPI-MTS) 

20. DPSS.CO.PD.PPI.No.01/ 
02.14.006/2016-17 

01.07.2016 Master Circular – Policy Guidelines on 
Issuance and Operation of Pre-paid 
Payment Instruments in India 

21. DPSS.CO.PD.No.1288/ 
02.14.006/2016-17 

22.11.2016 Special Measures to incentivise Electronic 
Payments – (i) Enhancement in Issuance 
Limits for PPIs in India (ii) Special measures 
for merchants 

22. DPSS.CO.PD.No.1610/ 
02.14.006/2016-17 

27.12.2016 Master Circular on Issuance and Operations 
of Prepaid Payment Instruments – 
Amendments to paragraph 7.9 

23. DPSS.CO.PD.No.1669/ 
02.14.006/2016-2017 

30.12.2016 Special measures to incentivise Electronic 
Payments – Extension of time 

 
 

Table 2: List of Circulars partially repealed (to the extent they are applicable to 
issuance and operation of PPIs) in the Master Direction 

 
Sr. 
No.  

Circular No.  Date  Subject  

1. DPSS.AD.No./ 1206/ 
02.27.005/2009-2010 

07.12.2009 System Audit of the Payment Systems 
operated under the PSS Act, 2007 

2. DPSS.CO.OSD.No.1444 / 
06.11.001/ 2010-2011 

27.12.2010 Directions for submission of system 
audit reports from CISA qualified 
Auditor 

3. DPSS.CO.OSD. No.2374 / 
06.11.001/ 2010-2011 

15.04.2011 Submission of System Audit Reports 

4. DPSS.PD.CO.No. 622/ 
02.27.019/2011-2012 

05.10.2011 Domestic Money Transfer- Relaxations 

5. DPSS.CO.AD.No.1204/ 
02.27.005/2014-15 

02.01.2015 Brand/Name of products offered by 
authorised entities – Dissemination of 
Information 

6. DPSS.CO.AD.No.1344 / 
02.27.005/2014-15 

16.01.2015 Computation of Net-worth 
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Annex-2 

Net-worth Certificate 
(to be submitted by non-bank PPI issuer within six months of completion of that financial 

year to respective Regional Office of DPSS, RBI) 
 

With reference to the paragraph 4 of the Master Direction on PPIs, we have perused the 
records maintained by the _________ (Company). On the basis of our perusal of the 
records, the audited / unaudited (strike off whichever is not applicable) financial statements 
for the financial year ended _______ and the information and explanations given to us, we 
certify that the Company’s net-worth computed in accordance with the paragraph 2.9 of the 
Master Direction as on ________ is Rs. _______. 
 
This certificate has been provided by us at the request of the Company. 
 
The details for net-worth computation are given below: 
 
Computation of net-worth of __________ as on _________ 
 

Particulars Amount (INR) 
Equity Share Capital  
  
Add:  
Preference shares compulsorily convertible 
into Equity capital 

 

Free Reserves  
Share Premium Account  
Capital Reserves (representing surplus 
arising out of sale proceeds of assets) 

 

  
Less:  
Revaluation Reserves  
Accumulated Losses  
Book Value of Intangible Assets  
Deferred Revenue Expenditure  
  
Net-worth as on ________  
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Annex-3 
 

Declaration and Undertaking by the Director  
(with enclosures as appropriate as on ……………) 

 
(to be submitted by non-bank PPI issuer to DPSS, Central Office, RBI, Mumbai as and when 

a new Director is appointed) 
 

Name of Applicant Company / PPI Issuer: 
 

I     Personal details of Director 
 A Full Name  
 B Date of Birth  
 C Educational Qualifications  
 D Background and Relevant Experience  
 E Permanent Address  
 F Present Address  
 G Director Identification Number (mandatory)  
 H E-mail address / Telephone Number  
 I Permanent Account Number under the 

Income Tax Act and name and address of 
Income Tax circle 

 

 J Any other information relevant to 
Directorship of the Company 

 

 K Director in the company since (please give 
previous details also in case of broken 
period) 

 

 L a) Number of shares held in the company 
b) Amount involved in Rs. 

 

II  Relevant Relationships of Directors 
 A List of Relatives if any who are connected 

with the company (Refer Section 2 (77) of 
the Companies Act, 2013) 

 

 B List of entities if any, in which he/she is 
considered as being interested (Other 
Directorships)  

 

 C List of entities in which he/she is considered 
as holding substantial interest  

 

 D Cases, if any, where the director or entities 
listed in II (b) and (c) above are in default or 
have been in default in the last five years in 
respect of credit facilities obtained from the 
bank or any other bank. 

 

III  Details of some key Professional 
achievements in the areas of  
- Technology and payment 

system/transaction 
- Human resources management/Legal 
- Accounting/Finance 

 

IV  Proceedings, if any, against the Director. 
 A If the Director is a member of a professional 

association / body, details of disciplinary 
action, if any pending or commenced or 
resulting in conviction in the past against him 
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/ her or whether he/she has been banned 
from entry of at any profession/ occupation 
at any time.  

 B Details of prosecution, if any, pending or 
commenced or resulting in conviction in the 
past against the Director and /or against any 
of the entities listed in II (B) above for 
violation of economic laws and regulations 
and similar statutory provision of the 
respective country.  

 

 C Details of criminal prosecution, if any 
pending or commenced or resulting in 
conviction in the past against the Director. 

 

 D Whether the Director attracts any of the 
disqualifications envisaged under Section 
164 of the Companies Act 2013 and similar 
statutory provision of the respective country?   

 

 E Has the Director or any of the entities at II 
(B) and (C) above been subject to any 
investigation at the instance of Government 
department or agency? If so give particulars. 

 

 F Has the Director at any time been found 
guilty of violation of rules / regulations / 
legislative requirements by customs / excise 
/ income tax / foreign exchange / other 
revenue authorities? If so give particulars.  

 

 G Whether the Director at any time come to the 
adverse notice of a regulators such as SEBI, 
RBI, IRDA, MCA, etc. 

 

 H Whether the name of the Director appears or 
has at any time in the past appeared in the 
list of defaulters as published by CRISIL or 
whether the Director is connected as 
guarantor/director with entities which are at 
default. 

 

V  Any other explanation / information in 
regard to items I to IV and other 
information considered relevant for 
judging fit and proper status of the 
Director 

 

    
  Undertaking 
  I confirm that the above information is to the best of my knowledge and belief, true 

and complete. I undertake to keep the Company duly informed as soon as 
possible, of all events which take place subsequent to my appointment and which 
are relevant to the information provided above.  

   
 

Place: 

 
 

Signature of Director 
  Date:   
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Annex-4 

List of Co-branding Partnerships for PPIs 
 

(to be submitted within 7 days of finalisation of the agreement by non-bank Issuers to DPSS, 
Central Office, RBI, Mumbai and by bank Issuers to DPSS, Mumbai Regional Office, RBI) 

 
Name of PPI Issuer: 
 

Sr. 
No. 

Name of Co-
branding Partner 

Process Flow in brief 
(Details to be annexed) 

Type / Category 
of PPI 

Effective date of 
arrangement 

 
1 2 3 4 

     

     

     

     

 

 
Note: 
2: Details should include respective roles of the PPI issuer and co-branding partner in brief, 
purpose for issuance of such PPIs, flow of funds in a typical transaction, customer grievance 
mechanism, etc. 
3: Semi-closed / Open / Gift instruments  
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Annex-5 
 

Auditor Certificate on maintenance of balance in Escrow Account  
for the Quarter / Year ending :  

 
(to be submitted by non-bank PPI issuer to respective Regional Office of DPSS, RBI within a 

fortnight from the end of quarter / year) 
 

Sr. 
No. 

  Items Comments from the 
Auditor/s 

1. Name & Address of the PPI issuer  
2. Name & Address of the auditor  
3. Escrow Bank details like Name of the Bank 

Branch Address 
Account No. 

 

4. Outstanding Liability (value of outstanding PPIs and 
payments due to merchants) of the entity at the 
beginning of the quarter / Year 

Rs.  

5. Debits to Escrow account during the quarter / Year 
 a. Payments to various merchants / service 

providers towards reimbursement of claims 
received from them. 

b. Payment to sponsor bank for processing 
funds transfer instructions received from PPI 
holders as permitted by RBI from time to time.  

c. Payment towards applicable Government 
taxes. 

d. Refunds towards cancellation of transactions 
in a PPI in case of PPIs loaded / reloaded 
erroneously or through fraudulent means.  

e. Any other payment due to the PPI issuer in 
the normal course of operating the PPI 
business (for instance, service charges, 
forfeited amount, commissions, etc.). 

f. Any other debit as directed by the regulator / 
courts / law enforcement agencies. 

Rs. 
 
 
Rs. 
 
 
Rs. 
 
 
Rs. 
 
Rs. 
 
 
 
Rs.  

6. Credits to Escrow account during the quarter / Year 
 a. Payments received towards issue, load / reload of 

PPIs, including at agent locations 
b. Refunds received for failed / disputed / returned / 

cancelled transactions.  

Rs. 
 
Rs. 

7. Escrow balance at the end of the quarter / Year  
8. Whether the escrow account had sufficient balance to 

cover the outstanding liability of the entity on daily 
basis?  
If No, (i) number of days of shortfall in balance  

(ii) Amount short in escrow account on each of 
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the days there was shortfall 
9. (i) Minimum balance in escrow account during the 

quarter / Year (including core portion) 
(ii) Maximum balance in the escrow account during the 
quarter / Year (including core portion) 

 

10. Whether the core portion of the escrow balance is 
being maintained with the same bank.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

11. Quarterly / Yearly Average of core balance.  
12. Whether interest is being earned by the entity on the 

core balance. 
 

13. Number of merchants registered for payments 
(i) At the beginning of quarter / year 
(ii) At the end of quarter / year 

 

 
 
Other information:  
a) Average time taken for payments to merchants: 
b) Share of Funds transfer in total payments made: 
c) Any other information that Auditor may like to indicate for the purpose of this certificate: 
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Annex – 6 

PPI Customer Grievance Report for Quarter ended March/June/September/December 
(to be submitted by 10th April/July/October/January respectively by non-bank Issuers to respective Regional 
Office of DPSS, RBI and by bank Issuers to DPSS, Mumbai Regional Office, RBI) 

 
Name of PPI Issuer: 
Period Start Date   :      Period End Date    : 

  
PPI customer complaints received and resolved during the quarter 

Typ
e of 
PPI 
issu
ed* 

Complaint type 

Complaints received Complaints resolved Compl
aints 
pendi
ng at 
the 

end of 
the 

period 

Complai
nts 

pending 
at the 

beginnin
g of the 
period 

Complai
nts 

receive
d during 

the 
period 

Total 
Compl
aints 

< 48 
hours 

2-7 
days 

7-15 
days 

15-
30 

days 

> 30 
days Total 

  A B C=(A+
B) D E F G H I=(D+E+

F+G+H) J=(C-I) 

Wall
ets 

(1) Related to 
Fees/charges/disclosures 

          

(2) Transaction drop           
(3) Fraudulent Use           
(4) Non-updation of mobile 
number/ address 

          

(5) Amount not credited back 
to source 

          

(6) Cash back queries           
(7) Promo code not working           
(8) Wallet upgradation issues           
(9) Not able to use wallet           
(10) Problems in resetting 
password or login 

          

(11) Delay in loading of 
wallets 

          

(12) Non Delivery of 
goods/services from 
merchants 

          

(13) Others (Please specify)           

Card
s 

(1) Related to 
Fees/charges/disclosures 

          

(2) Transaction drop           
(3) Fraudulent Use           
(4) Non-updation of mobile 
number/ address 

          

(5) Amount not credited back 
to source 

          

(6) Cash back queries           
(7) Promo code not working           
(8) Card upgradation issues           
(9) Not able to use card           
(10) Problems in resetting 
password or login 

          

(11) Delay in loading of card           
(12) Non Delivery of 
goods/services from 
merchants 

          

(13) Others (Please specify)           
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Note: 

*: PPI Issuers which are allowed to issue paper based meal vouchers till February 28, 2018 shall 
continue submitting the customer grievances return in the earlier format. 

A: Number of complaints pending with the entity at the start of the quarter. 

B: Number of complaints received by the entity during the quarter. 

C: Total number of complaints pending with the entity at the beginning of the quarter plus complaints  

     received during the quarter. 

D: The number of complaints resolved within 48 hours from the receipt of the complaint. 

E: The number of complaints resolved after 48 hours but within 7 days from the receipt of the 
complaint. 

F: The number of complaints resolved after 7 days but within 15 days from the receipt of the 
complaint. 

G: The number of complaints resolved after 15 days but within 30 days from the receipt of the 
complaint. 

H: The number of complaints resolved after 30 days from the receipt of the complaint. 

I: Total number of complaints resolved during the quarter. 

J: Total number of complaints pending at the end of the quarter. 
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TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE GAZETTE OF INDIA, EXTRAORDINARY, PART II I,  SECTION 4 

 

TELECOM REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF INDIA 

NOTIFICATION 

New Delhi, the  19th July, 2018 

No. 311-04/2017-QoS: - In exercise of powers conferred by section 36 read with sub-clause (v) of clause (b) 
and clause (c) of sub-section (1) of section 11 of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act 1997 (24 of 
1997), the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India hereby makes the following regulations, namely:- 

 

THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 
2018 

(6 of 2018) 

CHAPTER-I 

Preliminary 

1. Short title and commencement. - 

 These regulations may be called the Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference 
Regulations, 2018. 

 (a) Except as otherwise provided in clause (b), (c), (d) and (e) these regulations shall come into 
force from the date of their publication in the Official Gazette; 

(b) regulations 4,5,11,15,28,34, 35 and 36 of these regulations shall come into force after 30 days 
from the date of publication of these regulations in the Official Gazette; 

(c) regulations 6, 13 and 14 of these regulations shall come into force after 90 days from the date 
of publication of these regulations in the Official Gazette; 

(d) regulations 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 18 and 32 of these regulations shall come into force after 120 days 
from the date of publication of these regulations in the Official Gazette; 

(e) regulations 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29 of these regulations shall come into force after 150 days from 
the date of publication of these regulations in the Official Gazette; 

2. Definitions. - In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires- 

 “Abandoned Call” means an outgoing call in which the sender does not connect the call to a live 
agent after the call is established and is answered by the recipient. 

 “Access Providers” includes the Basic Telephone Service Provider, Cellular Mobile Telephone 
Service Provider, Unified Access Service Provider, Universal Access Service Provider and Virtual 
Network Operator (VNO) as defined in the respective licenses issued by Department of 
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Telecommunications (DoT); 

 “Act” means the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997 (24 of 1997) 

 “Authority” means the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India established under sub-section (1) 
of section 3 of the Act; 

 “Auto Dialer Call” means a call which is initiated automatically by an equipment, in accordance 
to a stored and/ or programmable instruction(s), to a telephone number(s), already stored or a 
list auto generated by the software, and once the call has been answered, equipment 

 either plays a recorded message; or 

 connects the call to a live person; 

 “Bulk” means number of messages or voice calls on the same or similar subject-matter sent, 
caused to be sent or authorized to be sent in excess of the following limits: - 

 more than 20 during a twenty-four hours period; or 

 more than 100 during a seven days period; or 

 more than 300 during a thirty days period; 

 “Business Day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday and a Gazette holiday declared by 
the Central government; 

 “Calling Name or Number (CNAM)” means name or number which is presented by the 
terminating access provider (TAP) to the recipient of a commercial communication which may 
be the header assigned to the sender or a name or number assigned by the access provider in 
lieu of header or number; 

 “Commercial Communication” means any voice call or message using telecommunication 
services, where the primary purpose is to inform about or advertise or solicit business for 

(A) goods or services; or 
(B) a supplier or prospective supplier of offered goods or services; or 
(C) a business or investment opportunity; or 
(D) a provider or prospective provider of such an opportunity;  

Explanation: 

For the purposes of this regulation it is immaterial whether the goods, services, land or 
opportunity referred to in the content of the communication exist(s), is/are lawful, or otherwise. 
Further, the purpose or intent of the communication may be inferred from: 

(A) The content of the communication in the message or voice call 
(B) The manner in which the content of message or voice call is presented 
(C) The content in the communication during call back to phone numbers presented or 

referred to in the content of message or voice call; or the content presented at the 
web links included in such communication.  

 “Consensus” means the concurrence among the participants on a distributed ledger to record 
an irrevocable data value, which is cryptographically secured; 
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 “Consent” means any voluntary permission given by the customer to sender to receive 
commercial communication related to specific purpose, product or service. Consent may be 
explicit or inferred as defined in these regulations;  

 “Consent Acquirer or CA” means any sender with registered and valid header(s), who acquires 
consent through a prescribed process under the relevant regulations; 

 “Consent Register” means a Distributed Ledger for Consent (DL-Consent) having all relevant 
details of consent acquired by sender, in a secure and safe manner, to send commercial 
communications and may be required for the purpose of pre and post checks for regulatory 
compliance based on the consent; 

 “Consent Registrar or CR” is an authorized entity under relevant regulations responsible for 
maintaining the consent register, customer consent acquisition facility and customer consent 
verification facility; 

 “Consent Template or CT” means a template of content which is presented to the customer 
while acquiring his consent and clearly mentions purpose of the consent and details of sender; 

 “Consent Template Register” means a Distributed Ledger for registration of Consent Template 
(DL-TCS) which keeps record of unique consent template identity along with the content of 
consent template and details of sender who got it registered, in a secure and safe manner; 

 “Content Template for Transaction” means a template of content registered by any sender 
with the access provider for sending transactional message, service message or transactional 
voice call, service call for the purpose of commercial communication and contains content 
which may be a combination of fixed part of content and variable part of content, where 

 fixed part of content is that part of content which is common across all commercial 
communications sent to different recipients for same or similar subject; 

 variable part of content is that part of content which may vary across commercial 
communications sent to different recipients for same or similar subject on account of 
information which is very specific to the particular transaction for a particular recipient or 
may vary on account of reference to date, time, place or unique reference number; 

 “Content Template for Promotion” means a template of content registered by any sender 
with the access provider for sending promotional message or promotional voice call for the 
purpose of commercial communication and contains content which is fixed content and 
common across all commercial communications sent to different recipients for same or similar 
subject; 

 “Content Template Register” means a Distributed Ledger for Content Template which keeps 
records of unique content template identity along with the content of content template and 
details of sender who got it registered in a safe and secure manner; 

 “Content Template Registrar” is an authorized entity under the relevant regulations responsible 
for maintaining the Content template register and Content template registration facility; 

 “Customer” means subscriber; 
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 “Customer Preference Registration Facility or CPRF” means the facility established by an Access 
Provider, under relevant regulations, for the purpose of registration, modifications or de-
registration of the preference of its customers in respect of receipt of commercial 
communications; 

 “Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT)” means a set of technological solutions that enables a 
single, sequenced, standardized and cryptographically-secured record of activities to be safely 
distributed to, and acted upon, by a network of varied participants and their 

 database can be spread across multiple sites or institutions; 

 records are stored one after the other in a continuous ledger and can only be added when 
the participants reach a consensus; 

 “Entity Register” means a Distributed Ledger for Entities (DL-Entities) having a records of all 
entities registered to carry out telemarketing related function(s) with all relevant details. 

  “Explicit consent” means such consent as has been verified directly from the Recipient in a 
robust and verifiable manner and recorded by Consent Registrar as defined under these 
regulations; 

 “Fully blocked” means stoppage of all types of commercial communication requiring explicit 
consent except commercial communication sent under inferred consent; 

 “Header” means an alphanumeric string of maximum eleven characters or numbers assigned 
to an individual, business or legal entity under these regulations to send commercial 
communications; 

 “Header Root” means the common sub string of block of headers, starting from the first 
character; 

 “Header Branch” means the sub string of a header other than header root; 

 “Header Registration Facility or HRF” means the facility established by Header Registrar, 
under relevant regulations, for registration or de-registration of the header of any principal 
entity or content provider for sending commercial communications; 

 “Header Register” means a Distributed Ledger for Header (DL-Header) which keeps records 
of header(s), its purpose of sending commercial communications and details of sender to 
whom it is assigned in a safe and secure manner; 

 “Header Registrar” is an authorised entity under relevant regulations responsible for 
maintaining the header register, header registration facility and header verification facility; 

 “Immutable” means data added to the distributed ledger after achieving consensus, which 
thereafter is unchangeable, secure and preserved for the life of the ledger; 

 “Inferred Consent” means any permission that can be reasonably inferred from the 
customer’s conduct or the Relationship between the Recipient and the Sender; 
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 “Message” shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (3) of section 3 of the Indian 
Telegraph Act, 1885 (13 of 1885); 

 “National Numbering Plan” (NNP) means the National Numbering Plan issued by DoT from 
time to time; 

 “Node” means participants on a distributed ledger having particular rights to read or write 
data; 

 “Non-repudiable” means 

(i) making available proof of various network-related actions (such as proof of obligation, 
intent, or commitment; proof of data origin, proof of ownership, proof of resource use) so 
that an individual or entity cannot deny having performed a particular action; 

(ii) ensuring the availability of evidence that can be presented to Authority and used to prove 
that some kind of event or action has taken place; 

 “One Time Password or OTP” means an automatically generated random number used to 
authenticate the action of user for a single transaction or session. 

 “Originating Access Provider” (OAP) means the Access Provider who has provided the 
telecom resources to a sender; 

 “Permissioned DLT networks” means those DLT networks where participants in the process 
are preselected and addition of new record on the ledger is checked by a limited consensus 
process using a digital signature; 

 “Preference of Category of Commercial Communication” means preference exercised by the 
customer to permit only a selected category of commercial communications out of available 
choices prescribed by relevant regulations; 

 “Preference of Mode for Commercial Communication” means preference exercised by the 
customer to permit commercial communications only through the selected mode of 
communications from the choices for modes made available in the relevant regulations or 
code(s) of practice; 

 “Preference of Time band and Day type for Commercial Communication” means preference 
exercised by the customer to permit unsolicited commercial communications only during 
time slots and type of days out of choices for time band(s) and types of day(s) made available 
in the relevant regulations; 

 “Preference Register” means a Distributed Ledger for Preference (DL-Preference) which 
keeps records of preference(s) of customers about category of content, mode(s) of 
communication, time band(s), type of day(s) along with the details of customer who has 
exercised choices of preference(s), day and time such choices or changes in choices were 
exercised in a safe and secure manner; 

 “Private DLT networks” means those DLT networks where visibility is restricted to a subset 
of users; 
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 “Promotional messages” means commercial communication message for which the sender 
has not taken any explicit consent from the intended Recipient to send such messages; 

 “Promotional voice call” means commercial communication voice call for which the Sender 
has not taken any explicit consent from the Recipient to make such voice calls to him; 

 “Recipient”, in relation to a commercial communication, means an authorised user of the 
telephone number(s) to whom the message is sent or voice call is made. 

Explanation: 

Where a recipient of a message or voice call has one or more Telephone numbers in addition 
to the Telephone number to which the message was sent or voice call was made, the recipient 
shall be treated as a separate recipient with respect to each such Telephone number; 

 “Referred Telephone Number” (RTN) means telephone number or telecom resource 
referred to in the content of commercial communication messages or voice calls from the 
sender; 

 “Registered Telemarketer (RTM)" means any telemarketer who is registered with the access 
provider(s) in accordance with the procedure and conditions specified in these regulations. 

 “Regulations” means the Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference 
Regulations, 2018, unless otherwise indicated; 

(ba) “Regulatory Sandbox” means specifically constructed experimental space, with a safe 
environment, within which various stakeholders can use Regulatory Technology solutions to 
develop and refine Code(s) of Practice to comply with new regulatory requirements; 

 “Relationship” means a prior or existing relationship 

 for business or commercial reasons, between a person or entity and a subscriber with or 
without an exchange of consideration, 

 on the basis of the purchase or transaction made by or done by the recipient with the 
sender within the tweleve months immediately preceding the date of the communication; 
or  

 on the basis of inquiry or application regarding products or services made by or submitted 
by recipient to sender within the three months immediately preceding the date of the 
receiving of communication, which relationship has not been previously terminated by 
either party; 

 for social reasons, between a person or entity and a subscriber with or without an 
exchange of consideration, by voluntary two-way communication, initiated from both 
sides at different points in time; 

(bc) “Robo Calls” means any call made to any customer using an artificial or prerecorded voice to 
interactively deliver a voice message without the involvement of human being on calling side 
for participating in the dialogue; 

(bd) “Scrubber” means an entity registered with the access provider(s) and authorised by the 
relevant regulations to perform the function of scrubbing in accordance with the relevant 
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regulations; 

(be) “Scrubbing” means process of comparing target list of telephone number(s) provided by the 
Sender, to whom it wishes to send commercial communication with the list of telephone 
number(s) in DL-Preference and DL-Consent to check whether commercial communication(s) 
can be sent to the Recipient as per his registered preference(s) or as per consent; 

(bf) “Sender”, in relation to a commercial communication, means 

 The person or entity who owns the telephone number or the header(s) that were used; 

 A person or entity that publicly asserts or uses a Calling Line Identity (CLI) or the phone 
number(s) referred to in the communication, except where such assertion is fraudulent; 

 The person who sent the message or made a voice call, caused the message to be sent or 
the voice call to be made or authorized the sending of the message or making of the voice 
call; 

 The person or legal entity dealing with goods, or services, or land or property, or a business 
or investment opportunity that is offered or promoted; except where such entity 
maintains a distinct legal identity for the division or line of business dealing with offered 
goods, services or opportunity, in which case such division or line of business; 

(bg) “Sender information or SI” means the source, destination and routing information attached 
to a message or voice call, including, where applicable, the originator’s name and originating 
phone number, reference telephone number, and any other information that appears in the 
content of commercial communication identifying, or purporting to identify, the sender of the 
message or making voice call; 

(bh) “Service message or Service Call” means a message sent to a recipient or voice call made to 
recipient either with his consent or using a template registered for the purpose, the primary 
purpose of which is-  

 to facilitate, complete, or confirm a commercial transaction that the recipient has 
previously consented to enter into with the sender; or 

 to provide warranty information, product recall information, safety or security information 
with respect to a commercial product or service used or purchased by the recipient; 

to provide— 

(A) notification concerning a change in the terms or features of; or 
(B) notification of a change in the recipient’s standing or status with respect to; or 
(C) at regular periodic intervals, account balance information or other type of account 

statement with respect to, a subscription, membership, account, loan, or comparable 
ongoing; or 

(D) commercial relationship involving the ongoing purchase or use by the recipient of 
products or services offered by the sender; or 

(E) information directly related to an employment relationship or related benefit plan in 
which the Recipient is currently involved, participating, or enrolled; or 

(F) information relating to delivery of goods or services, including product updates or 
upgrades, that the recipient is entitled to receive under the terms of a transaction that 
the recipient has previously consented to enter into with the sender; 

(bi) “Signature” means pattern in communications from particular telephone number(s) or 
telecom resource(s) or person, entity which are not registered with the access provider(s) for 
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commercial communication purposes and also includes pattern in communications from 
particular sender(s), who are registered with the access provider(s) but not authorised to send 
commercial communication of particular type or for specific purpose(s) which may require 
additional authorisations from relevant Government or statutory bodies to send such 
commercial communications; 

(bj) “Silent Call” means any unsolicited call made by a person or an entity to a customer for a very 
short duration in which either called party has not yet been alerted by his or her device, or it 
is very unlikely to be answered, wherein the intention of caller is to get call back from called 
party and then enter into commercial communication; 

(bk) “Smart contract” means a functionality of intelligent and programmable code which can 
execute pre-determined commands or business rules set to pre-check regulatory compliance 
without further human intervention and suitable for DLT system to create a digital agreement, 
with cryptographic certainty that the agreement has been honored in the ledgers, databases 
or accounts of all parties to the agreement; 

(bl) “Smartphone” means a device with large display, predominantly with touch screen 
technology, fast processor and memory in the GB range. A fully-featured Operating System or 
platform that provides voice and data communications capabilities, enables personalization 
of the device by the user and in addition supports installation and maintenance of mobile 
applications e.g., downloadable from an Application store. 

(bm) “SMS” means a message which is sent through short message service and includes a Multi-
Media message which is sent through Multi-Media message service (MMS); 

(bn) “Subscriber” means a person or legal entity who subscribes to a telecom service provided by 
an Access Provider; 

(bo) “Telecom resources” means any telegraph used to send voice call or messages; 

(bp) “Telemarketer” means a person or legal entity engaged in the activity of transmission or 
delivery of commercial communication or scrubbing or aggregation. 

(bq) “Telephone number” means a number which may or may not have been assigned to the 
subscriber of a Public Switched Telecom Network (PSTN) or a wireless access network  or a 
mobile network from a numbering series already assigned to a telecom service providers to 
which either an SMS or MMS can be sent, or Voice calls can be made. 

Explanation:  For the purposes of these regulations, it is immaterial whether the telephone 
number is actually assigned to any customer or not or has ceased to exist; 

(br) “Telephone number harvesting software” means software that is specifically designed or 
marketed for use in — 

 searching the Internet, directories, contact lists in devices for telephone numbers; and 

 collecting, compiling, capturing or otherwise harvesting those telephone numbers; 

 generating most likely valid telephone numbers using automated means; 

(bs) “Terminating Access Provider” (TAP) means the Access Provider of which Recipient of 
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commercial communication is a Subscriber; 

(bt) “Transactional message” means a message triggered by a transaction performed by the 
Subscriber, who is also the Sender’s customer, provided such a message is sent within thirty 
minutes of the transaction being performed and is directly related to it. 

Provided that the transaction may be a banking transaction, delivery of OTP, purchase of 
goods or services, etc. 

(bu) “Transactional Voice Call” means a voice call which is not promotional in nature and is for the 
purpose of alerts to its own customers or account holders and information to be 
communicated by the voice call is time critical in the nature; 

(bv) “Unregistered Telemarketer” (UTM) means any Sender of commercial communication who 
is not registered for the purpose of telemarketing with the access provider(s); 

(bw) “Unsolicited commercial communication or UCC” means any commercial communication 
that is neither as per the consent nor as per registered preference(s) of recipient, but shall not 
include: 

 Any transactional message or transactional voice call; 

 Any service message or service voice call; 

 Any message or voice calls transmitted on the directions of the Central Government or the 
State Government or bodies established under the Constitution, when such 
communication is in Public Interest; 

 Any message or voice calls transmitted by or on the direction of the Authority or by an 
agency expressly authorized for the purpose by the Authority. 

(bx) “Usage Cap” means a limit put on a telephone number for making a maximum of twenty 
outgoing voice calls per day and a maximum of twenty outgoing messages per day. 

CHAPTER-II 

COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATION THROUGH ACCESS PROVIDER NETWORK 

3. Every Access Provider shall ensure that any commercial communication using its network only takes 
place using registered header(s) assigned to the sender(s) for the purpose of commercial 
communication; and 

 No Subscriber, who is not registered with any access provider for the purpose of sending 
commercial communications under these regulations, shall make unsolicited commercial 
communication and 

 in case, any Subscriber is sending Commercial Communication, telecom resources of the sender 
may be put under usage cap; and 

 if the Subscriber continues to send Commercial Communication despite notice given to him 
under these regulations, all telecom resources of the sender may also be disconnected; 

4. No Sender registered for making commercial communication shall initiate calls with an Auto dialer that 
may result in silent or abandoned calls. 
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Provided that the sender has notified the originating access provider in advance about the use of the 
auto dialer and taken steps to maintain abandoned calls within limits provided for in these regulations 
or Code(s) of Practice. 

5. Every Access Provider shall develop or cause to develop an ecosystem with the following functions to 
regulate the delivery of the commercial communications as provided for in these regulations: - 

 to provide facility to its Subscribers for registering preference(s) for Commercial Communication 
and maintain complete and accurate records of preference(s); 

 to register entities for participating in the ecosystem and prescribe their roles and responsibilities 
for efficient and effective control of commercial communications; 

 to provide facility to record consent(s) of the Subscribers acquired by the sender(s) for sending 
Commercial Communication and maintain complete and accurate records of consent(s); 

 to provide facility for revocation of consent by its Subscribers and accordingly update records of 
consent for the Subscribers; 

 to register sender(s), carry out verifications of their identities and prescribe processes for sending 
commercial communications; 

 to prescribe process and specific functions of particular entity to carry out pre-delivery checks 
before sending commercial communications and ensuring regulatory compliance(s); 

 to provide facilities for its Subscribers to register complaints against Sender(s) of Commercial 
Communication and maintain complete and accurate records of status of resolution of complaints; 

 to examine and investigate complaints, take actions against defaulters and take remedial 
measures to ensure compliance with the regulations; 

 to detect, identify and act against sender(s) of Commercial Communication who are not registered 
with them; 

 to comply with any other directions, guidelines and instructions issued by the Authority in this 
regard. 

CHAPTER-III 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGISTRATION 

6. Every Access Provider shall establish Customer Preference Registration Facility (CPRF) and shall make 
necessary arrangements to facilitate its customers, on 24 hours X 7 days basis throughout the year: 

 to provide ways and means to record consent or record revocation of consent related to 
Commercial Communication and exercise his preference(s) from the list(s), mentioned in the 
Schedule-II, of choices for: - 

 preference(s) of categories of Commercial Communication; 

 preference(s) of the mode(s) of communication, 

 preference(s) of time band(s) and types of day(s) of the week including public and national 
holidays; 

 to provide following modes, free of cost, to the customer, as per his choice, to register, modify or 
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de register preference(s): - 

 sending SMS to short code 1909; or 

 calling on 1909; or 

 Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS); or 

 sending USSD; or 

 Mobile app developed in this regard either by the Authority or by any other person or entity and 
approved by the Authority; or 

 Web portal with authentication through OTP; or 

 Any other means as may be prescribed by the Authority from time to time. 

 to duly acknowledge the receipt within fifteen minutes of the request made by the customer for 
registering, modifying, deregistering the preference with unique reference number; 

7. Every Access Provider shall ensure that preferences recorded or modified by the Subscriber are given 
effect to in near real time and in such a manner that no delivery of commercial communication is made 
or blocked in contravention to the Subscribers’ preference after twenty-four hours or such time as the 
Authority may prescribe. 

CHAPTER-IV 

FUNCTIONS OF ACCESS PROVIDERS 

8. Every Access Provider shall undertake following activities in accordance with the provisions of these 
regulations before allowing any commercial communication through its network(s): - 

 Develop Code(s) of Practice to establish system and make arrangements to govern the specified 
activities: - 

 Code of Practice for Entities of ecosystem (CoP-Entities) as per Schedule-I; 

 Code of Practice for Registration of preference(s), recording consent(s) and revocation of 
consent(s) (CoP-Preference) as per Schedule-II; 

 Code of Practice for Complaint Handling (CoP-Complaints) as per Schedule-III; 

 Code of Practice for Unsolicited Commercial Communications Detection (CoP-UCC_Detect) as 
per Schedule-IV; 

 Code of Practice for monthly reporting (CoP-Reports) as per Schedule-V 

 Register entities as provided for in Code(s) of Practice for Entities 

 Register Sender(s) and assign the header(s), header root(s); 

 Register the Content Templates; 

 Register the Consent Templates; 

9. Every Access Provider shall ensure that no commercial communication is made to any Recipient, except 
as per the preference(s) or digitally registered consent(s) registered in accordance with these 
regulations.  
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10. Every Access Provider shall ensure that no commercial communication takes place through its 
network(s) except by using header(s) assigned to the registered Sender(s) for the purpose of sending 
commercial communication; 

11. Every Access Provider shall give due publicity through appropriate means to make the customers aware 
regarding: - 

 The procedure(s) and facilities for registering preference(s); 

 The procedure(s) and facilities for registration and revocation of Consent(s); 

 The procedure(s) and facilities for making complaint(s), providing information or reporting 
Unsolicited Commercial Communication; 

 Every Access provider shall inform its Subscribers while giving telecom resources that he shall not 
get involved in the activity of sending Commercial Communication or cause sending Commercial 
communication, or authorize the sending of the Commercial Communication using the telecom 
resources failing which the telecom resources used or assigned to him may be put under Usage 
Cap or his telecom resources may be disconnected; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, issue such directions as it deems necessary, 
specifying the content, medium, frequency and manner of such publicity; 

CHAPTER-V 

OBLIGATIONS OF ACCESS PROVIDERS 

12. Access Providers shall deploy, maintain and operate a system, by themselves or through delegation, to 
ensure that requisite functions are performed in a non-repudiable and immutable manner: - 

 to record preference(s), consent(s), revocation of consent(s), complaint(s) etc. 

 to carry out regulatory pre-checks and post-checks in respect of Commercial Communication 
being offered for delivery and also to keep records of actions performed; 

 to register person(s), business entity(ies) or legal entity(ies) in making Commercial Communication 
through its network involved from origination, transmission or delivery and have adequate 
documentary evidence in support to prove its identity; 

 to ensure that functions and actions performed by registered entities are identifiable, 
distinguishable and recordable; 

 to ensure that the data is stored and shared in a secure and safe manner; 

  to ensure that data is accessible only to the relevant entities for performing roles assigned to 
them under these regulations;  

Note: If not specifically permitted, the data should not be accessible in clear text to any person, 
including the person(s) operating the system or performing a delegated function, e.g. scrubbing, 
or accessible to any application(s) other than the application performing the delegated function(s). 

 to detect non-compliances and take immediate action to effectively ensure compliance with 
regulations; 

 to ensure compliance by the registered sender(s) who have notified the access provider about the 
use of auto dialer(s), and to take action against the sender(s) found to be failing to maintain silent 
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calls or abandoned calls within the prescribed limits; 

13. Access Providers shall adopt Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) with permissioned and private DLT 
networks for implementation of the system, functions and processes as prescribed in Code(s) of 
Practice: 

 to ensure that all necessary regulatory pre-checks are carried out for sending Commercial 
Communication; 

 to operate smart contracts among entities for effectively controlling the flow of Commercial 
Communication; 

14. Access Providers may authorise one or more DLT network operators, as deemed fit, to provide 
technology solution(s) to all entities to carry out the functions as provided for in these regulations. 

15. Every Access Provider shall develop the prescribed Code(s) of Practice, if necessary, in collaboration with 
other Access Providers, including relevant stakeholders required to participate to carry out the functions 
provide for in these regulations. 

16. The Access Providers shall submit the Code(s) of Practice (CoPs) to the Authority within three months 
from the date of coming into force of these regulations. 

17. Authority may direct Access Provider(s) to make changes, at any time, in the Code(s) of Practice and 
Access Providers shall incorporate such changes and submit revised CoP within fifteen days from the 
date of direction issued in this regard. 

18. Every Access Provider shall comply with the submitted Codes of Practices and implement them in 
accordance with the specified time line(s), 

Provided that any provision in Code(s) of Practice shall not have effect to the extent of being inconsistent 
with these regulations. 

19. The Authority reserves the right to formulate a standard Code(s) of Practice in case the formulated CoP 
is deficient to serve the purposes of these regulations. 

20. Every access provider shall comply with the provisions of Standard Code(s) of Practice.  

21. In case of non-compliance to the provisions of Code(s) of Practice, Access Provider shall be liable to pay, 
by way of financial disincentive, following amount: - 

 not exceeding Rupees five thousand per day for the period of exceeding the timeline if the period 
of delay is less than or equal to thirty days; 

 not exceeding Rupees twenty thousand per day for the additional period of delay which is more 
than thirty days; 

The amount payable by way of financial disincentive under these regulations shall be remitted to such 
head of account as may be specified by the Authority. 

The total amount payable as financial disincentives under sub-regulations (1) and (2) shall not exceed 
rupees ten lakhs. 

The Authority reserves the right not to impose financial disincentive or to impose a lower amount of 
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financial disincentive or no incentive where it finds merit in the reasons furnished by the access 
provider. 

Provided that no order for payment of any amount by way of financial disincentive shall be made by the 
Authority, unless the concerned Access Provider has been given a reasonable opportunity to represent. 

22. Prescription of fee/ charges by Access Providers: Access Providers may prescribe fee from participating 
entities for sending commercial communications for registration and to carry out activities provided for 
in these regulations and may also prescribe security deposits. Access providers may impose financial 
disincentive on participating entities in case violation of regulations can be attributed to failure of 
functions assigned to such entities. 

CHAPTER-VI 

COMPLAINT REDRESSAL 

23. Every Access Provider shall establish Customer Complaint Registration Facility (CCRF) and shall make 
necessary arrangements to facilitate its customers on 24 hours X 7 days basis throughout the year: - 

 to provide ways and means: - 

 to make complaint(s), by its customer who has registered his preference(s), against sender(s) of 
unsolicited commercial communication in violation of the registered preferences or digitally 
registered consents; 

 to submit report(s), against sender(s) of commercial communication in violation of provisions of 
these regulation(s) by any customer; 

 to provide following modes, as per choice of the customer and free of cost, to make complaint or 
to report violation of regulations: - 

 sending SMS to short code 1909; or 

 calling on 1909; or 

 Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS); or 

 Mobile app developed in this regard either by the Authority or by any other person or entity and 
approved by the Authority; or 

 Web portal with authentication through One Time Password (OTP); or 

 Any other means as may be notified by the Authority from time to time. 

Provided that every such complaint shall be made by a subscriber within three days of receipt of 
the unsolicited commercial communication; 

 to duly acknowledge the receipt within fifteen minutes of the complaint or report made by the 
customer with unique reference number; 

 to provide details to the subscriber about the mobile app provided for in sub-regulation (2)(d) 

 to provide details about format and procedure to the customer, as given in the appropriate 
Code(s) of Practice, where a complaint is rejected by the access provider on the grounds of 
incomplete information or improper format; 

24. Distributed Ledger(s) for Complaints: Every Access Provider shall establish or cause to establish 
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Distributed Ledger(s) for Complaints (DL-Complaints) with requisite functions, processes and interfaces: 
- 

 to record complaints and reports regarding violation of Regulations made by the customer in the 
Distributed Ledger for Complaints (DL-Complaints) in an immutable and non repudiable manner; 

 to record, at least, following details about the complaint or report regarding violation of 
Regulations: 

 telephone number(s) or header(s) from which Unsolicited Commercial Communication was 
received; 

 telephone number(s) of Complainant or reporter; 

 Referred telephone number(s) (RTN), if any; 

 Date and time of occurrence of Unsolicited Commercial Communication, if available; 

 unique registration number issued at the time of making complaint or reporting; 

 resolution status of the complaint or report regarding violation of Regulations; 

 to record three years history of complainant with details of all complaint(s) made by him, with 
date(s) and time(s), and status of resolution of complaints; 

 to record  three years history of sender(s) against which complaint is made or reported with details 
of all complaint(s), with date(s) and time(s), and status of resolution of complaints; 

 to interact and exchange information with other relevant entities in a safe and secure manner; 

 to support any other functionalities as required to carry out functions provided for in these 
regulations; 

25. Complaint Mechanism: Every Access Provider shall establish system(s), functions and processes to 
resolve complaints made by the customers and to take remedial action against sender(s) as provided 
hereunder: 

 Terminating Access Provider (TAP) shall record the complaint on DL-Complaints in non-repudiable 
and immutable manner and shall notify, in real time, the details of the complaint to the concerned 
Originating Access Provider (OAP). 

 Terminating Access Provider (TAP) shall examine within one business day from the date of receipt 
of complaint, to check the occurrence of complained communication between the complainant 
and the reported telephone number or header from which  unsolicited commercial 
communication was received and update the findings on DL-Complaints. 

 Terminating Access Provider shall also verify if the date of receipt of complaint is within three days 
of receiving commercial communication and in case the complaint is reported by the customer 
after three days, the TAP shall communicate to the customer about the closure of his complaint 
in accordance to the Code of Practice for Complaint Handling and change status of complaint on 
DL-Complaint as a report instead of complaint. 

 The OAP, in case the complaint is related to RTM, shall examine, within one business day from the 
date of receipt of complaint, whether all regulatory pre-checks were carried out in the reported 
case before delivering Unsolicited Commercial Communications; and 

 In case, all regulatory pre-checks were carried out and delivery of commercial communication 
to the recipient was in confirmation to the provisions in the regulations and Code(s) of Practice, 
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OAP shall communicate to TAP to inform complainant about the closure of complaint as provided 
for in the Code(s) of Practice; 

 in case of non-compliance with the regulations, the OAP shall, within two business days from the 
date of receipt of complaint, take actions against the defaulting entity and communicate to TAP 
to inform the complainant about the action taken against his complaint as provided for in 
Code(s) of Practice; 

  the OAP shall take appropriate remedial action, as provided for in the Code of Practice(s), to 
control Unsolicted Commercial Communications so as to ensure compliance with these 
regulations; 

 The OAP, in case, the complaint is related to a UTM, 

 shall examine communication detail records (CDRs), within one business day from the date of 
receipt of complaint, to check the occurrence of complained communication between the 
complainant and the reported telephone number or header from which  unsolicited commercial 
communication was received. 

 In case of no occurrence of complained communications under sub-regulation (5)(a), OAP shall 
communicate to the TAP to inform the complainant about the closure of complaint in a manner 
prescribed in the Code(s) of Practice; 

 In case of occurrence of complained communications under sub-regulation (5)(a), OAP shall 
further examine, within two business days from the date of complaint, whether there are similar 
complaints or reports against the same sender; and 

 in case, it is found that number of complaints against the sender are from ten or more than 
ten recipients over a period of last seven days, the OAP shall put sender under Usage Cap 
and at the same time shall initiate investigation as provided for in sub-regulation (6); 

Provided that such Usage Cap shall be valid till investigation is completed or thirty days 
from the date of effect of restrictions, whichever is earlier; 

 in case it is found that number of complaints against the sender are from less than ten 
recipients over a period of last seven days, the OAP shall, from the previous thirty days data 
of CoP_UCC_Detect System, check whether suspected sender is involved in sending 
Commercial Communication in bulk or not; and 

(A) in case, sender has sent commercial communications in bulk, the OAP shall put the 
sender under Usage Cap, and at the same time initiate investigation as provided for 
in sub-regulation (6);  
Provided that such restrictions shall be valid till investigation in this regard is 
completed under relevant regulations or thirty days from the date of effect of 
restrictions, whichever is earlier; 

(B) in case, sender has not sent commercial communications in bulk, the OAP shall warn 
such sender through appropriate means as provided for in Code(s) of Practice;  

 OAP shall issue notice, within three business days, to give opportunity to such sender(s), under 
sub regulations (5)(c)(i), (5)(c)(ii)(A) to represent his case and shall investigate, within thirty 
business days from the date of receipt of complaint and shall conclude whether the 
communication so made was unsolicited commercial communication or not; and conclusion of the 
investigation was that sender was engaged in sending unsolicited commercial communications, 
OAP shall take action against such sender as under: - 

 for first instance of violation, due warning shall be given; 
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Provided that the first instance of the violation shall include all the complaints against the sender 
within two business days after the date of receipt of the first complaint, against which the sender 
is to be warned under this sub-regulation. 

 for the second instance of violation, Usage Cap shall continue for a period of six months; 

Provided that the second instance of the violation shall include all the complaints against the 
sender after the issuance of first warning within two business days after the date of receipt of 
the complaint against which second warning is being given to the sender under this sub-
regulation. 

 for third and subsequent instances of violations, all telecom resources of the sender shall be 
disconnected for a period up to two years and OAP shall put the sender under blacklist category 
and communicate to all other access providers to not to allocate new telecom resources to such 
sender for up to two years from the date of such communication; 

Provided that the third instance of the violation shall include all the complaints received against 
the sender after the date of second warning within two business days after the receipt of the 
complaint against which telecom resources are being disconnected under this sub-regulation. 

Provided further that one telephone number may be allowed to be retained by such sender with 
the Usage Cap for a period up to two years. 

26. Record keeping and reporting: 

 Every Access Provider shall maintain records of complaints, from its customers and received from 
Terminating Access Provider(s), against registered sender(s) for sending unsolicited commercial 
communications on daily basis for each service area and submit performance monitoring report to 
the Authority as and when required in a format as prescribed.  

 Every Access Provider shall maintain records of complaints, from its customers and received from 
Terminating Access Provider(s), against unregistered sender(s) for sending unsolicited commercial 
communications on daily basis for each service area and submit performance monitoring report to 
the Authority as and when required in a format as prescribed. 

 Every Access Provider shall submit to the Authority its compliance reports in respect of unsolicited 
commercial communications, complaints or reports from its customers in such manner and format, 
at such periodic intervals and within such time limits as may be specified by the Authority, from time 
to time, by an order or direction; 

 The Authority may, from time to time, through audit conducted either by its own officers or 
employees or through agency appointed by it, verify and assess the process followed by the access 
provider for registration and resolution of complaints, examination and investigation of the 
complaints and reporting to the Authority. 

27. Consequences for the Originating Access Provider (OAP) failing to curb the unsolicited commercial 
communications sent through its network(s): - 

 If OAP fails to curb UCC, Financial Disincentives for not controlling the Unsolicited Commercial 
Communications (UCC) from RTMs by the access provider in each License Service Area for one 
calendar month shall be as under: -  

 Value of “Counts of UCC for RTMs for 
one calendar month” 

Amount of financial disincentives in Rupees 
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(a) More than zero but not exceeding 
hundred 

Rupees one thousand per count 

(b) More than hundred but not 
exceeding one thousand 

Maximum financial disincentives at (a) plus 
Rupees five thousand per count exceeding 
hundred 

(c) More than one thousand Maximum financial disincentives at (b) plus 
Rupees ten thousand per count exceeding 
one thousand 

Provided that no order for payment of any amount by way of financial disincentive shall be made 
by the Authority, unless the concerned Access Provider has been given a reasonable opportunity 
to represent. 

The amount payable by way of financial disincentive under these regulations shall be remitted to 
such head of account as may be specified by the Authority. 

 The total amount payable as financial disincentives under sub-regulations (1) shall not exceed 
rupees fifty lakhs per calendar month. The Authority may impose no financial disincentive or a 
lower amount of financial disincentive than the amount payable as per the provisions in sub-
regulation (1) where it finds merit in the reasons furnished by the access provider. 

28. Consequences for contravention of the provisions of regulations by Access Providers: - 

 Power of Authority to order inquiry: - 

 Where the Authority has a reason to believe that any Access Provider has contravened the 
provisions of these regulations, it may constitute an inquiry committee, to inquire into the 
contravention of the regulations and to report thereon to the Authority. 

 The inquiry committee shall give a reasonable opportunity to the  concerned Access Provider to 
represent itself, before submitting its findings to the Authority. 

 If on inquiry, under sub-regulation (1), the Access Provider is found to have misreported the count 
of UCC for RTMs, it shall, without prejudice to any penalty which may be imposed under its licence 
or other provisions under these regulations, be liable to pay, by way of financial disincentive, an 
amount 

 ten times the difference between disincentive computed by the Inquiry Committee and that 
computed earlier based on service provider’s data, or Rs 5 lakhs, whichever is higher; and  

Provided that in case of second and subsequent contraventions, to pay an amount equal to twice 
that of computed financial disincentives under this sub-regulation  

 one lakh per instance for access provider found to be not imposing timely restrictions on 
outgoing usage of unregistered sender(s) in accordance with provisions in regulations 25(5) and 
25(6); 

Provided that no order for payment of any amount by way of financial disincentive shall be made 
by the Authority, unless the concerned Access Provider had been given a reasonable opportunity 
of representing against the findings of the inquiry committee. 

The amount payable by way of financial disincentive under these regulations shall be remitted to 
such head of account as may be specified by the Authority. 

The total amount payable as financial disincentives under sub-regulations (2)(a) and (2)(b) shall 
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not exceed rupees ten lakhs in a week. 

 The Authority may impose no financial disincentive or a lower amount of financial disincentive 
than the amount payable as per the provisions in sub-regulations (2)(a) and 2(b) where it finds 
merit in the reasons furnished by the access provider. 

29. Examination of telecom resources put under outgoing Usage Cap or having been disconnected: - 

 The Authority may, if it considers expedient to do so, on receipt of complaint, call for the details of 
the telecom resources put under Usage Cap or disconnected under the  regulations 25(5) and 25(6), 
on account of unregistered telemarketing activity under and upon examination, for reasons to be 
recorded, 

 If the Authority finds that conclusion of investigation lacks adequate evidence against the 
sender, it may direct the Access Provider to remove such restrictions on usage or restore all 
telephone number(s) of the person and delete the name and address of such customer(s) or 
sender(s) from the blacklist. 

 If the customer or the Sender whose telecom resources have been put under restriction or 
disconnected on account of adequate evidence against the sender, makes a request, within sixty 
days of such action, to the Authority for restoring his telecom resources or removing the 
restrictions on usage and satisfies the Authority that it has taken reasonable steps to prevent 
recurrence of such contravention, the Authority may by order ask access provider(s) to remove 
such restrictions on usage or restore all telephone number(s) of the person and delete the name 
and address of such Sender(s) from the blacklist, as the case may be, on payment of an amount 
of five thousand rupees per resource to the Authority for restoration of all such telecom 
resources, subject to the condition that the total amount payable by the customer or sender 
shall not exceed rupees five lakhs.  

Provided that the Authority may impose no financial disincentive or impose a lower amount where it 
finds merit in the reasons furnished by the customer. 

MIGRATION OF EXISTING REGISTERED ENTITIES AND RECORDS 

30. Access providers shall prepare migration plan for existing data, process and role being played at present 
by different entities to the new system of data, process and role of new entities prescribed in these 
regulations; 

31. List of key activities (but not an exhaustive list) for preparation of migration plan, attached are as per 
schedule-VI; 

CHAPTER-VII 

MISCELLANEOUS 

32. No business or legal entity not registered with the access provider for the purpose of sending 
commercial communications under these regulations shall make commercial communication or cause 
such message to be sent or voice call to be made or authorize the sending of such message or making 
of a voice call;  

33. Power to appoint inquiry committee: 
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 Where the Authority has a reason to believe that any Sender of commercial communications on 
behalf of business or legal entities has contravened the provisions of these regulations, it may 
constitute an inquiry committee, to inquire into the contravention of the regulations and to report 
thereon to the Authority. 

 The inquiry committee shall give a reasonable opportunity to the  concerned entities to represent 
itself, before submitting its findings to the Authority. 

 In case, it is found by the Inquiry committee set up in this regard that particular business or legal 
entity is engaged in sending commercial communications in contravention to the provisions of 
these regulations, the Authority may order or direct access provider(s) to disconnect all telecom 
resources or put all telecom resources of such business or legal entity under Usage Cap of such 
telecom resources for the period up to two years; 

Provided that if such entity maintains a distinct legal identity for the division or line of business 
dealing with offered goods, services or opportunity, the Usage Cap or disconnection of telecom 
resources shall be limited to resources pertaining to such division or line of business; 

Provided further that no order or direction shall be made by the Authority, unless the concerned 
business or legal entity had been given a reasonable opportunity to represent against the findings 
of the inquiry committee. 

34. Every Access Provider shall ensure, within six months’ time, that all smart phone devices registered on 
its network support the permissions required for the functioning of such Apps as prescribed in the 
regulations 6(2)(e) and regulations 23(2)(d); 

Provided that where such devices do not permit functioning of such Apps as prescribed in regulations 
6(2)(e) and regulations 23(2)(d), Access Providers shall, on the order or direction of the Authority, 
derecognize such devices from their telecom networks. 

Provided further that no order or direction of derecognition of devices shall be made by the Authority 
unless the concerned parties have been given a reasonable opportunity of representing against the 
contravention of regulations observed by the Authority. 

35. Terminating Access Provider (TAP) may charge Originating Access Provider (OAP) for Commercial 
communication messages as following: - 

 Upto Rs. 0.05 (five paisa only) for each promotional SMS; 

 Upto Rs. 0.05 (five paisa only) for each service SMS; 

Provided that there shall be no Service SMS charge on: - 

 any message transmitted by or on the directions of the Central Government or State 
Government; 

 any message transmitted by or on the directions of bodies established under the Constitution; 

 any message transmitted by or on the directions of the Authority;  

 any message transmitted by any agency authorized by the Authority from time to time; 

36. Authority may set up or permit to set up a Regulatory Sandbox for testing implementation of regulatory 
checks using DLT networks and other technological solutions complementing DLT network(s) and to 
operationalize such regulatory sandbox, the Authority may, by order or direction, specify the requisite 
processes. 
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37. Every Access Provider and International Long Distance Operators shall ensure that no international 
incoming SMS containing alphanumeric header or originating country code +91 is delivered through its 
network.  

Provided that Authority may issue directions as it deems necessary to control bulk international 
messages from time to time.  

38. Repeal and Saving. - Save as provided hereunder, The Telecom Commercial Communications Customer 
Preference Regulations, 2010 (6 of 2010) are hereby repealed. Notwithstanding the repeal of the 
Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2010 (6 of 2010), - 

 anything done, or any action taken or purported to have been done under the said regulations 
shall be deemed to have been done or taken under the corresponding provisions of these 
regulations; 

 the provisions contained in regulations 2 to 13, 16 to 20, 21 and 22 of the Telecom Commercial 
Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2010 (6 of 2010) shall remain in force until 
these regulations come into force in their entirety.  

 
  

(Sunil Kumar Gupta) 

Secretary 

Note: The Explanatory Memorandum explains the objects and reasons of the Telecom Commercial 
Communications Customer Preference Regulations 2018. 
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Schedule-I 

Action Items for preparing Code of Practice for Entity(ies) (CoP-Entities) 

1. Entity Registration Functionality:  

(1) All entities with associated functions, who will be carrying out given functions for effective control of 
Unsolicited Commercial Communications being delivered through them, shall be declared by each Access 
Provider on their websites; 

(2) any individual, business entity or legal entity may carry out one or more functions while keeping all 
records and execution of functions separately against each activity for internal audit by the access 
provider to ensure the effectiveness of Unsolicited Commercial Communications control to meet 
regulatory outcomes specified in the regulations; 

(3) each functional entity shall be given unique identity by the access provider(s) to be used to authenticate 
and track the events; 

2. Every Access Provider shall formulate structure and format for headers to be assigned Senders for the 
purpose of commercial communications via sending SMS or making voice calls to participants which shall 
include following: - 

 SMS Header, SMS Header Root, SMS Header Branch for Senders sending Promotional SMS, 
Transactional SMS and Service SMS from 11-character alphanumeric strings which are not allocated or 
assigned by DoT for other purpose(s) or in accordance to directions of the Authority/ DoT; 

 Calling Line Identity for Senders making Promotional Voice Calls, Transactional Voice Calls and Service 
Voice Calls from 140-level numbering series or any other numbering series directed by the 
Authority/DoT; 

3. Every Access Provider shall formulate Code of Practice for Entities (CoP-Entities) involved from registered 
sender(s) to recipient(s) and  

 CoP-Entities shall include at least following entities: - 

 Header Registrar; 

 Consent Registrar; 

 Consent Template Registrar; 

 Content Template Registrar; 

 Content Template Verifier; 

 Telemarketer Functional Entity Registrar for various functions prescribed in the relevant 
regulation(s); 

 timeline(s) for implementation of the functionality referred in code of practice and operationalizing 
it; 

 such other matters as the Authority may deem fit, from time to time; 

 CoP-Entities shall also include at least following Distributed Ledger Nodes for the purpose of: - 

 Header Register; 

 Consent Register; 

 Consent Template Register; 
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 Content Template Register; 

 Content Template Verifier; 

 Complaint Register; 

 Preference Register; 

 Telemarketer Scrubbing Function Register; 

 Telemarketer Message Delivery Function Register;  

 Telemarketer Voice Delivery Function Register; 

 CoP-Entities shall include at least following: - 

 implementation details for all functional entities; 

  additional measures, as deemed fit by access provider(s), for functional entities required to ensure 
regulatory compliance; 

 minimum standards of technical measures to effectively control the sending of unsolicited 
commercial electronic messages; 

 technical mechanism to make available latest version of relevant and reliable data for an entity to 
carry out its desired function; 

 such other matters as the Authority may deem fit, from time to time. 

4. Every Access Provider shall carry out following functions: - 

 Header Registration Function (HRF) 

 assign header or Header root for SMS via Header Registration Functionality, on its own or through 
its agents, as per allocation and assignment principles and policies, to facilitate content provider or 
principal entity to get new headers; 

 carry out pre-verifications of documents and credentials submitted by an individual, business entity 
or legal entity requesting for assigning of the header; 

 bind with a mobile device and mobile number(s), in a secure and safe manner, which shall be used 
subsequently on regular intervals for logins to the sessions by the header assignee; 

 carry out additional authentications in case of a request for headers to be issued to SEBI registered 
brokers or other entities specified by Authority by directions, orders or instructions issued from 
time to time; 

 carry out additional authentications in case of a request for headers to be issued to government 
entities, corporate(s) or well-known brands, including specific directions, orders or instructions, if 
any, issued from time to time by the Authority; 

 carry out additional checks for look-alike headers which may mislead to a common recipient of 
commercial communication, it may also include proximity checks, similarity after substring swaps 
specifically in case of government entities, corporate(s), well-known brands while assigning headers 
irrespective of current assignments of such headers, and to follow specific directions, orders or 
instructions, if any, issued from time to time by the Authority; 

 Consent Registration Function (CRF) 

 record consent via Customer Consent Acquisition Functionality on Consent Register, on its own or 
through its agents, to facilitate consent acquirers to record the consent taken from the customers 
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in a robust manner which is immutable and non-repudiable and as specified by relevant regulations; 

 Presenting content of consent acquisition template to the customer before taking consent; 

 Taking agreement to the purpose of consent and details of sender; 

 Authenticate customer giving the consent through OTP; 

 record revocation of consent by the customer via revoke request in a robust manner which is 
immutable and non-repudiable and as specified by relevant regulations; 

 record sufficient contact information, valid for at least 30 days, required to revoke consent and 
present it to recipient to enable them to submit request for revoking consent; 

 Content Template Registration Function (CTRF) 

 to check content of the template being offered for registration as a transactional template and 
service message template; 

 to identify fixed and variable portion(s) of the content in the offered transactional template and 
service message template with identification of type of content for each portion of variable part of 
the content, e.g. date format, numeric format, name of recipient, amount with currency; reference 
number, transaction identity; 

 to estimate the total length of variable portion, viz. total length of fixed portion for a typical 
transactional message, service message for offered template; 

 to de-register template or temporarily suspend use of template; 

 to generate one-way hash for fixed portion of content of template and ways to extract fixed portion 
and variable portion(s) from actual message for carrying out pre and post checks of actual content 
of actual message offered for delivery or already delivered; 

 to check content of the template being offered for registration as a promotional from perspective 
of content category; 

 assigning unique template identity to registered template of content; 

 Scrubbing function (SF) 

 to process scrubbing as defined, in a secure and safe manner, using preferences and consent of 
customer(s) and category of content; 

 provide details about preferred time slots and types of days for delivery; 

 take necessary measures to protect Preference Register and Consent Register data during 
scrubbing, e.g. by Generating virtual identities and tokens for each number for the messages and 
voice calls and not disclosing real identities to any other entity than authorized to know it; 

 make available relevant details of scrubbed list to corresponding OAPs and TAPs for carrying out 
reverse mapping of virtual identities to real identities for further delivery; 

 to identify and report probable instances of request received for scrubbing of list of phone numbers 
collected through harvesting software or instances of dictionary attack to relevant entities 
authorized to take action; 

 Content Verification Function (CVF) 

 to identify the content type and category of messages to be delivered or already delivered via an 
automated tool or utility software; 
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 Delivery Function for Messages with Telecom Resource Connectivity to Access Provider (DF) 

 deliver messages to OAP, in a secure and safe manner, during specified time slots and types of days 
of delivery in accordance to the preferences of the customer(s); 

 select OAP for particular customer(s) or messages and conveying to Scrubber for generating tokens 
for corresponding OAP to access information of list of messages which would be required to be 
delivered by it; 

 Aggregation Function for Message to other Telemarketer for delivery function (AF) 

 deliver messages to RTM having telecom resource connectivity with access provider(s), in a secure 
and safe manner; 

 Voice Calling Function with Telecom Resource Connectivity (VCF) 

 deliver voice calls to OAP, in a secure and safe manner, during specified time slots and types of days 
of delivery in accordance to the preferences of the customer(s); 

 select OAP for particular customer(s) or voice calls and conveying selected OAPs to Scrubber for 
generating tokens for corresponding OAP to access information of list of messages which would be 
required to be delivered by it; 

5. Every Access Provider shall set up following functional entities or may delegate roles to perform following 
functions: - 

 Header Registrar (HR) to 

 establish and maintain header register as distributed ledger to keep headers, in a secure and safe 
manner, and make accessible relevant information for identifying the assignee at the time of 
request to carry out various functions, e.g. scrubbing function from the registered telemarketers 
for scrubbing, delivery function from telemarketer; 

 carry out Header Registration Function; 

 keep record of headers throughout its lifecycle, i.e. free for assignment, assigned to an entity, 
withdrawn, surrendered, re-assigned etc.; 

 keep record of header(s), header root(s) reserved for specific purpose; 

 synchronize records, in real time, among all header ledgers available with participating nodes in 
Header Registration Functionality in an immutable and non-repudiable manner; 

 maintain with minimum performance requirements as specified; 

 perform any other function and keep relevant details required for carrying out pre and post checks 
for regulatory compliance; 

 Consent Registrar (CR) to 

 establish and maintain consent register as distributed ledger to keep consent, in a secure and safe 
manner, and make accessible relevant data for scrubbing function to the registered telemarketers 
for scrubbing; 

 establish Customer Consent Acquisition Facility (CCAF), to record recipient’s consent to receive 
commercial communications from the sender or consent acquirer; 

 establish Customer Consent Verification Facility (CCVF) for the purpose of facilitating: 

 customers to verify, modify, renew or revoke their consent in respect of commercial 
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communications, and   

 Access Providers to verify the consent in case of complaint; 

 keep consent for each consent acquirer, in a manner that client data of entity is adequately 
protected; 

 keep record of revocation of consent by the customer, whenever exercised, in an immutable and 
non-repudiable manner; 

 synchronize records, in real time, among all consent ledgers available with participating nodes in 
Consent Acquisition Functionality in an immutable and non-repudiable manner; 

 maintain with minimum performance requirements as specified; 

 perform any other function and keep relevant details required for carrying out pre and post checks 
for regulatory compliance; 

 Content Template Registrar (CTR) to 

 carry out content template registration function; 

 keep records of registered templates in immutable and non repudiable manner; 

 maintain with minimum performance requirements as specified; 

 perform any other function and keep relevant details required for carrying out pre and post checks 
for regulatory compliance; 

 Content Format and Type Verifiers (CFTV) to 

  carry out content verification; 

  keep records with all relevant details for future references; 

 Telemarketers for Scrubbing function (TM-SF) to 

 carry out scrubbing; 

 keep record of all numbers scrubbed for complaints resolution; 

 maintain with minimum performance requirements as specified; 

 perform any other function and keep relevant details required for carrying out pre and post checks 
for regulatory compliance; 

 Telemarketers for Delivery Function of Messages with telecom resource connectivity to AP (TM-DF) 
to 

 carry out delivery function 

 insert its Unique identity with delivery processing reference number along with identity through 
which scrubbing was carried out; 

 authenticate source of the messages submitted for delivery by header assignee or by aggregator 
and ensure their identity is part of content of message for traceability;  

 maintain with minimum performance requirements as specified; 

 perform any other function and keep other relevant details which may be required for carrying out 
pre and post checks for regulatory compliance; 

 Telemarketers for Aggregation Function for messages to other Telemarketer for delivery function 
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(TM-AF) to 

  carry out aggregation function; 

 keep record of all numbers aggregated for complaints resolution and traceability; 

 authenticate source of the messages submitted for delivery by header assignee or by aggregator 
and ensure their identity is part of content of message for traceability;  

 maintain with minimum performance requirements as specified; 

 perform any other function and keep other relevant details which may be required for carrying out 
pre and post checks for regulatory compliance; 

  Telemarketer for voice calling function with Telecom Resource Connectivity for voice calls to Access 
Provider (TM-VCF) to 

 to carry out voice calling function; 

 take necessary measures to protect Preference Register and Consent Register data during voice 
calling, e.g. using virtual identities to make voice calls on a secure Internet Protocol (IP) based 
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) with OAP and not disclosing real identities to any other entities than 
authorized to know it; 

 take initiatives to enable calling name display (CNAM) based on Intelligent Network or ISDN based 
protocols, enhanced calling name (eCNAM) functionality as defined in 3GPP technical specifications 
TS 24.196 for providing services to terminating user with the name associated with the originating 
user and optionally delivering metadata about that originating user; 

 maintain with minimum performance requirements as specified; 

 perform any other function and keep other relevant details which may be required for carrying out 
pre and post checks for regulatory compliance; 

6. Every Access Provider shall ensure that 

 content of any commercial communication sent by the sender(s) shall be categorized and compared 
with the list of preference(s) of the recipient and/or purpose of consent given by the recipient to the 
sender for the purpose of scrubbing and for this purpose access provider shall ensure that  

 any commercial communication through its network takes place only using registered content 
template(s) for transaction and/ or content template(s) for promotion; 

 Unique Identity for registered template of content shall be assigned to the sender(s) at the time of 
registration of content template; 

 Following Label shall be prefixed by the access provider to the text of commercial communication: 

 Label <Transactional> in case of Transactional Message; 

 Label <Service> in case of Service Message; 

 Label <Promotional> in case of Promotional Message; 

 Every Access Provider shall suffix relevant information required to revoke the consent to the text 
of promotional message; 

 Content template shall be recorded on Distributed Ledger for Content Template (DL-CT) in an 
immutable and non repudiable manner; 

 commercial communication is sent to the particular telephone number(s) in the target list of 
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telephone numbers provided by the sender, to whom he wishes to send commercial communication 
only after scrubbing the target list and scrubbing includes 

 verification of preference(s) by comparing the target telephone numbers, category of content with 
the list of telephone numbers and preference(s) of category of content by the target recipient 
customer in the Distributed Ledger for Preference (DL-Preference); and 

 verification of consent(s) by comparing the target telephone number(s), category of content with 
the list of telephone numbers and consent(s) given by the recipient to the sender in the Distributed 
Ledger for Consent (DL-Consent); and 

 verification of time band(s) by comparing the target telephone number(s), type of target time band 
for delivery with the list of telephone numbers and preference(s) of time band(s) of target recipient 
customer in Distributed Ledger for Preference (DL-Preference); and 

 verification of type of day(s) by comparing the target telephone number(s), type of target day(s) 
for delivery with the list of telephone numbers and preference(s) of type of day(s) of target 
recipient customer in Distributed Ledger for Preference (DL-Preference);  

 output of scrubbed list is a positive match of verifications in either of 2(a) or 2(b) as consent given 
by the recipient to the sender(s) shall override choice of preference(s) made by the recipient 
customer and positive match of verifications in 2(c) or 2(d); 

7. Every Access Provider shall formulate: - 

 Message Sequence Charts for messages with parameter details and time sequence to provide details 
about the process between two entities and action taken by particular entity; 

 Flow Charts to provide details about the process between two entities and action taken;  
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SCHEDULE-II 

Code of Practice for Process of registration, modification or deregistration of Preferences, recording consent 
and revocation of consent 

1. Procedure for registration or change of preference of Categories of content for Commercial 
Communications: - 

 Customer can opt-out for any or all of following Commercial Communications Content category(ies) 
of content: 

Commercial Communications 
Category to be blocked or opted out 

IVRS: Call to 1909 
and press at 

prompt to block 

SMS: Send SMS 
to 1909 following 

text 

USSD: Dial 
USSD String 

All CC Categories (to be blocked) 
except transactional type of 
commercial communications 

0 FULLY BLOCK *1909*0# 

All CC Categories (to be blocked) 
except transactional and service 
type of commercial 
communications 

50 BLOCK PROMO *1909*50# 

 Banking/Insurance/Financial 
products/ credit cards, 

1 BLOCK 1 *1909*1# 

 Real Estate, 2 BLOCK 2 *1909*2# 

 Education, 3 BLOCK 3 *1909*3# 

 Health, 4 BLOCK 4 *1909*4# 

 Consumer goods and 
automobiles, 

5 BLOCK 5 *1909*5# 

 Communication/Broadcasting
/ Entertainment/IT, 

6 BLOCK 6 *1909*6# 

  Tourism and Leisure, 7 BLOCK 7 *1909*7# 

 Food and Beverages; 8 BLOCK 8 *1909*8# 

Note-1: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-out may be communicated; 

Note-2: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to unblock; 

Note-3: FULLY BLOCK option shall put the customer in Fully Blocked state and block service as well as 
promotional types of commercial communications for all categories of content, mode, time band and 
day types; 

Note-4: BLOCK PROMO option shall block only promotional types of commercial communications for all 
categories of content, mode, time band and day types except service and transaction type of commercial 
communications; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
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category(ies) for content; 

 Customer can opt-in for any or all of following Commercial Communications Content category(ies) of 
content: 

UCC Category to be 
unblocked or opted in 

IVRS: Call to 1909 
and press at prompt 

to unblock 

SMS to 1909 
following text 

USSD send 

All UCC Categories (to be 
unblocked) 

90 UNBLOCK ALL *#1909*90# 

All UCC Categories (to be 
unblocked) except 
Promotional 

51 UNBLOCK 
SERVICE 

*#1909*51# 

 Banking/Insurance
/Financial 
products/ credit 
cards, 

91 UNBLOCK 91 *#1909*91# 

 Real Estate, 92 UNBLOCK 92 *#1909*92# 

 Education, 93 UNBLOCK 93 *#1909*93# 

 Health, 94 UNBLOCK 94 *#1909*94# 

 Consumer goods 
and automobiles, 

95 UNBLOCK 95 *#1909*95# 

 Communication/Br
oadcasting/ 
Entertainment/IT, 

96 UNBLOCK 96 *#1909*96# 

  Tourism and 
Leisure, 

97 UNBLOCK 97 *#1909*97# 

 Food and 
Beverages; 

98 UNBLOCK 98 *#1909*98# 

Note-1: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-in may be communicated; 

Note-2: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to block 

Note-3: UNBLOCK ALL option shall unblock all categories of content, mode, time band and day types 
with default options; 

Note-4: UNBLOCK 51 shall restore service type of commercial communications for all categories of 
content, mode, time band and day types as per the previous state of the customer while he exercised 
block option last time or with the default options as the case may be while promotional type of 
commercial communications shall remain in blocked state; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
category(ies) for content; 

2. Procedure for registration of preference or change of preference of Mode for Commercial 
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Communications: - 

 Customer can opt-out of any or all of following category(ies) of mode(s) of communication: 

UCC Mode of 
Communication (Choices for 
Preference(s)) 

IVRS: Call to 1909 
and press at prompt 

to block 

SMS: Send SMS to 
1909 following text 

USSD: Dial 
USSD String 

All Categories of Mode (to be 
blocked) 

10 BLOCK 10 *1909*10# 

 Voice Call, 11 BLOCK 11 *1909*11# 

 SMS, 12 BLOCK 12 *1909*12# 

 Auto Dialer Call (With 
Pre-recorded 
Announcement), 

13 BLOCK 13 *1909*13# 

 Auto Dialer Call (With 
Connectivity to live 
agent), 

14 BLOCK 14 *1909*14# 

 Robo-Calls, 15 BLOCK 15 *1909*15# 

Note-1: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-out may be communicated; 

Note-2: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to unblock; 

Note-3: BLOCK 10 option shall block all categories of modes except transactional type commercial 
communications while saving the status of customer for categories of time band and day types; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
category(ies) for mode; 

 Customer can opt-in for any or all of following category(ies) of mode(s) of communication: 

UCC Mode of Communication 
(Choices for Preference(s)) 

IVRS: Call to 1909 
and press at 

prompt to block 

SMS: Send SMS 
to 1909 following 

text 

USSD: Dial 
USSD String 

All Categories of Mode (to be 
unblocked) 

80 UNBLOCK 80 *1909*80# 

 Voice Call, 81 UNBLOCK 81 *1909*81# 

 SMS, 82 UNBLOCK  82 *1909*82# 

 Auto Dialer Call (With Pre-
recorded Announcement), 

83 UNBLOCK  83 *1909*83# 

 Auto Dialer Call (With 
Connectivity to live agent), 

84 UNBLOCK 84 *1909*84# 

 Robo-Calls, 85 UNBLOCK 85 *1909*85# 
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Note-1: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-in may be communicated; 

Note-2: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to block; 

Note-3: UNBLOCK 80 option shall restore all categories of modes for categories of time band and day 
types as per the previous status of customer when he exercised block option last time or as per the 
default options as the case maybe; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
category(ies) for modes; 

3. Procedure for registration or change of preference of Time band(s) for Commercial Communications: - 

 Customer can opt-out of any or all of following time bands for receiving of commercial communications: 

UCC Time band for 
Communication (Choices for 
Preference(s)) 

IVRS: Call to 1909 
and press at prompt 

to block 

SMS: Send SMS to 
1909 following text 

USSD: Dial 
USSD String 

All Time Bands (to be blocked) 20 BLOCK 20 *1909*20# 

 00:00 Hrs to 06:00 Hrs, 21 BLOCK 21 *1909*11# 

 06:00 Hrs to 08:00 Hrs, 22 BLOCK 22 *1909*22# 

 08:00 Hrs to 10:00 Hrs, 23 BLOCK 23 *1909*23# 

 10:00 Hrs to 12:00 Hrs, 24 BLOCK 24 *1909*24# 

 12:00 Hrs to 14:00 Hrs, 25 BLOCK 25 *1909*25# 

 14:00 Hrs to 16:00 Hrs, 26 BLOCK 26 *1909*26# 

 16:00 Hrs to 18:00 Hrs, 27 BLOCK 27 *1909*27# 

 18:00 Hrs to 21:00 Hrs, 28 BLOCK 28 *1909*28# 

 21:00 Hrs to 24:00 Hrs, 29 BLOCK 29 *1909*29# 

Note-1: Time Bands (i), (ii), (iii) and (ix) shall be default OFF for all customers irrespective of the status 
of registration of customer i.e. for all customers including those who have not registered any type of 
preference(s), anytime unless customer has registered its preference(s) and switched ON;  

Note-2: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-out may be communicated; 

Note-3: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to unblock; 

Note-4: BLOCK 20 option shall block all categories of modes while saving current status of customer for 
categories of content, time band and day types, however transactional type of commercial 
communications may not be blocked; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
category(ies) for time band; 

 Customer can opt-in for any or all of following time band(s): 

UCC Time band for IVRS: Call to 1909 SMS: Send SMS to USSD: Dial 
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Communication (Choices for 
Preference(s)) 

and press at 
prompt to block 

1909 following text USSD 
String 

All Time Bands (to be unblocked) 70 UNBLOCK 70 *1909*70# 

 00:00 Hrs to 06:00 Hrs, 71 UNBLOCK 71 *1909*71# 

 06:00 Hrs to 08:00 Hrs, 72 UNBLOCK 72 *1909*72# 

 08:00 Hrs to 10:00 Hrs, 73 UNBLOCK 73 *1909*73# 

 10:00 Hrs to 12:00 Hrs, 74 UNBLOCK 74 *1909*74# 

 12:00 Hrs to 14:00 Hrs, 75 UNBLOCK 75 *1909*75# 

 14:00 Hrs to 16:00 Hrs, 76 UNBLOCK 76 *1909*76# 

 16:00 Hrs to 18:00 Hrs, 77 UNBLOCK 77 *1909*77# 

 18:00 Hrs to 21:00 Hrs, 78 UNBLOCK 78 *1909*78# 

 21:00 Hrs to 24:00 Hrs, 79 UNBLOCK 79 *1909*79# 

Note-1: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-out may be communicated; 

Note-2: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to block; 

Note-3: UNBLOCK 70 shall restore all categories of time bands for the customer in which he was before 
he exercised option to block last time, if any, otherwise as per the default options; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
category(ies) for time band; 

4. Procedure for registration or change of preference of Day Type(s) for Commercial Communications: - 

 Customer can opt-out of any or all of following day type(s): 

UCC Day Type(s) for 
receiving Communication 
(Choices for Preference(s)) 

IVRS: Call to 1909 
and press at 

prompt to block 

SMS: Send SMS 
to 1909 following 

text 

USSD: Dial 
USSD String 

All Day Type(s) (to be 
blocked) 

30 BLOCK 30 *1909*30# 

 Monday 31 BLOCK 31 *1909*31# 

 Tuesday 32 BLOCK 32 *1909*32# 

 Wednesday 33 BLOCK 33 *1909*33# 

 Thursday 34 BLOCK 34 *1909*34# 

 Friday 35 BLOCK 35 *1909*35# 

 Saturday 36 BLOCK 36 *1909*36# 
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 Sunday 37 BLOCK 37 *1909*37# 

 Public Holiday and 
National Holiday 

38 BLOCK 38 *1909*38# 

Note-1: Time Bands (i), (ii), (iii) and (ix) shall be default OFF for all customers irrespective of the status 
of registration of customer i.e. for all customers including those who have not registered any type of 
preference(s), anytime unless customer has registered its preference(s) and switched ON;  

Note-2: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-in may be communicated; 

Note-3: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to unblock; 

Note-4: BLOCK 30 option shall block all categories of types of days while saving the status of customer 
for categories of time band and day types, however transactional type of commercial communications 
may not be blocked; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
category(ies) for day type(s); 

 Customer can opt-in for any or all of following day type(s): 

Day Type(s) for receiving 
Commercial Communication 
(Choices for Preference(s)) 

IVRS: Call to 1909 
and press at 

prompt to block 

SMS: Send SMS 
to 1909 following 

text 

USSD: Dial 
USSD String 

All Day Type(s) (to be 
unblocked) 

60 UNBLOCK 60 *1909*60# 

 Monday 61 UNBLOCK 61 *1909*61# 

 Tuesday 62 UNBLOCK 62 *1909*62# 

 Wednesday 63 UNBLOCK 63 *1909*63# 

 Thursday 64 UNBLOCK 64 *1909*64# 

 Friday 65 UNBLOCK 65 *1909*65# 

 Saturday 66 UNBLOCK 66 *1909*66# 

 Sunday 67 UNBLOCK 67 *1909*67# 

 Public Holiday and 
National Holiday 

68 UNBLOCK 68 *1909*68# 

Note-1: In case of communication with customer executive of Customer Care Center of access provider, 
preference to opt-in may be communicated; 

Note-2: Customer to be communicated with confirmation and final status along with options to block; 

Note-3: UNBLOCK 60 shall restore all categories of types of day for the customer in which he was before 
he exercised option to block last time, if any, otherwise as per the default options; 

Provided that the Authority may, from time to time, add or remove number of category(ies), or sub 
category(ies) for day type(s); 
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5. Recording preferences on Distributed Ledger for Preferences (DL-Preferences) 

 Access Provider shall automate its internal systems and develop appropriate APIs to interact with DL-
Preferences; 

 Access Provider shall record preferences on DL-Preferences within 15 minutes for requests received 
from all modes; 

 These revised preferences shall be available, in real time, for considerations by entities for scrubbing 
process for new list of telephone numbers under process, however, earlier messages or voice calls 
which have already been scrubbed and have validity may be delivered; 

6. Every Access Provider shall establish, maintain and operate Distributed Ledger(s) for Preference (DL-
Preference) with requisite functions, process and interfaces: - 

 to record choices of preference(s) exercised by the customer in the Distribute Ledger for Preferences 
(DL-Preferences) in an immutable and non repudiable manner; 

 to record, at least, following details of the customer who has registered its preference(s):  

 telephone number in the international numbering format as referred in the National Numbering 
Plan; 

 Location Routing Number (LRN), as assigned by DoT to the access provider, of current serving 
network of the customer and changes in LRN of the new serving network, in case customer is being 
ported-in during Mobile Number Portability; 

 lifetime history, with date(s) and time stamp(s), of choices exercised by the customer for registering 
his preference(s) and subsequent changes to it made by the customer from time to time; 

 changes in the subscription of telephone number, during the process of opening and closing of 
subscription; 

 unique registration number issued at the time of registration of preference(s); 

 to interact and exchange information with other relevant entities, responsible to carry out functions 
for regulatory compliance(s), in a safe and secure manner; 

 to support any other functionalities as may be required to carry out functions for regulatory 
compliance(s); 

7. Every Access Provider shall establish facility for revoking the consent by its customers and shall make 
necessary arrangements: - 

 to receive request, from the customer, for revoking the consent, if any, given by the recipient to the 
sender or to the consent acquirer for the purpose of receiving a commercial communication message 
or voice call; 

 to provide modes, free of cost, to the customer, as per his choice, to revoke consent either by: - 

(i) sending SMS to short code 1909 with Label <Revoke> and <Sender ID> or to telephone number 
mentioned in the message or during the voice call received from the sender(s); or 

(ii) calling on 1909 or number mentioned for revoking the consent during the voice call received from 
the sender(s); or 

(iii) calling on customer care number; or 

(iv) Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS); or 

(v) Mobile app developed in this regard either by the Authority or by any other person or entity and 
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approved by the Authority; or 

(vi) Web portal with authentication through OTP; or 

(vii) Any other means as may be notified by the Authority from time to time. 

 to remove the recipient's contact information (telephone number to which the message was sent) 
from the consent record(s) corresponding to the sender for all purposes requiring explicit consent 
except in case specific purpose(s) is indicated by the customer during revocation of consent from the 
consent register within 1 business day; 

 to duly acknowledge the customer’s request to revoke the consent with unique reference number; 

 to ensure that any person who receives request to revoke consent must not disclose the customer's 
personal information to others without his consent; 

 to fetch details of the consent including its purpose(s), details about day and time when it was taken, 
and details about sender(s) or consent acquirer(s) who has or have taken the consent; 

8. Every Access Provider shall establish, maintain and operate Distributed Ledger(s) for Consent (DL-Consent) 
with requisite functions, process and interfaces: - 

 to record consent given by the customer to sender(s) or consent acquirer(s) in the Distribute Ledger 
for Consent (DL-Consent) in an immutable and non repudiable manner; 

 to record, at least, following details of the consent: - 

 telephone number of customer in international numbering format as referred in National 
Numbering Plan; 

 Header of Sender(s) or Consent Acquirer(s) against which consent is taken; 

 Day & Time when consent was taken; 

 Validity period of consent; 

 Type and purpose(s) of consent; 

 to make consent data accessible for other entities in safe and secure manner; 

 to keep record of revocation of consent by the customer with specific purpose(s), if any, in an 
immutable and non-repudiable manner; 

 to interact and exchange information with other relevant entities, responsible to carry out functions 
for regulatory compliance(s), in a safe and secure manner; 

 to support any other functionalities as may be required to carry out functions for regulatory 
compliance(s); 

9. Every Access Provider shall specify: - 

 Entity and process for generation of One Time Password (OTP) for different purposes and its validity 
period; 

 Entity and process for verification of OTP received from the customer or for verification of entity 
carrying out activity under Code(s) of Practice for Entities; 

10. Every Access Provider shall formulate: - 

 Message Sequence Charts for messages with parameter details and time sequence to provide details 
about the process between two entities and action taken by particular entity; 
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 Flow Charts to provide details about the process between two entities and action taken; 
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SCHEDULE-III 

List of Action items for Code of Practice for Complaint Handling (CoP-Complaints) 

1. Every Access Provider shall formulate Code of Practice for Complaint handling (CoP-Complaints) and shall 
prescribe role, responsibilities of entities involved in examining, investigating and resolving complaints; 

2. CoP-Complaints shall also include details about: - 

 Complaint registration through voice call 

 Procedure for a customer to make a call to 1909 for registering his complaint. 

 Procedure and role of the customer care executive to interact with the customer about the details 
like particulars of telemarketer, the telephone number from which the unsolicited commercial 
communication has originated the date, time and brief description of such unsolicited commercial 
communication. 

 Procedure and role of the customer care executive to register the customer complaint and 
acknowledge the complaint by providing a unique complaint number. 

 Complaint Registration through SMS 

 Format for making complaints in which a customer may register his complaint pertaining to receipt 
of unsolicited commercial communication. 

 Details to be provided by the complainant e.g. Unsolicited Commercial Communications with date 
on which it was received along with content of received message and in case of voice call, brief of 
content of communication etc. 

 Complaint registration through a mobile app  

 Functioning of intelligent and intuitive mobile app(s) for devices with different operating systems 
and helping customer to identify and report suspected sources of spam and also making use of it 
by the customer to make complaints; 

 Ways and means which can be used to enhance mobile App and other modes for the customer to 
help him to identify probable source of spam in an intelligent manner and offers to select source of 
messages and voice calls against which complaint is to be made; 

 Ways and means which can be used by the customer to compose complaint on behalf of recipient 
in a convenient manner and quickly; 

 App which helps user of app to keep track of complaints made earlier for the app user; 

 Ways and means to Increase adoption of App to quickly detect spam participate to actively report 
to lead to larger set of information helpful to curb menace of Unsolicited Commercial 
Communications; 

 Complaint registration through Web Portal 

 Procedure for the customer to make complaints by visiting website of access provider and register 
his complaint. 

 Procedure for filling form and design it for the purpose of filing complaint with all relevant details 
required to investigate complaint and take appropriate action; 

 Procedure for authentication process to ensure that complaint is made by recipient; 

 Procedure to generate and communicate Reference number to the customer which may be used 
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to check status of complaint; 

3. Every Access Provider shall formulate: - 

 Message Sequence Charts for messages with parameter details and time sequence to provide details 
about the process between two entities and action taken by particular entity; 

 Flow Charts to provide details about the process between two entities and action taken; 
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Schedule-IV 

Action Items for preparing Code of Practice for Unsolicited Commercial Communications 
Detection (CoP-UCC_Detect) 

1. Every Access Provider shall establish, maintain and operate following system, functions and processes to 
detect sender(s) who are sending Unsolicited Commercial Communications in bulk and not complying with 
the regulation(s), and act to curb such activities: - 

 System which have intelligence at least following functionalities: - 

 identifying sender(s) on basis of signature(s); 

 deploying honeypot(s) and using information collected by it; 

 evolving signature(s) by learning over time; 

 interface to exchange information with similar system(s) established by other access provider(s) to 
evolve signature(s), detecting sender using Sender Information (SI);  

 considering inputs available from DL-Complaints about complaints and reports and analyze them; 

 considering inputs available, if any, from any other network element(s) of the access provider 
system(s); 

 provide ways and means for resolving complaint(s) by sharing information related to telephone 
number(s) of sender(s) against which complaint is made; 

2. Every Access Provider shall formulate codes of practice (CoP-UCC_Detect) for system, functions and 
process prescribed as following: - 

 implementation details for detecting Unsolicited Commercial Communications related to suspicious 
unregistered telemarketing activity using Signature solution, deploying honeypots and other 
technical measures; 

 minimum standards of technical measures to share intelligence information, rules, criteria to detect 
suspected sources of spam; 

 approaches to detect and identify unregistered Unsolicited Commercial Communications sender(s), 
who are camouflaging themselves by fragmenting their activity across multiple phone numbers; 

 approaches for deployment of honeypots to capture Unsolicited Commercial Communications voice 
call(s); 

 approaches to detect and identify source(s) of dictionary attacks; 

 timeline(s) for implementation of the functionality referred in code of practice and operationalizing 
it; 

 such other matters as the Authority may deem fit, from time to time. 

3. Report of entities found to be engaged in making or causing to make silent calls, robocalls, abandoned calls 
or using telephone directory harvesting software to make Unsolicited Commercial Communications, as and 
when came to notice of the access provider, or as provided for in the regulations for the registered 
sender(s) with the access providers, on basis of following criteria: - 

 Ratio of Abandon Calls to total attempted calls for a registered entity exceeding 3% over a period 
of 24 Hours by an entity using Auto Dialer for Commercial Communications calls; 

 Ratio of Silent Calls to total attempted calls for a registered entity exceeding 1% over a period of 24 
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hour by an entity using Auto Dialer for Commercial Communications Calls; 

 Entity(ies) found to be using telephone number harvesting software for sending Unsolicited 
Commercial Communications are barred to use their network; 
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Schedule-V 

Action Items for preparing Code of Practice for Periodic Monthly Reporting (CoP-PMR) 

1. Maintaining records of complaints on daily basis for each service area: -  

 total number of complaints received on each day, from its customers as Terminating Access 
Provider, in each service area, against any registered sender; 

 total number of complaints transferred on each day, to Originating Access Provider(s) including 
itself, in each service area, against any registered sender; 

 total number of complaints to be resolved as an Originating Access Provider, according to the date 
of receipt of complaints; 

 total number of complaints rejected on account of insufficient details for further examination, 
according to the date of receipt of complaint; 

 total number of complaints to be resolved as an Originating Access Provider, according to the date 
of occurrence of unsolicited commercial communication; 

 total number of senders against whom complaints were reported under clause (c); 

 total number of complaints out of reported complaints under clause (f), after completion of 
investigation, found to be valid complaint(s); 

 total number of senders out of reported senders under clause (f), found to be non-compliant as per 
the provisions provided for in these regulations or Code(s) of Practice; 

 total number of senders out of reported senders under clause (h), who were put under restricted 
limits of usage provided for in Code(s) of Practice, as an interim measure to control unsolicited 
commercial communications during the investigation phase; 

 numbers of commercial communications sent by each sender, reported under clause(i); 

 total number of entities other than sender(s), after completion of investigation, found to be not 
compliant to the provisions provided for in these regulations or Code(s) of Practice and actions 
taken against them; 

 report total number of complaints on a day, for any sender, reported under clause(h); 

2. Maintain records of complaints, from its customers and received from Terminating Access Provider(s), 
against unregistered sender(s) for sending unsolicited commercial communications on daily basis for each 
service area: -  

 total number of complaints received on each day, from its customers as Terminating Access 
Provider, in each service area, against any unregistered sender; 

 total number of complaints transferred on each day, to Originating Access Provider(s) including 
itself, in each service area, against any unregistered sender; 

 total number of complaints to be resolved as an Originating Access Provider, according to the date 
of receipt of complaints; 

 total number of complaints rejected on account of insufficient details for further examination, 
according to the date of receipt of complaint; 

 total number of complaints to be resolved as an Originating Access Provider, according to the date 
of occurrence of unsolicited commercial communication; 
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 total number of senders against whom complaints were reported under clause (e); 

 total number of complaints out of reported complaints under clause(e), after completion of 
investigation, found to be valid complaint(s); 

 total number of senders, under clause(f) against whom complaints were found to be valid; 

 total number of senders out of reported senders under clause(h), who were put under usage cap, 
as an interim measure to control unsolicited commercial communications during the investigation 
phase; 

 total number of senders out of reported senders under clause (i), who were put under Usage Cap 
or disconnected, after conclusion of the investigation with following breakup: - 

 number of senders who were given warning against first instance of violations; 

 number of senders found to violating second time; 

 number of senders found to be violating third or more number of times; 

 numbers of commercial communications sent by each sender, reported under clause(h); 

  total number of outgoing communications made by the sender(s), reported under clause(f) and 
exceeding the restriction limits from the deemed date of imposition of such restrictions;  
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Schedule-VI 

List of key activities (but not an exhaustive list) for preparation of migration plan 

 Introducing Distributed Ledger (DL) for registration of entities (DL-Entities); 

 To register entities declared by access provider or access provider(s) together for various functions 
and registers like 

 Header Register; 

 Consent Register; 

 Consent Template Register; 

 Content Template Register; 

 Content Template Verifier; 

 Complaint Register; 

 Preference Register; 

 Telemarketer Scrubbing Function Register; 

 Telemarketer Message Delivery Function Register;  

 Telemarketer Voice Delivery Function Register; 

 Deadline(s) for registering entities with DL-Entities 

 Header Register; 

 Consent Register; 

 Consent Template Register; 

 Content Template Register; 

 Content Template Verifier; 

 Complaint Register; 

 Preference Register; 

 At least one entity for Telemarketer Scrubbing Function; 

 At least one entity for Telemarketer Message Delivery Function Register;  

 At least one entity for Telemarketer Voice Delivery Function Register; 

 Registration of existing assignee of Headers with Header Registrar; 

 stop assigning headers without verification of identity and scope of senders; 

 register existing assignee of headers after verification of identity and scope documents of 
Unsolicited Commercial Communications sender(s) and bind to phone number(s); 

 assign or reassign current owner of header(s) considering at least following: - 

 Whether headeris not assigned to any other sender(s); 

 Whether header is matching with brand name of a company; 

 Whether header is look alike with other popular header(s) and may mislead recipients; 

 Any other reason or fact which is important to consider before assigning header; 

 use temporary header(s), during migration phase, for all earlier assigned headers; 

 fixing deadline for working of temporary headers; 
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 Start assigning new headers 

 assign headers after due diligence, verification of identity and scope documents of Unsolicited 
Commercial Communications sender(s) and bind to phone number(s); 

 consider reason(s) and fact(s) which are important to be considered before assigning headers and 
do not mislead recipients; 

 consider headers which may be required to be reserved for central and state government entities 
and also for statutory bodies; 

 Develop mobile app for devices which may be required for senders during login to sessions for 
various activities like scrubbing, submission of messages to delivery, making voice calls etc.; 

 Introduce telemarketer with scrubbing function, separate from telemarketer with delivery function 

 Scrubbing envisaged in final form to be achieved in phased manner 

 Initially, using data from existing register for customers’ preferences; 

 subsequently, using records of DL-Preferences; 

 then using records of DL for Header Register; 

 then introducing virtual identities and tokens among entities to access real identities; 

 then using records of DL for consent; 

 Introduce DL for Complaints; 

 Register existing consents on Consent Register; 

 Register existing consents with consent registrar in robust manner to make it non-repudiable; 

 stop taking consent not in accordance to these regulations; 

 fix deadline for expiry of consent not registered with consent registrar; 

 Register new consents on consent register as prescribed in relevant regulations or schedule or 
directions 

 Develop Application Programme Interfaces (APIs) for Senders to recording consent with user agent 
or application client available on a mobile device or enterprise system; 

 Broadening of installation and active base of consent acquisition application client; 

 Make consent system ready to become part of scrubbing for all cases; 

 Migration of existing registers with TRAI; 

 Migrate NCPR data to DL-Preferences and have observer node for TRAI; 

 Migrate Telemarketer registration module data of National Telemarketer Register (NTR) to DL-
Entities and have observer node for TRAI; 

 Migrate complaint module data to DL-Complaints and have observer node for TRAI; 

 Introduce observer node of DL-Consents and observer nodes of rest of registers envisaged in the 
relevant regulations; 

 Enhance signature solution capabilities and exchange intelligence information, rule, criteria and 
other relevant information among access providers to detect and identify suspicious Unregistered 
Telemarketing Activities more effectively and efficiently; 
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 Deploy honeypots to detect and identify suspicious Unsolicited Commercial Communications Voice 
calls by capturing relevant information; 
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Explanatory Memorandum 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 Unsolicited Commercial Communications (UCC) are communications, made via voice calls or SMS, to 
subscribers without their consent or willingness. Apart from being a source of inconvenience, such 
communications also impinge on the privacy of individuals. 

1.1.2 To curb UCC, the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) notified the Telecom Unsolicited 
Commercial Communications Regulations (TUCCR), 2007 dated 5th June 2007, which put in place a 
framework for controlling UCC. These regulations were reviewed in year 2010 and TRAI released new 
regulations known as Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations 
(TCCCPR-2010) which were notified on 1st December 2010. Summary of these regulations, amendments 
made over a period and directions issued are given in sub-paras 1.2 to 1.4. 

1.1.3 Despite taking various measures, UCC related complaints are on the rise and the problem is not fully 
under control. Therefore, TRAI initiated consultation process on 14th of September 2017 to seek inputs 
from stakeholders on how to overcome the problems and plug loopholes in the system. Main heading 
2 summarizes the issues and give a brief about the consultation process. 

1.1.4 For sake of convenience, issues related to system of Registration of Related Entities (including Consents 
given by the customer to senders) are deliberated upon first, as they deal with the UCC eco system to 
govern commercial communication from registered entities. It is the part where changes in regulatory 
approach are the most important and technology driven solutions play an important role. Next, the 
system for Customer Preference Registration is deliberated upon, which can leverage capabilities 
introduced in the UCC eco system; followed by the system for Complaint Handling or redressal. Finally, 
the technology to be adopted for core network of UCC eco systems is discussed, with details about its 
capabilities and usefulness in the context of UCC. 

1.1.5 Main heading 3, 4 and 5 provide summary of issues related to entities of UCC eco system, Customer 
Preference Registration System and Complaint Handling System respectively. These Paras also 
summarize the comments of stakeholders on the issues, analysis of inputs and decisions of the 
Authority. 

1.1.6 Main heading 6 to 10 analyze Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) from perspective of regulatory 
compliance through adoption of the technology. It provides details of capabilities of DLT, its important 
properties, types of DLT networks and summarizes appropriateness of type of DLT network for UCC eco 
system.  

1.1.7 Finally, main heading 11 summarizes impact of new regulations on access providers and eco system. It 
also summarizes benefits of implementing new regulations to different stakeholders. 

1.2 Regulatory Framework notified in 2007 

1.2.1 These regulations envisaged the establishment of a National Do Not Call (NDNC) Registry to facilitate 
registration of requests from customers who do not wish to receive UCC. To improve the effectiveness 
of the framework, the Authority subsequently amended these regulations, incorporated financial 
disincentives for non-compliance with regulatory provisions by the telecom service providers. These 
regulations were further amended to simplify the customer enrolment process, smoothening the 
system for redressal of complaints related to UCC and imposing financial disincentives on Access 
Providers for non-compliance with regulatory provisions. 

1.2.2 Despite measures taken by the Authority for curbing Unsolicited Commercial Communications, 
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dissatisfaction among telecom customers continued on this account and the regulatory framework set 
up by TUCCR-2007 was found to be not effective and it needed revision.  

1.2.3 The major issues impacting the effectiveness of the TUCCR-2007 regulations were privacy, the lengthy 
and unfriendly procedure for registration of telemarketers that could discourage telemarketers from 
registration, difficulty in scrubbing the NDNC data by telemarketers, lack of stringent penal provisions, 
etc. In the year 2010, TRAI initiated a consultation process to review TUCCR-2007. On the basis of 
consultation done, Authority notified revised regulatory framework on 1st December 2010, as Telecom 
Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations (TCCCPR-2010). 

1.3 Revised Regulatory Framework notified in 2010 

1.3.1 TCCCPR-2010 notified on 1st of December 2010 came into effect in a phased manner and were amended 
several times. Regulations 1 to 2 and 23 to 25 came into force on the date of notification, while a few 
(13 to 17) were supposed to come into effect on 15th Dec. 2010 and rest (3 to 12 and 18 to 22) were 
supposed to come into effect on 1st Jan. 2011. Dates of enforcement of some of these regulations were 
revised due to implementation issues, and with revised dates, all regulations came into force by 27th of 
November 2011. The key regulatory requirements in this framework were: 

i. Mandatory registration of telemarketers with TRAI after payment of a one-time fee of Rs. 10,000/- 

ii. Enabling consumers to block receiving of promotional messages by registering the number in the 
National Preference Register (NCPR) 

iii. Requiring telemarketers not to send messages to those customers who specifically choose not to 
receive such messages by registering in NCPR; and 

iv. Deduction from the security deposit of registered telemarketers who breach the provisions of the 
regulations by sending commercial messages to the customers registered in NCPR. 

1.3.2 Aforesaid provisions were made in the regulations with the aim that if all telemarketers registered 
themselves with the Authority and the consumers electing not to receive promotional commercial 
messages register themselves in NCPR, the menace of UCCs would be controlled.  Though some did 
register as telemarketers, many others chose to continue operating as telemarketers without 
registering themselves as such. They obtained multiple SIMs as "normal subscribers" and made calls or 
sent out messages (SMS) in bulk as UCCs to other telecom subscribers. To deal with the situations, and 
make regulations more effective, several amendments were made to the main regulations. 

1.4 Amendments to Main Regulations of 2010 and Directions 

1.4.1 To make regulations more effective and consider practical requirements of business and customers, 
these regulations have been amended time to time, some of important changes are:  

 

S.N. Amendment to TCCCPR 
2010 

Key points 

1 1stAmendment 

Dated 14thDecember 2010 

Re-determination of dates for implementation of regulations & 
sub-regulations due to the requirements of security audit of 
Website and process for the purpose of these regulations. 

2 2ndAmendment 

Dated 28th December 
2010 

Re-determination of dates for Regulations 3 to 12, 13 to 17 and 
18 to 22.  
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3 3rdAmendment 

Dated.31stJanuary 2011 

Re-determination of dates for Regulations 3 to 11, 12 and 18 to 
22 as time required for configuration changes and testing due to 
changes in level earmarked for telemarketing purposes from 
level '70' to level '140' for mobile networks. Overlapping period 
of regulations required timelines for withdrawing telecom 
resources already allotted to a telemarketer. 

4 4thAmendment 

Dated 28thFebruary 2011 

Re-determination of dates for Regulations 12, 17 and 18 to 22, 
due to high traffic volume for call centres and resources for Call 
Centers could not be met by mobile network alone and required 
allocation of level series for fixed network. More time required 
for implementation to carry out configuration and testing. 

5 5thAmendment 

Dated 18th March 2011 

Re-determination of dates for Regulations 12, 17 and 18 to 22, 
due to non-availability of level series for telemarketers for fixed 
line networks.  

6 6thAmendment 

Dated 5th September 2011 

Re-determination of dates for Regulations 12, 17 and 18 to 22 
as Level '140' series allocated for telemarketers for fixed 
network on 16th August 2011. 

Added: "Transaction Message" definition- information 
pertaining to Depositories registered with SEBI, DTH operators 
and information from a registered educational institution to its 
students. 

Added: Exempting Government and Statutory Bodies from 
definition of UCC- any message transmitted by or on directions 
of bodies established under the Constitution or the Central 
Government or State Government, or the Authority or by any 
agency authorized by the Authority was exempted from the 
definition of UCC. 

Modified: Reduced time period to change preference- for 
changing preferences reduced from three months to seven days. 

Introduced: timing restrictions for delivery of commercial 
communications- commercial communication other than 
Transactional message to be sent only between 0900 to 2100 
hrs. 

Added: Capping on SMS/ Day- 100 (for pre-paid) and 300 
SMS/SIM/Day (for post-paid) with provisions for exempting 
categories as specified from time to time. 

Introduced: Format and structure for SMS Header in Schedule-I 

'140' series and SMS headers for providing Telecom resources to 
Telemarketer for voice calls in Schedule-III 

7 7thAmendment 

Dated 25th October 2011 

Introduced: "Promotional SMS Charge" as charge payable by an 
OAP to the TAP for each promotional SMS sent by a RTM from 
the network of the OAP to the network of TAP. 

Introduced:  Transactional message directly by entity or 
through RTM-Regulation 16-A added and modified relevant 
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regulations to include Transactional Messages Sending Entity 
(TMSE) 

Introduced: Provisions to not to offer concessional packages 
for SMS (beyond a limit) 

In sub-regulation 2 of regulation 20 added: no Access Provider 
to offer, other than an RTM or an entity sending transactional 
messages (TMSE), any tariff plan or SMS package permitting 
more than 100 SMS/ day/SIM except on ‘blackout days’. 

Added: OAP may collect Promotional SMS charge Rs. 0.05 (five 
paisa only) from RTM (Regulation 20-A) 

Added: Transactional Message Sending Entity in Schedule-V 
Modified: Complaint Format in Schedule-VI (Procedure for 
registration of complaint) from comma to semi-colon as a 
separator in the complaint format to be submitted via SMS. 

8 8thAmendment 

Dated 1st November 2011 

Modified Capping on SMS/day: In 20(2), Capping on maximum 
SMS allowed per day/SIM changed from 100 to 200 and another 
capping of 3000 SMS/month changed to 6000 SMS/month. 

9 9thAmendment 

Dated 14th May 2012 

Modified provisions related to blacklisting and disconnection 
of telecom resources: in 18(5) for disconnecting telecom 
resources provided to RTM for sending promotional messages 
only in case the RTM blacklisted for sending promotional 
messages but in case of transactional messages, both the 
telecom resources for transactional messages as well as 
promotional messages to be disconnected Blacklisted 
Telemarketer will not get any telecom resources during the 
period of blacklisting. 

10 10th Amendment 

Dated 5th November 2012 

Introduced signature solution to detect UTM: It was observed 
that UTM generally send bulk promotional SMS as SMS blast 
using special equipment and software applications. To identify 
bulk promotional SMS, in Regulation 2, the definition of 
signature was added as contents of commercial 
communications having same or similar characters or strings or 
variants thereof but does not include subscriber related 
information.  

Modified format of registering a complaint: In 19(4) dropped 
the requirement of mentioning the particulars of time of 
receiving UCC while registering a complaint. 

Introduced higher tariffs for SMS in bulk:  In 20(2), To make it 
economically unviable to UTMs for sending commercial 
communication rate not lower than the rate specified in 
Schedule XIII of Telecommunication Tariff Order (TTO) 1999. 

Introduced restrictions on SMS/hour: restricting that no SMS 
having similar signature and more than 200 SMS/ hour delivered 
through its network except for RTM or TMSE; 
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Introduced 'Web-based UCC Complaint lodging system' and 
dedicated email address to lodge UCC related complaints. 

Added process to intimate for disconnecting resources: in 
Schedule-V (13), in addition to NTR for disconnecting resources, 
instructions received from NTR/ TRAI. 

Modified format for registering a complaint: Schedule VI (4): 
Appending telephone number or header to SMS with or without 
space after a comma 

11 11thAmendment 

Dated 23rd May 2013 

Modified definition of signature: changed to 'Characters or 
strings, or variants thereof, of a commercial communication and 
does not include subscriber related information' 

Introduced Transactional SMS charge: charges payable by an 
OAP to the TAP for each transactional SMS sent by an RTM or 
TMSE. 

Introduced cases for the exemption for "Transactional SMS 
charge" 

12 12th Amendment 

Dated 24th May 2013 

Introduced provisions for blacklisting: 

Modified Regulation 13(2), 18(3) for blacklisting customers and 
RTMs and communicating to all access providers to disconnect 
telecom resources. 

Introduced power of the Authority to restore resources: 
Regulation 19A introduced that the Authority may direct the 
Access Provider to restore all the telecom resources of a 
subscriber and delete the entry in the blacklist. 

13 13th Amendment 

Dated 22nd August 2013 

Introduced process to complain on behalf of others: Regulation 
19(4), enabled to complain on behalf of others by adding details 
of the person on whose behalf complaint is being made to the 
brief description of such UCC. 

Included to issue notice to person causing to send UCC and 
provision for disconnection of his telecom resources:  
Regulation 19(11) added that if UCC has solicited commercial 
transaction on behalf of a person on the same mobile number 
or different telephone number then issue notice separately to 
such subscriber or person other than the subscriber making 
UCC. After 2nd notice, disconnect all telecom resources of that 
subscriber. 

Introduced to submit details of all bulk connections: Regulation 
20(2)(p) introduced to submit details of all bulk connections 
provided during the previous calendar month. 

Introduced financial disincentives to access providers on 
account of UTM activities: Regulation 22(1A) introduced that 
for UCC from UTM, OAP liable to pay an amount, by way of 
financial disincentive, not exceeding Rs.5000 for every such 
complaint. 
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14 14thAmendment 

Dated 3rd December 2013 

Introduced procedure for renewal of registration of 
telemarketers and requirements of security deposits 
Regulation 14(3) changed registration period from three years 
to five years 

Regulation 14(4) added: registered telemarketer may apply for 
renewal on the same terms and conditions, sixty days before to 
the expiry of its registration and paying specified fee. 

Introduced power to amend schedules specified in Schedules 
and make it effective within time limits Regulations 20(2)(a) 
and (b) proviso added regarding amending Schedule-V and 
accordingly modifying agreement(s) between AP(s)and RTM(s) 
within the specified time. In Schedule-III modified regarding 
fee(s) and security deposit requirements. 

15 15th Amendment 

Dated 7th April 2014 

Introduced power of the Authority to restore telecom 
resources Regulation 19B: Restoration of disconnected telecom 
resources- on a request made to the Authority and satisfying the 
Authority about reasonable steps taken to prevent recurrence 
of the contravention, the Authority may order restoration on 
payment of Rs. 500 for restoration of each telecom resource. 

16 16th Amendment 

Dated 10th December 
2014 

Modified definition of header 

Regulation 2(m) modified to include alphanumeric or numeric 
identifier 

Modifed definition of transactional messages, defined sending 
entities, conditions for sending and recipients for such 
messages 

Regulation 2(ab) (iiiA), (iiiB), (iiiC), (iiiD) added to define 
transactional messages, sending entities and recipients for such 
messages as information sent by: 

- e-commerce agencies in response to e-commerce transactions 
made by their customers; 

- a company or a firm or depository participant, registered with 
SEBI or IRDA or AMFI or NCDE to its clients pertaining to the 
account of the client; 

- a registered company to its employees or agents or customers 
pertaining to goods or services provided by it. 

- a registered company or charitable trust or society or TSP, 
pertaining to its services or activities to the telecom subscriber 
in response to a verifiable request of such subscriber. 

Introduced provisions for the option to reply messages 

Regulation 17(4) proviso added: telemarketer for receiving a 
reply in response to the transactional message, to enter into an 
agreement with the Access Provider under Schedule-VII and 
Regulation 17(10) proviso added for such telemarketer to have 
the facility of receiving incoming SMS. 
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Regulation 19(8)(a) & in Regulation 20(2)(b): Schedule-VII added 
for Agreement between Access Provider and Transactional 
Message Sending Entity (TMSE) to have a facility for the reply 
message, when such Transactional message do not fall within 
the definition of promotional message. 

Introduced provisions for taking request from the customer for 
sending transactional messages 

TMSE shall 

(a) send information only after receipt of a verifiable request 

(b) information will be provided for a maximum period of six 
months unless renewed and also process to opt out from 
receiving such information; 

(c) obtain afresh request every six months for continuing 

(d) intimate procedure to opt out from receiving such 
information and in every advertisement wherein the details of 
its services and activities are published 

(f) maintain a record of the request 

(g) not send any objectionable, obscene, unauthorized content, 
message or communication 

 

1.4.2 Key points of UCC Directions issued by TRAI are as below: 
S.N. Direction related TCCCPR 

2010 
Key points 

1 Direction dated 27th 
September 2011; 

Direction dated 23rd 
December 2011; 

Direction dated 25th 

January 2012; 

Direction dated 26th June 
2012;  

Exemption from the limit of one hundred SMS per SIM per day for 
non-commercial communications categories. 

• excluded following:   

(i) Dealers of the TSPs and DTH Operators for sending a request 
for an electronic recharge on mobile numbers;  

(ii) e-ticketing agencies for responding to e-ticketing request 

(iii) The social networking sites for sending SMS to its members 
pertaining to activities relating to their accounts 

(iv) Agencies providing directory services 

• exclude all machine to machine and person to machine messages, 
where the machine is not a mobile handset and no manual 
intervention is required at the receiving end. 

2 Direction dated 25th 
October 2011; 

Direction dated 23rd 
December 2011; 

 

Introduced Categories of SMS as a Transactional message: 
Information sent by 

(i) e-commerce agencies in response to transactions 

(ii) a company or a firm or depository participant, registered with 
SEBI or IRDA or AMFI or NCDEX or MCX to its clients 
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(iii) a registered company to its employees or agents or to its 
customers pertaining to services or goods to be delivered 

(iv) a registered company or charitable trust or society or TSP in 
response to a verifiable request of such subscriber; 

Sends information only 

(a) after a verifiable request and maintain a record for 3 months 

(b) for a maximum six months, unless renewed 

-intimate the procedure to opt out in every advertisement wherein 
regarding the facility is published by it in any media; 

-no objectionable, unauthorized content and no mixing of UCC or 
promotional message with the information  

3 Direction dated 20th 
January 2010 

Introduced Blocking of bulk international message. 

(i) no incoming international SMS containing alphabet or 
alphanumeric header as a CLI is delivered through its network; 

(ii) no incoming international SMS containing the originating 
country code +91 is delivered through its network; 

(iii) except on ‘blackout days’ no incoming international SMS with 
more than 200 SMS/hour, having similar ‘signature’ is delivered 

(iv) global titles of only the network of those entities with whom 
the Access Providers have entered into agreement are allowed. 

4 Direction dated 10th 
August 2017 

Sub: Unsolicited bulk SMSs relating to investment in securities 
market. 

Access Providers to  

• make necessary arrangements to filter and block particular type 
of SMSs using Signature solution  

• ensure before sending any SMS relating to investment advice or 
tip verify that the message is sent in accordance to the SEBI’s 
requirements 

2 Key issues and concerns raised for seeking inputs 

2.1 Issues and Concerns with the current regulatory framework 

2.1.1 Despite taking various measures, UCC related complaints are on the rise and the problem is not fully 
under control. Provisions of blacklisting and introducing signature solutions in the network helped 
initially. Introduction of DND Mobile App by TRAI is a very convenient way for the customers to report 
about UCC complaints. More than 2 million complaints have been received so far and recent average 
of complaints is approximately 40 thousands per month. Since introduction of provisions for 
disconnecting telecom resources, approximately 1.4 million numbers have been disconnected while 
during February 2018, about 14 thousand numbers were disconnected. About 460 thousand numbers 
have been blacklisted so far. Despite disconnecting more than a million telephone numbers, UCC is not 
fully under control. 
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Figure 1: UCC Complaints over last few years 

 

Figure 2: Disconnection of Telecom resources for sending UCC 

2.1.2 Various problem areas which are related to effectiveness and efficiency of the current regulatory 
framework have either been observed or came into notice are: 

i. The existing system takes about 24 hours to register preferences and requires up to seven days 
to enforce the revised preferences, 

ii. Usually time required to resolve UCC complaints and take action against defaulter is more than 
seven days. This long-time window is exploited by the unregistered telemarketers to send UCC, 

iii. Despite measures taken by the TSPs to control UCC from Unregistered Telemarketers (UTMs) 
and provisions in the regulations for the disconnection of telecom resources,  UCC from 
Unregistered Telemarketers is still continuing, 

iv. Due to false complaints or fake identities against which connections are taken, the telecom 
resources of person who might not have indulged in sending UCC are sometimes disconnected. 

v. Intuitive and Intelligent Mobile App for registering preferences and making complaints is 
required for most Operating Systems and Platforms in the mobile device market, which would 
enable device users to make complaints against the sender of UCC in a convenient and user 
friendly manner, 

vi. The existing system takes a long time to make preferences made by the customer effective, 

vii. Cases where the request (consent) is taken by organizations or individuals to send transactional 
messages are unverifiable and accessible, as well as, customers don’t have the choice to revoke 
such consent, 
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viii. Transactional Message headers are abused to send promotional messages, 

ix. Cases of non-traceability of Senders of UCC, and intermediaries, 

x. Cases brought to notice by SEBI and RBI about UCC messages related to financial, trade and 
security market (by unauthorized entities) 

xi. New ways used by telemarketers to make UCC, such as robocalls and silent calls which may be 
of concern to the customer. 

2.1.3 To address various issues and concerns, some of them highlighted above, Consultation Paper on 
Unsolicited Commercial Communications (UCC) was issued on the 14th of September 2017. In response 
to this consultation paper, comments from 29 stakeholders and counter comments from 2 
stakeholders, including Access Providers, Associations, Telemarketers, Solution Providers and 
consumer organizations were received. Subsequently, Open House Discussion (OHD) was held on 15th 
December 2017 at Delhi. 

2.2 Key issues deliberated in the consultation paper: Consultation paper mainly focused on bringing 
efficiency and effectiveness in System for Customer Preference Registration, System for Registration 
of Related Entities (including Consents given by the customer to senders) and System for Complaint 
Handling. Summary of key issues for consultation is given below:  

2.2.1 29 questions were raised in the paper for consultation. Out of 29 questions, 7 were mainly related to 
Customer Preference Registration System; 9 were related to the registration system for related entities, 
while rest 13 were related to Complaint Handling System.  

2.2.2 There are a few issues which may be interrelated with multiple aspects e.g. Scrubbing as a Service may 
be useful to improve gap between time when preference was opted by customer and time it came into 
force, and it may also be helpful to improve gap between time when UCC complaint was made and its 
resolution. 

3 Inputs, analysis and conclusions on issues related to Registration System for related entities 

3.1 Issues related to Registration System for related entities 

3.1.1 Robust verification and authentication of telemarketers: It is noticed that in case of unauthorized 
activities or violations of the regulations, it is often difficult to trace defaulting telemarketers and sender 
(i.e. content provider). This points to the need for clearly demarcating roles and responsibilities of 
various stakeholders in the value chain and for formulating mechanisms to make them traceable. This 
will require changes in the process of registration of RTMs and a process for robust verification and 
authentication. 

3.1.2 Registration of Intermediaries, Principal Entities and their agreements: In addition to telemarketers, 
several other entities are involved in the origination, transmission, processing and delivery of 
commercial communications, which can make it difficult to establish responsibility in case of violations 
of UCC regulations. Therefore, it might be necessary to register all such entities and intermediaries, 
such as Senders or content providers, TMSEs, Principal Entities, aggregators and others. It might also 
be necessary to specify Standard agreements between entities in the chain. 

3.1.3 Registers and Registrars for different purposes, e.g. assigning headers, recording consents, registering 
consent/ content templates and execution of agreements: RTMs often communicate with those who 
have opted out of commercial communications on the ground that the consent of the recipient has 
been obtained for such communication. However, records of such consent are not available in a digital 
form. Further, this consent information is not considered during scrubbing. Instances of mixing of 
transactional messages with the promotional messages have also been observed. In such cases, 
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telemarketers express their inability to inspect every message passing given their very high volume. 
One approach to tackle both these issues would be to mandate pre-registered content templates and 
consent templates. Then technological solutions can be deployed to ensure that the consent obtained, 
or the contents of a transactional message are in line with regulations. Headers may also be registered, 
and suitable rules developed for assigning the headers. To manage all these functionalities, it will be 
necessary to establish dedicated, trusted entities (registrars), who can operate a network for sharing, 
managing and storing information in a secure manner. The registrars and the network need to be able 
to handle header registration, execution & management of contract agreements among entities, 
managing and recording consent taken by TMSEs, recording content templates and verifying the 
content of transactional messages. The networks and functions can be operated and managed either 
by an independent agency or by TRAI. In case of agencies other than TRAI, these functionalities may be 
operated on an exclusive basis or based up on specific functions to be performed. Each of the functions 
could be provided by service providers who may charge them. TMSEs would expect these functional 
entities to protect their client database. Further, it is necessary that consent given by customers be 
recorded in an immutable and non-repudiable manner. 

3.1.4 Implementation phases of new system: Implementation of new systems may either be full-fledged or 
in a phased manner. Constitutional bodies, government organizations or other entities may also 
participate in the system based on their need and option. 

3.1.5 Securing Preference Data: Unscrupulous telemarketers and other intermediaries may deliberately leak 
preference data to unregistered telemarketers or data may also leak out because of inadequate 
measures taken by RTMs or intermediaries to protect or secure data. Therefore, it is necessary to devise 
a mechanism to ensure that preference data or consent data used to scrub is protected. Scrubbing as 
a service model could be useful for doing so. OTP based authentication for queries made by individuals 
may be introduced for protecting preference or consent data. Other mechanisms may also be adopted 
to protect the data. 

3.1.6 Changes in the Header Format and Structure: Headers are useful for the recipient of the commercial 
communication to identify sender, and for presentation of the content as a thread or at a single place, 
making it convenient for the customer to manage the content on his or her device. Headers may also 
require change in its format and structure to deal with new requirements of preferences, entities, or 
purpose. Headers may also be assigned in blocks to principal entities and different charges may be 
levied for a block of headers. Guidelines and mechanism shall be required for avoiding proximity match 
of headers with well-known entities while assigning the headers. 

3.1.7 Managing Header Assignments by Principal Entities for their DSAs: Presently Direct Sales Agents 
(DSAs) or agents authorized by principal entities register themselves as telemarketers. DSAs or such 
agents independently acquire headers for carrying out commercial communication activities. Although 
they work on behalf of the same principal entity, action only lies against the individual header assigned 
to a DSA or an agent. Principal entities may be required to take control of commercial communication 
activity being done on its behalf. Telemarketer registration system and header assignment process 
would thus require enhancements to provide more flexibility and better control to principal entities 
over their Direct Sales Agents (DSAs) or authorized agents to whom they have delegated commercial 
communication related functions. New system may provide capabilities to Principal entities to manage 
header assignments to their DSAs and authorized agents. It may also provide better control and 
management of header life cycles assigned to DSAs and authorized entities. 

3.1.8 Transactional Voice Calls for Senders and technology solutions to display identity to the recipients: 
There are instances where RTMs or TMSEs have reasons to contact customers (who have opted out of 
commercial communications) via voice calls for justifiable and legitimate purposes. In such cases, it is 
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necessary for customers to know who is calling, even when the name of the calling party is not in the 
address book of the recipient. Display of calling line identity in a way which is easily recognizable and 
displayed after authentication may be useful. It is also desirable for organizations, government agencies 
and companies to forward their identity to a call recipient together with the call. This may require a 
robust mechanism to identify voice calls from particular organizations, e.g. by allocating dedicated 
numbering series to these entities or by using Intelligent network-based solutions or using capabilities 
of IP Multi-Media Subsystems. Solutions may also be required for providing flexibility to TMSEs to 
operate it and control its authorized entities. 

3.1.9 Restoring sanctity of the Transactional Messages: It is observed that transactional messages and 
promotional messages are sometimes being mixed. It is necessary that before sending commercial 
communications, clear distinction is made about its category and the purpose for which it is sent. A 
better method for labelling it with the associated category and purpose is required. Sanctity of 
transactional SMS needs to be restored as they may only be such messages as are time critical and not 
promotional in nature. 

3.2 Comments of Stakeholders 

3.2.1 Robust verification and authentication of telemarketers: 

i. Almost all stakeholders supported the idea of change in the registration process in order to 
create a robust mechanism. Two of them opined that the email and phone numbers of 
telemarketers should be authenticated through one-time password (OTP). 

ii. Some stakeholders suggested that that telemarketer should declare the origination of calls/SMS 
by sharing latitude-longitude context Geo-tagging. One of them added that specific app like 
"authenticator" from Hotmail / google can be used. During OHD, one of the solution providers 
suggested that Block chain technology can be used to make the entities traceable. 

3.2.2 Registration of Intermediaries, Principal Entities and their agreements: 

i. Almost all stakeholders supported the idea of registration of principal entities and TMSEs. Some 
supported that registration of aggregators should also be done.  

ii. A few stakeholders were of the view that registering new entities will not bring in additional 
effectiveness. They were of the view that it could in fact be counterproductive, since having too 
many registered entities in the chain will lead to as many disputes. They were also of the opinion 
that this would make it more difficult, rather than less, to establish accountability. However, 
stakeholders were divided on this issue and some were in favour of registration of content 
providers and other entities while others were opposed to it. Stakeholders in favour of 
registration argued that doing so will improve traceability and accountability. 

iii. Majority of stakeholders supported having standard agreements for principal entities, 
intermediaries and content providers or senders. One stakeholder mentioned that while 
Telemarketers are responsible for all the telemarketing activities initiated by them, they should 
ensure that other entities with whom they are in a business relationship enter into standardized 
agreements and they should also be responsible for the consequences of non- compliance and 
standardized agreements will enable it. Few rejected registrations and standard agreements for 
currently unregistered players on the grounds that performances would be impractical. 

iv. Stakeholders also recommended incorporating the RTM’s license number in an encoded form, at 
every step of the process. 

3.2.3 Registers and Registrars for different purposes e.g. assigning headers, recording consents, registering 
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consent/ content templates and execution of agreements: 

i. Responses from stakeholders on the issue of header registration were mixed. Some stakeholders 
supported the idea of header registration with a central registry whereas some opposed it in 
favour of the current process of TSPs assigning header to the RTMs and TMSEs. In the current 
process, the RTMs and TMSEs are required to maintain the records related to header assignment. 

ii. One stakeholder added that a number of commercial communication messages are being 
observed to have promotional content under transactional headers. This can be curtailed by 
mandating the TMSEs to deploy anti-spam systems in their platform to identify and block 
messages basis keyword/ phrases etc. 

iii. Regarding the establishment of Consent Registrar and recording consent in a verifiable, 
immutable and non-repudiable manner, many stakeholders supported the idea of creating newer 
and smarter systems for handling and managing consent. Stakeholders supported the idea of 
having a centralized system for carrying out the proposed functions. One of the TSPs also 
supported the idea of creating universal portal where every RTM, aggregator, or entity who takes 
consent from a customer (either through physical form, website, application or email) may upload 
a request. This system in turn should trigger real-time notification to the customer through SMS. 
Another TSP proposed that the Authority suggest a reference template for recording the explicit 
consent of the customer, they further suggested, that TMSE should share the template and TRAI 
or any agency appointed by it should audit the template on a regular basis. Another view was 
that consent taken by customers can be maintained at an outsourced vendor’s end on a cloud 
platform/server & checks/verifications can be on a case to case basis – The cost of maintaining 
the consent and its ready retrieval can be covered by the content providers/business entities. 

iv. Some other stakeholders from the telecom industry, however, indicated that the present systems 
were working adequately. One of the stakeholders was of the view that requiring consent forms 
to be uploaded on a central repository may not be feasible. They argued that consent is usually 
taken as part of a larger service contract as individual contracts cannot be signed for every 
term/condition. Such contracts may, therefore, contain commercial secrets and personally 
identifiable information, which are not relevant to this purpose. Further, such consent is often 
taken in the form of an electronic click-wrap agreement. Uploading of such electronic templates 
will not serve any purpose and will merely increase the workload and costs for delivery of 
services. They were of the view that consent forms should be demanded ex-post during an 
investigation of a complaint and a case-by-case review of this nature would be more efficient 
and cost-effective. Another industry stakeholder suggested that uploading of consent taken by 
TMSEs carries the risk of compromising customers’ privacy or the business entity’s commercial 
secrets. 

v. One of the stakeholders informed that it uses telecom services for the purpose of Membership 
with its political party and they had launched a nationwide ‘missed call’ campaign to enroll new 
members. They use a toll-free number for the membership drive. Here, the missed calls are 
considered as consent for opt-in given by any person (subscriber of that mobile number) for 
membership and for receiving political campaign and information dissemination from the party 
to its members.  

vi. Three stakeholders responded to this question on content templates and all three supported the 
idea. Majority of the stakeholders supported the idea of TRAI creating and operating the system.  
The need for centralization for administering such a complex system was quoted as the reason for 
supporting this stance. Stakeholders also commented that Content approval may cause 
significant delay and disruption as companies often make minor tweaks in templates to make 
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improvements.  

3.2.4 Implementation phases of new system: Most of the stakeholders have supported implementation in 
a phased manner.  Few stakeholders are of the view that there should be a trial period, during which 
participation must be voluntary for entities other than TSPs. One of the telemarketers has suggested 
that a time frame of 3-6 months be given to all entities to comply. Till then, the business must be 
allowed to run in parallel with the old system. 

3.2.5 Securing Preference Data: 

i. Several of the stakeholders also agreed with employing scrubbing as a service model to protect 
customer data. Out of these, some stakeholders fully agreed with OTP based authentication for 
granting access to NCPR data while one solution provider opined that OTP based authentication 
cannot adequately address data protection concerns. Few stakeholders recommended 
authentication based on cryptographic keys. One of stakeholders recommended application 
environment isolation through secure service containers to protect customer data (even from 
system administrators). One of the stakeholder recommended storing data in encrypted form 
with a one-time mapping of real phone numbers to proxy numbers, which can only be used 
once. This can be part of scrubbing services. Some recommended inserting data protection and 
confidentiality obligations in the standard agreements between access providers and RTMs. 
Further, some stakeholders opined that there is no need for a separate data protection 
regulation at all. 

ii. Most of the TSPs have supported the Scrubbing as a Service model. One TSP was of view that it 
might increase the cost of scrubbing. Solution providers have commented that scrubbing as a 
service on a dynamically updated database may reduce any disputes that may result in time lags 
and provide clear audit logs. A few stakeholders have commented that it may introduce delay.  

iii. Several TSPs agreed with the idea of having authentication through OTP for scrubbing, to make 
NCPR (National customer preference register) data more secure. Few stakeholders also suggested 
that OTP based authentications should be mapped with date and time as primary key which 
should be valid for a particular period, not exceeding 24 hours. Few stakeholders recommended 
authentication based on cryptographic keys. One of stakeholders recommended application 
environment isolation through secure service containers to protect customer data (even from 
system administrators). One of the stakeholders also recommended to store data in encrypted 
form with a one-time mapping of real phone numbers to proxy numbers, which can only be used 
once. This can be part of scrubbing services. Some recommended inserting data protection and 
confidentiality obligations in the standard agreements between access providers and RTMs. 
Further, opinion received that there is no need for a separate data protection regulation at all.  

iv. One Stakeholders disagreed with the scrubbing as a service model. It noted that all the TSPs and 
telemarketers should be connected with a central registry using an API so that any registration, 
change or deregistration of subscriber preferences can take place on a real-time basis and be 
noted by the Authority, obviating the need for scrubbing as a service. 

v. Among other stakeholders, some recommended having a common access system for all TMSEs, 
with authentication systems for TMSE. Others recommended authentication based on 
cryptographic keys. Both also recommended selective access to TMSE client databases, based on 
the identity of the agency trying to get access, and registered preferences of customers. Few 
recommended storing encrypted logs of TMSE transactions in order to enable regular audits. 

3.2.6 Managing Header Assignments by Principal Entities for their DSAs: Most of the banks and other 
stakeholders supported this. They expressed that extending capability to manage header assignments 
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to them will help them to better control and manage headers assigned to their DSAs or any entity 
authorized by them to perform commercial communication functions on their behalf. 

3.2.7 Changes in the Header Format and Structure: 

i. Most of the stakeholder have commented that headers assigned by RTMs / TMSEs to Principal 
Entities should be unique. One of the entity has suggested Header format as <Name of entity> - 
<operator><operator code><unique 3-digit TM code given>. 

ii. Few other service providers have commented that first two digits of the header should clearly 
convey the nature of communication like ‘PR’ for promotional communication and ‘TR’ for 
transactional communication followed by organization’s header. They suggested an increase in 
the length of header up to 11 digits for covering maximum entities with unique headers. It should 
be the web-based interface like domain name registration for the header assignment. They also 
recommended automatically revoking the authorization for headers which remain unused for a 
period of 6 months or more. Additional characters should be allowed to be incorporated in the 
headers to avoid proximity match of headers with well-known entities.  

iii. One service provider has suggested having 11 characters headers of the form XX-AAAAAABBB 
where 

§ The first two characters ‘XX’ may denote TSP and Circle from where the message is being 
sent 

§ Character ‘–‘ may act as a separator between the TSP and Content Provider 
§ ‘AAAAAA’ may be the identity of the Content Provider, ‘BBB’ may denote the 

aggregator/end user on whose behalf RTM/TMSE has sent a message 

iv. Stakeholders suggested that shorter length of header allotment to PEs and the responsibility of 
checking the proximity issue should be with PEs. Well-known entities like banks and financial 
institutions should declare all headers used by them and also provide the possible misleading 
headers with proximity to such headers to NCPR portal through their service providers. The portal 
can disallow allocation of proximity headers basis the merits of the case. Some stakeholder 
suggested that Additional characters should be allowed to be incorporated in the headers 
to avoid proximity match of headers with well-known entities.  

v. Further suggestion received was that the proximity match could be resolved on the same 
principle as wherein first preference should be given to party having registered trademark for a 
particular brand name and in case neither party has a registered trademark then the party who 
has first put to use the said brand name would be given preference over the other party(ies). 

3.2.8 Transactional Voice Calls for Senders and technology solutions to display identity to the recipients: 

i. Most of the service providers, except few, have supported the idea of permitting TMSEs to make 
voice calls. They also supported the allocation of separate number series for TMSEs. One service 
provider has commented that segregation already exists for promotional calls.  

ii. Few stakeholders have commented that it may provide ways to customers to identify calling 
TMSE. It may provide flexibility to TMSEs in operating it and give them better control on their 
authorized entities. 

iii. Some stakeholders had the opinion that in case of permitting transactional voice calls:  
§ It should be allowed only for pure transactional purposes  
§ Customers may be provided with an option to opt-out of such voice call  
§ Measures may be required to be taken to ensure that there is no scope for misuse 
§ It may lead to complaints regarding usage of transaction pipe for promotions 
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iv. One of the stakeholders suggested solutions to identify calling TMSE using Intelligent network 
(IN) or IP Multi-media subsystem (IMS) based solutions. 

v. Another stakeholder suggested that the regulation should mandate the registration of 
intermediate DSAs and authorized agents by the Principal Entities. For any non- compliance by 
DSA’s, PE will be held responsible. All the stakeholders supported the view that there must be a 
provision of content template via which misuse of transactional pipe can be controlled. 

3.2.9 Restoring sanctity of the Transactional Messages: 

i. Few stakeholders requested that the definition of transactional messages be relaxed, and that 
it should include communications and offers from opted-in entities as regards their products and 
offers. Such a move will allow customers to benefit by getting alerts and updates on offers from 
the Brands they regularly transact with and with whom they have already registered to receive 
periodic alerts and updates.  

ii. All TSPs side stated that TRAI has mandated them to provide information to the customer in 
addition to their monthly bills, such as details of nodal officer, toll-free complaint number etc. 
Further, if messages regarding balance deduction from bank contain information about related 
product such as a loan, may not be an inconvenience to the customer. Therefore, they 
recommend that such additional information related to product or service in authorized 
transaction communication should not be treated as UCC.  

iii. Regarding how to segregate the transactional message of critical nature with others, 
Stakeholders suggested that Header categories as CRITICAL or OTHERs should be defined. No 
mixing of transactional and promotional should be allowed. Govt. and semi-Govt. entities, which 
will send messages in future, must be listed out. 

3.3 Analysis of inputs and conclusions 

Following paras deliberates on the issues which are related to Registration of related entities in reference to 
UCC eco system. Issues and responses to the questions raised in the consultation paper are also summarized. 
Key points from the current regulatory approach and approaches taken in other jurisdictions to deal with the 
issues were also considered while analyzing inputs and concluding the issues. Analysis of inputs and conclusions 
of the Authority are as follows: 

3.3.1 Prescriptions that are too prescriptive lead to frequent amendments and yet slow response: Before 
delving into specific issues related to the registration of entities, it is necessary to understand the 
previous regulatory approach to deal with the UCC issues. Table mentioned in Para 1.4 of this 
explanatory memorandum provides summary of key changes made in the regulations since year 2010 
when current main regulations came into force.  It would be observed that changes made in the 
regulations were to respond to the changing characteristics of senders of UCC. Despite a large number 
changes, their nature, and the frequency with which such changes were made, the problem of UCC 
persists. It indicates the need for a flexible and adaptive approach, where the framework evolves in 
responses to new challenges. 

3.3.2 Co-regulation approach may be more effective in case of UCC: Dealing with UCC, however, does 
require detailed procedures, the setting out of clear roles and responsibilities and prescriptions for 
holding defaulting entity to account. Though, prescribing such details in the regulations has led to 
problems indicated above. These conflicting requirements can, perhaps, be met by a co-regulatory 
approach where the access provider develops and administers arrangement of involved entities through 
codes of practice, while regulations lay down the principles and the desired outcomes rather than 
avoidable details. In addition to this, the regulations would circumscribe and enable the access providers 
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to enforce appropriate arrangements.  

 

Figure 3: Eco System for Commercial Communications 

3.3.3 Code(s) of Practice (CoPs) provide evolving and adaptive framework: It is proposed that CoPs be 
formulated and operated by the access providers as per their requirements, who may specify terms and 
conditions for agreements with entities and action to be taken when an entity fails to perform the 
desired role or carry out its responsibilities. With a co-regulatory approach and codes(s) of practice by 
the access providers the governance framework can evolve over time, as needed. This would provide 
the access providers flexibility in developing the system to attain regulatory objectives. The issues listed 
below are to be dealt with in a Code Practice (to be called the Code of Practice for Entities or CoP-
Entities) to achieve regulatory objectives in conformance with the regulations:  

i. details of the requirements for robust verifications and authentication mechanism of 
telemarketers, 

ii. registration of entities, 

iii. establishing system in this regard, 

iv. securing the data, 

v. offering services to the senders of commercial communications, 

vi. flexibility to principal entities to manage headers, 

vii. assigning headers, 

viii. header format and structure, 

ix. identity display to the recipients, 

x. Categorization of content types etc., 

xi. role and responsibilities of participants, 

xii. processes for safe and secure handling of data, 

Access provider should enforce provisions in the CoP-Entities by entering into agreements with the 
participating entities and ensure compliance using technology driven solutions. 

While finalizing header format and structure of header, it may be ensured that numbering series is in 
accordance to the as per National Numbering Plan of DoT or any directions or guidelines issued in this 
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regard. Currently 140 series is assigned for telemarketing promotional calls and level “5” is allocated to 
access providers to assign short codes.   Level “1” short codes for messages are being assigned by DoT 
which are accessible across access providers. Under current regulations, level “5” is also used to provide 
reply path to the customer to respond against received commercial communication, same may be 
considered while formulating codes of practice. To ensure that senders obey the regulations and in 
case of default, actions may be taken against them and licensing requirements for International Long 
Distance traffic, senders originating commercial communications outside from the country would route 
traffic via International Long-Distance Operators (ILDOs) as being done at present.  In view of this, the 
Authority decided to specify similar provisions in the regulations for ILDOs to block traffic related to 
bulk messages. 

3.3.4 Unbundling and delegation of functions: Registered Telemarketers (RTMs) at present carry out multiple 
functions, such as scrubbing against record of preferences, checking against records of consents 
provided by principal entities, delivering messages or voice calls, etc. Under the revised regulations 
more functions are required, such as consent acquisition, entity registration, etc. Unbundling of 
composite functions as independent functions and introducing new functions, which can also be 
independently performed, provide opportunities to new players to participate in the UCC eco system 
and offer existing players to shed any role they do not wish to perform.  

3.3.5 Access Provider may be required to define functions referred to in the above paras in more detail. 
Interactions among these functions and information exchange processes are also to be prescribed in 
CoP-Entities, some of the key functions which will have to be defined and performed are:  

i. Header Registration Function (HRF) 

ii. Consent Registration Function (CRF) 

iii. Content Template Registration Function (CTRF) 

iv. Scrubbing function (SF) 

v. Content Verification Function (CVF) 

vi. Delivery Function for Messages with Telecom Resource Connectivity to Access Provider (DF) 

vii. Aggregation Function for Message to other Telemarketer for delivery function (AF) 

viii. Voice Calling Function with Telecom Resource Connectivity (VCF) 

Each function has to generate activity logs for the actions performed with such functionality irrespective 
of the other functions performed by the same or different physical entity. Users taking services of such 
functions may be provided options to carry out individual functions from same or different physical 
entities. Further specific details about the roles to be played under these functional entities may be 
included in codes of practice which are to be formulated by access providers. 

3.3.6 Flexibility to customize the agreements and requirements: UCC eco system would be multi layered and 
participating entities may play single or multiple roles. Scope of such entities may be quite different 
from each other, and to more effectively or efficiently perform a function, an entity might take 
additional specific measures over and above those specified in the regulations or codes of practice. In 
such scenarios, it would not be practically possible to define procedures, fees and actions to be taken 
against participating entities in a prescriptive manner. Granting flexibility would help make the system 
more agile and adaptive in response. Codes of Practice are to be formulated and submitted by access 
providers in a manner that fulfils the purpose of the regulations. In case of deficiencies, Authority may 
instruct access provider(s) to make changes in the formulated codes of practice. Any attempt to misuse 
vested power by any of the participating entities would be dealt with by market forces, as participants 
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would have the option to take connectivity from any access providers. In time, there may develop 
customized legal agreements that serve the needs of all parties in a specific instance. 

 

Figure 4: Provisions in existing regulations for deposits and deductions in cases of non compliances by tele-marketers 

3.3.7 Code of Practice for Preferences (CoP-Preferences) similar to CoP-Entities: Like Code of Practice for 
entities (CoP-entities), access provider(s) would formulate Code of Practice for Preferences (CoP-
Preferences) to deal with the details of categories and to enable setting up of preferences. Over time 
they may evolve to include more categories or sub-categories, bands of time, types of day, modes of 
communications, etc. However, expansion of categories or sub-categories would need to be in a manner 
that customers who have previously exercised their choice do not have to unnecessarily exercise that 
choice again. Expansion of set of choices for content types would require more refined categorization 
of the communication at the time of scrubbing, delivery, etc. The requirement of expanded choices 
would also require corresponding evolution of CPRF, DL-Preferences, scrubbing process, complaint 
handling, etc. As discussed in case of CoP-entities, the main regulations only contain regulatory 
objectives and enable the choices to evolve, while details of the choices and their enforcement remain 
part of code of practice. 

3.3.8 CoP-Preferences to also include requirements of Consent and Revocation of consent: Just as for 
preference, the scope of consent would also evolve. Consent may require registration of templates that 
define the consent and customers may revoke their consent, if it doesn’t serve their purpose. Consent 
is currently taken in various forms, e.g. punching telephone number in the computerized form at the 
time of making payment or while taking feedback about the goods or services. There is no robust 
mechanism to verify the ownership of number provided by the client at the time of giving consent. 
Verification of consent at a later stage poses two challenges: first to retrieve the information from TMSE 
database, and second, to verify the authenticity of the recorded consent. Robust mechanism for 
recording the consent is required to be developed and deployed in which the consent is explicit and 
recorded in a verifiable and robust manner. It may reasonably be inferred as consent when the 
transmitted information is related to a transaction, including a specific inquiry about the product or 
service. In such cases, it is not practically possible to take prior consent and it is not in the interest of 
the customer to block such communications. 

3.3.9 Consent Acquisition and Consent Registrar: Consent acquisition requires authentication of the target 
recipient and may be implemented by using OTP. Further it must be recorded in an immutable and non 
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repudiable manner. In case of explicit consent, recorded consent must be available as a part of consent 
register. To facilitate this, a Customer Consent Recording System needs to be established where a 
consent register is maintaintained by the Consent Registrar. A subscriber shall also be allowed to view 
or withdraw his or her consent at any time, for which the access provider shall set up facility for the 
subscriber to exercise the option to discontinue receiving further commercial communications from 
that sender, except in the cases which are exempt from the requirement of explicit consent. Consent 
may also be acquired by an entity other than the one that intends to send the communication 
communications to the recipients. In such cases, the fact should be clearly indicated while acquiring 
consent. Similar provisions are followed in other jurisdictions such as in Controlling the Assault of Non-
Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act of 2003 (CAN-SPAM) Act of Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
United States of America (USA), for details refer link 
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2007/11/canspam.pdf 

3.3.10 Inferred consent in cases of prior business or social relationships or in cases of customer’s conduct: 
Commercial communications may be sent where prior relationship exists between sender and recipient, 
within the scope of their relationship. The relationship may either be on account of business or 
commercial reasons, social reasons or it may be because of purchase made by the recipient or 
transactions entered into between sender and recipient. Such communication may be limited to scope 
of inferred consent where consent can be reasonably inferred from the customer’s conduct or the 
business and the kind of relationship between the individual and the sender. There may be a wide 
variety of scenarios where such communications is required to be allowed, which would be too 
prescriptive to describe in the regulations, so only the broad principle can be defined. However, 
commercial communications on basis of such relationship should be limited for certain period. Keeping 
in view the variety of scenarios, this may not extend beyond twelve months as inferred consent. 
Misuse of this provision may be controlled on basis of reports and complaints against entities available 
in the DL-Complaints, and appropriate action may be taken considering complaints from unique 
recipients. In case of inquiry from customer about the product or services, this time period may be 
shorter and limited only to three months. Codes of Practice may include further details about 
requirements for senders to keep certain details in support of such commercial communications and 
the manner in which these records are to be maintained. CoP may also formulate further specific 
measure to have better control on UCC in such scenarios. Similar definitions are already being followed 
in other jurisdictions such as in Spam Act 2003 of Australia Communication and Media Authority (ACMA) 
for further details refer link https://www.acma.gov.au/Industry/Marketers/Do-not-call-register/Fax-
marketing-standard/do-not-call-register-legislation 

3.3.11 Templates for Consent and Content to verify content with the scope of consent: Currently the scope 
of the consent taken is either too broad or unclear in most cases. In view of this it may be required to 
specify consent acquisition templates and get them registered. The consent template needs to be 
presented to the target recipient from whom consent is being acquired. Consent templates would 
require capturing scope of consent and intent of commercial communications that are to be sent against 

Figure 5: Probable templates for Transactional Messages 
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such consent. Categorization of content needs to be carried out in such a manner that it can be matched 
to the scope of consent. This may require registration of content templates. There may be multiple 
templates for consent and content depending upon the situation and the context. Templates may be 
required to be registered separately for each regional language or combination of multiple languages. 
There may be separate templates for awareness programs or messages to be sent on the instructions 
of Government or Statutory bodies and such messages would be considered as service messages. 
Templates may also be registered for voice calls in form of scripts and transcripts. Honeypots or any 
special arrangements at the time investigations of complaints may be used to verify the compliance of 
regulations. 

 

Figure 6: Probable Templates for Service Messages 

 

Figure 7: Probable Templates for Promotional Messages 
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Figure 8: Probable Templates for Awareness Programs or messages to be delivered on the instructions of Government 
or Statutory bodies 

3.3.12 Further, to help the recipient identify the type of commercial communications, instead of fixing the 
format of header for promotional or transactional, it is better to use labels and make them part of 
content, for example: - 

§ Label <Transactional> in case of Transactional Message; 

§ Label <Service> in case of Service Message; 

§ Label <Promotional> in case of Promotional Message; 

 

Figure 9: Labelling of Commercial Communications messages 

3.3.13 In case recipient receives content he or she was not expecting against the consent given to the sender, 
there would be option to revoke such consent. In case of any gross misuse of consent and content 
templates, access providers may suspend the consent acquired under disguise or de-register the 
corresponding content templates. Dispute resolution between participant in UCC eco system and access 
providers would be in accordance to the agreements in which they have entered into. However, codes 
of practice may provide further specific details to deal with such situations. In view of the above, the 
CoP for entities may specify detailed procedure and policies to formulate templates, get them registered 
and apply them while delivering commercial communications. 

3.3.14 Content templates to avoid instances of misuse on ground of inferred consent: Consent may be of 
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explicit type and inferred type. Inferred consent is not explicitly recorded in consent data, and therefore, 
cannot be checked for in the scrubbing process. However, content of commercial communication sent 
against inferred consent would largely be against content templates registered for this purpose. To 
check misuse of provisions for inferred consent, sender may be required to register content templates 
for sending content against inferred consent. While registering templates, type, nature and length of 
content may be checked so that it does not contain material for promotional purposes. Post-delivery 
checks on sample basis, may easily ensure compliance of the provisions for inferred consent. In case of 
inferred consent, sender may be required to use registered content templates. Further specific details 
to control UCC in such scenarios would be part of codes of practices formulated by access providers. 
Codes of Practice would be required to be updated with processes which are more refined considering 
the complaints and reports received in this regard. Co-regulation approach and provision for Codes of 
Practices would make UCC eco system to constantly evolve to handle real life scenarios.  

 

Figure 10: Illustration of Use of Templates in case of Explicit and Inferred consent 

3.3.15 Types of Commercial Communications: Commercial Communications related to transactions may be 
divided into two types: one, directly related to the transaction where the communication must be 
immediate or within a short span of time; and the other, related to longer relationship for that 
transaction. For example, when a person purchases a product or services, a communication may be 
required to confirm the payment transactions or acknowledge subscription of service, while any follow 
up message related to expiry of warranty, recall of the product, software version upgrade, etc. may be 
sent long after it was procured. First category of communications may be delivered within thirty 
minutes of the transaction and may be referred to as transactional messages or calls while second 
type of category of communications may be referred to as the service messages or service call. Further 
specific details would be incorporated by the access providers while formulating codes of practice. 
Commercial communications related to promotions may also be divided on basis of category of content. 
Using content templates would help to consider content type and scope of consent while delivering and 
applying pre-checks for regulatory compliances. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) 
techniques would help to match the type and category of content being delivered with the interest area 
of the customer who has exercised option for preference or has given consent. It would also be helpful 
to design scope of consent in a manner that reflects the type of content under the scope. 
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Figure 11: Illustration for Matching interest area of the customer with category of content 

3.3.16 In view of this, since consent and preferences are closely interlinked, CoP-Preferences should contain 
details of handling consent. This would include processes for consent recording and revocation, and 
scrubbing. As with the CoP-Entities, the responsibility of enforcing the codes should lie with the Access 
Provider, with the regulations only prescribing the regulatory outcomes and objectives.  

3.3.17 Technology driven solutions to enforce provisions in the CoP: A large number of disparate entities are 
expected to participate in the system, and such entities are likely to operate from different parts of the 
country. Senders of commercial communications could be operating for short term or sporadically, or 
their target recipients may be confined to a geographical area. Regulatory pre-checks and handling data 
in safe and secure manner requires a large number of processes to be running in sync. Further, these 
functions may be carried out by different entities in the UCC eco system. If all participating entities are 
registered and assigned roles and responsibilities in accordance to CoP-Entities, then participants 
playing different roles would be identifiable and inter-relationship among them would follow protocols 
to exchange information as defined in the CoP-Entities. Evolution of preferences, scope of consent, 
operating or interest areas of senders, activity periods or seasons of senders may lead to increase in the 
varieties of the participants offering services and may also increase the numbers of entities between 
sender and access provider’s network. To bring on board new participants to the system, to control and 
manage all the participants into the system to follow CoPs, to reconcile records and actions, to act 
against defaulter and many other such functions requires the adoption of technology driven solutions, 
without which effective and efficient enforcement of regulations is not possible. 

3.3.18 Technology driven solutions to enable safe and secure data handling as required in the CoPs: The 
technology solutions adopted need to address recording of, storing and processing of data, and the 
execution environments in a distributed environment. Different entities may be involved in one part of 
the data handling while entities dealing with the other part may be totally different. Data handling may 
not be limited to administrative boundary of single access provider and may cross administrative 
domains of multiple access providers. Records of data and records of actions performed by different 
entities are required to be in an immutable and non-repudiable manner so that participating entities 
can trust each other. Technology driven solutions providing safe and secure data handling would also 
encourage principal entities to come on board as they would be more confident about the security of 
their client data information. It would also boost their confidence in terms of complying with regulations 
without bearing the risks of non-compliances by other entities. Securing this data would also prevent 
the data landing in the hands of Unregistered Telemarketers (UTMs). UTMs sending commercial 
communications would not be able to target customers with particular profile of preferences and may 
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also be totally unaware about the registration status of the customers. This makes them easily 
detectable as they would be hitting blindly.  

3.3.19 Commercial communications may be pre-checked or post checked, as the case may be, to ensure 
regulatory compliance. UCC eco system would be built to carry out these checks while protecting 
preference and consent data even when different entities independently perform certain functions. This 
would require access providers to develop trusted environment and enroll participating entities to 
carryout delegated functions in such environments. Availability of Cloud infrastructure and broadband 
connectivity may offer such possibilities in an easy and fast manner. Virtual identities may also help in 
carrying out regulatory checks by delegated entities, exchanging information while not exposing the 
real identities. For illustration, one of the approaches may probably be for sender to submit list of target 
telephone numbers to a scrubber in a safe and secure manner and for the scrubber to carry out the its 
function in a trusted environment and while assigning virtual identities to the telephone numbers after 
scrubbing. Tokens and virtual identities may either be for a complete list or it may be specific to each 
telephone number in the list. List may also segregate telephone numbers TAP-wise and provide Location 
Routing Number (LRN) for each telephone number. Virtual identities may be reverse mapped to the real 
identities either at OAP or at TAP and for this purpose, scrubber may have to exchange information to 
the concerned OAP or TAP. Reverse mapping at TAP level may provide more security to data by not 
disclosing real identities to any of intermediaries but it may require special arrangements to route the 
traffic between OAP and TAP as virtual identities may have digits and characters which may not be 
routable with exiting routing arrangements. Generating virtual identities or tokens and reverse mapping 
may also require use of same algorithms at both ends.  

 

Figure 12: Illustration for probable approach to protect data while sending promotional SMS 

3.3.20 Technology to create trust in the system about sender’s identity, content categorization and 
honouring opted preferences or delivering as per the scope of the consent: Technology solutions 
which ensures that identity of the sender can be trusted and make him traceable. If the customer is 
confident that scope of the consent and preferences he has given would be honoured by the UCC eco 
system, he or she would be more likely to give such consent. This would bring great element of trust 
and help the UCC ecosystem evolve more around value rather than be a means to block all or most 
communication. For facilitating TMSEs to make voice calls for justified reasons and legitimate purposes, 
e.g. alerting and verification by banks in case of high-value transactions, there is need to have separate 
series or registration of calling numbers which can be presented with name of calling line. Content of 
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commercial communications via transactional voice calls are also required to be registered as a 
template of transcript of voice content. For display of name of principal entity in authenticated manner, 
Calling Name Display, or enhanced CNAME (as per 3GPP specifications) etc. may be used. 

 

Figure 13: Illustration for Authentication of Telemarketers during daily operations and displaying 
authentic name of Sender 

3.3.21 To authenticate the sender or entity of the UCC ecosystem, methods such as device certificates and QR 
Codes may be used. There may be a mechanism to generate content identity and hash codes using 
necessary parameters and content which can be applicable for a set of numbers with same content and 
for defined time interval. Reference templates may be pre-registered with the system and hash codes 
may be used for verifying that content is according to the template. This mechanism may be helpful for 
clearly identifying that there is no mixing of transactional and promotional content by the senders. 
Access Providers must analyse such mechanisms and accordingly include in the Code of Practice.  

3.3.22 Laying out processes and assigning responsibilities in the CoPs may not suffice if those processes are 
not completely followed and defaulters not held accountable. Technology driven solutions would 
require references in terms of lists of telephone numbers with choices exercised by the customers, 
reference templates of content and consents for different scenarios to apply requisite checks for 
regulatory compliance. Different types of Registers and Registrars who are functionally responsible to 
maintain and provide the requisite functions would be required. Technology driven solutions enabling 
such functions in the manner prescribed in the CoPs would be required. Access Providers would 
implement systems and processes to comply with the codes of practice. For various function specified 
in the regulations, it is also required to specify minimum requirements for each registration process 
(header registration, consent registration etc.) and the functions needed to be performed by the 
Registrar(s). All such requirements shall be part of Codes of practices. 

3.3.23 Technology Driven Solutions to enable delegating the functions in the CoP to be performed by 
different entities: Any or all functions, processes etc. specified in the CoPs may be carried out by the 
access provider himself or by any other entity, on its behalf. Considering varieties of functions to be 
carried out that are referred to in Para 3.3.4 of this explanatory memorandum, it is very likely that 
entities would be interested in performing only specific functions in the UCC eco system. The selected 
technology therefore has to support unbundling and delegation of functions specified in the CoP to 
different entities. Sharing of data and execution of process should be in such a manner that process is 
executed with the data, but it is not accessible in clear text form to any intermediate entity or other 
applications operating the system. Existence of number of registered entities playing different roles 
would create a maze of entities where there would be different routes or paths from the sender to 
access provider’s network depending upon choices exercised by the entity to pass on to other entity for 
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carrying out next function. Paths for same pair of sender and recipient may vary at different point in 
time and the system has to have the capability to trace the path, as and when required, and identify 
any defaulting entity. Delegation of functions should be possible without compromising safety and 
security requirements of the data handling.  

3.3.24 Technology Driven Solutions to provide agility and intelligence to deal with non-compliance: As 
deliberated in the consultation paper, the time-gap in resolving complaints is exploited by spammers to 
continue their activities for longer time span and not acting against defaulting entities in timely manner 
makes the system ineffective. Proactive approach to control the likely chance of non-compliances would 
be required to address many issues and concerns raised in the consultation paper. The system chosen 
would have to have the agility and capability to take quick remedial actions in cases of non-compliance. 
The system would also have to be smart and intelligent enough to avert any deliberate attempt at 
bypassing it. 

3.3.25 Core technology complemented by other technologies and solutions: As discussed in Paras 6 to 10 of 
this explanatory memorandum, Distributed Ledger technology (DLT) is most promising technology as of 
now to meet the core requirements referred to in the para(s) above. In fact, DLT is suitable for adoption 
as regulatory technology (RegTech) for controlling and managing the entire UCC eco system. DLT also 
provides the capability to implement programmable contracts which can be useful to define business 
rules as a part of code. The DLT network can record details of entities, headers, consent, content 
template etc.  Distributed Ledger for particular function of access providers may be synchronised with 
all Distributed Ledgers for same function of all other access providers. It can ensure that all necessary 
regulatory pre-checks are done for UCC and control is effective and efficient. Considering this, the 
Authority has decided that Access Providers should adopt Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) as 
Regulatory Technology to develop core of entire UCC eco system, and design solutions around it for 
meeting the regulatory objectives and requirements of codes of practice. 

3.3.26 Complementing Technology Solutions to DLT based core systems: Core of the UCC eco system alone 
cannot meet each and every requirement of the UCC eco system. Technology driven solutions which 
are on peripheries of DLT based core systems would also be required to achieve control and 
management on end to end basis. Applications on top of DLT based systems may perform functions that 
meet performance requirements or provide user interface simple enough for all types of end users. All 
complexities should be absorbed in underlying technologies and intuitive, intelligent, flexible and user-
friendly interfaces are required to be provided to the end users. The complementing technology 
solutions to DLT based core system may include, e.g. APIs, applications, apps, off-DLT execution 
environments (for specific purposes and cases), Calling Name Display solutions, Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) & Machine Learning (ML), business reports etc. However, complementing technology solutions are 
required to meet safety and security requirements and to shore up any vulnerabilities in the system. 

3.3.27 Establishing, operating and maintaining DLT networks: Access provider would be required to establish, 
operate and maintain its own DLT networks or may implement it in collaboration with other access 
providers. In view of above, the Authority has decided that every Access Provider should develop or 
cause to develop an ecosystem with the following functions to regulate the delivery of the 
commercial communications: - 

i. to provide facility to its customers for registering preference(s) for Commercial Communication 
and maintain complete and accurate records of preference(s); 

ii. to register entities for participating in the ecosystem and prescribe their roles and 
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responsibilities for efficient and effective control of commercial communications; 

iii. to provide facility to record consent(s) of the customers acquired by the sender(s) for sending 
Commercial Communication and maintain complete and accurate records of consent(s); 

iv. to provide facility for revocation of consent by its customers and accordingly update records of 
consent for the customers; 

v. to register sender(s), carry out verifications of their identities and prescribe processes for 
sending commercial communications; 

vi. to prescribe process and specific functions of particular entity to carry out pre-delivery checks 
before sending commercial communications and ensuring regulatory compliance(s); 

vii. to provide facilities for its customers to register complaints against Sender(s) of Commercial 
Communication and maintain complete and accurate records of status of resolution of 
complaints; 

viii. to examine and investigate complaints, take actions against defaulters and take remedial 
measures to ensure compliance with the regulations; 

ix. to detect, identify and act against sender(s) of Commercial Communication who are not 
registered with them; 

x. to comply with any other directions, guidelines and instructions issued by the Authority in this 
regard. 

The Authority further decides that overall UCC ecosystem be developed in such a manner that 
regulations and code(s) of practice may be enforced. Access Provider(s) may authorise one or more 
system operator(s), as deemed fit, to provide the DLT solution to all entities, to have effective control 
over UCC and to keep data secure and safe. Types of DLT networks are discussed in Para 9 and 
accordingly recommended networks may be implemented.  

3.3.28 Regulatory Sandbox: In view of multiple DLT system operators, varieties of complementing 
technologies, number of probable solution providers and constantly evolving requirements, a test 
environment may be established (as required) where new functions and processes can be tested, or 
existing functions or processes can be refined. This test environment may also provide possibilities to 
explore new ways and means to meet regulatory requirements or new service offerings. Such test 
environments in regulatory space are commonly known as “Regulatory Sandboxes” and the relevant 
practices in other jurisdictions have been described in Para 10. Inter-operability of DLT networks with 
envisaged functions and changes required, if any, to meet the requirements can be identified in this 
environment. Various stakeholders participating in UCC eco system including principal entities and 
telemarketers can prototype technology solutions and evaluate processes and functions in the test 
environment. From regulatory perspective, access providers and other participants would have to be 
exempt from certain kinds of regulatory action, while they are operating in the sandbox. Since there are 
uncertainties involved in testing these new solutions, only customer who have given specific consent 
voluntarily, would be allowed to participate in the test. Mechanism may be required to be developed 
or measures may be taken to contain the impact within live system, in case, any deviation is observed 
in behavior of the system or the application under trial from the behavior for which it was intended. For 
conducting tests scientifically, test protocols and outcome indicators have to be designed and set in 
advance. During the testing phase, additional steps which may be required to be taken to address 
regulatory concerns (when the system goes live) may also be identified. Regulatory Sandbox can also 
be useful to finalize APIs and specific details of implementation. In view of this the Authority has 
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decided that it may set up or permit to set up a Regulatory Sandbox for testing implementation of 
regulatory checks using DLT networks and other technological solutions complementing DLT 
network(s) and to operationalize such regulatory sandbox, the Authority may, by order or direction, 
specify the requisite processes.  

3.3.29 Cost of implementation of UCC ecosystem: As responsibility of compliance to the regulations would be 
of access providers and they need to establish systems, operate and manage the DLT based systems, 
the Authority decides that access providers be allowed to prescribe fee and collect charges from other 
participants of the UCC ecosystem. Charges may be for registration or to carry out activities provided 
for in these regulations or other participants may also be asked to deposit security with the access 
provider(s), who may provide for penalties in their contracts for failure to perform the function accepted 
by other entities. 

3.3.30 Promotional and Service Communication Charges: Currently RTMs have connectivity with one or 
multiple TSP(s) referred to as OAP(s) (Originating Access Providers). The telecom network of recipient 
of commercial communications is referred to as Terminating Access Provider (TAP). Telemarketer may 
deliver traffic to one or more OAP and OAP may forward traffic to concerned TAP. Primary responsibility 
of compliance to regulations is of OAP as it is first entry point to the TSP’s network (before this point 
telemarketers may be using Internet or virtual private network). All regulatory compliances may be 
required to be checked before forwarding traffic to TAP. OAP enters into agreement with the RTMs 
while providing telecom resources to them. In such situations, OAP should be responsible to ensure 
regulatory compliance. But when UCC is received by a customer, complaint is made to his subscribed 
network. TAP is supposed to carry out preliminary examination of the UCC complaint and then forward 
it to the concerned OAP. While action may be against the defaulter OAP or against the defaulter 
telemarketer connected to OAP, it is customer of TAP who is affected because of UCC. In such situations, 
mechanism need to be designed which encourages telemarketers to connect to OAPs who are TAPs for 
the traffic delivered to them. This would encourage TAP to comply regulation to protect its customers. 

3.3.31 In a multiple DLT network systems, there may be requirement to ensure protection of data which is 
recorded initially by an entity from a particular DLT system while same data might be used by another 
entity belonging to another DLT system. Appropriate measures are required while such data is shared 
across DLT systems and for its processing by applications running over DLT systems. It may also happen 
that an access provider may offer relatively more attractive price and also be lenient in taking action 
against the defaulters. It would not be desirable to put unnecessary burden on TAP for preliminary 
examination of UCC complaints which are originated because of poor system implementations by other 
OAPs or deliberate attempts to capture market by providing protection to telemarketers not complying 
with the regulations. In such scenarios, it would be preferred to encourage senders to use services of 
entities participating in the UCC eco system which have direct connectivity with the TAP. 

3.3.32 Confining possibilities for all such entities to connect only to TAP would not be advisable as it may 
monopolize the market and increase the price. To address concerns such as protection of the data, 
appropriate implementation of system and processes to protect interests of senders and recipients, it 
may require having structure of promotional and transactional charges that encourages senders to 
prefer to route traffic directly to TAP and still keep options to take different route if required. In present 
regulations, promotional and transactional charges are fixed as Rs. 0.05 (five paisa only). The Authority 
is of view that to discourage traffic from OAPs who is not effectively controlling UCC than other OAPs, 
these charges may be adopted as ceiling instead of fixed charges. The possibility of saving UCC charges 
would encourage telemarketers to deliver traffic directly to concerned TAP. However, to discover 
concerned TAP for a target customer, Location Routing Number (LRN) of the customer may be required 
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to be fetched. LRN may also be required to be stored in DL-Preferences for complaint handling and for 
customers who are not registered with any preferences to route reports (information provided by 
customers not registered about UTMs/ RTMs). Therefore, DLT system are to be designed and 
established by access providers to query MNP database and if required, keep information in a secure 
manner. It has been considered that while nature of promotional and service messages is to seek or 
support the services being provided for commercial gains, the nature of transactional messages is very 
different and generally it is to inform the customer about vital transactions. Recipient may be required 
to be Informed in order to protect his interest from any likely misuse or confirm about the transactions 
or for the purpose of authenticating the transaction. Transactional messages may be required to be sent 
to comply with other regulatory requirements. Access Providers are getting SMS termination charges 
for transactional messages as specified by the Authority from time to time. Therefore, there is no need 
to further compensate access provider for carrying transactional messages. 

3.3.33 To allow principal entities to manage their own DSAs, the Authority is of the view that following 
measures may be required to be taken: 

i. assign header or Header root for SMS via Header Registration Functionality, on its own or 
through its agents, as per allocation and assignment principles and policies, to facilitate content 
provider or principal entity to get new headers; 

ii. carry out pre-verifications of documents and credentials submitted by an individual, business 
entity or legal entity requesting for assigning of the header; 

iii. bind with a mobile device and mobile number(s), in a secure and safe manner, which shall be 
used subsequently on regular intervals for logins to the sessions by the header assignee; 

iv. Carry out additional authentications in case of a request for headers to be issued to SEBI 
registered brokers or other entities specified by Authority by directions, orders or instructions 
issued from time to time; 

v. Carry out additional authentications in case of a request for headers to be issued to government 
entities, corporate(s) or well-known brands, including specific directions, orders or instructions, 
if any, issued from time to time by the Authority; 

vi. Carry out additional checks for look-alike headers which may mislead to a common recipient of 
commercial communication, it may also include proximity checks, similarity after substring 
swaps specifically in case of government entities, corporate(s), well-known brands while 
assigning headers irrespective of current assignments of such headers, and to follow specific 
directions, orders or instructions, if any, issued from time to time by the Authority; 

3.3.34 Header may be of maximum eleven character or numbers. It may also be a combination of characters 
and numbers and may not necessarily have maximum length of eleven. Headers may be displayed to 
the recipient for identifying sender. In case Caller Display Name functionality using Intelligent Networks, 
ISDN or enhanced Calling Name Functionality (eCNAM) as specified in 3GPP is used, then proper logs 
and mapping between header and display name is to be maintained by the access provider. In cases of 
headers, which are purely composed of numbers and same numbers are being used for routing and for 
displaying identity of calling line to the recipient, then these numbers are to be in line with the National 
Numbering Plan issued by DoT and guidelines or instructions issued from time to time in this regard. 
For example, at present 140 series is allocated for telemarketing calls and level 5 is allocated to TSPs for 
assigning short codes, and level 1 short codes are assigned by DoT. Further details of structure and 
format of header and levels which are to be considered for assigning to senders would be covered under 
code of practice. 
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3.3.35 Migration Plan for implementing revised regulatory framework: Access Provider (s) must prepare a 
migration plan for the phase-wise transition from the existing system to the new system for header 
registration, consent registration and other functionalities. While preparing the migration plan, 
Distributed Ledger (DL) may be introduced by Access Provider or Access Provider (s) for registration of 
entities (DL-Entities). They will also have to decide the deadline(s) for registering entities with DL-
Entities. Provisions need to be made to migrate telemarketer registration module data of NTR to DL-
Entities and provide an observer node to TRAI. In view of above the Authority decides that the Access 
providers should prepare migration plan for transitioning from the existing data, processes and roles 
being played by different entities to the new system of data, processes and roles of new entities. 
RTMs already registered with the TRAI would be required to register on or before the date of 
enforcement of relevant regulations in this regard. Migration plan is to be formulated by the access 
providers and would also include procedures for migration of existing RTMs. 

3.3.36 Detailed migration plan would be required to be formulated by access provider(s). This would include 
identification of typical activities required to be carried out for migrating existing processes and entities 
into new system and processes. This would also include preparing project management charts detailing 
sequence of implementation of activities and activities which can be carried out in parallel. On basis of 
identifying few broad level activities, it is assessed that all requisite activities to implement system and 
processes envisaged in the new regulations would take 3-4 months from the date of notification of the 
regulations. Migration plan for consents already recorded by the entities would be included as a part of 
migration plan for existing entities, processes and data. It may be noted that consent recorded under 
existing regulations are valid for maximum six months after this time period consent to remain valid 
after renewing it. Renewal of existing consents and recording of such consents would be required in 
accordance to the provisions under new regulations. In this way migration of consent would be smooth 
and spread over time. 

4 Inputs, analysis and conclusions on issues related to Customer Preference Registration System 

4.1 Issues related to Customer Preference Registration System: - 

4.1.1 Large time gap between registration or change request and execution for preferences: The time 
required for preference registration and its enforcement is seven days and keeping in view, the present 
technological capabilities, it is too long and is required to be reduced substantially. Reduction in time 
may require changes in the processes of Provider Customer Preference Register (PCPR), National 
Customer Preference Register (NCPR) or Customer Preference Database (CPDB) to register 
preference(s) and update it across all the databases quickly to enforce it. By providing Scrubbing as a 
Service, telemarketers may not be required to keep their system up for 24X7 and scrubbing would take 
latest data into consideration and help achieve a reduction in time for enforcement. 

4.1.2 Increase penetration of Mobile App and ensure its availability on devices: Customers are facing 
difficulties in registering their preferences as they are not well acquainted with the format of 
registration of preference. Mobile Apps provide a convenient way to the customer to register his or her 
preferences. It is required to ensure the availability of Mobile Apps for registering preferences and 
complaints for all types of devices, OS, and platforms. Penetration of app is required to be increased 
and it may be done by bundling a white-labelled TRAI Mobile App with other Apps or pre-installing an 
App with mobile devices.  Other initiatives may also be taken for popularizing the app. For feature 
phone users, a similar type of convenience may be provided by using USSD features. 

4.1.3 Retention of Registration Status during MNP process: Customers should be able to retain their 
preferences while porting their numbers. This may require changes in the process for Mobile Number 
Portability (MNP) and the facility to update the subscription network in the databases of UCC and retain 
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the status of the customer for preferences. 

4.1.4 Preference Registration in Bulk or by somebody on behalf of him: Customers may easily register their 
preferences and change it as and when required if the facility to make registration in bulk for 
preferences is available and it can be done by somebody on behalf of an organization or family. 
Introduction of this facility may require changes or defining process and requirement of specific 
documents. 

4.1.5 More Granularity in choices for Preferences: It has been reported that many times unregistered 
telemarketers reach out to customers who have opted out of commercial communications for a given 
category, but customers are interested in the sub-category of said commercial communication. This 
indicates that existing categories are too broadly defined, and customers are blocking communications 
because of it. This also implies that if customers are given more detailed choices of categories, they 
may be interested in receiving UCC for these specific sub-categories. This requires capturing customers 
interest into finer categories and also providing options such as acceptable time of day or media type 
(SMS and/or voice call). Such an implementation would impact processes for CPRF, PCPR, NCPR or 
CPDB. 

4.1.6 Widening Scope of UCC: Earlier, some calls and messages were simply annoying, and the concept of 
Unsolicited commercial communication coined to curb such calls and protect the interest of 
subscribers, while nowadays, voice call and SMS are also being used by scammers trying to steal the 
identity or to mislead the target for making some investments. Recently, SEBI and RBI have approached 
TRAI for help in controlling misuse of UCC channels by unscrupulous elements to send unauthorized 
investment tips or misguide in some other ways. Tracing of such miscreants is an issue. Sometimes they 
acquire an SMS header which resembles well-known entities in the market to misguide the recipient 
into believing that the advice or tips come from experts or authorized sources. Customers frequently 
report unwanted calls such as silent, obnoxious, threatening calls, Robo Calls, pre-recorded 
announcements, auto dialer calls and unauthorized communications as Unsolicited Commercial 
Communications. This indicates that the scope of UCC regulation may need to be expanded, and other 
Constitutional bodies like SEBI or Government organizations may be required to play a role in curbing 
such activities. For addressing concerns from Robo Calls and Auto dialer calls, technical solutions are 
required. Sometimes, such calls originate outside the countries and may require International Co-
operation to control. 

4.1.7 Concerns from new types of calls e.g. Silent calls, Robo Calls, Auto Dialer Calls:  Various new types of 
modes are being used by telemarketers to reach out to the customers and make commercial 
communications. They are using automated systems to make calls and technological capabilities to 
reach out to the larger target population. This results in different types of concerns, and customers who 
earlier did not object to the commercial communications may dislike calls from auto dialers or those 
with pre-recorded announcements. Steps may be required to address the issues arising from Robo calls 
and silent calls. Technical solutions to deal with such issue are required and customers may need 
options to opt out of these new modes. Such commercial communications may also originate from 
outside, requiring international co-operation and collaboration. 

4.2 Comments of the stakeholders on the issues: - 

4.2.1 Large time gap between registration request or change and execution for preference: On the issue of 
reducing timelines, most of the stakeholders suggested that such reduction is possible. Few 
stakeholders suggested that this could be done by establishing a central repository for directly 
registering customer preference through voice or SMS based solution along with a real-time update on 
the alteration of preference, with the TSPs being simultaneously connected to the central repository. 
Others have suggested reducing time by providing for instant connectivity between PCPR and NCPR 
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database through API integration at the operator level. Alternatively, instant connectivity can be 
established between the operator messaging gateway and the NCPR database, thereby excluding the 
need to maintain a PCPR database. 

i. Many stakeholders supported the idea of creating a cloud-based, centralized and automated 
platform, to support real-time updates regarding registration/ change/ deregistration of the 
subscriber preferences. 

ii. Moreover, many stakeholders supported that scrubbing as a service will actually reduce the time 
for enforcement. They recommended that the TSPs & Telemarketers should access the central 
registry through suitable APIs. One of the registered telemarketers commented that if the RTMs 
obtain scrubbing as a service from any third party, delays are expected and instead of reducing 
time, it will increase the time. To address concerns of privacy, one of the solution providers also 
suggested that the numbers to be scrubbed can be kept in the hashed form and even the 
screening can be done in such a way that absolutely no information about the numbers is 
revealed. 

iii. Few stakeholders from TSP side mentioned that with increase in granularity, they do not expect 
significant increase in complexity in operation or in scrubbing. While other stakeholders from 
TSPs and one from solution provider side submitted that they expect significant increase in 
complexity and Scrubbing as a Service model would easily handle the increased complexity. One 
solution provider endorsed the use of cloud computing technology to further reduce the strain 
on RTMs’ capacities and also endorsed prescribing a standard data format such as JSON for RTMs 
to upload data for scrubbing.  

iv. One Stakeholder is not in favour of having scrubbing as a service, however other supported the 
idea of scrubbing as separate service, but also mentioned that delays cannot be completely 
eliminated even then. 

v. some stakeholders suggested that, from the scaling standpoint, the solutions based on block-
chain technology is independent of the underlying architecture which will make it very easy to 
adopt at any level of the economy. 

4.2.2 Penetration of Mobile App and its availability for all devices: The stakeholders were almost evenly 
divided on the issue of bundling a TRAI app that should be supported by all devices and operating 
systems. While many stakeholders supported such a measure and opined that TRAI should approach 
the device manufacturers for such default bundling, others opposed on the grounds of it being a forced 
choice for subscribers, given that other apps existed for the said purpose. Yet others have submitted 
that the existing mobile apps of access providers should be upgraded to include processes related to 
UCC. One Stakeholder opposed the bundling on the ground that it would require investment in 
technology by the regulator. 

i. For increasing penetration of app, some stakeholders were of the view that a white-labelled TRAI 
mobile app may not solve problem, as it will need the regulator to invest in technology and 
resources to ensure smooth functioning and integration of the app with the current infrastructure 
stack. This will create unnecessary cost and redundant infrastructure for executing a process that 
can be more easily performed by the Communication Service Providers, who already have 
significant penetration with consumers. Further, when all the service providers share a common 
service for handling UCC, they can also define a common App interface for registering preferences 
and complaints. This enables developing the App easy for anyone hosting these common services 
or even a third party. If the UCC services are hosted in the cloud, the cloud service provider can 
enable the downloading of the app from its portal. The App can also function as an advertising 
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platform for the telemarketers and other companies. This can make the app essentially free. 

ii. Some stakeholders suggested other initiatives for popularizing this app, like TRAI may advertise 
this mobile app along with the TSPs who can further educate the customers about the benefit of 
the app through SMS. TRAI may utilize Proximity marketing/ digital marketing techniques for 
promoting use and penetration of the Apps. 

iii. many stakeholders supported the idea of API based framework which actually makes 
communications among various stakeholders and parties easy. As a regulator, TRAI should release 
an API or a kind of a standardized way that could be prescribed that any application which actually 
seeks to take care of this UCC problem. Some stakeholders had confidence that once industry 
establishes a standard, the industry will surely come up with the creative solution to enforce 
compliance. 

4.2.3 Retention of Registration Status during MNP process: Almost all stakeholders supported the idea of 
retaining the customer preferences in NCPR as it is i.e. neither de-registering nor re-registering the 
preferences.  

4.2.4 Preference Registration in Bulk and by somebody on his behalf: One stakeholder commented to create 
Digital Customer Profile which can be controlled, accessed and managed by the user. 

4.2.5 Granular choices for Preferences:  Most of the stakeholders supported the introduction of more 
granularity after a cost-benefit analysis, while some stakeholders opposed it on the ground that it will 
complicate the process and increase the implementation period.  

i. Some stakeholders also argued that additional choices of preferences will impact on CPRF, PCPR, 
NCPR or CPDB systems and these systems will become more complex and may impact their 
performance and response time. This may also affect online scrubbing as a service due to 
overload on the NCPR system. Therefore, the existing system may continue. 

ii. One stakeholder suggested that granular preferences would be relatively easier to add for the 
customer on the app – other avenues like SMS or email mode of registering would be a challenge. 
High level of specificity in choices can help serve desired objective only when the end to end chain 
of flow – both SMS or voice calls from UTMs is completely removed. 

iii. Stakeholders also stated that the greater granularity will help both customers and telemarketers 
at the expense of little additional technical work on CPRF, PCPR, NCPR, CPDB, etc. Choices should 
be in a hierarchical structure of preferences rather than just a long list of options. Customers who 
prefer simplicity can still fall back on the current method of a single number. Customers who want 
the refined set of options can go down the tree to specify more precise conditions and 
preferences. This will also help telemarketers target their messages better to the audiences that 
are more likely to be receptive. Such targeted messaging will deliver maximum benefit for the 
resources they spend in telemarketing. One stakeholder suggested that more refined preference 
registration would give a competitive advantage to the service providers. 

4.2.6 Widening Scope of UCC: All Stakeholders agreed with the fact that unwanted calls like silent, obnoxious, 
threatening one are one of the big problems today. Few stakeholders are of the view that TCCCPR 
regulations pertain only to commercial and transactional related communications. Presently, TSPs use 
analytical tools based on post-call CDR analysis to curb UCC menace. Using this technique, it is 
technically not feasible to record and identify missed calls such as silent calls and to proactively 
segregate A2P & P2P calls into Robo Calls, VoIP calls, obnoxious, threatening calls, etc. Expanding the 
scope of existing regulations to obnoxious or threatening will impose an unfair financial burden on the 
TSPs. Such cases may be left to law enforcement agencies to deal with in case to case manner. However, 
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other stakeholders suggested that all relevant derivatives of unsolicited communications including 
silent, obnoxious, threatening calls etc. and unauthorized communications should be captured by the 
UCC regulations. 

i. With regard to the role of the Government in unwanted communications, stakeholders 
mentioned that the Government should constitute strict laws to mitigate such unwanted 
communications while simultaneously creating conditions conducive for customers to lodge 
complaints with local LEA’s easily. TRAI can coordinate with other regulatory/enforcement 
authorities on Threat calls etc., to ensure strict action. 

ii. One stakeholder had the view that the standardization of regulations and ownership by 
government organizations will provide the consumer with the capability to direct its complaints 
to a centralized authority and will also restrict the unwanted solicitors’ capability to manipulate 
the regulatory norms. 

4.2.7 Concerns from new types of calls e.g. Silent calls, Robo Calls, Auto Dialer Calls: Some stakeholders 
were of the view that presently it is not technically possible. As TSPs currently use analytical tools based 
on post-call CDR, it is technically not feasible to record and identify missed calls such as silent calls and 
to proactively segregate A2P & P2P calls into Robo calls, VoIP calls, obnoxious, threatening calls, etc. 

i. However, other stakeholders have suggested following technical solution to fight back such UCC: 
(a) Telecom providers can also use the call duration – silent calls originate with a barely 1 second 
long missed call which is an extremely rare case from a customer to customer calling context; (b) 
Signature solutions (pattern detection) and Honeypots to be deployed by telecom providers, 
designed specifically for robot/silent calls – License cancellation upon non-compliance should be 
mandated; (c) In the US, there is a technical approach being considered which when deployed, 
with various other mitigation techniques like honeypots, Black-list/white-list etc., should provide 
a layer of authentication and verification that would put trust back into the network and enable 
rapid and efficient trace-back for investigation and enforcement purposes. 

ii. Stakeholders also informed that the Federal Trade Commission and local industry bodies explored 
various approaches to stem Robo calling and spoofing. They determined that major changes to 
the legacy SS7 signaling protocol prevalent in voice network infrastructure was not viable and has 
thus focused the solution on next generation IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) network 
interconnection. To be clear, the approach does not require all voice switches to migrate to VoIP, 
only that the interconnecting trunks between operator networks employ IMS-based VoIP. 
Furthermore, SMS text messaging generally uses other signaling protocols for Application to 
Person (A2P) messaging which would require a comparable IP-based approach unless IMS is also 
adopted for such messaging to consumers.  

iii. One Stakeholder suggested that the registration and authentication process of the new 
framework should ensure that calls can be made only from some registered numbers. The 
validation process of the new framework may also ensure that the format of the message/calls is 
approved before distribution. This would considerably help in curbing Robo calls and silent calls. 

iv. Regarding International co-operation and collaboration needed to address the issues, no specific 
comments were received from stakeholders. 

4.3 Analysis of inputs and conclusions 

Following paras deliberate upon the issues which are related to Customer Preference Registration System 
(CPRS). Issues and responses to the questions raised in the consultation paper are also summarized. Key points 
from the current regulatory approach and approaches taken in other jurisdictions to deal with the issues were 
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also considered while analyzing inputs and concluding the issues. Analysis of inputs and conclusions of the 
Authority are as follows: 

4.3.1 Reduction in time for registration and its enforcement: Currently time gap between registering 
preferences and its enforcement is seven days and it is due to spread-sheet-based implementation and 
updating databases via running scripts in episodic manner. This time gap can be reduced by adopting 
technology-based solutions. For this, automation of processes and use of APIs to update databases 
would be required. For reduction in time to enforce the registered preferences, Scrubbing as a Service 
would enable the function of scrubbing to be performed by any registered entity, providing flexibility 
to Telecom Service Providers (TSPs) and RTMs and easing them to maintain the requisite hardware. In 
view of above, the Authority decides that request of preference registration, de registration or 
modification should be done within 15 minutes and recommends that revised preferences be 
enforced within a time period of twenty-four hours from the time of registering preference or 
changes to it. 

4.3.2 Customer Preference Registration Facility (CPRF) should be available on multiple modes of 
communication as being provided under the current regulations. USSD may also be provided as an 
additional mode as it may provide interactive way for feature phone users to register or modify 
preferences. Web portal may be very helpful to provide interface to manage preferences and the 
customer may be authenticated via OTP. Web interface may also assist feature phone users and also 
provides options to take help of family member or friends to set preferences on the customer’s behalf. 
As penetration of mobile Internet is increasing at fast pace, mobile App may further be enhanced to 
provide internet-based interaction with the system in addition to the other method. 

4.3.3 It is observed that if customer has attempted to register or manage preferences, but the request is not 
exactly in the same format prescribed in the regulations or information is inadequate then requests are 
being rejected and if customer is not aware at that point in time, exactly what changes are required in 
the submitted format then gets unsatisfied with the CPRF. The Authority is of the view that access 
provider should not simply reject the request but help or guide the customer to do it in right manner 
next time. For this purpose, one of the way may be to provide information to the customer to download 
and use mobile app which takes care of format related issue. In view of above, the Authority decides 
that access provider be required to provide details about format and procedure to customer whose 
request has been rejected on grounds of incomplete information or incorrect format and codify this 
requirement in the appropriate Code(s) of Practice.  

4.3.4 Adopting technology driven solutions: Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) (refer para 6 to 10 of this 
explanatory memorandum) with complementing technology and platforms can enable sharing of 
preference data and execution of scrubbing processes, in a multi participant environment, in safe and 
secure manner. Authority is of the view that technology driven solutions may take care of complexity 
for providing refined choices of preferences and quickly applying for enforcement while end users of 
the system may need to deal only with the business interfaces. The technology will also make it easier 
to implement the proposed ‘Scrubbing as a Service’ model. 

4.3.5 Preferences should be recorded on the Distributed Ledger for Preferences (DL-Preferences) and be 
made available for scrubbing. DL-Preferences should be established, maintained and operated by the 
access provider or any other agency on its behalf. DL-Preference ledger should perform following 
functions:  

i. recording preferences of customer(s) in non-repudiable and immutable manner; 

ii. maintaining relevant details about customer; 

iii. retaining preferences information during mobile number portability process, with changes in 
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Location Routing Number (LRN) of the new serving network, in case customer is being ported-in; 

iv. creating a new entry, during subscription opening process, for starting life cycle of a phone 
number with new subscription; 

v. recording subscription closing, for completing the life cycle of a phone number with current 
subscription; 

vi. synchronizing it with DL-Preferences of all other access providers, in real-time; 

vii. providing an observer node of DL-Preferences to TRAI, or any agency authorized by Authority, 
free of charge; 

viii. recording revocation request for consent on Distributed Ledger of Consent Register as 
prescribed; 

4.3.6 For recording preferences on Distributed Ledger for Preferences (DL-Preferences), Access Provider shall 
automate its internal systems and develop appropriate APIs to interact with DL-Preferences; 

4.3.7 More granularity of choices in the preferences for selecting a category of commercial communication 
may help the customer indicate his interest areas in more precise manner. Having granular control on 
the topic and content of UCC is likely to increase the chances of customers signing up for it (or rather 
not blocking it). This will benefit both customers and telemarketers. Customers benefit from having 
access to communication of their choice, and telemarketers will benefit by having better targeting. 
Initially, exercising choice in great detail and considering them while sending commercial 
communications may seem complex, but using enabling technologies, such as intelligent, multi touch 
interfaces, web interfaces, assisted mode to set preferences, platform approach (API’s to set, change 
or revoke) can allow innovation in the market to find the best solutions. 

4.3.8 Granularity in the preferences may be introduced either by creating more categories or introducing 
multiple levels in hierarchical form. Requirement of granularity is expected to constantly evolve and 
pre-deciding particular categories or sub-categories in comprehensive manner is not practical. In view 
of this, the Authority decides that regulations should enable TSPs to create more categories and more 
types of preferences e.g. modes, time bands, day types in evolving manner. The details of categories 
should be specified in the part of Code of Practice for Preferences (CoP-Preferences) which is to be 
formulated by the access provider(s). Expansion of categories or sub-categories should be in such a 
manner that customer whose preferences are already registered are not altered without their 
consent.  

4.3.9 Introducing more dimensions to the preferences like time bands, types of day, medium of 
communication etc. would make available more options to the customers who may be interested in 
communication with certain preferences in terms of time or day or ways sender may reach out to him. 
Not providing such options to the customers may lead to opt for fully blocked state while he was not 
averse for all such commercial communications. Such a situation, is exploited by the UTMs as it would 
be possible to strike a deal if they hit blindly but by chance they fit into the narrow requirements of the 
customer. This situation may make success of UTMs overweigh risks of stringent actions taken against 
them. Introduction of additional dimensions may initially seem complex and difficult but default options 
in case detailed options are not exercised by the customer may keep customers at same level as of not 
having additional dimensions and there won’t be any adverse impact. Technologies, solutions and 
innovative user interfaces have to take care of all underlying complexities and offer such options to the 
customer in a user friendly, convenient and simple to use manner. Agile and flexible ways to evolve such 
preferences over time would make system adaptable to customers behaviour. 

4.3.10 The Authority has noted that Mobile Apps have played an important role in providing customers a 
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convenient way to register, de register, modify and view preferences. Apps can make it easier to allow 
management of additional dimensions of preferences and changing theses preferences frequently and 
registering them in a short time. The Authority decides that all access providers shall ensure that all 
devices registered on its network support permissions required for the functioning of apps developed 
in this regard either by the Authority or any other person or entity and approved by the Authority. 

4.3.11 It is being observed that there was no process specified to deal with the preference registration status 
of the customer while porting the number. This is causing inconvenience to customers, because their 
preferences are either changed or completely reset. Similarly, no process is defined to deal with the 
situation when telephone number changes ownership and the preferences of the new owner need to 
be reflected in the records. In view of this, the Authority decides that during MNP process, the 
preference status should be retained and current Location Routing Number (LRN) may also be 
recorded on DL-Preferences. DL-Preferences must also keep other details, e.g., phone number in 
international format, lifetime history of preference registration, modification and de-registration with 
date(s) and timestamp(s), unique registration number issued at the time of registration of preference. 
Records of consent corresponding to number would be retained in DL-Consent for a certain period and 
in a certain way as specified in codes of practice. It would be helpful to attribute UCC complaints and 
reports against such number or UCC related complaints or reports made by such number. 

4.3.12 Regarding issue of bulk registration, it was noted that preferences should be managed only with the 
permission of the customer and option of bulk registration by representative may not be required. 
However, if the customer wants to take help of others who are acquainted with the process or have 
access to better user interface or device capabilities e.g. mobile app, web portal, multi touch screen 
then assistance to manage preferences may be taken or other devices may be used while managing the 
preferences. In view of above, the Authority decides that option to manage preference using other’s 
telephone numbers or using web interfaces may be provided but request should be authenticated 
through OTP sent to the customer.  

4.3.13 Communications from Political Parties related to political campaign and from entities sending 
communications to survey the market may not be directly falling under the definition of commercial 
communications. However, some customers may experience inconvenience or irritation or annoyance 
as in case of UCC. Regulatory framework for UCC which provides capabilities to record consent and set 
preferences, may be very useful to provide options to customers to set their preferences to opt out of 
such types of calls or give consent to such entities to send such communications to the recipients. 
However, this may require further consultations with the concerned Government bodies before taking 
a position in this regard. 

4.3.14 It is noted that there are serious concerns of customers receiving fraudulent communications, 
obnoxious communications, threatening calls and malicious calls which are not as such unsolicited 
commercial communications (UCC). Customers may be given options to report such incidences to the 
concerned authorities, who are willing to participate in the system and take remedial actions. The 
Authority is of view that dealing with such issues is not under the purview of the TRAI but UCC eco 
system may be designed to pass on such information to concerned authorities, organizations or 
entities if such entities are willing to participate in the eco system. For example, lottery, renting offers 
for installing mobile towers, seeking personal information, investment tips or advisories from 
unauthorized sources using voice call or SMS can be routed to concerned participating entity such as 
SEBI, RBI, Associations in the sector etc. The Authority decides that scope of UCC should not be 
widened but UCC ecosystem may enable for participation of interested government bodies or 
constitutional bodies or associations recognized by the authorities in the concerned sector. 
Moreover, UCC eco system should be able to provide information on the identity of the sender and 
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associated information about it.  

4.3.15 Robo Calls, Auto Dialers with pre-recorded announcements and Auto dialers with live agents are a new 
source of UCC. These systems are sometimes causing spurt in UCC, repetitive call attempts to same 
customer in short span of time and also leading to silent calls which is very annoying to customers. 
These calls are difficult to proactively detect such callers but there must be regulatory provision to deal 
with the situation when it comes to the notice of the access provider or to the Authority. For senders 
who are registered and want to use Auto Dialers and the recipient has no issue in receiving such calls, 
it may be permissible. However, differences in volume of calls originated by the auto dialer and capacity 
of the system to handle answered calls may lead to abandoned calls. Auto dialers may also lead to silent 
calls because of its improper functioning or may be deliberately misused to make commercial 
communications in a disguised manner. In cases of complaints against UCC, normal procedure is to 
verify occurrence of communication by verifying call detail records, which may be misleading in cases 
of return calls to missed calls where call logs may suggest that the communication originated from the 
customer’s side. Auto dialer may also lead to abandoning of calls due to paucity of human resources 
available at particular moment to deal with answered calls.  The Authority decides that no sender 
registered for making commercial communication should initiate calls with an Auto dialer that may 
result in silent or abandoned calls. Further, the sender must notify the originating access provider, if 
auto dialer is being used to make commercial communication and taken steps to maintain abandoned 
calls within the limits provided for in these regulations or Code(s) of Practice. Regarding Robo calls, it 
is required to collect more information about the character and incidences of such Calls and take action 
take at the appropriate time.  

4.3.16 Issues and concerns from Auto Dialler calls have been noticed in other jurisdictions as well. For example, 
telecom regulator OFCOM and Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) from United Kingdom (UK) and 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) from United States of Americas (USA) have provisions to take actions 
to control nuisance from auto dialler calls. Use of Auto dialler by UTMs may come into notice via 
complaints and reports from the customers. Inputs from honeypots and usage patterns from the 
telephone number(s) may be analyzed to investigate the reported use of auto dialler. In case, it is found 
that auto dialler are being used by UTMs then appropriate actions may be taken against such activities.  
In case, auto dialler are to be used by Senders of commercial communications then they have to give 
prior intimations to the access providers.  Senders using auto dialler have to follow certain performance 
requirements for auto dialler such as percentage of silent calls, percentage of abandoned calls etc. to 
be within specified limits. Access providers may cross verify performances by analyzing statistics of 
usage pattern of telecom resources being used for auto dialler. Further specific details would be 
included in the codes of practice (CoP) which are to be formulated by the access provider(s). For curbing 
menace of UCC from Robo Calls, available options for implementation may be required to be explored. 
Industry may also develop new solutions for ways and means to control UCC from Robo calls. The 
Authority may permit or set up regulatory sandbox for conducting tests on proposed solutions for 
Robo Calls. 

4.3.17 Considering that in the proposed system, UCC preferences and the approaches to register them are 
expected to evolve over time, the Authority is of opinion that co-regulation would be the best way 
forward. Accordingly, access providers will be required to formulate Code of Practice for Preferences 
(CoP-Preferences) and submit to the Authority. This CoP will include processes for handling all aspects 
of managing preferences and consents including revocation of consents. Once CoP is formulated and 
finalized, access provider will be required to abide by its provisions. The Authority may intervene and 
issue directions or orders to modify the CoP, if it finds any deficiency in the CoP or it finds that CoP is 
failing to serve the purpose. The Authority may also formulate standard CoP, if required.  
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5 Inputs, analysis and conclusions on issues related to Complaint handling system 

5.1 Issues related to Complaint handling system 

5.1.1 Large time gap between registration and resolution of complaints: Current process for resolution of 
complaints are time consuming and the time gap between detection of violation and enforcement 
action is exploited by the spammers. Gap in time between UCC complaint and its resolution needs to 
be reduced but extent of reduction may depend upon automation of the process and require changes 
in the functions and interfaces for the complaint handling system. 

5.1.2 Changes in Complaint Registration facility to improve complaint registration: Consumer Complaint 
resource facility (CCRF) may need to be provided in a manner that improves the success rate in 
complaint resolution process. If pre-validation of data, e.g. by using Mobile App, web portal is done 
during registration of complaints, the success rate of the complaint resolution process could be 
improved. 

5.1.3 Entertaining complaints from customers, who have not registered any preference: Complaints may be 
made by customers who have not registered with NCPR but who receive commercial communications 
in violation of the provisions of the regulations, e.g. communications beyond specified timings.  
Mechanisms may also be explored to avoid promotional commercial communication during roaming or 
in cases when calls are forwarded. 

5.1.4 Make available intelligent Mobile App on all devices for UCC registering complaints: TRAI has 
developed a Mobile App which can be used to file complaints.  Such mobile apps may be further 
developed and enhanced to make them more intelligent and intuitive for submitting UCC complaints. 
These mobile apps would be required to be available on different types of mobile devices and operating 
systems. It may be necessary to mandate device manufacturers, Operating System developers and 
platforms to allow the apps to have the requisite permissions for proper functioning. 

5.1.5 Reviewing structure of financial Disincentives for Access Providers: Present provision of Fianancial 
Disincentives for Access Providers may need to be reviewed and additional roles and responsibilities 
may be assigned to Access Providers. Additional measures may be prescribed for the access providers 
to mitigate UCC problem. 

5.1.6 Levying stringent Financial disincentives in case of UCC calls using Auto diallers, Robos etc.:  Customer 
should have the option of opting out of commercial communication delivered through new modes such 
as Robocalls and auto-dialler calls. There should be strict financial disincentives for telemarketers 
sending UCC in violation of regulations using Robocalls or auto-dialler calls. 

5.1.7 Enhancements of Signature Solutions: Signature solutions may be enhanced to identify unregistered 
telemarketing activity. Technology based detection solutions which can proactively identify suspicious 
activity, need to be developed. Inputs to signature solution may come from various sources, e.g. by 
deploying honeypots or network elements. Enhancements of signature solutions may also include 
sharing of information among access providers for continuous evolution of signatures, rules and criteria. 

5.1.8 Use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to improve Signature Solutions: Artificial Intelligence (AI) may be 
useful to improve performance of signature solutions and make it more adaptive to changes in the 
behaviour of and techniques used by the telemarketers to bypass the signature solution. AI may also be 
helpful to detect newer UCC messages created by tweaking content. 

5.1.9 Honeypots to detect UCC and collect evidence: Honeypots may be used to detect and collect evidence 
for UCC, which may be difficult to capture otherwise. Approach for deploying such Honeypots may be 
required to be developed. 
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5.1.10 Crowdsourcing of information to detect UCC: Developing Intelligence through crowdsourcing by 
analysing UCC complaints at central locations may help in identifying source of spam and expediting 
actions against such defaulters. 

5.1.11 Scrubbing as a Service: Scrubbing as a Service model, as discussed earlier in para 3 and para 4 would be 
useful to handle complexities of more categories and dimensions of preferences, to consider consents 
while scrubbing and reduce time to enforce changes in the preferences. From complaint handling 
perspective, past logs of scrubbing activities need to be available which are immutable and non-
repudiable. These logs need to be available in a manner which reduces complaint handling time. 
Scrubbing as a Service may be chargeable and models for charging may be different based on 
requirements and/or volume of communication. 

5.1.12 Mitigate or eliminate victimization: Aggressive actions aimed at suspected unregistered telemarketers 
may sometime lead to victimization of customers, on account of false or faulty complaints or due to 
misidentification. The complaint handling mechanism has to be able to prevent or mitigate such 
victimization. There need to be processes for determining whether the owner of the number against 
whom a complaint has been filed has a business or commercial relationship with the complainant. 
Instead of disconnecting telecom resources immediately, there need to be provisions to issue notices, 
to put connections in suspend mode, and to put Usage Cap till investigations  are completed. 

5.1.13 Developing Scoring System for detecting UCC: It has reported that unregistered telemarketers often 
take SIMs from multiple access providers and changes their patterns in order to bypass detection. To 
detect and act against such UTMs operating across service providers or RTMs involved in unauthorized 
activities, a scoring system needs to be developed. Data from this scoring system can be shared access 
providers to further enhance their signature solutions. Parameters which should be considered for 
determining the score need to be identified and agreed upon by access providers. 

5.2 Comments of Stakeholders 

5.2.1 Reduction in time gap for complaint resolution:  

i. Regarding automation of complaint handling system (Real time/cloud based), most of the 
stakeholders agreed that there is a need to reduce the delays but practically doing it may be a 
challenge. Stakeholders submitted that, current system require 7 days Turn Around Time (TAT) 
in total (3 days for OSP & 3 days for TSP & one day for close looping). There is scope of 
compressing the Turn Around Time (TAT) by 1 day each side (excluding Saturday & Sunday), but 
2 days are required for proper validation of CDRs, due to customer data privacy the CDR access 
is available only with Nodal officer of circle. Moreover, at times TSPs have to co-ordinate with 
RTMs for locating activity logs. 

ii. Few stakeholders stated that most of the TSPs are already using semi-automated or automated 
process for receiving complaints and for its resolution, it includes complaint logging through 
self-service mode like SMS, web, mobile App. They can further automate it, by applying 
additional validations at initial level of examination of complaints such as registration status of 
the customer, length of UCC content, length of header, key word filtration of content etc., and 
can instantly provide the reasons for rejection of invalid UCC complaints to the complainant. 

iii. One stakeholder suggested that a possible change can be the early barring of telecom resources 
allocated to a UTM post an advance notice and an opportunity of being heard. The outgoing 
services should be barred immediately on validation of the complaint with the CDRs and notice 
of disconnection should be issued to the customer. Telecom resources should be disconnected 
if no reasonable and admissible justification is received within 3-4 days. In the meantime, the 
complaint may be closed on the basis of applying barring of usage of telecom resources. UTM 
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details should not be published on the NCPR for blacklisting till a final decision is taken on 
unbarring or disconnection. 

iv. Many stakeholders supported the idea of using centralized cloud-based complaint redressal 
system. During OHD, some stakeholders suggested that it is technically possible to maintain all 
complaint related information through either a centralized database or through blockchain 
technology. Using this system, as soon as, a complaint is registered it should be also possible to 
track the history of a UCC call or SMS, its content and whether it should have been sent in the 
first place. 

5.2.2 Changes in Complaint registration facility to improve complaint resolution 

i. All the stakeholders agreed that structured and pre-validated inputs from complaints using 
Mobile Apps and web portals may be helpful to capture relevant details of complaints, to 
automate resolution and enable advanced post-facto analysis for accurate reporting. App can 
have the built-in functionality of capturing call/SMS records from specific set of numbers – 140 
series, SMS headers etc. for accurate data analytics, predictive modelling etc. 

ii. Other suggestions were, to extend CRM-like functionality for purpose of registering complaints 
and make it a self-service functionality and may also provide Chat-bot functionality on the Web 
Portal.  

5.2.3 Entertaining complaints from customers who have not registered any preference 

i. TSPs and Telemarketers are of view that UCC complaint registration for non-DND customers 
should not be allowed, as this will create junk in the complaint database which will delay the 
resolution of complaints made by DND registered customers. Such customers should be 
encouraged to register their preference in the NCPR before lodging complaints. This will be 
one mode to popularise the exercise of preference by customers. Other stakeholders supported 
the view that access providers should provide resolution to customer complaints from 
customers who are not registered with NCPR, on the grounds that this will help access provider 
identify UTMs and RTMs which are not complying with regulations. Few stakeholders 
suggested that dynamic registration can be provided for customers not registered with NCPR. 

ii. Regarding the mechanism to avoid promotional call or SMS during roaming/call forwarding 
cases, Stakeholders suggested the followings:  

a. Few stakeholders suggested that customers may be provided with an option to opt-out to 
receive promotional commercial communication during roaming or call forwarding. TAPs 
may complete promotional and non-critical transactional communications only when 
customer is within his home service area. Filtering mechanisms may be enabled at 
intermediate nodes to detect promotional communications and modify headers to 
prevent additional forwarding in the system. 

b. Other stakeholders submitted that it would be difficult to implement it as there would be 
no difference in the calls to a customer who is in home service area with respect to the 
calls to a customer who is roaming.  Calling Line Identity (CLI) would be same in both the 
cases as far as the call is coming from a registered telemarketer with a registered CLI which 
has been assigned for the purpose.  

5.2.4 Developing and enhancing mobile App for all device OS 

i. Almost all stakeholders were in agreement for the need to develop and enhance the mobile App 
which would be helpful to submit complaints in an intelligent and intuitive manner. They were 
also in agreement to make it available for all device OS. However, they were of the view that 
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TRAI may issue necessary directions to device manufacturers for ensuring proper functioning of 
operating systems or platforms which are available to TRAI’s UCC mobile app.  

ii. While one stakeholder suggested that TRAI mobile app should be promoted by all service 
providers/manufacturers & software providers. All permissions required by the app should be 
available on the phone by default. Customer may have option to modify. Mobile app makes it 
easy to manage preferences/ consent and complaints. App can also make it possible to run data 
analytics to further improve processes.  

5.2.5 Review of structure of financial disincentive for access providers 

i. Stakeholders from the side of TSPs have a common view that there should not be any provision 
of the financial disincentive on the TSPs unless there is any violation at TSP end with regards to 
any regulation/direction issued by the Authority from time to time. The financial disincentive 
imposed on Access Service providers on account of UTM should be done away with. Few 
stakeholders suggested that present system may continue, and access providers may further 
strengthen process to be followed at the time of providing telecom resources to RTM, TMSE, 
aggregators etc. They may also consider including location tagging of place of office premises / 
place from where commercial communication calls would be made. TSPs also submitted that 
they do due diligence at the time of providing telecom resources and also carry out appropriate 
checks and they should not be held responsible for any violations by UTMs. TSPs further 
submitted that for management of header, TMSEs should be responsible and not the TSPs. It 
was also submitted that TMSEs should be made liable for appropriate use of headers and 
responsibility should be made clear at the time of assignment of header. TSPs should not be 
made responsible for any misuse of headers. TSPs requested Authority to remove provisions 
of financial disincentives on access providers in case of violations by UTMs. 

ii. Few TSPs submitted that they take several actions to identify UTMs such as analyzing calling 
patterns, their locations. TSPs have implemented spam detection solutions and they regularly 
update scripts for better results. 

5.2.6 Levying strict financial disincentives for UCC using Robo call, auto-dialer calls 

i. Few stakeholders suggested to institute an automated screening system for filtering robocalls. 
They also suggested use of honeypots to identify such calls. In case, it is found after an 
investigation or it is evident that entity is making robocalls or using auto-diallers for 
telemarketing purpose then TSPs may be directed to disconnect the telecom resources of such 
callers. Further, if such calls are generated through RTM, a suitable penal clause in the 
agreement may be incorporated and such RTM should be blacklisted with immediate effect for 
a longer period beyond three years along with immediate forfeiture of Security Deposit. This 
shall act as a deterrent to RTMs from indulging in such activity.  

ii. Other stakeholders submitted that there is no mechanism available in the industry to 
proactively identify the nature of calls/ SMS. Since TSPs have no control over those customers 
who are making calls or sending UCC spam, therefore TSPs should not be unduly penalized for 
inappropriate action of customer. The strict financial disinvestment should be applied on the 
TSPs only when there is violation of the Regulation and not on the basis of such UCC calls being 
generated in their networks. Stakeholders also submitted that, in some cases, a Robo call may 
be a legitimate call from a doctor’s office reminding a patient of a crucial appointment.  

5.2.7 Enhancements of signature solutions 

i. Some stakeholders recommended use of machine-learning and information sharing among 
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access providers to enhance the signature solutions. New patterns detected or learned by one 
Access Provider may be immediately adopted by other Access Providers. They also suggested to 
use e-signatures and hash-codes and recommended creating a centralised data sharing and 
coordination platform to facilitate this. 

ii. Other stakeholders did not support enhancing existing signature solutions. 

5.2.8 Artificial Intelligence (AI) to improve performance of signature solutions: Most of the stakeholders 
agreed that Artificial Intelligence (AI) based solutions can improve the performance of signature 
solutions and enhance its capabilities. For example, AI with honeypot can have an artificially intelligent 
bot which can be programmed to interact with suspected unregistered telemarketers or registered 
telemarketer not complying with the regulations. Such measures can also help to learn emerging new 
patterns in UCC which may be required additional remedial measures to be taken by the access 
providers. These patterns than can be shared with the various TSPs for the implementation in their 
signature solution. Stakeholders submitted that implementation of the AI solutions would require more 
discussion between TRAI, TSPs, and vendors. 

5.2.9 Honeypots to detect and collect evidences for UCC 

i. TSPs agreed that honeypots can be helpful in detecting and collecting evidence of unsolicited 
communications. An artificially intelligent honeypot can be programmed by TSPs to fish out 
defaulter telemarketers/ UTMs on the basis of call patterns. However, only new numbers should 
be used in honeypot i.e. no recycled number should be used in honeypot, as it may be possible 
to get solicited communication on such numbers. Stakeholders also suggested that deployment 
of honeypots along with use of cryptographic signatures to collect evidence can help to identify 
similarity among samples collected from multiple sources. Such measures can also make use of 
additional software capabilities such as to detect plagiarism/ to detect similar image/music, that 
can help to identify similarity among samples. 

ii. Few stakeholders have suggested to identify the entity who should be responsible to deploy 
Honeypots, analyse and deal with inputs from such Honeypots. 

5.2.10 Crowdsourcing information to detect UCC 

i. Most of the Stakeholders supported the view that complaint related data should be analysed at 
central locations such as TRAI’s NCPR Portal to develop intelligence, take proactive measures 
and to strengthen the system in a structured way.  

ii. Inputs may be shared with all stakeholders and actions against identified defaulters may also be 
expedited. 

5.2.11 Scrubbing as a Service  

i. Comments of stakeholders on Scrubbing as a service model related to entity registration and 
preference or consent related requirements are already covered under para 3 and para 4.  

ii. Stakeholders suggested that charging for scrubbing as a service may be based on categories or 
volume. Minimum charges may be applicable for carrying out scrubbing or there may be one-
time charge (akin to registration fees). 

5.2.12 Mitigation or elimination of cases of victimization 

i. Most of the Stakeholders were in agreement for the need to have mechanism which avoids or 
eliminates victimization and supported options such as Reputation-based analysis which may 
take into account various factors like age of subscription, authentication at the time of 
subscription, address verification method etc.  
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ii. Some of the stakeholders also supported need of considering complainant’s prior business, 
commercial or social relationship with the party against whom complaint is made need to be 
considered while resolving the complaint. They also submitted that TAP need to have access to 
a database of customers mapped to their business/commercial relationships so that potential 
cases of false complaint may be flagged before sharing with OAP. The actual process of 
registration may also be enhanced to record the source, timestamp and additional relevant 
metadata like parent-child, peer or family-based relationships that may be relevant in dispute 
resolutions. 

iii. Stakeholders suggested that first notice should be issued then connection may be put in suspend 
mode or applying Usage Cap till investigation is completed. 

5.2.13 Developing a scoring system for UCC 

i. TSPs are of view that present signature filtration has capability for scoring/ ranking. The 
authority must recommend common rules for scoring of all TSPs in case of the present signature 
filtrations. The source of UCC may be identified based on the analysis of content of A2P/ P2P 
SMSs. Scoring system may be based on historical patterns, time of communication, mode of 
communication or depend on season especially in case of promotional messages. 

ii. Regarding collaboration among access providers, some stakeholders suggested that it may be 
unwise to share the specifics of a signature solution with all entities, as this would help in 
creating UCCs that can bypass the signature solution implementations. However, if some access 
providers decide to work together, then they could selectively share information to help each 
other via a common secure platform that allows them to exchange information. 

5.3 Analysis of inputs and conclusions 

Following paras deliberates on the issues which are related to complaint handling. Issues and responses to the 
questions raised in the consultation paper are also summarized. Key points from the current regulatory approach 
and approaches taken in other jurisdictions to deal with the issues were also considered while analyzing inputs 
and concluding the issues. Analysis of inputs and conclusions of the Authority are as follows: 

5.3.1 Customer Complaint Registration Facility (CCRF): Similar to the provisions in the current regulations, 
access provider should establish CCRF for its customers to make complaint(s). However, facility may be 
made more efficient and effective by automating most of the complaint handling processes. 
Considering computational resources and networking technologies which are available now-a-days, it 
is possible to reduce the time required to register and acknowledge the complaint. System can quickly 
check whether requisite information is available or more information is to be sought from the 
complainant. Mobile App may be very helpful for the customer to intuitively and intelligently select the 
probable telephone numbers which may be UCC. Mobile App also helps the customer to retrieve 
requisite information from the device to make complaint in a convenient manner. It avoids or 
eliminates chances of rejection of complaint on grounds of non-availability of requisite details. App can 
also pre-validate data and submit information to other systems in a structured form. This helps to 
automate the process and take quick actions. Web portal may also help in pre-validating data and 
submitting information in structured form. But in case of making complaints via web portal or using 
another phone number other than the phone number on which UCC was received, authentication may 
be required via OTP. And if customer is not using the mobile app or web portal, it is required to guide 
him or her about the procedure for making complaint. This may be done by providing information via 
SMS, referring to links to get more information or suggesting available alternative modes to make 
complaints. In view of this, the Authority decided that complaint may be acknowledged by the access 
provider within fifteen minutes by sending unique reference number to the complainant. Processes 
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of CCRF may be automated and improved to make them more interactive in handling the registration 
of a complaint. Further specific details to handle registration of complaints may be included in the 
Codes of practice.  

5.3.2 Technology driven solutions to handle complaints: As discussed earlier in the para 3.3 and 4.3, 
Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) with complementing technology and platforms can record 
complaints in an immutable and non repudiable manner and can provide sharing of complaint related 
data, history of complainant, and history of person or entity against whom complaint is made easily 
accessible. Actions performed by participants in the UCC eco system while dealing with complaint 
resolution may also be made transparent and auditable. To deal effectively, DLT system could be 
designed to have the capability to swiftly and automatically throttle the usage of or suspend or remove 
the defaulting entity from the UCC eco system using smart contracts. As discussed earlier in Para 3.3, 
systems would be designed to make non-compliance from registered entities very difficult. By design 
the only instances of lapses would be in cases multiple participants deliberately introduce 
vulnerabilities in the system or due to mistakes in the configuration of the system. Proactive 
mechanisms to detect such occurrences and quickly isolate defaulting entity from the system would 
reduce chances of violations of regulations through UCC eco system of registered entities. In view of 
above, the Authority decides that Access Provider should establish DLT based system(s), functions 
and processes to resolve complaints made by the customers and to take remedial action against 
sender(s).  Access Provider should establish Distributed Ledger(s) for Complaints (DL-Complaints) with 
requisite functions, processes and interfaces: - 

i. to record complaints and reports regarding violation of Regulations made by the customer in 
the Distributed Ledger for Complaints (DL-Complaints) in an immutable and non repudiable 
manner; 

ii. to record relevant details about the complaint or report regarding violation of Regulations. 

iii. to record three years history of a complainant with details of all complaint(s) made by him, with 
date(s) and time(s), and status of resolution of complaints; 

iv. to record three years history of sender(s) against which complaint is made or reported with 
details of all complaint(s), with date(s) and time(s), and status of resolution of complaints; 

v. to interact and exchange information with other relevant entities in a safe and secure manner; 

vi. to support any other functionalities as required to carry out functions provided for in these 
regulations; 

vii. To provide facilities for its customers to register complaints against Sender(s) of Commercial 
Communication and maintain complete and accurate records of status of resolution of 
complaints; 

viii. To examine and investigate complaints, take actions against defaulters and take remedial 
measures to ensure compliance with the regulations; 

ix. To comply with any other directions, guidelines and instructions issued by the Authority in this 
regard. 

5.3.3 For controlling UCC from unregistered telemarketers, all customers using telecom networks may be 
advised not to indulge in UTM activities, otherwise they may be put under Usage Cap or their telecom 
resources disconnected. Similarly, there is need to have provisions that principal entities (or business 
entities) do not indulge in UTM activity, directly or indirectly. Further, they may be made aware of these 
provisions by the access providers. System and processes are required that encourage entities to get 
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registered and on-boarded to UCC eco system before making commercial communications. Measures 
specified in Para 3 and Para 4 are already part of such UCC eco system to better match the interests of 
sender and recipients, to protect the interests of business entities, and to permit the options for 
reaching out customers when there are legitimate and justified reasons. 

5.3.4 Entertaining complaints from customers not registered on DL-Preferences: The present system does 
not have provision of lodging complaint by the customer who have not registered any preference(s). 
However, there are certain instances of violation of provisions of regulation like UCC from UTM, UCC 
beyond permissible hours etc., where unregistered subscriber may also like to register complaints. Such 
complaints may be treated differently compared to normal complaints by a customer registered on DL-
Preferences. These may be referred as “reports” instead of “complaints”. Complaints received after the 
specified time period from a customer registered on DL-Preferences or those with insufficient evidence 
may also be recorded as reports. Taking such complaints into account would help identify UTMs or 
RTMs who indulge in activities are not permitted under the regulations. When suspected UTM is 
sending UCC in bulk then only complaints which may be few in numbers may be relied upon. It would 
require defining meaning of bulk. Similar approach has been adopted in other jurisdictions such as in 
Singapore where in bulk is defined in the Spam Control Act (SCA) 2007, for details refer link 
https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Act/SCA2007. In view of this, the Authority also decides to define bulk based 
on number of messages or voice calls made during 24 hours, seven days and thirty days. The Authority 
also decides that Access Provider should entertain reports from such customers for detection of bulk 
UCC sender and non-compliance of regulation. Access Provider may be required to consider all the 
complaints made within relevant time period of commercial communication. Even if the complaint is 
received after the specified time period, TSP should not reject it, but consider it as report for use in 
UCC detection. 

5.3.5 System to Detect UCC: To deal with UCC from UTM, signature solutions needs to be enhanced which 
shall be referred to as the UCC_Detect System. While determining whether a person or entity is 
suspected sender of UCC, this system may include additional sources of inputs such as sending 
information (SI) from reports, inputs collected from Honeypots, information shared by Signature 
Solutions of other access providers, information available from network elements e.g. HLR, miss call 
alerts etc. Such system would be able to identify suspected UTMs with greater accuracy when it is 
equipped with more information about suspected UCC senders. Technology based solutions can be 
designed to carry out all these checks and retrieve desired information in a short time.  This system may 
also use Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques to constantly evolve to deal 
with new signatures, new patterns and new techniques used by UTM for sending UCC and while 
remaining undetected. Currently, criteria, rules, policies etc. for detecting UCC from UTMs are in public 
domain and spammers adapts their patterns to escape detection. Since taking action is permissible only 
after a complaint is received from at least one customer the criteria, rules and policies for detection 
should be treated as intelligence secrets and kept confidential.  This system may also be helpful 

i. to detect suspected senders after analysing multiple factors: The determination of a UCC 
sender’s guilt cannot be made on the basis of one single complaint. When a customer makes a 
complaint against a sender of UCC, there should be a system to immediately check whether any 
other recipients have filed similar complaints about the same sender. For this purpose, 
supporting information may be provided by this system after analysing multiple factors other 
than complaints and signatures, such as profile of the customer may be helpful in avoiding false 
positives. Reputation-based analysis may take into account various factors like age of 
subscription, authentication at the time of subscription, address verification method etc. 

ii. to detect unauthorized senders of content: UCC_Detect System may also support pattern 
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matching to be applied on A2P (Application to Person) traffic coming from RTMs. It may be useful 
to detect messages sent by unauthorized entities e.g. investment tips sent by entities who are 
not registered with SEBI or header being used for sending traffic for which it was not intended 
at the time of assignment. This may require enhancement of current signature solution to also 
have list of headers along with the purpose for which they are assigned. 

iii. to exchange information among similar systems of other access providers:  Access providers 
should develop a scoring system for UCC to detect UTMs operating using telecom resources from 
different access providers. While developing such scoring system access providers should 
consider outcome of 3GPP Technical Study Report TR 33.937 "Study of Mechanisms for 
Protection against Unsolicited Communication for IP Multi-Media Sub-system (IMS) (PUCI)" 
which describes concept of Unsolicited Communication (UC) score and also details out option to 
exchange information about UC score among different entities using IP Multi-Media Sub-system 
(IMS). 

In view of this, the Authority decides that Access Provider should establish UCC_Detect System with 
requisite functionalities to detect, identify and act against sender(s) of Commercial Communication 
who are not registered with them and to detect unauthorized senders of content, e.g. related to 
financial investment tips, advisories. Further implementation details about UCC_Detect_System need 
to be included in Code of Practice (CoP) for such system.  

5.3.6 TAP and OAP to act in parallel for timely action to control UCC: Reduction in time for complaint 
registration and its resolution may be achieved by adopting technology-based solutions. This would 
require automation of processes and development and deployment of APIs. Once complaint is 
registered, there are multiple reasons for delays in resolution. One reasons may be that TAP, and OAP 
deal with the UCC complaints in a sequential manner. Sometime gains can be made by parallelizing 
some of the processes. It is recommended that TAP should immediately record the complaint and 
forward it to the OAP for resolution. In the meantime, TAP may check CDRs of the complainant and/or 
the person or entity complained against to verify the occurrence. The outcome of this check may be 
recorded on Complaint Handling System which is also accessible to OAP. In view of above, the Authority 
decides that TAP should record the complaint and notify, in real time, the details of the complaint to 
the concerned OAP. TAP should verify within one business day, whether the alleged communication 
actually occurred between the complainant and the reported telephone number or header and 
update the findings on distributed ledger. TAP should also verify that date of receipt of complaint is 
within three days of receiving commercial communication and in case complaint is reported by the 
customer after three days, communicate to the customer about the closure of his complaint in 
accordance with the Code of Practice for Complaint Handling and change status of complaint to 
“report” instead of complaint. Business are usually closed on Saturdays, Sundays and Gazette holidays 
declared by Central Government and time required to act against UCC complaints may need to consider 
this. In view of this definition of “Business Day” was changed to any day other than a Saturday, Sunday 
or Gazette holidays declared by Centeral Government. 

5.3.7 Issues with a single stage investigation process: The severity of punishments which are prescribed for 
offenders, is another reason investigation takes time. Currently, if a complaint against a UTM is found 
to be valid it leads to disconnection of all telecom resources belonging to that entity. Moreover, such 
person or entity is also blacklisted and cannot take resources from any of the access provider for a 
period of two years.  In case of RTMs for the first five violations, the action is deduction from security 
deposits, and deductions increase for each violation. After six violations, the RTM is blacklisted. This 
puts the access provider on cautious path as hurriedly concluding the investigation may lead to 
victimization. This creates situation in which taking action against UCC in aggressive manner leads to 
increase in wrongful actions and comprehensively investigating the cases leads to complaint resolution 
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taking a long time. Sometimes the fact that resolution takes a long time is exploited by spammers or 
entities deliberately defaulting to send UCC.  

5.3.8 Introduce multi-stage investigation process to control UCC: The Authority is of the view that the 
aforementioned issue could be solved by making investigations multi-staged. The first stage, should be 
of preliminary examination of the complaints, if it is found that the person or entity against whom 
complaint is made is likely to be a spammer or sender of UCC in bulk then their facility to communicate 
should be temporarily restricted. For example, if a number is suspected of sending UCC in violation of 
regulations, their outgoing usage could be capped without restricting incoming calls, SMS and Internet. 
This cap would be in place until the investigation is concluded. With this change in approach, action may 
be taken quickly to address the UCC problem while sufficient time is available to comprehensively 
investigate complaints. Such control measures are to be applied within two business days of receiving 
the requisite number of complaints. 

5.3.9 It is observed that UTMs usually have pre-paid customers but there may be instances of UCC from UTMs 
having post-paid customers. It is more likely to happen in cases of business entities or corporate 
connections. In case of post-paid customers, unlike pre-paid customers, usage is not checked by the 
system at the moment of initiating service request and it may be required to explore ways and means 
to implement Usage Cap for post-paid customers. For example, post-paid customers against whom 
Usage Cap is to be applied may be temporarily configured as Intelligent Network Subscriber to apply 
Usage Cap. Other options for post-paid customers to effectively implement Usage Cap would be 
prescribed while formulating codes of practice to be formulated by the access providers. 

5.3.10 Preliminary Examination of Complaints by OAP: To deal with complaints related to RTM, both the TAP 
and OAP have to investigate and resolve the complaint in parallel. Action against the RTMs must be 
part of Code of Practice for Complaint handling. As discussed earlier in Para 3.3, UCC eco system is to 
be controlled and managed by the access provider and specific actions to be taken against RTMs would 
be part of CoPs. Access provider’s performance in terms of keeping a check on RTMs would be 
measured on the basis of aggregated complaints received by OAP against RTMs. OAP should carry 
preliminary examination of the complaints in two days so that appropriate action may be taken against 
suspected sender of UCC. In view of above, For OAP, the Authority decides that in case the complaint 
is related to RTM, OAP should examine, within one business day from the date of receipt of 
complaint, whether all regulatory pre-checks were carried out in the reported case before delivering 
UCC, and in case, answer is yes then OAP should communicate to TAP to inform complainant about 
the closure of complaint as provided for in the Code(s) of Practice. In case, answer is no, then OAP 
should, within two business days from the date of receipt of complaint, take actions against the 
defaulting entity and communicate to TAP to inform the complainant about the action taken against 
his complaint as provided for in Code(s) of Practice.   

5.3.11 Structured way to deal with complaints against suspected UTMs: The Distributed Ledger for 
Complaints (DL-Complaints) having histories of complainant and against whom complaints are being 
made used in conjunction with UCC_Detect_System would make it possible to precisely identify UTMs. 
This approach would minimize victimization, while effectively detecting UTMs and prevent them from 
sending UCC. In view of above, the Authority decides that in case of complaint against a UTM also the 
OAP should examine CDRs in parallel to TAP, within one business day from the date of receipt of 
complaint, to check the occurrence of communication that is under investigation. In case, answer is 
no, then OAP should communicate to the TAP to inform the complainant about the closure of 
complaint in a manner prescribed in the CoP. In case answer is yes, then OAP should further examine, 
within two business days, whether there are similar complaints or reports against the same sender. 

i. Action should be expedited to control UCC, if multiple complaints are received against same 
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sender, Usage Cap should be applied immediately, which may be restored after due investigation 
if there is no guilt. Suffiicient time should be given for concluding the investigation as opportunity 
must be given to the sender who is kept under Usage Cap to defend themselves. The Authority 
decides that if there are complaints against the sender from ten or more recipients over a 
period of seven days preceding the date of receiving complaint, the OAP should put the sender 
under Usage Cap and at the same time should initiate investigation. Such restrictions should 
be in place till investigation is complete or for thirty days from the date of effect of restrictions, 
whichever is earlier. 

ii. If complaints are not received from multiple recipients then before taking action, more checks 
should be done to find out whether sender has sent only few messages or made only few calls 
and can not reasonably be considred as UTM. In vieew of this the Authority decides that where 
number of complaints are from less than ten recipients, the OAP should, check from the 
previous thirty days data of CoP_UCC_Detect System whether suspected sender is involved in 
sending Commercial Communication in bulk or not (Definition of bulk may be by counting 
communications over a period of 24 hours, over a week and over a month). 

a. in case, answer is yes, the OAP should put sender under Usage Cap and at the same time 
initiate investigation. Such restrictions should be valid till investigation or thirty days from 
the date of effect of restrictions, whichever is earlier. 

b. in case, answer is no, OAP should warn such sender through appropriate means as 
provided for in CoPs and remove the usage cap. 

iii. Sender should be given opportunity to represent his case before finally concluding the 
investigation. If sender was found indulging in UCC in violation of regulations,  he should be given 
warning for the first offence and the Usage Cap removed. If the violation is repeated a second 
time, Usage Cap should be applied for longer period and in case of third time, all resources should 
be disconnected except one which may be provided with Usage Cap to use minimum functional 
requirements for daily use. In view of this the Authority decides that OAP should issue notice, 
within three business days, to give opportunity to suspected sender(s) to represent his case 
and conclude investigation within thirty business days from the date of receipt of complaint 
and if sender is found to be indulging in sending UCC then OAP should take action against such 
sender as under: - 

a. for first instance of violation, due warning shall be given. First instance of the violation 
should include all the complaints against the sender within two business days after the 
date of receipt of the first complaint, against which the sender is to be warned. 

b. for second instance of violation, Usage Cap should continue for a period of six months. 
Second instance of the violation should include all the complaints against the sender after 
the issuance of first warning within two business days after the date of receipt of the 
complaint against which second warning is being given to the sender. 

c. for third and subsequent instances of violations, all telecom resources of the sender shall 
be disconnected for a period up to two years. 

5.3.12 Review of structure of financial disincentive for access providers: At present, access providers are 
subject to financial disincentive if UCC complaints are found to have originated from their network. 
Financial disincentive for UCC complaint are being imposed on weekly basis and the provision of 
financial disincentive is applied even when UCC complaints are handled within given time frame and 
expected action is taken against UTM or RTM.  At the time of amendment of the regulation for this 
provision, it was felt that Access Providers are responsible for carrying out due checks and verification 
of the customers and if bulk connections are being taken by customers and being misused then Access 
Providers are not discharging their due responsibilities. TSPs have represented, from time to time, 
against applying financial disincentives on counts of UCC complaints including even those UCC 
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complaints on which they have taken timely action.  

i. In new regulatory framework where co-regulation approach is being adopted and COPs are to 
be formulated by the access providers, primary responsibility to control UCC is of access provider. 
OAPs failing to curb the UCC sent through its network(s) should be liable to pay by way of 
Financial Disincentives. The FDs should be telescopic; i.e. nominal if the number of incidences 
reported are below a threshold, but substantially higher if the number of cases beyond a certain 
threshold. In new regulatory framework, technology driven systems are to be put in place and 
access providers are given flexibility to act fast against the defaulter entities. It may also be noted 
that access providers are also given freedom to prescribe charges/ fees and access providers can 
also impose financial disincentives on defaulting entities for faults attributable to them. In such 
situation graded financial disincentives should be applied and it should increase substantially in 
case number of complaint rises against RTMs. In view of this the Authority decides that FD for 
access provider, in case of complaints related RTMs should be based on the Count of UCC for 
RTMs for one calendar month in each License Service Area. It should be increased to Rs. one 
thousand per count if it is more than zero but not exceeding hundred. This should be increased 
to Rs. one lakh plus Rs. five thousand per count exceeding hundred when count is between one 
hundred and one thousand. This should be further increased to Rs. forty-six lakhs plus Rs. ten 
thousand per count exceeding one thousand when total count is more than one thousand. 

ii. Access providers are supposed to take action against UTMs suspected of sending UCC and also 
carry out due investigation and take appropriate action against the UTMs. Normally it is 
expected that access providers would be following processes and not to be held responsible for 
UCC from UTMs. Access provider would also be required to inform their subscribers to not send 
Commercial Communication or cause sending Commercial communication or authorize the 
sending of the Commercial Communication using the telecom resources failing which the 
telecom resources used or assigned to him may be put under Usage Cap or disconnected. 

iii.  Access providers would have to establish UCC_Detect system to control UCC from UTMs. If 
access providers do not act against the detected UTMs in a timely manner, then they may be 
held accountable for not controlling UCC. If it comes to notice or is found during audit of the 
system that the access provider has not taken action against UTMs as specified in the regulations 
or CoPs then access provider may be liable to pay by way of financial disincentives. The FD in 
case of UTM may be dependent on every such instance. In view of this the Authority decides 
that Financial Disincentive of one lakh per instance of access provider failing to impose timely 
restrictions on outgoing usage of unregistered sender(s) be imposed on the access provider. 

iv. In view of UCC eco system based on DLT is created by the access provider(s) and measures taken 
to control the outgoing usage of telecom resources of suspected sender of UCC whenever it 
comes into notice, current provisions of Financial Disincentives for access providers may need to 
be revised. Access providers are supposed to apply Usage Cap within timelines prescribed in the 
regulations. If it comes to notice of the Authority that access provider is not taking such measures 
in timely manner and same is established through special audits and no satisfactory justifications 
for any delay in applying such measures, then access providers may be liable to pay by way of 
financial disincentives. 

5.3.13 As discussed earlier in Para 3.3, further specific details should be part of Codes of Practice for Complaint 
Handling (CoP-Complaints) and Code of Practice for UCC_Detect_System which should be formulated 
by the access providers. In view of this the Authority decides that access providers shall also formulate 
codes of practice for complaints (CoP-Complaints) and codes of practice for UCC Detect system (CoP-
UCC_Detect). 
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5.3.14 Access providers may also be liable to pay by way of financial disincentives in case they do not establish 
eco system in accordance with the codes of practice. Such disincentives may be applicable till such 
system comes into existence and made live to deal with relevant aspects. However, after implementing 
such systems in accordance with the CoP, if non-compliance occurs due to some flaw in implementation 
or inappropriate configurations of the system then financial disincentives may be applicable in 
accordance to the provisions under count of UCC complaints and not against non-implementation of 
CoP. For example, if access provider has not implemented systems and process as defined in the codes 
of practice and UCC complaints are on rise due to non-implementation of CoP then financial 
disincentives may be applied for non-compliance of CoP. If access provider has implemented the system 
and subsequently UCC complaints are rising because of some issues related to system, then financial 
disincentives for non-implementation of CoP would not be applicable. Financial disincentives as 
applicable for UCC counts may be levied. However, if there is major non-compliance of CoP on part of 
system or there are multiple minor non-compliances in the system which amount to as complete failure 
of the system then financial disincentives for non-compliance of CoP may be applicable. 

5.3.15 Developing and enhancing mobile App for all device OS: 

i. In present day and age where technological advancements have been made, smart mobile phone 
devices aren’t just a means to make calls but have acquired intelligence and are integral part of 
the telecommunication service/network. In order to maximize such intelligence, the application 
Do Not Disturb App (“DnD App”) developed by TRAI or such similar applications developed by 
third parties with due approval of TRAI, facilitate in an easy, efficient and effective manner 
reporting and resolution of UCC and advance telecommunication consumer interest.  

ii. Undoubtedly, such applications are one of the most effective means for subscribers for 
registration/ deregistration/ change of preferences, checking the status and handling complaints 
pertaining to UCC. 

iii. Such Apps seek customers’ permission to access the SMS and call logs on the mobile device. This 
requirement has been viewed by some stakeholders to be a violation of customers’ privacy. 

iv. This is an incorrect perception because the DND App (or a functionally equivalent App) requires 
access to the logs only to present to the customer what is his or her own data, also accessible by 
the customer in other ways. Further, the customer initiates every action based on the 
information presented, while the App merely provides assistance in completing the action as per 
regulation. At no time does the App require access to these logs for other purposes, nor does it 
transmit the information to anyone other than the entity with whom the customer himself or 
herself wishes to share the information. 

v. An issue raised by some stakeholders is that TRAI doesn’t have the power to regulate devices. 
However, it is TRAI’s statutory duty to safeguard consumer interest as indicated in the TRAI Act: 
“... to protect the interests of service providers and consumers of the telecom sector, to promote 
and ensure orderly growth of the telecom sector, and for matters connected therewith or 
incidental thereto.” With the intelligence residing in the nodes and end devices, the network 
cannot operate totally independently of the user equipment. Such elements of the equipment 
that affect the performance of the network or the experience of some or all its users (which is 
“connected therewith or incidental thereto”) may be regulated as necessary in the discharge of 
TRAI’s statutory obligations.  

vi. “Regulate” means to control or to adjust by a rule or to subject to governing principles.  It is a 
word of broad impact having wide meaning comprehending all facets not only specifically 
enumerated in the Act, but also embraces within its fold the powers incidental to the regulation 
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envisaged in good faith and its meaning has to be ascertained in the context in which it is being 
used and the purpose of the statute. The regulatory power possessed by the TRAI shall also 
include the power to regulate all the things incidental to the telecommunication sector. If the 
matters incidental to the telecommunication sector is read in a restrictive manner, then it will 
not be fair whereby the provisions made for the benefit of the consumers become wholly illusory. 
The expression regulatory is to be given expanded meaning and has been construed liberally so 
as to achieve the object stated in law.  

vii. Further, where a statute gives a power, such power implies that all legitimate steps may be taken 
to exercise that power even though these steps may not be clearly spelt in the statute. Where 
the rule making authority gives power to certain authority to do anything of public character, 
such authority should get the power to take intermediate steps in order to give effect to the 
exercise of the power in its final step, otherwise the ultimate power would become illusory, 
ridiculous and inoperative which could not be the intention of the rule making authority.  

viii. The purpose of enacting the TRAI Act, was as stated hereinbefore, generally, to regulate the 
telecom sector, and in particular to safeguard the interests of the consumers of telecom services. 
Thus, the entire Act, especially mandatory functions of the TRAI, will be read in this perspective. 
Therefore, an intelligent telecommunications network element such as a smart mobile handset 
cannot and should not be allowed to frustrate the basic objective of the Act. 

ix. As far as derecognition of devices is concerned, TRAI based on the grievances from the customers 
would make a decision regarding whether the device needs to be derecognized by the service 
providers or not based on whether any device is contravening the Regulation or not. It is not 
expecting from the service providers to take responsibility of the device manufacturers in 
supporting the DnD App or such similar Apps but would only direct the service providers to 
derecognize such smart mobile phone devices on their network which do not support the 
functionality of such App on their device platform. 

x. Smartphone is defined in GSMA official document TS.06 regarding IMEI Allocation and Approval 
Process, for details refer https://www.gsma.com/newsroom/wp-content/uploads/TS.06-
v13.0.pdf  

In view of this, the Authority decides that Access Provider should ensure, within six months’ time, 
that all smart phone devices registered on its network support the permissions required for the 
functioning of such Apps. If such devices do not permit functioning of such Apps then Access Providers 
shall, on the order or direction of the Authority, derecognize such devices from their telecom 
networks. However, before issuing order or direction of derecognition of devices, the concerned 
parties may be given a reasonable opportunity. 

5.3.16 Scrubbing as a Service: As discussed in Para 3.3.4, Para 3.3.5, Para 4.3.1 and Para 4.3.4, Scrubbing may 
be offered as a Service using DLT networks and Scrubbing Function may be delegated to any other 
entity, if the processes can be run in an environment which is safe and secure during information 
exchange and execution. Using DLT networks, safety and security may be provided in a multi participant 
environment with peer to peer and distributed environment approach. 

5.3.17 Auto Dialler Calls, Silent Calls and Robo Calls: Issues and concerns related to Auto dialler calls, silent 
calls and robo calls have already been deliberated in Para 4.3.15 and the recommendations of the 
authority have also been mentioned there in Para 4.3.16. To reiterate, the Authority decides that the 
sender be allowed to use auto diallers only when they notify the access provider in advance and take 
necessary steps to keep silent calls and abandoned calls within limits as prescribed, from time to time. 
However, for the impact of Robo calls, is still not clear and requires further examination. Authority is of 
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view that such calls should be closely watched, and appropriate action may be initiated against when 
more information is available. 

5.3.18 Record keeping and reporting: Access Provider should maintain records of complaints, from its 
customers and those received from TAP(s), against registered sender(s) and unregistered sender(s) on 
daily basis for each service area and submit performance monitoring report to the Authority as and 
when required in a format as prescribed. For periodic reporting of the performances of UCC regulation, 
Code of Practice for Reports (CoP-Reports) may also be formulated. Other requirements for CoP may 
be same. In view of this the Authority decides that access providers shall formulate codes of practice 
for submitting reports (CoP-Reports) and this should include summary of outcome of complaints 
handling at different stages and for different scenarios. The Authority may also conduct audit either 
by its own officers or employees or through agency appointed by it, verify and assess the process 
followed by the access provider for registration and resolution of complaints, examination and 
investigation of the complaints and reporting to the Authority. 

5.3.19 Examination of telecom resources put under outgoing Usage Cap or having been disconnected: Similar 
to provisions under current regulations, the Authority may ask access provider to restore the connection 
or remove the Usage Cap after conducting an investigation. The Authority may direct the Access 
Provider to remove restrictions on usage or restore all telephone number(s), If the Authority finds 
that conclusion of investigation against sender of UCC lacks adequate evidence against the sender. 
The Authority may also ask Access Provider to restore capping on usage or restore telecom resources 
from disconnection if the sender whose resources have been put under Usage Cap or disconnected 
satisfies the Authority that he has taken reasonable steps to prevent recurrence of such contravention 
however some charges for restoration or removal of usage capping may be applied.  

5.3.20 Power to appoint inquiry committee: It is observed that many times principal or business entities are 
taking services of other entities dealing in telemarketing activities. Such entities may be registered 
telemarketers or unregistered telemarketers. It may also happen that principal entities have tied up 
with registered telemarketers, but RTMs may be in nexus with UTMs to send UCC. From the UCC 
complaints or reports, it may come to notice that primary motive of sending UCC is of principal entity 
and they have either not taken appropriate measures to comply with the regulations or deliberately 
indulged in sending UCC. In such cases, it may be required to investigate the matter and take 
appropriate actions against defaulter principal entity found to be indulged in such activities.  If the 
Authority believe that any sender of commercial communications on behalf of business or legal entities 
has contravened the provisions of these regulations, it may constitute an inquiry committee, to inquire 
into the contravention of the regulations and to report thereon to the Authority.  In case, it is found 
that particular business or legal entity is engaged in sending commercial communications in 
contravention to the provisions of these regulations, the Authority may order or direct access 
provider(s) to disconnect all telecom resources or put all telecom resources of such business or legal 
entity under Usage Cap of such telecom resources. 

6 Need of Technology driven framework for UCC 

6.1 Efficient and effective way: Authority has always encouraged adoption of technology driven and data 
driven approach for efficient and effective regulatory compliances. New technologies and innovative 
processes may have the potential to achieve speed where regulatory pre-checks are required to be 
carried out for enormous transactions. 

6.2 Regulatory Checks in distributed environment: Technology driven solutions are required to control 
menace of Unsolicited Commercial Communication (UCC). In case of UCC, the technology needs to work 
in distributed fashion and ensures that necessary regulatory checks are performed. Technologies and 
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solutions based on it should create records for every action taken by the different entities to check 
regulatory compliance before and after delivery of commercial communications in an immutable and 
non-repudiable manner. Regulatory checks in case of commercial communications are based upon 
present status of preferences and consent of the customer. These preferences and scope of consent are 
evolving and may become more and more comprehensive and granular in the future to match interest 
area of the customer. This evolution will be on both, the customer’s side and as well as business entity’s 
side. The selected technology solutions should provide a framework which adapts itself to meet such 
requirements and provide capability to carry out regulatory pre-checks in an immutable and non 
repudiable manner.  

6.3 TSPs to ensure other entities perform requisite checks: Responsibility of honoring choices exercised by 
the customer while delivering commercial communications may require checks to be made by number 
of entities in content delivery chain. However, primary responsibility of protecting customers from UCC 
is of Telecom Service Providers (TSPs) which is a licensee and regulated directly. Other entities in 
commercial communication system are currently being regulated indirectly via standard agreements in 
which they have entered into while taking telecom resources from TSPs. Technology solutions may 
provide better grip in the hands of TSPs who may be primarily responsible to control UCC and honour 
choices exercised by the customers. 

6.4 Standard Agreements prescribed via regulations to ensure checks by other entities: To ensure 
regulatory compliance for UCC, TSPs should be required to keep preferences of its customers about the 
types of commercial communications in which they are interested in and other types of commercial 
communications in which they are not interested. Customers expect that their service providers will take 
suitable measures for blocking unsolicited commercial communications. However, message sending 
entities or voice calling entities, who wishes to reach out to customers are huge in numbers and spread 
across the country and TSPs may not be in position to control them centrally. The task of checking 
compliance will consist of matching list of recipients with the list of preferences and consents with the 
category of content of communication and identity of content providers. This may be practically difficult 
to be carried out by TSPs alone. TSPs may need to delegate some of the functions to various other entities 
to meet the regulatory requirements. The unbundling and delegation of specific functions for regulatory 
compliance may lead to the creation of a complex web of a large number of entities interacting in real 
time. These agreements between these entities may need to be changed often to ensure regulatory 
compliance in changing and evolving requirements. The selected technological solutions must be able to 
provide capabilities to TSPs to supervise this large, complex network of entities and take necessary 
actions remotely, but in real time. In this way, TSPs may quickly respond to the situations and evolve to 
deal with UCC constantly changing its nature and to ensure UCC regulatory compliances in changing 
environment. 

6.5 More trusted relationship between Terminating Access Provider and Originating Access Provider: 
Technology solutions may help to build more trust between TAP and OAP for the entities which are 
registered to carryout regulatory compliances and actions performed by them. It may be noted that 
practically there is a web of entities between content providers or principal entities and TSPs. Even TSP 
to which subscriber belongs to (known as TAP) may not be having direct connectivity with the entity e.g. 
telemarketing traffic directly from the telemarketer and it might be coming via other TSPs known as 
Originating Access Providers (OAPs). Due to this situation, technologically regulatory compliance for UCC 
is distributed among various entities and technology solution may build more trust for the TAP for actions 
performed by the entity which is not connected directly with it. 

6.6 Building more confidence in the UCC ecosystem for the Principal entities: Principal Entities (PE) are 
primarily interested in reaching out to the customers for the purpose of commercial communications, 
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telemarketers may be just be facilitating them with their arrangements with TSPs to deliver content and 
carrying out necessary regulatory checks. Practically, principal entities and content providers so far may 
not be directly part of regulatory regime for UCC as they are not registered and may not have entered 
into any of legal agreements specifically for purpose of UCC regulatory requirements. They ask their 
channel partners or Direct Sales Agents (DSAs) to become Telemarketers or have tie up with 
telemarketers to deliver commercial communication content and measures to comply with UCC 
regulations is with telemarketers. As a result, although obligations of regulatory compliance may be with 
TSPs and key interests in commercial communications may be of principal entities or content providers 
but so far, practically strength of whole regulatory compliance framework rests upon technological 
capabilities of systems available with the telemarketers or in their seriousness to carry out regulatory 
checks rigorously. Telemarketers in the front layer of web of entities towards TSP (i.e. telemarketers who 
have taken telecom resources from TSPs) enters into standard agreement while there is no standard 
agreement between rest of entities in the subsequent layers of entities which are towards content 
providers’ side. Even if standard agreement is mandated for all such entities in the chain, practically it 
may remain ineffective till technology driven monitoring and enforcement mechanism is available with 
TSPs to overall ensure regulatory compliance through these entities. 

6.7 Concerns of PEs: Another issue to principal entities or content providers is to have protection to their 
client database and there is a need of technology solution which allows UCC regulatory checks to be 
performed by various entities in such a manner that client database remains protected. 

6.8 Using sensitive information in secure manner: Technical possibility to restrict Commercial 
Communication to Customer in certain scenario which needs customer’s information e.g. restriction 
while roaming may require location information available to external entities for applying requisite 
checks. Technology solution may need to be explored which enables such additional checks at TSP level 
while rest of the checks have been carried out earlier. 

6.9 Objectives to be met by technological solution: New technology may play increasingly pivotal role in 
UCC regulatory space and augment capabilities of almost all entities of Commercial Communication 
ecosystem, offering consumers and markets easier access to, and better control and management to 
TSPs for commercial communication services. Technology solution may be required to support to meet 
three key objectives with regard to commercial communications: 

§ Protect consumers – to secure an appropriate degree of protection for consumers 

§ Protect interests of telecom service providers – to enable better control and management 
of TSPs over entities delivering commercial communications through them to avoid levying 
financial disincentives in case of non-compliances by ensuring regulatory compliances 
through technology driven solutions 

§ Promote competition – to continue multiplicity of players to participate in the commercial 
communication ecosystem.  

7 Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) can provide requisite capabilities: 

7.1 Authority deliberated on the issues of regulatory requirements and operating models, that would be 
suitable to spearhead efforts to solve real business problems in dealing with UCC. Given the scale of the 
participating entities within the commercial communication market, the Authority is of view that DLT is 
the best match for meeting regulatory and operational objectives. Following section provides a thorough 
discussion on how DLT can potentially address a wide range of business, regulatory, legal, and technical 
issues related to Commercial Communications and help in controlling UCC. 

7.2 DLT solutions are smart: Ledgers have been used to record many things and these were traditionally 
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mostly on paper. Gradually we have seen record-keeping system evolve, and these ledgers have moved 
from paper to bytes. State of the art systems are now moving towards digital distributed ledgers with 
properties and capabilities that go far beyond traditional paper-based ledgers. DLT solutions have the 
potential to transform ledgers to enable recording of an enormous number and range of transactions in 
a secure manner. They can also integrate business rules, smart contracts, digital signatures and an array 
of other tools with the basic functionality of a ledger which is to record transactions (or more generally 
changes of state). 

7.3 DLT is Resistant to unauthorized changes: As a result of the methods by which information is secured 
and updated in a DLT-based record, participants can be confident that all copies of the ledger will match 
each other at any given point of time. Any changes to the ledger are visible to all participants, and changes 
are only incorporated after a consensus is reached among participants regarding the change. Thus, the 
record is resistant to unauthorized change or malicious tampering, and participants in the network will 
immediately be able to spot any change to any part of the ledger. 

7.4 DLT Replicates data with security and accuracy: A distributed ledger is essentially an asset database that 
can be shared across a network of multiple sites, geographies or institutions. All participants within a 
network can have their own identical copy of the ledger. Any changes to the ledger are reflected in all 
copies in minutes, or in some cases, seconds. The assets can be financial, legal, physical or electronic. The 
security and accuracy of the assets stored in the ledger are maintained cryptographically through the use 
of ‘keys’ and signatures to control who can do what within the shared ledger. Entries can also be updated 
by one, some or all of the participants, according to rules agreed by the network. 

 

Figure 14: Difference between Centralized, Decentralized and Distributed Architecture 

8 Important properties of DLT 

8.1 Reconciliation Through Cryptography: In DLT networks different actors (users) of the ledger come to a 
consensus about the state of the underlying data through consensus algorithms (e.g. Proof of Work, Proof 
of Stake, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance). 

8.2 Replicated to Many Institutions: In DLT networks, many parties can have a copy of some or all of the 
data, making it less likely to have a single point of failure. An additional benefit of this technology is that 
if one ledger is compromised, the remainder are not. Many parties can also confirm that those records 
have been added by performing the reconciliation calculations themselves. 

8.3 Granular Access Control: Distributed ledgers use ‘keys’ and signatures to control who can do what inside 
the shared ledger. These keys can be assigned specific capabilities and can be designed in a way that can 
only operate/ function under certain conditions. 
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Figure 15: Comparison of implementation of record keeping between traditional and DLT based systems 

8.4 Transparency and Privacy: Because many parties have a copy of the ledger, and many parties can verify 
every record, a shared ledger has a high degree of transparency. This can enable a participant with the 
right access privileges (e.g.: regulator or an independent body) to ascertain with confidence whether the 
contents of a database have been edited or modified in any fraudulent way. Records are added with a 
cryptographic signature that is unique to each participant. This allows the entity examining the ledger to 
determine whether the right participant added the right record according to the right rules. 

8.5 DLT has potential to offer solution: Distributed ledger technology (DLT) seems to have the potential to 
support the needs of Telecom Service Providers, Telemarketers, Mobile Users for commercial 
communications with better control and management over UCC. 

8.6 Automation, Flat architecture, Speed, sharing of data, shared cost: DLT has the potential to provide 
various benefits for processes of registration of entities like telemarketers, content providers and 
identities like SMS headers, Calling line identities for voice calls.  These benefits are likely to emerge in 
commercial communication space as multiple participants need to share data and processes safely, 
particularly for registration of entities and consent taking process where firms are still reliant on paper-
based records. DLT’s also have ability to remove certain unnecessary intermediaries which in turn will 
reduce the means for content providers to bypass regulatory compliances. The distributed nature of DLT 
based records, can increase the speed of making latest updated data available for scrubbing, complaint 
handling, reconciliation to multiple involved parties. It can also reduce cost and reducing costs makes it 
most promising option for adopting it as a regulatory technology for control and management of 
commercial communications. 

8.7 Adaptability of DLT to meet evolving requirements: In commercial communication space, nature of 
content of communication, preferences of customers are constantly evolving and may require regular 
update of business rules which are to be followed. DLT’s can be designed to integrate intelligent and 
programmable contracts and business rules with bookkeeping functions. The functionality can be 
combined with the machine learning algorithms to give it the flexibility and agility which is necessary in 
a technology which is intended to be used to regulate the compliances for commercial communications 
ecosystem. Further, the creation of DLT systems as shared infrastructure will allow TSPs to ensure 
regulatory compliance of UCC norms while optimizing the capital and operational expenditures. DLT 
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therefore has many advantages in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. 

8.8 When combined, these properties can solve challenges of UCC regulatory checks and compliance that 
were previously very expensive or challenging. For the reasons discussed above, DLT seems to have 
exciting potential to support the needs of TSPs, Telemarketers, users for commercial communications 
with better control and management over UCC. 

9 Types of DLT Networks 

9.1 Multiple types of DLT networks: In practice, there is a broad spectrum of distributed ledger models, with 
different degrees of centralization and different types of access control, to suit different business needs. 
These may be ‘unpermissioned’ ledgers that are open to everyone to contribute data to the ledger and 
cannot be owned; or ‘permissioned’ ledgers that may have one or many owners and only they can add 
records and verify the contents of the ledger. 

9.2 Matrix of feature set for types of DLT networks: In case of permissioned private ledgers, only 
permissioned entities may read the contents of the ledger and write to the ledger. The permissioned 
private ledgers may have one or many owners. When a new record is added, the ledger’s integrity is 
checked by a limited consensus process. This is carried out by trusted actors. This process makes data 
entry and verification faster and more efficient when compared to the consensus process of permission 
less ledgers. In addition, use of digital signatures by nodes on the chain also creates highly-verifiable data 
sets. 

9.3 Permissioned DLT Networks: Permissioned (usually private) DLT Networks are often split into consortium 
DLT Networks, or fully private DLT Networks. There are benefits and drawbacks to permissioned, 
permission less, public, and private approaches, and combinations thereof. With permissioned private 
DLT networks there is an inherent trust as the users must be given consent by a governing body or entity 
to participate in that DLT network. This ‘trust’ reduces the amount of computational power required for 
that DLT network, as well as increases the speed of the DLT network. In case of permissioned DLT 
networks, participants are pre-approved, identities are known and only member of consortium can 
validate transactions. From the UCC regulatory framework perspective, a permission private consortium 
DLT network seems to be the most suitable regulatory technology (RegTech) for all stakeholders. For 
TSPs, application of DLT-powered RegTech solution for UCC regulation will lead to lower compliance cost. 
In addition to governance of DLT network(s) by entities operating it, observer nodes of this DLT network 
available with TRAI or any agency authorized by TRAI for supervision and audit purposes. 

9.4 In view of above, the Authority decides that Access Providers should adopt Distributed Ledger 
Technology (DLT) with permissioned and private DLT networks for implementation of system, 
functions and processes as prescribed in Code(s) of Practice to ensure that all necessary regulatory pre-
checks are carried out for sending Commercial Communication and to operate smart contracts among 
entities for effectively controlling the flow of Commercial Communication. 

9.5 Suitable model of DLT Network for Spam control: 

9.5.1 Consortium of TSPs may be responsible to take decisions for changes required in the process of 
operation of DLT network(s) while they may outsource architecture of solution, installation, operation 
and maintenance of DLT networks to a separate entity, referred to as the DLT system operator. For 
selecting DLT system operator and type of DLT suitable for Permissioned Private Consortium DLT 
network, policy should be open and non-exclusive. However, there may be reasonable eligibility criteria 
to have functional and performance capabilities to achieve objectives of UCC regulatory compliances 
and maintain business continuity and coexistence of systems with requisite interoperability 
requirements.  
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9.5.2 Distributed ledgers have the added advantage of moving a lot of the complexity of managing security 
into the background, making systems easier and cheaper to use. 

 

Figure 16: : Illustration of architecture for implementing UCC eco system based up on DLT 

9.5.3 The adoption of DLT could take many forms and it is reasonable to assume that a number of DLT systems 
will need to interact and share data between one another and with non-DLT legacy systems. Therefore, 
at this stage, it may be difficult to specify any particular choice of DLT system. However, it would be 
appropriate to consider adopting DLT systems which offer open source-based implementation and have 
the capability to inter-operate with other similar open source based DLT systems and non-DLT legacy 
systems. Successful proofs of concept to meet the regulatory requirements of the UCC ecosystem and 
considerations such as interoperability with the incumbent systems and the ease and cost of adoption 
may be essential requirements to set up and participate in the new DLT system. 

9.6 Summary about DLT’s potential: DLT offers a revolutionary solution to fundamentally improve the 
regulation and delivery of commercial communications. As mentioned above, DLT allows all players in 
the ecosystem to share customer information and transaction histories securely over a distributed data 
infrastructure, with the consent of the user and without compromising on the customer’s privacy or 
sensitive business information. The ecosystem’s participants can be certain of the digitized records being 
authentic and are informed in a timely manner of the progress of the scrubbing and delivery of the 
commercial communication. Content providers and principal entities can therefore be sure about 
regulatory compliances and safety of their data along the delivery chain. Authority generally takes a 
‘technology neutral’ approach but feels that DLT has distinctive features, which provide capabilities in 
hands of TSPs to control and manage commercial communications in more efficient and effective manner 
and meet their obligations to ensure UCC regulatory compliance. 

9.6.1 It is encouraged to have single DLT networks which is shared among all access providers. In case, all 
access providers do not reach to a consensus to form single network, it is desirable to keep numbers of 
DLT networks to minimum. In case of multiple DLT networks, APIs would be required for inter-
operability among DLT networks. Access provider(s) establishing DLT networks would be required to 
share details of APIs to successfully inter operate. Regulatory Sanbdox may also be set up, if required, 
to test inter-operability. 
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Blockchain (or the broader, more generic term: Distributed Ledger Technology) is a much-
hyped concept that evokes vociferous arguments, both from its supporters and detractors 
alike.  

The response to TRAI’s draft regulations to use this technology for governing commercial 
communication has seen arguments from both camps. We thank all responders for their 
comments, which have brought greater clarity to the conclusions. 

The detractors have expressed the opinion that TRAI has been taken in by the hype to 
embrace a concept that’s neither ready for adoption nor suitable for use in the manner 
proposed. Let’s examine the broad arguments that are offered in support of such 
averments. 

§ Slow speed, lack of scalability and wasteful energy use 

The blockchain chain is a cumbersome database that is slow and doesn’t scale well. It is 
also very expensive in terms of energy use. Therefore, blockchain should be avoided unless 
there are compelling reasons for its adoption. 

In the process of recording data on the system, the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) 
requires consensus to be built and maintained across multiple nodes. Compared to the 
conventional databases, this is indeed a slow process. It is especially slow in case of the 
blockchain underlying the bitcoin network because of the Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm 
for creating consensus. Registration of preferences or consent—or registration of entities, 
templates, complaints, etc. does not require speed. Some of these processes take 7 days to 
take effect today or are not handled at all. So speed isn’t crucial in the required solution. 
But whatever the speed limitation of a DLT network, these pertain to writing to the ledger. 
Reading from it is quite fast and an in-memory database that reads from the DLT network 
to provide a scrubbing service (for instance) has no performance limitations.  

The PoW algorithm is required for bitcoin because there is a race among the bitcoin miners 
to record every new transaction. The one who has solved the set mathematical puzzle first 
offers his solution to the network as proof of work done and earns the right to collect any 
rewards associated with the transition. That makes PoW an energy intensive algorithm.  

A permissioned DLT network doesn’t require PoW, so it is neither as slow nor as energy 
intensive. 

§ A permissioned DLT network isn’t the real deal 

One of the advantage of blockchain technology is that it eliminates the need for a central 
authority, which leads to two (polar opposite) arguments against its adoption in the present 
case. 

The first argument is that the TRAI could act as the Authoritative Source of information. It 
is heart-warming when a stakeholder writes that TRAI can be completely trusted. However, 
in a centralized system, such as the one running at the moment, the authoritative server 
becomes a single point of failure. Furthermore, it is established by regulation, has set 
protocols and is too inflexible to respond to the changing needs of the sector.  

TRAI seeks to promote co-regulation and flexibility in this regulation. Retaining 
responsibility for an operational component is incompatible with this approach.  
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The second argument is that permissioned DLT network are not fully decentralized, 
which is a drawback of the proposed solution. This argument takes the other extreme 
viewpoint.  

The telcos, the telemarketers, the principal entities (businesses like banks, insurance 
companies, airlines, etc.) and the subscriber are all known participants in the system. 
There is no role for completely untrusted elements to participate in the system or to 
act as endorsers for the transactions. Further, non-repudiation of previous actions is 
important in the solution but not some other problems, like double-spending in 
cryptocurrencies, that requires other features of a fully-trustless system. 

In the present case, stakeholders can be allowed to record actions signed by them. A 
permissioned DLT network is just the right fit for this use case. 

§ Distributed Ledger Technology is yet untested 

The technology is new, but it has been a long time in the making. 

The Byzantine General’s Problem at the heart of consensus determination has been 
studied in the context of fault tolerant computer system for four decades. The broader 
philosophical problem perhaps actually goes back to the days of the Roman Empire.  

The cryptographic tools used in DLT systems have a solid mathematical background 
and are military grade technologies.  

The same Linux Foundation which develops the operating system for enterprise 
computing system is behind the Hyperledger DLT. A 100 year old company, like IBM 
has bet billions of USD in developing its product offering in this segment. Enterprise 
solution providers like Oracle, SAP and Microsoft all have their own DLT offerings. 

There are thousands of academic papers published in the last few years that related to 
distributed ledgers. 

The total value of bitcoins has remained over 100 billion USD in the recent past. 
Ethereum’s market cap is half as much, with several other currencies in the billions of 
dollars range. There’s every reason for hackers to attack these systems, which have 
withstood their assault. 

Therefore, it is safe to say that the technologies are well-proven, even though their 
new uses are just beginning to emerge.  

The TRAI has determined, after careful analysis and witnessing proof of concept 
solutions, that this technology is indeed the appropriate “RegTech” for governing 
commercial communication. A scrubbing service for preferences, in conjunction with 
improvement in recording preference from several days to a few minutes, could be 
implemented using the DLT system in a few weeks. Continued… 
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9.6.2 Performance requirements for DLT networks for purpose of UCC eco systems could be optimized 
considering that it is private and permissioned network, some actions may also be carried out in near 
real time. Reengineering of existing processes in the chain of UCC eco systems could also be helpful to 
optimize the performance. As far as trust in UCC eco system is concerned, DLT systems would 
supplement to create trust in a system which could have been possible without DLT systems. It may also 
be kept in mind that DLT networks would be established, operated and maintained by access providers, 
or on their behalf and access providers are subjected to provisions of terms and conditions of license.  
Access providers may include provisions to have smart contracts and using it effectively to ensure 
regulatory compliance while entering into legal contract with the participating entities in the UCC eco 
system. 

10 International references for DLT based implementation 

10.1 Regulatory framework for DLT networks: The adoption of DLT by regulators in other jurisdictions has 
mainly been in relation to the financial sector. Responses of most of regulators Internationally, mainly 
related to financial sector, to DLT networks thus far have been more strategic. Many regulators are in the 
process of creating necessary regulatory framework to consider DLT networks and other innovative 
technology or processes while some regulators are specifically looking to embrace DLTs for their own 
purposes. 

10.2 Regulators embracing DLT networks for their own purposes: The European Commission plans to set up 
a FinTech task force that will look at all emerging technologies including those linked to blockchain virtual 
currencies. In the UK, the Government Office for Sciences published a generally positive report and 
recommended embracing DLT for specific purposes, describing developments as potentially catalyzing 
‘exceptional levels of innovation. 

10.2.1 Over and above policy support for DLT development, certain regulators and governments are embracing 
DLT themselves. In Singapore, the MAS is fully embracing DLT in partnering with R3 and a consortium 
of financial institutions on a proof of concept (POC) project to conduct inter-bank payments using 
blockchain. The project will develop a pilot system in which blockchain infrastructure is used to issue 
and transfer funds among participants. 

10.2.2 Regulators enabling opportunities to test and demonstrate DLT based solutions: Some financial 
regulators embracing the concept of a ‘regulatory sandbox’ that may allow beta testing of DLTs and 

§ Interoperability of multiple DLT networks is not possible 

The great advantage of distributed ledger technologies is that consensus is 
automatically built, accepted and propagated through a network of nodes. It breaks 
the underlying technology if everyone has their own DLT network. Who can be 
trusted in this scenario? 

The truth is that a consortium of DLT networks can publish their records to each other 
through request-response APIs. Each exchange of information may be broken into 
elementary steps that are chained together with tokens exchanged from either side.  

It would be impossible for any side to reconstruct the exchange with different data 
without co-operation from the other side. Further, a periodic hash of exchanged 
information and tokens can be published to the entire consortium making any two 
party cooperation infeasible. 
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other FinTech applications. These ‘sandboxes’ have been created or are in the process of being created 
in the US, Singapore, UK, Australia, and Abu Dhabi. The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) for 
example, has started a FinTech sandbox program, which allows a limited launch of FinTech applications, 
products, and services. In the US, a bill has been proposed to mandate federal support for FinTech 
sandboxes. In Singapore, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) recently published its FinTech 
regulatory sandbox guidelines. Regulatory sandboxes that allow DLTs to be tested in markets may be 
embraced in a familiar form to that of the ‘test and learn’. 

11 Impact of Regulations on Access Providers and the ecosystem 

11.1 Comparison with current regulations (Notified in year 2010): Obligations of access providers as per 
current regulations puts the burden on the access providers for doing the following: 

i. Setting up of Customer Preference Registration Facility and synchronizing with the central facility 
maintained by TRAI in a semi-automatic or manual mode. 

ii. Setting up Complaints Registration facility and handling a manual complaints resolution process 
including examination of complaints by verifying CDRs and disconnecting telephone connection 
violating UCC regulations. It also includes synchronizing the complaint related information and 
updates on TRAI portal 

iii. Scrubbing of the commercial communication messages against preference and also scrubbing and 
filtering voice calls from 140-level numbers to the customers who have opted-out from receiving 
commercial communications 

iv. Implementing signature solution and updating such solutions periodically for next threats 

v. Header registration (whitelisting) and maintain records of entities to effectively handle 
complaints 

vi. Verification of various records of registered telemarketers at the time of taking telecom 
resources, maintaining telemarketers’ telecom resource records and to manage compliances of 
regulatory requirements for telemarketers 

vii. Creating blacklist of telemarketers and UTMs closed for violation of the regulations 

Further, the current regulation also provides for financial disincentive of up to Rs 5000 for every 
complaint by the subscriber of unsolicited commercial communication from an unregistered 
telemarketer. Such provisions have now been removed with protections built into technology solutions, 
thus reducing access provider’s’ risk and burden.  

New framework is simple, technology driven, encourages automation, permits authorization/ 
delegation of various functions to participating entities to ensure regulatory compliance, hence 
reducing the burden on access providers while facilitating other stakeholders in the conduct of 
commercial communications as business. Deliberation in paras below clearly highlights the advantages 
of these regulations over current regulations. 

11.2 Efficiency advantages of technology 

In the years since the coming into force of the current regulation, new technologies have emerged, such 
as cloud computing and distributed ledgers. New challenges have also emerged, such as those from 
Robocalls. This has necessitated an upgrade of technology in fighting unwanted communication. Use of 
state of Art technology not only made the process effective, but also reduced human intervention and 
cost of regulatory compliances. 

11.3 Streamlining of processes 
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Making non-repudiable records available to relevant stakeholders allows faster, automatic resolution 
of issues that currently requires manual efforts. This reduces the burden of work on the access 
providers, minimizes likely disputes, effective complaint redressal in time bound manner, curtails 
chances of victimization of subscriber by wrong disconnection of telecom resources and also cost 
burdens on the access providers. 

11.4 The advantage of Cloud Services 

Introduction of cloud-based services for scrubbing commercial messages, handling registration of 
headers or managing the complaints process provides the benefits of scale compared to the current 
system where infrastructure is owned by stakeholders themselves, such as telemarketers. The cost 
advantage of cloud-based services is proven by the explosive growth of these services and widely 
recognized. 

11.5 A Negligible burden for implementation of regulations 

The new framework prescribed through these regulations is user friendly and automated using latest 
technological advancements to curb the menace of Unsolicited Commercial Communications (UCC). In 
this regard, the concern of few stakeholders that implementation of these regulations will have 
enhanced financial burden for regulatory compliance has also been analysed. It is noticed that the use 
of advanced technology not only smoothen various processes but also drastically reduces the 
compliance cost. These regulations also permit access providers to authorize DLT network operators to 
establish the infrastructure, operate and maintain the same which will further reduce the financial 
burden on access providers. Such infrastructures may also be in shared mode among access providers 
which would further reduce implementation and operation cost. 

Technology solutions further unbundles the functions required to be performed for regulatory 
compliances. This opens up the opportunity for various stakeholders to consolidate infrastructure 
resource requirements and share resources among themselves to bring down the cost of compliance.  
These entities will have a business model considering large number of commercial communication 
messages flowing through telecom networks.  In this regard, it is observed that such messages are in 
order of 20 to 30 billion in a month. 

It is expected that cost of compliance to implement these regulations if calculated on per message basis 
would be minuscule while it will give flexibility to consumers to exercise various options relating to 
receipt of commercial communications, manage their consent effectively and also reduce the regulatory 
burden of the telecom service provider due to automation of processes and sharing various functions 
with participating entities. 

11.6 Benefits to different stakeholders: Implementation of new regulatory framework would benefit all 
stakeholders. 

11.6.1 Customers would be benefited as it would: 

i. Enable capabilities in the system to define categories for preferences in more granular manner 
and thus allowing them to precisely convey their interest areas; 

ii. Empowering them to know the scope and purpose of the consent before they give consent to the 
sender and requiring proper verifcation that customer has agreed to give consent; 

iii. Allowing them to set their preference about types of days, time bands on which they would like 
to receive commercial communications. It also allows them to set preferred modes of 
communication; 

iv. Empowering them to have more control to manage consent and preferences; 
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v. Implements choices exercised by them to come very quickly into force; 

vi. Enables faster resolution of UCC related complaints and keep them informed about the status of 
resolution of complaints; 

vii. Avoid inconvenience to them because of UCC from UTMs as such activities are controlled in more 
efficient and effective manner. Genuine communication from RTMs or senders would be 
displaying authenticated identities of the sender; 

viii. Avoid chances of their victimization because of false complaints and protect them from 
disconnection of their telecom resources. 

11.6.2 Access Providers would be benefited as it would: 

i. Not levy Financial Disincentives on them on account of UCC from UTMs as they would be 
implementing technology driven solution to control UCC from UTMs in more efficient and 
effective manner; 

ii. Provide flexibility to them to formulate codes of practices, agility provided by the technology 
solutions to quickly control participants in the UCC eco system, enhanced capabilities to function 
in more efficient and effective manner to enforce the envisaged provisions; 

iii. Reduce regulatory burden on them as regulation permits them to authorize/ delegate various 
functions to participating entities to carry out regulator compliances; 

iv. Provide complete flexibility to supervise and control the functioning of participating entities 
including passing on financial disincentives for under performance; 

v. Allow them to take advantages of economy of scale as technology driven solutions provides 
unbundling of telemarketing functions and delegating it to the entity who is expert in that area 
and uses cloud-based infrastructure; 

vi. Increase business opportunity to them by smoothening the processes via automation and 
enabling to quickly on-board the telemarketers;  

vii. Provide capability to them to trace defaulting entity in case of non-compliances and take action 
against them as technology driven solution authenticates participating entities during operation 
and keeps records in immutable and non repudiable manner; 

viii. Provide them opportunity to test and develop new processes using regulatory sandbox which 
may help them to introduce new innovative business models and may also options to introduce 
new ways to ensure regulatory compliances which may be implemented at lower cost;  

ix. Avoid loss of business opportunities to them as it mitigates chances of victimization of its 
customers on account of false complaints; 

x. Provide them new business opportunities as they can offer new services such as Calling Name 
facilities to business entities, intelligent solutions to principal entities for managing their headers 
for the purpose of their direct sales agents (DSAs) or authorized agents. 

11.6.3 Registered Telemarketers as it would: 

i. Provide them ease to do business as new system is very simple to get on-boarded with minimal 
upfront cost and quick to enter into the market; 

ii. Reduce risk for them as chances of flouting of regulatory compliances would be less as robust 
mechanism and technology driven solutions would carry out requisite pre-checks to ensure 
compliances; 
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iii. Lower upfront cost to start telemarketing business as functions and infrastructures would be 
available as a service such as scrubbing as a service and additional capital & operational cost 
would be very less or insignificant; 

iv. Avoids chances of loss of business of opportunities to UTMs because of quick detection of UTM 
activities and immediately putting Usage Cap on suspected UTMs; 

v. Enhance volume of business due to flexible options to customers as many may like to receive 
such messages in their leisure time; 

vi. Enhance business opportunities for them as they can participate in new functions and roles such 
as consent acquisition; 

11.6.4 Business entities as it would: 

i. Enhance business opportunities for them by providing better ways and means to reach out to 
target customers according to their interest areas; 

ii. Enhance chances for them to strike the deal as they would be dealing with targeted customer 
base and communicating them in accordance to recipient’s interest areas and their preferred 
timings and modes of communication; 

iii. Enable to keep client data in safe and secure manner while sharing it with other entities or 
carrying out activities or functions required to ensure regulatory compliances; 

iv. Protect their Brand as it would provide capabilities to display their identity after authentication 
and would also enable to display their brand name by using calling name functionality; 

v. Lower risks because of avoiding chances of non-compliances by their DSAs or authorized agents 
as they would have better control over them by using technology driven solutions; 

vi. Provide options to connect directly with the entities who are actually carrying out regulatory 
functions or providing resources from access providers to deliver communications and avoid 
unnecessary intermediaries. 
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LIST OF LEGITIMATE HEADERS OF THE PETITIONERS AND 

ITS ASSOCIATE COMPANIES/ RELATED PARTIES/ GROUP 

COMPANIES

1. BPaytm 5. PAYTMC 9. lpaytm

2. FPaytm 6. Vpaytm 10. mPaytm

3. ipaytm 7. PAYTMM 11. GMPIND

4. PAYTMB 8. iPMall 12. PFGAME

Name of Paytm Entity Header Registration Completed

Paytm Bank PaytMB  

Paytm Money PaytMM  

Paytm E-commerce iPMall   

Paytm OCL Vpaytm, iPaytm

Paytm First Game PFGAME

Paytm Insurance PAYTMI

ANNEXURE P-8
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Company Name Header Template

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} sent to {{=ben_bank}} {{=ben_account_number}} from your Paytm 

Payments Bank a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}}. UPI Ref: {{=rrn}}. For 

queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, you have sent Rs.{{=txn_amount}} to Adhaar No. {{=adhaar_number}} 

from your Paytm Bank Savings account {{=masked_account_number}}. UPI Reference: 

{{=rrn}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} received from {{=rem_name}} ({{=rem_vpa}}) in your Paytm 

Payments Bank a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}}. UPI Ref: {{=rrn}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is added back to your Paytm Payments bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as your UPI transaction with reference {{=rrn}} 

has failed.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your Paytm Payments Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} for reversal against failed UPI transaction ref 

{{=rrn}}. For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is added back to your Paytm Payments bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as your UPI transaction with reference {{=rrn}} 
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could not be completed.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} received from ({{=rem_vpa}}) in your Paytm Payments Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}}. UPI Ref: {{=rrn}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} sent to {{=ben_account_number}} from your Paytm Payments Bank 

a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}}. UPI Ref: {{=rrn}}. For queries, visit 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have withdrawn Rs.{{=txn_amount}} from your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is deposited to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
As requested, your card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been 

unblocked. You can continue using it across all online platforms now.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
As per your request, Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been 

temporarily blocked. For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, you have paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} using Paytm RuPay Debit Card at 

{{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Updated balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Transaction initiated using card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed 
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due to incorrect CVV entry. Please try again with correct CVV. Queries? Call 0120-

4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} failed due to insufficient balance in your account 

{{=masked_account_number}}. Present available balance is Rs.{{=current_balance}}, 

Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Transaction could not be completed as your debit card ending with 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} is currently blocked. Click https://m.p-y.tm/manage_dc 

to unblock immediately.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have opened savings account {{= masked_account_number}} with Paytm Payments 

Bank. Digital RuPay card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been issued to you. 

View Details http://m.p-y.tm/ledger.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, payment initiated from your card XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed due to incorrect OTP. Please try again.

In case of unauthorized use, block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Payment initiated with debit card ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} failed due to 

system issue. Any money deducted against this transaction will be added back within 2 
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working days.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Digital Debit Card issued for account {{=account_number}}. Order physical debit card for 

ATM/POS transactions, http://m.p-y.tm/request_atm

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using debit card ending 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as it is exceeding daily Rs.200000 E-

Com/POS spending limit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} due to refund of online transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is added to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your savings account {{=account_number}} is blocked to receive any inward transaction 

{{=reason_desc}}.

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, your savings account {{=account_number}} is blocked for any 

outward transaction {{=reason_desc}}.
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Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, your savings account {{=account_number}} has been frozen 

{{=reason_desc}}.

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Restrictions on payments or withdrawals from your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} with Paytm Payments Bank has been removed.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Restriction on your savings account {{=account_number}} has been removed. Continue 

using to enjoy seamless banking. Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} in your savings account {{=masked_account_number}} will be 

unavailable for withdrawals/payments for one day. Excess amount will be available after 

one day only if your balance drops below 1 lac.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Due to {{=reason_desc}}, you will be not be able to add or receive money to your 

savings account {{=masked_account_number}}. Restrictions will be removed after one 

day only if your balance drops below 1 lac.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your total balance in Paytm is {{=total_balance}}. This is approaching the upper limit of 

Rs 1 lac, after which excess amount will be unavailable for withdrawals/payments.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your savings account {{=masked_account_number}} has been closed successfully. 
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Thank you for banking with us!

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} has been deposited to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} using {{=instrument_type}} number 

{{=instrument_number}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Hi {{= user_name}}, your savings account number could not be opened because of 

{{=Failure_Reason}}. We will update you shortly on next steps.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Restriction to add or receive money in your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} with Paytm Payments Bank has been removed.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using your card XXXX-

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as the merchant is listed in high risk 

category.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully opened your savings 

account {{=account_number}} with us. Queries? Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully opened your savings 

account {{=account_number}} with us. Queries? Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=txn_amount}} has been added back to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} and can now be used for making payments/withdrawals.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, monthly interest of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is added to your savings 

account {{=masked_account_number}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} reverted to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against disputed online transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Congratulations, cashback of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against online txn with Reference Number 

{{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your RuPay card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been issued on your savings 

account {{ masked_account_number}}. View Details http://m.p-y.tm/Ledger.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} due to reversal of online transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have successfully added {{=nominee_name}} as a nominee to your savings 

account.

For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} from 

{{=rem_name}} on {{=txn_date}}.IMPS Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have sent Rs.{{=txn_amount}} from your a/c {{=rem_account_number_updated}} to 

{{=ben_bank}} a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} on {{=tran_date}}. Ref no: 

{{=rrn}}. For queries,call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} 

from {{=rem_name}} (a/c {{=masked_rem_account_number}}) on {{=txn_date}}. Ref no: 

{{=rrn}}.For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have sent Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} from your a/c 

{{=rem_account_number_updated}} to {{=ben_bank}}

a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} on {{=txn_date}}.Ref no: {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 

01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your money transfer request of Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} from your a/c 

{{=rem_account_number_updated}} to {{=ben_bank}}

a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} is pending for confirmation.Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your money transfer request of Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} from your a/c 

{{=rem_account_number_updated}} to {{=ben_bank}}
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a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} is successful. IMPS Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have sent Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} from your a/c 

{{=rem_account_number_updated}} to

a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} on {{=txn_date}}.Ref no: {{=rrn}}.For queries,call 

01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your money transfer request of Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} from your a/c 

{{=rem_account_number_updated_updated}} to a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} 

is pending for confirmation. Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} in your a/c 

{{=ben_account_number_updated}} from {{=rem_name}} on {{=txn_date}}.Ref no: 

{{=rrn}}.For queries,call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} 

from {{=rem_name}} via Paytm Wallet mobile {{=masked_rem_mobile}} on {{=txn_date}}. 

Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, we have booked a fixed deposit of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as the total 

balance in your savings account has exceeded Rs.1,00,000. You can redeem this fixed 

deposit any time without any charges.
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Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} is added to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} against redemption of fixed deposit.

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, you have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} as interest earned on fixed deposit.

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, this is a reminder for you to pay the bill amount of {{=billDueAmount}} 

for {{=lenderName}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=Customer_Name}}, Rs.{{=amount}} is added to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} by {{=instrument_type}} No.{{=instrument_number}}. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=Customer_Name}}, your {{=Instrument_type}} No.{{=instrument_number}} of 

Rs.{{=amount}} has been rejected by {{=drawee_bank}} due to {{=rejection_reason}}. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} deposited to your Account  {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

with txn id {{=txn_id}}. Avl Bal: Rs.{{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456456.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} withdrawn from your Account  

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} with txn id {{=txn_id}}. Avl Bal: 

Rs.{{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} via your a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}} to 

{{=merchant_name}} on {{=tran_date}}. Ref No: {{=arn_number}}. Queries? Call 0120-

4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is credited to your a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}} as 

refund for transaction with Ref No:{{=arn_number}}.For queries,call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} sent to  {{=payee_vpa}} from your Paytm Payments Bank a/c  

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} . UPI Ref: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, you have sent Rs.{{=TransactionAmount}} to {{=PayeeName}}

({{=PayeeVA}}) from {{=PayerVA}}. UPI Reference: {{=Rrn}}. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} received from {{=rem_name}} ({{=rem_vpa}}) in your Paytm 

Payments Bank a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}}. UPI Ref: {=rrn}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
{{=PayeeName}} has requested money from you on Paytm App. On approving request, 

Rs.{{=TransactionAmount}} will be debited from your account http://m.p-y.tm/UPIpas
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
{{=otp}} is your OTP for resetting your Paytm Payments Bank UPI pin. Do not share your 

otp with anyone. For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been refunded to your Paytm Payments Bank Savings Account 

{{=masked_account_number}} with transaction id  {{=txn_id}}. Updated balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, payment using your card XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as your card is blocked. In case of 

unauthorized use, call us at 011-33996699.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your savings account {{=account_number}}  with us. Your current balance limit 

is Rs. 50,000. Upgrade your limit now by updating your PAN details here http://m.p-

y.tm/pan. 

For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Paytm Payments Bank account {{=account_number}}  is now active with limit of 

Rs. 50,000. Update PAN & upgrade limit: http://m.p-y.tm/pan

Paytm Bank PaytMB You have successfully upgraded your savings account {{=account_number}} with Paytm 

Payments Bank. 
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For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Request received of updating Aadhaar number in your Paytm Bank account - {{= 

masked_account_number}}.Once processed, you will start receiving direct benefits for 

government and non- government based schemes.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Aadhaar number has been updated in your Paytm Bank account - {{= 

masked_account_number}}. You will now receive direct benefits for government and 

non- government based schemes.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Request to update Aadhaar number in your Paytm Bank account - {{= 

masked_account_number}} failed.Reason for failure is {{=Failure_Reason}}. Please try 

again.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs. {{=transfer_amount}} in your Paytm Bank account - 

{{=masked_account_number}} as direct benefit transfer. Reference ID for this 

transaction is {{=transaction_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, your account {{=account_number}} is temporarily blocked to 

receive any inward funds as FD linked to your savings account has breached the yearly 

balance limit of Rs. 3,00,000. Upgrade your account now by updating PAN here 

http://m.p-y.tm/pan. Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, a deposit transaction of amount Rs. {{=txn_amount}} has failed 

due to balance limit of Rs. 50,000 on your savings account {{=account_number}}. 

Upgrade your account now for hassle-free transactions by updating PAN here http://m.p-

y.tm/pan. Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, a deposit transaction of amount Rs. {{=txn_amount}} has failed 

due to temporary blocking of your savings account {{=account_number}}. Upgrade your 

account now for hassle-free transactions by updating PAN here http://m.p-y.tm/pan. 

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} withdrawn at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=posted_date}} using Paytm 

Debit Card. Avl Bal Rs.{{=current_balance}}. Ref Num: {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 

01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
PIN for your Debit Card ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been changed 

successfully on {{=txn_date}} at {{=txn_time}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Withdrawal of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} failed due to insufficient balance in your account 

{{=masked_account_number}}. Present available balance is Rs.{{=current_balance}}, 

Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using Debit card ending 
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{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed due to incorrect PIN Entry. Please try again 

with correct PIN.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your debit card ending 

{{=masked_debit_card_number_updated}} has been declined as the card is expired.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Transaction initiated using your debit card ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has 

been declined as the card is blocked.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Transaction initiated using your debit card ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has 

been declined as the card is hotlisted at banks end. Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using Debit Card ending 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined as the daily cash withdrawal limit of 

Rs.25000 is getting exceeded.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your debit card ending 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined. We request you to kindly try again. 

Please be assured that in case money has been deducted against this transaction, it will 

be added back within 2 working days.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Debit Card ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} is temporarily blocked as you 

have exceeded the limit of PIN tries for the transaction at {{=merchant_name}}.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} due to reversal of ATM transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number_updated}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as reversal of transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number_updated}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as cashback of transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number_updated}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as refund of transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} paid at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=posted_date}} using Paytm Debit 

Card. Avl Bal is Rs.{{=current_balance}}. Ref Num:{{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} failed due to insufficient balance in your account 

{{=masked_account_number}}. Present available balance is Rs.{{=current_balance}}, 

Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} due to reversal of POS transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Congratulations, cashback of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against POS txn with Reference Number 

{{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} charged from your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} on {{=posted_date}} as you have exhausted 

your monthly free ATM transaction limit. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs. {{= txn_amount}} has been added to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} against refund for transaction {{=txn_id}} done using 

Paytm RuPay card. Updated balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been added to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} due to reversal of transaction {{=txn_id}} done using 

Paytm RuPay card. Updated balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been added to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} due to reversal of transaction {{=txn_id}} done using 

Paytm RuPay card. Updated balance: {{=current_balance}}.
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Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as tip/surcharge payment against transaction 

with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as adjustment against POS txn with Reference 

Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as adjustment against POS txn with Reference 

Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} reverted to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against disputed ATM transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number_updated}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as pre_arbitration accepatnce of transaction with Ref number 

{{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been debited for 
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Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as surcharge of transaction {{=txn_id}} done using Paytm RuPay 

card. Updated balance: {{=current_balance}}.

In case of unauthorized use, block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as adjustment against ATM txn with Reference 

Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as adjustment against ATM txn with Reference 

Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer,

Your card {{= masked_debit_card_number}} has been permanently blocked.

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been added to your Paytm Bank Savings Account as Bank 

transfer charge refund.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is credited to your a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}} as 

cashback for transaction done using your Paytm Bank net banking. Ref No: {{=rrn}}.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} deposited in customer bank a/c ending 

{{=masked_account_number}}. Your updated Business Wallet balance: 

Rs.{{=agent_balance}}. Transaction id: {{=txn_id}}. Beware of counterfeit currency.For 

guidelines, click http://m.p-y.tm/PpBcP

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} successfully withdrawn from account number 

{{=masked_account_number}}. Updated Paytm Payments Bank Business wallet 

balance: Rs. {{=agent_balance}} Transaction ID {{=txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, you have received Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} in your savings account 

{{=ben_account_number}} from {{=rem_name}}.

Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Queries? Call us at 011-33996699

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, you have sent Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} to {{=bankName}} account 

xxxx{{=maskedaccountno}} from {{=payer_vpa}}.

UPI Reference: {=rrn}}

Queries? Call us at 011-33996699

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, you have sent Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} to Aadhaar 

xxxx{{=maskedaadhaarno}} from {{=payer_vpa}}.
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UPI Reference: {=rrn}}

Queries? Call us at 011-33996699

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=userName}}, you have created {{=userCreatedVpa}} as your Paytm BHIM UPI 

address. You can link your bank accounts to it and use it for sending and receiving 

money.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your savings account {{=account_number}} with Paytm Payments Bank has been 

closed.

For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear {{=user_name}}, your account {{=account_number}} has been closed successfully.

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
PIN for your Debit & ATM card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been set. Use your 

card at ATMs & shop at stores across India. Queries? Visit: http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear {{=user_name}}, you have successfully changed ATM pin for your Debit & ATM 

card {{=masked_debit_card_number}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} deposited to your bank account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} using your Debit card on {{=txn_date}}. 

Available balance: Rs.{{=current_balance}}.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Fixed Deposit of Rs. {{=booking_amount}} at an Interest Rate of {{=interest_rate}}% p.a. 

for a period of {{=tenure_months}} months has been booked with our partner IndusInd 

Bank.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=fund_transfer_amount}}(FD amount: Rs. {{=redemption_amount}}, 

Interest amount: Rs. {{=interest_amount}}) is added to your a/c for redemption 

of fixed deposit {{=fd_account_number}}. Updated a/c bal: Rs. 

{{=savings_account_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your request to redeem the fixed deposit for an amount {{=redemption_amount}} could 

not be processed by our Partner Bank. Please try again.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.={{txn_amount}} has been refunded back to customer's Paytm Payments Bank 

Savings Account={{masked_account_number}} against transaction id  {{=txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Please login to {{=diy_panel_short_url_applicant}} with your Paytm Credentials to 

view/complete the application.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Approve your Paytm Payments Bank Current A/C application for {{=entity_name}} by 

logging into {{=diy_panel_short_url_as}} with your Paytm Credentials.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=txn_amount}} has been refunded to your business wallet against transaction id 
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{{=txn_id}}. Updated Paytm Payments Bank Business wallet balance: Rs. 

{{=agent_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} paid at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=posted_date}} using Paytm Debit 

Card. Avl Bal is Rs.{{=current_balance}}. Ref Num: {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 0120-

4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

"Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been added back to your savings 

account {{=masked_account_number}} against failed transaction.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care"

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Hi {{=user_name}},

As on {{=current_date}}, balance in your Paytm Payments Bank Account No 

{{=savings_account_number}} is as below-

Savings account balance: Rs {{=savings_account_balance}}

Fixed Deposit balance: Rs {{=fixed_deposit_balance}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is debited from your a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}} for 

auto-payment at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=tran_date}}. Ref No: {{=arn_number}}. 

Queries? Please call us at 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. 
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{{=business_name}}'s Current a/c is now active for use.

Account number: {{=account_number}}

IFSC: PYTM0123456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Debit Card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been issued to you for your Paytm 

Payments Bank savings account {{=account_number}}. Queries? Visit: http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

"Dear {{=user_name}}, you have paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} from your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} as Debit Card Issuance Charges. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} from your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} for Debit Card issued to you. Queries? Write to 

us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added back to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against failed issuance of Debit Card. Queries? 

Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is added to your savings account 
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{{=masked_account_number}} as Cashback for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Bank net banking. Reference No {{=RRN}}. Updated balance 

{{=current_balance}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your a/c {{=masked_account_number}} 

via {{=card_bank}} debit card.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your salary account {{=salary_account_number}} with us.

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Congratulations! Your Paytm Payments Bank Savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} is successfully upgraded to Salary account with 

{{=business_name}}. 

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is credited to your savings account {{=masked_account_number}} 

as Salary on {{=txn_date}} at {{=txn_time}}. Updated balance {{=current_balance}}. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is credited to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} as Flexi Salary on {{=txn_date}} at {{=txn_time}}. Updated 
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balance {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is credited to your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} as Reimbursement  on {{=txn_date}} at {{=txn_time}}. 

Updated balance {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Fixed Deposit of Rs.{{=booking_amount}} @ {{=interest_rate}}% p.a for a period of 

{{=tenure_months}} months has been booked on: {{=creation_date}}, {{=creation_time}}. 

Redeem it any time at no charges.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, your request to create the fixed deposit for an amount 

{{=booking_amount}} could not be processed by our Partner Bank. Please try again. The 

amount has been refunded back to your savings account {{=account_number}}

updated account bal: {{=savings_account_balance}}

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number_updated}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as reversal of financial charges for transaction with Ref number 

{{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number_updated}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as refund of transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number_updated}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as refund of charges for transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Users, Please complete Paytm Payments Bank Salary Account Request for 

{{=entity_name}} by logging into {{= short_url_diy}} using Paytm Credentials.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=business_name}},

{{=user_name}} has been successfully added to current account {{=account_number}} 

for {{=business_name}}. Queries? 24X7 Banking Support available at corp-

banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=business_name}}, 

{{=user_name}} has been successfully removed as a user from current account 

{{=account_number}} for {{=business_name}}. Queries? 24X7 Banking Support available 

at corp-banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=business_name}}, 

{{=user_name}} role has been modified for your current account {{=account_number}} 

with Paytm Payments Bank. Queries? 24X7 Banking Support available at corp-

banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=business_name}},

account number {{=bene_account_number}}  ({{=bene_name}}) has been added as a 

beneficiary to current account {{=account_number}}. Queries? 24X7 Banking Support 

available at corp-banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=business_name}},

account number {{=bene_account_number}}  ({{=bene_name}}) has been removed as a 

beneficiary from your {{=account_number}} current account. Queries? 24X7 Banking 

Support available at corp-banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=business_name}},

Transaction of Rs.{{=trxn_amount}} has been initiated successfully. Login on 

paytm.bank/netbanking to see the updated transaction status. Queries? 24X7 Banking 

Support available at corp-banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Bank Transfer to {{=bene_name}} initiated on {{=trxn_date}} has failed and 

Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} has been refunded to A/C {{=account_number}}.

A/C balance: Rs. {{=updated_balance}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB Fixed Deposit of Rs. {{=booking_amount}} at an Interest Rate of {{=interest_rate}}% p.a. 
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for a period of {{=tenure_months}} months has been booked with our partner IndusInd 

Bank.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=fund_transfer_amount}}(FD amount: Rs. {{=redemption_amount}}, Interest 

amount: Rs. {{=interest_amount}}) is added to your current account for redemption of 

fixed deposit {{=fd_account_number}}.

A/C bal: {{=updated_balance}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Hi {{=userName}}, Your payment {{if(typeof amount != 'undefined' && amount != null && 

amount){ }}{{=amount}}{{ } }} for {{=paymentName}} is due today. Go to {{=url}} and 

complete this payment now

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Account {{=account_number}} and Paytm wallet has been marked for pending recovery 

against UPI transaction {{=txn_id}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456-456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account 

{{=account_number}} as recovery amount against UPI transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your Paytm wallet 

{{=mobile_number}} as recovery amount against order {{=order_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account 

{{=account_number}} as recovery amount against post paid bill with transaction 

{{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your Paytm wallet as 

recovery amount against post paid bill with order {{=order_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, We have done recovery from your Paytm account. Current pending 

recovery amount is Rs. {{=pending_amt}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, this is to inform you that a lien has been marked on your Paytm wallet 

against transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, you have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your savings account as 

interest for delayed credit of  NEFT/RTGS transaction with reference no {{=rrn}}. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, you have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your savings account as 
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cashback for bank transfer with reference no {{=rrn}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

#PIN# is your OTP for payment of Rs. {{txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using your 

Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}}. Don't share OTP with 

anyone. Paytm Payments Bank never calls to verify OTP. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

#PIN# is your OTP for payment of Rs. {{txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using your 

Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}}. Don't share OTP with 

anyone. Paytm Payments Bank never calls to verify OTP. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been 

declined due to incorrect expiry date. In case of unauthorized use, block your card 

immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined as the card is 
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permanently blocked. Please use the newly issued card. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your Debit Card ending 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined as your ATM PIN is not set. To set 

up the ATM PIN, please follow the steps here: http://p-y.tm/z6X9YXk2j.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your bank account for reversal of cash 

deposit with Ref number {{=rrn}}. Available balance: Rs.{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Hi, {{=message}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, you have paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} using Debit Card at 

{{=merchant_name}}  on {{=tran_date}} . Updated balance: Rs.{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

#PIN# is your OTP for payment of Rs. {{txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using your 

Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}}. Don't share OTP with 

anyone. Paytm Payments Bank never calls to verify OTP. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} has failed 

due to insufficient funds in your bank account. Please note that your debit card can be 

used on your bank account balance only and not your wallet balance. Available Bank 
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Account Balance: {{=current_balance}}.Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been 

declined due to incorrect CVV. In case of unauthorized use, block your card 

immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been 

declined due to incorrect expiry date. In case of unauthorized use, block your card 

immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been 

declined to incorrect OTP. In case of unauthorized use, block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed 
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due to a system issue. Please try again. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been 

declined as your card is blocked. Please unblock your card and try again.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as 

the daily transaction limit of Rs 2 lacs would be exceeded. In case of unauthorized use, 

block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using 

your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined 

as the merchant is listed in high risk category with us. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as reversal for 

transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined as the card is 

permanently blocked. Please use the newly issued card. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  added to your bank account as chargeback 

for transaction  at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  added to your bank account as refund for 

transaction done at {{=merchant_name}}

on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  added to your bank account as cashback for 

transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  added to your bank account for pre-
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arbitration raised against transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}} . 

Available balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  added to your bank account for arbitration 

raised against transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}} . Available 

balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your bank account as Tips and 

Surcharge for transaction done  at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available 

balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as adjustment for 

transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your bank account as 

adjustment for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available 
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balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear{{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as your card has expired.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=merchant_name}} has deposited Rs. {{=txn_amount}} in your Paytm Payments Bank 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} with transactionID {{=txnReqId}} . Updated 

balance: {{=current_balance}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} using your Paytm Debit Card at {{=merchant_name}} on 

{{=txn_date}}, {{=txn_time}}. Updated balance:Rs. {{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} has failed 

due to insufficient funds in your bank account. Please note that your debit card can be 

used on your bank account balance only and not your wallet balance. Available Bank 

Account Balance: {{=current_balance}}.Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed 

due to a system issue. Please try again. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using 

your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as your 

card is blocked. Please unblock your card and try again.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using 

your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined 

as the daily transaction limit of Rs 2 lacs would be exceeded. In case of unauthorized 

use, block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using 

your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}}  has failed as the 

merchant is listed in high risk category with us. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as reversal for 

transaction at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, payment of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} using 

your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as the 

card is permanently blocked.Please order a new physical debit card. Queries? Write to 

us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as chargeback 

for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}

added to your bank account as refund for transaction done on {{=txn_date}} at 

{{=merchant_name}}. Available balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

as cashback of transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number}} is credited with 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} as pre_arbitration raised for transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  added to your bank account for arbitration 

raised for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your bank a/c ending {{=masked_account_number}} is debited with Rs. 

{{=txn_amount}} as tips or surcharge for transaction with Ref number {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  added to your bank account as adjustment 

for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  debited from your bank account as 

adjustment for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available 

balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as your card has expired.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as Cash@POS is currently 

restricted.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}}  has failed due to incorrect PIN. In case of 

unauthorized use, block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Your Paytm Debit Card ending with 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} is temporarily blocked as you have exceeded the limit 

of PIN tries. 

Please try again after 24 hours. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm 

Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined as your 

ATM PIN is not set. To setup the ATM PIN, please follow the steps here: http://p-

y.tm/z6X9YXk2j
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been debited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

on {{=txn_date}} against your NACH Mandate with {{=ben_name}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been debited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

on {{=txn_date}} against your NACH Mandate with {{=ben_name}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for BHIM Reward.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for LPG Direct Benefit Transfer.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for Direct Benefit Transfer.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for PM-KISAN scheme.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for Pension Credit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for Salary Credit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 
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for WAL Credit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for NACH Credit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for PUN Credit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your NACH mandate request of Rs. {{=mandate_amount}} with mandate no. {{=UMRN}} 

issued to {{=Corporate_Name}}  has been received for processing on {{=frequency}} 

basis. Click on http://m.p-y.tm/Pbnk to Accept/Reject it.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We have received an amendment request of your NACH mandate with mandate no. 

{{=UMRN}} from {{=Corporate_Name}}. Click on http://m.p-y.tm/Pbnk to Accept/Reject it.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your NACH mandate of Rs. {{=mandate_amount}} with mandate no. {{=UMRN}} issued 

to {{=Corporate_Name}} has been cancelled. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your NACH mandate request of Rs. {{=mandate_amount}} with mandate no. {{=UMRN}} 

issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} has been registered with Paytm Bank for processing on 

{{=frequency}} basis.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Request for amendment of your NACH mandate with mandate no. {{=UMRN}} issued to 
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{{=Corporate_Name}} has been processed successfully.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Request for amendment of your NACH mandate with mandate. no {{=UMRN}} issued to 

{{=Corporate_Name}} has been rejected.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your NACH mandate request of Rs {{=mandate_amount}} with mandate no. {{=UMRN}} 

issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} for processing on {{=frequency}} basis has been 

rejected due to {{=reason_description}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your e-mandate with ref no.{{=UMRN}} issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} 

has been registered with us.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your e-mandate with ref no. {{=UMRN}} issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} 

has been rejected.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your e-mandate with ref no.{{=UMRN}} issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} 

has been cancelled.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your e-mandate with ref no.{{=UMRN}} has been amended by 

{{=Corporate_Name}}. Please check your Paytm App to see the updated e-mandate.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, you have withdrawn Rs.{{=txn_amount}} using your Paytm Debit 

Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} at {{=merchant_name}} on 

{{=tran_date}} at {{=txn_time}}. Available balance: {{=current_balance}}  Queries? Write 
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to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, PIN for your Paytm Bank Debit Card ending with 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been changed 

successfully on {{=txn_date}} at {{=txn_time}} Please do not share your PIN with anyone. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, withdrawal of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} has 

failed due to insufficient funds in your bank account. Please note that your debit card 

can be used on your bank account balance only. Current Balance: {{=current_balance}}. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, withdrawal of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} initiated at 

{{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card ending with 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed due to a system issue. Please try again. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}}  has failed due to incorrect PIN. In case of 

unauthorized use, block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been failed as your card has expired.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm 

Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as your card is 

blocked. Please unblock your card and try again.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm Debit Card 

ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as your card is permanently 

blocked. Please order a new card using your Paytm app. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}},cash withdrawal of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} 

using your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as 

the daily withdrawal limit of Rs 50,000 would be exceeded. In case of unauthorized use, 

block your card immediately.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, cash withdrawal of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=merchant_name}} 
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using Debit Card ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as it exceeds the 

limit of Rs 25,000 per withdrawal.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm 

RuPay card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined. In case of 

unauthorized use, block your card immediately. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}},Your Paytm Debit Card ending with 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} is temporarily blocked as you have exceeded the limit 

of PIN tries.

Please try again after 24 hours. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account for reversal of 

cash withdrawal done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account for reversal of 

charges for cash withdrawal at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}} . Available 
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balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bak account for reversal of 

cash withdrawal done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been charged for transacting at  

{{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been charged for cash withdrawal done 

at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as refund of 

charges for cash withdrawal done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available 

balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as refund of 
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charges for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available 

balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as cashback for 

transacting at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}} . Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account for chargeback 

raised against transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available 

balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account as refund for 

transaction done  at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your bank account for pre-arbitration 

raised for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 
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{{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been debited from your bank account as 

Tips and Surcharge for transaction done  at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. 

Available balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care 

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your bank account as 

adjustment for transaction done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}} . Available 

balance: {{=current_balance}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}},Rs.{{=txn_amount}} was deposited to your bank account  using 

your Paytm Debit Card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} at 

{{=merchant_name}} on {{=tran_date}} at {{=txn_time}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your bank account as reversal of 

cash deposit done at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=txn_date}}. Available balance: 

{{=current_balance}}.
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Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your Paytm RuPay 

card ending with {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been declined. In case of 

unauthorized use, block your card immediately. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your debit transaction of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} with mandate no. {{=umrn}} issued to 

{{=corporateName}} could not be processed due to {{=reason}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Congratulations! We are delighted to inform you that the daily 

cash withdrawal limit for your Paytm Debit Card ending with 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been increased to Rs. 50,000

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear user, this is to inform you that recovery payment of Rs. {{=amount}} is pending 

against transaction {{=transaction_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} debited from your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

for cash deposit into customer account {{=masked_ben_account_number}}. Avl Bal: Rs. 

{{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=txn_amount}} added to your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} for 
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cash withdrawal from customer account {{=masked_rem_account_number_updated}}. 

Avl Bal: Rs. {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}},

Digital RuPay Debit Card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been issued to you for 

your current account {{=account_number}}. This card can be used across all online 

platforms for transactions.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=txn_amount}} added to your account as commission on {{=date}}. Reference Id 

{{=txn_id}}. Avl Bal: Rs. {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=username}}, Rs. {{=amount}} have been deducted from your bank account for 

payment accepted for order {{=order_id}}. Updated balance: {{=balance}}. Queries? 

Write to us via Need help in your bank panel.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=username}}, Rs. {{=amount}} added to your bank account for payout received 

for order {{=order_ID}}. Updated balance: {{balance}}. Queries? Write to us via need 

help tab in your bank panel.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear {{=user_name}}, Rs. {{=txn_amount}} added to your account as commission on 

{{=date}}. Reference Id {{=txn_id}}. Queries? Call 0120-33663377

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear user, this is to inform you that a lien has been marked on your account 
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{{=account_number}} and Paytm wallet against debit card transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, this is to inform you that a lien has been marked on your account 

{{=account_number}} and Paytm wallet against IMPS transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, this is to inform you that a lien has been marked on your account 

{{=account_number}} and Paytm wallet against wallet transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, this is to inform you that a lien has been marked on your account 

{{=account_number}} and Paytm wallet against net banking transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account 

{{=account_number}} as recovery amount against debit card transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account 

{{=account_number}} as recovery amount against IMPS transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account 

{{=account_number}} as recovery amount against wallet transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account 

{{=account_number}} as recovery amount against net banking transaction {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Recovery of Rs {{=amount}} in favour of Paytm E-commerce Private Limited as per your 

authorization has been marked on your  account and/or wallet.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Recovery of Rs {{=amount}} in favour of Paytm E-commerce Private Limited (“PEPL”) 

marked on your Paytm wallet and/or account  stands released

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Please be informed that Rs {{=recovery_amt}}  has been put on hold in your Paytm 

Wallet and/or account in favor of Paytm Postpaid (Paytm E-commerce Private Limited) 

as per your authorization. For any queries, related please reach out to http://m.p-

y.tm/ctus

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Account {{=account_number}} and Paytm wallet has been marked for pending recovery 

against {{=txn_type}} {{=txn_id}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456-456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account {{=account_number}}  
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against {{=txn_type}} reference no {{=txn_id}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=amount}} have been charged from your a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} for new saved account addition.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=name}}, You have recieved Rs. {{=amount}} in your Paytm account 

{{=account_number}} for account number verification. Updated balance: Rs. 

{{=balance}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, you have successfully set the ATM pin for your Debit & ATM card 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}}. Your card will be activated in 3 hours. You can use it 

at any ATM and shop at any store across India. 

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have paid Rs.{{=amount}} via your BC a/c  {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

for completing fund transfer for {{=remitter_name}}. Ref ID: {{=ref_ID}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, your Debit & ATM card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} is active 

now. You can use it at any ATM and shop at any store across India. 

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=amount}} have been refunded to your BC a/c for failed fund transfer for 
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{{=remitter_name}}. Reference ID: {{=ref_ID}}. Avl bal: Rs. {{=balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have sent Rs. {{=amount}} to {{=bene_name}} via a Paytm bank partner. Service 

charge 1%, minimum Rs. 10. Reference ID: {{=ref_ID}}.  Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have received Rs. {{=amount}} in your a/c {{=account_number}} from 

{{=remitter_name}}. Reference ID: ref_ID. Updated balance: Rs. {{=balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Money transfer payment of Rs.={{transfer_amount}} for 

{{=masked_ben_account_number}} is pending for confirmation. Ref ID: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We have received a successful confirmation for money transfer payment of Rs. 

{{=transfer_amount}} from your BC a/c to {{=masked_ben_account_number}}. Ref no: 

{{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your savings account {{=account_number}} with us. For queries, visit http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully opened your savings 

account {{=account_number}} with us. Queries? Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 
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opened your savings account {{=account_number}}  with us. Your current balance limit 

is Rs. 50,000. Upgrade your limit now by updating your PAN details here http://m.p-

y.tm/pan. 

For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Paytm Payments Bank account {{=account_number}} is now active with limit of Rs. 

50,000. Update PAN & upgrade limit: http://m.p-y.tm/pan

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, you have successfully updated {{=nominee_name}} as Nominee 

for your savings account {{=masked_account_number}} with Paytm Payments Bank. 

Queries? Call us at 011-33996699

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Your request to update  nominee for your savings account 

{{=masked_account_number}} with Paytm Payments Bank has failed, pelase try again 

after some time. 

Queries? Call us at 011-33996699

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your application with PRAN {{=PRAN}} for Atal Pension Yojana is being 

processed. You will be notified on activation of the account.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, your Atal Pension Yojana account with PRAN {{=PRAN}} is now active.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear Customer, your Atal Pension Yojana account with PRAN {{=PRAN}} has been 
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rejected by PFRDA.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, your contribution for Rs {{=contributionamount}} is due on {{=date}}. 

Please keep sufficient funds in your savings account to enjoy the benefits of Atal 

Pension Yojana

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your account has been debited for Rs{{=txn_amount}} towards 

contribution to Atal Pension Yojana.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, your contribution towards Atal Pension Yojana could not be processed 

due to {{=reason}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, we have refunded your contribution of Rs. {{=txn_amount}} towards Atal 

Pension Yojana as your application was rejected by PFRDA

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=merchant_name}} has deposited Rs.{{=txn_amt}} in your Paytm Payments Bank 

Account ending {{=last_four_digits_account_number}} with Transaction ID: 

{{=txn_id}}.Updated balance: Rs.

{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Hi,

BC agent with mobile number {{=sender_mobile_number}} has initiated a transfer 

request of {{=number_of_cards_left}} IDC cards with invoice number {{=invoice}} to you. 
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Please click below link to accept the request.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Hi,

BC agent with mobile number {{=sender_mobile_number}} has transferred  

{{=number_of_cards_transferred}} IDC cards with invoice number {{=invoice}} to you. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Hi,

BC agent with mobile number {{=receiver_mobile_number}} has 

received  {{=number_of_cards_transferred}} IDC cards with invoice number {{=invoice}} 

from you. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, we have received a failure confirmation for your money transfer 

request of Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} from your bank. account {{=rem_account_number}} 

to {{=ben_account_number}}.

Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Money transfer payment of Rs. {{=amount}} from your BC a/c to 

{{=masked_ben_account_number}} has failed. A/c if debited will be refunded in 3 days. 
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Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs. {{=recovery_amt}} has been debited from your account 

{{=account_number}} against incorrect credit of transaction id {{=txn_id}} on 

{{=txn_date}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

NACH Mandate issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} is pending for your action. Click on 

http://m.p-y.tm/Pbnk to respond immediately and avoid auto-rejection. Visit http://m.p-

y.tm/Nach for help.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, this is to inform you that you have received reversal of funds deducted 

against Recovery transaction Id {txn_id} on date {date}.Queries ? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Please be informed that on {{=create_date}}, Rs {{=recovery_amt}} has 

been debited from your Paytm Wallet or Paytm Payments Bank account  in favour of 

Paytm Postpaid (Paytm E-commerce Private Limited) as per your authorization. For any 

queries, related please reach out to http://m.p-y.tm/ctus

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your NACH mandate request of Rs {{=mandate_amount}} with mandate no. {{=UMRN}} 

issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} for processing on {{=frequency}} basis has been 
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rejected as we have not received any response from you.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Cashback of Rs. {{=amount}} has been transferred to your a/c 

{{=ben_account_number_updated}} against {{=message}}. Ref No: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Cashback of Rs. {{=amount}} has been transferred to your a/c 

{{=ben_account_number_updated}} against {{=message}}. Ref No: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Cashback of Rs. {{=amount}} is credited to your a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against {{=message}}. Ref No : {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Cashback of Rs.{{=amount}} is credited to your a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against {{=message}}. Ref No : {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have setup a recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. 

{{=benf_masked_acc_num}} of amount Rs.{{=txn_amount}} at {{=txn_freq}} frequency. 

Your first transaction date is {{=txn_date}}. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. {{=benf_masked_acc_num}} of amount 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is due on {{=txn_date}}. Request you to maintain sufficient balance 

in your account. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB You have successfully modified recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} of amount Rs. 

{{=txn_amount}} at {{=txn_freq}} frequency from your a/c no. 
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{{=cust_masked_acc_num}}. Your next transaction date is {{=txn_date}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. {{=benf_masked_acc_num}} of amount 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is paused. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. {{=benf_masked_acc_num}} of amount 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is re-enabled. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. {{=benf_masked_acc_num}} of amount 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is stopped. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Amount of Rs.{{=amount}} is deducted from your a/c 

{{=masked_remitter_account_number}} for a recurring payment to a/c 

{{=masked_beneficiary_account_number}} on {{=txn_date}}. Ref no. {{=ref_num}}. For 

queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Amount of Rs.{{=amount}} for a recurring payment from your a/c 

{{=masked_remitter_account_number}} is credited to beneficiary a/c 

{{=masked_beneficiary_account_number}}. Ref no. {{=ref_num}}. For queries, call 

01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, transaction of amount of Rs. {{=amount}} to beneficiary account 

{{=beneficiary_account_number}} for recurring payment has been failed.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

An inward transaction of amount Rs. {{=txn_amount}} has failed due to balance limit of 

{{=txn_limit}} for your bank account {{=account_number}}.  Queries? Call us at 0120-

33663377

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have sent Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} from your a/c no. {{=rem_account_number}} to 

{{=masked_beneficiary_account_number}} on  {{=txn_date}}. Ref no. {{=ref_num}}. For 

queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} in your a/c 

{{=masked_beneficiary_account_number}} from a/c {{=rem_account_number}}. Ref no. 

{{=ref_num}}. For queries call, 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, transaction of amount Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} to account 

{{=masked_beneficiary_account_number}} from your account 

{{=masked_rem_account_number}} has failed {{=failure_reason}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amt}} is credited to your Paytm Payments Bank Account ending 

{{=last_four_digits_account_number}} 

as Salary.Transaction ID: {{=txn_id}}.Updated balance: Rs.

{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=txn_amt}} is credited to your Paytm Payments Bank Account ending 
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{{=last_four_digits_account_number}} 

as Reimbursement.Transaction ID: {{=txn_id}}.Updated balance: Rs.

{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amt}} is credited to your Paytm Payments Bank Account ending 

{{=last_four_digits_account_number}} 

as Bonus on {{=txn_date}} .Transaction ID: {{=txn_id}}.Updated balance: Rs.

{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amt}} is credited to your Paytm Payments Bank Account ending 

{{=last_four_digits_account_number}} 

as Incentive.Transaction ID: {{=txn_id}}.Updated balance: Rs.

{{=current_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Confirmed: Order for Debit & ATM Card is successfully placed and will reach you by 

{{=DeliveryDate}}. Track at http://m.p-y.tm/request_atm

Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Debit & ATM Card is shipped with AWB {{=AWB}} through {{=CourierName}} and would 

be delivered by {{=DeliveryDate}}. Track: {{=URL}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB Congratulations on receiving your Platinum Debit Card! To set PIN: Scan QR code 
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located on the backside of card (or) call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Debit Card has been delivered. Scan the QR at the back of the card (or) Call 0120-

4456456 to activate the card. Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We regret to inform that your order for Debit Card has been cancelled. We have initiated 

a refund of Rs. {{=amount}}.

Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Refund Initiated: We have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}} for your Debit & ATM 

Card order.

Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We have cancelled your Debit Card order as delivery couldn't be completed. We have 

initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}}. In case if you want to order a new card. Please 

follow the below steps.

1. Click on http://m.p-y.tm/request_atm

2. Click on 'ATM Card Order Status'

3. Scroll through the bottom and Click on 'Request New ATM card again'

Queries? Call 01204456456
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Appointment to complete Paytm Payments Bank KYC is fixed on {{=appointment_date}}. 

Never share any document on whatsapp/ email. KYC service is FREE.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your request to redeem the fixed deposit for an amount of Rs.{{=fd_amount}} could not 

be processed by our Partner Bank. Please try again.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, money transfer request of Rs. {{=transfer_amount}} via our 

partner to {{=ben_name}} is pending for confirmation. Please note this reference 

number: {{=rrn}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, we have received a successful confirmation for your money 

transfer request of Rs. {{=transfer_amount}} to {{=ben_account_number}}.

Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, we have received a failure confirmation for your money transfer 

request of Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} to {{=ben_name}} via our partner. Money has been 

refunded to the partner. Please contact the partner to collect your refund.

Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} debited from your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

for adding money into customer wallet linked to {{=masked_ben_mobile_number}}. Avl 

Bal:Rs. {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} refunded to your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

with txn id {{=txn_id}} for failed transfer. Avl Bal.: Rs. {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 

0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your FD of Rs. {{=ending_net_principal}} has been auto-renewed with an updated 

amount of Rs. {{=renewed_booking_amount}} (principal amount in previous tenure: Rs. 

{{=ending_net_principal}} + Interest earned net of TDS(if applicable): Rs. 

{{=Interest_earned}}) with an I.R. of {{=interest_rate_pa}}% for a tenure of 

{{=tenure_months}} months.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=amount}} has been refunded to your savings a/c {{=masked_account_no}} 

against txn ID {{=txn_id}} done for {{=recovery_type}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB We have removed the recovery applied against <recoverytype> txn <ref txn id>

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your BC Service A/C {{=masked_account_number}} is now active. If you were using BC 

wallet earlier, please transfer your BC wallet balance to your Savings A/C using BC App 

ver 2.2.0
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your BC Service A/C {{=masked_account_number}} is now active. If you were using BC 

wallet earlier, please transfer your BC wallet balance to your Savings A/C using BC App 

ver 2.2.0

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have received Rs.{{=txn_amt}} in your bank a/c {{=account_number_updated}} as 

compensation for delayed credit of ATM transaction with reference no {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}} as your Debit Card order is lost in transit.

Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
{{=user_name}} successfully added as a user to {{=business_name}}'s Current a/c with 

role - {{=roles}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB {{=user_name}} removed from {{=business_name}}'s Current a/c.

Paytm Bank PaytMB {{=user_name}}'s role is updated in {{=business_name}}'s Current a/c.

Paytm Bank PaytMB You are added as a user to {{=business_name}}'s Current Account with role - {{=roles}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You are removed from {{=business_name}}'s Current Account. Queries? Write to us at 

corp-banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your role is successfully updated in {{=business_name}}'s Current Account.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Approval needed for Rs. {{=total_trxn_amount}} bank transfer. Login to Netbanking 

panel to review.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} debited from a/c no. {{=account_number}} for transfer to 

{{=bene_name}}. 

Ref ID: {{=trxn_id}} 

A/C balance: Rs.{{=updated_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bulk payment to {{=number_of_accounts}} accounts initiated.

Visit Transfer History in Netbanking to track status.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=success_transfer_amount}} debited from A/C no. {{=account_number}} for 

transfer to {{=success_transfer_count}} accounts. 

Out of {{=number_of_accounts}} transfers, {{=pending_transfer_count}} are pending and 

{{=failed_transfer_count}} have failed. 

A/C balance: Rs. {{=updated_balance}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bank transfer request to {{=bene_name}} sent for approval as 

per your company policies.

You will be notified on review.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} to {{=bene_name}} successfully approved and transferred.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bank transfer request to {{=bene_name}} rejected by the 

approver.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bulk payment to {{=number_of_accounts}} accounts 

successfully approved and transfer initiated.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bulk payment to {{=number_of_accounts}} accounts rejected 

by approver defined as per your company policies.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} 

from {{=rem_name}} on {{=tran_date}}.

IMPS Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs.{{=transfer_amount}} in your account {{=ben_account_number}} 

from {{=rem_name}} ({{=masked_rem_account_number}}).

Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=txn_amount}} received from {{=rem_name}} ({{=rem_vpa}}) in your Paytm Bank 

Account {{=masked_account_number}}. UPI Ref: {=rrn}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} moved to Suryoday Bank as balance with Paytm Payments 

Bank exceeded Rs.1 Lakh.

Paytm Bank A/C balance: {{=ppb_balance}}

Suryoday Bank A/C balance:{{=ssfb_balance}}
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have withdrawn Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} from Suryoday Bank. 

Paytm Bank A/C balance: {{=ppb_balance}}

Suryoday Bank A/C balance:{{=ssfb_balance}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to withdraw Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} from Suryoday Bank, could not be 

processed. Please try again.

Queries? Write to us at corp-banking.helpdesk@paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have paid Rs.{{=amount}} via your BC a/c  {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

for completing fund transfer for {{=remitter_name}}. Ref ID: {{=ref_ID}}. Avl bal: 

Rs.{{=balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Welcome to {{=merchant_name}}. Transfer money to anyone through our partner. You'll 

be charged 1% of amount (Min. Rs. 10) as fee for the transfer.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Commission of Rs. {{=amount}} for {{=product_type}} has been sent to your service a/c 

{{=masked_account_number}}. Ref no.: {{=ref_ID}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Thank you for ordering Cheque Book worth Rs.{=AMT}. Cheque book will be delivered 

after signature verification. Queries call: 0120 4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear user, we have Credited Rs. {=AMT} in your savings account as the refund for your 
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canceled order of ChequeBook. Queries Call:  0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

₹ {{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=account_number}} for debit card 

annual charges of ₹ 100, remaining amount to be debited ₹ {{=remaining_amt}}. Ref id 

{{=txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. {{=benf_masked_acc_num}} has failed 

{{=failure_reason}} Next payment will be initiated on {{=txn_date}}. For queries call, 

01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB {{=dynamicBody}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear {{=user_name}}, Your savings account {{=masked_account_number}} is now 

converted to senior citizen's account. For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
This is to inform you that payment of Rs. {{=amount}} is pending against Debit Card 

Annual Charges. Queries? Call 0120-4456-456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=account_number}} towards debit 

card annual charges. Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your paytm wallet towards debit card annual 

charges of Rs.100 for the period {{=fmmyy}} to {{=tmmyy}}. Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=account_number}} for debit card 
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annual charges of Rs.100. Remaining amount to be debited Rs.{{=remaining_amt}}. Ref 

id {{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your paytm wallet for debit card annual charges of 

Rs.100 for the period {{=fmmyy}} to {{=tmmyy}}. Remaining amount to be debited 

Rs.{{=remaining_amt}}. Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear user, this is to inform you that Rs.{{=recovery_amount}} is due against Debit Card 

Annual Charges.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} from your current account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} for Debit Card issued to you. Queries? Write to 

us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added back to your current account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against failed issuance of Debit Card. Queries? 

Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
UPI registration for your Paytm App has begun. If you didn't do it then report 

immediately at 01204456456. Never share your card details/OTP/CVV to avoid fraud

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your savings a/c {{=masked_account_number}} has been restricted from 

adding/receiving money. For uninterrupted services, please renew your KYC at nearest 
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KYC point http://m.p-y.tm/GriV

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have successfully linked your bank account {{=maskedAccountNo}} with your BHIM 

UPI profile using Paytm App

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have sent Rs.{{= TransactionAmount}} to {{= PayeeName}} using Paytm App. UPI 

Reference: {{= Rrn}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have successfully reactivated your BHIM UPI profile on Paytm App. If you have not 

initiated this request, contact us on 01204456456 immediately.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have successfully set UPI PIN for your Paytm Payments Bank a/c 

{{=maskedAccountNo}}. If you have not initiated this request, contact us on 

{{=helpDeskNo}} immediately.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your Savings Account {{=account_number}} 

against {{=recovery_reason}} for transaction ID {{=unique_ID}}.Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your Paytm wallet against 

{{=recovery_reason}} for transaction ID {{=unique_ID}}.Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your savings account {{=account_number}} 
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against {{=recovery_reason}} for transaction ID {{=unique_ID}}.Rs. 

{{=pending_recovery_amt}} is pending and will be debited on availability of funds. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your Paytm wallet against 

{{=recovery_reason}} for transaction ID {{=unique_ID}}.Rs. {{=pending_recovery_amt}} is 

pending and will be debited on availability of funds. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is due against {{=recovery_reason}} for transaction ID 

{{=unique_ID}}.Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=amount}} has been refunded to your savings a/c {{=masked_account_no}} 

against txn ID {{=txn_id}} done for {{=recovery_type}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your Savings Account {{=account_number}} 

against Postpaid Bill ID {{=unique_ID}}.Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your Paytm Wallet against Postpaid Bill ID 

{{=unique_ID}}.Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your Savings Account {{=account_number}} 

against Postpaid Bill ID {{=unique_ID}}.Rs.{{=pending_recovery_amt}} is pending and 
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will be debited on availability of funds. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is debited from your Paytm Wallet against Postpaid Bill ID 

{{=unique_ID}}.Rs. {{=pending_recovery_amt}} is pending and will be debited on 

availability of funds. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=recovery_amount}} is due against Postpaid Bill ID {{=unique_ID}} and will be 

debited on availability of funds. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=amount}} has been refunded to your savings a/c {{=masked_account_no}} 

against txn ID {{=txn_id}} done for {{=recovery_type}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=amount}} has been refunded to your wallet against txn ID {{=wallet_txn_id}} done 

for {{=recovery_type}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We have set up a debit instruction for Rs {{=amount}} at a {{=frequency}} frequency 

against your savings a/c{{=masked_account_number}} and wallet {{mobile_number}} for 

Paytm Postpaid bill payment

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have added {{=bene_name}}, A/c no.: {{=masked_bene_account_number}} as a 

beneficiary for money transfer.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. {{=benf_masked_acc_num}} has failed 

{{=failure_reason}} We will retry the payment today. Please maintain sufficient balance.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. 

Your Current A/c is now active for use.

Account number: {{=account_number}}

IFSC: PYTM0123456

Use the link below to operate your Current A/c: https://netbanking.paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB
{{=biller_unique_identifier}} of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has failed.Please do not give cash to 

BC agent.If already paid, please collect your cash.Queries?Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=biller_unique_identifier}} of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is pending. We will let you know as 

soon as the order is confirmed. In case the order gets failed, you can visit PPBL agent 

and collect your cash.Queries?Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
{{=biller_unique_identifier}} of Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  is successful. Your account will be 

updated within next 72hrs.Queries?Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{biller_unique_identifier}} of Rs.{{txn_amount}} for  has failed. Please reach out to your 

nearest PPBL BC agent for collecting your money. Share the order id {{failed_order_id}} 

with the agent

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=txn_amount}} debited from your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 
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for Bill Payment of customer with Mobile Number {{=masked_ben_mobile_number}}. Avl 

Bal: Rs. {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} credited to your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

for reversal of Bill Payment of customer with Mobile Number 

{{=masked_ben_mobile_number}}. Avl Bal: Rs. {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 

0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
The Secret OTP for Online Purchase is {{=txn_otp}} on card ending {{=pan_last4digits}}. 

Valid for the next {{=otp_exptime}} minutes. Do not share OTP for security reason.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

All- Please find attached daywise BC payout report for date: {{=date}}.

In case of any queries please reach out to divya.batra@paytmbank.com. 

Thanks

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Documents shared by you for Paytm Bank KYC did not {{=failure_reason}}. We are 

closing your request. Kindly raise request for KYC http://m.p-y.tm/kyc

Paytm Bank PaytMB Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. 

Your Nodal a/c is now active for use.
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Account number: {{=account_number}}

IFSC: PYTM0123456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. 

Your BC Service a/c is now active for use.

Account number: {{=account_number}}

IFSC: PYTM0123456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

All- Please find attached daywise BC payout report for date: {{=date}}.

In case of any queries please reach out to divya.batra@paytmbank.com. 

Thanks

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Approve your Paytm Payments Bank Service A/C application for {{=entity_name}} by 

logging into {{=diy_panel_short_url_as}} with your Paytm Credentials.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Hi {{=user_name}},

Your {{=form_type}} filing for the financial year {{=financial_year}} is submitted 

successfully. We will notify you via SMS once your filing is Approved. This may take 24-

48 hours.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Hi {{=user_name}},

Your {{=form_type}} filing for the financial year {{=financial_year}} is Approved. TDS will 

not be applicable on your FD interest income as long as your total income is the Tax 

exemption limit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your FD of Rs. {{=ending_net_principal}} has been auto-renewed with an updated 

amount of Rs. {{=renewed_booking_amount}} (principal amount in previous tenure: Rs. 

{{=ending_net_principal}} + Interest earned: Rs. {{=interest_projection}} - Tax deduction 

Rs. {{=tds_deducted}}) with an I.R. of {{=interest_rate_pa}}% for a tenure of 

{{=tenure_months}} months.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=fund_transfer_amount}}(FD amount: Rs. {{=redemption_amount}}, 

Interest amount: Rs. {{=interest_projection}}, Tax deducted: Rs. {{=tax_deduction}}) is 

added to your a/c for redemption 

of fixed deposit {{=fd_account_number}}. Updated a/c bal: Rs. 

{{=savings_account_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We regret to inform that delivery status for your Debit Card order was updated wrongly. 

We will inform the right status within some time. Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your signature has been successfully verified. Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Please upload your signature for cheque book issuance, else order will be autocancelled 

in 7 days. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your signature is rejected due to {{=rejection_reason}}. Reupload your signature else 

cheque book issuance order will be auto-cancelled in 7 days. Queries? Write to us at 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your signature is rejected due to {{=rejection_reason}}. Previously verified sign will be 

used for clearance. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Cheque book order has been cancelled. Reason: {{=cancellation_reason}}. We 

have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}}. Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We have received your order for Cheque Book. It will be delivered by {{=DeliveryDate}} if 

signature is verified. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We have cancelled your Cheque book order as delivery couldn't be completed. We have 

initiated a refund of {{=amount}}. Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your cheque book is successfully delivered. Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Refund Initiated: We have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}} for your Cheque Book 

order. Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB We have refunded {{=amount}} as we could not complete the delivery of cheque book. 
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Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your cheque book {{=cheque_book_number}} is blocked. Queries? visit http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Payment is stopped for your cheque leaf {{=cheque_leaf_number}}. Queries? visit 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your deposited cheque {{=cheque_no}} is not processed due to {{=reject_reason}}. 

Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your deposited cheque {{=cheque_no}} is returned with reason "{{=return_reason}}". 

Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your deposited cheque {{=cheque_no}} is returned with reason "{{=return_reason}}". 

Cheque will be represented in the next clearing cycle. Queries? visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} credited to your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

for deposited cheque {{=cheque_no}} with txn id {{=cbs_txn_id}}. Queries? visit 

http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Cheque of Rs. {{cheque_amount}} is received for clearance. Maintain sufficient funds in 

your account to avoid cheque return. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=txn_amount}} debited from your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 
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against cheque number {{=cheque_no}} with txn id {{=cbs_txn_id}}. Queries? Write to us 

at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your cheque {{=cheque_number}} is returned with reason {{=return_reason}}. Queries? 

Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have paid Rs.{{=txn_amount}} from your account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} for cheque book issuance. Queries? Write to us 

at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been refunded back to your account 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against failed issuance of Cheque book. 

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have successfully reset your bank account passcode. For queries, Write to us at 

https://m.p-y.tm/care or call on 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have successfully set a new passcode for your bank account. For queries, Write to 

us at https://m.p-y.tm/care or call on 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have sent Rs.{{=amt}} from your a/c {{=masked_rem_account_num}} to a/c 

{{=masked_benf_account_num}} on {{=txn_date}}.Ref no: {{=ref_num}}. For queries, call 

01204456456
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have received Rs.{{=amt}} in your a/c {{=masked_benf_account_num}} from 

{{=rem_name}} on {{=txn_date}}.Ref no: {{=ref_num}}. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=success_transfer_amount}} debited from A/C no. {{=account_number}} for 

transfer to {{=success_transfer_count}} wallets. 

Out of {{=number_of_wallets}} transfers, {{=pending_transfer_count}} are pending and 

{{=failed_transfer_count}} have failed. 

A/C balance: Rs. {{=updated_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
"Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bulk payment to {{=number_of_wallets}} wallets initiated.

Visit Transfer History in Netbanking to track status."

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Bulk Wallet Transfer to {{=number_of_wallets_failed}} wallets initiated on {{=trxn_date}} 

has failed and Rs.{{=refund_amount}} has been refunded to A/C {{=account_number}}.

A/C balance: Rs. {{=updated_balance}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received Rs.{{=txn_amount}} in your a/c {{=ben_account_number_updated}} 

on {{=txn_date}}  as reversal for money transfer to {{=rem_account_number_updated}} 

against NEFT Ref no: {{=rrn}}. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs. {{=txn_amount}} debited from your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

for collecting cash for {{=merchant_name}}. Txn id: {{=txn_id}}. Queries? Call 0120-
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4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have deposited Rs. {{=txn_amount}} for {{=merchant_name}} at PPBL agent with 

mobile number {{=masked_agent_mobile_number}}. Txn id: {{=txn_id}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear user, Debit & ATM card order with AWB {{=AWB}} will be delivered today by 

{{=CourierName}}. Track at {{=URL}}. Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, we have tried to deliver your Debit & ATM card order with AWB {=AWB} 

through {=courier} but were unable to do so because of {=reason}. We would try to 

deliver again on {=new_expected_delivery_date}. Track at {=Courier tracking URL}. 

Queries? 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bulk payment to {{=number_of_wallets}} wallets rejected by 

approver defined as per your company policies.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
"Rs.{{=total_trxn_amount}} bulk payment to {{=number_of_wallets}} wallets initiated.

Visit Transfer History in Netbanking to track status."

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have set the instruction to move funds upto Rs. {{=amount}} into Paytm Bank A/C 

from Partner Bank, as your Paytm Bank A/C balance goes below Rs.{{=min_amount}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Amount Rs. {{=amount_moved}} has been added into Paytm Bank A/C as per the 

instruction provided.
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Updated A/C balance: Rs. {{=updated_balance}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Instruction to move funds from Partner Bank as your A/C balance goes below 

Rs.{{=min_amount}} has been expired. 

Login to Netbanking panel to set new instruction.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Instruction to move funds from Partner Bank as your A/C balance goes below 

Rs.{{=min_amount}} will be expired in {{=number_of_days_remaining}} days. 

Login to Netbanking panel to set new instruction.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have deposited Rs.{{=txn_amount}} to account{{=account_number_updated}} at 

PPBL BC.Queries? Call 0120-4456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have deposited Rs.{{=txn_amount}} to account 

{{=account_number_updated}}.Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Download your account statement from {{=start_date}} to {{=end_date}} here {{=link}}. 

Please enter the first 4 characters of your name in CAPS followed by your date of birth 

in the format DDMMYYYY to open your statement.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

₹ {{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=masked_account_number}} towards 

cheque return charges of {{=TOTAL_LIEN_AMOUNT}}. Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}. Queries? 

Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

₹ {{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=masked_account_number}} towards 

cheque return charges of {{=TOTAL_LIEN_AMOUNT}}. Remaining amount to be 

debited ₹ {{=remaining_amt}}. Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}. Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Cash Withdrawal Txn of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} using your debit card ending 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed as it exceeds Rs.5,000 Daily Micro-ATM 

cash withdrawal limit.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Transaction Failed: You've crossed monthly debit limit of your PPBL account. Update 

PAN by clicking http://m.p-y.tm/pan to upgrade limit now.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Paytm Bank txn of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been declined as the debit card chip 

could not be read successfully. Please try again by inserting the card properly.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Recurring payment to {{=benf_name}} a/c no. {{=benf_masked_acc_num}} of amount 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} is closed on {{=last_txn_date}}. For queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your Paytm Payments Bank savings a/c {{=account_number}} is blocked for incoming 

and outgoing txns due to no activity in last 2 years. Call 0120-4456456 or tap http://m.p-

y.tm/dormantact to re-activate.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear customer, your Paytm Bank account {{=account_number}} is now active. Enjoy 
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revolutionary banking on the paytm app. For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have not operated your Paytm Payments Bank Savings A/C {{=account_number}} 

for over an year. Transact now & enjoy seamless banking. Add money: http://m.p-

y.tm/addmon

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your request for opening Current Account has been received. Track your onboarding 

status on Netbanking panel.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=TransactionAmount}} has been credited back to your account {{=PayerAccount}}. 

UPI Ref no: {{=Rrn}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Confirmed: Order for Debit & ATM Card is successfully placed and will reach you by 

{{=DeliveryDate}}.

Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Debit & ATM Card is shipped with AWB {{=AWB}} through {{=CourierName}} and would 

be delivered by {{=DeliveryDate}}. Track at {{=URL}}. Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Congratulations on receiving your Platinum Debit Card! To set PIN: visit 

https://netbanking.paytmbank.com

Paytm Bank PaytMB We regret to inform that your order for Debit Card has been cancelled. We have initiated 

a refund of Rs. {{=amount}}.
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Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Refund Initiated: We have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}} for your Debit & ATM 

Card order.

Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We have cancelled your Debit Card order as delivery couldn't be completed. We have 

initiated a refund of {{=amount}}

Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}} as your Debit Card order is lost in transit.

Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We regret to inform that delivery status for your Debit Card order was updated wrongly. 

We will inform the right status within some time. Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear user, Debit & ATM card order with AWB {{=AWB}} will be delivered today by 

{{=CourierName}}. Track at {{=URL}}. Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, we have tried to deliver your Debit & ATM card order with AWB {{=AWB}} 

through {{=CourierName}} but were unable to do so because of {{=reason}}. We would 

try to deliver again on {{=DeliveryDate}}. Track at {{=URL}}. Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 
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{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as tip/surcharge payment against transaction 

with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as tip/surcharge payment against transaction 

with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as adjustment against online txn with Reference 

Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as adjustment against online txn with Reference 

Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} reverted to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against online transaction with Reference 

Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} paid from Paytm Bank a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

as fees for raising issue against online transaction with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. 

Queries? Call 01204456456
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} cash withdrawn from your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=posted_date}}. Avl 

Bal is {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} reverted to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against disputed POS transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} reverted to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} against POS transaction with Reference 

Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} due to refund of POS transaction with 

Reference Number {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} debited from Paytm Bank a/c ending with 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as tip/surcharge payment against transaction 

with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=txn_amount}} paid from Paytm Bank a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

as fees for raising issue against POS transaction with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? 
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Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as compensation for delayed credit against 

ATM txn with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} paid from Paytm Bank a/c {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

as fees for raising issue against ATM transaction with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? 

Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} withdrawn from your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} at {{=merchant_name}} on {{=posted_date}}. Avl 

Bal is {{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} charged from your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} on {{=posted_date}} as you have exhausted 

your monthly free ATM transaction limit. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} reversed to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} on {{=posted_date}} against ATM Cash 

Withdrawal txn with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=txn_amount}} refunded to your Paytm Bank a/c 
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{{=masked_account_number_updated}} on {{=posted_date}} against ATM Cash 

Withdrawal txn with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} refunded to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} on {{=posted_date}} against ATM Non-Financial 

transaction with Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear Customer, you can transfer money from Paytm wallet to {{=PayeeBankName}} 

bank now. To retry, visit paytmmp://XXXXXXXXXXXXX

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Congratulations! You have been successfully on-boarded as Business correspondent of 

Paytm Payments Bank. Our team will assign the required rights to you on Paytm Bank 

Agent’s App within 48-72 hours. Please get in touch with our sales representative 

{{=fse_name}} on {{=fse_mobile_number}} to get the latest Paytm Bank Agent's App.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Congratulations! The request to onboard BC {{=bc_name}} {{=bc_mobile_number}} has 

been successful. Our team will assign the required rights to the BC on Paytm Bank 

Agent’s App within 48-72 hours. Please provide the latest version of Paytm Bank 

Agent's App to the BC and train the agent.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=txn_amount}} refunded to your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

with txn id {{=txn_id}} for Instant Debit Cards order. Queries? Call 0120-4160160
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs. {{=txn_amount}} debited from your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

with txn id {{=txn_id}} for Instant Debit Cards order. Queries? Call 0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Payment of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} has failed as your 

account is in dormant state. Please click p-y.tm/doracc to reactivate your account.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs. {{=txn_amount}} credited to your account {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 

with txn id {{=txn_id}} for Instant Debit Cards security reversal. Queries? Call 0120-

4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your NACH mandate request of Rs {{=mandate_amount}} with mandate no. {{=UMRN}} 

issued to {{=Corporate_Name}} for processing on {{=frequency}} basis has been 

{{=reason_description}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request for opening Current Account has been received. To proceed further, 

submit your loan declaration with Paytm Payments Bank by logging into 

{{=credit_dec_short_url_as}} with your Paytm credentials.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your request for Paytm Payments Bank Savings account was rejected due to 

{{=reason_description}} Queries? Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB Confirmed: Order for Instant Debit Cards is successfully placed and will reach you by 

{{=DeliveryDate}}
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Queries? Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dispatched: Your order for Instant Debit Cards will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}.

Queries?Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your order for Instant Debit Cards has been delivered.Queries? Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We regret to inform that your order for Instant Debit Cards has been cancelled. We have 

initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}}. 

Queries?Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Refund Initiated: We have initiated a refund of Rs.{{=amount}} for your Instant Debit 

Cards order.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We have cancelled your Instant Debit Cards order as delivery couldn't be completed. 

We have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}}.

Queries? Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We have initiated a refund of Rs. {{=amount}} as your Instant Debit Cards order is lost in 

transit. Queries? Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
We regret to inform that delivery status for your Instant Debit Cards order was updated 

wrongly. We will inform the right status within some time. Queries? Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear user, Instant Debit Cards order with AWB {{=AWB}} will be delivered today by 
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{{=CourierName}}. Track at {{=URL}}. Queries? 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear user, we have tried to deliver your Instant Debit cards order with AWB {{=AWB}} 

through {{=CourierName}} but were unable to reach you. Track at {{=URL}}. 

Queries?Call 01204160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Distributor {{=distributor_name}} is associated with you for Paytm Payments Bank 

Service. Now you can request funds to your service account from the distributor.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Paytm Bank Savings A/C {{=account_number}} will become dormant on {{=date}} 

due to inactivity. Please transact to avoid inconvenience. Query? http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=OTP}} is the OTP for aadhaar seeding process. By sharing this OTP with the agent, 

you will be initiating the process to link your aadhaar to Paytm Savings Account for 

receiving subsidies. Please refer to Terms & Conditions

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to remove linking of aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} from 

Paytm Savings Account {{=masked_account_number}} has failed as aadhaar number is 

not seeded by Paytm Bank. Please reach out to your previous bank to remove linking.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to link  aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} to Paytm Savings 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} for receiving subsidies has failed as overdraft 

cannot be enabled by Paytm Bank.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to link aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} to Paytm Savings 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} for receiving subsidies has failed. We will re-

initiate the linking request.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to link aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} to Paytm Savings 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} for receiving subsidies has failed due to 

{{=rejection_reason}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request for linking aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_number}} to Paytm 

Savings Account {{=masked_account_no}} has been initiated. You will start receiving 

subsidies to your savings account after successful linking.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to link aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} to Paytm Savings 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} for receiving subsidies has failed due to 

{{=rejection_reason}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to link aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} to Paytm Savings 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} for receiving subsidies has failed as 

{{=rejection_reason}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your request to  link aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} to Paytm Savings 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} for receiving subsidies has been processed 
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successfully. You will start receiving subsidies to your account directly.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to link aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} to Paytm Savings 

Account {{=masked_account_number}} for receiving subsidies has failed due to 

technical issue. We will re-initiate the linking request.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your request to remove linking of aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} from 

Paytm Savings Account {{=masked_account_number}} has been processed 

successfully. You will not receive any subsidies to your Paytm account in future.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your request to remove linking of aadhaar number {{=masked_aadhaar_no}} from 

Paytm Savings Account {{=masked_account_number}} has failed.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your automatic topup request for transfer of Rs. {{=amount}} on the {{=transfer_day}} of 

every month from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} to 

{{=beneficiary_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_beneficiary_acc}} has been initiated. 

Automatic Topup on your Paytm Savings account will be activated in 5-7 days. For any 

queries, call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your automatic topup for transfer of Rs. {{=amount}} on the {{=transfer_day}} of every 

month from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} to 

{{=beneficiary_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_beneficiary_acc}} has been activated 
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successfully. Ref No: {{=UMRN}}. For any queries, call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your automatic topup for transfer of Rs. {{=amount}} on the {{=transfer_day}} of every 

month from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} has been rejected due 

to {{=reason}} on your {{=remitter_bank}} account.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your cancellation request for transfer of Rs. {{=amount}} from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C 

No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} via automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} has been 

initiated. For any queries, call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} for transfer of Rs. {{=amount}} from 

{{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} has been cancelled successfully.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your cancellation request of automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} for transfer of Rs. 

{{=amount}} from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} has failed due to 

{{=reason}}. For any queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your update request of automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} for transfer of Rs. 

{{=amount}} from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} has been 

initiated. Automatic Topup will be updated in 5-7 working days. For any queries, call 

01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} has been updated successfully with topup 
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amount changed from {{=old_amount}} to {{=new_amount}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} has been updated successfully with topup 

date changed from {{=old_date}} to {{=new_date}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} has been updated successfully with topup 

amount changed from {{=old_amount}} to {{=new_amount}} and topup date changed 

from {{=old_date}} to {{=new_date}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your update request of automatic topup with ref. no. {{=UMRN}} for transfer of Rs. 

{{=amount}} from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. {{=masked_remitter_acc}} has failed due to 

{{=reason}}. For any queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your automatic topup of Rs. {{=amount}} from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. 

{{=masked_remitter_acc}} to {{=beneficiary_bank}} A/C No. 

{{=masked_beneficiary_acc}} has been successful. Available balance 

{{=account_balance}}. For any queries, call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your automatic topup of Rs. {{=amount}} from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. 

{{=masked_remitter_acc}} to {{=beneficiary_bank}} A/C No. 

{{=masked_beneficiary_acc}} is pending and will be processed shortly. For any queries, 

call 01204456456
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your automatic topup of Rs. {{=amount}} from {{=remitter_bank}} A/C No. 

{{=masked_remitter_acc}} to {{=beneficiary_bank}} A/C No. 

{{=masked_beneficiary_acc}} has failed due to {{=reason}}. For any queries, call 

01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your account {{=masked_account_number}} has been credited by Rs.{{=txn_amount}} 

for aadhaar based {{=scheme_type}} scheme. Please refer to your Paytm App for more 

details.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your account {{=masked_account_number}} could not be credited by 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} for aadhaar based {{=scheme_type}} due to {{=reason}}. Please 

refer to your Paytm App for more details.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your account {{=masked_account_number}} could not be credited by 

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} for aadhaar based {{=scheme_type}} as {{=reason}}. Please refer to 

your Paytm App for more details.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Documents shared by you for updating current address did not did not meet our 

requirements. We are closing your request. Kindly provide the documents again 

http://m.p-y.tm/updatekyc

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=txn_amount}} deposited to your account  {{=masked_account_number_updated}} 
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with txn id {{=txn_id}}. Avl Bal: Rs.{{=current_balance}}. Queries? Call 0120-4456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Paid Rs. {{amount}} for vehicle reg. no {{vehicle_number}} at {{plaza_name}} on 

{{txn_time}}. For future reference toll txn Id: {{toll_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Paid Rs. {{=amount}} for vehicle reg. no {{=vehicle_number}} at {{=plaza_name}} on 

{{=txn_time}}. For future reference toll txn Id: {{=toll_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, we have received a delayed reversal for your failed money 

transfer request. Amount Rs.{{=txn_amount}} has been refunded to the partner. Please 

contact the partner to collect your refund.

Ref no: {{=rrn}}.

Queries? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Transaction of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using debit card 

ending {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has failed. {{=user_msg}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

The Secret OTP is {{=txn_otp}} for your txn of {{=txn_currency}} {{=txn_amt}} at 

{{=merchant_name}} on card ending {{=pan_last4digits}}. This OTP is valid for the next 

{{=otp_exptime}} minutes. Bank never asks for OTP.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Paytm FASTag RC verification was unsuccessful due to discrepancy in 

documents. Please contact 1800-102-6480 for support
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Paytm FASTag RC verification was unsuccessful due to discrepancy in 

documents. Please contact 1800-102-6480 for support

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your Paytm FASTag RC verification was unsuccessful due to discrepency in 

documents. Please contact 1800-102-6480 for support

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your FASTag for Vehicle {{= vehicle_number}} has been blacklisted by NETC. Now this 

cannot be used at any Toll Plaza. Please contact 1800-102-6480 for support

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your request for FASTag closure has been initiated on {{=txn_time}}. For any support, 

please contact 1800-102-6480.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

{{=biller_unique_identifier}} of Rs.{{=txn_amount}}  is initiated. Your account will be 

updated within next 72hrs. Please handover cash to BC Agent.Queries?Call 0120-

4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You have received {{=txn_amount}} in your account no. 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} for cash collection order. Txn ID: {{=txn_id}}. 

Queries? Call 0120-4160160

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=account_number}} towards debit 

card issuance charges. Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=account_number}} for debit card 
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issuance charges of Rs.250. Remaining amount to be debited Rs.{{=remaining_amt}}. 

Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear user, this is to inform you that Rs.{{=recovery_amount}} is due against Debit Card 

Issuance Charges.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=account_number}} for extra 

commission payout. Ref id {{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=recovery_amt}} is debited from your account {{=account_number}} for extra 

commission payout. Remaining amount to be debited Rs.{{=remaining_amt}}. Ref id 

{{=mw_txn_id}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear user, this is to inform you that Rs.{{=recovery_amount}} is due for extra payout to 

you from Paytm Payments Bank.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

We have debited your Paytm wallet with Rs. {{=amount}} for vehicle class 

mismatch/incorrect toll fare dispute raised by toll plaza. This dispute was for your 

FASTag toll transaction {{=toll_txn_id}} on {{=txn_time}} at {{=plaza_name}} against your 

vehicle {{=vehicle_number}}. For queries, please click on https://m.p-y.tm/prepaid_wallet 

and go to need help section of your concerned transaction id.

Paytm Bank PaytMB As requested, your card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been unblocked. You can 
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continue using it for payments.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
As per your request, Your Card {{=masked_debit_card_number}} has been temporarily 

blocked and payments via this card are disabled. For queries, visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, you have successfully activated your Digital Debit card 

{{=masked_debit_card_number}}. Now you can use your Digital Debit card for online 

payments. 

Queries ? Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Transaction of Rs.{{=txn_amount}} failed as it exceeds the monthly {{=limit_type}} limit of 

Rs.{{=txn_limit}} on your account. Please try again next month.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as compensation against online transaction with 

Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as compensation against POS transaction with 

Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Rs.{{=txn_amount}} added to your Paytm Bank a/c 

{{=masked_account_number_updated}} as compensation against ATM transaction with 
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Reference Num {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Your UPI registration for Paytm app has begun If it is not you, please report it 

immediately at 01204456456. Do not share your card details/OTP/CVV to avoid any loss

Paytm Bank PaytMB
{{=PayeeName}} has requested money from you on your Paytm App. On approving the 

request, Rs.XXXXXX will be debited from your account http://m.p-y.tm/UPIpas

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.XXXXXX cash withdrawn at {{=merchant_name}} on XXXXXXXXXX using Paytm 

Debit Card. Updated Balance : Rs.XXXXXXX. Never share card PIN. Queries? Call 

01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Welcome to {{=merchant_name}}. You can now transfer money to your friends & family 

through our partner. You will be charged 1% of amount (Min. Rs. 10) as fee for money 

transfer.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your savings account XXXXXXXXXX with us. For queries, visit http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

You haven't operated your Paytm Payments Bank Savings A/C XXXXXXXXXX for more 

than a year. Transact now to enjoy seamless banking experience. Add money: 

http://m.p-y.tm/addmon
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Download your account statement from {{=start_date}} to {{=end_date}} here {{=link}}. 

Your statement is password protected & password for the statement is your account 

number.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your savings account XXXXXXXXXX with us. For queries, visit http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear {{=user_name}}, your savings account XXXXXXXXXX is blocked to receive any 

inward transaction {{=reason_desc}}.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using Debit card ending 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX has failed due to incorrect PIN Entry. Please try again with 

correct PIN.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, you have successfully set the ATM pin for your Debit & ATM card 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Now you can use your debit card at any ATM and shop at any 

store across India.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Debit & ATM Card is shipped with AWB {{=AWB}} through {{=CourierName}} and would 

be delivered by {{=DeliveryDate}}. Track at {{=URL}} Queries?Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Dear {{=user_name}}, restriction on your savings account XXXXXXXXXX has been 
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removed. Continue to use benefits of your Paytm Payment Bank savings account.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Rs.XXXXXX is credited to your savings account XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

as Salary on XXXXXXXXXX at {{=txn_time}}. Updated balance XXXXXXX. Queries? 

Write to us at http://m.p-y.tm/care.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your savings account XXXXXXXXXX with us. For queries, visit http://m.p-

y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, we have booked a fixed deposit of Rs.XXXXXXX @interest rate of 

XX% p.a for a period of XXX months from your savings account XXXXXXXXXX. 

Creation date: {{=creation_date}}, {{=creation_time}}. You can redeem this fixed deposit 

any time without any charges.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Dear {{=user_name}}, Debit Card XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX has been issued to you for 

your Paytm Payments Bank savings account XXXXXXXXXX.

Paytm Bank PaytMB You have sent Rs.XXXXXX from your a/c XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX to {{=ben_bank}}

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear Customer, Your appointment for completing Paytm Payments Bank KYC process 

is booked on XXXXXXXXXX. Kindly keep your valid original documents ready. Do not 

share any document on whatsapp or email. KYC service is FREE of cost.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your savings account XXXXXXXXXX  with us. Your current balance limit is Rs. 

50,000. Upgrade your limit now by updating your PAN details here http://m.p-y.tm/pan.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully 

opened your savings account XXXXXXXXXX  with us. Your current balance limit is Rs. 

50,000. Upgrade your limit now by updating your PAN details here http://m.p-y.tm/pan.

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Dear {{=user_name}}, Digital RuPay Debit Card XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX which can be 

used to perform online transactions has been issued to you for your savings account 

XXXXXXXXXX. To view the details of the issued digital debit card and to order a 

physical debit card which will enable you to perform ATM/POS transactions, please click 

on http://m.p-y.tm/request_atm

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Payment of Rs.XXXXXX at {{=merchant_name}} has failed due to insufficient funds in 

your savings account XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Please note that your debit card can be 

used against your savings account balance only.For queries,call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Transaction initiated at {{=merchant_name}} using your debit card ending 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX has failed due to a system issue. We request you to kindly try 

again. Please be assured that in case money has been deducted against this 
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transaction, it will be added back within 2 working days.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have paid Rs.XXXXXX via your a/c XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX to {{=merchant_name}} 

on XXXXXXXXXX. Ref No: XXXXXXXXXX. For queries, call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have received Rs.XXXXXX in your a/c XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX from {{=rem_name}} 

on XXXXXXXXXX.IMPS Ref no: {{=rrn}}.For queries,call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.XXXXXX paid at {{=merchant_name}} on XXXXXXXXXX using Paytm Debit Card. 

Updated Balance : Rs.XXXXXXX. Ref Num:{{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.XXXXXX paid at {{=merchant_name}} on XXXXXXXXXX using Paytm Debit Card. 

Updated Balance : Rs.XXXXXXX. Ref Num:{{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB
UPI regisration for your Paytm App has begun. If you didn't do it then report immediately 

at 01204456456. Never share your card details/OTP/CVV to avoid fraud

Paytm Bank PaytMB
{{=PayeeName}} has requested money from you on your Paytm App. On approving the 

request, Rs.XXXXXX will be debited from your account http://m.p-y.tm/UPIpas

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.XXXXX.XX withdrawn at XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX on XX-XX-XXXX using 

Paytm Debit Card. Avl Bal Rs.XXXXXX.XX. Reference Num: XXXXXXXXXXXX. 

Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB Welcome to {{=merchant_name}}. Now transfer money to anyone through our partner. 
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You will be charged 1% of amount (Min. Rs. 10) as fee for money transfer.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully opened your savings 

account XXXXXXXXXX with us. Queries? Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have not operated your Paytm Payments Bank Savings A/C XXXXXXXXXX for over 

an year. Transact now & enjoy seamless banking. Add money: http://m.p-y.tm/addmon

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Download your account statement from {{=start_date}} to {{=end_date}} here {{=link}}. 

Statement is password protected & the password is your account number.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully opened your savings 

account XXXXXXXXXX with us. Queries? Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Hi {{=user_name}}, your savings account XXXXXXXXXX is blocked to receive any 

inward transaction {{=reason_desc}}. Queries ? Write to us: http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Transaction initiated at XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX using Debit card ending XXXX 

has failed due to incorrect PIN entry. Please try again with correct PIN.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
PIN for your Debit/ATM card XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX has been set. Use your card at 

ATMs & shop at stores across India. Queries? Write to us: http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Debit & ATM Card is shipped with AWB {{=AWB}} through {{=CourierName}} and would 

be delivered by {{=DeliveryDate}}. Track at {{=URL}} Queries?Call 01204456456
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Paytm Bank PaytMB
Restriction on your savings account XXXXXXXXXX has been removed.  Continue using 

to enjoy seamless banking. Queries ? Write to us: http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Rs.XXXXXX credited to savings account XXXXXXXXXXXX as Salary on xxxxxxxxxx at 

{{=txn_time}}. Updated balance XXXXXXX. Queries? Write to us: http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Welcome to Paytm Payments Bank. You have successfully opened your savings 

account XXXXXXXXXX with us. Queries? Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Fixed Deposit of Rs.XXXXXXX @XXXX% p.a for a period of XX months has been 

booked from savings account XXXXXXXXXX. Created on: {{=creation_date}}. Redeem it 

any time at no charges. Queries? Write to us: http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Debit Card XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX has been issued to you for your Paytm Payments 

Bank savings account XXXXXXXXXX. Queries? Write to us: http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have sent Rs.XXXXXX from your a/c XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX to {{=ben_bank}} a/c 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX on XXXXXXXXXX.Ref no: {{=rrn}}. Queries? Call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
Appointment to complete Paytm Payments Bank KYC is fixed on XXXXXXXXXX. Never 

share documents on whatsapp/email. KYC is FREE service.

Paytm Bank PaytMB Your Paytm Payments Bank savings account XXXXXXXXXXXX is now active with 

account limit of Rs. 50,000. Update PAN & upgrade limit: http://m.p-y.tm/pan. Queries? 
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Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Your Paytm Payments Bank savings account XXXXXXXXXXXX is now active with 

account limit of Rs. 50,000. Update PAN & upgrade limit: http://m.p-y.tm/pan. Queries? 

Visit http://m.p-y.tm/care

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Digital RuPay Debit Card has been issued to your savings account XXXXXXXXXX. View 

details of issued card & order a physical debit card for ATM/POS transactions, click: 

http://m.p-y.tm/request_atm. Queries? Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Payment of Rs.XXXXXX.XX failed due to insufficient balance in your account 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. Present available balance is Rs.XXXXXX.XX, Queries? Call 0120-

4456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Payment initiated at {{=merchant_name}} with debit card ending XXXX failed due to 

system issue, please try again. Any money deducted against this transaction will be 

added back within 2 working days.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have paid Rs.XXXXXX via your a/c XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX to {{=merchant_name}} 

on XXXXXXXXXX. Ref No: XXXXXXXXXX. For queries, call 01204456456.

Paytm Bank PaytMB
You have received Rs.XXXXXX in your a/c XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX from {{=rem_name}} 

on XXXXXXXXXX.IMPS Ref no: {{=rrn}}.For queries,call 01204456456.
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Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.XXXXXX.XX paid at XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX on XX-XX-XXXX using Paytm 

Debit Card. Updated Balance : Rs.XXXXXX.XX. Ref Num:XXXXXXXXXXXX. Queries? 

Call 01204456456

Paytm Bank PaytMB

Rs.XXXXXX.XX paid at XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX on XX-XX-XXXX using Paytm 

Debit Card. Updated Balance : Rs.XXXXXX.XX. Ref Num:XXXXXXXXXXXX. Queries? 

Call 01204456456

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Welcome to Paytm Money - the simplest mutual fund investment app! Save 

commissions & switch your external investments within seconds: https://pytm.my/ps1

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Over 3 million Indians are unleashing the power of mutual funds with us. Invest 

confidently, start now: https://pytm.my/ps1

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Struggling with finding the best funds? Take this simple risk assessment on the app & 

we'll help pick the right ones for you: http://pytm.my/ra

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Browsed Paytm Money Investment Packs? Funds with proven track record & future 

potential, recommended by our advisory experts: https://pytm.my/ps1

Paytm Money PAYTMM
A rupee today isn’t the same as a rupee tomorrow. Multiply your savings by investing 

early. Start today: https://pytm.my/ps1

Paytm Money PAYTMM Forgot to check your KYC status? It takes less than 2 mins, just enter your PAN details 
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now: https://pytm.my/ps-pn

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Creating wealth doesn't have to be expensive. Invest in Mutual Funds for free on Paytm 

Money! Paperless KYC in under 30 mins. Start now: https://pytm.my/ps-pn

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Don't delay investing. Open your free-for-life mutual fund investment account in 2 mins & 

begin investing the same day: https://pytm.my/ps-pn

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Already investing in mutual funds? Enter your PAN, verify bank and a few details to start 

investing in 2 mins: https://pytm.my/ps-pn

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Enter your PAN & start investing in mutual funds within 2 mins! Open the Paytm Money 

app now: https://pytm.my/ps-pn

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Finish what you begun! Submit your personal details in next 1 min & start investing with 

Paytm Money: https://pytm.my/cs_pd

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Finish what you begun! Submit your address details in next 1 min & start investing with 

Paytm Money: https://pytm.my/cs_add

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Finish what you begun! Submit your nominee details in next 1 min & start investing with 

Paytm Money: https://pytm.my/cs_nom

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Finish what you begun! Submit your communication details in next 1 min & start 

investing with Paytm Money: https://pytm.my/cs_comm
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Paytm Money PAYTMM
Finish what you begun! Submit your bank details in next 1 min & start investing with 

Paytm Money: https://pytm.my/cs_bank

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Congratulations! Your investment account with Paytm Money is now verified. Switch 

your external investments & start an SIP right away: https://pytm.my/ps1

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Congrats! Your account is now verified. Make your first investment with us. Explore 

these funds recommended by experts: https://pytm.my/ps_nni

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Hi $user.firstName, HR asking for tax proof? Save up to Rs.46,800 in taxes with ELSS 

Mutual Funds on Paytm Money. Invest Now: https://pytm.my/elssfunds_p

OCL iPaytm
Your UPPCL bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your UPPCL bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your UHBVN bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your UHBVN bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm Your two-wheeler Insurance has been cancelled. Refund for the amount paid has been 
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initiated.

OCL iPaytm
Your TPDDL bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your TPDDL bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your Torrent Power bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is 

due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your Torrent Power bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due 

Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your Telangana Power bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is 

due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your Telangana Power bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your Tata Power bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due 

on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm Your Tata Power bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 
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Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your South Bihar Power bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} 

is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your South Bihar Power bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} 

is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your South Bihar Power bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm

Your South Bihar Power bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your SNDL Electricity bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is 

due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your SNDL Electricity bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due 

Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm Your request number is {{=reference_id}}. Our Logistics Agent will collect the device 

from you as per the scheduled time. To know more, please check Track Request section 
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within the App. T&C apply.

OCL iPaytm

Your request number is {{=reference_id}}. A Service Centre Agent will collect your 

{{=product_name}} from you as per the scheduled time. To know more, please check the 

Track Request section within the App. T&C apply.

OCL iPaytm

Your request number is {{=reference_id}}. A Service Centre Agent will collect your 

{{=product_name}} from you as per the scheduled time. To know more, please check the 

Track Request section within the App. T&C apply.

OCL iPaytm Your request for rescheduling has been accepted for Installation.

OCL iPaytm Your request for rescheduling has been accepted for carry in.

OCL iPaytm
Your replacement item for order ID #{{=id}} is being processed by the merchant. The 

seller will ship the item after the original item has been picked up from you.

OCL iPaytm
Your Reliance Energy bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is 

due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your Reliance Energy bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm Your Rajasthan Electricity bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. 
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{{=consumer_no}} is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly 

ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your Rajasthan Electricity bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your purchase of Mobile Protection Plan has failed. Refund for the amount paid has 

been initiated.

OCL iPaytm
Your purchase of Extended Warranty has failed. Refund for the amount paid has been 

initiated.

OCL iPaytm
Your purchase of Extended Warranty has failed. Refund for the amount paid has been 

initiated.

OCL iPaytm
Your purchase of Assured Buy Back Plan has failed. Refund for the amount paid has 

been initiated.

OCL iPaytm
Your promocode is NOCASH. Use this to shop for top daily essential brands on paytm 

and get FLAT 39% cashback. Shopping URL . http://tinyurl.com/hgrvnsp

OCL iPaytm Your pick up has been rejected due to mismatch in details provided you at the time of 

placing the order. For more information on reasons of rejection visit http://ml.p-
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y.tm/extnc

OCL iPaytm Your pick up has been rejected due to {{=not_picked_reason}}

OCL iPaytm
Your Pick up & Drop off request to get your {{=product_name}} serviced has been 

rescheduled to  {{=rescheduled_time}}as requested {{reference_id}}

OCL iPaytm

Your Paytm cashback of Rs. {{= context.total_cashback }} may get stuck due to your 

current limit of Rs. 20K. Increase limit to Rs. 1 Lac free of cost click http://bit.ly/1igOahW 

.

OCL iPaytm
Your order of {{= product_names}} placed on Paytm Mall is now expected to be 

delivered by {{=expected_delivery_date}}.

OCL iPaytm

Your order for 24k 999.9 Gold stored in MMTC PAMP Account was successful. You can 

view your gold balance at paytm.com/digitalgold. After 24 hours, you can convert your 

balance to gold coins for delivery at paytm.com/digitalgold/redeem

OCL iPaytm

Your order {{=id}} for {{=items[0].name}} is successful & will be processed in the next 2 

working days. If your digital gold balance is less than your ordered weight, the order will 

be cancelled & the money will be refunded.

OCL iPaytm
Your NPCL bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid
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OCL iPaytm
Your NPCL bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your North Bihar Power bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} 

is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your North Bihar Power bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} 

is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your North Bihar Power bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm

Your North Bihar Power bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your MSEDCL bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your MSEDCL bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm Your Mobile Protection Plan has been cancelled. Refund for the amount paid has been 
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initiated.

OCL iPaytm

Your Madhya Pradesh Electricity bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. 

{{=consumer_no}} is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly 

ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your Madhya Pradesh Electricity bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. 

{{=consumer_no}} is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly 

ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your Madhya Pradesh Electricity bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been 

generated. Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now 

http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm

Your Madhya Pradesh Electricity bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been 

generated. Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now 

http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your Home repair request {{=device_product}} is registered. We will contact you for an 

appointment. For assistance, please call us on {{=contact_no}}.

OCL iPaytm
Your home repair request ({{=reference_id}} / {{=device_product}} has been registered. 

You will receive confirmation 30mins prior to the requested time slot.
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OCL iPaytm
Your gold order failed due to slow payment. Price on order screen is valid for 5 mins. 

We have refunded your money. Pls order again at paytm.com/digitalgold

OCL iPaytm
Your Extended Warranty purchase for Two wheeler was successful. Visit your vehicle 

dealer and ask for the warranty policy booklet.

OCL iPaytm
Your Extended Warranty has been cancelled. Refund for the amount paid has been 

initiated.

OCL iPaytm
Your Electricity bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your Electricity bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your Electricity bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your Electricity bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your Drive in request to get your {{=product_name}} serviced has been rescheduled to 

{{=rescheduled_time}} as requested {{=reference_id}}

OCL iPaytm Your device will be picked up on {{=scheduled_date}}. Your Secret Code is 
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{{=secret_code}}. Please handover the device to the Logistics Agent only once they 

provide this secret code to prove their identity.

OCL iPaytm
Your CESC bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your CESC bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm

Your carry in repair request {{=reference_id}} for {{=device_product}} at ( 

{{=service_location_name}}) has been registered. Please check track repair section to 

get the direction to the location.

OCL iPaytm Your bus ticket booking has been confirmed.

PNR {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pnr}}

TICKET ID : {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.paytm_ticket_no}}

ORDER ID : {{=id }}

{{ if (items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.provider_trip_id) { }} TRIP ID : {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.provider_trip_id}} {{ } }}

FROM {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.from}} TO {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.to}} at {{= 
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items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.departure_time}} HRS, {{ if(typeof 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.date_of_boarding == "object") { }} {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.date_of_boarding.toLocaleDateString() }}  {{ 

}else{ }} {{= new 

Date(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.date_of_boarding).toLocaleDateString() }} 

{{ } }}

Name: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.travel}}

Boarding Point: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pickupLocation}}

{{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pickupLocationLandmark}}

Reporting Time: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.boarding_time}}

Seat(s) #: {{ for (var i=0; i< items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.passengers.length; 

i++) { }}{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.passengers[i].seatNumber }},{{ } }}

{{ if(promo) { }} {{if (items[0].discount > 0) { }}You have received a discount of Rs.{{= 

items[0].discount}}.{{ }else{ }}Cashback will be credited in 1 hour.{{ } }}{{ } }} 
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{{if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }} {{if  (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { 

}}Verify your account now to continue receiving cashbacks, go to 

https://Paytm.com/settings.{{ } }}{{ } }} To cancel, go to Profile->Your Orders on Paytm 

app/website. For queries, contact {{ 

if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pickUpContactNo) { }} travels at {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pickUpContactNo}} or {{ } }} Paytm at +91-

9555123123 or https://paytm.com/care. Please show this mTicket at the time of 

boarding. Upto 40% cashback on hotel bookings! Code: HTL40 http://m.p-y.tm/htls29

OCL iPaytm
Your BSES Yamuna bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is 

due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your BSES Yamuna bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due 

Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}} Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your BSES Rajdhani bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is 

due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your BSES Rajdhani bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due 

Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm Your Bhagalpur Electricity bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. 
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{{=consumer_no}} is due on {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly 

ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm

Your Bhagalpur Electricity bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. 

Due Amt Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-

y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your BESCOM bill of Rs.{{=bill_amount}} for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} is due on 

{{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue. Kindly ignore if paid

OCL iPaytm
Your BESCOM bill for Consumer No. {{=consumer_no}} has been generated. Due Amt 

Rs.{{=bill_amount}}. Due Date {{=bill_due_date}}. Pay now http://m.p-y.tm/elecdue

OCL iPaytm
Your Automatic Bill Payment for {{= operator}} {{= number}} of Rs. {{=amount}} is 

scheduled for tomorrow. Please maintain sufficient balance in your Paytm wallet.

OCL iPaytm
Your Assured Buy Back Plan has been cancelled. Refund for the amount paid has been 

initiated.

OCL iPaytm Your 2 wheeler Insurance policy was issued successfully.

OCL iPaytm Your 2 wheeler Insurance policy purchased on Paytm was issued successfully

OCL iPaytm
Your {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is pending with operator.  We will 

continue trying or you may cancel the order after 2 hours.
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OCL iPaytm
Your {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is pending with operator.  We will 

continue trying or you may cancel the order after 2 hours.

OCL iPaytm
You have successfully registered for MTS bill payment through a Standing 

Instruction(SI). Your SI id is {{= id }}

OCL iPaytm
You have successfully purchased Mobile Protection Plan. Policy certificate has been 

sent your registered email ID.

OCL iPaytm
You have successfully purchased Extended Warranty. Policy Certificate will be emailed 

to you within 3 working days of delivery of the product.

OCL iPaytm
You have successfully purchased Extended Warranty. Plan document will be sent to 

your  your registered email address.

OCL iPaytm You have successfully cancelled the Standing Instruction for your MTS bill payment.

OCL iPaytm
You have purchased Mobile Protection Plan. Coverage will start from date of delivery of 

device. Plan document will be sent to your e-mail within 3 working days after delivery.

OCL iPaytm
You have purchased Assured Buy Back Plan. Coverage will start from invoice date of 

the device. Plan details will be sent to your e-mail within 3 working days after delivery.

OCL iPaytm You have made a transaction against Cashback Offer ID #{{=game_id}}. You are now 

{{=txn_count}} transactions away from getting Rs {{=vip_cashback}} cashback. Click 
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here to view the progress of your offer in Cashback Offers section {{=paytm_link}}

OCL iPaytm

You have just activated a new cashback offer {{=game_id}}. Click on the link below or go 

to Cashback Offers section on your Paytm app to get Rs. 200 cashback. Link: 

pytm.co/offer (You may be redirected to app store to update your Paytm app)

OCL iPaytm

You have chosen to make more transactions to get Rs {{=vip_cashback}} cashback. You 

are now {{=txn_count}} transactions away from getting your cashback reward. Click here 

to view the current status of your reward in My rewards section {{=paytm_link}}

OCL iPaytm
You have chosen to claim Rs {{=vip_cashback}} cashback against Cashback Offer ID 

#{{=game_id}}. The amount will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 24 hrs

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.
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OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled your request for {{=device_product}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_date}}. We hope to serve you soon.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled the Pick up & Drop off request to get your {{=product_name}} 

serviced on {{=scheduled_time}}. We hope to serve you soon {{=reference_id}}

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled the Pick up & Drop off Repair request of your {{=product_name}} 

scheduled on {{=scheduled_time}}. We hope to serve you soon ({{=reference_id}}).

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled the Drive in request to get your {{=product_name}} serviced on 

{{=scheduled_time}}. We hope to serve you soon {{=reference_id}}.

OCL iPaytm
You have cancelled the Drive in Repair request of your {{=product_name}} scheduled on 

{{=scheduled_time}}. We hope to serve you soon ({{=reference_id}}).

OCL iPaytm You have an overdue of Rs {{=balance_amount}} on your Paytm Loan
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Daily Penalty Charges may apply, as per agreed T&C. This will increase Loan balance

Avoid Penalty charges by paying the Overdue amount immediately

Click http://pytm.biz/loan-pay to pay Rs {{=balance_amount}}

Ignore, if paid. T&C Apply. For help, please call 0120-4440440

OCL iPaytm

You cashback reward with Offer ID# {{=game_id}} has expired. Dont worry - you will still 

get Rs {{=vip_cashback}} cashback. Amount will be added to your Paytm account as 

Paytm cash within 24 hrs

OCL iPaytm

We regret the inconvenience caused, so we are initiating a complete refund of the 

product to your source account.

You can keep/dispose of product at your end

OCL iPaytm We have initiated installation request on your behalf for your {{=brand}} product. {{ 

if(request_id != "default") { }}Your request ID is {{=request_id }} . {{ } }}Please {{ 

if(request_id != "default") { }}quote the same with {{if(service_provider == "Authorized 

Service Provider") { }}our{{ } }} {{=service_provider}} {{ } }} {{if(request_id == "default") { 
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}}contact {{if(service_provider == "Authorized Service Provider") { }}our{{ } }} 

{{=service_provider}} directly{{ } }} to know the status of your request or to reschedule 

the same.

OCL iPaytm We confirm the cancellation of your bus ticket having following details:

PNR: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pnr}},

Ticket ID: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.paytm_ticket_no}},

Order ID: {{=id }}, from {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.from}} to {{= 

items[0].fulfillment_req.to}} at {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.departure_time}} hrs, {{ if(typeof 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.dateOfJourney == "object") { }} {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.dateOfJourney.toLocaleDateString() }}  {{ }else{ 

}} {{= new 

Date(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.dateOfJourney).toLocaleDateString() }} {{ } 

}}.

In case of refund to card/bank, you may check directly with your bank to know when the 

refund would get credited to your account. Some banks may have high processing 

times. For any other queries you may contact {{ 
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if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pickUpContactNo) { }} travels at {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pickUpContactNo}} or {{ } }} Paytm at +91-

9555123123 or https://paytm.com/care/bustickets

OCL iPaytm
Update: The merchant cannot service your replacement request. Instead, we have 

initiated an auto-return of your item.

OCL iPaytm

Update: Hi {{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= customer_firstname}}! {{ }else{ }} there! {{ } 

}}The merchant has shipped the replacement item {{= items[0].name}} against your 

order #{{=id}} via {{=fulfillments[0].shipping_description}} with the tracking # {{= 

fulfillments[0].tracking_number }}.

OCL iPaytm Update: Hi {{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= customer_firstname}}! {{ }else{ }} there! {{ } }} 

{{if (items.length &gt; 1){ }} {{=items.length}} items {{ }else{ }}{{= items[0].name }} {{ } 

}}from your Paytm order #{{= payments[0].order_id }} {{ if(items.length &gt; 1) { }}have {{ 

}else { }}has {{ } }}been shipped by the seller {{if(fulfillments[0].shipping_description){ }} 

via {{= fulfillments[0].shipping_description }} {{ } }}with the tracking # {{= 

fulfillments[0].tracking_number }}. Estimated date of delivery for your item is 

{{=items[0].estimated_delivery_range[0].toDateString()}} to 

{{=items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1].toDateString()}}.  {{ if(promo) { }}Your cashback 
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on {{ if(items.length &gt; 1) { }}these {{ }else { }}this {{ } }} product will be added to Paytm 

Wallet within 24 hrs{{ if (items[0].custom_text3){ }} of the item{{ if(items.length &gt; 1) { 

}}s{{ }else { }}{{ } }} being delivered. {{ }else{ }} or you can visit Your Orders section on 

Paytm &amp; claim it now{{ } }}. {{ } }}Call our service partner, 24-7 Around at 

9555000247 to schedule installation for your new TV. Standard Installation shall be free 

of charge. <span style="line-height: 20.8px;"></span><p></p>Book your Sultan movie 

tickets on Paytm now. http://m.p-y.tm/movieftxn

OCL iPaytm
The purchase of 2-wheeler Insurance has failed. Refund of the amount paid has been 

initiated.

OCL iPaytm
Thanks for playing the Redmi Note 3 Quiz! To win the iPhone 7, MacBook Air & Paytm 

Cash click http://m.p-y.tm/TSMS Follow us on facebook https://goo.gl/LicvWJ

OCL iPaytm
Thanks for playing the MacBook Quiz! To win the iPhone 7, Redmi Note 3 & Paytm 

Cash click http://m.p-y.tm/TSMS Follow us on facebook https://goo.gl/LicvWJ

OCL iPaytm
Thanks for participating! Purchase deal multiple times to increase chances of winning. 

Click http://m.p-y.tm/TSMS Follow us on facebook https://goo.gl/LicvWJ

OCL iPaytm
Thanks for participating! Purchase deal multiple times to increase chances of winning. 

Click http://m.p-y.tm/cric08 . Follow us on facebook https://goo.gl/LicvWJ
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OCL iPaytm
Thanks for participating in the contest! Purchase deal multiple times to increase the 

chances of winning. Click   http://m.p-y.tm/PYTM  T&Cs apply

OCL iPaytm
Thanks for participating in QuizWin. Win Hyundai Creta, Royal Enfield, Redmi Note 3 & 

5K Paytm Cash on http://m.p-y.tm/TSMS Like us on FB https://goo.gl/LicvWJ

OCL iPaytm

Thanks for expressing your willingness in retaining the item "<b>{{= items[0].name 

}}</b>". You have chosen to have the item shipped to you, latest by {{= (new 

Date(Date.parse(items[0].ship_by_date)+extra.extendedDelivery*24*60*60*1000)).toLoc

aleDateString() }}. We will coordinate with the seller "<b>{{= items[0].merchant_name 

}}</b>" to get the item shipped at the earliest. However, in case the seller does not ship 

your product by {{= (new 

Date(Date.parse(items[0].ship_by_date)+extra.extendedDelivery*24*60*60*1000)).toLoc

aleDateString() }}, we will cancel this item and will immediately refund the amount in 

your wallet.

OCL iPaytm
Thank you for your {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price}}.Paytm will match your 

amount Rupee for Rupee. Please spread the word.

OCL iPaytm
Thank you for using Paytm. You would receive your shopping link and promocode within 

24 hours. Use that link  to shop on Paytm and Get FLAT 39% off.
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OCL iPaytm
Thank you for participating in the Samsung Quizwin contest! Answer again to increase 

your chances of winning: http://m.p-y.tm/qzn10 . Winner will be announced on 25-Oct

OCL iPaytm
Thank you for participating in the iPhone 7 contest! Answer again to increase your 

chances of winning: http://m.p-y.tm/qzn. Winner will be announced on 21-Oct

OCL iPaytm
Thank you for participating in the Google pixel contest! Answer again to increase your 

chances of winning: http://m.p-y.tm/qzn11. Winner will be announced on 25-Oct

OCL iPaytm

Thank you for booking your Adlabs {{= items[0].meta_data.seatInfo[0].packageType}}  

from Paytm.com . Your Transaction ID is {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.bookingId}}. For queries, kindly call 022-

42130405.

OCL iPaytm testing

OCL iPaytm Test trains Sms.

OCL iPaytm Test OTP Message

OCL iPaytm Rs.{{= items[0].price }} Google Play recharge code {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.cardpin }}

Redeem: g.co/playredeem

Instructions: g.co/redeemplayin
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Terms: g.co/playtermsin

S/N:{{ if(items[0]&&items[0].fulfillment && items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.cardserial ) { }} 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.cardserial}} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm
Return Request Cancelled: Your return request for {{=items[0].name}} has been 

cancelled by the seller. Please check your e-mail for more details.

OCL iPaytm
Refund of Rs {{= items[0].max_refund }} has been initiated to your bank/card.Your Bank 

may take 10 working days to reflect in your account.For help write to care@paytm.com

OCL iPaytm

Refund of Rs {{= items[0].max_refund }} has been initiated to your bank/card.Your Bank 

may take 10 working days to reflect in your account.For help reach us 24x7 at 

https://paytm.com/care

OCL iPaytm Premium Payment of {{= items[0].name}} for Rs.{{= items[0].price}} was successful.

OCL iPaytm
Please urgently check Paytm seller panel to approve/reject revised commissions else 

your payouts may be put on hold.

OCL iPaytm

Please process the payment of INR {{=advance_amount}} to initiate the servicing of 

{{=product_name}} {{=reference_id}}. Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any 

queries.
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OCL iPaytm

Please process the payment of INR {{=advance_amount}} to initiate servicing of your 

{{=product_name}} {[=reference_id}}. Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any 

queries.

OCL iPaytm

Please process the payment of {{=advance_amount}} to initiate the repair process of 

your {{=product_name}} ({{=reference_id}}). Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of 

any queries.

OCL iPaytm
Please process the final payment of INR {{=final_amount}} for your {{=product_name}} 

request {{=reference_id}}. Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any queries.

OCL iPaytm
Please process the final payment of INR {{=final_amount}} for your {{=product_name}} 

request {{=reference_id}}. Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any queries.

OCL iPaytm
Please process the final payment of {{=final_amount}} for your {{=product_name}} 

request ({{=reference_id}}). Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any queries.

OCL iPaytm
Please process the final payment of {{=final_amount}} for your {{=product_name}} 

request ({{=reference_id}}). Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any queries.

OCL iPaytm

Please make payment of {{=advance_amount}} to initiate the repair process of your 

{{=product_name}} ({{=reference_id}}). Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any 

queries.
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OCL iPaytm
Pickup Rescheduled: Logistics Agent will attempt pickup of your  {{=device_product}} on 

{{=scheduled_date}} as requested.

OCL iPaytm
Pick up of your {{=device_product}} (Ref No. {{=reference_id}}) has been rescheduled to 

{{=rescheduled_date}} as requested.

OCL iPaytm
Pick up & Drop off Repair request of your {{=product_name}} has been rescheduled to 

{{=rescheduled_time}} as requested ({{=reference_id}}).

OCL iPaytm

Paytm से�लएगएलोनपर {{=balance_amount}} �पएक�रा�शबक़ायाहै

तुरंतभुगतानकरनेके�लए http://pytm.biz/loan-pay परि�लककर�औरहरस�ताह Incentive पाएँ

भुगतानकरचुकेह�तोअनदेखाकर�. शत�लाग.ू 

सहायताके�लए 0120-4440440 कोलकर�

OCL iPaytm Paytm Mall-{{if (sla_est_item_count > 0) { }} {{= sla_est_item_count }} orders about to 

breach SLA,{{ } }} {{ if (auto_cancel_est_item_count > 0){ }}{{= 

auto_cancel_est_item_count }} orders have breaches SLA & about to cancel.{{ } }} 
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Process now to avoid penalties of Rs. {{=(sla_penalty_estimated + 

auto_cancel_penalty_estimated) }}.

OCL iPaytm
Payment for 2-wheeler Insurance is successful. Policy will be issued at the time of 

vehicle pickup at dealer location

OCL iPaytm

Out for Pickup: {{=item_name}} {{if(typeof order_id != 'undefined' && order_id){ }}(Order 

ID {{=order_id}}) {{ } }}will be picked up today by {{if(typeof shipper_group_name != 

'undefined' && shipper_group_name){ }}{{=shipper_group_name}} {{ } }}courier 

executive{{if(typeof fe_name != 'undefined' && fe_name){ }} {{=fe_name}}{{ } }}{{if(

typeof ivr_number != 'undefined' && ivr_number && typeof ivr_pin != 'undefined' && 

ivr_pin){ }}, reachable on {{=ivr_number}}, PIN:{{=ivr_pin}}{{ }else if(typeof fe_mobile != 

'undefined' && fe_mobile){ }}, reachable on {{=fe_mobile}}{{ } }}. Please keep the item in 

product box along with accessories & tags.

OCL iPaytm

Out for Pickup: {{=item_name}} {{ if(order_id){ }}(Order ID {{= order_id }}) {{ } }}will be 

picked up today by {{ if(fe_name){ }}{{=fe_name}}{{ }else{ }}our courier partner{{ } 

}}{{if(ivr_number && ivr_pin){ }}, reachable on {{=ivr_number}}, PIN:{{=ivr_pin}}{{ }else 

if(fe_mobile){ }}, reachable on {{=fe_mobile}}{{ } }}. Please keep the item in product box 

along with accessories & tags.
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OCL iPaytm

Out For Delivery: {{= item_name }} will be delivered today (if order placed before 2 PM) 

or tomorrow by {{ if(fe_name) {}}{{= fe_name }}{{ } else {}}agent{{ } }}{{ if(ivr_number && 

ivr_pin) {}}, reachable on {{= ivr_number }}, PIN:{{= ivr_pin }}{{} else if(fe_mobile) {}}, 

reachable on {{= fe_mobile }}{{ } }}. {{ if(secure_delivery_code) {}}Share code: {{= 

secure_delivery_code }} with agent for secure delivery. {{ } }}{{if(cod_amount){ 

}}Rs.{{=cod_amount}} will be collected from you at the time of delivery. {{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm

Out For Delivery: {{= item_name }} {{ if(items_count){ }}& {{= items_count }} more items 

{{ } }}{{ if(order_id){ }}(Order ID {{= order_id }}) {{ } }}will be delivered today by {{ 

if(fe_name) {}}{{= fe_name }}{{ } else {}}our courier partner{{ } }}{{ if(ivr_number && 

ivr_pin) {}}, reachable on {{= ivr_number }}, PIN:{{= ivr_pin }}{{} else if(fe_mobile) {}}, 

reachable on {{= fe_mobile }}{{ } }}. {{ if(secure_delivery_code) {}}Share code: {{= 

secure_delivery_code }} with our courier partner for secure delivery. {{ } 

}}{{if(cod_amount){ }}Rs.{{=cod_amount}} will be collected from you at the time of 

delivery. {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm Out For Delivery: {{= item_name }} {{ if(items_count){ }}& {{= items_count }} more items 

{{ } }}{{ if(order_id){ }}(Order ID {{= order_id }}) {{ } }}will be delivered today by {{ 

if(fe_name) {}}{{= fe_name }}{{ } else {}}our courier partner{{ } }}{{ if(ivr_number && 
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ivr_pin) {}}, reachable on {{= ivr_number }}, PIN:{{= ivr_pin }}{{} else if(fe_mobile) {}}, 

reachable on {{= fe_mobile }}{{ } }}. {{ if(secure_delivery_code) {}}Share code: {{= 

secure_delivery_code }} with our courier partner for secure delivery. {{ } 

}}{{if(cod_amount){ }}Rs.{{=cod_amount}} will be collected from you at the time of 

delivery. {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

Order {{=orderId}} is refunded for INR {{=amount1}} to {{=payModeText1}} and INR 

{{=amount2}} to {{=payModeText2}} on {{=date2}}. You may contact bank for time taken 

by it's internal process.

OCL iPaytm
Order {{=orderId}} is refunded for INR {{=amount}} on {{=date}} to {{=payModeText}}. 

You may contact bank for time taken by it's internal process.

OCL iPaytm

Looks like your Paytm Mall transaction failed. Please upgrade your Android System 

Web View to fix this and try again. http://p-y.tm/QI0D

If you still face any issues, please call us at 9643-979797

OCL iPaytm

Looks like your payment to add Rs.  {{= items[0].price}} (Transaction ID {{= 

items[0].order_id}}) to your wallet failed for some reason. If money was deducted, note 

that banks take up to 7-14 days to reflect the refund in bank/ card.

OCL iPaytm Loan payment for {{= items[0].name}} of Rs {{= items[0].price }} was successful.
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Convenience fee charged is Rs. {{= items[0].conv_fee}}. Your loan account will be 

updated within next 48hrs.

OCL iPaytm
Loan payment for {{= items[0].name}} of Rs {{= items[0].price }} was successful. Your 

loan account will be updated within next 48hrs.

OCL iPaytm

Kindly approve the Repair Estimate of your {{=device_product}} ({{=reference_id}}) so 

the repair process can be initiated. Note: If no action is taken then, the device will be 

returned to you without repair and the request will be cancelled.

OCL iPaytm

Kindly approve the Repair Estimate of your {{=device_product}} ({{=reference_id}}) so 

the repair process can be initiated. Note: If no action is taken then, the device will be 

returned to you without repair and the request will be cancelled.

OCL iPaytm

Kindly approve the Estimate generated of your {{=product_name}} request. Note: If no 

action is taken then, the {{=category_name}} will be returned to you without servicing 

and the request will be cancelled {{=reference_id}}

OCL iPaytm

Kindly approve the Estimate generated of your {{=product_name}} request. Note: If no 

action is taken then, the {{=category_name}} will be returned to you without repair and 

the request will be cancelled ({{=reference_id}}).

OCL iPaytm Kindly approve the Estimate generated of your {{=product_name}} request. Note: If no 
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action is taken then, the {{=category_name}} will be returned to you without repair and 

the request will be cancelled ({{=reference_id}}).

OCL iPaytm

Kindly approve the Estimate generated of your  {{=product_name}} request. Note: If no 

action is taken then, the {{=category_name}} will be returned to you without servicing 

and the request will be cancelled {{=reference_id}}

OCL iPaytm
Hi, your recharge of Order# {{= id}} is still in pending state. You can either wait for 24hr 

to get the benefits or cancel the order from Your Orders section.

OCL iPaytm

Hi, your Paytm Order No {{= id }} for {{= items[0].name}} of Rs. {{= items[0].price}} is 

successful. Your pick up store location details and time for pick up has already been 

communicated to you. You will receive an SMS from the Mobile Store with an OTP (One 

time password) number on 15th October after 9.00 pm. Please carry your mobile phone 

along with the SMS you receive. You would need to show the OTP to collect your new 

Iphone 6S from your alloted Mobile Store Location. Please remember you can collect 

your Iphone 6S from your allotted Mobile Store Location only after showing the OTP.

OCL iPaytm Hi, your Paytm order # {{= id}} of Rs {{= grandtotal}} is successful. We will let you know 

once the hotel booking is confirmed. 

{{ if(extra.wallet_balance) { }}Your current Paytm wallet balance is Rs. {{= 
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extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } else { }}  {{ } }}  Get Rs.30 Cashback on Rs. 500 DTH 

Recharge. Code: D2H500.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, your Paytm Mall-FED order # {{=id}} for {{= items[0].name}} of Rs. {{= items[0].price}} 

is successful. The Merchant will call you shortly from 022-61154800.

OCL iPaytm

Hi, your Paytm Mall order # {{=id}} of Rs. {{= grandtotal }}{{ if(items.length > 1 ){ }} for 

{{=items.length}} items {{ } }} {{ if(items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount == 

grandtotal ) { }}has been received.{{ }else{ }}is successful. Mahindra representative will 

get in touch with you within 48-72 business hours.{{ } }}{{ if(items[0].custom_text3) { }} {{ 

if (collectableAmount == grandtotal) { }}You'll shortly receive a call from us to confirm the 

same. {{ } }}Please pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful
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OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment for {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful

OCL iPaytm

Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].transaction_number) { }} with transaction id: {{= 

payments[0].transaction_number }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm

Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].transaction_number) { }} with transaction id: {{= 

payments[0].transaction_number }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm

Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}. To select 

events you want to participate, click https://goo.gl/jaeISN
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OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 
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if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.
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OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 
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if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.
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OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 
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if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.
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OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 
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if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.
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OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 
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if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, Your payment {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }} with order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, there is a delay from the seller side in shipping your order no. {{=id}}. We will update 

you once the seller ships it.

OCL iPaytm

Hi, Fee Payment in favour of {{= items[0].product.merchant_name}} for Student ID {{= 

items[0].fulfillment_req.l_id}} of Rs. {{= grandtotal }}

was successful. Happy to help, 24X7 – care@paytm.com

OCL iPaytm
Hi! Your {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is pending. We will update you as 

the order is processed.

OCL iPaytm

Hi! We have received your booking for Jio Phone. In the next 48 hours,  Jio will send a 

confirmation SMS along with details of nearest Jio stores for you to collect your Jio 

Phone.

OCL iPaytm
Hi there! We see that you have cancelled Adlabs ticket from your Paytm Order # {{= id 

}}. Your request has been accepted. Refund for this order has been initiated.
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OCL iPaytm

Hi There! {{= items[0].name}} has been submitted to {{= 

items[0].product.attributes.operator_label }}. However, {{= 

items[0].product.attributes.operator_label }} is taking time to process your recharge. You 

will either receive recharge in next 2-3 hours, or your amount will be refunded in your 

Paytm wallet.

OCL iPaytm Hi {{= items[items.length-1].fulfillment_req.passenger_name }},

Below ticket has been cancelled and refund has been processed.

Order ID- {{=id}}

            {{

            var name,meta_data,datedep,datedepday,datedepmon,datedepyear;

            var daysBig = 

['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday','Saturday'];

            var monthArr = 

['JAN','FEB','MAR','APR','MAY','JUN','JUL','AUG','SEP','OCT','NOV','DEC'];

            if ((typeof items[0].fulfillment_req) === "string"){

                name=JSON.parse(items[0].fulfillment_req).passenger_name;
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            }else{

                name=items[0].fulfillment_req.passenger_name;

            }

            if ((typeof items[0].meta_data) === "string"){

                meta_data=JSON.parse(items[0].meta_data);

            }else{

                meta_data=items[0].meta_data;

            }

            var cancellation_charge=(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.cancellation_charges) ? 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.cancellation_charges : 0;

            var airline_charge = (items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.airline_charge) ? 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.airline_charge : 0 ;

            var provider_charge = (items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.provider_charge) ? 
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items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.provider_charge : 0 ;

            var paytm_charge = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.paytm_charge || 0;

            var conv_fee = meta_data.fare_details.convenience_fee;

            var paytm_charge1 = paytm_charge - conv_fee;

            if(paytm_charge1 < 0)

                paytm_charge1 = 0;

            paytm_charge = paytm_charge - paytm_charge1;

            var price = meta_data.fare_details.price;

            var timeDep = new Date (meta_data.journey.flights[0].departure_time);

            var timeDepday = timeDep.getDay();

            var timeDepdate = timeDep.getDate();

            var timeDepmon = timeDep.getMonth();

            var timeDepyear = timeDep.getFullYear();

            var ffID = items[0].fulfillment.id,pay=payments;

            var ffilen = pay.length,transactionData=null;

            for(var ffi = 0 ; ffi < ffilen; ffi++){

                if(pay[ffi].fulfillment_id == ffID){
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                    transactionData = JSON.parse(pay[ffi].transaction_response)

                    break;

                }

            }

            var refundedPrice = 0, refundDetails = [], refundInfo = {};

            if(transactionData && transactionData.REFUNDAMOUNT && 

transactionData.CHILD_REFUND_STATUS){

                refundedPrice = transactionData.REFUNDAMOUNT;

                refundDetails = transactionData.CHILD_REFUND_STATUS;            

            }

            var total_cashback = price - cancellation_charge - refundedPrice ;

            for (var itr1=0; itr1 < refundDetails.length; itr1++){

                if(refundInfo[refundDetails[itr1].GATEWAY])

                    refundInfo[refundDetails[itr1].GATEWAY] += 

Number(refundDetails[itr1].REFUNDAMOUNT)

                else
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                    refundInfo[refundDetails[itr1].GATEWAY] = 

Number(refundDetails[itr1].REFUNDAMOUNT)

            }

            }}

Cancelled Traveller Details

{{=meta_data.origin_city}} to {{=meta_data.destination_city}} - {{=meta_data.dDF}}

Passenger Name: {{=meta_data.passenger_title}}. {{=meta_data.passenger_name}}

Status: Cancelled,

Ticket Fare: Rs. {{=price}},

Cancellation Charges: Rs. {{=cancellation_charge}},

Refunded Amount: Rs. {{=(price-cancellation_charge)}},

{{ if(total_cashback ){ }}

Cashback (already credited): Rs. {{=total_cashback}},
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Amount Refunded to source: Rs. {{=refundedPrice}},

{{ } }}

For detailed cancellation charges breakup, please check the email sent.

For any queries, contact Paytm at 7053111905 or https://paytm.com/care

*In case of refund to card/bank, you may check with directly your bank to know when the 

refund would get credited to your account. Some banks may have high processing 

times. For any queries related to your Paytm wallet you may contact Paytm at 

7053111905 or https://paytm.com/care.

OCL iPaytm Hi {{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= customer_firstname}}{{ } }}, 

Your hotel booking has been confirmed.

<br>

Order Id: {{= id}}<br>

Hotel Name: {{= items[0].meta_data.name}}<br>

Address: {{= items[0].meta_data.address.streetAddress}}, {{= 

items[0].meta_data.address.city}}<br>

Phone No.: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.phone}} <br>
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Guest Name: {{= items[0].meta_data.customerDetails.firstname}} {{= 

items[0].meta_data.customerDetails.lastname}}<br>

Check in: {{= items[0].meta_data.checkInDate }}<br>

Check out: {{= items[0].meta_data.checkOutDate}}<br>

Guests: {{= items[0].meta_data.guestCount}}<br>

Rooms: {{= items[0].meta_data.numRooms}} x {{= items[0].meta_data.roomName}}.<br>

<br>

For any queries, contact {{if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.phone){ }}the hotel 

at {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.phone}} or{{ } }} Paytm at 7053111905 or 

care@paytm.com. Please do carry a print out of the booking confirmation email at the 

time of check in. Get Rs.30 Cashback on Rs. 500 DTH Recharge. Code: D2H500.

OCL iPaytm Hi {{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= customer_firstname}}{{ } }}, 

Your hotel booking has been cancelled successfully.

<br>

Order Id: {{= id}}<br>

Hotel Name: {{= items[0].meta_data.name}}<br>

Address: {{= items[0].meta_data.address.streetAddress}}, {{= 
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items[0].meta_data.address.city}}<br>

Phone No.: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.phone}}<br>

Check in: {{= items[0].meta_data.checkInDate }} <br>

Check out: {{= items[0].meta_data.checkOutDate}} <br>

{{= items[0].meta_data.numRooms}} Rooms, {{= items[0].meta_data.guestCount}} 

Guests<br>

Amount paid: {{= grandtotal}}<br>

Your payment has been refunded to your Card/Bank/Paytm account. In case of refund 

to card/bank, you may check directly with your bank to know when the refund would get 

credited to your account. Some banks may have high processing times. For queries 

related to Paytm wallet, contact Paytm at www.paytm.com/care or 7053111905.

OCL iPaytm Hi {{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= customer_firstname}}! {{ }else{ }} there! {{ } }}

{{ if(items.length > 1) { }}{{=items.length}} items from your order #{{=id}} have been 

packed.{{ } else { }}{{ if(items[0].name.length>40) { }}{{= items[0].name.split(0,40)[0] }}... 

{{ } else {  }}{{= items[0].name.trim()}} {{ } }} from your order #{{=id}} has been packed.{{ } 

}} We’ll inform you when it is shipped. Estimated date of delivery for your item is {{=new 

Date(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[0]).toDateString()}} to {{=new 
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Date(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1]).toDateString()}}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi {{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= customer_firstname}}! {{ }else{ }} there! {{ } }} Your 

order # {{=id}} with replacement item # {{=items[0].id}} was successfully delivered.

OCL iPaytm Hello SMS

OCL iPaytm
Great choice in purchasing Lawman on Paytm Mall. Now get a chance to meet Sunny 

Leone! Enter your order ID here http://p-y.tm/z2AYwY6Z9

OCL iPaytm
Good news! Your {{=product_name}} is ready to be collected by you {{=reference_id}}. 

Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any queries.

OCL iPaytm
Good news! Your {{=product_name}} is ready to be collected by you ({{=reference_id}}). 

Kindly contact the Service Centre in case of any queries.

OCL iPaytm
Good news! Your {{=product_name}} is on its way and you will receive it soon 

{{=reference_id}}

OCL iPaytm
Good news! Your {{=product_name}} is on its way and you will receive it soon 

({{=reference_id}}).

OCL iPaytm

Exchange Pickup Successful: Your old device pick up of {{=model}} has been 

successful. Your exchange value will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 24 hours. 

Get your KYC done to receive the cashback. Ignore if KYC is done.
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OCL iPaytm

Exchange Pickup Attempted: Our field executive tried to contact you for picking up your 

old device but you were not available. Our executive will call you and reschedule the 

pickup.

OCL iPaytm

Drive in request to get your {{=product_name}} serviced at {{=service_location_name}} 

has been registered. Please check the Track Repair section to get directions to the 

location.

OCL iPaytm
Drive in Repair request of your {{=product_name}} has been rescheduled to 

{{=rescheduled_time}} as requested ({{=reference_id}}).

OCL iPaytm

Drive in Repair request of your {{=product_name}} at {{=service_location_name}} has 

been registered ({{=reference_id}}). Please check the Track Repair section to get 

directions to the location.

OCL iPaytm

Dispatched: {{= item_name }} {{ if(items_count){ }}& {{= items_count }} other items {{ } 

}}{{ if(order_id){ }}(Order ID {{= order_id }}) {{ } }}. Use security code {{= 

secure_delivery_code }} at the time of delivery.

OCL iPaytm

Dear paytm Customer,

Please find Vistara airlines contact details as requested by you: 9289228888 and 

01206699901
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OCL iPaytm

Dear Paytm Customer,

Please find Spicejet airlines contact details as requested by you: 09654003333 and 

09871803333

OCL iPaytm
Dear Paytm Customer,

Please find Jet Airways contact details as requested by you: 1800225522

OCL iPaytm

Dear Paytm Customer,

Please find Indigo airlines contact details as requested by you: 09910383838 and 0124-

6613838

OCL iPaytm

Dear Paytm Customer,

Please find GoAir airlines contact details as requested by you: 09223222111 and 020-

25662111

OCL iPaytm
Dear Paytm Customer,

Please find Air India contact details as requested by you: 1800 180 1407

OCL iPaytm
Dear Paytm Customer,

Please find Air Asia airlines contact details as requested by you: 18605008000

OCL iPaytm Dear Customer, your Paytm order ID: {{=items[0].order_id}} for {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.entityName}} has been confirmed. 
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{{if(items[0].meta_data && items[0].meta_data.providerId == 74) { }} Registration 

confirmation {{ } }} {{if(items[0].meta_data && items[0].meta_data.providerId != 74) { }} 

Ticket {{ } }} has been sent for {{  var seatArray=[]; }}{{for(var i=0;i< 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.seatInfo.length; i++) { }}{{ 

seatArray.push(String(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.seatInfo[i].count) + ' ' + 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.seatInfo[i].seatType );}}{{ } }}{{=seatArray.join(', 

')}} to {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.passenger.email}} for {{var days = 

['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday','Saturday']; var months = 

['January','February','March','April','May','June','July','August','September','October','Nove

mber','December'];var dayStr='';var dayInt;}} {{=days[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDay()]}}, {{dayInt=Math.abs(new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()) % 10}}{{var date = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime);var hours = date.getHours(); var minutes = 

date.getMinutes(); var ampm = hours >= 12 ? 'PM' : 'AM'; hours = hours % 12; hours = 

hours ? hours : 12; minutes = minutes < 10 ? '0'+minutes : minutes; var strTime = hours 

+ ':' + minutes + ' ' + ampm; }}{{var startTime = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getHours() + ':' + new 
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Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getMinutes()}}{{if (dayInt == 1 && new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==11) { }} {{dayStr='st'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt == 

2 & new Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==12) { }}{{dayStr='nd'}}{{ } }}{{if 

(dayInt == 3 && new Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==13) { 

}}{{dayStr='rd'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt > 3 || new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==11 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==12 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==13) { }}{{dayStr='th'}} {{ } }}{{= new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()+dayStr}} {{=months[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getMonth()]}} {{=strTime}}.  Address: 

{{=items[0].meta_data.address}}. {{if(items[0].meta_data && 

items[0].meta_data.providerId == 74) { }}

(Will confirm via sms/call/email)

{{ } }} Total Amount is Rs {{=parseFloat(Number(items[0].meta_data.totalTicketPrice) + 

Number(items[0].meta_data.totalCommision)).toFixed(2)}}. Have a Fun Day! 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.bookingId?'MeraEvents ID : 

'+items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.bookingId:''}}
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OCL iPaytm Dear Customer, your Paytm order ID: {{=items[0].order_id}} for {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.entityName}} has been confirmed. 

{{if(items[0].meta_data && items[0].meta_data.providerId == 74) { }} Registration 

confirmation {{ } }} {{if(items[0].meta_data && items[0].meta_data.providerId != 74) { }} 

Ticket {{ } }} has been sent for {{  var seatArray=[]; }}{{for(var i=0;i< 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.seatInfo.length; i++) { }}{{ 

seatArray.push(String(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.seatInfo[i].count) + ' ' + 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.seatInfo[i].seatType );}}{{ } }}{{=seatArray.join(', 

')}} to {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.passenger.email}} for {{var days = 

['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday','Saturday']; var months = 

['January','February','March','April','May','June','July','August','September','October','Nove

mber','December'];var dayStr='';var dayInt;}} {{=days[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDay()]}}, {{dayInt=Math.abs(new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()) % 10}}{{var date = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime);var hours = date.getHours(); var minutes = 

date.getMinutes(); var ampm = hours >= 12 ? 'PM' : 'AM'; hours = hours % 12; hours = 

hours ? hours : 12; minutes = minutes < 10 ? '0'+minutes : minutes; var strTime = hours 
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+ ':' + minutes + ' ' + ampm; }}{{var startTime = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getHours() + ':' + new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getMinutes()}}{{if (dayInt == 1 && new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==11) { }} {{dayStr='st'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt == 

2 & new Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==12) { }}{{dayStr='nd'}}{{ } }}{{if 

(dayInt == 3 && new Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==13) { 

}}{{dayStr='rd'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt > 3 || new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==11 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==12 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==13) { }}{{dayStr='th'}} {{ } }}{{= new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()+dayStr}} {{=months[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getMonth()]}} {{=strTime}}.  Address: 

{{=items[0].meta_data.address}}. {{if(items[0].meta_data && 

items[0].meta_data.providerId == 74) { }}

(Will confirm via sms/call/email)

{{ } }} Total Amount is Rs {{=parseFloat(Number(items[0].meta_data.totalTicketPrice) + 

Number(items[0].meta_data.totalCommision)).toFixed(2)}}. Have a Fun Day! 
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{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.bookingId?'MeraEvents ID : 

'+items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.bookingId:''}}

OCL iPaytm

Dear Customer, Your Paytm FASTag order [Order Id: {{=id}}] has been cancelled as we 

could not verify your details. Refund of [Rs: {{if(items[0].custom_text3 && 

collectableAmount != grandtotal){ }}{{= grandtotal-collectableAmount}}{{ }else{ }}{{= 

items[0].max_refund}}{{ } }}] has been initiated. In case of any queries, click: http://m.p-

y.tm/care

OCL iPaytm Dear Customer, your order ID: {{=items[0].order_id}} for {{= 

items[0].meta_data.entityName}} has been confirmed. Ticket has been sent for {{  var 

seatArray=[]; }}{{for(var i=0;i< items[0].meta_data.seatInfo.length; i++) { }}{{ 

seatArray.push(String(items[0].meta_data.seatInfo[i].count) + ' ' + 

items[0].meta_data.seatInfo[i].seatType );}}{{ } }}{{=seatArray.join(', ')}} to 

{{=items[0].meta_data.passenger.email}} for {{var days = 

['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday','Saturday']; var months = 

['January','February','March','April','May','June','July','August','September','October','Nove

mber','December'];var dayStr='';var dayInt;}} {{=days[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDay()]}}, {{dayInt=Math.abs(new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()) % 10}}{{var date = new 
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Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime);var hours = date.getHours(); var minutes = 

date.getMinutes(); var ampm = hours >= 12 ? 'PM' : 'AM'; hours = hours % 12; hours = 

hours ? hours : 12; minutes = minutes < 10 ? '0'+minutes : minutes; var strTime = hours 

+ ':' + minutes + ' ' + ampm; }}{{var startTime = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getHours() + ':' + new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getMinutes()}}{{if (dayInt == 1 && new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==11) { }} {{dayStr='st'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt == 

2 & new Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==12) { }}{{dayStr='nd'}}{{ } }}{{if 

(dayInt == 3 && new Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()!==13) { 

}}{{dayStr='rd'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt > 3 || new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==11 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==12 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()==13) { }}{{dayStr='th'}} {{ } }}{{= new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getDate()+dayStr}} {{=months[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.startTime).getMonth()]}} {{=strTime}}. Address: 

{{=items[0].meta_data.address}}. Total Amount is Rs 

{{=parseFloat(Number(items[0].meta_data.totalTicketPrice) + 
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Number(items[0].meta_data.totalCommision)).toFixed(2)}}. Have a Fun Day!

OCL iPaytm
Dear customer, your order ID {{=id}} could not be fulfilled and a replacement order will 

be reaching you soon.

OCL iPaytm Dear Customer, the show for your movie ticket with Booking ID: {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.uniqueBookingId}} for 

{{=items[0].meta_data.movie}} on {{var days = 

['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday','Saturday']; var months = 

['January','February','March','April','May','June','July','August','September','October','Nove

mber','December'];var dayStr='';var dayInt;}} {{=days[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDay()]}}, {{dayInt=Math.abs(new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()) % 10}}{{var date = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime); var hours = date.getHours(); var minutes = 

date.getMinutes(); var ampm = hours >= 12 ? 'PM' : 'AM'; hours = hours % 12; hours = 

hours ? hours : 12; minutes = minutes < 10 ? '0'+minutes : minutes; var strTime = hours 

+ ':' + minutes + ' ' + ampm; }}{{var movieShowTime = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getHours() + ':' + new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getMinutes()}}{{if (dayInt == 1 && new 
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Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()!==11) { }} {{dayStr='st'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt 

== 2 & new Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()!==12) { }}{{dayStr='nd'}}{{ } 

}}{{if (dayInt == 3 && new Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()!==13) { 

}}{{dayStr='rd'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt > 3 || new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()==11 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()==12 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()==13) { }}{{dayStr='th'}} {{ } }}{{= new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()+dayStr}} {{=months[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getMonth()]}} {{=strTime}} at 

{{=items[0].meta_data.cinema}} ({{=items[0].meta_data.audi}}), 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.noOfTickets}} Seat(s): 

{{=items[0].meta_data.seatIdsReturned}} has been cancelled by the theatre. Refund of 

your payment minus the cashback (if any received) is being processed. In case of 

refund to card/bank, you may check directly with your bank to know when the refund 

would get credited to your account. Some banks may have high processing times.

OCL iPaytm Dear {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details[0].passenger_name}},

Your train is scheduled at {{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_time}} Hrs. Details below: 
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{{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_station_name}}({{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_station

}}) - {{=items[0].meta_data.destination_name}}({{=items[0].meta_data.destination}})   

#PaytmKaro

{{

var departure_date,source_departure_date, arrival_date;

        var monthArr = {'01':'Jan',

        '02':'Feb', '03':'Mar', '04':'Apr', '05':'May', '06':'Jun', '07':'Jul', '08':'Aug', '09':'Sep', 

'10':'Oct', '11':'Nov', '12':'Dec'};

        for(var i=0;i<items.length;i++)

        {            if(items[i].meta_data.departure_date) {

                departure_date = items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(4,6);

                departure_date = items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(6,8)+  ' ' + 

monthArr[departure_date] + ' ' + items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(0,4);

                items[i].meta_data.departure_date = departure_date;
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            }

        }

        }}

OCL iPaytm

Dear {{=customer_name}}, Rs. {{=txn_amount}} added to your account as commission 

on {{=payment_date}}. Reference Id {{=reference_number}}. Queries? Call 0120-

33663377

OCL iPaytm

Dear  {{= items[items.length-1].fulfillment_req.passenger_name }} ,

We have received your request to process cancellation for flight ticket with Order ID- 

{{=id}}. Cancellation will be processed with in 24 Hrs. 

For any queries, contact Paytm at 7053111905 or http://paytm.com/care

OCL iPaytm Dear  {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.passengers[0].name}},

Your Paytm Bus Booking with Ticket ID : {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.paytm_ticket_no}} and Order ID : {{=id }} has 

been cancelled. The refund has been initiated to your Paytm wallet and you could 

expect refund within 24 hours.
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For any queries, contact Paytm at +91-9555123123 or https://paytm.com/care

OCL iPaytm
Congratulations! Your product has been installed successfully. In case of any issue with 

installation service or product usage, please contact the brand directly.

OCL iPaytm

Congratulations! Your 100% CASHBACK code is here. Choose your Axe ticket 

deodorant {{=applicable_on }} & use code {{= cross_promocode }} to avail your benefit. 

Applicable from {{=promo_start }} to {{=promo_expiry }}.  Stocks are limited, so hurry.

OCL iPaytm
Congratulations! Your {{=device_product}} ({{=reference_id}}) has been dispatched for 

delivery. You will receive your device soon.

OCL iPaytm

Congratulations! You have made {{=txn_count}} transactions against Cashback Offer ID 

#{{=game_id}} and won Rs. {{=vip_cashback}} cashback. The amount will be added to 

your Paytm wallet within 24 hrs

OCL iPaytm

Congratulations! Here is your Lucky Lifafa for order id {{=order_id}}. {{=full_text}} 

{{if(is_sync==false || is_sync=="false"){ }}Update your app to claim your Lucky Lifafa. 

http://ml.p-y.tm/upgrade{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm Congratulations! Here is your Lucky Lifafa for order id {{=order_id}}. {{= text1}}{{= 

deal.description}}Voucher Code :

 {{= deal.code}}
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{{if(is_sync==false || is_sync=="false"){ }}Update your app to claim your Lucky Lifafa. 

http://ml.p-y.tm/upgrade{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

Congratulations! Here is your Lucky Lifafa for order id {{= order_id}}. {{= text1}} Rs {{= 

offer.value}}.

{{if(is_sync==false || is_sync=="false"){ }}Update your app to claim your Lucky Lifafa. 

http://ml.p-y.tm/upgrade{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

Congratulations! Here is your Lucky Lifafa for order id {{= order_id}}. {{= text1}} Rs {{= 

offer.value}}.

{{if(is_sync==false || is_sync=="false"){ }}Update your app to claim your Lucky Lifafa. 

http://ml.p-y.tm/upgrade{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

Congratulations ! You have received a new promocode worth Rs. {{=amount }} 

applicable on {{=applicable_on }}. Download the Mall App (http://p-y.tm/z22qqy19Z) and 

use Code {{= cross_promocode }}.

Promocode is only applicable from {{=promo_start }} to {{=promo_expiry }}

OCL iPaytm

Beware of Fraudulent calls

Paytm Mall never calls you to participate in a contest.

Don't share OTP or transfer money to anyone offering free/discounted products
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OCL iPaytm
Automatic Bill Payment for {{= operator}} {{= number}} activated. Paytm will now pay 

your future bills automatically from your Paytm wallet.

OCL iPaytm
As mandated by RBI, kindly provide your government document details for us to process 

your cashback. Click http://m.p-y.tm/minkyc to update!

OCL iPaytm
A payment of {{ amount_paid }} has been released into your bank account against the 

UTR: {{ utr_number }}. The same will reflect into your account in 2-3 days.

OCL iPaytm

<p><%= utility_global_constants -%>

<%= utility_common_functions -%>

{{ if((!items[0].custom_text3) || (items[0].custom_text3 &amp;&amp; collectableAmount 

!= grandtotal)){ }} Update: Apologies, The seller {{= items[0].merchant_name }} has 

cancelled the item {{= CommonFunctions.Items.getName(items[0]) }} from your Paytm 

Mall Order # {{= id }}. {{ } else { }} Hey {{= customer_firstname }}, {{= 

items[0].product.merchant_name}} has cancelled the item {{= items[0].product.name}} 

from your Paytm Mall Order # {{= id }} .{{ } }} We will process your refund after the seller 

has received the original item. <span style="line-height: 20.8px;"> Everyday Musthaves: 

Upto 50%off + Free shipping*- Shop & Win iPhone.  http://m.p-y.tm/emh16

OCL iPaytm <%= utility_global_constants -%>
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<%= utility_common_functions -%>

Your {{= CommonFunctions.Items.getName(items[0]) }} from order Id #{{=id}} is on its 

way, and should be delivered by {{=new 

Date(items[0].estimated_delivery).toDateString()}}. Thank you for shopping with us!

OCL iPaytm

<%= utility_global_constants -%>

<%= utility_common_functions -%>

Hi, Your Order for {{= CommonFunctions.Items.getName(items[0]) }} has been cancelled 

due to non-confirmation of order. Kindly call on 1860-2676767 for queries or log into 

www.paytmmall.com to reorder.

OCL iPaytm <%= utility_global_constants -%>

<%= utility_common_functions -%>

{{ if(extra.slaBreachDays == 1) { }} The seller "<b>{{= items[0].merchant_name }}</b>" is 

unable to ship your item "<b>{{= CommonFunctions.Items.getName(items[0]) }}</b>" on 

time. We are coordinating with the seller and giving the seller 2 more days to ship the 

item. We will keep you informed when there are any further updates. </br>If you are not 

happy with the delay, you can cancel the item by going to orders section on Paytm Mall. 

{{ } else if(extra.slaBreachDays == 3){ }} The seller "<b>{{= items[0].merchant_name 
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}}</b>" is unable to ship your item "<b>{{= CommonFunctions.Items.getName(items[0]) 

}}</b>" on time. We are coordinating with the seller to get the product shipped by {{= 

(new Date(Date.parse(items[0].estimated_delivery))).toLocaleDateString() }}. If the seller 

does not ship the product by {{= (new 

Date(Date.parse(items[0].estimated_delivery))).toLocaleDateString() }}, we will cancel 

this item and will immediately refund the amount. However, if you wish to give seller 

more time to process your item and are ok with a delayed delivery, please go to orders 

section on Paytm Mall to allow the seller to ship the product by {{= (new 

Date(Date.parse(items[0].estimated_delivery)+5*24*60*60*1000)).toLocaleDateString() 

}}. {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm <!DOCTYPE HTML>

<html>

<head>

<meta  http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0">

<meta name="format-detection" content="telephone=no">

<meta name="format-detection" content="date=no">
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<meta name="format-detection" content="address=no">

<meta name="format-detection" content="email=no">

<title>Untitled Document</title>

</head>

<body style="margin:0 auto;padding:0; background:#F5F5F8; font-family:Open Sans, 

Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif; color:#000;">

<div style="background-color:#F5F5F8;margin:0;min-

width:100%;padding:0;width:100%">

<div style="  margin:0 auto; overflow:hidden; max-width:600px ">

<div style=" padding:3% 5%; overflow: hidden;">

<div style="float:left;  padding-top:9px;">

<img src="http://assets.paytm.com/images/Paytmmall-logo.png" style="width:60%;">

</div>

<div style="float:right; text-align:right;">

<img src="http://assets.paytm.com/images/paytm-seal.png"  style="width:60%;">

</div>

</div>
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</div>

</div>

<div style="  margin:0 auto; overflow:hidden;max-width:600px">

<div style=" padding:3% 5%; overflow: hidden; background:#fff">

<div style="font-size:12px;">

<p>Dear User,</p>

<p>Thank you for shopping with us. You have won a Lucky Lifafa with this order! Please 

see the details of your Lifafa below. Happy shopping !</p>

</div>

<div style="padding:10px 10px; overflow: hidden; width: 100%">

<table style="width: 100%">

<tr>

<td width="70%">

<div style="text-align: center;clear: both;font-size:12px; width: 70%; float: left;">{{= 

text1}} {{= deal.description}}<br/> Voucher Code : {{= deal.code}}<br/>{{= 

text2}}<br/>Valid from {{= deal.valid_from}} to {{= deal.valid_to}}<br/></div>
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</td>

<td width="30%">

<div style="text-align: center;">-

<img src="https://assetscdn.paytm.com/images/catalog/product/D/DE/DEA20-OFF-ON-

A-PAYT429B6E2B5/0.jpg" style="height: 100px; width: auto;">

</div>

</td>

</tr>

</table>

</div>

<!-- HOW TO REDEEM START-->

        {{

          if(hasOfferText){

            }}<div style="margin:0 auto; margin-top: 20px; overflow:hidden;max-

width:600px"><b>How To Redeem:</b></div>

<br/>
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                  {{= offerText}}{{

            }

        }}

<!-- HOW TO REDEEM END-->

<!-- TERMS AND CONDITIONS START-->

        {{

          if(hasTnc){

          }}<div style="margin:0 auto; margin-top: 20px; overflow:hidden;max-

width:600px"><b>Terms and Condition:</b></div>

<br/>{{

      if(tnc_text){

            }}{{= tnc_text}}{{ 

              }

      }else{ 
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             }}{{=tnc_URL}}{{

            }

        }}

<!-- TERMS AND CONDITIONS END-->

</div>

</div>

<div style=" margin:0 auto; overflow:hidden; border-top:1px dotted #747474; 

background: #F5F5F8; max-width:600px;">

<div style="padding:5%; overflow: hidden;">

<div style="float:left;  font-size:14px; text-align:left; color:#000;"> Download Paytm Mall 

App

<ul style="list-style:none; margin:0 ;  padding:5% 0 0 0;">

<li style="float:left;  padding-right:5%;"><a href="https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/paytm-

mall-bazaar/id1157845438?mt=8"><img 

src="http://assets.paytm.com/images/appleIcon.png" style="width:70%;"></a></li>

<li style="float:left;  padding-right:5%;"><a 

href="https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.paytmmall&amp;hl=en"><img 
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src="http://assets.paytm.com/images/androidIcon.png" style="width:70%;"></a></li>

<li style="float:left;  padding-right:5%;"><a href="https://www.microsoft.com/hi-

in/store/p/paytm-mall-bazaar/9p69t80kn9r7"><img 

src="http://assets.paytm.com/images/windowIcon.png" style="width:70%;"></a></li>

</ul>

</div>

<div style="float:right; text-align:right; font-size:14px; color:#000;"> Need help? <a 

href="https://paytmmall.com/care" target ="_bank" style=" color:#00B0DE; text-

decoration:none; display: block;">Reach us here.</a></div>

</div>

<div style="font-size:7px; font-weight:400; color:#3D3D3D; text-align:center;  padding:0 

5% 2% 5%;">Disclaimer: Please do not share your Paytm Mall password, Credit/Debit 

card PIN, CVV & any other confidential information with anyone even if he/she claims to 

be from Paytm. We advise our customers to completely ignore such 

communications.</div>

</div>

<div style="background:#00B0DE; height:10px;"></div>
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<div style="background:#0E2855; height:10px;"></div>

</div>

</body>

</html>

OCL iPaytm

{{var sms_text='';

var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

var codes;

if(ffres){

 sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

}

}}{{-sms_text}}

OCL iPaytm {{var sms_text='';

var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

var codes;

if(ffres){

sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;
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}

}}{{-sms_text}}

OCL iPaytm

{{var sms_text='';

var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

var codes;

if(ffres){

sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

}

}}{{-sms_text}}

OCL iPaytm

{{var sms_text='';

var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

var codes;

if(ffres){

sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

}

}}{{=sms_text}}

OCL iPaytm {{var sms_text='';
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    var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

    var codes;

    if(ffres[items[0].id].sms_text){

     sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

    }

}}{{ if(sms_text) { }}{{-sms_text}}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{var sms_text='';

    var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

    var codes;

    if(ffres[items[0].id].sms_text){

     sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

    }

}}{{ if(sms_text) { }}{{-sms_text}}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{var sms_text='';

    var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

    var codes;

    if(ffres[items[0].id].sms_text){
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     sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

    }

}}{{ if(sms_text) { }}{{-sms_text}}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{var sms_text='';

    var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

    var codes;

    if(ffres[items[0].id].sms_text){

     sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

    }

}}{{ if(sms_text) { }}{{-sms_text}}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{var sms_text='';

    var ffres=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

    var codes;

    if(ffres[items[0].id].sms_text){

     sms_text=ffres[items[0].id].sms_text;

    }

}}{{ if(sms_text) { }}{{-sms_text}}{{ } }}
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OCL iPaytm {{var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name);} 

var itemname = itemName.join(",");  var brandMap1 = {"2573":"Philips"}; var brandMap2 

={"297635":"9830857779","298157":"01202421676","159340":"01145054359","184507":

"1800-270-1845","150643":"011-

23865869","2556":"18001038822","2645":"180030002288","150176":"1800-103-

9485","440437":"18004252605","2565":"18605008286","17543":"1800-102-

9705","233673":"180030026150","2571":"011-39889000","33679":"0120-

2424686","36121":"9873718097","392275":"9910236526","2578":"1800-4072-

67864","2579":"STD Code- 

61644444","443959":"18001210108","2583":"18001037799","160249":"9311119721","26

56":"1800-118-674","30":"011-

39404040","448130":"1800228455","161087":"18002701845","456365":"9555000247"};

var brandMap3 = 

{"2572":"18001031333/18604251860","2548":"18001029999/18002009999"}; var 

brandId = items[0].product.brand_id; var brandName = items[0].brand; var 

finalInstallationText = "";

if (brandMap1[brandId]) {
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finalInstallationText = "Dear Customer. Our Service Partner shall call you to schedule 

FREE Installation for your new " + brandName + " TV.";

}else if(brandMap2[brandId]){

finalInstallationText = "Dear Customer. Call " + brandName + " at " + 

brandMap2[brandId] + " to schedule installation for your new TV. Standard Installation 

shall be free of charge.";

}else if(brandMap3[brandId]){

finalInstallationText = "Dear Customer. Call " + brandName + " at " + 

brandMap3[brandId] + " to schedule installation for your new TV. Standard Installation 

shall be chargeable.";

}

}}{{=finalInstallationText}}
OCL iPaytm {{var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name);} 

var itemname = itemName.join(",");  var brandMap0 = 

{"2563":"A","2549":"A","2574":"A","2819":"A","3390":"A","7347":"A","34900":"A","47924":"

A","90926":"A","92176":"A","97810":"A","135783":"A","140999":"A","149997":"A","15100

0":"A","175310":"A","207256":"A","302227":"A","305267":"A","319837":"A","326440":"A","

353465":"A","354855":"A","370482":"A","389226":"A","429606":"A","434947":"A","43973
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0":"A","443335":"A","446475":"A","447943":"A","451802":"A","452106":"A","455709":"A","

457604":"A","458139":"A","462594":"A","463367":"A","464186":"A","464234":"A","46668

6":"A","469453":"A","472011":"A","472265":"A","472497":"A","472836":"A","473071":"A","

474019":"A","474647":"A","474648":"A","2531":"9101145047166/67","435629":"1800103

0058","447637":"180030707601","459262":"180030002838","442083":"8587876726","13

2683":"18001803594","168312":"18004252606","2577":"1800110400","18489":"1800425

4321","81710":"03340082516","328723":"+914442131616"}; var brandMap1 = 

{"2573":"Philips"}; var brandMap2 

={"297635":"9830857779","298157":"01202421676","159340":"01145054359","184507":

"1800-270-1845","150643":"011-

23865869","2556":"18001038822","2645":"180030002288","150176":"1800-103-

9485","440437":"18004252605","2565":"18605008286","17543":"1800-102-

9705","233673":"180030026150","2571":"011-39889000","33679":"0120-

2424686","36121":"9873718097","392275":"9910236526","2578":"1800-4072-

67864","2579":"STD Code- 

61644444","443959":"18001210108","2583":"18001037799","160249":"9311119721","26

56":"1800-118-674","30":"011-
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39404040","448130":"1800228455","161087":"18002701845","456365":"9555000247"};

var brandMap3 = 

{"2572":"18001031333/18604251860","2548":"18001029999/18002009999"}; var 

brandId = items[0].product.brand_id; var brandName = items[0].brand; var 

finalInstallationText = "";

if (brandMap1[brandId]) {

finalInstallationText = "Dear Customer. Our Service Partner shall call you to schedule 

FREE Installation for your new " + brandName + " TV.";

}else if(brandMap2[brandId]){

finalInstallationText = "Dear Customer. Call " + brandName + " at " + 

brandMap2[brandId] + " to schedule installation for your new TV. Standard Installation 

shall be free of charge.";

}else if(brandMap3[brandId]){

finalInstallationText = "Dear Customer. Call " + brandName + " at " + 

brandMap3[brandId] + " to schedule installation for your new TV. Standard Installation 

shall be chargeable.";

}
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}}{{if(brandMap0[brandId]){ throw new Error("No Installation"); }else { 

}}{{=finalInstallationText}} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{var d= new Date(); d=[d.getDate()+1,d.getMonth() + 1,d.getFullYear()].join('-');}}

The  {{=items[0].name}} for Rs {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.price}} is scheduled for {{= d}}. 

To cancel the subscription visit Paytm Automatic section in Your Account.

OCL iPaytm

{{if(items[0].selling_price >150){ }}Your return request for {{= items[0].name}} has been 

sent to the seller. {{if(!(items[0].custom_text1 & 262144)){ }}The refund will be processed 

once the seller has received and verified the return.{{ } }}{{ }else{ throw new Error("Item 

amount less than Rs150"); } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if(items[0].selling_price >150){ }}Your return request for {{= items[0].name}} has been 

sent to the seller. {{if(!(items[0].custom_text1 & 262144)){ }}The refund will be processed 

once the seller has received and verified the return.{{ } }}{{ }else{ throw new Error("Item 

amount less than Rs150"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{if(items[0].product.attributes.paytype.toLowerCase() == 'prepaid') { }}Your transaction 

to recharge MTS number {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number }} with Rs. {{= 

items[0].price }} has failed. {{ } else { }} Your bill Payment of Rs. {{= items[0].price }} for 

MTS number {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number }} has failed. {{ } }} {{ 
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if(items[0].max_refund > 0) { }} We would refund the amount of Rs. {{= 

items[0].max_refund}} to your bank account within 7 working days.{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if(items[0].product.attributes.paytype.toLowerCase() == 'prepaid') { }}Your transaction 

of recharge MTNL Mumbai number {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number }} with 

Rs. {{= items[0].price }} has failed. {{ } else { }} Your bill Payment of Rs. {{= items[0].price 

}} for MTNL Mumbai number {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number }} has failed. 

{{ } }} {{ if(items[0].max_refund > 0) { }} The amount of Rs. {{= items[0].max_refund}} will 

be refunded to your bank account within 7 working days.{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if(items[0].product.attributes.paytype.toLowerCase() == 'prepaid') { }} You have 

successfully recharged your MTS number {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number 

}} with Rs. {{= items[0].price }}. Your transaction id is {{= id}}. Thank You {{ }else { }} Your 

bill Payment of Rs. {{= items[0].price }} pertaining to MTS number {{= 

items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number }} has been successfully processed. Your 

transaction id is  {{= id}}. Thank You {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{if(items[0].product.attributes.paytype.toLowerCase() == 'prepaid') { }} You have 

successfully recharged your MTS number {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number 

}} with Rs. {{= items[0].price }}. Your transaction id is {{= id}}. Thank You {{ }else { }} Your 
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bill Payment of Rs. {{= items[0].price }} pertaining to MTS number {{= 

items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number }} will be processed in next 48 working hours. 

Your transaction id is  {{= id}}. Thank You {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if(items[0].product.attributes.paytype.toLowerCase() == 'prepaid') { }} You have 

successfully recharged your MTNL number {{= items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number 

}} with Rs. {{= items[0].price }}. Your transaction id is {{= id}}. Thank You {{ }else { }} Your 

bill Payment of Rs. {{= items[0].price }} pertaining to MTNL number {{= 

items[0].fulfillment_req.recharge_number }} has been successfully processed. Your 

transaction id is  {{= id}}. Thank You {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == 

"MERCHANT_CONFIRM_BOOKING"){ }}Dear customer, Your {{=title}} at the dealership 

{{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.dealer_name}} 

{{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.address}} has been confirmed. You can visit the 

dealership at the confirmed appointment time. To cancel/reschedule, please visit 

Paytm/Paytm Mall app-> "My Orders" section{{ }else { throw new Error("No test drive 

required"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == 
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"MERCHANT_CANCEL_BOOKING"){ }}Dear customer, Dealer 

{{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.dealer_name}} has cancelled your test drive 

request for the model {{=items[0].meta_data.additional_info.product_name}}. Please try 

some other model or at a later time.{{ }else 

if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == "EXPIRED_BOOKINGS"){ 

}}Dear customer, your test drive request for the model 

{{=items[0].meta_data.additional_info.product_name}} has expired. Please try some 

other model or at a later time.{{ }else 

if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == "MERCHANT_DENIED"){ 

}}Dear customer, Dealer {{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.dealer_name}} has 

denied your test drive request for the model 

{{=items[0].meta_data.additional_info.product_name}}. Please try some other model or 

at a later time.{{ }else if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == 

"CUSTOMER_SLOT_NOT_AVAILABLE"){ }}Dear customer, your booking has failed. 

Please try again after some time.{{ }else { throw new Error("No test drive required"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == "CUSTOMER_NO_SHOW"){ 

}}Dear customer, your test drive booking at 
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{{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.dealer_name}} dealer - booking id {{=id}} has been 

cancelled due to No-show at the scheduled test drive slot. If you still want to do a test 

drive, please rebook it on Paytm/Paytm Mall{{ }else { throw new Error("No test drive 

required"); } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == 

"CUSTOMER_INITIATE_BOOKING"){ }}Dear customer, your request for {{=title}} at 

{{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.dealer_name}} has been captured - booking id 

{{=id}}. Dealer will reach out to you if there are any changes. You will get notified once 

the dealer confirms your booking. To cancel/reschedule, please visit Paytm/Paytm Mall 

app-> "My Orders" section{{ }else { throw new Error("No test drive required"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == 

"CUSTOMER_CANCEL_BOOKING_CONFIRMATION" || 

fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == 

"CUSTOMER_CANCEL_BOOKING_AFTER_CONFIRMATION"){ }}Dear customer, your 

test drive booking at {{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.dealer_name}} dealer - 

booking id {{=id}} has been cancelled as per your request. If you still want to book a test 

drive, please rebook it on Paytm/Paytm Mall{{ }else { throw new Error("No test drive 
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required"); } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if(fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.action_performed == "BOOKING_COMPLETE"){ 

}}Dear customer, your test drive booking with 

{{=fulfillments[0].fulfillment_response.dealer_name}} dealer with booking id {{=id}} has 

been completed. We hope that you enjoyed it. If you have not completed the test drive, 

please notify it on Paytm/Paytm Mall app-> "My Orders" section{{ }else { throw new 

Error("No test drive required"); } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{if((typeof items[0].fulfillment_req == 'undefined') || 

(items[0].fulfillment_req.discoverability == "online")) { }}Thanks for ordering an AC. Now 

get 100% Cashback on Voltage Stabilizers. Amount to be credited within 20 Days of 

delivery. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/VS .T&C apply{{ }else{ throw new Error("Offline Order"); } 

}}

OCL iPaytm
{{=items[0].cinemaName}}: {{=items[0].ticketCount}} Booked seats for 

{{=items[0].movieName}} at {{=items[0].showTime}} {{=items[0].seatLabels}}

OCL iPaytm {{=dynamicBody}}

OCL iPaytm {{=data.tpl_data}}

OCL iPaytm {{=code}} is your One Time Password(OTP) for login process at paytm.
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OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name}} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} has failed.{{ if(items[0].max_refund > 0) { 

}}  Rs.{{= items[0].max_refund}} has been refunded to your Paytm Wallet.{{ } }} Queries? 

Reach us 24x7 at https://paytm.com/care .{{ if((channel_id.indexOf("WEB") > -1) || 

(channel_id.indexOf("HTML") > -1)) { }} {{= macros.promotion_web_sms}} {{ }else{ }} {{= 

macros.promotion_app_sms }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm
{{= items[0].name}} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} has been recharged by Hike. Order no.: 

{{= id}}. Get more friends on http://hike.in to win more.

OCL iPaytm
{{= items[0].name}} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} has been recharged by Hike. Order no.: 

{{= id}}. Get more friends on http://hike.in to win more.

OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name}} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} failed.{{ if(items[0].max_refund > 0) { }} 

Rs.{{= items[0].max_refund}} has been refunded to your Paytm Wallet.{{ } }} Queries? 

Email us at care@paytm.com.{{ if((channel_id.indexOf("WEB") > -1) || 

(channel_id.indexOf("HTML") > -1)) { }} {{= macros.promotion_web_sms}} {{ }else{ }} {{= 

macros.promotion_app_sms }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{= items[0].name}} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} failed {{ if (items[0].fulfillment && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.errorcode ) { }} {{ 
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if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.errorcode == 18){ }}.Card is invalid. Pl retry 

with valid card number. {{ } else if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.errorcode == 

31) { }}.Balance can't exceed Rs 1000. Pl retry with lower value. {{ } }} {{ } }} {{ 

if(items[0].max_refund > 0) { }}  Rs.{{= items[0].max_refund}} has been refunded to your 

Paytm Account{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name}} for gold loan with pledge number {{= 

items[0].fulfillment_req.pledgeNo }} for Rs {{= items[0].price }} was successful.

Your loan account will be updated within next 48hrs.

OCL iPaytm {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is successful. {{ if( 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber) { }} Your prepaid voucher 

code is:- {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber }} {{ } }} {{ 

if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }}{{if (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }} 

Verify your account now to continue receiving Cashbacks, go to 

https://Paytm.com/settings.{{ } }}{{ } }}{{ if(promo && promo.code){ }}Cashback of {{= 

promo.code}} will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 24hrs{{ } }}{{ if 

(extra.wallet_balance && (payments[1] || payments[0].gateway == "WALLET")) { }}. 
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Updated Paytm Wallet balance: Rs.{{= extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } }} #PaytmKaro.

OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is successful. {{ if( 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber) { }} Receipt no for future 

reference:- {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber }} {{ } }} {{ 

if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }}{{if (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }} {{ } 

}}{{ } }}{{ if(promo && promo.code){ }}{{ } }}{{ if (extra.wallet_balance && (payments[1] || 

payments[0].gateway == "WALLET")) { }}. Updated Paytm Wallet balance: Rs.{{= 

extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } }}. Save electricity, Switch to LED. Use code LED to get 

Rs.125 cashback on LED bulbs. Click to shop now http://m.p-y.tm/led15  #PaytmKaro

OCL iPaytm {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is successful. {{ if( 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber) { }} Receipt no for future 

reference:- {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber }} {{ } }} {{ 

if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }}{{if (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }} 

Verify your account now to continue receiving Cashbacks, go to 

https://Paytm.com/settings.{{ } }}{{ } }}{{ if(promo && promo.code){ }}Cashback of {{= 
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promo.code}} will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 24hrs{{ } }}{{ if 

(extra.wallet_balance && (payments[1] || payments[0].gateway == "WALLET")) { }}. 

Updated Paytm Wallet balance: Rs.{{= extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } }} #PaytmKaro.

OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is successful. {{ if( 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber) { }} Receipt no for future 

reference:- {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber }} {{ } }} {{ 

if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }}{{if (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }} 

Verify your account now to continue receiving Cashbacks, go to 

https://Paytm.com/settings.{{ } }}{{ } }}{{ if(promo && promo.code){ }}Cashback of {{= 

promo.code}} will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 24hrs{{ } }}{{ if 

(extra.wallet_balance && (payments[1] || payments[0].gateway == "WALLET")) { }}. 

Updated Paytm Wallet balance: Rs.{{= extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } }} #PaytmKaro.

OCL iPaytm {{= items[0].name }} of Rs.{{= items[0].price }} is successful. {{ if( 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber) { }}  Your order Id for future 

reference:- {{= items[0].fulfillment.order_id }} {{ } }} {{ if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -
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1){ }}{{if (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }} Verify your account now to continue 

receiving Cashbacks, go to https://Paytm.com/settings.{{ } }}{{ } }}{{ if(promo && 

promo.code){ }}Cashback of {{= promo.code}} will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 

24hrs{{ } }}{{ if (extra.wallet_balance && (payments[1] || payments[0].gateway == 

"WALLET")) { }}. Updated Paytm Wallet balance: Rs.{{= extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } }} 

#PaytmKaro.

OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful.{{ if (items[0].product && 

items[0].product.attributes && items[0].product.attributes.circle && 

(['Gujarat','Karnataka'].indexOf(items[0].product.attributes.circle) > -1 ) ) { }} {{= 

macros.electricity_circle}} {{ } }}{{ if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }}{{if 

(!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }}Verify your account now to continue receiving 

Cashbacks, go to https://Paytm.com/settings .{{ } }}{{ } }} {{ if(isMobileVerified && 

isEmailVerified){ }}{{= macros.promotion_sms}}{{ } }}Happy to help, 24X7 - 

care@paytm.com.

OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful. Kindly approach any 

station ticket vending machine any time after 2 hours to validate your recharge. Ready 

to help, 24X7 - care@paytm.com.
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OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful. {{ 

if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }}{{if (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }} 

Verify your account now to continue receiving Cashbacks, go to 

https://Paytm.com/settings.{{ } }}{{ } }}{{ if(promo && promo.code){ }}Cashback of {{= 

promo.code}} will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 24hrs{{ } }}{{ if 

(extra.wallet_balance && (payments[1] || payments[0].gateway == "WALLET")) { }}. 

Updated Paytm Wallet balance: Rs.{{= extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } }} #PaytmKaro

OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful. {{ 

if(channel_id.indexOf("WAP") ==  -1){ }}{{if (!isMobileVerified || !isEmailVerified) { }} 

Verify your account now to continue receiving Cashbacks, go to 

https://Paytm.com/settings.{{ } }}{{ } }}{{ if(promo && promo.code){ }}Cashback of {{= 

promo.code}} will be added to your Paytm Wallet within 24hrs{{ } }}{{ if 

(extra.wallet_balance && (payments[1] || payments[0].gateway == "WALLET")) { }}. 

Updated Paytm Wallet balance: Rs.{{= extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } }} #PaytmKaro

OCL iPaytm {{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful.

OCL iPaytm {{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful.

OCL iPaytm {{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful.
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OCL iPaytm

{{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful {{ if( 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber) { }} (Operator ref no. {{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber }}){{ } }}.

OCL iPaytm

{{

var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items");

var itemName = [];

for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){

itemName.push(items[i].name);

}

var itemname = itemName.join(",");

}}Hi{{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= customer_firstname}}! {{ }else{ }} there! {{ } }} your 

Paytm Mall order #{{= id }} with {{=itemText}} {{=itemname}} is confirmed. {{ 

if(items[0].custom_text3) { }}Please pay Rs. {{=collectableAmount}} at the time of 

delivery.{{ } }} Estimate date of delivery is {{=new 

Date(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1]).toDateString()}}.
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OCL iPaytm {{

var departure_date,source_departure_date, arrival_date;

        var monthArr = {'01':'Jan',

        '02':'Feb', '03':'Mar', '04':'Apr', '05':'May', '06':'Jun', '07':'Jul', '08':'Aug', '09':'Sep', 

'10':'Oct', '11':'Nov', '12':'Dec'};

        for(var i=0;i<items.length;i++)

        {            if(items[i].meta_data.departure_date) {

                departure_date = items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(4,6);

                departure_date = items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(6,8)+  ' ' + 

monthArr[departure_date] + ' ' + items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(0,4);

                items[i].meta_data.departure_date = departure_date;

            }

        }

        }}

Dear {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details[0].passenger_name}},
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Paytm Order ID: {{=items[0].order_id}}

PNR: {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.pnr_number}}, Train: 

{{=items[0].meta_data.train_number}} - {{=items[0].meta_data.train_name}}, Date of 

Journey: {{=items[0].meta_data.departure_date}}, <class>, 

{{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_station_name}}({{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_station

}}) - {{=items[0].meta_data.destination_name}}({{=items[0].meta_data.destination}}), 

Departure: {{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_time}} Hrs

Traveller Details :

{{for(var i=0; i<items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details.length; i++){}}

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details[i].passenger_name}},

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details[i].booking_status}}{{if(items[0]

.fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details[i].booking_status == 'CNF'){ }}, 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details[i].coach}} 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.booking_details[i].booking_berth_number}},

{{

}
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}

}} 

Fare: Rs. {{=items[0].meta_data.fare.total_fare}}, IRCTC SC: Rs. 

{{=items[0].meta_data.fare.irctc_service_fee}}, Paytm SC: Rs. 

{{=items[0].meta_data.fare.paytm_service_fee}}, PG Charges: Rs. 

{{=items[0].meta_data.fare.pg_charge}}, Grand Total: Rs. 

{{=items[0].meta_data.fare.grand_total}}.

To download/cancel ticket,  open Paytm app/website, go to Profile->Your Orders-> 

Select the train booking -> Cancel or Download here.

For any issues, contact Paytm customer care at 95553 95553 or www.paytm.com/care . 

Upto 40% cashback on hotel bookings! Code: HTL40 http://m.p-y.tm/htls29
OCL iPaytm {{

var departure_date,source_departure_date, arrival_date;

        var monthArr = {'01':'Jan',

        '02':'Feb', '03':'Mar', '04':'Apr', '05':'May', '06':'Jun', '07':'Jul', '08':'Aug', '09':'Sep', 

'10':'Oct', '11':'Nov', '12':'Dec'};
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        for(var i=0;i<items.length;i++)

        {            if(items[i].meta_data.departure_date) {

                departure_date = items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(4,6);

                departure_date = items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(6,8)+  ' ' + 

monthArr[departure_date] + ' ' + items[i].meta_data.departure_date.substring(0,4);

                items[i].meta_data.departure_date = departure_date;

            }

        }

}}Dear {{=items[0].fulfillment_req.passenger_name}},

{{var ff_response = JSON.parse(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response)}}

Your train ticket for travel on {{=items[0].meta_data.departure_date}} between 

{{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_station_name}}({{=items[0].meta_data.boarding_station

}}) and {{=items[0].meta_data.destination_name}}({{=items[0].meta_data.destination}}) 

has been cancelled. {{ if(ff_response.refund_amount > 0){ }}Rs. 

{{=ff_response.refund_amount}} has been refunded to your card/bank/Paytm account. In 
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case of refund to card/bank, you may check directly with your bank to know when the 

refund would get credited to your account. Some banks may have high processing 

times. {{ } else { }}You are not eligible for any refund as per IRCTC cancellation policy.{{ 

} }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(items.length>1){

}}{{

var expected_ticket_config = items[0].configuration || items[0].fulfillment_req || {};

var expected_food_config = items[1].configuration || items[1].fulfillment_req || {};

if(expected_ticket_config.hasOwnProperty('ty') && expected_ticket_config.ty === 'fd'){

}}{{

var first = items[0];

items[0] = items[1];

items[1] = first;

}

}

}}Dear Customer, your ticket has been generated and sent to your Email ID for 
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{{=items[0].meta_data.movie}} on {{var days = 

['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday','Saturday']; var months = 

['January','February','March','April','May','June','July','August','September','October','Nove

mber','December'];var dayStr='';var dayInt;}} {{=days[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDay()]}}, {{dayInt=Math.abs(new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()) % 10}}{{var date = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime); var hours = date.getHours(); var minutes = 

date.getMinutes(); var ampm = hours >= 12 ? 'PM' : 'AM'; hours = hours % 12; hours = 

hours ? hours : 12; minutes = minutes < 10 ? '0'+minutes : minutes; var strTime = hours 

+ ':' + minutes + ' ' + ampm; }}{{var movieShowTime = new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getHours() + ':' + new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getMinutes()}}{{if (dayInt == 1 && new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()!==11) { }} {{dayStr='st'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt 

== 2 & new Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()!==12) { }}{{dayStr='nd'}}{{ } 

}}{{if (dayInt == 3 && new Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()!==13) { 

}}{{dayStr='rd'}}{{ } }}{{if (dayInt > 3 || new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()==11 ||  new 
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Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()==12 ||  new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()==13) { }}{{dayStr='th'}} {{ } }}{{= new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getDate()+dayStr}} {{=months[new 

Date(items[0].meta_data.showTime).getMonth()]}} {{=strTime}}, at 

{{=items[0].meta_data.cinema}} ({{=items[0].meta_data.audi}}),{{ var foodCost = 0; 

if(items[0].meta_data.isFoodPresent && items[0].meta_data.isFoodPresent === 1){}} 

{{foodCost = Number(items[0].meta_data.tempFoodData.totalChargedPrice); } }} 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.noOfTickets}} Seat(s): 

{{=items[0].meta_data.seatIdsReturned}}, Total Amount- Rs 

{{=parseFloat(Number(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.totalTicketPrice) + 

Number(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.totalCommision) + Number(foodCost) 

).toFixed(2)}}, Booking ID: {{= items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.uniqueBookingId}}, 

{{ if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.payType){ }} Pick Up Code: 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.payType}} {{  }else{ }} Kiosk ID: 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.bookingIndex}}{{ } }}, 

{{if(Number(items[0].meta_data.providerId) ===19 ) { }} Powered by Justickets!{{ } }} 

{{if((Number(!items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.multipleEticket) || 
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!items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.multipleEticketSelected) && 

Number(items[0].meta_data.providerId) !==19) { }}Please collect your tickets from box 

office.{{ } }}{{if(Number(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.multipleEticket) && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.multipleEticketSelected) { }} Please click on the 

below link to get your e-ticket. Just show this QR Code at the cinema entrance - 

{{=(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.qrLinkShort || 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.qrLink) }}. Please note that you cannot pickup 

physical tickets with this QR Code. {{ } 

}}{{if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.tokenFeeOnly || 

items[0].meta_data.tokenFeeOnly) { }}Please note: the balance amount needs to be 

paid at the cinema hall. Kindly reach 

{{=Number(items[0].meta_data.tokenFeePickupTime) || 60}} minutes before the 

showtime to collect the tickets.{{ } }}

{{if(items[0].meta_data.isFoodPresent && items[0].meta_data.isFoodPresent === 1 && 

items.length > 1){}}

The food item(s) purchased by you are: {{ var foodData = 

items[1].meta_data.food_beverages.data;
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for(var i=0;i<foodData.length;i++){ }} 

{{=foodData[i].quantity}} X {{=foodData[i].itemName}} {{ } }}.

{{

 if(items[1].meta_data.food_beverages.collectionMessage){

}}{{=items[1].meta_data.food_beverages.collectionMessage}} by showing Order ID:- 

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.uniqueBookingId}}

{{  } }}

{{  } }}{{if(items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.external_promo && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.external_promo!==''){ }}

{{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.external_promo}}

{{ } }}{{=macros.movie_sms}}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs. 

"+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 
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"Paytm wallet. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( 

context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. Please contact your bank for any queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs. "+ 

(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[0].amount : 

context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. "+(context.refund[0].gateway 

== "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed";

}

}}
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Premium Payment of {{= items[0].name}} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} has failed.{{= 

refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} Code {{= promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs. 

"+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

"Paytm wallet. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( 

context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. Please contact your bank for any queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs. "+ 

(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[0].amount : 

context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. "+(context.refund[0].gateway 

== "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank.";
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}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed";

}

}}

Dear Customer,

We sincerely apologise that your order has been cancelled by the merchant. To make 

up for it, we give you this free movie ticket voucher

{{= context && context.promocode_on_cancellation && 

context.promocode_on_cancellation.code }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us at 
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https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. 

Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit the amount to your account. Please 

contact your bank for any queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 

"+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit 

the amount to your account. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any 

queries.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 
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processed";

}

}}

Rs.{{= items[0].price }} {{= items[0].name}} has failed.{{= refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} 

Code {{= promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us at 

https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. 

Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit the amount to your account. Please 

contact your bank for any queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 
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"+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit 

the amount to your account. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any 

queries.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed";

}

}}

Rs.{{= items[0].price }} {{= items[0].name}} has failed.{{= refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} 

Code {{= promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){
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var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us at 

https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":(" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 

working days to credit the amount to your account. Please contact your bank for any 

queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 

"+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit 

the amount to your account. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any 

queries.";

}

else{
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var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed";

}

}}

Rs.{{= items[0].price }} {{= items[0].name}} has failed.{{= refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} 

Code {{= promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us at 

https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. 

Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit the amount to your account. Please 

contact your bank for any queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){
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var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 

"+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit 

the amount to your account. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any 

queries.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed";

}

}}

Rs.{{= items[0].price }} {{= items[0].name}} has failed.{{= refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} 

Code {{= promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}
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OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us at 

https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. 

Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit the amount to your account. Please 

contact your bank for any queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 

"+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit 

the amount to your account. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any 
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queries.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed";

}

}}

Rs.{{= items[0].price }} {{= items[0].name}} has failed.{{= refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} 

Code {{= promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us at 

https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. 

Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit the amount to your account. Please 

contact your bank for any queries."));
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}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 

"+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit 

the amount to your account. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any 

queries.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed";

}

}}

Rs.{{= items[0].price }} {{= items[0].name}} has failed.{{= refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} 
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Code {{= promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us at 

https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( context.refund[0].gateway )+" bank. 

Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit the amount to your account. Please 

contact your bank for any queries."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have refunded Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 

"+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].gateway :  

context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit 
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the amount to your account. Please contact us at https://paytm.com/care if you have any 

queries.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund) +" has been 

processed.";

}

}}

{{= items[0].name}} has been reversed.{{= refund_text}}{{ if(promo) { }} Code {{= 

promo.code}} available for reuse.{{ }else{ }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

if(context && context.combined_refund && context.combined_refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs. 

"+context.combined_refund[0].amount +" to your "+ ( 

context.combined_refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? "Paytm wallet. Please contact us 
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at https://paytm.com/care if you have any queries.":( ( 

context.combined_refund[0].gateway )+" bank. Please contact your bank for any 

queries."));

}else if(context && context.combined_refund && context.combined_refund.length ==2){

var refund_text = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs. "+ 

(context.combined_refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.combined_refund[0].amount : context.combined_refund[1].amount) +" to your 

Paytm wallet and Rs. "+(context.combined_refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.combined_refund[1].amount :  context.combined_refund[0].amount) +

" to your "+ (context.combined_refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.combined_refund[1].gateway :  context.combined_refund[0].gateway)+" bank.";

}

else{

var refund_text = "Refund of Rs."+( items[0].max_refund + 

parent_order.items[0].max_refund ) +" has been processed";

}
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}}

<p>{{ if((!items[0].custom_text3) || (items[0].custom_text3 &amp;&amp; 

collectableAmount != grandtotal)){ }} Update: Apologies, The seller {{= 

items[0].merchant_name }} has cancelled the replacement item {{= items[0].name }} 

from your Paytm Mall Order # {{=id }}. {{=refund_text}} {{ if(!items[0].custom_text3) { }} .{{ 

} }} {{ } else { }} Hey {{= customer_firstname }}, {{= items[0].product.merchant_name}} 

has cancelled the replacement item {{= items[0].product.name}} from your Paytm Mall 

Order # {{=id }} .{{ } }}<span style="line-height: 20.8px;">Get Upto 20% Cashback on 

Tyre Inflators. http://m.p-y.tm/aut18

OCL iPaytm {{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);
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}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Shoppers Stop Gift Card. The Gift Card will 

be sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}.

OCL iPaytm

{{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of {{=items[0].name}} . The e-Gift Card will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm {{

var __i = items.filter(function(obj){
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  return obj.vertical_id == 18;

})[0];

var insItemff=items.filter(function(obj){

  return obj.merchant_id == 771714;

})[0];

if(insItemff==0 || insItemff==null)

{ 

    var amount = __i.selling_price;

var insprice=0;

var insURL="";

if(amount>=2500 && amount <=3557) { insprice=199; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp199";}

else if (amount>=3558 && amount <=4985) { insprice=299; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp299";}
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else if (amount>=4986 && amount <=6414) { insprice=399; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp399";}

else if (amount>=6415 && amount <=7842) { insprice=499; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp499";}

else if (amount>=7843 && amount <=9271) { insprice=599; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp599";}

else if (amount>=9272 && amount <=10700) { insprice=699; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp699";}

else if (amount>=10701 && amount <=12128) { insprice=799; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp799";}

else if (amount>=12129 && amount <=13557) { insprice=899; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp899";}

else if (amount>=13558 && amount <=14985) { insprice=999; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp999";}

else if (amount>=14986 && amount <=16414) { insprice=1099; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1099";}

else if (amount>=16415 && amount <=17842) { insprice=1199; insURL="http://m.p-
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y.tm/mpp1199";}

else if (amount>=17843 && amount <=19271) { insprice=1299; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1299";}

else if (amount>=19272 && amount <=20700) { insprice=1399; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1399";}

else if (amount>=20701 && amount <=22128) { insprice=1499; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1499";}

else if (amount>=22129 && amount <=23557) { insprice=1599; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1599";}

else if (amount>=23558 && amount <=24985) { insprice=1699; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1699";}

else if (amount>=24986 && amount <=26414) { insprice=1799; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1799";}

else if (amount>=26415 && amount <=27842) { insprice=1899; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1899";}

else if (amount>=27843 && amount <=29271) { insprice=1999; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp1999";}
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else if (amount>=29272 && amount <=30700) { insprice=2099; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2099";}

else if (amount>=30701 && amount <=32128) { insprice=2199; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2199";}

else if (amount>=32129 && amount <=33557) { insprice=2299; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2299";}

else if (amount>=33558 && amount <=34985) { insprice=2399; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2399";}

else if (amount>=34986 && amount <=36414) { insprice=2499; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2499";}

else if (amount>=36415 && amount <=37842) { insprice=2599; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2599";}

else if (amount>=37843 && amount <=39271) { insprice=2699; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2699";}

else if (amount>=39272 && amount <=40700) { insprice=2799; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2799";}

else if (amount>=40701 && amount <=42128) { insprice=2899; insURL="http://m.p-
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y.tm/mpp2899";}

else if (amount>=42129 && amount <=43557) { insprice=2999; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp2999";}

else if (amount>=43558 && amount <=44985) { insprice=3099; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3099";}

else if (amount>=44986 && amount <=46414) { insprice=3199; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3199";}

else if (amount>=46415 && amount <=47842) { insprice=3299; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3299";}

else if (amount>=47843 && amount <=49271) { insprice=3399; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3399";}

else if (amount>=49272 && amount <=50700) { insprice=3499; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3499";}

else if (amount>=50701 && amount <=52128) { insprice=3599; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3599";}

else if (amount>=52129 && amount <=53557) { insprice=3699; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3699";}
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else if (amount>=53558 && amount <=54985) { insprice=3799; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3799";}

else if (amount>=54986 && amount <=56414) { insprice=3899; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3899";}

else if (amount>=56415 && amount <=57842) { insprice=3999; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp3999";}

else if (amount>=57843 && amount <=59271) { insprice=4099; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4099";}

else if (amount>=59272 && amount <=60700) { insprice=4199; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4199";}

else if (amount>=60701 && amount <=62128) { insprice=4299; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4299";}

else if (amount>=62129 && amount <=63557) { insprice=4399; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4399";}

else if (amount>=63558 && amount <=64985) { insprice=4499; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4499";}

else if (amount>=64986 && amount <=66414) { insprice=4599; insURL="http://m.p-
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y.tm/mpp4599";}

else if (amount>=66415 && amount <=67842) { insprice=4699; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4699";}

else if (amount>=67843 && amount <=69271) { insprice=4799; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4799";}

else if (amount>=69272 && amount <=70700) { insprice=4899; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4899";}

else if (amount>=70701 && amount <=72128) { insprice=4999; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp4999";}

else if (amount>=72129 && amount <=73557) { insprice=5099; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5099";}

else if (amount>=73558 && amount <=74985) { insprice=5199; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5199";}

else if (amount>=74986 && amount <=76414) { insprice=5299; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5299";}

else if (amount>=76415 && amount <=77842) { insprice=5399; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5399";}
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else if (amount>=77843 && amount <=79271) { insprice=5499; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5499";}

else if (amount>=79272 && amount <=80700) { insprice=5599; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5599";}

else if (amount>=80701 && amount <=82128) { insprice=5699; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5699";}

else if (amount>=82129 && amount <=83557) { insprice=5799; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5799";}

else if (amount>=83558 && amount <=84985) { insprice=5899; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5899";}

else if (amount>=84986 && amount <=86414) { insprice=5999; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp5999";}

else if (amount>=86415 && amount <=87842) { insprice=6099; insURL="http://m.p-

y.tm/mpp6099";}

 else { return 0}

insURL+="?order_id="+id;

} 
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}} 

Congrats on your new phone!

Now, secure yourself against loss due to theft, liquid damage or screen damage for just 

Rs. {{=insprice}}. Click {{=insURL}}

OCL iPaytm {{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

var header_text= (typeof customer_firstname == "undefined" ?   "" : customer_firstname 

)+ (typeof customer_lastname == "undefined" ? "" : (" "+ customer_lastname)) + ",";

}}

Dear {{=header_text}} Thank you for your Purchase  of Gift Card from  Paytm. The Gift 
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Card will be sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on 

{{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm

{{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Gift Card. The Gift coupon will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm {{

function formatDate(date){
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var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Movie Gift Card. The Gift Card will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm {{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];
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   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Gift Card. The Gift coupon will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm

{{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Gift Card. The Gift coupon will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm {{
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function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Gift Card. The Gift coupon will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm {{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}
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    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Gift Card. The Gift coupon will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm

{{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Gift Card. The Gift coupon will be 

sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on {{=dateOfDelivery}}
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OCL iPaytm

{{

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toDateString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+","+b[2] +" "+b[1]+" " +b[3]);

}

    var item = items[0];

   var dateOfDelivery = formatDate(item.meta_data.dateOfDelivery);

}}

Dear User, Thank you for your Purchase of Paytm Movie Gift Card for Befikre. The Gift 

Card will be sent on email/sms to {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} on 

{{=dateOfDelivery}}

OCL iPaytm {{

var pass_name;

if (typeof customer_firstname !== "undefined") {

pass_name = customer_firstname;
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if(typeof customer_lastname !== "undefined") {

pass_name = pass_name +" " + customer_lastname;

}

} else {

pass_name = items[0].meta_data.contact.firstname + " " + 

items[0].meta_data.contact.lastname

}

}}

Dear  {{= pass_name }},

Your flight booking is confirmed and invoice has been emailed.

Order ID- {{=id}}

{{

var currentTime = new Date().getTime();

var itemsArray = [];

for(var i=0;i<items.length;i++)

{

itemsArray.push(items[i].id);
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}

itemsArray.join(",");

var flights_info=[], meta_data, j=0, pnr, totalPrice=0, totalTax=0, 

totalConvenienceFee=0, ticket_info=[], temp = [], temp1 = {};

var onward_pnr, return_pnr, journey_source, journey_destination, journey_date, 

mataData, myitem, on_tic, ret_tic, itrTic,passTic;

var daysBig = ['Sunday', 'Monday', 'Tuesday', 'Wednesday', 'Thursday', 'Friday', 

'Saturday'];

var monthArr = ['JAN', 'FEB', 'MAR', 'APR', 'MAY', 'JUN', 'JUL', 'AUG', 'SEP', 'OCT', 

'NOV', 'DEC'];

var daysSmall = ['Sun', 'Mon', 'Tues', 'Wed', 'Thurs', 'Fri', 'Sat'];

var ticketArr = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.ticket, flights_info_keys;

ticket_info["O"] = 0;

ticket_info["R"] = 0;

for(var i = 0; i < items.length; i++)
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{

on_tic = "", ret_tic = "";

meta_data = items[i].meta_data;

itrTic=meta_data.f_Dir+""+meta_data.passenger_id;

if(meta_data.f_Dir === "O" && !flights_info["O"]){

flights_info["O"] = {"dDF":meta_data.dDF, "flights":meta_data.journey.flights, 

"fulfillment_req":items[i].fulfillment_req, passenger_info:[], "f_type":meta_data.fare_type};

onward_pnr = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.onward_pnr;

}

if(meta_data.f_Dir === "R" && !flights_info["R"]){

flights_info["R"] = {"dDF":meta_data.dDF, "flights":meta_data.journey.flights, 

"fulfillment_req":items[i].fulfillment_req, passenger_info:[], "f_type":meta_data.fare_type 

};

return_pnr = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.return_pnr;

}
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if(meta_data.f_Dir === "OR" && !flights_info['0'] && !flights_info["R"]){

flights_info["O"] = {"dDF":meta_data.dDF, "flights":meta_data.journey.flights, 

"fulfillment_req":items[i].fulfillment_req, passenger_info:[], "f_type":meta_data.fare_type 

};

temp1.journey_destination = items[i].fulfillment_req.journey_source;

temp1.journey_source = items[i].fulfillment_req.journey_destination;

flights_info["R"] = {"dDF":meta_data.rDF, "flights":meta_data.journey.return.flights, 

"fulfillment_req": temp1, passenger_info:[], "f_type":meta_data.fare_type };

onward_pnr = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.onward_pnr;

return_pnr = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.return_pnr;

}

if(meta_data.f_Dir === "O" ){

if(ticketArr && ticketArr[itrTic]){

  ticket_info["O"] = 1;

  on_tic = ticketArr[itrTic];

}
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flights_info["O"].passenger_info.push({"name": meta_data.passenger_title + ' ' + 

meta_data.passenger_name,"ticket": on_tic,"pnr": onward_pnr});

}

if(meta_data.f_Dir === "R"){

if(ticketArr && ticketArr[itrTic]){

  ticket_info["R"] = 1;

  ret_tic = ticketArr[itrTic];

}

flights_info["R"].passenger_info.push({"name": meta_data.passenger_title + ' ' + 

meta_data.passenger_name,"ticket": ret_tic,"pnr": return_pnr});

}

if(meta_data.f_Dir === "OR"){

itrTic = "O"+""+meta_data.passenger_id;

if(ticketArr && ticketArr[itrTic]){

  ticket_info["O"] = 1;

  on_tic = ticketArr[itrTic];
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}

itrTic = "R"+""+meta_data.passenger_id;

if(ticketArr && ticketArr[itrTic]){

  ticket_info["R"] = 1;

  ret_tic = ticketArr[itrTic];

}

flights_info["O"].passenger_info.push({"name": meta_data.passenger_title + ' ' + 

meta_data.passenger_name,"ticket": on_tic,"pnr": onward_pnr});

flights_info["R"].passenger_info.push({"name": meta_data.passenger_title + ' ' + 

meta_data.passenger_name,"ticket": ret_tic,"pnr": return_pnr});

}

totalPrice += parseInt(meta_data.fare_details.price, 10);

totalTax += parseInt(meta_data.fare_details.tax, 10);

totalConvenienceFee += parseInt(meta_data.fare_details.convenience_fee, 10);

}

flights_info_keys = Object.keys(flights_info);
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if (flights_info_keys[0] != 'O' && flights_info_keys.length === 2) {

temp[flights_info_keys[1]] = flights_info[flights_info_keys[1]];

temp[flights_info_keys[0]] = flights_info[flights_info_keys[0]];

flights_info = temp;

flights_info_keys = Object.keys(flights_info);

}

}}

{{ for(var flen=0;flen<flights_info_keys.length;flen++){

if(flights_info_keys[flen]==="O"){

}}

PNR: {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.onward_pnr}}

{{

}else {

}}PNR: {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.return_pnr}}

{{

}

var obj = flights_info[flights_info_keys[flen]];
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for(var ko=0;ko<obj.flights.length;ko++){

}}

{{=obj.flights[ko].origin.iata}} to {{=obj.flights[ko].destination.iata}} with 

{{=obj.flights[ko].airline}} {{=obj.flights[ko].airline_code}}-{{=obj.flights[ko].flight_no}} at {{ 

var str = obj.flights[ko].departure_time_local; var year = str.substring(0,4); var mon = 

str.substring(5,7); var day = str.substring(8,10); var HH = str.substring(11,13); var MM = 

str.substring(14,16); var timeDep=new Date (year, Number(mon)-1, day, HH, MM, 0); 

var timeDepHH=timeDep.getHours();var timeDepmm=timeDep.getMinutes(); var 

timeDepdate=timeDep.getDate(); var timeDepmon=timeDep.getMonth(); var 

timeDepday=timeDep.getDay(); if(timeDepHH<10){ timeDepHH='0'+timeDepHH;} 

if(timeDepmm < 10) {timeDepmm='0'+timeDepmm;} }}{{=timeDepHH}}:{{=timeDepmm}} 

Hrs on {{=daysSmall[timeDepday]}}, {{=timeDepdate}} {{=monthArr[timeDepmon]}}

{{

}

}

}}

You can download the invoice from order details page on website or app.
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Please note, we do not allow amendments like name or date change after a ticket has 

been successfully booked.

For any queries related to your flight booking, contact Paytm at 7053111905 or 

https://paytm.com/care .

Upto 40% cashback on hotel bookings! Code: HTL40 http://m.p-y.tm/htls29

OCL iPaytm {{

var pass_name, journey, name, amount, refund_details, ffID, pay, transactionData = 

null, fflen, itr, card_issuer;

var pay_mode_other_than_wallet, refundedPrice = 0, refundDetails = [], refundInfo = {}, 

key_r, refund_non_wallet = 0;

if (typeof customer_firstname !== "undefined") {

pass_name = customer_firstname;

if(typeof customer_lastname !== "undefined") {

pass_name = pass_name +" " + customer_lastname;

}

} else {
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pass_name = items[0].meta_data.contact.firstname + " " + 

items[0].meta_data.contact.lastname

}

name = items[0].meta_data.passenger_title + " " + 

items[0].meta_data.passenger_name;

journey = items[0].meta_data.name.split(/,(.+)/)[1];

ffID = items[0].fulfillment.id;

pay = payments;

fflen = pay.length;

for(itr = 0; itr < fflen; itr++) {

if(pay[itr].kind == 1 && pay[itr].status == 2 && pay[itr].payment_method != 'Paytm Cash') 

{

pay_mode_other_than_wallet = pay[itr].payment_method;

if(pay[itr].payment_bank) {
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card_issuer = pay[itr].payment_bank;

} else {

card_issuer = pay[itr].gateway;

}

}

if(pay[itr].fulfillment_id == ffID){

transactionData = JSON.parse(pay[itr].transaction_response)

}

}

if(transactionData && transactionData.REFUNDAMOUNT && 

transactionData.CHILD_REFUND_STATUS){

refundedPrice = transactionData.REFUNDAMOUNT;

refundDetails = transactionData.CHILD_REFUND_STATUS; 

}
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for (itr = 0; itr < refundDetails.length; itr++) {

if(refundDetails[itr].CARD_ISSUER) {

refund_non_wallet = 1;

if(!refundDetails[itr].GATEWAY || refundDetails[itr].GATEWAY != 'WALLET') {

key_r = refundDetails[itr].CARD_ISSUER;

if(pay_mode_other_than_wallet == 'CC') {

key_r += ' Credit Card';

} else if (pay_mode_other_than_wallet == 'NB' || pay_mode_other_than_wallet == 'DC') {

key_r += ' Account';

}

} else {

key_r = refundDetails[itr].GATEWAY;

}

} else {

key_r = refundDetails[itr].GATEWAY

if (refundDetails[itr].GATEWAY != 'WALLET' || (refundDetails[itr].PAYMENTMODE && 

refundDetails[itr].PAYMENTMODE != 'PPI')) {
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refund_non_wallet = 1;

if (card_issuer) {

key_r = card_issuer;

}

if(pay_mode_other_than_wallet == 'CC'){

key_r += ' Credit Card'

} else if (pay_mode_other_than_wallet == 'NB' || pay_mode_other_than_wallet == 'DC') {

key_r += ' Account'

}

}

}

if(refundInfo[key_r]) {

refundInfo[key_r] += Number(refundDetails[itr].REFUNDAMOUNT)

} else {

refundInfo[key_r] = Number(refundDetails[itr].REFUNDAMOUNT)

}

}
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}}

Hi  {{=pass_name}},

Your booking failed and amount has been refunded. We apologise for inconvenience.

Order ID- {{=id}}

Journey: {{=journey}}

Passenger Name: {{=name}}

Refunded Amount: Rs. {{=refundedPrice}}

Refund Details

{{

var refundInfo_keys=Object.keys(refundInfo);

for (itr = 0;itr < refundInfo_keys.length; itr++) {

}}

Refund to {{=refundInfo_keys[itr]}}: Rs {{=refundInfo[refundInfo_keys[itr]]}}

{{
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}

}}

*In the case of refund to card/bank, it may take upto 7 working days for the money to be 

credited.

For any queries, contact Paytm at 7053111905 or https://paytm.com/care

OCL iPaytm {{

  var item_len = items.length;

  var code="";

  var secret ="";

  var item = "";

  var sms_link;

  var fulfillment_res ={};

  for(var i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

    item = items[i];

    if(item.fulfillment && item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response){

      fulfillment_res = item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response;

    }
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    code = ((fulfillment_res[item.id] && fulfillment_res[item.id].codes) ? 

fulfillment_res[item.id].codes.join(',') : "");  

    secret = ((fulfillment_res[item.id] && fulfillment_res[item.id].secret) ? 

fulfillment_res[item.id].secret.join(',') : "");  

    if (item.product_info && item.product_info.description && 

item.product_info.description.length > 0) {

      for (var j = 0; j < item.product_info.description.length; j++) {

        var dsec = item.product_info.description[j] || {};

        var d_title = dsec.title;

        if (d_title.toLowerCase() == "terms and conditions") {

          if (dsec.attributes["SMS link"]){

            sms_link = dsec.attributes["SMS link"];

          }

        }

      }

    }

  }
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  if(item.price == 0 && !sms_link) {

    throw new Error("It's a Free Deal"); 

  }

-}}

{{ if(code && item){ }}Congratulations! Your Purchase for {{=item.name}} is successful. 

Your voucher  details are :-

{{=code}} {{ if(secret){ }} and secret is {{=secret}}  {{ } }}.Order id: {{=id}} {{ if(sms_link) { }} 

{{=sms_link}} {{ } else { }} For more amazing offers on Big Bazaar , Shoppers Stop, 

Central, Visit:- http://m.p-y.tm/dlres {{ } }}

{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

   var paymentArray = payments;

   var refund = {};

   var refundDetails = [];

   var transactionData;

   for (var index = 0 ; index < paymentArray.length; index++){
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         if (paymentArray[index].kind == '2'){

                  transactionData = 

JSON.parse(paymentArray[index]['transaction_response']);   

                  for (var k=0; k< transactionData['CHILD_REFUND_STATUS'].length;k++){

                           refundDetails.push(transactionData['CHILD_REFUND_STATUS'][k]);

                  }

         }

   }

  for (var index = 0 ; index < refundDetails.length; index++){

            if (!refund[refundDetails[index].GATEWAY]){

                 refund[refundDetails[index].GATEWAY] = 0;

            }

            refund[refundDetails[index].GATEWAY] += 

Number(refundDetails[index].REFUNDAMOUNT);

   } 

   var numberOfRefundMethods = Object.keys(refund).length;

   var walletRefund = refund['WALLET'];
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   var bankRefund = 0;

   var gateways = Object.keys(refund) 

   for (var index =0; index <gateways.length ; index++){  

         if (gateways[index] != 'WALLET'){

              bankRefund+= refund[gateways[index]];

        }

   }

   var refundLength = refundDetails.length;

 var monthMapper = {'01':'Jan',

        '02':'Feb', '03':'Mar', '04':'Apr', '05':'May', '06':'Jun', '07':'Jul', '08':'Aug', '09':'Sep', 

'10':'Oct', '11':'Nov', '12':'Dec'};

  var departureDate = items[0].meta_data.departure_date;

  var month = departureDate.substring(4,6);

  var day = departureDate.substring(6,8);

  var year = departureDate.substring(0,4);

  var source =  items[0].meta_data.boarding_station_name + '(' 

+items[0].meta_data.boarding_station +')';
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  var destination =  items[0].meta_data.destination_name+ '(' 

+items[0].meta_data.destination+')'; 

}}Apologies. Your train ticket booking between {{=source}} and {{=destination}} for 

{{=day}} {{=monthMapper[month]}} {{=year}} (Paytm Order ID: {{=id}}) has failed.

{{if(numberOfRefundMethods == 1 && refund['WALLET']){}}

We have refunded Rs. {{=refund['WALLET']}} to your Paytm wallet.

In case you paid through netbanking or credit/debit card but received refund on Paytm 

wallet for failed booking, you could send money to source bank/card at no extra cost by 

going to "Passbook" on Paytm apps/website, locating the transaction and clicking on 

"Send to Bank".

{{

}else if (refund['WALLET']){}}

We have refunded Rs. {{=refund['WALLET']}} to your Paytm wallet and Rs. 

{{=bankRefund}}  to your bank. Your bank could take upto 7 working days to credit the 

amount to your account.
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In case you paid through netbanking or credit/debit card but received refund on Paytm 

wallet for failed booking, you could send money to source bank/card at no extra cost by 

going to "Passbook" on Paytm apps/website, locating the transaction and clicking on 

"Send to Bank".

{{

}else {

}}

We have refunded Rs. {{=bankRefund}} to your bank. Your bank could take upto 7 

working days to credit the amount to your account.

{{

}

}}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

var header_text= (typeof customer_firstname == "undefined" ?   "" : customer_firstname 

)+ (typeof customer_lastname == "undefined" ? "" : (" "+ customer_lastname)) ;
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    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}} You 

have received a movie gift card of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}} from 

{{=header_text}}.Use {{-code}} to buy movie ticket(s) on Paytm T&C's:- p-y.tm/MvTU{{ } 

}}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

var header_text= (typeof customer_firstname == "undefined" ?   "" : customer_firstname 
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)+ (typeof customer_lastname == "undefined" ? "" : (" "+ customer_lastname)) ;

    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a gift coupon of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}} from 

{{=header_text}}. Use {{-code}} to buy fashion products on Paytm T&C's:- p-y.tm/MvTU{{ 

} }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;
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var header_text= (typeof customer_firstname == "undefined" ?   "" : customer_firstname 

)+ (typeof customer_lastname == "undefined" ? "" : (" "+ customer_lastname)) ;

    var code='',

         voucher_pin ='',

        voucher_code =''

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

      item = items[i];

      code = (items[i].fulfillment && items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode) ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';  

       voucher_pin =  (items[i].fulfillment && items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_pin) ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_pin : '';  

       voucher_code =  (items[i].fulfillment && items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_code) ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_code : '';  
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    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a gift coupon for Shoppers Stop of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}} 

from {{=header_text}}. {{ if(voucher_code && voucher_pin){ }} Use voucher code: 

{{=voucher_code}} & Pin:{{=voucher_pin}}  ,to utilize the coupon{{ } }}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

var header_text= (typeof customer_firstname == "undefined" ?   "" : customer_firstname 

)+ (typeof customer_lastname == "undefined" ? "" : (" "+ customer_lastname)) ;

    var code='',

                 voucher_code ='', voucher_pin ;

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

      item = items[i];

      code = (items[i].fulfillment && items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode) ? 
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items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';  

       voucher_code =  (items[i].fulfillment && items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_code) ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_code : '';  

voucher_pin =  (items[i].fulfillment && items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_pin) ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.voucher_pin : '';

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a  {{=items[0].name}} of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}} from 

{{=header_text}}. {{ if(voucher_code ){ }}Use voucher code: {{=voucher_code}} , {{ 

if(voucher_pin){  }} and  pin : {{=voucher_pin}} , {{ } }} to utilize the e-gift card on the 

brand website{{ } }}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;
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  var header_text= (typeof customer_firstname == "undefined" ?   "" : 

customer_firstname )+ (typeof customer_lastname == "undefined" ? "" : (" "+ 

customer_lastname));

    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a gift coupon of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}} from 

{{=header_text}}. Use {{-code}} on paytm.com/redeemgift to add it to your Paytm 

wallet!{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{
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    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

var item = '';

var voucher_pin ="";

var voucher_exp = "";

var header_text= (typeof customer_firstname == "undefined" ?   "" : customer_firstname 

)+ (typeof customer_lastname == "undefined" ? "" : (" "+ customer_lastname)) + ",";

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

    voucher_pin = typeof item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response == 'string' ? 

JSON.parse(item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response).promopin : 

item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promopin;

voucher_exp = typeof item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response == 'string' ? 
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JSON.parse(item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response).promoexpiry : 

item.fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promoexpiry;

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a gift card of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}} {{ if(header_text){ }} 

from  {{=header_text }} {{ } }}  . Your Voucher Code is {{-code}}. {{ if(voucher_pin) { 

}}Voucher Pin : {{=voucher_pin}} {{ } }} {{ if(voucher_exp) { }} Voucher Expiry : 

{{=voucher_exp}}    {{ } }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {
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      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a gift coupon of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}}. Use {{-code}} on 

paytm.com/redeemgift to add it to your Paytm wallet!{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 
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items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a gift coupon of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}}. Use {{-code}} on 

Paytm to recharge your prepaid mobile number{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     
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    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a gift coupon of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}}. Use {{-code}} to 

book your travel on Paytm.{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 
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have received a gift coupon of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}}. Use {{-code}} on to 

buy Electronics and Mobile products on Paytm{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

var item = '';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      item = items[i];

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.promocode : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code && item && item.meta_data) { }}Hi {{=item.meta_data.recipient_name}}! You 

have received a Befikre movie gift card of Rs. {{=item.meta_data.gift_amount}}. Use {{-

code}} to buy Befikre movie ticket(s) on Paytm !{{ } }}
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OCL iPaytm

{{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',') : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Welcome to QuizWin! To win Rs. 10,000 Paytm Cash, play the contest 

now. Click {{-code}} Best of luck and start playing!{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {
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     if(items[i].merchant_id == 4) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',') : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Welcome to QuizWin! To win iPhone 6s & Rs.10,000 Paytm Cash,play 

the contest now. Click {{= code}} Remember more score = more chances of winning.{{ } 

}}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 306309) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',') : '';

     }     
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    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Thank you for purchasing Chota Bheem Himalayan game deal. Click 

http://bit.ly/cbhim to download the game using Promo Code {{-code}} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 305255) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',  ') : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Win 100 gms Gold by answering simple quiz questions. To play the 

contest, click now {{= code}} 

More score = more chances of winning!{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{
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    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 305255) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',  ') : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Win iPhone 7 & Daily Rs. 15,000 Paytm Cash. To play QuizWin click {{= 

code}}  For more updates, like us on facebook https://goo.gl/LicvWJ

{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {
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     if(items[i].merchant_id == 305255) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',  ') : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Play QuizWin daily contest! Answer simple questions to win Rs. 50,000 

cash prize daily. 10 cash prize winners everyday Click {{= code}} T&C

{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 305255) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',  ') : '';

     }     
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    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Play QuizWin daily contest! Answer simple questions to win Rs. 10,000 

cash prize daily. 5 Winner will win Rs.1,000 each daily Click {{= code}} T&C

{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 305255) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',  ') : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}Thank you for participating in QuizWin. Click here {{= code}}  to play. To 

win iPhone7, MotoG Play & Mi Band2 click http://m.p-y.tm/TSMS

{{ } }}
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OCL iPaytm

{{

    var i = 0;

    var item_len = items.length;

    var code='';

    for(i=0; i < item_len; i++) {

     if(items[i].merchant_id == 280955) {

      code = items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes ? 

items[i].fulfillment.fulfillment_response[items[i].id].codes.join(',') : '';

     }     

    }

}}{{ if(code) { }}  Dear Paytm user, click here bit.ly/sultanpaytm to download the Sultan 

Game by using Promo Code:{{-code}}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "was" : "were");

-}}

Delivered: {{=items[0].name}} {{ if(items.length > 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more {{ } 

}}{{if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{=itemText}} 

successfully delivered. More details at {{if(items[0].short_item_tracking_url && 
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items[0].short_item_tracking_url != undefined){ }}{{=items[0].short_item_tracking_url}} {{ 

}else if(items[0].item_tracking_url && items[0].item_tracking_url != undefined){ 

}}{{=items[0].item_tracking_url}} {{ }else{ }}http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "was" : "were");

-}}

{{if(items[0].isPhysical){

}}Delivered: {{=items[0].name}} {{ if(items.length > 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more {{ 

} }}{{if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{=itemText}} 

successfully delivered. More details at {{if(items[0].short_item_tracking_url && 

items[0].short_item_tracking_url != undefined){ }}{{=items[0].short_item_tracking_url}} {{ 

}else if(items[0].item_tracking_url && items[0].item_tracking_url != undefined){ 

}}{{=items[0].item_tracking_url}} {{ }else{ }}http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders {{ } }} {{ }else{ throw 

new Error("Not Mktplace Order"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "was" : "were");

-}}

{{if(items[0].isPhysical){

}}Delivered: {{=items[0].name}} {{ if(items.length > 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more {{ 
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} }}{{if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{=itemText}} 

successfully delivered. More details at {{if(items[0].short_item_tracking_url && 

items[0].short_item_tracking_url != undefined){ }}{{=items[0].short_item_tracking_url}} {{ 

}else if(items[0].item_tracking_url && items[0].item_tracking_url != undefined){ 

}}{{=items[0].item_tracking_url}} {{ }else{ }}http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders {{ } }} {{ }else{ throw 

new Error("Not Mktplace Order"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items");

var itemName = [];

for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){

itemName.push(items[i].name); }

var itemname = itemName.join(","); }}Update: Hi {{ if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= 

customer_firstname}}! {{ }else{ }} there! {{ } }} {{if (items.length &gt; 1){ }} 

{{=items.length}} items {{ }else{ }}{{= items[0].name }} {{ } }}from your Paytm order #{{= 

payments[0].order_id }} {{ if(items.length &gt; 1) { }}have {{ }else { }}has {{ } }}been 

shipped by the seller {{if(fulfillments[0].shipping_description){ }} via {{= 

fulfillments[0].shipping_description }} {{ } }}with the tracking # {{= 

fulfillments[0].tracking_number }}. Estimated date of delivery for your item is 
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{{=items[0].estimated_delivery_range[0].toDateString()}} to 

{{=items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1].toDateString()}}.  {{ if(promo) { }}Your cashback 

on {{ if(items.length &gt; 1) { }}these {{ }else { }}this {{ } }} product will be added to Paytm 

Wallet within 24 hrs{{ if (items[0].custom_text3){ }} of the item{{ if(items.length &gt; 1) { 

}}s{{ }else { }}{{ } }} being delivered. {{ }else{ }} or you can visit Your Orders section on 

Paytm &amp; claim it now{{ } }}. {{ } }}Call our service partner, 24-7 Around at 

9555000247 to schedule installation for your new TV. Standard Installation shall be free 

of charge. Brand_testing: {{if (items.length &gt; 1){ }} {{=items.length}} {{ }else{ }}{{= 

items[0].brand }} {{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = 

itemName.join(",");}}Your Paytm Mall order for {{=itemname}} of Rs. {{= grandtotal }}{{ 

if(items.length > 1 ){ }} for {{=items.length}} items {{ } }} {{ if(items[0].custom_text3 && 

collectableAmount == grandtotal ) { }}has been received.{{ }else{ }}is successful.{{ } }}{{ 

if(items[0].custom_text3) { }} {{ if (collectableAmount == grandtotal) { }} {{ } }}Please pay 

Rs. {{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } }} You will receive a message with 

a link to upload the vehicle details within 48 working hours. {{if(channel_id == 'WEB 2'){ 
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}}Download the new Paytm Mall App for great offers http://ml.p-y.tm/upgrade{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = 

itemName.join(",");}}Hi, your Paytm Mall order #{{=id}} with {{=itemText}} {{=itemname}} 

of Rs. {{= grandtotal }}{{ if(items.length > 1 ){ }} for {{=items.length}} items {{ } }}{{ 

if(items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount == grandtotal ) { }}has been received.{{ 

}else{ }}is successful. {{ } }}{{ if(items[0].custom_text3) { }} {{ if (collectableAmount == 

grandtotal) { }}You will shortly receive a call from us to confirm the same. {{ } }}Please 

pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } }}{{ if(extra.wallet_balance) { 

}}Your current Paytm wallet balance is Rs. {{= extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } else { }} {{ } 

}}<span style="line-height: 20.8px;">Please note that this is a self-pick order. An email 

with instructions has been sent to your registered email address. Kindly refer to that.

OCL iPaytm

{{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = 

itemName.join(",");}}Hi, Your Paytm Mall {{=itemText}} {{=itemname}} has been shipped. 

Expect delivery in 8-10 days. Track at http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 
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<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = 

itemName.join(",");}}Apologies! your Paytm Mall order with {{=itemText}} {{=itemname}} 

is delayed. It will be delivered in another 3-5 days.

OCL iPaytm

{{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = 

itemName.join(",");}} Hi, your Paytm order # {{=id}} with {{=itemText}} {{=itemname}} of 

Rs {{= grandtotal }}{{ if(items.length &gt; 1 ){ }} for {{=items.length}} items {{ } }} {{ 

if(items[0].custom_text3 &amp;&amp; collectableAmount == grandtotal ) { }}has been 

received.{{ }else{ }}is successful. {{ } }}{{ if(items[0].custom_text3) { }} {{ if 

(collectableAmount == grandtotal) { }}You&#39;ll shortly receive a call from us to confirm 

the same. {{ } }}Please pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } }}{{ 

if(extra.wallet_balance) { }}Your current Paytm wallet balance is Rs. {{= 

extra.wallet_balance}} {{ } else { }} {{ } }}<span style="line-height: 20.8px;"> Please visit 

your email id used while placing your order for more details about the seller location and 

contact details.

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = itemName.join(","); 
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var brandMap1 

={"6406":"A","96737":"A","121205":"A","305267":"A","310844":"A","429606":"A","439730"

:"A","464419":"A","473946":"A","475657":"A","309769":"A","97309":"A","18866":"A","447

637":"A","2563":"A","169381":"A","145336":"A","18489":"A"}; var brandMap2 

={"306211":"180030111111","455705":"1800-3000-0011","124198":"1800-102-

9300","145182":"18602001212","33282":"18002095511","2548":"18001029999","2672":"

18602584848","126100":"1800-3000-5678","17600":"011- 3940 4040","150176":"1800-

103-9485","460429":"1800-3000-0011","17543":"1800-102-9705","2571":"011-

39889000","2572":"18001031333","2578":"1800-4072-

67864","350419":"18602583003","30":"011-

39404040","124197":"18004254555","17610":"18601804558","446035":"18001030107"};

var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;}}{{if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){ throw 

new Error("No Installation"); }else { }}Dear Customer. Call {{=items[0].brand}} at {{ 

if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]) { }} {{= brandMap2[currentBrandId]}} {{ } }} to schedule 

installation for your new AC. Standard installation shall be chargeable.{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = itemName.join(","); 
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var brandMap1 

={"185905":"8882009988","2924":"02241280000","18260":"18002661880","447319":"18

0030008833","145182":"18602001212","17595":"0129-

2254191","33282":"18002095511","17581":"1800110303","126100":"18604255678","176

00":"STD Code- 39404040","3018":"02241280022","2571":"(Pincode) 

39889000","2282":"STD Code- 3344-1111","2578":"18002008282","47427":"1800 270 

9700","17589":"(+)911294266999","17610":"18601804558"}; var brandMap2 = 

{"2548":"18001029999/18002009999","2572":"18001031333/18604251860"}; var 

currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id; var brandName = items[0].brand; var msg = 

"";

if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Dear Customer. Call "+ brandName +" at "+ brandMap1[currentBrandId] +" to 

schedule demo for your new Microwave oven. Demo visit shall be free of charge.";

}else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Dear Customer. Call "+ brandName +" at "+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to 

schedule demo for your new Microwave oven. Demo visit shall be chargeable.";}

}}{{=msg}}
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OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var brandMap1 = 

{"47924":"A","114313":"B","140999":"C","305267":"D","463897":"E","464234":"F","46951

5":"G","473774":"H","2563":"LG","13522":"8882650660","18866":"39 40 40 40 (Prefix 

State Capital STD Code)"}; var brandMap2 = 
{"18260":"18002661880","306211":"180030111111","168659":"07775911000","145182":

"18602001212","33282":"18002095511","126100":"1800-3000-

5678","2556":"18001038822","91051":"1800-224-484","150176":"1800-103-

9485","17543":"1800-102-9705","2571":"(Pincode) 39889000","2578":"1800-4072-

67864","2579":"STD Code- 

61644444","34531":"18002091850","18345":"08144666999","30":"(STD Code) 

39404040","161087":"18002701845","17610":"18601804558"}; var brandMap3 = 

{"2572":"9555000247","2548":"9555000247"}; var currentBrandId = 

items[0].product.brand_id; var brandName = items[0].brand; var msg = ""; var mapValue 

= null;

if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){
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msg = "Free Standard Installation.";

mapValue = brandMap2[currentBrandId];

}else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Standard Installation shall be free of charge.";

mapValue = brandMap3[currentBrandId];}

}}{{if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){ throw new Error("No Installation"); }else { }}Dear 

Customer. Call {{=brandName}} at {{=mapValue}} to schedule demo/ installation for your 

new Washing Machine. {{=msg}} {{ }  }}OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var brandMap1 = 

{"47924":"A","114313":"B","140999":"C","305267":"D","463897":"E","464234":"F","46951

5":"G","473774":"H","2563":"LG","13522":"8882650660","18866":"39 40 40 40 (Prefix 

State Capital STD Code)"}; var brandMap2 = 
{"18260":"18002661880","306211":"180030111111","168659":"07775911000","145182":

"18602001212","33282":"18002095511","126100":"1800-3000-

5678","2556":"18001038822","91051":"1800-224-484","150176":"1800-103-

9485","17543":"1800-102-9705","2571":"(Pincode) 39889000","2578":"1800-4072-
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67864","2579":"STD Code- 

61644444","34531":"18002091850","18345":"08144666999","30":"(STD Code) 

39404040","161087":"18002701845","17610":"18601804558"}; var brandMap3 = 

{"2572":"9555000247","2548":"9555000247"}; var currentBrandId = 

items[0].product.brand_id; var brandName = items[0].brand; var msg = ""; var mapValue 

= null;

if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Free Standard Installation.";

mapValue = brandMap2[currentBrandId];

}else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Standard Installation shall be free of charge.";

mapValue = brandMap3[currentBrandId];}

}}{{if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){ throw new Error("No Installation"); }else { }}Dear 

Customer. Call {{=brandName}} at {{=mapValue}} to schedule demo/ installation for your 

new Washing Machine. {{=msg}} {{ }  }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = itemName.join(","); 
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var brandMap1 = {"305267":"A","449285":"B","2563":"LG","13522":"8882650660"}; var 

brandMap2 

={"18260":"18002661880","145182":"18602001212","33282":"18002095511","2672":"18

602584848","91051":"1800-224-484","2578":"1800-4072-67864","30":"(STD Code) 

39404040","17610":"18601804558"}; var brandMap3 = 

{"2572":"9555000247","2548":"9555000247"}; var currentBrandId = 

items[0].product.brand_id; var brandName = items[0].brand; var msg = "";

if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Dear Customer. Call "+ brandName +" at "+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to 

schedule demo for your new Refrigerator. Demo is free for all models except for Single 

Door Refrigerators.";

}else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Dear Customer. Call "+ brandName +" at "+ brandMap3[currentBrandId] +" to 

schedule demo for your new Refrigerator. Demo is free for all models except for Single 

Door Refrigerators.";}

}}{{if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){ throw new Error("No Installation"); }else { }}{{=msg}} {{ 

} }}
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OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var brandMap1 = 

{"2563":"LG","2269":"A","2277":"B","2290":"C","2790":"D","3023":"E","3036":"F","3040":"

G","17493":"H","17585":"I","17598":"J","17687":"K","91092":"L","160871":"M","442833":"

N","114313":"O","305267":"P","47427":"1800 270 9700"}; var brandMap2 

={"185905":"8882009988","2924":"02241280000","18260":"18002661880","447319":"18

0030008833","145182":"18602001212","17595":"0129-

2254191","33282":"18002095511","17581":"1800110303","126100":"1800-3000-

5678","17600":"STD Code- 39404040","3018":"02241280022","2571":"(Pincode) 

39889000","2282":"STD Code- 3344-1111","2578":"1800-4072-67864","17589":"1860-

330-9999","17610":"18601804558"}; var brandMap3 = 

{"2548":"18001029999","2572":"18001031333"}; var currentBrandId = 

items[0].product.brand_id; var brandName = items[0].brand; var msg = "";

if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Call "+ brandName +" at "+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to schedule demo for 

your new Microwave oven. Demo visit shall be free of charge.";
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}else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

msg = "Call "+ brandName +" at "+ brandMap3[currentBrandId] +" to schedule demo for 

your new Microwave oven. Demo visit shall be chargeable.";}

}}{{if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){ throw new Error("No Installation"); }else { }}{{=msg}} {{ 

} }}OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "item" : "items"); var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i 

<items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var brandMap 

={"309769":"02240107074","97309":"18002091177","306211":"180030111111","455705

":"180030111111","124198":"18001029300/1800229300","145182":"18602001212","332

82":"18002095511","2548":"18001029999/18002009999","2672":"18602584848","18866

":"39 40 40 40 (Prefix State Capital STD 

Code)","126100":"18604255678","447637":"180030707601","17600":"STD Code- 3940 

4040","2563":"18003159999","150176":"01733347007","460429":"180030111111","1754

3":"09220020099","169381":"18001022626","145336":"18602081007","2571":"(Pincode) 

39889000","2572":"18001031333/18604251860","2578":"18002008282","18489":"18004

254321","350419":"18602583003","30":"(STD Code) 

39404040","124197":"18004254555","17610":"18601804558","446035":"18001030107"};
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var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;}} Dear Customer. Call 

{{=items[0].brand}} at {{ if(brandMap[currentBrandId]) { }} {{= brandMap[currentBrandId]}} 

{{ } }} to schedule installation for your new AC. Standard installation shall be chargeable.

OCL iPaytm

{{ var itemsArray = []; for(var i=0;i<items.length;i++){ itemsArray.push(items[i].name); } 

var itemname = itemsArray.join(',');}} Dear {{if(customer_firstname) { }} {{= 

customer_firstname}}, {{ } }} Happy to inform that you International Order {{=itemname}} 

was successfully delivered. Rate your shopping experience here: http://p-y.tm/42qahH

OCL iPaytm

{{ var isQC = items[0].is_QC;

     var isServiceable = items[0].is_serviceable;

-}}

Your return request for {{= items[0].name}} has been sent to the seller.{{if(!isQC){ }} The 

refund will be processed once the seller has received and verified the return.{{ } 

}}{{if(isServiceable){ }} Our courier partner {{=return_data[0].shipper_name}} will pick up 

your item by {{=return_data[0].pickup_date}}.{{ }else{ }} Please send the item to the 

seller address via any national courier. Check your email for Seller Address.{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ if( items[0].selling_price>150){

}}Return Rejected: We regret to inform you that your return request of {{=items[0].name}} 
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has been rejected. Please check your e-mail or click this http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for 

more details{{ }else{ throw new Error("Item price less than 150"); } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{ if( items[0].selling_price>150){

}}Return Rejected: We regret to inform you that your return request of {{=items[0].name}} 

has been rejected. Please check your e-mail or click this http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for 

more details{{ }else{ throw new Error("Item price less than 150"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ 

if(JSON.parse(itemDetails[0].custom_text4).di.dm == 1){ 

if(itemDetails[0].merchant_id == 985869){ 

}}Out For Delivery: {{= item_name }} will be delivered tomorrow (if order placed before 2 

PM) or the day after between 6am to 9 am by {{ if(fe_name) {}}{{= fe_name }}{{ } else 

{}}agent{{ } }}{{ if(ivr_number && ivr_pin) {}}, reachable on {{= ivr_number }}, PIN:{{= 

ivr_pin }}{{} else if(fe_mobile) {}}, reachable on {{= fe_mobile }}{{ } }}. {{ 

if(secure_delivery_code) {}}Share code: {{= secure_delivery_code }} with agent for 

secure delivery. {{ } }}{{if(cod_amount){ }}Rs.{{=cod_amount}} will be collected from you 

at the time of delivery. {{ } }}.{{ 

}else{ 
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}}Arriving today: Delivery of your Paytm Mall order with 

{{=itemDetails[0].name}}{{if(itemDetails.length > 1 ){ }} and {{=(itemDetails.length)-1}} 

more{{ } }}{{if(itemDetails.length == 1 || itemDetails.length == 2 ){ }} item{{ }else{ }} 

items{{ } }} will be attempted today{{if(typeof feDetails != 'undefined' && feDetails != null 

&& feDetails && feDetails.length > 0){ if(feDetails && feDetails[0].field_executive && 

feDetails[0].field_executive.name && typeof feDetails[0].field_executive.name != 

'undefined' && feDetails[0].field_executive.name != null){ }} by our field executive 

{{=feDetails[0].field_executive.name}}.{{ } if(feDetails && feDetails[0].field_executive && 

feDetails[0].field_executive.mobile_no && typeof feDetails[0].field_executive.mobile_no 

!= 'undefined' && feDetails[0].field_executive.mobile_no != null){ }} You can call them at 

{{=feDetails[0].field_executive.mobile_no}} for any assistance.{{ } }else{ }}.{{ } }}{{ 

} 

}else{ throw new Error("No Out for Delivery"); } 

}}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "has" : "have"); 

var itemName = []; 

var itemname = itemName.join(","); 
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var is_open_delivery = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_open_delivery; 

var DeliveryDate;

var brandMap0 = 

{"2563":"A","2549":"A","2574":"A","2819":"A","3390":"A","7347":"A","34900":"A","47924":"

A","90926":"A","92176":"A","97810":"A","135783":"A","140999":"A","149997":"A","15100

0":"A","175310":"A","207256":"A","302227":"A","305267":"A","319837":"A","326440":"A","

353465":"A","354855":"A","370482":"A","389226":"A","429606":"A","434947":"A","43973

0":"A","443335":"A","446475":"A","447943":"A","451802":"A","452106":"A","455709":"A","

457604":"A","458139":"A","462594":"A","463367":"A","464186":"A","464234":"A","46668

6":"A","469453":"A","472011":"A","472265":"A","472497":"A","472836":"A","473071":"A","

474019":"A","474647":"A","474648":"A","2531":"9101145047166/67","435629":"1800103

0058","447637":"180030707601","459262":"180030002838","442083":"8587876726","13

2683":"18001803594","168312":"18004252606","2577":"1800110400","18489":"1800425

4321","81710":"03340082516","328723":"+914442131616"}; 

var brandMap1 = {"2573":"Philips"}; 

var brandMap2 

={"297635":"9830857779","298157":"01202421676","159340":"01145054359","184507":
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"1800-270-1845","150643":"011-

23865869","2556":"18001038822","2645":"180030002288","150176":"1800-103-

9485","440437":"18004252605","2565":"18605008286","17543":"1800-102-

9705","233673":"180030026150","2571":"011-39889000","33679":"0120-

2424686","36121":"9873718097","392275":"9910236526","2578":"1800-4072-

67864","2579":"STD Code- 

61644444","443959":"18001210108","2583":"18001037799","160249":"9311119721","26

56":"1800-118-674","30":"011-

39404040","448130":"1800228455","161087":"18002701845","456365":"9555000247","2

572":"18001031333/18604251860","2548":"18001029999/18002009999"};

var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

var brandName = items[0].brand; 

var finalText = "Call " + brandName + " at " + brandMap2[currentBrandId] + " to schedule 

a demo."; 

var finalInstallationText = "";

if (brandMap1[currentBrandId]) {
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finalInstallationText = "Our Service Partner shall call you to schedule FREE 

Installation.";

}else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

finalInstallationText = finalText;

}

for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

itemName.push(items[i].name); 

} 

if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

} else {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1]);

}

function formatDate(date){
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var a= new Date(date).toString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

}

-}}

Shipped: {{=items[0].name}} {{if(items.length &gt; 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more 

{{if(items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{ } }}{{=itemText}} been shipped and 

will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}.{{if(items[0].custom_text3){ }}{{if(collectableAmount 

== grandtotal){ }}{{ } }} Pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } 

}}{{if(is_open_delivery){ }} Please do not accept the delivery in case of a damage check 

email for more details.{{ } }} {{if(brandMap0[currentBrandId]){ }}{{ }else{ }}{{= 

finalInstallationText}}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "has" : "have"); 

var itemName = []; 

var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var is_open_delivery = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_open_delivery; 

var DeliveryDate;
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var brandMap ={"306211":"180030111111","455705":"1800-3000-

0011","124198":"1800-102-

9300","145182":"18602001212","33282":"18002095511","2548":"18001029999","2672":"

18602584848","126100":"1800-3000-5678","17600":"011- 3940 4040","150176":"1800-

103-9485","460429":"1800-3000-0011","17543":"1800-102-9705","2571":"011-

39889000","2572":"18001031333","2578":"1800-4072-

67864","350419":"18602583003","30":"011-

39404040","124197":"18004254555","17610":"18601804558","446035":"18001030107"};

var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

itemName.push(items[i].name); 

} 

if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

} else {
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DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1]);

}

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

}

-}}

Shipped: {{=items[0].name}} {{if(items.length &gt; 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more 

{{if(items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{ } }}{{=itemText}} been shipped and 

will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}.{{if(items[0].custom_text3){ }}{{if(collectableAmount 

== grandtotal){ }}{{ } }} Pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } 

}}{{if(is_open_delivery){ }} Please do not accept the delivery in case of a damage check 

email for more details.{{ } }} {{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}Call {{=items[0].brand}} at 

{{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}{{= brandMap[currentBrandId]}}{{ } }} to schedule a 

demo.{{ }else{ }}{{ } }}
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OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "has" : "have"); 

var itemName = []; 

var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var is_open_delivery = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_open_delivery; 

var DeliveryDate;

var brandMap 

={"185905":"8882009988","2924":"02241280000","18260":"18002661880","447319":"18

0030008833","145182":"18602001212","17595":"0129-

2254191","33282":"18002095511","17581":"1800110303","126100":"1800-3000-

5678","17600":"STD Code- 39404040","3018":"02241280022","2571":"(Pincode) 

39889000","2282":"STD Code- 3344-1111","2578":"1800-4072-67864","17589":"1860-

330-9999","17610":"18601804558","2548":"18001029999","2572":"18001031333"};

var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

itemName.push(items[i].name); 

} 
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if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

} else {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1]);

}

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

}

-}}

Shipped: {{=items[0].name}} {{if(items.length &gt; 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more 

{{if(items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{ } }}{{=itemText}} been shipped and 

will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}.{{if(items[0].custom_text3){ }}{{if(collectableAmount 

== grandtotal){ }}{{ } }} Pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } 

}}{{if(is_open_delivery){ }} Please do not accept the delivery in case of a damage check 
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email for more details.{{ } }} {{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}Call {{=items[0].brand}} at 

{{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}{{= brandMap[currentBrandId]}}{{ } }} to schedule a 

demo.{{ }else{ }}{{ } }}OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "has" : "have"); 

var itemName = []; 

var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var is_open_delivery = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_open_delivery; 

var DeliveryDate;

var brandMap 

={"18260":"18002661880","145182":"18602001212","33282":"18002095511","2672":"18

602584848","91051":"1800-224-484","2578":"1800-4072-67864","30":"(STD Code) 

39404040","17610":"18601804558","2572":"9555000247","2548":"9555000247"};

var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

itemName.push(items[i].name); 

} 
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if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

} else {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1]);

}

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

}

-}}

Shipped: {{=items[0].name}} {{if(items.length &gt; 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more 

{{if(items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{ } }}{{=itemText}} been shipped and 

will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}.{{if(items[0].custom_text3){ }}{{if(collectableAmount 

== grandtotal){ }}{{ } }} Pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } 

}}{{if(is_open_delivery){ }} Please do not accept the delivery in case of a damage check 
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email for more details.{{ } }} {{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}Call {{=items[0].brand}} at 

{{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}{{= brandMap[currentBrandId]}}{{ } }} to schedule a 

demo.{{ }else{ }}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "has" : "have"); 

var itemName = []; 

var itemname = itemName.join(","); 

var is_open_delivery = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_open_delivery; 

var DeliveryDate;

var brandMap 

={"18260":"18002661880","306211":"180030111111","168659":"07775911000","145182

":"18602001212","33282":"18002095511","126100":"1800-3000-

5678","2556":"18001038822","91051":"1800-224-484","150176":"1800-103-

9485","17543":"1800-102-9705","2571":"(Pincode) 39889000","2578":"1800-4072-

67864","2579":"STD Code- 

61644444","34531":"18002091850","18345":"08144666999","30":"(STD Code) 

39404040","161087":"18002701845","17610":"18601804558","2548":"9555000247","257

2":"9555000247"};
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var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

itemName.push(items[i].name); 

} 

if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

} else {

DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].estimated_delivery_range[1]);

}

function formatDate(date){

var a= new Date(date).toString();

var b=a.split(" ");

return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

}
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-}}

Shipped: {{=items[0].name}} {{if(items.length &gt; 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more 

{{if(items.length == 2 ){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{ } }}{{=itemText}} been shipped and 

will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}.{{if(items[0].custom_text3){ }}{{if(collectableAmount 

== grandtotal){ }}{{ } }} Pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time of delivery.{{ } 

}}{{if(is_open_delivery){ }} Please do not accept the delivery in case of a damage check 

email for more details.{{ } }} {{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}Call {{=items[0].brand}} at 

{{if(brandMap[currentBrandId]){ }}{{= brandMap[currentBrandId]}}{{ } }} to schedule a 

demo.{{ }else{ }}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{ var DeliveryDate; 

      var new_items=[];

    if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

        DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

    } else { throw new Error("Not fetch Delivery date"); }

  for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 
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      if(!(items[i].custom_text1 & 33554432)&&!(items[i].custom_text1 & 67108864)) {

          new_items.push(items[i]);

      }

   }

      if(new_items.length){

          items=new_items;

      }else{

          throw new Error("Exchange Item only order");

      }

  function formatDate(date){

  var a= new Date(date).toString();

  var b=a.split(" ");

  return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

  }

}}Order Placed: We have received your order for {{=items[0].name}}{{ if(items.length > 1 

){ }} and {{=(items.length)-1}} more {{if(items.length == 2 ){ }}item. {{ }else{ }}items. {{ } 
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}}{{ } }}{{if(items.length == 1){ }}. {{ } }}{{if(items.length == 1){ }}It will be delivered by 

{{=DeliveryDate}}. {{ } }}{{if((typeof business == 'undefined') && 

items[i].promo_description && items[i].promo_description !== undefined){ }}Applicable 

cashback will be given within 24 hrs of shipment. {{ } }}For any further queries please 

contact at {{=items[0].product.merchant_address.mobile_no}}. {{if(channel_id == 'WEB 

2'){ }}Download the new Paytm Mall App for great offers http://ml.p-y.tm/paytmmallapp{{ 

} }}

OCL iPaytm

{{  var itemName = []; for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ itemName.push(items[i].name); } 

var itemname = itemName.join(",");}}Your Paytm Mall order for {{=itemname}} has been 

received. It will be delivered in 8-12 days.

OCL iPaytm {{  var isQC = items[0].is_QC; 

if(isQC) { 

}}Your Paytm return request for {{= items[0].name}} will be picked up by 

{{=return_data[0].shipper_name}} post a doorstep quality check. For more details on 

Doorstep Quality Check, please check your e-mail.{{ 

} else{ 

}}Your Paytm return request for {{= items[0].name }} has been approved. It will be picked 
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by {{= return_data[0].shipper_name}}.{{ 

}

}}

OCL iPaytm {{  var isQC = items[0].fulfillment && items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_QC; 

     var return_shipper;

     if(typeof return_data[0].shipper_name != 'undefined' && 

return_data[0].shipper_name){

            return_shipper = return_data[0].shipper_name;

     }else{

            return_shipper = "our courier partner";

     }

if(items[0].isPhysical && items[0].selling_price>150){ 

if(isQC) { 

}}Your Paytm Mall return request for {{= items[0].name }} will be picked up by our courier 

partner post a doorstep quality check. For more details on Doorstep Quality Check, 

please check your e-mail.{{ 
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} else{ 

}}Your Paytm Mall return request for {{= items[0].name }} has been approved. It will be 

picked by our courier partner.{{ 

}

}else{ throw new Error("Item price less than 150");}

}} Enjoy up to 50% cashback on monthly groceries! http://ml.p-y.tm/ss1

OCL iPaytm {{  var is_open_delivery = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_open_delivery; 

    var DeliveryDate;

    var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "has" : "have");

  function formatDate(date){

    var a= new Date(date).toString();

    var b=a.split(" ");

    return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

  }

  if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {
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    DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

  } else { throw new Error("Not fetch Delivery date"); }

  for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

    if(items[i].product.brand_id == 2578 && (items[i].product.category_id == 66780 || 

items[i].product.category_id == 66781 || items[i].product.category_id == 66782 || 

items[i].product.category_id == 66783)){ 

        var txt ="";

    }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && items[i].promo_description && 

items[i].promo_description !== undefined){ 

        var txt = "and cashback status ";

    }else{

                var txt =""; 

    } 

  }

-}}
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{{if(items[0].isPhysical){

}}Shipped: {{=items[0].name}} {{ if(items.length > 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more {{ } 

}}{{if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{=itemText}} 

been shipped and will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}. {{if(items[0].custom_text3){ 

}}{{if(collectableAmount == grandtotal){ }}{{ } }}Pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time 

of delivery. {{ } }}{{if(is_open_delivery){ }}Please do not accept the delivery in case of a 

damage check email for more details. {{ } }} Track your order {{=txt}}at 

{{if(items[0].short_item_tracking_url && items[0].short_item_tracking_url != undefined){ 

}}{{=items[0].short_item_tracking_url}} {{ }else if(items[0].item_tracking_url && 

items[0].item_tracking_url != undefined){ }}{{=items[0].item_tracking_url}} {{ }else{ 

}}http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders {{ } }}{{if(channel_id == 'WEB 2'){ }}{{ } }} Enjoy up to 50% 

cashback on monthly groceries! http://ml.p-y.tm/ss1 {{ }else{ throw new Error("Not 

Mktplace Order"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{  var is_open_delivery = items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.is_open_delivery; 

    var DeliveryDate;

    var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "has" : "have");
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  function formatDate(date){

    var a= new Date(date).toString();

    var b=a.split(" ");

    return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

  }

  if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

    DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

  } else { throw new Error("Not fetch Delivery date"); }

  for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

    if(items[i].product.brand_id == 2578 && (items[i].product.category_id == 66780 || 

items[i].product.category_id == 66781 || items[i].product.category_id == 66782 || 

items[i].product.category_id == 66783)){ 

        var txt ="";

    }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && items[i].promo_description && 
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items[i].promo_description !== undefined){ 

        var txt = "and cashback status ";

    }else{

                var txt =""; 

    } 

  }

-}}

Shipped: {{=items[0].name}} {{ if(items.length > 1 ){ }}and {{=(items.length)-1}} more {{ } 

}}{{if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2){ }}item {{ }else{ }}items {{ } }}{{=itemText}} 

been shipped and will reach you by {{=DeliveryDate}}. {{if(items[0].custom_text3){ 

}}{{if(collectableAmount == grandtotal){ }}{{ } }}Pay Rs.{{=collectableAmount}} at the time 

of delivery. {{ } }}{{if(is_open_delivery){ }}Please do not accept the delivery in case of a 

damage check email for more details. {{ } }}Track your order {{=txt}}at 

{{if(items[0].short_item_tracking_url && items[0].short_item_tracking_url != undefined){ 

}}{{=items[0].short_item_tracking_url}}{{ }else if(items[0].item_tracking_url && 

items[0].item_tracking_url != undefined){ }}{{=items[0].item_tracking_url}}{{ }else{ 

}}http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders{{ } }}
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OCL iPaytm {{  if(payments.length == 1 && payments[0].payment_method == 

'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ 

  var refund_text1 = "We have initiated refund of Rs."+payments[1].pg_amount+" to your 

Paytm Postpaid account";

}else{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+context.refund[0].amount;

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs."+ 

(context.refund[0].amount+context.refund[1].amount);

}else{

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != grandtotal) ? grandtotal-

collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund);
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}

}

-}}

{{ if( address[0] && address[0].address){

                 if((!items[0].custom_text3) || (items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal)){ 

                }}Cancelled: We regret to inform you that your item {{=items[0].name}} couldn't 

be fulfilled by the seller. {{= refund_text1}}. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for refund 

timeline. Enjoy up to 50% cashback on monthly groceries! http://ml.p-y.tm/ss1{{ 

}

               }else{ throw new Error("Not Mktplace order"); }

}}OCL iPaytm {{  if(payments.length == 1 && payments[0].payment_method == 

'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ 

  var refund_text1 = "We have initiated refund of Rs."+payments[1].pg_amount+" to your 

Paytm Postpaid account";

}else{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){
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var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+context.refund[0].amount;

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs."+ 

(context.refund[0].amount+context.refund[1].amount);

}else{

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != grandtotal) ? grandtotal-

collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund);

}

}

-}}

{{ if(address[0] && address[0].address) {

                   }}Cancelled: Your cancellation request for {{=items[0].name}} is accepted. {{ 

if((!items[0].custom_text3) || (items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 
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grandtotal)){ }}{{=refund_text1}}. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for refund timeline.{{ } 

}}{{

}else{ throw new Error("Not Mktplace order"); }

}}

OCL iPaytm {{  if(payments.length == 1 && payments[0].payment_method == 

'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ 

  var refund_text1 = "We have initiated refund of Rs."+payments[1].pg_amount+" to your 

Paytm Postpaid account";

}else{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+context.refund[0].amount;

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs."+ 

(context.refund[0].amount+context.refund[1].amount);
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}else{

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != grandtotal) ? grandtotal-

collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund);

}

}

-}}

{{ if(address[0] && address[0].address) {

                   }}Cancelled: Your cancellation request for {{=items[0].name}} is accepted. {{ 

if((!items[0].custom_text3) || (items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal)){ }}{{=refund_text1}}. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for refund timeline.{{ } 

}}{{

}else{ throw new Error("Not Mktplace order"); }

}}

OCL iPaytm {{  if(payments.length == 1 && payments[0].payment_method == 

'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ 

  var refund_text1 = "We have initiated refund of Rs."+payments[1].pg_amount+" to your 
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Paytm Postpaid account";

}else{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+context.refund[0].amount;

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of Rs."+ 

(context.refund[0].amount+context.refund[1].amount);

}else{

var refund_text1 = "We have successfully initiated a refund of 

Rs."+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != grandtotal) ? grandtotal-

collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund);

}

}

-}}
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{{ if((!items[0].custom_text3) || (items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal)){ }}Cancelled: We regret to inform you that your item {{=items[0].name}} 

couldn't be fulfilled by the seller. {{= refund_text1}}. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for 

refund timeline.{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm {{  if((typeof business == 'undefined') && payments.length == 1 && 

payments[0].payment_method == 'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ 

        var refund_text = payments[1].pg_amount;

    }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && context && context.refund && 

context.refund.length == 1){

          var refund_text = context.refund[0].amount;

    }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && context && context.refund && 

context.refund.length == 2){

          var refund_text = (context.refund[0].amount+context.refund[1].amount);

    }else if(typeof business == 'undefined'){

          var refund_text = ((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != grandtotal) ? 

grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund);

    }else{
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                var refund_text = (items[0].selling_price+items[0].shipping_charges);

}

-}}

{{if(items[0].isPhysical && (!(items[0].custom_text1 & 262144))){ }}Refund Initiated: We 

have successfully initiated a refund of Rs.{{=refund_text}} against the return request for 

{{=items[0].name}}. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for refund details.{{ }else{ throw new 

Error("Not MarketPlace Order");} }}

OCL iPaytm {{  if((typeof business == 'undefined') && payments.length == 1 && 

payments[0].payment_method == 'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ 

        var refund_text = payments[1].pg_amount;

    }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && context && context.refund && 

context.refund.length == 1){

          var refund_text = context.refund[0].amount;

    }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && context && context.refund && 

context.refund.length == 2){

          var refund_text = (context.refund[0].amount+context.refund[1].amount);

    }else if(typeof business == 'undefined'){
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          var refund_text = ((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != grandtotal) ? 

grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund);

    }else{

                var refund_text = (items[0].selling_price+items[0].shipping_charges);

}

-}}

{{if(items[0].isPhysical && (!(items[0].custom_text1 & 262144))){ }}Refund Initiated: We 

have successfully initiated a refund of Rs.{{=refund_text}} against the return request for 

{{=items[0].name}}. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders for refund details.{{ }else{ throw new 

Error("Not MarketPlace Order");} }}

OCL iPaytm {{  function formatDate2(date){

        var a= new Date(date).toString();

        var b=a.split(" ");

        return (b[0]+", "+b[2]+" "+b[1]+" "+b[3]);

      } 

        var _date2 = formatDate2(delivery_date);

-}}
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Order Placed: We have received your order for {{=item_name}}. It will be delivered by 

{{=_date2}}.{{ if(promo){ }} Applicable cashback will be given within 24 hours of 

shipment.{{ } }} Pickup of old device will be initiated within 3-4 days post delivery. 

Download the new Paytm Mall App for great offers http://ml.p-y.tm/upgrade

OCL iPaytm

{{  function formatDate(date){

        var a= new Date(date).toString();

        var b=a.split(" ");

        return (b[0]+", "+b[2]+" "+b[1]+" "+b[3]);

      } 

        var _date = formatDate(return_data[0].pickup_date);

-}}

Pickup Initiated: Pick up of your {{=items[0].name}} has been scheduled. Our courier 

{{=return_data[0].shipper_name}} will pick up your item by {{=_date}}. Click http://ml.p-

y.tm/myorders for details.

OCL iPaytm {{  function formatDate(date){

        var a= new Date(date).toString();

        var b=a.split(" ");
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        return (b[0]+", "+b[2]+" "+b[1]+" "+b[3]);

      } 

        var _date = formatDate(pickup_date);

-}}

Exchange Pickup Initiated: Pick up of your {{=model}} has been scheduled. Our courier 

{{=shipper_name}} will pick up your item by {{=_date}}. Click http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders 

for details.

OCL iPaytm {{  

        var installationTxt;

    var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

    var BrandName = items[0].brand;

            if((typeof items[0].fulfillment_req == 'undefined') || 

(items[0].fulfillment_req.discoverability == "online")) { 

                    var brandmap1 = {"2556":"1800-103-8822","33282":"1800-209-

5511","446035":"1800-1030-107","30":"011-39404040","350419":"1860-258-
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3003","18489":"1800-425-4322","310844":"022-40933100","17543":"1800-102-

9705","17600":"011-39404040","91051":"011-39404040/1800-224-484","145182":"1860-

200-1212","2565":"1860-500-8286/1800-102-3999"};

                if(currentBrandId == 2572 || currentBrandId == 2563 || currentBrandId == 2548 

|| currentBrandId == 17610 || currentBrandId == 124197 || currentBrandId == 2672 || 

currentBrandId == 145181 || currentBrandId == 460429 || currentBrandId == 305267 || 

currentBrandId == 455705 || currentBrandId == 306211 || currentBrandId == 2571){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate 

the request with " + BrandName + " for free standard installation of your new AC, if the 

order is placed between 5th-30th June 2018. " + BrandName + " authorized service 

partner will call you post-delivery of AC to schedule the installation.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 2556 || currentBrandId == 33282 || currentBrandId 

== 446035 || currentBrandId == 30 || currentBrandId == 350419 || currentBrandId == 

18489 || currentBrandId == 310844 || currentBrandId == 17543 || currentBrandId == 

17600 || currentBrandId == 91051 || currentBrandId == 145182 || currentBrandId == 

2565){
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                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call " + 

BrandName + " at " + brandmap1[currentBrandId] + " to schedule the installation of your 

new AC, if the order is placed between 5th June to 30th June 2018, standard installation 

charges will be reimbursed in form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 150176){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate 

the request with Lloyd for free standard installation of your new AC, if the order is placed 

between 5th-30th June 2018. Lloyd authorized service partner will call you post-delivery 

of AC to schedule the installation. Please note: Brand doesn't provide installation 

support for Window AC. Please contact local service engineer to get the same 

done(Warranty will not be void). Standard installation charges (Rs.500) will be 

reimbursed to you within 15 days of delivery.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 126100){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call IFB at 

1800-3000-5678 to schedule free standard installation of your AC. Materials & services 

are not covered in standard installation and will be charged extra.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 2578){
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                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Samsung 

at 1800-4072-67864 to schedule the installation of your new AC. If the order is placed 

between 5th June-30th June 2018, standard installation charges will be reimbursed in 

form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery. Please note: Standard installation of 5 Star 

Air Conditioners and Wind-Free Air Conditioners models is provided free of cost by 

Samsung hence no cashback will be given by Paytm for such orders.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 124198){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Daikin at 

1800-102-9300 to schedule the installation of your new AC. If the order is placed 

between 5th June-30th June 2018, standard installation charges (Rs.1500 plus GST) for 

Split AC) will be reimbursed in form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery.";

                }else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

            }else if(items[0].fulfillment_req.discoverability == "offline"){

        var brandmap2 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864","2563":"1800-315-9999/1800-180-

9999","2548":"1800-102-9999","124198":"1800-102-9300","17610":"1860-180-
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4558","124197":"1800-425-4555","126100":"1800-3000-5678","2672":"1860-258-

4848","33282":"1800-209-5511","2571":"011-39889000","145181":"1800-209-

1177","460429":"1800-3000-0011","305267":"1800-425-7722","455705":"1800-3000-

0011","306211":"1800-3011-1111","2565":"1860-500-8286/1800-102-3999"};

        if(currentBrandId == 2572){

installationTxt = "Call Panasonic at 1800-103-1333 to schedule chargeable 

demo/installation of your new Air Conditioner.";

}else if(currentBrandId == 2578 || currentBrandId == 2563 || currentBrandId == 2548 || 

currentBrandId == 124198 || currentBrandId == 17610 || currentBrandId == 124197 || 

currentBrandId == 126100 || currentBrandId == 2672 || currentBrandId == 33282 || 

currentBrandId == 2571 || currentBrandId == 145181 || currentBrandId == 460429 || 

currentBrandId == 305267 || currentBrandId == 455705 || currentBrandId == 306211 || 

currentBrandId == 2565){

installationTxt = "Call " + BrandName + " at " + brandmap2[currentBrandId] + " to 

schedule chargeable installation of your new Air Conditioner.";

}else if(currentBrandId == 150176){
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installationTxt = "Call Lloyd at 1800-103-9485 to schedule chargeable installation of your 

new Air Conditioner. Please note: Brand doesn't provide installation support for Window 

AC. Please contact local service engineer to get the same done(Warranty will not be 

void)."; 

}else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

        }else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

-}}

{{=installationTxt}}

OCL iPaytm {{  

        var installationTxt;

    var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

    var BrandName = items[0].brand;

            if((typeof items[0].fulfillment_req == 'undefined') || 

(items[0].fulfillment_req.discoverability == "online")) { 

                    var brandmap1 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864","2556":"1800-103-
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8822","124198":"1800-102-9300","33282":"1800-209-5511","446035":"1800-1030-

107","30":"011-39404040","350419":"1860-258-3003","18489":"1800-425-

4322","310844":"022-40933100","17543":"1800-102-9705","17600":"011-

39404040","91051":"011-39404040/1800-224-484","145182":"1860-200-

1212","2565":"1860-500-8286/1800-102-3999"};

                if(currentBrandId == 2572 || currentBrandId == 2563 || currentBrandId == 2548 

|| currentBrandId == 17610 || currentBrandId == 124197 || currentBrandId == 2672 || 

currentBrandId == 145181 || currentBrandId == 460429 || currentBrandId == 305267 || 

currentBrandId == 455705 || currentBrandId == 306211 || currentBrandId == 2571){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate 

the request with " + BrandName + " for free standard installation of your new AC, if the 

order is placed between 5th-30th June 2018. " + BrandName + " authorized service 

partner will call you post-delivery of AC to schedule the installation.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 2556 || currentBrandId == 33282 || currentBrandId 

== 446035 || currentBrandId == 30 || currentBrandId == 350419 || currentBrandId == 

18489 || currentBrandId == 310844 || currentBrandId == 17543 || currentBrandId == 
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17600 || currentBrandId == 91051 || currentBrandId == 145182 || currentBrandId == 

2565){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call " + 

BrandName + " at " + brandmap1[currentBrandId] + " to schedule the installation of your 

new AC, if the order is placed between 5th June to 30th June 2018, standard installation 

charges will be reimbursed in form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 150176){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate 

the request with Lloyd for free standard installation of your new AC, if the order is placed 

between 5th-30th June 2018. Lloyd authorized service partner will call you post-delivery 

of AC to schedule the installation.  Please note: Brand doesn't provide installation 

support for Window AC. Please contact local service engineer to get the same 

done(Warranty will not be void). Standard installation charges (Rs.500) will be 

reimbursed to you within 15 days of delivery.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 126100){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call IFB at 

1800-3000-5678 to schedule free standard installation of your AC. Materials & services 
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are not covered in standard installation and will be charged extra.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 2578){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Samsung 

at 1800-4072-67864 to schedule the installation of your new AC. If the order is placed 

between 5th June-30th June 2018, standard installation charges will be reimbursed in 

form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery. Please note: Standard installation of 5 Star 

Air Conditioners and Wind-Free Air Conditioners models is provided free of cost by 

Samsung hence no cashback will be given by Paytm for such orders.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 124198){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Daikin at 

1800-102-9300 to schedule the installation of your new AC. If the order is placed 

between 5th June-30th June 2018, standard installation charges will be reimbursed in 

form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery. Please note: Standard installation of 

Inverter Air Conditioner models is provided free of cost by Daikin hence no Cashback 

will be given by Paytm for such orders.";

                }else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }
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            }else if(items[0].fulfillment_req.discoverability == "offline"){

        var brandmap2 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864","2563":"1800-315-9999/1800-180-

9999","2548":"1800-102-9999","124198":"1800-102-9300","17610":"1860-180-

4558","124197":"1800-425-4555","126100":"1800-3000-5678","2672":"1860-258-

4848","33282":"1800-209-5511","2571":"011-39889000","145181":"1800-209-

1177","460429":"1800-3000-0011","305267":"1800-425-7722","455705":"1800-3000-

0011","306211":"1800-3011-1111","2565":"1860-500-8286/1800-102-3999"};

        if(currentBrandId == 2572){

installationTxt = "Call Panasonic at 1800-103-1333 to schedule chargeable 

demo/installation of your new Air Conditioner.";

}else if(currentBrandId == 2578 || currentBrandId == 2563 || currentBrandId == 2548 || 

currentBrandId == 124198 || currentBrandId == 17610 || currentBrandId == 124197 || 

currentBrandId == 126100 || currentBrandId == 2672 || currentBrandId == 33282 || 

currentBrandId == 2571 || currentBrandId == 145181 || currentBrandId == 460429 || 

currentBrandId == 305267 || currentBrandId == 455705 || currentBrandId == 306211 || 
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currentBrandId == 2565){

installationTxt = "Call " + BrandName + " at " + brandmap2[currentBrandId] + " to 

schedule chargeable installation of your new Air Conditioner.";

}else if(currentBrandId == 150176){

installationTxt = "Call Lloyd at 1800-103-9485 to schedule chargeable installation of your 

new Air Conditioner. Please note: Brand doesn't provide installation support for Window 

AC. Please contact local service engineer to get the same done(Warranty will not be 

void)."; 

}else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

        }else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

-}}

{{=installationTxt}}

OCL iPaytm {{  

        var installationTxt;

    var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id;

    var BrandName = items[0].brand;
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            if((typeof items[0].fulfillment_req == 'undefined') || 

(items[0].fulfillment_req.discoverability == "online")) { 

                    var brandmap1 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864","2556":"1800-103-

8822","124198":"1800-102-9300","33282":"1800-209-5511","446035":"1800-1030-

107","30":"011-39404040","350419":"1860-258-3003","18489":"1800-425-

4322","310844":"022-40933100","17543":"1800-102-9705","17600":"011-

39404040","91051":"011-39404040/1800-224-484","145182":"1860-200-

1212","2565":"1860-500-8286/1800-102-3999"};

                if(currentBrandId == 2572 || currentBrandId == 2563 || currentBrandId == 2548 

|| currentBrandId == 17610 || currentBrandId == 124197 || currentBrandId == 2672 || 

currentBrandId == 145181 || currentBrandId == 460429 || currentBrandId == 305267 || 

currentBrandId == 455705 || currentBrandId == 306211 || currentBrandId == 2571){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate 

the request with " + BrandName + " for free standard installation of your new AC, if the 

order is placed between 5th-30th June 2018. " + BrandName + " authorized service 
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partner will call you post-delivery of AC to schedule the installation.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 2556 || currentBrandId == 33282 || currentBrandId 

== 446035 || currentBrandId == 30 || currentBrandId == 350419 || currentBrandId == 

18489 || currentBrandId == 310844 || currentBrandId == 17543 || currentBrandId == 

17600 || currentBrandId == 91051 || currentBrandId == 145182 || currentBrandId == 

2565){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call " + 

BrandName + " at " + brandmap1[currentBrandId] + " to schedule the installation of your 

new AC, if the order is placed between 5th June to 30th June 2018, standard installation 

charges will be reimbursed in form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 150176){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate 

the request with Lloyd for free standard installation of your new AC, if the order is placed 

between 5th-30th June 2018. Lloyd authorized service partner will call you post-delivery 

of AC to schedule the installation.  Please note: Brand doesn't provide installation 

support for Window AC. Please contact local service engineer to get the same 

done(Warranty will not be void). Standard installation charges (Rs.500) will be 
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reimbursed to you within 15 days of delivery.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 126100){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call IFB at 

1800-3000-5678 to schedule free standard installation of your AC. Materials & services 

are not covered in standard installation and will be charged extra.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 2578){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Samsung 

at 1800-4072-67864 to schedule the installation of your new AC. If the order is placed 

between 5th June-30th June 2018, standard installation charges will be reimbursed in 

form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery. Please note: Standard installation of 5 Star 

Air Conditioners and Wind-Free Air Conditioners models is provided free of cost by 

Samsung hence no cashback will be given by Paytm for such orders.";

                }else if(currentBrandId == 124198){

                    installationTxt = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Daikin at 

1800-102-9300 to schedule the installation of your new AC. If the order is placed 

between 5th June-30th June 2018, standard installation charges will be reimbursed in 

form of Cashback within 15 days of delivery. Please note: Standard installation of 
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Inverter Air Conditioner models is provided free of cost by Daikin hence no Cashback 

will be given by Paytm for such orders.";

                }else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

            }else if(items[0].fulfillment_req.discoverability == "offline"){

        var brandmap2 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864","2563":"1800-315-9999/1800-180-

9999","2548":"1800-102-9999","124198":"1800-102-9300","17610":"1860-180-

4558","124197":"1800-425-4555","126100":"1800-3000-5678","2672":"1860-258-

4848","33282":"1800-209-5511","2571":"011-39889000","145181":"1800-209-

1177","460429":"1800-3000-0011","305267":"1800-425-7722","455705":"1800-3000-

0011","306211":"1800-3011-1111","2565":"1860-500-8286/1800-102-3999"};

        if(currentBrandId == 2572){

installationTxt = "Call Panasonic at 1800-103-1333 to schedule chargeable 

demo/installation of your new Air Conditioner.";

}else if(currentBrandId == 2578 || currentBrandId == 2563 || currentBrandId == 2548 || 
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currentBrandId == 124198 || currentBrandId == 17610 || currentBrandId == 124197 || 

currentBrandId == 126100 || currentBrandId == 2672 || currentBrandId == 33282 || 

currentBrandId == 2571 || currentBrandId == 145181 || currentBrandId == 460429 || 

currentBrandId == 305267 || currentBrandId == 455705 || currentBrandId == 306211 || 

currentBrandId == 2565){

installationTxt = "Call " + BrandName + " at " + brandmap2[currentBrandId] + " to 

schedule chargeable installation of your new Air Conditioner.";

}else if(currentBrandId == 150176){

installationTxt = "Call Lloyd at 1800-103-9485 to schedule chargeable installation of your 

new Air Conditioner. Please note: Brand doesn't provide installation support for Window 

AC. Please contact local service engineer to get the same done(Warranty will not be 

void)."; 

}else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

        }else{ throw new Error("No Installation"); }

-}}

{{=installationTxt}}

OCL iPaytm {{    var DeliveryDate; 
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      var new_items=[];

      var txt;

      function formatDate(date){

          var a= new Date(date).toString();

          var b=a.split(" ");

          return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

      }

      if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

          DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

      } else { throw new Error("Not fetch Delivery date"); }

    for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

      if(!(items[i].custom_text1 & 33554432)&&!(items[i].custom_text1 & 67108864)) {

          new_items.push(items[i]);

      }
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      if((typeof business == 'undefined') && items[i].product.brand_id == 2578 && 

(items[i].product.category_id == 66780 || items[i].product.category_id == 66781 || 

items[i].product.category_id == 66782 || items[i].product.category_id == 66783)){ 

          txt ="Applicable cashback will be given after 10 days from the date of delivery of 

your product. ";

      }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && items[i].promo_description && 

items[i].promo_description !== undefined){ 

          txt = "Applicable cashback will be given within 24 hrs of shipment. ";

      }else{

          txt =""; 

      }

    }

      if(new_items.length){

          items=new_items;

      }else{

          throw new Error("Exchange Item only order");

      }  
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-}}

{{if(items[0].isPhysical){ 

}}Order Placed: We have received your order for {{=items[0].name}}{{ if(items.length > 1 

){ }} and {{=(items.length)-1}} more{{ } }}{{if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2 ){ }} 

item. {{ }else{ }} items. {{ } }}{{if(items.length == 1){ }}It will be delivered by 

{{=DeliveryDate}}. {{ } }}{{=txt}}{{if(channel_id == 'WEB 2'){ }} Enjoy up to 50% cashback 

on monthly groceries! http://ml.p-y.tm/ss1  {{ } }}{{ }else{ throw new Error("Not Mktplace 

Order"); } }}

OCL iPaytm {{    var DeliveryDate; 

      var new_items=[];

      var txt;

      function formatDate(date){

          var a= new Date(date).toString();

          var b=a.split(" ");

          return (b[0]+", "+b[2] +" "+b[1]);

      }
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      if(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date) {

          DeliveryDate = formatDate(items[0].fulfillment_delivery_date);

      } else { throw new Error("Not fetch Delivery date"); }

    for(var i=0 ; i <items.length ;i++){ 

      if(!(items[i].custom_text1 & 33554432)&&!(items[i].custom_text1 & 67108864)) {

          new_items.push(items[i]);

      }

      if((typeof business == 'undefined') && items[i].product.brand_id == 2578 && 

(items[i].product.category_id == 66780 || items[i].product.category_id == 66781 || 

items[i].product.category_id == 66782 || items[i].product.category_id == 66783)){ 

          txt =" Applicable cashback will be given after 10 days from the date of delivery of 

your product. ";

      }else if((typeof business == 'undefined') && items[i].promo_description && 

items[i].promo_description !== undefined){ 

          txt = " Applicable cashback will be given within 24 hrs of shipment. ";
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      }else{

          txt =""; 

      }

    }

      if(new_items.length){

          items=new_items;

      }else{

          throw new Error("Exchange Item only order");

      }  

-}}

Order Placed: We have received your order for {{=items[0].name}}{{ if(items.length > 1 ){ 

}} and {{=(items.length)-1}} more{{ } }}{{if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2 ){ }} 

item.{{ }else{ }} items.{{ } }}{{if(items.length == 1){ }} It will be delivered by 

{{=DeliveryDate}}. {{ } }}{{=txt}}

OCL iPaytm {{    if(payments[0].payment_method == 'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ 

  var refund_text1 = "We have initiated refund of Rs. ";

  var refund_text2 = " to your Paytm Postpaid account.";
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}else{

if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==1  ){

var refund_text1 = "Rs. "+context.refund[0].amount +" refunded to your "+( 

context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET"?("Paytm wallet for your return 

of"):(context.refund[0].gateway +" bank for your return of"));

var bal = extra.wallet_balance;

var refund_text2 =(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? ("Updated balance: Rs. "+ 

bal +" Queries: visit paytmmall.com/care."):(" Please check with your bank for details of 

credit to your account."));

}else if(context && context.refund && context.refund.length ==2){

var refund_text1 = "Rs. "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[0].amount : context.refund[1].amount) +" refunded to your Paytm wallet 

and Rs. "+(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? context.refund[1].amount :  

context.refund[0].amount) +
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" refunded to your "+ (context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? 

context.refund[1].gateway :  context.refund[0].gateway)+" bank for your return of";

var bal = extra.wallet_balance;

var refund_text2 =(context.refund[0].gateway == "WALLET" ? ("Updated balance: Rs. "+ 

bal +" Queries: visit paytmmall.com/care."):(" Please check with your bank for details of 

credit to your account."));  

}else{

var refund_text1 = "Refund of Rs. "+((items[0].custom_text3 && collectableAmount != 

grandtotal) ? grandtotal-collectableAmount : items[0].max_refund)+" for your return of";

var refund_text2 ="has been processed";

}

}

}}Refund initiated: {{ if((!items[0].custom_text3) || (items[0].custom_text3 &amp;&amp; 

collectableAmount != grandtotal)){ }}{{=refund_text1}} {{if(payments[0].payment_method 
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== 'PAYTM_DIGITAL_CREDIT'){ }}{{= payments[0].pg_amount}}{{ }else{ }}{{= 

items[0].name }}{{ } }} {{=refund_text2}}{{ if(!items[0].custom_text3) { }}.{{ } }}{{ } }}

OCL iPaytm

{{      var oprefname; 

         if (items[0].product.category_id == 101950)

           {

                  oprefname="Voucher Code"; 

            } else {  

                   oprefname="Operator Ref. Number";

             }

-}}

{{= items[0].name }} for Rs.{{= items[0].price }} was successful. {{ 

if(payments[0].order_id) { }}Paytm order id: {{= payments[0].order_id }}{{ } }}. 

{{=oprefname}} - {{=items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber}}. To 

top up your balance, visit any Add Value Machine at station # Paytmkaro

OCL iPaytm {{      var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "was" : "were");

        var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id; 

        var brandName = items[0].brand; 
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        var msg;

        var url;

        var lengthText;

        var countText;

        var itemName = items[0].name;

        var itemLength = (items.length - 1);

    if(items.length > 1 ){ 

        lengthText = " and "+ itemLength + " more ";

    }else{

        lengthText = "";

    }

    if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2 ){ 

        countText = "item ";

    }else{ 

        countText = "items ";
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    } 

    if(items[0].short_item_tracking_url && items[0].short_item_tracking_url != undefined){

        url = items[0].short_item_tracking_url;

    }else if(items[0].item_tracking_url && items[0].item_tracking_url != undefined){

        url = items[0].item_tracking_url;

    }else{

        url = "http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders";

    }

    if(items[0].product.category_id == 24837){

        var brandMap1 = {"17543":"Mitashi"};

        var brandMap2 = {"145182":"1860-200-1212","33282":"1800-209-

5511","91051":"1800-224-484","2572":"1800-103-1333","30":"011-

39404040","17610":"1800-208-1800","18260":"1800-266-1880","447319":"1800-3000-

8833","2556":"1800-103-8822","305267":"1800-425-7722","2579":"011-
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61644444","34531":"1800-209-1850","17543":"1800-102-9705"};

        var brandMap3 = {"2563":"LG"};

        var brandMap4 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864","2548":"1800-102-9999/1800-200-

9999","2672":"1860-258-4848","124197":"1860-599-4555"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate demo of 

your "+ brandName +" Refrigerator through brand service engineer. Demo visit shall be 

free of cost for Double Door Refrigerators & above and will be done within 2-4 business 

days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call "+ brandName +" at 

"+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to schedule demo for your new Refrigerator. Demo 

visit shall be free of cost for Double Door Refrigerators & above and will be done within 

2-4 business days after request of demo.";

        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate demo 
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request with LG on your behalf and you will be receiving service request number in sms 

on registered mobile number. Demo is not provided by the brand for Single Door 

Refrigerator as it is a Plug-and-Play product.";

        }else if(brandMap4[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Demo is not provided by 

the brand for Single Door Refrigerator as it is a Plug-and-Play product. We will facilitate 

demo of your "+ brandName +" Refrigerator through brand service engineer. You will be 

receiving confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours of 

delivery . Demo visit shall be free of cost for Double Door Refrigerators & above and will 

be done within 2-4 business days of product delivery.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 24838){
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        var brandMap1 ={"2563":"LG"};

        var brandMap2 ={"150176":"1800-103-9485","455705":"1800-3000-

0011","124198":"1800-102-9300","33282":"1800-209-5511","126100":"1800-3000-

5678","17610":"1800-208-1800","2565":"1860-500-8286"};

        var brandMap3 ={"124197":"1860-599-

4555","2672":"7971414848","145181":"1800-209-1177","306211":"1800-3011-

1111","2578":"1800-4072-67864","96329":"0120-4606060"};

        var brandMap4 ={"2548":"1800-102-9999/1800-200-9999"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your "+ brandName +" AC through brand service engineer. Standard 

Installation shall be chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business days of product 

delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call "+ brandName +" at 

"+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to schedule installation for your new AC. Standard 
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Installation shall be chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business days after request 

of installation or demo.";

        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your "+ brandName +" AC through brand service engineer. You will be 

receiving confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours of 

delivery. Standard Installation shall be chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business 

days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap4[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your Haier AC through brand service engineer. You will be receiving 

confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours of delivery.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }
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    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 24839){

        var brandMap1 ={"2563":"LG","17543":"Mitashi","9496":"Singer"};

        var brandMap2 ={"17543":"1800-102-9705","9496":"1800-103-3474"};

        var brandMap3 ={"18260":"1800-266-1880","2572":"1800-103-1333/1860-425-

1860","33282":"1800-209-5511","126100":"1800-3000-5678","17610":"1800-208-

1800","306211":"1800-3011-1111"};

        var brandMap4 ={"2578":"1800-4072-67864"};

        var brandMap5 ={"2548":"1800-102-9999/1800-200-9999"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate demo of 

your "+ brandName +" Microwave oven through brand service engineer. Demo visit shall 

be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call "+ brandName +" at 

"+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to schedule demo for your new Microwave oven. 
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Demo visit shall be chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business days after request 

of installation or demo.";

        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call "+ brandName +" at 

"+ brandMap3[currentBrandId] +" to schedule demo for your new Microwave oven. 

Demo visit shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days after request 

of installation or demo.";

        }else if(brandMap4[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate demo of 

your Samsung Microwave oven through brand service engineer. You will be receiving 

confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours of delivery. 

Demo visit shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days of product 

delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap5[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate demo of 

your Haier Microwave oven through brand service engineer. You will be receiving 

confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours of delivery. 
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Demo visit shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days of product 

delivery.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 24836){

        var brandMap1 = {"2563":"LG"};

        var brandMap2 = {"18260":"1800-266-1880","150176":"1800-103-

9485","2572":"1800-103-1333/1860-425-1860","306211":"1800-3011-

1111","33282":"1800-209-5511","126100":"1800-3000-5678","17610":"1800-208-

1800","455705":"1800-3000-0011","473833":"1800-22-7585","464234":"8010-800777"};

        var brandMap3 = {"168659":"7775911000","145182":"1860-200-

1212","2556":"1800-103-8822","91051":"1800-224-484","17543":"1800-102-

9705","2571":"1800-103-1000","2579":"011-61644444","34531":"1800-209-
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1850","18345":"081446-66999","30":"011-

39404040","161087":"18002701845","305267":"1800-425-7722","460429":"1800-3000-

0011"};

        var brandMap4 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864"};

        var brandMap5 ={"2548":"1800-102-9999/1800-200-9999"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will initiate demo 

request with LG on your behalf and you will be receiving service request number 

number in sms on registered mobile number. Demo is not provided by the brand for 

Semi Automatic Washing Machine as it is a Plug-and-Play product.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call "+ brandName +" at 

"+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to schedule demo for your new Washing Machine. 

Demo visit shall be free of cost for Fully Automatic Washing Machine and will be done 

within 2-4 business days after request of demo.";

        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){
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                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call "+ brandName +" at 

"+ brandMap3[currentBrandId] +" to schedule demo for your new Washing Machine. 

Demo visit shall be free of charge for Fully Automatic Washing Machine.";

        }else if(brandMap4[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Demo is not provided by 

the brand for Semi Automatic Washing Machine as it is a Plug-and-Play product. We will 

facilitate demo of your Samsung Washing Machine through brand service engineer. You 

will be receiving confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours 

of delivery. Demo visit shall be free of cost for Fully Automatic Washing Machine and will 

be done within 2-4 business days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap5[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Demo is not provided by 

the brand for Semi Automatic Washing Machine as it is a Plug-and-Play product. We will 

facilitate demo of your Haier Washing Machine through brand service engineer. You will 

be receiving confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours of 

delivery. Demo visit shall be free of cost for Fully Automatic Washing Machine and will 

be done within 2-4 business days of product delivery.";
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        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 24843){

        var brandMap1 = {"319688":"VW"};

        var brandMap2 = {"494217":"91-799-114-8344","2645":"91-799-114-

8344","150176":"1800-103-9485","2572":"1800-103-1333/1860-425-1860","2565":"1860-

500-8286","18489":"1800-425-4322","497245":"8750666618","2577":"1800-102-

0400","129291":"011-49053145","464234":"8010-800777"};

        var brandMap3 = {"354855":"Bush"};

        var brandMap4 = {"2563":"LG"};

        var brandMap5 = 

{"2573":"Philips","36121":"Ray","2583":"Sony","161087":"Weston","149997":"Activa","45

6365":"Daiwa","92176":"Murphy","472836":"Trigur","469453":"Wybor","81710":"TCL","35
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5809":"Ashford","488863":"Shinco","486164":"WILLETT","446475":"Nacson","483258":"

T.G.L","489318":"Bigtron"};

        var brandMap6 = {"2578":"1800-4072-67864","443959":"18001210108"};

        var brandMap7 = {"448130":"VU"};

        var brandMap8 ={"2548":"1800-102-9999/1800-200-9999"};

        var brandMap9 = {"18550":"MI"};

        var brandMap10 = {"507574":"Adsun","308950":"Inaya","508023":"Detel"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your VW Television through Authorized service engineer. Standard 

Installation shall be free of charge.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call "+ brandName +" at 

"+ brandMap2[currentBrandId] +" to schedule installation for your new Television. 

Standard Installation shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days after 

request of installation or demo.";
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        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your "+ brandName +" Television through brand service engineer. 

Standard Installation shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days of 

product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap4[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your LG Television through brand service engineer. Standard Installation 

shall be chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap5[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your " + brandName + " Television through our authorized service partner. 

Standard Installation shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days of 

product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap6[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your " + brandName + " Television through brand service engineer. You 
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will be receiving confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours 

of delivery. Standard installation shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 

business days of product delivery. In case of any issue, you can directly contact " + 

brandName + " customer care.";

        }else if(brandMap7[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your VU Television through brand service engineer. Standard Installation 

shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business days of product delivery. In 

case of any issue, you can directly contact VU customer care at 022-4541-7000.";

        }else if(brandMap8[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your Haier Television through brand service engineer. You will be 

receiving confirmation sms/call on your registered mobile number within 24 hours of 

delivery. Standard installation shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business 

days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap9[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Fill the url form https://mi.hatetowaitapp.com/online/tv to schedule 
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installation for your new Television. Standard Installation shall be free of cost and will be 

done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or demo. Please note that 

Standard Installation is free within 15 days from date of delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap10[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Installation support is not 

provided by the brand for " + brandName + " Television, please get the same done on 

chargeable basis through local service engineer or contact our authorized service 

partner for getting the same arranged on chargeable basis.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

    }
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}}{{=msg}}

OCL iPaytm {{      var itemText = (items.length == 1 ? "was" : "were");

        var currentBrandId = items[0].product.brand_id; 

        var brandName = items[0].brand; 

        var msg;

        var url;

        var lengthText;

        var countText;

        var itemName = items[0].name;

        var itemLength = (items.length - 1);

    if(items.length > 1 ){ 

        lengthText = " and "+ itemLength + " more ";

    }else{

        lengthText = "";

    }
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    if(items.length == 1 || items.length == 2 ){ 

        countText = "item";

    }else{ 

        countText = "items";

    } 

    if(items[0].short_item_tracking_url && items[0].short_item_tracking_url != undefined){

        url = items[0].short_item_tracking_url;

    }else if(items[0].item_tracking_url && items[0].item_tracking_url != undefined){

        url = items[0].item_tracking_url;

    }else{

        url = "http://ml.p-y.tm/myorders";

    }

    if(items[0].product.category_id == 38398){

        var brandMap1 ={"306211":"Carrier"};
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        var brandMap2 ={"2563":"LG"};

        var brandMap3 ={"18260":"Bosch"};

        var brandMap4 ={"126100":"IFB"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Carrier at 1800-3011-

1111 to schedule demo for your new Dishwasher. Demo visit shall be free of cost and 

will be done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or demo.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate demo of 

your "+ brandName +" Dishwasher through brand service engineer. Demo visit shall be 

chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Bosch at 1800-266-

1880 to schedule demo for your new Dishwasher. Demo visit shall be free of cost and 

will be done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or demo.";

        }else if(brandMap4[currentBrandId]){
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                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call IFB at 1800-3000-

5678 to schedule demo for your new Dishwasher. Demo visit shall be free of cost and 

will be done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or demo.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 30161){

        var brandMap1 ={"33282":"1800-209-5511","124197":"1860-599-

4555","17610":"1800-208-1800"};

        var brandMap2 = {"2563":"LG"};

        var brandMap3 = {"17581":"1800-110-303","2106":"011-49491515","18859":"1860-

200-3434","55005":"91-9278912345","97998":"1800-419-9399","298334":"1800-102-

8808","91817":"1860-210-1000","91819":"1800-258-5858"};
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        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call " + brandName + " at 

" + brandMap1[currentBrandId] + " to schedule installation for your new Electric Water 

Purifier. Standard Installation shall be free of cost and will be done within 2-4 business 

days after request of installation or demo.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. We will facilitate standard 

installation of your "+ brandName +" Electric Water Purifier through brand service 

engineer. Standard Installation shall be chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business 

days of product delivery.";

        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Installation support is provided by the " + brandName + " at free of cost 

basis only in selected cities. Please call " + brandName + " for more details at " + 

brandMap3[currentBrandId] + ". You can also get the product installed through local 

engineer/plumber on chargeable basis if brand service is not available in your city.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 
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successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 38399){

        var brandMap1 ={"126100":"IFB"};

        var brandMap2 ={"305267":"Koryo"};

        var brandMap3 ={"18260":"Bosch"}; 

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call IFB at 1800-3000-

5678 to schedule demo for your new Cloth Dryer. Demo visit shall be free of cost and 

will be done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or demo.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Koryo at 1800-425-

7722 to schedule demo for your new Cloth Dryer. Demo visit shall be free of cost and 

will be done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or demo.";
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        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Bosch at 1800-266-

1880 to schedule demo for your new Cloth Dryer. Demo visit shall be free of cost and 

will be done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or demo.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 30165){

        var brandMap1 ={"193706":"Crompton","467434":"ROBIN 

TEPER","327432":"Rahul"}; 

        var brandMap2 = {"49186":"1800-419-9399"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Installation support is not 
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provided by the brand, please get the same done on chargeable basis through local 

service engineer/plumber.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Luminous at 1800-

419-9399 to schedule installation for your new Voltage Stabilizer. Standard Installation 

shall be chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business days after request of 

installation or demo.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }

    }else if(items[0].product.category_id == 30725){

        var brandMap1 = {"2285":"Pigeon"};

        var brandMap2 = {"339660":"1800-103-2468","2924":"1800-102-

5963","17581":"1800-103-1313","47033":"1800-200-7577","3018":"1800-103-
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5963","13767":"1800-103-7574","17609":"1800-103-1300","461859":"1800-425-3333"};

        var brandMap3 = {"305267":"1800-572-5555","298326":"1860-425-

2288","9496":"1800-103-3474","17589":"1860-330-9999","17585":"1800-1033-111"};

        var brandMap4 = {"17598":"Pigeon"};

        var brandMap5 = {"2714":"Pigeon","20756":"Pigeon","2390":"Pigeon"};

        if(brandMap1[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Thank You for purchasing from Paytm mall. Call Pigeon at 1860-180-

3000 to schedule installation for your new Geyser. Standard Installation shall be 

chargeable and will be done within 2-4 business days after request of installation or 

demo.";

        }else if(brandMap2[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Installation support for Storage Geysers is provided by the " + 

brandName + " at chargeable basis only in selected cities. Please call " + brandName + 

" for more details at " + brandMap2[currentBrandId] + ". You can also get the product 

installed through local engineer/plumber on chargeable basis if brand service is not 

available in your city.";
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        }else if(brandMap3[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Installation support is provided by the " + brandName + " at chargeable 

basis only in selected cities. Please call " + brandName + " for more details at " + 

brandMap3[currentBrandId] + ". You can also get the product installed through local 

engineer/plumber on chargeable basis if brand service is not available in your city.";

        }else if(brandMap4[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Installation support is provided by the Maharaja Whiteline at free of 

cost basis only in selected cities. Please call Maharaja Whiteline for more details at 011-

4368-4999. You can also get the product installed through local engineer/plumber on 

chargeable basis if brand service is not available in your city.";

        }else if(brandMap5[currentBrandId]){

                msg = "Installation support is not provided by the brand, please get the same 

done on chargeable basis through local service engineer/plumber.";

        }else{

                msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

        }
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    }else{

        msg = "Delivered: " + itemName + lengthText + countText + itemText + " 

successfully delivered. More details at "+ url;

    }

}}{{=msg}}

OCL iPaytm

*{{ if( items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response && 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber) { }}{{= 

items[0].fulfillment.fulfillment_response.operatorRefNumber }}{{ } }}# is your Voucher 

code for successful Meter Recharge of Rs.{{= items[0].price }}. Please input this voucher 

code into your meter to get the credit.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
<#> $otp is your One Time Password (OTP) to verify your Mobile Number for Paytm 

Money. Valid till $validTill ID: nySgEXtNISN

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your SIP(s) of $amount are due today. Pay now on Paytm Money app to continue with 

your SIP(s) this month. Tap here to pay: https://www.paytmmoney.com/dl/upcoming-

investments

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Your payment of Rs.$amount in $scheme via $paymentMode is successful with Paytm 

Money.
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Paytm Money PAYTMM Your payment of Rs.$amount in $scheme is failed

Paytm Money PAYTMM Your payment of Rs.$amount in $scheme has been initiated with your $bank

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Your payment of Rs.$amount in $scheme via $paymentMode is failed. You can now 

reinvest in this scheme

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Congratulations! You are now KYC verified with Paytm Money for mutual fund 

investments. Start investing from today: http://pytm.my

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Hi $user.firstName, your KYC verification was rejected due to incorrect details 

submitted. Click here to resubmit the details: https://pytm.my/ts-k1

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Hi $user.firstName, your KYC verification with Paytm Money was rejected due to 

incorrect details submitted. Please resubmit correct details: 

https://www.paytmmoney.com/dl/profile

Paytm Money PAYTMM
<#> $otp is your One Time Password (OTP) to verify your Mobile Number for Paytm 

Money. Valid till $validTill ID: nySgEXtNISN

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Activate your NPS account by completing e-sign, failing to do this will freeze your NPS 

account. Finish now: http://pytm.my

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Hi $user.firstName, your NPS account verification was rejected due to incorrect details 

submitted. Click here to resubmit the details: https://pytm.my/ts-k1
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Paytm Money PAYTMM
Congratulations! Your account is verified with Paytm Money for NPS investments. Start 

investing from today: http://pytm.my

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Hi $user.firstName, your Auto Pay setup request has been rejected. Please visit the app 

for more details & try setting it up again

Paytm Money PAYTMM
{{=amount}} g 24K 99.99% Purity Gold of Rs{{=amount}} has been added. New Gold 

bal: {{=amount}} g.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Rs.{{=amount}} credited to your bank A/C for sale of {{=amount}}g of 24K 99.99% Purity 

Gold.Bank Txn# {{=Gold_txn_id}}. New Gold Bal: {{=amount}}g

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Paytm Gold worth Rs.{{=amount}} has been added to your {{=merchantName}} Gold 

locker as Goldback. Click http://m.p-y.tm/gpb to check updated Gold locker balance.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Gold worth Rs.{{=amount}} has been added to your Paytm Gold account by TicketNew 

Pvt Ltd. Your updated Gold balance is: {{=updatedGoldBalance}} g. Click m.p-y.tm/gpb 

to check Gold balance.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

You have successfully gifted {{=p2pGoldGrams}}g {{=purity}} Gold worth 

Rs.{{=p2p_gold_amount}} to {{=p2pGoldRecevierName}}, Ref No {{=GoldP2PRefNo}}. 

Your updated {{=merchant_name}} gold locker balance is {{=goldBalance}} g.

Paytm Money PAYTMM Congrats! You have received {{=p2pGoldGrams}} g {{=purity}} Paytm Gold worth 
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Rs.{{=p2p_gold_amount}}. Updated {{=merchant_name}} Gold balance is 

{{=goldBalance}} g. Click {{=Goldp2pReceiverLinkv2}} to view your gift

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Dear User, {{=p2pGoldSenderName}} was trying to send you Paytm Gold but couldn't 

send as you don't have Paytm account associated with this number. Create account 

here http://m.p-y.tm/BGG

Paytm Money PAYTMM
You have sent {{=Gold_p2p_quantity}}g of gold to {{=Gold_p2p_receiver}}.Gold txn 

ID:{{=Gold_txn_id}}. Your updated gold balance is {{=Gold_updatedbalance}}g.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

You have sent gold worth Rs.{{=Gold_p2p_value}} to {{=Gold_p2p_receiver}}.Gold 

transaction ID: {{=Gold_txn_id}}. Your updated Gold locker balance is 

{{=Gold_updatedbalance}} g.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Congrat! You have received {{=Gold_p2p_quantity}} g Gold. Updated gold balance is 

{{=Gold_updatedbalance}}g. Click http://m.p-y.tm/gpb to know more.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Dear {{=p2pGoldSenderName}}, Thank you for your gift of {{=p2pGoldGrams}} g Gold 

worth Rs.{{=p2p_gold_amount}}

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Congrats! You have received 24k Gold worth Rs.{{=Gold_p2p_value}} from 

{{=Gold_p2p_sender}} . Your updated Gold locker balance is {{=Gold_updatedbalance}} 

g. Click http://m.p-y.tm/gpb to know more.
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Paytm Money PAYTMM
Congrats! You have received {{=Gold_p2p_quantity}} g 24k Gold from 

{{=Gold_p2p_sender}}. Check Updated Gold Balance here http://m.p-y.tm/gpb

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Dear {{=p2pGoldSenderName}}, Thank you for your gift of {{=p2pGoldGrams}} g Gold 

worth Rs.{{=p2p_gold_amount}}

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Congratulations! You have received 24k Gold worth Rs.{{=Gold_p2p_value}} from 

{{=Gold_p2p_sender}} . Click http://m.p-y.tm/gpb to check your updated Paytm Gold 

locker balance.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
You have received {{=Gold_p2p_quantity}}g of gold from {{=Gold_p2p_sender}}. Click 

here http://m.p-y.tm/BGG to check your updated balance.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Congratulation! You have received gold worth Rs.{{=Gold_p2p_value}} from 

{{=Gold_p2p_sender}} . You can check your updated balance at http://m.p-y.tm/BGG

Paytm Money PAYTMM

We are unable to process your Gold savings plan due to invalid or missing saved card. 

Your Gold Savings plan will be disabled on 

{{=DisableDate}}. Visit https://paytm.com/digitalgold/sipmanage to update your card 

details.

Paytm Money PAYTMM Congrats! You have successfully set up your Gold Savings Plan . Your plan for 

Rs.{{=sipAmount}} will start from {{=startDate}}. View more details here. http://m.p-
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y.tm/gsip

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Congrats! You have successfully set up your Gold Savings Plan . Your plan for 

{{=sipWeight}}gm will start from {{=startDate}}. View more details here. http://m.p-

y.tm/gsip

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your installment of Rs. {{=sipAmount}} for Gold saving plan is scheduled on 

{{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}}. You can manage your Gold savings plan anytime from 

your Paytm App.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your installment of {{=sipWeight}}g for Gold saving plan is scheduled on 

{{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}}. You can manage your Gold savings plan anytime from 

your Paytm App.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your installment of Rs.{{=sipAmount}} for your Gold saving plan scheduled on 

{{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}} was successful. order ID:{{=sipOrderID}} Your updated 

gold balance is {{=updatedBalance}}g.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your instalment of {{=sipWeight}}g for your Gold saving plan scheduled on 

{{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}} was successful. order ID:{{=sipOrderID}}. Your updated 

gold balance is {{=updatedBalance}}g.

Paytm Money PAYTMM Your installment of Rs.{{=sipAmount}} for Gold saving plan was unsuccessful. Your next 
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instalment will be on {{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}}.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Your installment of {{=sipWeight}}g for Gold saving plan was unsuccessful. Your next 

instalment will be on {{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}}.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your installment of Rs.{{=sipAmount}} for Gold saving plan {{=sipLabel}}:{{=sipID}} 

scheduled on {{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}} failed today. The transaction will be retried 

tomorrow.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your installment of {{=sipWeight}}g for Gold saving plan {{=sipLabel}}:{{=sipID}} 

scheduled on {{=sipNextSubscriptionDate}} failed today. We will retry the transaction 

tomorrow.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your cashback of Rs.{{= cashbackAmount}} for Order:{{=orderId}} has failed due to your 

Paytm wallet limit breach for this month. Dont want to wait for Cashback ? You can now 

convert your cashback to 24k 999.9 pure gold Instantly. Click here: http://m.p-y.tm/gbcst

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Congratulations ! You have received Rs.{{=Goldback_amount}} 24K Gold in your Paytm 

Gold Locker as reward by XYZ COmpany. Updated Gold Balance 

{{=updated_balance}}g. Click http://m.p-y.tm/gpb to check your updated Gold locker 

balance.

Paytm Money PAYTMM We have added Rs.{{=amount}} worth of Gold in your Paytm Gold account against 
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{{=metadata}}. Read why Goldback instead of Cashback http://p-y.tm/zurf3EX9

Paytm Money PAYTMM
We have added Rs.{{=amount}} worth of Gold in your Paytm Gold account against 

{{=metadata}}. Your updated Gold balance is {{=updatedBalance}}.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Re.1 was transferred to your account {{=maskedAccountNumber}} for bank account 

validation. The remaining amount of Rs.{{=remainingAmount}} is credited to your 

account {{=maskedAccountNumber}}.

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Your Sell order# {{=order_id}} for Rs.{{=Amount}} placed on {{=Date}} has Failed due to 

{{=Reason}}. Please re-enter your bank details. Go to Paytm App>Gold>Locker>Click 

on failed order>Enter your bank details

Paytm Money PAYTMM

Payment Successful: Your payment on {{=physicalMerchantName}} for 

Rs.{{=goldWorth}} using Paytm Gold Balance is successful.{{ if(jewelleryTypeName) { }} 

Thanks for purchasing {{=jewelleryTypeName}} using Paytm Gold.{{ } }} Transaction ID- 

{{=txnID}}.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Payment Failed : Your payment on {{=physicalMerchantName}} for Rs. {{=goldWorth}} 

using Paytm Gold Balance has Failed.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Your transfer of {{=wtInGram}} g of gold to {{=merchantName}} has failed. Your gold 

balance will be added back to your gold locker within 4 hrs.Transcation ID-{{=txnID}}
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Paytm Money PAYTMM
You have received the payment from {{=customerMaskedNumber}} for Rs. 

{{=goldWorth}} using Paytm Gold Balance. Order no. {{=txnID}}

Paytm Money PAYTMM

{{=physicalMerchantName}} has accepted transfer of {{=wtInGram}}g of gold. 

Rs.{{=goldWorth}} will be deducted from your total bill. Thanks for purchasing 

{{=jewelleryTypeName}} using paytm gold. Transaction ID- {{=txnID}}.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
You have accepted the request of transfer of Rs.{{=goldWorth}} from 

{{=customerMaskedNumber}}. Transaction ID- {{=txnID}}

Paytm Money PAYTMM
{{=physicalMerchantName}} has rejected the transfer of {{=wtInGram}}g of gold worth 

Rs.{{=goldWorth}}. Transaction ID- {{=txnID}}

Paytm Money PAYTMM
You have rejected the request of transfer of Rs.{{=goldWorth}} from 

{{=customerMaskedNumber}}. Transaction ID- {{=txnID}}

Paytm Money PAYTMM
{{=customerMaskedNumber}} has requested transfer of Rs.{{=goldWorth}} for the 

purchase of the jewellery. Please accept or reject the transaction on UMP Panel.

Paytm Money PAYTMM
Thanks for purchasing {{=jewelleryTypeName}} using Paytm Gold at 

{{=physicalMerchantName}}. Transaction ID- {{=txnID}}.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, You will need to download Paytm First Games App to Use Your Bonus to Play 

Games & Win Paytm Cash. Install Now - <V1>
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OCL iPaytm

Download Paytm First Games App from - <V1>

- Win Up to 5 Cr. Paytm Cash Daily

- Assured Rs 50 Bonus Cash on Signup

OCL iPaytm
Rs. 20 has been credited in your Paytm First Games Bonus. Click <V1> to use this 

bonus, play games and win more Paytm Cash

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Get Up to Rs <V1> Lacs Paytm Cash Daily by Playing ur favourite games on Paytm 

FirstGames. Also, get Rs <V2> Signup bonus <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Get Up to Rs <V1> CRORE Paytm Cash Daily by Playing ur favourite games on Paytm 

First Games. Also, You can get Up to Rs <V2> bonus. <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Excited about <V1> vs <V2> match? Get Up to Rs. <V3>! Join the contest for <V4> vs 

<V5> match now & WIN Paytm Cash. Click- <V6> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Get Up to Rs <V1> Paytm Cash Daily on Paytm First Games by Playing Fantasy 

Cricket. Instant Withdrawal. Click- <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Get Up to Rs <V1> Paytm Cash Daily on Paytm First Games by Playing Fantasy 

Cricket. Join Mega contest of <V2> vs <V3>& Win. Click <V4> T&C

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Win <V1> Today! Create your team for <V2> vs <V3> for <V4> and Get <V5>. Install 
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Game Pind) now <V6> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Win Up to Rs <V1> Paytm Cash Daily by Playing ur Favourite Rummy Game on Paytm 

First Games. 100% Safe & handcrafted by Paytm. Install Now <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

<V1> Rummy Bonus Only For First Time Users. Use Promocode <V2> to Add Money & 

Get <V3> Bonus. Click Here- <V4> T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

<V1> Plays Which sport? Just Answer simple questions & Win Up to Rs <V2> Paytm 

cash daily. Install Now to Get Rs <V3> Signup Bonus. <V4> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Get Up to Rs <V1> Paytm Cash Daily by answering simple questions on Paytm First 

Games. Install Now & Get Rs <V2> Signup Bonus. Click <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, You have received Rs <V2> Paytm First Games Bonus. Use it to Play 

Games & win Paytm Cash. Install Now <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, You have received Rs <V2> Paytm First Games Bonus & it will Expire 

Soon. Use it to Play Games & win Paytm Cash. Install Now <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, Your Rs <V2> Bonus will Expire Soon. Use it to Play Games on Paytm First 

Games App and Win Paytm Cash. Install Now <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, Your Paytm First Games Bonus will Expire Soon. Use it to Play Games on 

Paytm First Games App and Win Paytm Cash. Install <V2> T&C
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, You have Received Bonus and it will expire soon. Use it to Play Games on 

Paytm First Games App and Win Paytm Cash. Install <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, Your Rs <V2> Paytm First Games Bonus will Expire Soon. Use it to Answer 

Simple Questions & Win Paytm Cash. Install Now <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, You have received Rs <V2> Paytm First Games Bonus. Use it to Answer 

Simple Questions & Win Paytm Cash. Install Now <V3> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, agar aap dhund rahe hain Real Cash Gaming app, toh abhi install karo 

Paytm First Games <V2> Aap ko milega FREE Rs.<V3> Bonus! T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear <V1>, If you are looking for a Real Cash Gaming app, download Paytm First 

Games app now <V2> You will also get Free Rs.<V3> Bonus! T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear User, Make your life Sweeter by Playing Mawana Sugar Quiz on Paytm 

FirstGames and Win Up to Rs <V1> Paytm Movie Voucher. Play Now <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Dear User, Rs <V1> Paytm Cash is waiting for You. Refer Your Friends on PaytmFirst 

Games and Get Up to Rs. <V2> Paytm Cash. Click Here: <V3> T&C.

OCL iPaytm
Hi, You will need to download Paytm First Games App to Use Your Bonus to Play 

Games & Win Paytm Cash. Install Now - <V1>

OCL iPaytm Download Paytm First Games App from - <V1>
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- Win Up to 5 Cr. Paytm Cash Daily

- Assured Rs 50 Bonus Cash on Signup

OCL iPaytm
Rs. 20 has been credited in your Paytm First Games Bonus. Click <V1> to use this 

bonus, play games and win more Paytm Cash

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

PFG Rummy Tips & Tricks: If you think your in hand cards are not good, Drop the game 

initially to save some points .Click <V1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

PFG Rummy Player! No cash required! Participate in our Freeroll Tournament & win 

cash up to Rs.<V1>.Click <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Hi, PFG Rummy Player. You think you got it? Prove it! Join our leaderboard & Win upto 

Rs.<V1>.Click <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

PFG Rummy Tips & Tricks: Discard high value cards as it causes more damage while 

ending the game or if the opponent declares. Click <V1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Have you tried our Freeroll Tournaments yet? No cash required. Join Now & Win up to 

Rs.<V1>.Click <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

This Leaderboard is for players like you! Top the charts & win cash upto Rs.<V1>.Click 

<V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Rummy Tips & Tricks: Arrange cards in set & sequence to save time while discarding or 
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Game Pind) declaring the game. Click <V1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Rummy Tables are missing you. Join our Freeroll Tournament & win upto Rs.<V1>.Click 

<V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Comback & Claim. Compete in our daily leaderboard & win up toRs.<V1>.Click <V2> 

T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Rummy Tips & Tricks: Practice & enhance your skills by playing on free rummy tables. 

Click <V1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Rummy Freeroll Tournament is calling! Join now & win upto Rs.<V1>. Hurry! Click <V2> 

T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Register a big win by conquering our daily leaderboard worth Rs.<V1>.Click <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Rummy Tips & Tricks: keep an eye on your opponent's discarded cards so you can 

discard without hesitation. Click <V1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

A win attracts more winnings. Join our Freeroll Tournament & win upto Rs.<V1>.Click 

<V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

It's your lucky day. Compete in our daily leaderboard & win upto Rs.<V1>.Click <V2> 

T&C
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Rummy Tips & Tricks: Play few games on low value table & build a positive winning 

streak. Click <V1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Our Rummy Freeroll Tournament is calling you. Join & win upto Rs.<V1>.Click <V2> 

T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Time to get up & prove who is the real rummy champ. Join daily leaderboard & win upto 

Rs.<V1>.Click <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

It's been a long time. Comback to join our Freeroll Tournament & win upto Rs.<V1> only 

on Paytm First Games.Click <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Your comback should be big. Join our Freeroll Tournament & win upto Rs.<V1> only on 

Paytm First Games. Click <V2> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Keep your winning streak ON!

Join Mega Contest of <V1> vs <V2> and win <V3> on Paytm First Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Today can be your day!

Join Mega Contest of <V1> vs <V2> and win <V3> on Paytm First Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Guaranteed <V5> BONUS!
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Game Pind) Invest <V6> in Head2Head Contest of <V1> vs <V2> and DOUBLE your money on 

Paytm First Games. 

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Win <V3> in <V1> vs <V2>!

Invest <V6> in Mega Contest and get GUARANTEED Bonus of <V5> on Paytm First 

Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

DOUBLE your money in <V1> vs <V2>!

Make your fantasy team in Head2Head Contests and win 2X on Paytm First Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Guaranteed <V5> BONUS!

Invest <V6> in Winner Takes All Contest of <V1> vs <V2> and 5X your money on Paytm 

First Games. 

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)

PFGAME 5X your money in <V1> vs <V2>!

Make your fantasy team in Winner Takes All Contests and win big on Paytm First 

Games.
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Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

<V1> vs <V2> was cancelled and your entry fee was refunded!

Join the next match of <V5> vs <V6> and Win BIG on Paytm First Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

FLASH SALE starts now!

Join Mega Contest in <V1> vs <V2> and get <V3> on Paytm First Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Win <V3> in <V1> vs <V2>!

Invest <V6> in Mega Contest and get GUARANTEED Bonus of <V5> on Paytm First 

Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Your bonus is about to expire!

Claim your bonus now on Paytm First Games.

Click <V4>. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

The Best Way To Earn Cash Is Here!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash ! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( PFGAME The <v1> Contest is about to start, Don't miss your chance to grab Rs. <v3> Paytm 
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Game Pind) Cash. Click <v2> to play T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Exciting Games & New Contests Every hours. Join <v1> and win Paytm Cash. Click 

<v2> to play T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Play and win. New Battles are waiting for you. Join <v1> and win Paytm Cash & Exciting 

Voucher. Click <v2> to play T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Compete with live players! Defeat your opponent in <v1> and Win  Paytm Cash 

instantly. Click <v2> to play T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Crazy about Cash? So are we! Hurry, Click <v1> and Win UNLIMITED PAYTM CASH. 

Click <v2> to Play T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Congratulations you have won <v1> in your Bonus Wallet. Play and win Real Paytm 

Cash . Click <v2> to Play . T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Play Cash Games with V3 winnings from your bonus Wallet  on V1 and win Paytm Cash 

. Click V2 to Play . T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Continue your winning Streak. Join <v1> and win Exciting Vouchers and Paytm Cash . 

Click <v2> to Play T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Here is a chance to win big and cover all your losses . Play <v1> and win Big . Click 

<V2> to Play T&C
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

We have missed you . Here is a chance to win upto <V1> Paytm Cash . Clcik <V2> to 

Play . T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Did you know, You can <V3> in <V1> Game to Win. Click <V2> to Play T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Confident about your game. Play <V1> Game and win unlimited Paytm Cash. Click 

<V2> to Play. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Ready for a challenge? Play Beat your rival and win paytm cash. Click <V2>  to play . 

T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Breaking News : New <V1> Game Launched . compete and win unlimited Paytm Cash . 

Click <V2> to play. T&c

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

The <V1> Contest is about to End, Make Sure you are in the winnign list. Click <V2> to 

Play. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Compete with live players! The game is about to start, Don't miss your chance to grab 

Rs. V1 Paytm Cash instantly. Click V2 to play T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Tighten your belt! The PaytmFirst quiz starts soon. Don't miss your chance to get 

GUARANTEED Paytm Cash for all correct answers. Click V1 T&C

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Hurry!! The first-ever Paytmfirst Live quiz is here. Don't miss your chance to grab 
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Game Pind) Unlimited Paytm Cash instantly. Click V1 T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Hurry! V1% of entries have won yesterday. You could be next. Don't miss your chance 

to grab Unlimited Paytm Cash instantly. Click V2 T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Crazzzy Deal! Khelo aur Jeeto V1 ka V2 abhi. Just answer V3 question & grab the 

winning prize daily. Click V4 Now! T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Ab Khelo aur Jeeto V1 ka V2! Just answer one simple question & win prizes daily Click 

V3 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Win GUARANTEED Rs V1 Instantly. Who is the current coach of Indian cricket team? 

Answer simple questions like this & win. Hurry Click V2 T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Spin the wheel and get the deal @ PaytmfirstGames. Get set go for the guaranteed 

Paytm cash. Click here V1 to play & win now. T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't lose hope! Sure shot winnings, Spin the Wheel at Paytmfirst and earn Guaranteed 

Paytm Cash. Play more win more. Click V1 T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Try something more interesting with less investment!! Spin the wheel at Paytmfirst and 

earn Paytm cash guaranteed. Click V1 to play T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Spin the Wheel to Winnings! Play now on Paytm First Games & win guaranteed Paytm 

cash. Click V1 now. T&C apply.
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't lose hope! Sure shot winnings, Spin the Wheel at Paytmfirst and earn Guaranteed 

Paytm Cash. Play more win more. Click V1 T&C Apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Congrats on winning! Now try your hand at Spin the Wheel. Play & win guaranteed 

Paytm cash. Click V1 now. T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Now play PTB to win Rs.V1 Paytm Cash instantly. Play with Real-Players in Real-Time 

here. Click V2 T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

PLAY MORE WIN MORE! Play V1 and V2 your money up to Rs.V3 multiple times with 

live players, by answering simple questions Click V4 T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Like Playing Games? Play & Win UNLIMITED PAYTM CASH now! Play V1&V2 your 

money up to Rs.V3 multiple times! Click V4 T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Win UNLIMITED PAYTM CASH now every day! Play V1 and V2 your money up to 

Rs.V3 multiple times by answering simple questions Click V4 now. T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Getting Paytm Cash is easy now! Play our exciting V1 game and get instant Paytm cash 

in few mins. Click V2 to win now! T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Crazy about Cash? So are we! Hurry, Click V1 and Win UNLIMITED PAYTM CASH. 

T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Get MAXIMUM PROFIT in V1 this season. A chance to win Rs.V2 Paytm Cash every 
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Game Pind) time! Hurry Don't miss the chance. Click V3 T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Grab the golden opportunity!! Win GUARANTEED Rs V1 & Free Entry to Rs V2 Pool 

Amount Daily. Click V3 to play & win now.T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Win GUARANTEED Rs V1 & Free Entry to Rs V2 Pool Amount Daily. Don't miss this 

golden chance Play more win more Click V3 to play & win T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't lose hope! Win GUARANTEED Rs V1 & Free Entry to Rs. V2 Pool Amount Daily. 

Don't miss this chance Play more win more Click V3 T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Redeem yourself with the GK Quiz. Play & win guaranteed Rs.V1 + Free Entry to Rs.V2 

Pool amount daily. Click V3 T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Winners take it all. Play the GK Quiz & win guaranteed Rs.V1 + Free Entry to Rs.V2 

Pool amount daily. Click V3 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Now Win Rs V1 daily! Show your cricket knowledge Answer simple questions & win 

Paytm Cash. Click here V2 to play & win T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Congrats!! Now Win Rs V1 daily! Show your cricket knowledge Answer simple questions 

& win Paytm Cash. Click here V2 to play & win T&C.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't lose hope!Now Win Rs V1 daily! Show your cricket knowledge Answer simple 

questions & win Paytm Cash. Click here V2 to play. T&C
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Are you a Cricket Expert? Test your knowledge & answer simple questions to win Rs.V1 

daily. Click V2 to play now T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

This one's for the winners. Play the Cricket Expert Quiz & win Rs.V1 daily. Click V2 to 

play now. T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't lose hope, there's more to win! Play the Cricket Expert Quiz & win Rs.V1 daily. 

Click V2 to play now. T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

How much do you know your city? Play the City Quiz on Paytm First Games & Win Rs. 

V1 Paytm Cash.Click V2 & Play Now T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Take pride in knowing your city! Play the City Quiz on Paytm First Games & Win Rs.V1 

Paytm Cash.Click & Play Now V2 T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

What's the Buzz? Play the Paytm First Buzz Quiz & Win Instant Paytm Cash. Hurry, 

don't miss! Click V1 to play now.T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Hi Winnner!! Play Buzz quiz at PaytmFirst & Get a chance to win Instant Paytm Cash 

Click here V1 to play & win now.T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't lose hope! Sure shot winnings, Play Buzz Quiz at Paytm First with live player & 

win instant cash. Click V1 for Play .T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( PFGAME BUZZ this In! Play the Paytm First Buzz Quiz & win instant Paytm cash. Don't miss out, 
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Game Pind) click V1 to play now. T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Continue your winning streak! Play the Paytm First Buzz Quiz & win instant Paytm 

Cash. Hurry, don't miss. Click V1 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

There's more to win! Play the Paytm First Buzz Quiz & win instant Paytm Cash. Hurry, 

don't miss. Click V1 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Go with the flow @Tic Tac Toe & Win Up to Rs. V1 Daily! Click here V2 to play & win 

now.T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

V1 players won cash yesterday & you can too! Play Tic Tac Toe & win up to Rs.V2 daily. 

Tap now V3 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Hey champ, you can win up to Rs.V1 next. Just play the Tic Tac Toe quiz to win. Click 

V2 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Tic Tac Toe your way to winning up to Rs.V1 daily! Click V2 to the play the quiz & win. 

T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

There's so much more to win! Now play Tic Tac Toe & win up to Rs.V1 daily. Tap V2 

T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Play the Paytm First Paisa Vasool Quiz & Win Instant Paytm Cash. Hurry, don't miss! 

Click here V1 to play now.T&C apply
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Hey champ, you can win instant Paytm Cash next. Just play the Paisa Vasool Quiz to 

win. Click V1 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

There's so much more to win! Now play the Paisa Vasool Quiz & win instant Paytm 

Cash. Tap V1 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Karo Pura Paisa Vasool! Play the quiz & win instant Paytm Cash. Don't miss out, click 

now V1 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Wanna win instant Paytm Cash? Just play the Paisa Vasool quiz & win instantly. Click 

V1 T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

This one is for all Bollywood fans! Play the Bollywood Quiz & Win guaranteed Rs.V1 & 

Free Entry to the Rs.V2 pool amount. Click V3 T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

WIN Rs V1 Paytm Cash. Play Jackpot V2 Quiz & Answer few questions to win Rs. V3 

Paytm Cash. Hurry. Click V4 now. T&C Apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Winning an iPhone is as easy as playing this game! Just play Spin the Wheel on Paytm 

First Games & win a brand new iPhone. Click <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Newsflash: Gaming Can Win You Money! Get guaranteed Cash by playing simple & fun 

games, only on Paytm First Games. Try now, click <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Your Mobile Recharge is on Us! Redeem your Paytm First Games points to grab 
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Game Pind) exciting mobile recharge vouchers. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Become the Master of <v2>! Play this addictive game and win exciting prizes. Try now 

<v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Your love for cricket can make you RICH. Make your team for Fantasy Cricket & Win 

mega Cash Prizes. Join now, click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Compete & Win in a game of <V2> on Paytm First Games & Win exciting Paytm Cash. 

Play now, click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Is It Rummy O' clock yet? It ALWAYS is! Play now on Paytm First Games & win Paytm 

Cash worth Lakhs. Hurry! Click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Tussi jaa rahe ho? Tussi na jao! You still have Bonus in your account. Play <v2> on 

Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Easy Games, Big Cash Prizes!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 

the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Check Out These Fun & Easy Games. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Wanna Know What Points Can Do For You? Try now <v1> T&C apply
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games & Win Up To Rs. 10 Crores!! Click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Looks Like You're Already Winning Cash.Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN 

Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Remember The <v2> ? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Check Out These Fun & Easy Games. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Easy Player vs Player Games For You. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME The Best Way To Earn Cash Is Here!! Grab right now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

These Games Are So Much Fun! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash 

on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME <v2>! Remember The Game? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( PFGAME The Best Way To Earn Cash Is Here!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 
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Game Pind) Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME <v2> ! Remember The Game? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Carry Your Amazing Winning Streak! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Wanna Know How To Win Cash? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Play <v2>& Win Paytm Cash Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 

the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Let's See What Your Fortune Holds For You! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN 

Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Turn Your Points To Paytm Cash! Grab right now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play <v2>& Win Paytm Cash. Play right now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

We Are Your Official Fortune Tellers!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games With Your Points & Win Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Here Are The Most Rewarding Games!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Wanna Try Your Hands At <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Wheel Of Fortune Awaits You!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 

the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play with Points & Win Paytm Cash!! Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME What Will You Choose? <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Wheel Of Fortune Awaits You. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 

the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games With Points & Win Paytm Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( PFGAME The Best Place To Play <v2>. Try now <v1> T&C apply
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Game Pind)

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Love To Read Your Fortune? Check This Out. Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

We've Got More Winnings For You!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME This Game Can Make You Win Cash!! Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Try This Ulimate <v2> Game. Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Carry Your Amazing Winning Streak! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Let's Take You Down The Memory Lane . Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Are you a Pro at  <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Carry Your Amazing Winning Streak! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Gone Are The Days Of Pencils & Papers. Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't Miss This Super Cool Game. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games & Win Up To Rs. 10 Crores!! Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME This Easiest Game Can Make You Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play This Game & Win Paytm Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME What Will You Choose? <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Try This Ultimate Game!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on the 

app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Gone Are The Days Of Pencils & Papers. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN 

Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Winning an iPhone is as easy as playing this game! Just play Spin the Wheel on Paytm 
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Game Pind) First Games & win a brand new iPhone. Click <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Newsflash: Gaming Can Win You Money! Get guaranteed Cash by playing simple & fun 

games, only on Paytm First Games. Try now, click <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Your Mobile Recharge is on Us! Redeem your Paytm First Games points to grab 

exciting mobile recharge vouchers. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Become the Master of <v2>! Play this addictive game and win exciting prizes. Try now 

<v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Your love for cricket can make you RICH. Make your team for Fantasy Cricket & Win 

mega Cash Prizes. Join now, click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Compete & Win in a game of <V2> on Paytm First Games & Win exciting Paytm Cash. 

Play now, click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Is It Rummy O' clock yet? It ALWAYS is! Play now on Paytm First Games & win Paytm 

Cash worth Lakhs. Hurry! Click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Tussi jaa rahe ho? Tussi na jao! You still have Bonus in your account. Play <v2> on 

Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Easy Games, Big Cash Prizes!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 

the app! <v1> T&C
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Check Out These Fun & Easy Games. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Wanna Know What Points Can Do For You? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games & Win Up To Rs. 10 Crores!! Click <v1> T&C apply.

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Looks Like You're Already Winning Cash.Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN 

Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Remember The <v2> ? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Check Out These Fun & Easy Games. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Easy Player vs Player Games For You. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME The Best Way To Earn Cash Is Here!! Grab right now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( PFGAME These Games Are So Much Fun! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash 
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Game Pind) on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME <v2>! Remember The Game? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

The Best Way To Earn Cash Is Here!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME <v2> ! Remember The Game? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Carry Your Amazing Winning Streak! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Wanna Know How To Win Cash? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Play <v2>& Win Paytm Cash Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 

the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Let's See What Your Fortune Holds For You! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN 

Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Turn Your Points To Paytm Cash! Grab right now, click <v1> T&C apply
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play <v2>& Win Paytm Cash. Play right now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

We Are Your Official Fortune Tellers!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games With Your Points & Win Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Here Are The Most Rewarding Games!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Wanna Try Your Hands At <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Wheel Of Fortune Awaits You!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 

the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play with Points & Win Paytm Cash!! Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME What Will You Choose? <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Wheel Of Fortune Awaits You. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on 
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Game Pind) the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games With Points & Win Paytm Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME The Best Place To Play <v2>. Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Love To Read Your Fortune? Check This Out. Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

We've Got More Winnings For You!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME This Game Can Make You Win Cash!! Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Try This Ulimate <v2> Game. Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Carry Your Amazing Winning Streak! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Let's Take You Down The Memory Lane . Try now <v1> T&C apply
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Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Are you a Pro at  <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Carry Your Amazing Winning Streak! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Gone Are The Days Of Pencils & Papers. Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Don't Miss This Super Cool Game. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm 

Cash on the app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play Games & Win Up To Rs. 10 Crores!! Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME This Easiest Game Can Make You Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME Play This Game & Win Paytm Cash. Grab now, click <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME What Will You Choose? <v2>? Try now <v1> T&C apply

Paytm Games ( PFGAME Try This Ultimate Game!! Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN Paytm Cash on the 
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Game Pind) app! <v1> T&C

Paytm Games ( 

Game Pind)
PFGAME

Gone Are The Days Of Pencils & Papers. Play <v2> on Paytm First Games & WIN 

Paytm Cash on the app! <v1> T&C
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Date of Registration: March 21, 2020

 

MTNL

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION AS PRINCIPAL ENTITY

 

Unique Entity ID: 1501601290000011395

Based on information furnished through application form, One97 Communications Limited with

Registered Office at B-121, Sector-5, Noida,Gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh,

201301,Noida,Uttar Pradesh-201301 has been registered as Principal Entity .

 

This Entity Registration is subject to the Terms and Conditions as Specified in “The Telecom

Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018” and guidelines to Principal

Entities specified by MTNL.

 

This registration is valid for one (1) year from the date of registration unless revoked earlier.

 

*This Certificate is system-generated and do not require any signature

ANNEXURE P-10
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Date of Registration: Feb. 4, 2020

 

MTNL

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION AS PRINCIPAL ENTITY

 

Unique Entity ID: 1501697340000010461

Based on information furnished through application form, PAYTM PAYMENTS BANK LIMITED with

Registered Office at 136, 1st Floor, Devika Tower, Nehru Place, New Delhi -

110019,Delhi,Delhi-110019 has been registered as Principal Entity .

 

This Entity Registration is subject to the Terms and Conditions as Specified in “The Telecom

Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018” and guidelines to Principal

Entities specified by MTNL.

 

This registration is valid for one (1) year from the date of registration unless revoked earlier.

 

*This Certificate is system-generated and do not require any signature

ANNEXURE P-11
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Date of Registration: Feb. 4, 2020

 

MTNL

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION AS PRINCIPAL ENTITY

 

Unique Entity ID: 1501727770000010477

Based on information furnished through application form, Paytm E-Commerce Private Limited with

Registered Office at 136,First Floor,Devika Tower,Nehru Place,New

Delhi-110019,Delhi,Delhi-110019 has been registered as Principal Entity .

 

This Entity Registration is subject to the Terms and Conditions as Specified in “The Telecom

Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018” and guidelines to Principal

Entities specified by MTNL.

 

This registration is valid for one (1) year from the date of registration unless revoked earlier.

 

*This Certificate is system-generated and do not require any signature

ANNEXURE P-12
749
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Date of Registration: Feb. 5, 2020

 

MTNL

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION AS PRINCIPAL ENTITY

 

Unique Entity ID: 1501720150000010613

Based on information furnished through application form, Paytm First Games Private Limited with

Registered Office at 136, 1st floor,Devika Tower,Nehru Place,New Delhi -

110019,Delhi,Delhi-110019 has been registered as Principal Entity .

 

This Entity Registration is subject to the Terms and Conditions as Specified in “The Telecom

Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018” and guidelines to Principal

Entities specified by MTNL.

 

This registration is valid for one (1) year from the date of registration unless revoked earlier.

 

*This Certificate is system-generated and do not require any signature
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LIST OF FRAUDULENT MESSAGE HEADERS THROUGH 
WHICH FRAUDULENT MESSAGES (INCLUDING ATTEMPTS 
TO DEFRAUD) HAVE BEEN MADE TO CUSTOMERS OF THE 

PETITIONERS AND THEIR GROUP COMPANIES

Note: The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 
details have been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in 
the complaints made to them for action. They have been removed 
from the present table in the interest of data privacy.

SenderID
/header

Name 
of 

Telco

Reported 
Date Message Received Status

BR-
BPAYTM BSNL 4-Nov-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
PYSAFE BSNL 4-Nov-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
PAYKYC BSNL 8-Nov-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
PAYYTM BSNL 10-Nov-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
PAYKYC BSNL 16-Nov-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
PATKYC QTL 20-Nov-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
PYMTMB

BSNL 21-Nov-
2019

Not reported by 
customer

Report to 
respective 

ANNEXURE P-13
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Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
PTKYCK QTL 29-Nov-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
IMPYMT BSNL 9-Dec-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
IPYTM BSNL 9-Dec-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
PTKKYC BSNL 11-Dec-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
PTKKYC BSNL 12-Dec-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
IPYTEM BSNL 12-Dec-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
PTKKYC BSNL 12-Dec-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QPPAYK
YT QTL 14-Dec-

2019
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BK-
PYTKYC

BSNL 21-Dec-
2019

Not reported by 
customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
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not 
reported to 
be blocked

BWKYCP
YT BSNL 6-Jan-

2020
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
IPAYTM BSNL 7-Jan-

2020
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AD-Alerts Airtel 20-Feb-
2020

PAY ,TM
Dear PAY ,TM 

customer your KYC 
has been 

suspended. To 
verified PAY ,TM 

KYC call 
9641448729 

immediately. Your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hours.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
SSVMRT QTL 21-Feb-

2020

Dear PAY-TM 
customer your PAY-

TM account 
suspended office 
ph-9334182352 

Your account will be 
blocked within 

24Hrs thank you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BHUPDA
TE BSNL 24-Feb-

2020

Dear Pytm customer 
your Pytm KYC has 
been suspended. 

Call Pytm Office PH. 
6295308932 

immediately. Your 
account will block 

within 24hrs. Thank 
you Pytm team.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

MD-Alerts MTNL 24-Feb-
2020

PTM
Dear ptm customer 
your KYC has been 

suspended. To 
verified Ptm KYC 
call 6287743951 

immediately. Your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hours.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW- BSNL 24-Feb- Dear PTM Customer Blocked by 
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808080 2020 Your PTM eKYC 
Has Been Expire 
Today Plz Call 

Customer Care No 
6297739109 

immediately Your 
PTM Account hold 
24hrs THANK YOU 

PTM

Telco

VM-
044220

Vodafo
ne

25-Feb-
2020

Dear PATYM 
Customer Your 
Patym KYC has 

been expire today 
Plz call customer 
care number no. 

8927902406 
immediately Your 
PATYM Account 

Block 24Hrs THAN 
YOU PATYM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
KYCPTM

Vodafo
ne

26-Feb-
2020

Dear Patym 
Customer Your 
Patym has been 

hold in today's 100% 
KYC please 

contacts Patym 
office 

Ph:8389924725 
thanks Your Patym 
blocks within 24hr

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
340609

Vodafo
ne

26-Feb-
2020

Dear paytm 
customer your KYC 

has been 
suspended.To 

Verified Paytm kyc 
call 7029764881 

immediately.account 
will be blocked 
within 24 hours

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
PAYSMS QTL 27-Feb-

2020

Your PYTM KYC 
Has Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care No.:- 
8537992765 

Immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AD-
660330 Airtel 27-Feb-

2020
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

CP-
PAYKCC

VMIPL 28-Feb-
2020

Your PYTM KYC 
Has Been Expired. 

Report to 
respective 
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Contact Customer 
Care No.:- 

6294082775 
Immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
PACAMS BSNL 28-Feb-

2020

Paytm
Dear Customer Your 

Paytm Kyc Has 
Been Expire Please 
Contact Customer 

Care No-
7699828594 

Immediately Your 
Paytm Account Will 
Be Blocked Within 

24hrs.

Blocked by 
Telco

50532 Unreco
gnize

28-Feb-
2020

PAYTM
Dear paytm 

customer your KYC 
has been 

suspended.To 
Verified Paytm kyc 
call 8346054668 

immediately.account 
will be blocked 
within 24 hours

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BA-
MYINFO BSNL 29-Feb-

2020

Dear PTM customer 
your PTM wallet 
eKYC has been 

expire today please 
call customer care 

no 8250918026 your 
PTM account will 

block 24hr's Thank 
You

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

CP-
PAYSMS VMIPL 29-Feb-

2020

Your PYTM KYC 
Has Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care No.:- 
9749131464 

Immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
WEBSMS BSNL 29-Feb-

2020

Dear PAY TM 
account customer 

your KYC has been 
suspended. To 

verified KYC call 
7865861608 

immediately. Your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hours.

Blocked by 
Telco

QP- QTL 1-Mar- Dear PYTM Report to 
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610430 2020 customer your 
PYTM KYC has 

been 
suspended.PYTM 

office PH 
7001278291 

Immediately.Your 
account will block 
within 24hr.Thank 
you PYTM team

respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

CP61043
0 VMIPL 1-Mar-

2020

Dear PYTM 
customer your

PYTM KYC has 
been 

suspended.PYTM 
office PH 

6289445982
Immediately.Your 
account will block 
within 24hr.Thank 
you PYTM team

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
UPDATE BSNL 3-Mar-

2020
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
PYMKYC BSNL 3-Mar-

2020

Dear paytm 
customer your 
paytmkyc has 

expired contact 
customer care No-

7679587053 
immediately. Your 

account will be block 
within 24 hr. thank 
you paytm team

Blocked by 
Telco

AX-
060540 Airtel 5-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9083388741 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
PAYSMS

Vodafo
ne

6-Mar-
2020

Your PYTM KYC 
has been expired. 
Contact Customer 

care no.:-
6294082775 

Immediately. Your 
account will block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM- Vodafo 6-Mar- Dear PATYM Report to 
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044136 ne 2020 customer your 
PATYM eKYC has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9382304850 

immediately your 
PATYM account will 
block 24hr's Thank 

you

respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AX-
060539 Airtel 7-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9433723916 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BL-Alertz BSNL 7-Mar-
2020

PAYTM Dear paytm 
customer your KYC 

has been 
suspended.To 

Verified Paytm kyc 
call 6289934519 

immediately.account 
will be blocked 
within 24 hours

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BRPACA
MS BSNL 7-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
Paytm Kyc Has 

Been Expire Please 
Contact Customer 

Care No-
8389072969 

Immediately Your 
Paytm Account Will 
Be Blocked Within 

24hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AX-
060538 Airtel 7-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9608883661 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AX-
060533 Airtel 7-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8388859705 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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VM-
NVPTNA

Vodafo
ne

8-Mar-
2020

Dear pyatm 
customer your kyc 

has been 
suspended contact 
customer care PH 

8389041315 
immediately your 

account will be block 
with in 24 hr THANK 

YOU\

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
SVMART BSNL 9-Mar-

2020

Hello sir your P-A-Y-
T-M KYC has been 
suspended please 
contact customer 

care with in 24hr PH 
6290042043 

immediately thank 
you P-A-Y-T-M

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
TESTIN QTL 9-Mar-

2020

PAY,,TM Dear 
pay,,tm customer 

your KYC has been 
suspended. To 

VerfiedPay,,tm KYC 
call 8389043448 

immediately. Your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hours.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
IPPKCC BSNL 9-Mar-

2020

Your P@YTM KYC 
Has Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care No.:- 
7908655676 

Immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Blocked by 
Telco

BRSVMA
RT BSNL 11-Mar-

2020

Hello sir your P-A-Y-
T-M KYC has been 
suspended please 
contact customer 
care with 24hr PH 

7439234963 
immediately thank 

you P-A-Y-T-M

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
ALERTZ BSNL 11-Mar-

2020

Dear customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8388859705 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
PACAMC

BSNL 11-Mar-
2020

Paytm
Dear Customer Your 

Blocked by 
Telco
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Paytm Kyc Has 
Been Expire Please 
Contact Customer 

Care No-
9691139673 

Immediately Your 
Paytm Account Will 
Be Blocked Within 

24hrs

BH-
TETSMS BSNL 11-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PYATM KYC has 
been expire toady 

please call customer 
care No 

6289491344 
immediately your 
PYATM account 

blocked 24hrs thank 
you

Blocked by 
Telco

BR-
PACDHM BSNL 11-Mar-

2020

Paytm Dear 
Customer Your 
Paytm has been 

expire please 
contact customer 

care no- 
9144070319 

immediately your 
paytm account will 
be blocked within 

24hrs.

Blocked by 
Telco

BP-
352064 BSNL 12-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 6294197574 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Blocked by 
Telco

BA-
NITINS BSNL 13-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PYATM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 6289567646 

immediately your 
PYATM account 
blocked 24 hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
ALERT

Vodafo
ne

13-Mar-
2020  

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH- BSNL 13-Mar- Dear customer Your Blocked by 
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ALERTZ 2020 PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8514067587 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you

Telco

BH-
SMARTC BSNL 13-Mar-

2020

PYTM Dear 
Customer your 

pytmkyc has been 
expire please 

contact customer 
care no-

9433348220 
immediately your 

pytm account will be 
blocked within 

24hrs.

Blocked by 
Telco

BH-
PACDHM BSNL 13-Mar-

2020

PYTM
Dear Customer Your 
PytmKyc Has Been 

Expire Please 
Contact Customer 

Care No-
9433348220 

Immediately Your 
Pytm Account Will 
Be Blocked Within 

24hrs.

Blocked by 
Telco

BZALERT
Z BSNL 13-Mar-

2020

Dear customer your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8389849762 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
IYTMTT BSNL 13-Mar-

2020

PAY2TMKYC has 
been expired. I have 

been asked to 
contact Customer 

care on 
8346932895. 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AX-
060536 Airtel 14-Mar-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KYC has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care 7908372953 
immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you.

Blocked by 
Telco

BP- BSNL 15-Mar- Paytm dear Report to 
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080001 2020 customer your wallet 
KYC is suspended. 
To resume service 
call 8637810509 

immediately. Thanks

respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
Suprot QTL 15-Mar-

20

Hello customer, 
Your P YTM 

account KYC is 
expired &B!locked 
today. Please call 

customer care: 
7044335115 

Regards, P YTM TE 
M

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

DZ-
ALERTZ

Unreco
gnize

16-Mar-
20

Not reported by 
customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
VERITM BSNL 16-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
PAY/TMKYC has 
been expiered, its 

will be bl0cked your 
within 24 hours, 
Please contact 

customer !care ph... 
8537035951 

immdiately to verify.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
INFORM BSNL 17-Mar-

20

Dear Customer Your 
PYATM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8343881622 

immediately your 
PYATM account 
blocked 24 hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
PACDHM BSNL 17-Mar-

20

Pytam dear
customer your 

pytamkyc has been 
expire please 

contact customer 
care no –

8389085856 
immediately Your 

Pytam Account will 
be blocked within 24 

hrs”

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR-
COLGRE

BSNL 17-Mar-
20

Dear user your 
Payt'm A/C e kyc 
has been expired 

call immediately for 
verification. A/c will 
be blocked within 

Blocked by 
Telco
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24hr Payt'm 
customer care ph 

8388090596

BX-
622122 BSNL 17-Mar-

20

PAYTM Dear Paytm 
customer your KYC 

has been 
suspended to 

vedifiedpaytm KYC 
call 6264660086

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
uALERT QTL 17-Mar-

20

Hello Customer, 
Your P ytm account 

KYC is expired 
&B!locked today. 

Please call 
customer care : 

8389076530 
Regards, P ytm TE 

M

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

DW-
MYINFO

Unreco
gnize

17-Mar-
20

Not reported by 
customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
AATOTM BSNL 17-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
PYTMKCY has 

been expired, It's 
will be bl0cked 
within 24 hour, 
please contact 

customer care ph.. 
7547092933 

immediately to verify

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
ALRETZ QTL 18-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
ePATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8388990290 

immediately your 
ePATYM account 

blocked 24 hrs 
thanks you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

JD-
CGUIDE Jio 18-Mar-

20

PAY,,TM Dear 
pay,,tm customer 

your KYC has been 
suspended. To 

VerfiedPay,,tm KYC 
call 8388893716 

immediately. Your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hours.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
pALert

QTL 18-Mar-
20

Hello Customer, 
Your P YTM 

account KYC is 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
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expired &B!locked 
today. Please call 
customer care : 

8101114056 
Regards, P YTM T 

EM

not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
EXPERT BSNL 18-Mar-

20

Dear Customer your 
PATYM Documents 

has been 
suspended. Patym 

office PH 
8388057360 call 

immediately. Your 
account will blocked 

within 24 hrs. 
Thankyou Patym 

team

Blocked by 
Telco

BH-
EKESMS BSNL 18-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care 9641921608 
immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24hrs 
THNK YOU

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
PACDHM QTL 18-Mar-

20

Paytm dear 
customer your 

paytm has been 
expire please 

contact customer 
care no- 

8389085856 
immediately your 

paytm account will 
be blocked within 

24hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BWANKP
PK BSNL 19-Mar-

20

Your P@YTM KYC 
Has Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care No.:- 
6290430296 

Immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
TSTReg QTL 19-Mar-

20

Hello customer, The 
kyc of your P YTM 
account is expired 
&B!locked today. 

Call  customer care 
;8389980161 

Regards, P YTM TE 
M

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-vptnnt BSNL 19-Mar-
20

Dear customer your 
PATMKCY! Has 

Blocked by 
Telco
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been expired! It's 
will be bl0cked 
within 24 hour, 
please contact 

customer care ph.. 
9382055235 

immediately to verify

QP-Alerts QTL 19-Mar-
20

Dear Customer Your 
ePATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 7319128045 

immediately your 
ePATYM account 

blocked 24 hrs 
thanks you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AD-
620406 Airtel 19-Mar-

20

P A Y T M dear 
customer your wallet 
KYC is suspended. 
To resume service 
call 7449661520 

immediately. Thanks

Blocked by 
Telco

VK-
PALERT

Vodafo
ne

19-Mar-
20

Dear customer your 
Patym documents 

has been 
suspended. Patym 

office PH 
8101783405 call 

immediately. Your 
account will blocked 

within 24 hrs. 
Thankyou Patym 

team

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
pUpdte QTL 20-Mar-

20

Hello Customer, 
Your P YTM 

account KYC is 
expired &B!locked 
today. Please call 
customer care : 

8389997646 
Regards, P YTM T 

EM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
IEPTPP BSNL 20-Mar-

20

Dear Customer your 
PATMKCY! Has 
been expired! It's 
will be bl0cked 
within 24 hour, 
please contact 

customer care ph.. 
8685315884 

immediately to verify

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
REMNDR

QTL 21-Mar-
20

Hello Customer, 
Your P YTM 

account KYC is 
expired &B!locked 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
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today. Please call 
customer care : 

9064676848 
Regards, P YTM TE 

M

reported to 
be blocked

VM-
040601

Vodafo
ne

21-Mar-
20

Not reported by 
customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
IPPSMS QTL 21-Mar-

20
Not reported by 

customer

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
PWALET QTL 22-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
p@ytm wallet 

document has been 
suspended to 

resume service call 
8391935751 

immediately thanks.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
KPOINT BSNL 22-Mar-

20

Hello Customer, 
Your _PAYTM_ 

Acccount is expired 
& Blocked Today. 

Please complete full 
verification call 
customer care : 

9330159424 
Regard, _PAYTM_ 

TEAM

Blocked by 
Telco

VM-
747006

Vodafo
ne

25-Mar-
20

Dear customer your 
PAYTM KYC has 
been expire today 

please call customer
care no 9749639554 

immediately your 
paytm account will 

be blocked within 24
hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
EXPERT BSNL 25-Mar-

20

Dear User, Your 
Paytm K-Y-C has 
been suspended. 

Call us @ 
7029011529 

immediately. Your 
account service will 
be blocked within 24 

hrs. Thankyou

Blocked by 
Telco

BP-
IPATYM

BSNL 25-Mar-
20

Dear User, Your 
Paytm K-Y-C has 
been suspended. 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
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Call us @ 
7074308293 

immediately. Your 
account service will 
be blocked within 24 

hrs. Thankyou

not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
CHKONE BSNL 25-Mar-

20

Dear Customer your 
ePaytm KCY has 

been expire today. 
Please call 

customer care no 
7866813369 

immediately your 
ePaytm account 
blocked 24hrs 

thanks you

Blocked by 
Telco

BH-
MYINFO BSNL 25-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
PTM KCY has been 
expire today please 
call customer care 

no 8617801327 
immediately your 

PTM account 
suspen 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Blocked by 
Telco

BH-
PTTKYC BSNL 26-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
paytm KYC has 
been suspended 
paytm office PH 

8343037670 
account will block 
within 24 hr thank 

you paytm. 

Blocked by 
Telco

BP-
747147 BSNL 27-Mar-

20

Dear Patym 
customer your 

patym KYC has 
been expire today 
Plz call customer 
care number no. 

7908578733 
immediately Your 
PATYM Account 

Block 24Hrs THAN 
YOU PATYM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
VIDUAL BSNL 27-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
PTM KCY has been 
expire today please 
call customer care 

no 7001290628 
immediately your 

PTM account 
suspen 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
TESTIN

Vodafo
ne

29-Mar-
20

Dear customer your 
p@ytm wallet 

Report to 
respective 
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document has been 
suspended to 

resume service call 
+918389090098 

immediately thanks.

Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZEKES
MS BSNL 29-Mar-

20

Dear customer your 
PATYM KCY haas 
been expire please 
call customer care 

8927531368 
immediately your 
PATYM account 
blocked 24 hrs 
THNAK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VD-
ANYONE

Vodafo
ne

29-Mar-
20

Dear Customer your 
KYC has been 

suspended. 
callPYTM office PH 

8388825482 
immediately. Your 
account will block 
within 24hr. Thank 

you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
ANYONE QTL 30-Mar-

20

Dear Customer your 
KYC has been 

suspended. 
callPYTM office PH 

8389076530 
immediately. Your 
account will block 
within 24hr. Thank 

you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
TETSMS BSNL 30-Mar-

20

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8707085180 

immediately your 
PATYM account 

suspen 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Blocked by 
Telco

BL-
CLSSMS BSNL 30-Mar-

20

Dear pyatm 
customer your kyc 

has been 
suspended contact 
customer care PH 

7047448005 
immediately your 

account will be block 
with in 24 hr THANK 

YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
WEBSMS

BSNL 30-Mar-
20

Dear paytm 
customer your KYC 

has been 
suspended.To 

Blocked by 
Telco
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Verified Paytm kyc 
call 8918737218 

immediately.account 
will be blocked 
within 24 hours

BW-
NITINS BSNL 31-Mar-

20

Dear PYTM 
Customer Your 

PYTM Account has 
been expired Today 

Please call 
Customer care 

number 
8388061301

Blocked by 
Telco

BZ-
VIDUAL BSNL 31-Mar-

20

Dear Customer Your 
PTM KCY has been 
expire today please 
call customer care 

no 8101558787 
immediately your 

PTM account 
suspen 24 hr 
THNAK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VD-
SOMINF

Vodafo
ne

31-Mar-
20

PY,TM WE WILL 
HOLD YOUR 

PY,TM AMOUNT 
AFTER SOMETIME 
COMPLETE YOUR 
PY,TM KYC PY,TM 

OFFICE PH 
8346842959

Blocked by 
Telco

VK-
459159

Vodafo
ne

31-Mar-
20

PAYiTM dear 
customer your wallet 
KYC is suspended. 
To resume service 
call 6294164330 

immediately. Thanks

Blocked by 
Telco

VM-
SMSSMS

Vodafo
ne

01-Apr-
20

Dear customer you 
patm KYC has been 

expired contact 
customer car NO:- 

8388058920 
immediately .YOU R 

account will 
suspended within 24 

hr

Blocked by 
Telco

BZ-
TESTSM BSNL 01-Apr-

20

Dear Customer Your 
PYATM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 7001290628 

immediately your 
PYATM account 

suspen 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BR- BSNL 02-Apr- Dear Customer Your Blocked by 
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SUCHNA 20 PTM KCY has been 
expire today please 
call customer care 

no 8388097220 
immediately your 

PTM account 
suspen 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Telco

BH-
EXPERT BSNL 03-Apr-

20

Dear User, Your 
PATYM Documents 

has been 
suspended. Call 

us@ 7866895959 
immediately. Your 

service will stopped 
within 24hrs. 

Thankyou

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
TETSMS QTL 03-Apr-

20

Dear Customer Your 
PTM KCY has been 
expire today please 
call customer care 

no 7981653987 
immediately your 

PTM account 
suspen 24 hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AD-
CHPSMS Airtel 04-Apr-

20

Dear peytm 
customer your 

account has been 
suspended contact 
customer executive 
MOB. 8918737218 
immediately your 
ACCOUNT will be 
block with in 1DAY 

THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
TETSMS BSNL 04-Apr-

20

Dear Customer Your 
PATYM KCY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9134076315 

immediately your 
PATYM account 
suspen 24 hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
INFTEC

Vodafo
ne

05-Apr-
20

Dear Customer Your 
P T M eKYC has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9134076315 
immediately your P 

T M account 
Blocked 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM- Vodafo 05-Apr- Dear P A Y T M Report to 
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VMRTSP ne 20 customer your 
K.Y.C has been 

suspended 
customer care no. 

9433727696 
immediately your 

account will be block 
after 24 hrs thanks

respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
PUBSMS QTL 05-Apr-

20

P@ytm Dear 
customer your wallet 
KYC is suspended 
To resume service 
call 8609799425 

immediately. Thanks

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
INFTEC QTL 06-Apr-

20

Dear customer your 
PTM KCY has been 
expire today please 
call customer care 

no 6294164330 
immediately Your 

PTM account 
suspen 24 hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
INFTCH BSNL 07-Apr-

20

Dear Customer Your 
P T M eKYC has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8388985281 
immediately your P 

T M account 
Blocked 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
SNDSMS QTL 07-Apr-

20

Hello customer, 
Your p yt"m account 

KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocked 

today. Call customer 
care : 8389833396 

Regards P 
yt"mTe#m

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP61043
0 QTL 08-Apr-

20

Dear customer your 
KYC has been 

suspended.callPYT
M office PH 
8509068261 

Immediately.Your 
account will block 
within 24hr.Thank 

you. 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
QPTKYM

Y

QTL 08-Apr-
20

KYC has been 
suspended 

customer care no is
-7029983029. 

Immediately your 
account is will be 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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block after 24hr 
thanks 

CP-
QPTKMY VMIPL 08-Apr-

20

Dear P A Y TM 
customer your 

K.Y.C has been 
suspended 

customer care no:- 
7029983029 

immediately your 
account will block 
after 24hr thanks

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BG-
TEXSMS BSNL 08-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P A Y T M K Y C 
has been expire 
today please call 
customer care no 

7866026931 your P 
A Y T M has been 

block 24hrs THANK 
YOU P TM TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
DRHPAM BSNL 08-Apr-

20

Paytm dear 
customer your 

paytm KYC has 
been expired please 

contact customer 
no. 8388992887 
immediately your 

paytm account will 
be blocked within 

24hrs.

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
SMSSMS QTL 08-Apr-

20

Dear Paytm 
customer Your 

paytm has been kyc 
expired in today's 
palace contacts 
Paytm office ph. 

9861670964 thanks 
your paytm blocks 

within 24hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
VIDUAL BSNL 09-Apr-

20

Dear Customer Your 
P Y TM K C Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9832066209 

your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs 

THANK YOU P Y T 
M TEAM

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
PAYINF

QTL 10-Apr-
20

Hello Customer, 
Your P@yt"m 

account KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocked 

today. Call @ 
Customer care : 

7866048002 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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Regards, 
P@ytm"mte#m

AD-
TXTSMS Airtel 11-Apr-

20

Dear Customer Your 
P T M has been 

expire today please 
call customer care 

no 9905160601 your 
P T M has been 

block 24hrs THANK 
YOU P T M TEAM

Blocked by 
Telco

BW-
INFTEH BSNL 11-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P A Y T M K Y C 
has been expire 
today please call 
customer care no 

8660345987 your P 
A Y T M has been 

block 24hrs THANK 
YOU P TM TEAM

Blocked by 
Telco

VM-
PTQMQM

Vodafo
ne

11-Apr-
20

Dear P A Y T M 
customer your 

K.Y.C has been 
suspended 

customer care no. 
8391090074 

immediately your 
account will be block 
after 24 hrs thanks

Blocked by 
Telco

BW-Notify BSNL 11-Apr-
20

Dear Customer your 
P.team KYC has 
been suspended. 

Call us 8389923651 
immediately. Your 

account will be 
blocked within 24 
hrs. Thank you.

Blocked by 
Telco

BW-
NOTICE BSNL 12-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P.team KYC has 
been suspended. 

Call us 9093944847 
immediately. Your 

account will be 
blocked within 24 
hrs. Thank you.

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-
PVRPPK QTL 13-Apr-

20

Your iP@ytm KYC 
Has been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

care no.: 
7679124927 

Immediately. Your 
account will be block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QPALER
TS

QTL 13-Apr-
20

Dear Payteam 
customer your kyc 

has been 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
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suspended office 
PH 8509354460 

account will be block 
with in 24 hrs thank 

you

not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
TESTIN BSNL 14-Apr-

20

Hello Customer, 
Your P@yt"m 

account KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocked 

today. Call @ 
Customer care : 

6295197542 
Regards, 

P@ytm"mte#m

Blocked by 
Telco

AD-
INFOPT Airtel 14-Apr-

20

Dear Payteam 
customer your kyc 

has been 
suspended office 
PH 7908689363 

Thank You

Blocked by 
Telco

MD-
TESTIN MTNL 14-Apr-

20

Hello Customer, 
Your P@yt"m 

account K!!Y!!C is 
exp!red&Bl!ocked 

today. Call @ 
Customer care 
6295197542 

Regards, 
P@yt"mTe#m

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
INFOPT QTL 14-Apr-

20

Dear Payteam 
customer your KYC 

has been 
suspended office 
PH 8388990290 
account will block 

with in 24hrs thank 
you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
MELIUS QTL 17-Apr-

20

Dear customer Your 
PA"YTM KYC has 

been expired. 
Contact customer 

care no. 
8389855352 

immediately. Your 
account will block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
KQDSMS BSNL 17-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
PATY'M KC'Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care 8927531368 
immediately your 
PATY'M account 
blocked 24 hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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BP-
TESTBK BSNL 17-Apr-

20

dear customer your 
P Y T M K CY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

8512913646 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs THANK 
YOU  P A Y M 

TEAM

Blocked by 
Telco

BZ-
INSTNT BSNL 17-Apr-

20

Dear customer your 
kyc has been 

deactivated office 
PH 8388913542 
Payteam account 
will block with in 
24hr thank you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
IKEYAC BSNL 17-Apr-

20

Dear user, Your 
QIPAYTM Account 

well be close 24 hrs. 
Just contact us 
@6289814964, 

Thank you 
QIPAYTM Team.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
SMSCMS QTL 18-Apr-

20

Dear customer Your 
PA"YTM KYC has 

been expired. 
Contact customer 

care no. 
8514067947 

immediately. Your 
account will block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BASMPQ
KS BSNL 18-Apr-

20

Dear customer you 
PT M KYC has been 

expired contact 
customer care 

number 
8388909473 

immediately. You 
account will 

suspended within 24 
hr.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
612089 QTL 18-Apr-

20

Dear customer, your 
Paytm, '(k-y-c)' has 
been suspended. 
Call 08328755473 
immediately your 

account service will 
blocked within 24 

hrs. Thankyou Team 
Paytm

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VD-
INFTEH

Vodafo
ne

18-Apr-
20

dear customer your 
P Y T M K CY has 
been expire today 

Blocked by 
Telco
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please call customer 
care no. 

8514927936 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs THANK 
YOU  P A Y M 

TEAM

QP-
INFTEH QTL 19-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K  Y C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care number 

7866036830 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs Thank 
you P Y T M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
FOXGLV BSNL 19-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K  Y C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care number 

9641418613 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs Thank 
you P Y T M TEAM

Blocked by 
Telco

BT-
TSTBKS BSNL 19-Apr-

20

dear customer your 
P Y T M K CY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

7865867098 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs THANK 
YOU  P A Y M 

TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
TSTBKS

Vodafo
ne

19-Apr-
20

dear customer your 
P Y T M K CY has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

8391937784 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs THANK 
YOU  P A Y M 

TEAM

Blocked by 
Telco

BP-
IALERT BSNL 20-Apr-

20

Dear customer your 
P Y T M iKYC has 

been expired. 
Please contact 

customer care no. 
call 9064029348 
immediately your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hrs.

Blocked by 
Telco
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AD-
SMSCMS Airtel 20-Apr-

20

Dear customer your 
PA"YTM has been 
expired. Contact 

customer care no. 
9123710184 

immediately. Your 
account will be block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AX-
FOXGLV Airtel 20-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K  Y C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care number 

8388875840 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs Thank 
you P Y T M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
DUHPAM

Vodafo
ne

20-Apr-
20

Paytm Dear Paytm 
customer Your 

Paytm KYC has 
been expired please 
contact customer no 

9091225573 
immediately your 

paytm account will 
be blocked within 24 

hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
BUSNSS BSNL 21-Apr-

20

Dear Pyatm user 
your account has 
been suspended 
contact customer 

executive ph 
7047448005 

immediately your 
account will be 

blocked after 24 hrs 
thank you

Blocked by 
Telco

VK-
INFTCH

Vodafo
ne

21-Apr-
20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K C Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8388913542 

your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs 

THANK YOU P Y T 
M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
FOXGLV

Vodafo
ne

22-Apr-
20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K  Y C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care number 

6297718934 your P 
Y T M has been 

block 24 hrs Thank 
you P Y T M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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VM-
SMSCMS

Vodafo
ne

22-Apr-
20

Dear customer your 
PA"YTM has been 
expired. Contact 

customer care no. 
7866049128 

immediately. Your 
account will be block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
Notisc BSNL 22-Apr-

20

dear customer your 
PTEAM KYC has 
been suspended. 

Call us 
@8918048553 

immediately. Your 
account will blocked 
within 24 hrs. Thank 

you

Blocked by 
Telco

BT-
SMSBKS BSNL 23-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K C Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 6296541722 

your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs 

THANK YOU P Y T 
M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BT-
INFTCH BSNL 23-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K C Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 7866841259 

your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs 

THANK YOU P Y T 
M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
INFTCH

Vodafo
ne

23-Apr-
20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K C Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 7439097997 

your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs 

THANK YOU P Y T 
M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
IPYTME

Vodafo
ne

23-Apr-
20

Dear customer your 
P Y T M iKYC has 

been expired. 
Please contact 

customer care no. 
call 8392002928 
immediately your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH- BSNL 23-Apr- Dear customer your Blocked by 
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SMSCMS 20 PA"YTM has been 
expired. Contact 

customer care no. 
9641750612 

immediately. Your 
account will be block 

within 24 hrs.

Telco

QP-
THAKRI QTL 24-Apr-

20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K C Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8350077291 

your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs 

THANK YOU P Y T 
M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
SVINFO BSNL 25-Apr-

20

Dear customer your 
KYC has been 

suspended patyam 
office ph 

8249160550 
Patyam will be block 
within 24hrs thank 

you

Blocked by 
Telco

VM-
SMSBKS

Vodafo
ne

25-Apr-
20

Dear Customer your 
P Y T M K C Y has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9534006031 

your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs 

THANK YOU P Y T 
M TEAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BA-TestID BSNL 25-Apr-
20

Dear PA"YTM 
customer your 

PA"YTM K-Y-C has 
been suspnded call 
PA"YTM office no 

8389014775 
immediately your 
account blocked 

within 24hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-Inform QTL 26-Apr-
2020

Dear customer, 
Your Pyteam K'Y'C 

has been 
Suspended. please 
call customer care 

no 9641036832 your 
Pyteam account will 

be bl0cked within 
24hrs. Thank you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
SMSNMS

QTL 26-Apr-
20

Dear Customer Your 
P"Y,T'M K"Y"C has 

been expired. 
Contact Customer 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
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care no. 
7908904322 

immediately. Your 
account will bl0ck 

within 24 hrs.

reported to 
be blocked

AD-Inform Airtel 26-Apr-
20

Dear customer your 
Pyteam K'Y'C has 

been 
suspended.totad 

please call customer 
care no 8513089592 

your Pyteam 
account will be 
blocked within 

24hrs. Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
SMSBMS QTL 26-Apr-

20

Dear customer Your 
P"Y,T"M K"Y"C Has 
Been Exppire. Con-
tact Customer Care 

no:-8391031835 
immediately. Your 
account will Bl0ck, 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
UPDATE

Vodafo
ne

27-Apr-
20

Dear PA"YTM 
customer your 

PA"YTM K-Y-C has 
been suspn-ded call 

PA"YTM office 
phone no. 

7439361279 
immediately your 
account blocked 

within 24 hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
SMSMMS QTL 27-Apr-

20

Dear customer Your 
P"YTM K"Y"C Has 

Been Exppired. 
Contact Customer 

care no:- 
6296821647 

immediately. Your 
account will Bl0ck 

within 24hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
SMSCCS QTL 27-Apr-

20

Dear customer Your 
P"YTM K"Y"C Has 

Been Exppired. 
Contact Customer 

care no:- 
8328755473 

immediately. Your 
account will Bl0ck 

within 24hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BA-
SMPQKS

BSNL 27-Apr-
20

Dear customer you 
PT M KYC has been 

expired Contact 
Customer care NO:- 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
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8617061697 
immediately . YOU 

account will 
suspended within 24 

hr

reported to 
be blocked

BH-
UITMLR BSNL 27-Apr-

20

Dear User, Your 
PIPAYTM A.P.P 

well be Close 24hrs. 
JUST Contact 

us@6289814964, 
Thank you 

PIPAYTM Team.

Blocked by 
Telco

BWPKTY
MC BSNL 29-Apr-

2020

Dear Coustomer 
Your pyt"m' Kyc has 

been 
Suspended.call 

us@9749445847 
immediately. Your 

account will blocked 
within 24hrs. Thank 

you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
PKTYMC BSNL 29-Apr-

2020

Dear Coustomer 
Your pyt"m' Kyc has 

been 
Suspended.call 

us@9875645208 
immediately. Your 

account will blocked 
within 24hrs. Thank 

you

Blocked by 
Telco

QP-Notice QTL 29-Apr-
2020

Dear Coustomer 
Your PTEAM Kyc 

has been 
Suspended.call 

us@8388993427 
immediately. Your 

account will blocked 
within 24hrs. Thank 

you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
SMSCMS BSNL 30-Apr-

2020

Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

7439181023 
immediately your 
P.YATM account 

suspen 24hrs 
THANKU YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
ONLINE

BSNL 30-Apr-
2020

Dear Patyam 
customer your KYC 

has been 
suspended patyam 

office PH 
8250520959 acount 

Blocked by 
Telco
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will block within 24hr 
thank you

BPINFIN
D BSNL 30-Apr-

2020

Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

7439181023 
immediately your 
P.YATM account 

suspen 24hrs 
THANKU YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BT-
CLASMS BSNL 30-Apr-

2020

Dear pya'tm 
customer your 

ACC0UNT has been 
suspended contact 
customer executive 

pH 8345062669 
immediately your 
ACC0UNT will be 
BL0CKED after 24 

hr THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

MD-
ONLINE MTNL 30-Apr-

2020

Dear customer your 
Patyam KYC has 
been suspended 
patyam office PH 

7029788845 acount 
will block with in 
24hr thank you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
INFIND BSNL 30-Apr-

2020

Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

8391885993 
immediately your 
P.YATM account 

suspen 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
INFIND BSNL 1-May-

2020

Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

9608209016 
immediately your 
P.YATM account 

suspen 24hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QPINFOR
M

QTL 2-May-
2020

Dear customer, your 
P-team KYC has 
been suspended. 

Call us 8388838356 
immediately. Your 

account will be 
bl0cked within 24 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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hours. Thank you.

BZ-
SMSSSM BSNL 2-May-

2020

Dear customer Your 
P-ATM KYC Has 
Been  Expired. 

Contact Customer  
Care no:-

8391031835 
immediately. Your 
account will block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
PTTEAM QTL 2-May-

2020

Dear User, Your P-
team K-Y-C has 

been Suspended. 
call us

7866819382 
immediately.

Your account will 
bl0cked within 24 
hrs. Thank you.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
PTTEAM BSNL 2-May-

2020

Dear User, Your P-
team K-Y-C has 

been Suspended. 
call us

9399902552 
immediately.

Your account will 
bl0cked within 24 
hrs. Thank you.

Blocked by 
Telco

VM-
CHCKSM

Vodafo
ne

2-May-
2020

Dear user, Your P-
team a/c validity has 
been expired today. 

Please call us 
7699947669 

immediately. Your 
a/c will discontinue 

within 24 hrs. Thank 
you.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VK-
CHCKSM

Vodafo
ne

2-May-
2020

Dear user, Your P-
team a/c has been 

closed today. 
Please call us 
7076977143 

immediately. Your 
a/c will discontinue 

within 24 hrs. Thank 
you.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BT-
SUCHNA BSNL 2-May-

2020

Dear customer your 
pa"ytmKYc has 
been expire call 

pa"ytm office 
7866968306 

immediately your 
account blocked 

within 24 hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VD- Vodafo 3-May- Dear customer Your Report to 
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Qsmsoo ne 2020 P,ATM KYC Has 
Been Expired. 

Contact Customer 
Care no.:- 

9832064338 
immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
CSKMKT QTL 3-May-

2020

Dear customer Your 
P,ATM KYC Has 

Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care no.:- 
8388938229 

immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
SMSVXM BSNL 3-May-

2020

Dear customer Your 
P-ATM KYC Has 

Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care no.:-
9144427481 

immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BW-
INFIND BSNL 3-May-

2020

Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no. 

6299946184 
immediately your 
P.YATM account 

suspen 24hrs 
THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BPALRTV
K BSNL 3-May-

2020

Dear customer your 
Patyam KYC has 
been suspended 
patyam office PH 

9835645490 acount 
will block with in 
24hr thank you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
NETFSH QTL 4-May-

2020

Dear customer Your 
P'A"YTM KYC Has 

Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care no.: 
6370233932 

immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VK-
KPOINT

Vodafo
ne

5-May-
2020

Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Acco
unt is expired and 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
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bloked today. 
Please complete 

Full Verification Call 
Customer care : 

9330159424 
Regard, 

_PAYTM_Team

not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
KPOINT

Vodafo
ne

5-May-
2020

Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Acco
unt is expired and 

bloked today. 
Please complete 

Full Verification Call 
Customer care : 

8927419686 
Regard, 

_PAYTM_Team

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VK-
SYSSMS

Vodafo
ne

5-May-
2020

DEAR CUSTOMR 
YOUR iP"T-Y-M 
DOcuments has 

been 
Ex.pired.HelpLine 

no: 6289710778 call 
immediately. YOUR 

AcoOunt will 
BLOCK 24HRS. 

THANK

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
ALRTVK BSNL 5-May-

2020

Dear Patyam 
customer your KYC 

has been 
suspended patyam 

office PH 
8609334489 acount 

will block with in 
24hr thank you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

TX-
SYSSMS Tata 5-May-

2020

DEAR CUSTOMR 
YOUR iP"T-Y-M 
DOcuments has 

been 
Ex.pired.HelpLine 

no: 8617461588 call 
immediately. YOUR 

AcoOunt will 
BLOCK 24HRS. 

THANK

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QPSYSS
MS QTL 6-May-

2020

Dear customer 
please complete 
your  iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments expire 
today.Your service 

will block within 
24hrs.call Us 
9123637309 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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QP-
SYSSMS QTL 6-May-

2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
8391817613 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
SYSSMS

Vodafo
ne

6-May-
2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
7001581556 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

TM-
VIEWIT Tata 6-May-

2020

Dear paytm 
customer your 

account has been 
hold please contact 
paytm support team: 

8391823214 
immediately Your 
account will block 

within 24 hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
MOBMSG Bsnl 7-May-

2020

Dear customer you 
PT M KYC has been 

expired Contact 
Customer care NO:-

8388058920 
immediately . YOU 

account will 
suspended within 24 

hr

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

AD-
ALLERT Airtel 7-May-

2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
8617806682 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
REPLAY QTL 7-May-

2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
7699235281 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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VD-
DEMOOO

Vodafo
ne

7-May-
2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
8617064988 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QPKPOIN
T QTL 8-May-

2020

"Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Acco
unt is expired and 

bloked today. 
Please complete 

Full Verification Call 
Customer care : 

8391035572 
Regard, 

_PAYTM_Team"

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
SYSSMS BSNL 8-May-

2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
6289897717 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QPHLPD
SK QTL 8-May-

2020

Dear customer you 
PT M KYC has been 

expired Contact 
Customer care NO:-

8391886855 
immediately . YOU 

account will 
suspended within 24 

hr

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

MD-
PETYUM MTNL 8-May-

2020

Dear customer your 
P Y T M-iKYC has 

been expired. 
Please contact 

customer care no 
Call-8617064988 
immediately your 
account will be 

blocked within 24hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
KPOINT

QTL 9-May-
2020

"Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Acco
unt is expired and 

bloked today. 
Please complete 

Full Verification Call 
Customer care : 

8391080596 
Regard, 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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_PAYTM_Team"

BH-
KQDSMS BSNL 9-May-

2020

Dear customer your 
PATY'M KC'Y haas 
been e'xpire today 

please call customer 
care 9641921608 
immeditely your 

PATY'M 
acountbloked 24hrs 

THANK YOU

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
SMSTST BSNL 9-May-

2020

Dear User you 
PT,YAM IkYCHase 

been suspend 
immediately call 

customer care no 
8388898994 24hr 
Thankyou Team 

PT,YAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BHSMST
ST BSNL 9-May-

2020

Dear User you 
PT,YAM IkYCHase 

been suspend 
immediately call 

customer care no 
8902509420 24hr 
Thankyou Team 

PT,YAM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
ALCORM QTL 9-May-

2020

Dear customer Your 
P-ATM KYC Has 

Been Expired. 
Contact Customer 

Care no.:- 
9359884216 

immediately. Your 
account will Block 

within 24 hrs.

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BPINDRU
N BSNL 9-May-

2020

Dear customer your 
PA"TM KYSC has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 8101961588 

immediately your 
PA"TM account 
suspen 24hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
ALTMTP QTL 9-May-

2020

Dear 
Customer,YouriPat

m (k_y_c) 
Document has been 
expire Today.Your 
Service will block 

Within 24hrs.Call us 
09382639017 

immediately.Thanky
ou Team iPATM

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BTalerts BSNL 9-May-
2020

Dear customer your 
paytm KYC has 

Report to 
respective 
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been suspended 
paytm office PH 

8637371967 
account will block 
with in 24hr thank 

you

Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
PETYUM

Vodafo
ne

9-May-
2020

Dear customer your 
P Y T M-iKYC has 

been expired. 
Please contact 

customer care no 
Call-8509923178 
immediately your 
account will be 

blocked within 24hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
NOTICV QTL 10-May-

2020

Dear Coustomer, 
Your PTEAM KYC 

has been 
suspended. Call us 

@7866921919 
immediately. Your 

account will blocked 
within 24hrs. Thank 

you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
ZDSUDF QTL 11-May-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
((iP"TYM)) ((k.y.c)) ( 

Document Has 
Expire Today~). 
Your Service Will 
Block Within 24 

HRS.Call Us 
8515808236 

Immediately.Thank 
you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VK-
ALLERT

Vodafo
ne

11-May-
2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
7029386095 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BP-
INDRUN Bsnl 11-May-

2020

Dear customer your 
PA"TM KYSC has 
been expire today 

please call customer 
care no 9330396585 

immediately your 
PA"TM account 
suspen 24hrs

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
QPTKMY

Vodafo
ne

11-May-
2020

Dear P A Y T M 
customer your K-Y-
C has been expired 
Contact Customer 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
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care NO:- 
8101125874 

immediately. The 
account will 

suspended within 24 
hr

reported to 
be blocked

QP-
IDSIFS QTL 11-May-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
iPTYM (KYC) (Has 
Been Suspended 

Today). Your 
Service Will Block 

Within 24 HRS.Call 
Us 8388954648 

Immediately. 
Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
CHESMS Bsnl 12-May-

2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM Documents 
expire Today. Your 
service will block 

within 24hrs.call Us 
8250561996 
immediately. 

Thankyou

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VM-
ALERTT

Vodafo
ne

12-May-
2020

please call 
8389004068

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
WRDTFC QTL 13-May-

2020

Dear Customer Your 
P"TYM K.Y.C 

Document Has 
Expire Today. Your 
Service Will Block 

Within 24 HRS Call 
Us 8391028207 

Immediately. Thank 
you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

QP-
KOFICE QTL 14-May-

2020

"Hello Customer,
 Your PAYTM 

Account is expired 
&Bloked today. 

Please complete 
Full Verification Call 

Customer care : 
6205638654 

Regard, PAYTM 
Team"

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BT-alerts Bsnl 15-May-
2020

Dear customer your 
paytm KYC has 
been suspended 
paytm office PH 

7439356014 

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
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account will block 
with in 24hr thank 

you

be blocked

BZSMSC
MS Bsnl 15-May-

2020

Dear customer 
Please Complete 
Your  iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments expire 
Today.your service 

will Bl0ck within 
24hrs.call Us 
8389960626 

immediately. Thanks 
you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BZ-
SMSCMS Bsnl 16-May-

2020

Dear customer 
Please Complete 
Your  iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments expire 
Today.your service 

will Bl0ck within 
24hrs.call Us 
9749332632 

immediately. Thanks 
you

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

VK-
014529

Vodafo
ne

16-May-
2020

Dear user Your 
need to update you 
kycimmediately.You

r service will hold 
within 24hrs.call 

8389079401 clink 
to: 

updatehttps://bit.ly/2
WBkh3D

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked

BH-
SOMNGH Bsnl 16-May-

2020

Dear Cstomer Your 
PAYIMT KY Cis 

saspend to resume 
services call 
8391924956 

imidiately. Thanks

Report to 
respective 
Telcos, but 
not 
reported to 
be blocked
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LIST OF FRAUDULENT MESSAGE HEADERS DECEPTIVELY 
SIMILAR TO THE WORD “PAYTM” OR ITS DERIVATIVES 

THROUGH WHICH FRAUDULENT MESSAGES (INCLUDING 
ATTEMPTS TO DEFRAUD) HAVE BEEN MADE TO 

CUSTOMERS OF THE PETITIONERS AND THEIR GROUP 
COMPANIES

Note: The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 
details have been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in 
the complaints made to them for action. They have been removed 
from the present table in the interest of data privacy.

SenderID/heade
r

Name of 
Telco

Reporte
d Date

Message 
Received

BR-BPAYTM BSNL 4-Nov-
2019 Not Available

BR-PAYKYC BSNL 8-Nov-
2019 Not Available

BR-PAYYTM BSNL 10-Nov-
2019 Not Available

BP-PAYKYC BSNL 16-Nov-
2019 Not Available

BR-PYMTMB BSNL 21-Nov-
2019 Not Available

BP-IMPYMT BSNL 9-Dec-
2019 Not Available

BZ-IPYTM BSNL 9-Dec-
2019 Not Available

BP-PTKKYC BSNL 11-Dec-
2019 Not Available

BH-PTKKYC BSNL 12-Dec-
2019 Not Available

BP-IPYTEM BSNL 12-Dec-
2019 Not Available

BZ-PTKKYC BSNL 12-Dec-
2019 Not Available

BK-PYTKYC BSNL 21-Dec-
2019 Not Available

BWKYCPYT BSNL 6-Jan-
2020 Not Available

BH-IPAYTM BSNL 7-Jan-
2020 Not Available

BP-PYMKYC BSNL 3-Mar-
2020

Dear paytm 
customer your 
paytmkyc has 

expired contact 
customer care 

No-7679587053 
immediately. 

Your account will 

ANNEXURE P-14
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be block within 
24 hr. thank you 

paytm team

BR-IPPKCC BSNL 9-Mar-
2020

Your P@YTM 
KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
7908655676 
Immediately. 

Your account will 
Block within 24 

hrs.

BP-IPATYM BSNL 25-Mar-
20

Dear User, Your 
Paytm K-Y-C has 
been suspended. 

Call us @ 
7074308293 
immediately. 
Your account 
service will be 

blocked within 24 
hrs. Thankyou

BH-PTTKYC BSNL 26-Mar-
20

Dear customer 
your paytm KYC 

has been 
suspended 

paytm office PH 
8343037670 

account will block 
within 24 hr 

thank you paytm. 

BWPKTYMC BSNL 29-Apr-
2020

Dear Coustomer 
Your pyt"m' Kyc 

has been 
Suspended.call 

us@9749445847 
immediately. 

Your account will 
blocked within 

24hrs. Thank you

BW-PKTYMC BSNL 29-Apr-
2020

Dear Coustomer 
Your pyt"m' Kyc 

has been 
Suspended.call 

us@9875645208 
immediately. 

Your account will 
blocked within 

24hrs. Thank you
BW-PTTEAM BSNL 2-May-

2020
Dear User, Your 
P-team K-Y-C 

has been 
Suspended. call 

us
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9399902552 
immediately.

Your account will 
bl0cked within 24 
hrs. Thank you.

QP-PATKYC QTL 20-Nov-
2019 Not Available

QP-PTKYCK QTL 29-Nov-
2019 Not Available

QP-PAYSMS QTL 27-Feb-
2020

Your PYTM KYC 
Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
8537992765 
Immediately. 

Your account will 
Block within 24 

hrs.

QP-PWALET QTL 22-Mar-
20

Dear customer 
your p@ytm 

wallet document 
has been 

suspended to 
resume service 

call 8391935751 
immediately 

thanks.

QP-PAYINF QTL 10-Apr-
20

Hello Customer, 
Your P@yt"m 

account KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocke
d today. Call @ 
Customer care : 

7866048002 
Regards, 

P@ytm"mte#m

QP-PTTEAM QTL 2-May-
2020

Dear User, Your 
P-team K-Y-C 

has been 
Suspended. call 

us
7866819382 
immediately.

Your account will 
bl0cked within 24 
hrs. Thank you.

CP-PAYKCC VMIPL 28-Feb-
2020

Your PYTM KYC 
Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
6294082775 
Immediately. 

Your account will 
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Block within 24 
hrs.

CP-PAYSMS VMIPL 29-Feb-
2020

Your PYTM KYC 
Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
9749131464 
Immediately. 

Your account will 
Block within 24 

hrs.

VM-KYCPTM Vodafon
e

26-Feb-
2020

Dear Patym 
Customer Your 
Patym has been 
hold in today's 

100% KYC 
please contacts 

Patym office 
Ph:8389924725 

thanks Your 
Patym blocks 
within 24hr

VM-PAYSMS Vodafon
e

6-Mar-
2020

Your PYTM KYC 
has been 

expired. Contact 
Customer care 

no.:-6294082775 
Immediately. 

Your account will 
block within 24 

hrs.

VM-PTQMQM Vodafon
e

11-Apr-
20

Dear P A Y T M 
customer your 

K.Y.C has been 
suspended 

customer care 
no. 8391090074 
immediately your 
account will be 

block after 24 hrs 
thanks

VM-IPYTME Vodafon
e

23-Apr-
20

Dear customer 
your P Y T M 

iKYC has been 
expired. Please 

contact customer 
care no. call 
8392002928 

immediately your 
account will be 

blocked within 24 
hrs.

VM-PETYUM Vodafon
e

9-May-
2020

Dear customer 
your P Y T M-
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iKYC has been 
expired. Please 

contact customer 
care no Call-
8509923178 

immediately your 
account will be 
blocked within 

24hrs
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LIST OF FRAUDULENT CONTENT TEMPLATES USING 
WORDS DECEPTIVELY SIMILAR TO THE WORD “PAYTM” 

OR ITS DERIVATIVES THROUGH WHICH FRAUDULENT 
MESSAGES (INCLUDING ATTEMPTS TO DEFRAUD) HAVE 
BEEN MADE TO CUSTOMERS OF THE PETITIONERS AND 

THEIR GROUP COMPANIES

Note: The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 
details have been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in 
the complaints made to them for action. They have been removed 
from the present table in the interest of data privacy.

SenderID/heade
r

Name of 
Telco

Message Received

QP-WRDTFC QTL
Dear Customer Your P"TYM 
K.Y.C Document Has Expire 

Today. Your Service Will Block 
Within 24 HRS Call Us 

8391028207 Immediately. 
Thank you

TM-VIEWIT Tata
Dear paytm customer your 

account has been hold please 
contact paytm support team: 

8391823214 immediately Your 
account will block within 24 hrs

BH-SYSSMS BSNL
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 6289897717 
immediately. Thankyou

VM-SYSSMS Vodafone
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 7001581556 
immediately. Thankyou

VK-ALLERT Vodafone
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 7029386095 
immediately. Thankyou

QP-REPLAY QTL
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 7699235281 
immediately. Thankyou
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BH-CHESMS Bsnl
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 8250561996 
immediately. Thankyou

QP-SYSSMS QTL
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 8391817613 
immediately. Thankyou

VD-DEMOOO Vodafone
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 8617064988 
immediately. Thankyou

AD-ALLERT Airtel
Dear user Your PA"TM 

Documents expire Today. Your 
service will block within 

24hrs.call Us 8617806682 
immediately. Thankyou

QP-KOFICE QTL "Hello Customer,
Your PAYTM Account is expired 
&Bloked today. Please complete 
Full Verification Call Customer 

care : 6205638654 Regard, 
PAYTM Team"

QPKPOINT QTL "Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Account is 
expired and bloked today. 

Please complete Full 
Verification Call Customer care : 

8391035572 Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team"

QP-KPOINT QTL "Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Account is 
expired and bloked today. 

Please complete Full 
Verification Call Customer care : 

8391080596 Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team"

QP-Notice QTL Dear Coustomer Your PTEAM 
Kyc has been Suspended.call 
us@8388993427 immediately. 

Your account will blocked within 
24hrs. Thank you

BWPKTYMC BSNL Dear Coustomer Your pyt"m' 
Kyc has been Suspended.call 
us@9749445847 immediately. 
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Your account will blocked within 
24hrs. Thank you

BW-PKTYMC BSNL Dear Coustomer Your pyt"m' 
Kyc has been Suspended.call 
us@9875645208 immediately. 

Your account will blocked within 
24hrs. Thank you

QP-NOTICV QTL Dear Coustomer, Your PTEAM 
KYC has been suspended. Call 
us @7866921919 immediately. 
Your account will blocked within 

24hrs. Thank you
BH-SOMNGH Bsnl Dear Cstomer Your PAYIMT KY 

Cis saspend to resume services 
call 8391924956 imidiately. 

Thanks

BZSMSCMS Bsnl Dear customer Please 
Complete Your  iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments expire Today.your 
service will Bl0ck within 

24hrs.call Us 8389960626 
immediately. Thanks you

BZ-SMSCMS Bsnl Dear customer Please 
Complete Your  iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments expire Today.your 
service will Bl0ck within 

24hrs.call Us 9749332632 
immediately. Thanks you

QPSYSSMS QTL Dear customer please complete 
your  iP"T-Y-M DOcuments 

expire today.Your service will 
block within 24hrs.call Us 
9123637309 immediately. 

Thankyou
VM-SMSSMS Vodafone Dear customer you patm KYC 

has been expired contact 
customer car NO:- 8388058920 

immediately .YOU R account 
will suspended within 24 hr

BA-SMPQKS BSNL Dear customer you PT M KYC 
has been expired Contact 

Customer care NO:- 
8617061697 immediately . YOU 
account will suspended within 

24 hr
BP-MOBMSG Bsnl Dear customer you PT M KYC 

has been expired Contact 
Customer care NO:-

8388058920 immediately . YOU 
account will suspended within 

24 hr
QPHLPDSK QTL Dear customer you PT M KYC 

has been expired Contact 
Customer care NO:-
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8391886855 immediately . YOU 
account will suspended within 

24 hr
BASMPQKS BSNL Dear customer you PT M KYC 

has been expired contact 
customer care number 

8388909473 immediately. You 
account will suspended within 

24 hr.
QP-ZDSUDF QTL Dear Customer Your ((iP"TYM)) 

((k.y.c)) ( Document Has Expire 
Today~). Your Service Will 

Block Within 24 HRS.Call Us 
8515808236 Immediately.Thank 

you
QP-Alerts QTL Dear Customer Your ePATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

7319128045 immediately your 
ePATYM account blocked 24 

hrs thanks you
QP-ALRETZ QTL Dear customer your ePATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8388990290 immediately your 
ePATYM account blocked 24 

hrs thanks you
BH-CHKONE BSNL Dear Customer your ePaytm 

KCY has been expire today. 
Please call customer care no 

7866813369 immediately your 
ePaytm account blocked 24hrs 

thanks you
QP-IDSIFS QTL Dear Customer Your iPTYM 

(KYC) (Has Been Suspended 
Today). Your Service Will Block 

Within 24 HRS.Call Us 
8388954648 Immediately. 

Thankyou
BZ-INSTNT BSNL Dear customer your kyc has 

been deactivated office PH 
8388913542 Payteam account 
will block with in 24hr thank you

BP-SVINFO BSNL Dear customer your KYC has 
been suspended patyam office 
ph 8249160550 Patyam will be 

block within 24hrs thank you
VD-ANYONE Vodafone Dear Customer your KYC has 

been suspended. callPYTM 
office PH 8388825482 

immediately. Your account will 
block within 24hr. Thank you

QP-ANYONE QTL Dear Customer your KYC has 
been suspended. callPYTM 

office PH 8389076530 
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immediately. Your account will 
block within 24hr. Thank you

QP610430 QTL Dear customer your KYC has 
been suspended.callPYTM 

office PH 8509068261 
Immediately.Your account will 
block within 24hr.Thank you.

BG-TEXSMS BSNL Dear Customer your P A Y T M 
K Y C has been expire today 
please call customer care no 
7866026931 your P A Y T M 
has been block 24hrs THANK 

YOU P TM TEAM
BW-INFTEH BSNL Dear Customer your P A Y T M 

K Y C has been expire today 
please call customer care no 
8660345987 your P A Y T M 
has been block 24hrs THANK 

YOU P TM TEAM
BP-INFTCH BSNL Dear Customer Your P T M 

eKYC has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8388985281 immediately your P 
T M account Blocked 24hrs 

THANK YOU
VM-INFTEC Vodafone Dear Customer Your P T M 

eKYC has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9134076315 immediately your P 
T M account Blocked 24hrs 

THANK YOU
AD-TXTSMS Airtel Dear Customer Your P T M has 

been expire today please call 
customer care no 9905160601 

your P T M has been block 
24hrs THANK YOU P T M 

TEAM
VM-IPYTME Vodafone Dear customer your P Y T M 

iKYC has been expired. Please 
contact customer care no. call 
8392002928 immediately your 
account will be blocked within 

24 hrs.
BP-IALERT BSNL Dear customer your P Y T M 

iKYC has been expired. Please 
contact customer care no. call 
9064029348 immediately your 
account will be blocked within 

24 hrs.
VM-FOXGLV Vodafone Dear Customer your P Y T M K  

Y C has been expire today 
please call customer care 

number 6297718934 your P Y T 
M has been block 24 hrs Thank 

you P Y T M TEAM
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QP-INFTEH QTL Dear Customer your P Y T M K  
Y C has been expire today 
please call customer care 

number 7866036830 your P Y T 
M has been block 24 hrs Thank 

you P Y T M TEAM
AX-FOXGLV Airtel Dear Customer your P Y T M K  

Y C has been expire today 
please call customer care 

number 8388875840 your P Y T 
M has been block 24 hrs Thank 

you P Y T M TEAM
BP-FOXGLV BSNL Dear Customer your P Y T M K  

Y C has been expire today 
please call customer care 

number 9641418613 your P Y T 
M has been block 24 hrs Thank 

you P Y T M TEAM
BT-SMSBKS BSNL Dear Customer your P Y T M K 

C Y has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

6296541722 your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs THANK YOU 

P Y T M TEAM
VM-INFTCH Vodafone Dear Customer your P Y T M K 

C Y has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

7439097997 your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs THANK YOU 

P Y T M TEAM
BT-INFTCH BSNL Dear Customer your P Y T M K 

C Y has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

7866841259 your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs THANK YOU 

P Y T M TEAM
QP-THAKRI QTL Dear Customer your P Y T M K 

C Y has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8350077291 your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs THANK YOU 

P Y T M TEAM
VK-INFTCH Vodafone Dear Customer your P Y T M K 

C Y has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8388913542 your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs THANK YOU 

P Y T M TEAM
VM-SMSBKS Vodafone Dear Customer your P Y T M K 

C Y has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9534006031 your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs THANK YOU 

P Y T M TEAM
BT-TSTBKS BSNL dear customer your P Y T M K 
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CY has been expire today 
please call customer care no. 

7865867098 your P Y T M has 
been block 24 hrs THANK YOU  

P A Y M TEAM
VM-TSTBKS Vodafone dear customer your P Y T M K 

CY has been expire today 
please call customer care no. 

8391937784 your P Y T M has 
been block 24 hrs THANK YOU  

P A Y M TEAM
BP-TESTBK BSNL dear customer your P Y T M K 

CY has been expire today 
please call customer care no. 

8512913646 your P Y T M has 
been block 24 hrs THANK YOU  

P A Y M TEAM
VD-INFTEH Vodafone dear customer your P Y T M K 

CY has been expire today 
please call customer care no. 

8514927936 your P Y T M has 
been block 24 hrs THANK YOU  

P A Y M TEAM
VM-PETYUM Vodafone Dear customer your P Y T M-

iKYC has been expired. Please 
contact customer care no Call-
8509923178 immediately your 
account will be blocked within 

24hrs
MD-PETYUM MTNL Dear customer your P Y T M-

iKYC has been expired. Please 
contact customer care no Call-
8617064988 immediately your 
account will be blocked within 

24hrs
BW-VIDUAL BSNL Dear Customer Your P Y TM K 

C Y has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9832066209 your P Y T M has 
been block 24hrs THANK YOU 

P Y T M TEAM
QP-SMSBMS QTL Dear customer Your P"Y,T"M 

K"Y"C Has Been Exppire. Con-
tact Customer Care no:-

8391031835 immediately. Your 
account will Bl0ck, within 24 hrs.

QP-SMSNMS QTL Dear Customer Your P"Y,T'M 
K"Y"C has been expired. 

Contact Customer care no. 
7908904322 immediately. Your 
account will bl0ck within 24 hrs.

QP-SMSMMS QTL Dear customer Your P"YTM 
K"Y"C Has Been Exppired. 
Contact Customer care no:- 

6296821647 immediately. Your 
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account will Bl0ck within 24hrs.
QP-SMSCCS QTL Dear customer Your P"YTM 

K"Y"C Has Been Exppired. 
Contact Customer care no:- 

8328755473 immediately. Your 
account will Bl0ck within 24hrs.

QP-CSKMKT QTL Dear customer Your P,ATM 
KYC Has Been Expired. Contact 

Customer Care no.:- 
8388938229 immediately. Your 
account will Block within 24 hrs.

VD-Qsmsoo Vodafone Dear customer Your P,ATM 
KYC Has Been Expired. Contact 

Customer Care no.:- 
9832064338 immediately. Your 
account will Block within 24 hrs.

BW-Notify BSNL Dear Customer your P.team 
KYC has been suspended. Call 

us 8389923651 immediately. 
Your account will be blocked 

within 24 hrs. Thank you.
BW-NOTICE BSNL Dear Customer your P.team 

KYC has been suspended. Call 
us 9093944847 immediately. 
Your account will be blocked 

within 24 hrs. Thank you.
VM-TESTIN Vodafone Dear customer your p@ytm 

wallet document has been 
suspended to resume service 

call +918389090098 
immediately thanks.

QP-PWALET QTL Dear customer your p@ytm 
wallet document has been 

suspended to resume service 
call 8391935751 immediately 

thanks.
BPINDRUN BSNL Dear customer your PA"TM 

KYSC has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8101961588 immediately your 
PA"TM account suspen 24hrs

BP-INDRUN Bsnl Dear customer your PA"TM 
KYSC has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9330396585 immediately your 
PA"TM account suspen 24hrs

BL-CLSSMS BSNL Dear Customer Your Pa"tym K-
Y-C has been suspended.To 

resume service call us@ 
6205982145 immediately.Your 
account will bl0cked within 24 
hrs. Thankyou STAY HOME

VM-SMSCMS Vodafone Dear customer your PA"YTM 
has been expired. Contact 

customer care no. 7866049128 
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immediately. Your account will 
be block within 24 hrs.

AD-SMSCMS Airtel Dear customer your PA"YTM 
has been expired. Contact 

customer care no. 9123710184 
immediately. Your account will 

be block within 24 hrs.
BH-SMSCMS BSNL Dear customer your PA"YTM 

has been expired. Contact 
customer care no. 9641750612 
immediately. Your account will 

be block within 24 hrs.
BT-SUCHNA BSNL Dear customer your pa"ytmKYc 

has been expire call pa"ytm 
office 7866968306 immediately 
your account blocked within 24 

hrs
QP-MELIUS QTL Dear customer Your PA"YTM 

KYC has been expired. Contact 
customer care no. 8389855352 
immediately. Your account will 

block within 24 hrs.
QP-SMSCMS QTL Dear customer Your PA"YTM 

KYC has been expired. Contact 
customer care no. 8514067947 
immediately. Your account will 

block within 24 hrs.
QP-NETFSH QTL Dear customer Your P'A"YTM 

KYC Has Been Expired. Contact 
Customer Care no.: 

6370233932 immediately. Your 
account will Block within 24 hrs.

BZ-SMSSSM BSNL Dear customer Your P-ATM 
KYC Has Been  Expired. 

Contact Customer  Care no:-
8391031835 immediately. Your 
account will block within 24 hrs.

QP-ALCORM QTL Dear customer Your P-ATM 
KYC Has Been Expired. Contact 

Customer Care no.:- 
9359884216 immediately. Your 
account will Block within 24 hrs.

BZ-SMSVXM BSNL Dear customer Your P-ATM 
KYC Has Been Expired. Contact 

Customer Care no.:-
9144427481 immediately. Your 
account will Block within 24 hrs

BH-IEPTPP BSNL Dear Customer your PATMKCY! 
Has been expired! It's will be 

bl0cked within 24 hour, please 
contact customer care ph.. 
8685315884 immediately to 

verify
BH-vptnnt BSNL Dear customer your PATMKCY! 

Has been expired! It's will be 
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bl0cked within 24 hour, please 
contact customer care ph.. 
9382055235 immediately to 

verify
MD-ONLINE MTNL Dear customer your Patyam 

KYC has been suspended 
patyam office PH 7029788845 
acount will block with in 24hr 

thank you
BPALRTVK BSNL Dear customer your Patyam 

KYC has been suspended 
patyam office PH 9835645490 
acount will block with in 24hr 

thank you
VK-PALERT Vodafone Dear customer your Patym 

documents has been 
suspended. Patym office PH 

8101783405 call immediately. 
Your account will blocked within 
24 hrs. Thankyou Patym team

BW-EXPERT BSNL Dear Customer your PATYM 
Documents has been 

suspended. Patym office PH 
8388057360 call immediately. 

Your account will blocked within 
24 hrs. Thankyou Patym team

BZEKESMS BSNL Dear customer your PATYM 
KCY haas been expire please 

call customer care 8927531368 
immediately your PATYM 

account blocked 24 hrs THNAK 
YOU

BH-KQDSMS BSNL Dear customer your PATY'M 
KC'Y haas been e'xpire today 

please call customer care 
9641921608 immeditely your 
PATY'M acountbloked 24hrs 

THANK YOU
BZ-KQDSMS BSNL Dear Customer your PATY'M 

KC'Y has been expire today 
please call customer care 

8927531368 immediately your 
PATY'M account blocked 24 hrs 

THANK YOU
BH-EKESMS BSNL Dear customer your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care 

9641921608 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24hrs 

THNK YOU
BP-352064 BSNL Dear Customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

6294197574 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24hrs 
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THANK YOU
BZ-ALERTZ BSNL Dear customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8388859705 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you
AX-060533 Airtel Dear Customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8388859705 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24hrs 

THANK YOU
BZALERTZ BSNL Dear customer your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8389849762 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you
BH-ALERTZ BSNL Dear customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8514067587 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you
BW-TETSMS BSNL Dear Customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8707085180 immediately your 
PATYM account suspen 24hrs 

THANK YOU
AX-060540 Airtel Dear Customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9083388741 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24hrs 

THANK YOU
BZ-TETSMS BSNL Dear Customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9134076315 immediately your 
PATYM account suspen 24 hrs 

THANK YOU
AX-060539 Airtel Dear Customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9433723916 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24hrs 

THANK YOU
AX-060538 Airtel Dear Customer Your PATYM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

9608883661 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24hrs 

THANK YOU
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AX-060536 Airtel Dear Customer Your PATYM 
KYC has been expire today 
please call customer care 

7908372953 immediately your 
PATYM account blocked 24 hrs 

thanks you.
BZ-VERITM BSNL Dear customer your 

PAY/TMKYC has been 
expiered, its will be bl0cked your 
within 24 hours, Please contact 

customer !care ph... 
8537035951 immdiately to 

verify.
BRPACAMS BSNL Dear Customer Your Paytm Kyc 

Has Been Expire Please 
Contact Customer Care No-

8389072969 Immediately Your 
Paytm Account Will Be Blocked 

Within 24hrs.
VM-747006 Vodafone Dear customer your PAYTM 

KYC has been expire today 
please call customer
care no 9749639554 

immediately your paytm account 
will be blocked within 24

hrs.
BT-alerts Bsnl Dear customer your paytm KYC 

has been suspended paytm 
office PH 7439356014 account 
will block with in 24hr thank you

BH-PTTKYC BSNL Dear customer your paytm KYC 
has been suspended paytm 

office PH 8343037670 account 
will block within 24 hr thank you 

paytm.
BTalerts BSNL Dear customer your paytm KYC 

has been suspended paytm 
office PH 8637371967 account 
will block with in 24hr thank you

BW-Notisc BSNL dear customer your PTEAM 
KYC has been suspended. Call 
us @8918048553 immediately. 
Your account will blocked within 

24 hrs. Thank you
QP-INFTEC QTL Dear customer your PTM KCY 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no 

6294164330 immediately Your 
PTM account suspen 24 hrs 

THANK YOU
QP-VIDUAL BSNL Dear customer your PTM KCY 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no 

7001290628 immediately your 
PTM account suspen 24hrs 
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THANK YOU
QP-TETSMS QTL Dear Customer Your PTM KCY 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no 

7981653987 immediately your 
PTM account suspen 24 hrs 

THANK YOU
BZ-VIDUAL BSNL Dear Customer Your PTM KCY 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no 

8101558787 immediately your 
PTM account suspen 24 hr 

THNAK YOU
BR-SUCHNA BSNL Dear Customer Your PTM KCY 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no 

8388097220 immediately your 
PTM account suspen 24hrs 

THANK YOU
BH-MYINFO BSNL Dear customer your PTM KCY 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no 

8617801327 immediately your 
PTM account suspen 24hrs 

THANK YOU
BA-NITINS BSNL Dear Customer Your PYATM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

6289567646 immediately your 
PYATM account blocked 24 hrs 

THANK YOU
BZ-TESTSM BSNL Dear Customer Your PYATM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

7001290628 immediately your 
PYATM account suspen 24hrs 

THANK YOU
BZ-INFORM BSNL Dear Customer Your PYATM 

KCY has been expire today 
please call customer care no 

8343881622 immediately your 
PYATM account blocked 24 hrs 

THANK YOU
BH-TETSMS BSNL Dear Customer Your PYATM 

KYC has been expire toady 
please call customer care No 
6289491344 immediately your 
PYATM account blocked 24hrs 

thank you
AD-Inform Airtel Dear customer your Pyteam 

K'Y'C has been 
suspended.totad please call 

customer care no 8513089592 
your Pyteam account will be 

blocked within 24hrs. Thankyou
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AD-Inform Airtel Dear customer your Pyteam 
K'Y'C has been 

Suspended.totad please call 
customer care no 9091225504 

your Pyteam account will be 
blocked within 24hrs. Thankyou

BZ-AATOTM BSNL Dear customer your PYTMKCY 
has been expired, It's will be 

bl0cked within 24 hour, please 
contact customer care ph.. 
7547092933 immediately to 

verify
QP-612089 QTL Dear customer, your Paytm, '(k-

y-c)' has been suspended. Call 
08328755473 immediately your 

account service will blocked 
within 24 hrs. Thankyou Team 

Paytm
QPINFORM QTL Dear customer, your P-team 

KYC has been suspended. Call 
us 8388838356 immediately. 
Your account will be bl0cked 
within 24 hours. Thank you.

QP-Inform QTL Dear customer, Your Pyteam 
K'Y'C has been Suspended. 
please call customer care no 

9641036832 your Pyteam 
account will be bl0cked within 

24hrs. Thank you
QP-ALTMTP QTL Dear Customer,YouriPatm 

(k_y_c) Document has been 
expire Today.Your Service will 

block Within 24hrs.Call us 
09382639017 

immediately.Thankyou Team 
iPATM

VK-SYSSMS Vodafone DEAR CUSTOMR YOUR iP"T-
Y-M DOcuments has been 

Ex.pired.HelpLine no: 
6289710778 call immediately. 
YOUR AcoOunt will BLOCK 

24HRS. THANK
TX-SYSSMS Tata DEAR CUSTOMR YOUR iP"T-

Y-M DOcuments has been 
Ex.pired.HelpLine no: 

8617461588 call immediately. 
YOUR AcoOunt will BLOCK 

24HRS. THANK
VM-PTQMQM Vodafone Dear P A Y T M customer your 

K.Y.C has been suspended 
customer care no. 8391090074 
immediately your account will be 

block after 24 hrs thanks
VM-VMRTSP Vodafone Dear P A Y T M customer your 

K.Y.C has been suspended 
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customer care no. 9433727696 
immediately your account will be 

block after 24 hrs thanks
VM-QPTKMY Vodafone Dear P A Y T M customer your 

K-Y-C has been expired Contact 
Customer care NO:- 

8101125874 immediately. The 
account will suspended within 

24 hr
CP-QPTKMY VMIPL Dear P A Y TM customer your 

K.Y.C has been suspended 
customer care no:- 7029983029 

immediately your account will 
block after 24hr thanks

BA-TestID BSNL Dear PA"YTM customer your 
PA"YTM K-Y-C has been 

suspnded call PA"YTM office no 
8389014775 immediately your 
account blocked within 24hrs

VM-UPDATE Vodafone Dear PA"YTM customer your 
PA"YTM K-Y-C has been 

suspn-ded call PA"YTM office 
phone no. 7439361279 

immediately your account 
blocked within 24 hrs

BP-ONLINE BSNL Dear Patyam customer your 
KYC has been suspended 

patyam office PH 8250520959 
acount will block within 24hr 

thank you
BP-ALRTVK BSNL Dear Patyam customer your 

KYC has been suspended 
patyam office PH 8609334489 
acount will block with in 24hr 

thank you
VM-044136 Vodafone Dear PATYM customer your 

PATYM eKYC has been expire 
today please call customer care 

no 9382304850 immediately 
your PATYM account will block 

24hr's Thank you
VM-KYCPTM Vodafone Dear Patym Customer Your 

Patym has been hold in today's 
100% KYC please contacts 

Patym office Ph:8389924725 
thanks Your Patym blocks within 

24hr
BP-747147 BSNL Dear Patym customer your 

patym KYC has been expire 
today Plz call customer care 

number no. 7908578733 
immediately Your PATYM 

Account Block 24Hrs THAN 
YOU PATYM

VM-044220 Vodafone Dear PATYM Customer Your 
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Patym KYC has been expire 
today Plz call customer care 

number no. 8927902406 
immediately Your PATYM 

Account Block 24Hrs THAN 
YOU PATYM

BR-WEBSMS BSNL Dear PAY TM account customer 
your KYC has been suspended. 

To verified KYC call 
7865861608 immediately. Your 
account will be blocked within 

24 hours.
AD-INFOPT Airtel Dear Payteam customer your 

kyc has been suspended office 
PH 7908689363 Thank You

QP-INFOPT QTL Dear Payteam customer your 
KYC has been suspended office 

PH 8388990290 account will 
block with in 24hrs thank you

QPALERTS QTL Dear Payteam customer your 
kyc has been suspended office 
PH 8509354460 account will be 
block with in 24 hrs thank you

VM-340609 Vodafone Dear paytm customer your KYC 
has been suspended.To Verified 

Paytm kyc call 7029764881 
immediately.account will be 

blocked within 24 hours
BW-WEBSMS BSNL Dear paytm customer your KYC 

has been suspended.To Verified 
Paytm kyc call 8918737218 
immediately.account will be 

blocked within 24 hours
QP-SSVMRT QTL Dear PAY-TM customer your 

PAY-TM account suspended 
office ph-9334182352 Your 

account will be blocked within 
24Hrs thank you

AX-Thanks Airtel Dear Paytm customer Your 
paytm has been hold in today's 

100% KYC palace contacts 
Paytm office Ph. 7719332901 

thanks your paytm blocks within 
24Hrs

JD-Thanks Jio Dear Paytm customer Your 
paytm has been hold in today's 

100% KYC palace contacts 
Paytm office Ph. 8249756194 

thanks your paytm blocks within 
24Hrs

QP-Sarkar QTL Dear Paytm customer Your 
Paytm has been hold in today's 

100% KYC palace contacts 
Paytm office Ph:7866005281 

thanks Your Paytm blocks within 
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24hr
QP-SMSSMS QTL Dear Paytm customer Your 

paytm has been kyc expired in 
today's palace contacts Paytm 
office ph. 9861670964 thanks 
your paytm blocks within 24hrs

BH-PTAMRC BSNL Dear PAYTM customer Your 
Paytm KYC Has been 

suspended contact customer 
care No. 8918865057 

immediately Your account will 
be blocked after 24 hours Paytm 

team.
BP-PYMKYC BSNL Dear paytm customer your 

paytmkyc has expired contact 
customer care No-7679587053 
immediately. Your account will 

be block within 24 hr. thank you 
paytm team

AD-CHPSMS Airtel Dear peytm customer your 
account has been suspended 
contact customer executive 

MOB. 8918737218 immediately 
your ACCOUNT will be block 
with in 1DAY THANK YOU

BW-808080 BSNL Dear PTM Customer Your PTM 
eKYC Has Been Expire Today 

Plz Call Customer Care No 
6297739109 immediately Your 

PTM Account hold 24hrs 
THANK YOU PTM

BA-MYINFO BSNL Dear PTM customer your PTM 
wallet eKYC has been expire 

today please call customer care 
no 8250918026 your PTM 

account will block 24hr's Thank 
You

TX-Alerts TATA Dear PYA#TM customer your 
PYA#TM KYC has been expired 
today please contact customer 

care no 8388040930 
immediately your PYA#TM 

account block 24hr's PYA#TM
BT-CLASMS BSNL Dear pya'tm customer your 

ACC0UNT has been suspended 
contact customer executive pH 
8345062669 immediately your 
ACC0UNT will be BL0CKED 

after 24 hr THANK YOU
BL-CLSSMS BSNL Dear pyatm customer your kyc 

has been suspended contact 
customer care PH 7047448005 
immediately your account will be 
block with in 24 hr THANK YOU

VM-NVPTNA Vodafone Dear pyatm customer your kyc 
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has been suspended contact 
customer care PH 8389041315 
immediately your account will be 
block with in 24 hr THANK YOU\

BW-BUSNSS BSNL Dear Pyatm user your account 
has been suspended contact 

customer executive ph 
7047448005 immediately your 
account will be blocked after 24 

hrs thank you
BW-NITINS BSNL Dear PYTM Customer Your 

PYTM Account has been 
expired Today Please call 

Customer care number 
8388061301

BHUPDATE BSNL Dear Pytm customer your Pytm 
KYC has been suspended. Call 
Pytm Office PH. 6295308932 
immediately. Your account will 
block within 24hrs. Thank you 

Pytm team.
BH-UPDATE BSNL Dear Pytm customer your Pytm 

KYC has been suspended. Call 
Pytm Office PH. 9810587251 
immediately. Your account will 
block within 24 hr. Thank you 

Pytm team.
QP-610430 QTL Dear PYTM customer your 

PYTM KYC has been 
suspended.PYTM office PH 

7001278291 Immediately.Your 
account will block within 

24hr.Thank you PYTM team
CP-610430 VMIPL Dear PYTM customer your Pytm 

KYC has been suspended.Pytm 
office PH 8388808539 

immediately.Your account will 
block within 24Hr.Thank you 

pytm team
CP610430 VMIPL Dear PYTM customer your

PYTM KYC has been 
suspended.PYTM office PH 

6289445982
Immediately.Your account will 
block within 24hr.Thank you 

PYTM team
BH-SMSTST BSNL Dear User you PT,YAM 

IkYCHase been suspend 
immediately call customer care 
no 8388898994 24hr Thankyou 

Team PT,YAM
BHSMSTST BSNL Dear User you PT,YAM 

IkYCHase been suspend 
immediately call customer care 
no 8902509420 24hr Thankyou 
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Team PT,YAM
VK-014529 Vodafone Dear user Your need to update 

you kycimmediately.Your 
service will hold within 24hrs.call 

8389079401 clink to: 
updatehttps://bit.ly/2WBkh3D

BR-COLGRE BSNL Dear user your Payt'm A/C e 
kyc has been expired call 

immediately for verification. A/c 
will be blocked within 24hr 
Payt'm customer care ph 

8388090596
BW-INFIND BSNL Dear User, Your P.YATM K-Y-C 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no. 

6299946184 immediately your 
P.YATM account suspen 24hrs 

THANK YOU

BW-SMSCMS BSNL Dear User, Your P.YATM K-Y-C 
has been expire today please 

call customer care no. 
7439181023 immediately your 
P.YATM account suspen 24hrs 

THANKU YOU
BPINFIND BSNL Dear User, Your P.YATM K-Y-C 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no. 

7439181023 immediately your 
P.YATM account suspen 24hrs 

THANKU YOU
BP-INFIND BSNL Dear User, Your P.YATM K-Y-C 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no. 

8391885993 immediately your 
P.YATM account suspen 24hrs 

THANK YOU
BZ-INFIND BSNL Dear User, Your P.YATM K-Y-C 

has been expire today please 
call customer care no. 

9608209016 immediately your 
P.YATM account suspen 24hrs

BH-EXPERT BSNL Dear User, Your PATYM 
Documents has been 
suspended. Call us@ 

7866895959 immediately. Your 
service will stopped within 

24hrs. Thankyou
BP-EXPERT BSNL Dear User, Your Paytm K-Y-C 

has been suspended. Call us @ 
7029011529 immediately. Your 
account service will be blocked 

within 24 hrs. Thankyou
BP-IPATYM BSNL Dear User, Your Paytm K-Y-C 

has been suspended. Call us @ 
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7074308293 immediately. Your 
account service will be blocked 

within 24 hrs. Thankyou
BH-UITMLR BSNL Dear User, Your PIPAYTM 

A.P.P well be Close 24hrs. 
JUST Contact 

us@6289814964, Thank you 
PIPAYTM Team.

VK-CHCKSM Vodafone Dear user, Your P-team a/c has 
been closed today. Please call 
us 7076977143 immediately. 

Your a/c will discontinue within 
24 hrs. Thank you.

VM-CHCKSM Vodafone Dear user, Your P-team a/c 
validity has been expired today. 

Please call us 7699947669 
immediately. Your a/c will 

discontinue within 24 hrs. Thank 
you.

QP-PTTEAM QTL Dear User, Your P-team K-Y-C 
has been Suspended. call us

7866819382 immediately.
Your account will bl0cked within 

24 hrs. Thank you.
BW-PTTEAM BSNL Dear User, Your P-team K-Y-C 

has been Suspended. call us
9399902552 immediately.

Your account will bl0cked within 
24 hrs. Thank you.

BZ-IKEYAC BSNL Dear user, Your QIPAYTM 
Account well be close 24 hrs. 

Just contact us @6289814964, 
Thank you QIPAYTM Team.

BZ-Aapntm BSNL Dears customer PY2TMKYC 
has been expired please contact 

office ph. 8389802819
BZ-IMTTTP BSNL Dears customer PytmKYCKyc 

has been expired please contact 
customer office ph. 9734039509

QP-TSTReg QTL Hello customer, The kyc of your 
P YTM account is expired 

&B!locked today. Call  customer 
care ;8389980161 Regards, P 

YTM TE M
BP-KPOINT BSNL Hello Customer, Your _PAYTM_ 

Acccount is expired & Blocked 
Today. Please complete full 

verification call customer care : 
9330159424 Regard, _PAYTM_ 

TEAM
QP-SNDSMS QTL Hello customer, Your p yt"m 

account KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocked today. Call 
customer care : 8389833396 

Regards P yt"mTe#m
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QP-pALert QTL Hello Customer, Your P YTM 
account KYC is expired 

&B!locked today. Please call 
customer care : 8101114056 

Regards, P YTM T EM
QP-uALERT QTL Hello Customer, Your P ytm 

account KYC is expired 
&B!locked today. Please call 
customer care : 8389076530 

Regards, P ytm TE M
QP-pUpdte QTL Hello Customer, Your P YTM 

account KYC is expired 
&B!locked today. Please call 
customer care : 8389997646 

Regards, P YTM T EM
QP-REMNDR QTL Hello Customer, Your P YTM 

account KYC is expired 
&B!locked today. Please call 
customer care : 9064676848 

Regards, P YTM TE M
QP-Suprot QTL Hello customer, Your P YTM 

account KYC is expired 
&B!locked today. Please call 
customer care: 7044335115 

Regards, P YTM TE M
MD-TESTIN MTNL Hello Customer, Your P@yt"m 

account K!!Y!!C is 
exp!red&Bl!ocked today. Call @ 

Customer care 6295197542 
Regards, P@yt"mTe#m

BP-TESTIN BSNL Hello Customer, Your P@yt"m 
account KYC is 

exp!red&Bl!ocked today. Call @ 
Customer care : 6295197542 

Regards, P@ytm"mte#m
QP-PAYINF QTL Hello Customer, Your P@yt"m 

account KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocked today. Call @ 

Customer care : 7866048002 
Regards, P@ytm"mte#m

VM-KPOINT Vodafone Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Account is 
expired and bloked today. 

Please complete Full 
Verification Call Customer care : 

8927419686 Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team

VK-KPOINT Vodafone Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_Account is 
expired and bloked today. 

Please complete Full 
Verification Call Customer care : 

9330159424 Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team

BRSVMART BSNL Hello sir your P-A-Y-T-M KYC 
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has been suspended please 
contact customer care with 24hr 

PH 7439234963 immediately 
thank you P-A-Y-T-M

BR-SVMART BSNL Hello sir your P-A-Y-T-M KYC 
has been suspended please 
contact customer care with in 

24hr PH 6290042043 
immediately thank you P-A-Y-T-

M
QP-QPTKYMY QTL KYC has been suspended 

customer care no is
-7029983029. Immediately your 

account is will be block after 
24hr thanks

AD-620406 Airtel P A Y T M dear customer your 
wallet KYC is suspended. To 

resume service call 7449661520 
immediately. Thanks

QP-PUBSMS QTL P@ytm Dear customer your 
wallet KYC is suspended To 

resume service call 8609799425 
immediately. Thanks

AD-Alerts Airtel PAY ,TM
Dear PAY ,TM customer your 
KYC has been suspended. To 

verified PAY ,TM KYC call 
9641448729 immediately. Your 
account will be blocked within 

24 hours.
JD-CGUIDE Jio PAY,,TM Dear pay,,tm customer 

your KYC has been suspended. 
To VerfiedPay,,tm KYC call 

8388893716 immediately. Your 
account will be blocked within 

24 hours.
QP-TESTIN QTL PAY,,TM Dear pay,,tm customer 

your KYC has been suspended. 
To VerfiedPay,,tm KYC call 

8389043448 immediately. Your 
account will be blocked within 

24 hours.
BZ-IYTMTT BSNL PAY2TMKYC has been expired. 

I have been asked to contact 
Customer care on 8346932895.

VK-459159 Vodafone PAYiTM dear customer your 
wallet KYC is suspended. To 

resume service call 6294164330 
immediately. Thanks

QP-PACDHM QTL Paytm dear customer your 
paytm has been expire please 

contact customer care no- 
8389085856 immediately your 
paytm account will be blocked 

within 24hrs.
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BR-PACDHM BSNL Paytm Dear Customer Your 
Paytm has been expire please 

contact customer care no- 
9144070319 immediately your 
paytm account will be blocked 

within 24hrs.
BP-DRHPAM BSNL Paytm dear customer your 

paytm KYC has been expired 
please contact customer no. 

8388992887 immediately your 
paytm account will be blocked 

within 24hrs.
BP-080001 BSNL Paytm dear customer your 

wallet KYC is suspended. To 
resume service call 8637810509 

immediately. Thanks
BX-622122 BSNL PAYTM Dear Paytm customer 

your KYC has been suspended 
to vedifiedpaytm KYC call 

6264660086
BL-Alertz BSNL PAYTM Dear paytm customer 

your KYC has been 
suspended.To Verified Paytm 

kyc call 6289934519 
immediately.account will be 

blocked within 24 hours
VM-DUHPAM Vodafone Paytm Dear Paytm customer 

Your Paytm KYC has been 
expired please contact customer 

no 9091225573 immediately 
your paytm account will be 

blocked within 24 hrs.
BR-PACAMS BSNL Paytm

Dear Customer Your Paytm Kyc 
Has Been Expire Please 

Contact Customer Care No-
7699828594 Immediately Your 
Paytm Account Will Be Blocked 

Within 24hrs.
BR-PACAMC BSNL Paytm

Dear Customer Your Paytm Kyc 
Has Been Expire Please 

Contact Customer Care No-
9691139673 Immediately Your 
Paytm Account Will Be Blocked 

Within 24hrs
50532 Unrecogniz

e
PAYTM

Dear paytm customer your KYC 
has been suspended.To Verified 

Paytm kyc call 8346054668 
immediately.account will be 

blocked within 24 hours
MD-Alerts MTNL PTM

Dear ptm customer your KYC 
has been suspended. To 
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verified Ptm KYC call 
6287743951 immediately. Your 
account will be blocked within 

24 hours.
VD-SOMINF Vodafone PY,TM WE WILL HOLD YOUR 

PY,TM AMOUNT AFTER 
SOMETIME COMPLETE YOUR 
PY,TM KYC PY,TM OFFICE PH 

8346842959
BZ-PACDHM BSNL Pytam dear

customer your pytamkyc has 
been expire please contact 

customer care no –
8389085856 immediately Your 
Pytam Account will be blocked 

within 24 hrs”
BH-SMARTC BSNL PYTM Dear Customer your 

pytmkyc has been expire please 
contact customer care no-

9433348220 immediately your 
pytm account will be blocked 

within 24hrs.
BH-PACDHM BSNL PYTM

Dear Customer Your PytmKyc 
Has Been Expire Please 

Contact Customer Care No-
9433348220 Immediately Your 
Pytm Account Will Be Blocked 

Within 24hrs.
QP-PVRPPK QTL Your iP@ytm KYC Has been 

Expired. Contact Customer care 
no.: 7679124927 Immediately. 

Your account will be block within 
24 hrs.

BWANKPPK BSNL Your P@YTM KYC Has Been 
Expired. Contact Customer 

Care No.:- 6290430296 
Immediately. Your account will 

Block within 24 hrs.
BR-IPPKCC BSNL Your P@YTM KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact Customer 
Care No.:- 7908655676 

Immediately. Your account will 
Block within 24 hrs.

CP-PAYKCC VMIPL Your PYTM KYC Has Been 
Expired. Contact Customer 

Care No.:- 6294082775 
Immediately. Your account will 

Block within 24 hrs.
QP-PAYSMS QTL Your PYTM KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact Customer 
Care No.:- 8537992765 

Immediately. Your account will 
Block within 24 hrs.

CP-PAYSMS VMIPL Your PYTM KYC Has Been 
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Expired. Contact Customer 
Care No.:- 9749131464 

Immediately. Your account will 
Block within 24 hrs.

VM-PAYSMS Vodafone Your PYTM KYC has been 
expired. Contact Customer care 
no.:-6294082775 Immediately. 

Your account will block within 24 
hrs.
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LIST OF NUMBERS THROUGH WHICH FRAUDULENT PHONE 
CALLS (INCLUDING ATTEMPTS TO DEFRAUD) HAVE BEEN 
MADE TO CUSTOMERS OF THE PETITIONERS AND THEIR 

GROUP COMPANIES AT THE FIRST INSTANCE

Note: The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 
details have been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in 
the complaints made to them for action. They have been removed 
from the present table in the interest of data privacy.

S.N
o

Phone number of 
Fraudster Case received date

1 6203190224 19-Sep-2019
2 7366897302 19-Sep-2019
3 7827088479 19-Sep-2019
4 9330328858 19-Sep-2019
5 7044920823 20-Sep-2019
6 7595973529 20-Sep-2019
7 7004659711 20-Sep-2019
8 8509059605 20-Sep-2019
9 6201147630 20-Sep-2019

10 9163185792 20-Sep-2019
11 8002847528 20-Sep-2019
12 6287600938 20-Sep-2019
13 8521405014 20-Sep-2019
14 6296941095 20-Sep-2019
15 6291488935 20-Sep-2019
16 8217614548 20-Sep-2019
17 9330289458 20-Sep-2019
18 7294871295 20-Sep-2019
19 8800586061 20-Sep-2019
20 6296782141 20-Sep-2019
21 9330764548 20-Sep-2019
22 8918951126 20-Sep-2019
23 8637873488 20-Sep-2019
24 8295845447 20-Sep-2019
25 7541984463 20-Sep-2019
26 6291284167 20-Sep-2019
27 6289750351 20-Sep-2019
28 9330499853 20-Sep-2019
29 9330599262 20-Sep-2019
30 9974463042 20-Sep-2019
31 9330657053 20-Sep-2019
32 7001527402 20-Sep-2019
33 8757651407 20-Sep-2019
34 6289280748 20-Sep-2019
35 9304061368 20-Sep-2019
36 7762087274 20-Sep-2019
37 9861533628 20-Sep-2019
38 6291607925 20-Sep-2019
39 9330611301 20-Sep-2019
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40 9382609951 20-Sep-2019
41 8637567423 20-Sep-2019
42 8927002692 20-Sep-2019
43 7428292955 20-Sep-2019
44 8101248837 20-Sep-2019
45 9330593764 20-Sep-2019
46 8101411815 20-Sep-2019
47 6289167238 20-Sep-2019
48 8927520835 20-Sep-2019
49 8570972014 20-Sep-2019
50 7679666462 20-Sep-2019
51 9330502250 20-Sep-2019
52 8101711877 20-Sep-2019
53 7001839650 20-Sep-2019
54 8101770417 20-Sep-2019
55 6296401214 20-Sep-2019
56 8769361749 20-Sep-2019
57 9608806823 20-Sep-2019
58 6297393408 20-Sep-2019
59 9330638056 20-Sep-2019
60 7602833974 20-Sep-2019
61 6289242880 20-Sep-2019
62 9955232558 20-Sep-2019
63 6291795923 20-Sep-2019
64 8927147622 20-Sep-2019
65 9664461063 20-Sep-2019
66 8617458245 20-Sep-2019
67 7679373883 20-Sep-2019
68 9091028609 20-Sep-2019
69 9382967240 20-Sep-2019
70 7001150109 20-Sep-2019
71 6289845306 20-Sep-2019
72 6297782698 20-Sep-2019
73 7759988252 20-Sep-2019
74 8294686293 20-Sep-2019
75 6295080337 20-Sep-2019
76 6202152756 20-Sep-2019
77 9641123269 20-Sep-2019
78 9641064015 20-Sep-2019
79 8250805746 20-Sep-2019
80 8918130576 20-Sep-2019
81 7679656830 20-Sep-2019
82 8927318579 20-Sep-2019
83 6296205323 20-Sep-2019
84 7866832822 20-Sep-2019
85 8918550532 20-Sep-2019
86 9629708161 20-Sep-2019
87 9382986799 20-Sep-2019
88 9661702763 21-Sep-2019
89 7061323833 21-Sep-2019
90 6291654910 21-Sep-2019
91 6206528280 21-Sep-2019
92 7450890315 21-Sep-2019
93 9631701548 21-Sep-2019
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94 9875562973 21-Sep-2019
95 8101201916 21-Sep-2019
96 8420163130 21-Sep-2019
97 7304962247 21-Sep-2019
98 7297012769 21-Sep-2019
99 6289053481 21-Sep-2019

100 9828623361 21-Sep-2019
101 8420153279 21-Sep-2019
102 7029078831 21-Sep-2019
103 8597847694 21-Sep-2019
104 6291252889 21-Sep-2019
105 6204973984 21-Sep-2019
106 7365061036 21-Sep-2019
107 9614665460 21-Sep-2019
108 9382120819 21-Sep-2019
109 9123828048 21-Sep-2019
110 9641275778 21-Sep-2019
111 9934597183 21-Sep-2019
112 9330682712 21-Sep-2019
113 8617696035 21-Sep-2019
114 7029833480 21-Sep-2019
115 7320056194 21-Sep-2019
116 9330667049 21-Sep-2019
117 9330502177 21-Sep-2019
118 8167580123 21-Sep-2019
119 9330041291 21-Sep-2019
120 9641672380 21-Sep-2019
121 7029810732 21-Sep-2019
122 7998575942 21-Sep-2019
123 7863835073 21-Sep-2019
124 8101874218 21-Sep-2019
125 6291174603 21-Sep-2019
126 8927002727 21-Sep-2019
127 6295405794 21-Sep-2019
128 8274901750 21-Sep-2019
129 9911428626 21-Sep-2019
130 7595836129 21-Sep-2019
131 6297904152 21-Sep-2019
132 8789157223 21-Sep-2019
133 9861528987 21-Sep-2019
134 8927524992 21-Sep-2019
135 7098175535 21-Sep-2019
136 6206561042 21-Sep-2019
137 7098801907 21-Sep-2019
138 9199217355 21-Sep-2019
139 7679248605 21-Sep-2019
140 8076233724 21-Sep-2019
141 8918658708 21-Sep-2019
142 7735437173 21-Sep-2019
143 8013061378 21-Sep-2019
144 7098861379 21-Sep-2019
145 8101739822 21-Sep-2019
146 6296137382 21-Sep-2019
147 9330713932 21-Sep-2019
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148 7865013001 21-Sep-2019
149 7865018944 21-Sep-2019
150 7098278959 21-Sep-2019
151 7060107476 21-Sep-2019
152 8101513280 21-Sep-2019
153 9547085803 21-Sep-2019
154 7031079522 21-Sep-2019
155 7735982550 21-Sep-2019
156 7439187920 21-Sep-2019
157 9987607326 21-Sep-2019
158 8425904006 21-Sep-2019
159 6289627908 21-Sep-2019
160 9064701823 21-Sep-2019
161 7003965133 21-Sep-2019
162 9330111389 21-Sep-2019
163 8927275254 21-Sep-2019
164 7428583370 21-Sep-2019
165 9729961069 21-Sep-2019
166 7735359621 21-Sep-2019
167 8513963532 21-Sep-2019
168 8250945153 21-Sep-2019
169 9382368770 21-Sep-2019
170 8115842154 25-Sep-2019
171 7044397128 25-Sep-2019
172 7735745693 25-Sep-2019
173 6289899308 25-Sep-2019
174 7321800310 25-Sep-2019
175 9934649848 25-Sep-2019
176 9801824027 25-Sep-2019
177 9270730092 25-Sep-2019
178 7679285918 25-Sep-2019
179 6200992462 25-Sep-2019
180 8423813052 25-Sep-2019
181 8862822253 25-Sep-2019
182 9315915139 25-Sep-2019
183 9064743506 25-Sep-2019
184 9330525369 25-Sep-2019
185 6291872153 25-Sep-2019
186 6289845635 25-Sep-2019
187 7739323636 25-Sep-2019
188 6289534156 25-Sep-2019
189 8967257766 25-Sep-2019
190 7033017410 25-Sep-2019
191 6289002966 25-Sep-2019
192 7029565518 25-Sep-2019
193 8910727089 25-Sep-2019
194 9851274791 25-Sep-2019
195 6291776408 25-Sep-2019
196 9931670242 25-Sep-2019
197 7044371854 25-Sep-2019
198 8759637944 25-Sep-2019
199 8101277248 25-Sep-2019
200 7098879094 25-Sep-2019
201 6290985148 25-Sep-2019
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202 7439190925 25-Sep-2019
203 6289867318 25-Sep-2019
204 7098872802 25-Sep-2019
205 6290733030 25-Sep-2019
206 9801720483 25-Sep-2019
207 8777373349 25-Sep-2019
208 8250148752 25-Sep-2019
209 8755968356 25-Sep-2019
210 6289831592 25-Sep-2019
211 9729961059 25-Sep-2019
212 7358297647 25-Sep-2019
213 6289978543 25-Sep-2019
214 7735473173 25-Sep-2019
215 9572780322 25-Sep-2019
216 7679432334 25-Sep-2019
217 7735348901 25-Sep-2019
218 7633948385 25-Sep-2019
219 6289653281 25-Sep-2019
220 8509243911 25-Sep-2019
221 8228031623 25-Sep-2019
222 9064805675 25-Sep-2019
223 9330144528 25-Sep-2019
224 6295595612 25-Sep-2019
225 6289499755 25-Sep-2019
226 7602760056 25-Sep-2019
227 7001183964 25-Sep-2019
228 6291142600 25-Sep-2019
229 6297847284 25-Sep-2019
230 6289749718 25-Sep-2019
231 9818801360 25-Sep-2019
232 8622034571 25-Sep-2019
233 7001378528 25-Sep-2019
234 9588149874 25-Sep-2019
235 6289965693 26-Sep-2019
236 7098234528 26-Sep-2019
237 7870540371 26-Sep-2019
238 9547976673 26-Sep-2019
239 6289185399 26-Sep-2019
240 7047278322 26-Sep-2019
241 9641517231 26-Sep-2019
242 7596810811 26-Sep-2019
243 9102262998 26-Sep-2019
244 9330823813 26-Sep-2019
245 7595039241 26-Sep-2019
246 8777767524 26-Sep-2019
247 6200276503 26-Sep-2019
248 7318728770 26-Sep-2019
249 6289750749 26-Sep-2019
250 6299153827 26-Sep-2019
251 8927438183 26-Sep-2019
252 8509010741 26-Sep-2019
253 9872498169 26-Sep-2019
254 6290704857 26-Sep-2019
255 6379769752 26-Sep-2019
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256 7001655367 26-Sep-2019
257 8969899738 26-Sep-2019
258 9614261735 26-Sep-2019
259 9330975618 26-Sep-2019
260 8167434675 26-Sep-2019
261 6291378922 26-Sep-2019
262 6291372397 26-Sep-2019
263 6290444149 26-Sep-2019
264 6290543650 26-Sep-2019
265 8918790236 26-Sep-2019
266 7517022100 26-Sep-2019
267 8420507214 26-Sep-2019
268 9163297100 26-Sep-2019
269 9430707428 26-Sep-2019
270 8101805685 26-Sep-2019
271 6296446569 26-Sep-2019
272 7478105172 26-Sep-2019
273 8927531368 26-Sep-2019
274 9064187319 26-Sep-2019
275 8509521858 26-Sep-2019
276 7384916974 26-Sep-2019
277 7439191310 26-Sep-2019
278 9641730019 26-Sep-2019
279 6296284755 26-Sep-2019
280 8927775889 26-Sep-2019
281 6295178972 26-Sep-2019
282 9361232709 26-Sep-2019
283 7980997917 26-Sep-2019
284 9641148759 26-Sep-2019
285 7679334019 26-Sep-2019
286 9661436556 26-Sep-2019
287 9641410244 26-Sep-2019
288 8789329514 26-Sep-2019
289 9509208443 26-Sep-2019
290 7866808377 26-Sep-2019
291 6291097033 26-Sep-2019
292 9477787361 26-Sep-2019
293 9641350881 26-Sep-2019
294 9851503870 26-Sep-2019
295 9641843749 26-Sep-2019
296 8101897510 26-Sep-2019
297 8210832363 26-Sep-2019
298 8571899983 26-Sep-2019
299 9518469831 26-Sep-2019
300 8527264659 6-Oct-2019
301 8292018440 6-Oct-2019
302 9336148812 6-Oct-2019
303 8509112782 6-Oct-2019
304 9903187213 6-Oct-2019
305 7033821341 6-Oct-2019
306 7029334133 6-Oct-2019
307 9661831674 6-Oct-2019
308 6289814257 6-Oct-2019
309 7314821066 6-Oct-2019
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310 7029167311 6-Oct-2019
311 6491607925 6-Oct-2019
312 7679996023 6-Oct-2019
313 9851280476 6-Oct-2019
314 6290914401 6-Oct-2019
315 9509225303 6-Oct-2019
316 8445634453 6-Oct-2019
317 6291542054 6-Oct-2019
318 7367913206 6-Oct-2019
319 8101746733 6-Oct-2019
320 9641499605 6-Oct-2019
321 9641098809 6-Oct-2019
322 7463825313 6-Oct-2019
323 8927459366 6-Oct-2019
324 6289951499 6-Oct-2019
325 7849910228 6-Oct-2019
326 9064437396 6-Oct-2019
327 9680313092 6-Oct-2019
328 8013571805 7-Oct-2019
329 6289352743 7-Oct-2019
330 6287070725 7-Oct-2019
331 9641611282 7-Oct-2019
332 7061182263 7-Oct-2019
333 9693682311 7-Oct-2019
334 9614251735 7-Oct-2019
335 7595025330 7-Oct-2019
336 9330382469 7-Oct-2019
337 9851293913 8-Oct-2019
338 9330888382 8-Oct-2019
339 8617082075 8-Oct-2019
340 8583043160 8-Oct-2019
341 9330913547 8-Oct-2019
342 8910459979 8-Oct-2019
343 6204836650 8-Oct-2019
344 9861584749 8-Oct-2019
345 9402612039 8-Oct-2019
346 6267481523 8-Oct-2019
347 7595074289 8-Oct-2019
348 6297096566 8-Oct-2019
349 9693527759 8-Oct-2019
350 7439191913 8-Oct-2019
351 9771848670 8-Oct-2019
352 9651939167 8-Oct-2019
353 6294471657 8-Oct-2019
354 6291659141 9-Oct-2019
355 8016459963 9-Oct-2019
356 9330172976 9-Oct-2019
357 8280549291 9-Oct-2019
358 7759022012 9-Oct-2019
359 7870248529 9-Oct-2019
360 8759910570 9-Oct-2019
361 6291490770 9-Oct-2019
362 8617091311 9-Oct-2019
363 7864860966 9-Oct-2019
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364 9123268285 9-Oct-2019
365 6291464958 9-Oct-2019
366 9614062232 9-Oct-2019
367 6294634102 9-Oct-2019
368 8210482561 9-Oct-2019
369 8820705932 9-Oct-2019
370 6291953793 9-Oct-2019
371 6291473069 9-Oct-2019
372 9429266529 9-Oct-2019
373 7866081152 9-Oct-2019
374 6289610316 9-Oct-2019
375 6291931325 10-Oct-2019
376 6289386292 10-Oct-2019
377 8918718542 10-Oct-2019
378 9330782105 10-Oct-2019
379 7679963663 10-Oct-2019
380 6289700810 10-Oct-2019
381 9330971031 10-Oct-2019
382 7029079641 10-Oct-2019
383 9064512926 10-Oct-2019
384 9861804019 10-Oct-2019
385 8927609076 10-Oct-2019
386 7687806549 10-Oct-2019
387 8972254163 10-Oct-2019
388 7828758350 10-Oct-2019
389 8927552017 10-Oct-2019
390 6291397801 10-Oct-2019
391 8927603947 10-Oct-2019
392 8002635516 10-Oct-2019
393 8637891431 10-Oct-2019
394 9064668475 10-Oct-2019
395 9614061281 10-Oct-2019
396 7029683893 10-Oct-2019
397 9641099809 10-Oct-2019
398 6289826187 10-Oct-2019
399 9641132269 10-Oct-2019
400 8927117873 10-Oct-2019
401 6204647845 10-Oct-2019
402 8918595654 10-Oct-2019
403 9790947258 10-Oct-2019
404 7091701674 10-Oct-2019
405 7367834936 11-Oct-2019
406 6287559468 11-Oct-2019
407 8509485798 11-Oct-2019
408 8539052978 11-Oct-2019
409 7634956738 11-Oct-2019
410 6291388326 11-Oct-2019
411 6294386529 11-Oct-2019
412 6239186627 11-Oct-2019
413 9065000461 11-Oct-2019
414 9064638837 11-Oct-2019
415 9330823406 11-Oct-2019
416 9330653434 11-Oct-2019
417 9861124717 11-Oct-2019
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418 7864852834 11-Oct-2019
419 9382100943 11-Oct-2019
420 8101191027 11-Oct-2019
421 7980002188 11-Oct-2019
422 8906194975 11-Oct-2019
423 6289591522 11-Oct-2019
424 7439186878 11-Oct-2019
425 8754531664 11-Oct-2019
426 6290456087 11-Oct-2019
427 8002631297 11-Oct-2019
428 8709745771 11-Oct-2019
429 7866829435 11-Oct-2019
430 7866073957 11-Oct-2019
431 9101183880 11-Oct-2019
432 9064897985 11-Oct-2019
433 9641733498 11-Oct-2019
434 7439186204 11-Oct-2019
435 6289231109 11-Oct-2019
436 7870150666 12-Oct-2019
437 9831833002 12-Oct-2019
438 9641105954 12-Oct-2019
439 6290335814 12-Oct-2019
440 7605802458 12-Oct-2019
441 9330048990 12-Oct-2019
442 6287860948 12-Oct-2019
443 8927724521 12-Oct-2019
444 9330595088 12-Oct-2019
445 8521451232 12-Oct-2019
446 7070690199 12-Oct-2019
447 9065409161 12-Oct-2019
448 6289126691 12-Oct-2019
449 8936064878 12-Oct-2019
450 7357467063 12-Oct-2019
451 9749193974 12-Oct-2019
452 9664324523 12-Oct-2019
453 6289374322 12-Oct-2019
454 9064240622 12-Oct-2019
455 9861670964 12-Oct-2019
456 7091340584 12-Oct-2019
457 7449803676 12-Oct-2019
458 7305610587 12-Oct-2019
459 7029975212 12-Oct-2019
460 7866001426 12-Oct-2019
461 6295183110 12-Oct-2019
462 6289589112 12-Oct-2019
463 9835991924 12-Oct-2019
464 7865908744 12-Oct-2019
465 6291486171 12-Oct-2019
466 9382665004 12-Oct-2019
467 9382698921 12-Oct-2019
468 9162798951 13-Oct-2019
469 8420087104 13-Oct-2019
470 8420527282 13-Oct-2019
471 8101481292 13-Oct-2019
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472 9588705141 13-Oct-2019
473 6289269821 13-Oct-2019
474 6089534156 13-Oct-2019
475 6003985513 13-Oct-2019
476 8969827023 13-Oct-2019
477 9851494059 13-Oct-2019
478 9641266257 13-Oct-2019
479 6289665334 13-Oct-2019
480 6380029757 13-Oct-2019
481 6291397831 13-Oct-2019
482 6204335536 13-Oct-2019
483 8509068771 13-Oct-2019
484 6289032141 13-Oct-2019
485 8509692849 13-Oct-2019
486 6294367196 13-Oct-2019
487 9903364066 13-Oct-2019
488 8101358375 13-Oct-2019
489 8759702349 13-Oct-2019
490 8250358746 13-Oct-2019
491 6295279683 13-Oct-2019
492 9060547502 13-Oct-2019
493 6289825838 14-Oct-2019
494 6289664651 14-Oct-2019
495 7044395605 14-Oct-2019
496 7595982467 14-Oct-2019
497 6289875278 14-Oct-2019
498 9801906915 14-Oct-2019
499 8571752327 14-Oct-2019
500 8637343603 14-Oct-2019
501 7367914206 14-Oct-2019
502 7632882344 14-Oct-2019
503 9902046374 14-Oct-2019
504 9557328459 14-Oct-2019
505 8240719546 14-Oct-2019
506 9330822838 14-Oct-2019
507 6291055964 14-Oct-2019
508 7003683248 14-Oct-2019
509 7759986745 14-Oct-2019
510 8582966094 14-Oct-2019
511 9163658747 14-Oct-2019
512 6289750116 14-Oct-2019
513 7077518719 14-Oct-2019
514 8927951361 14-Oct-2019
515 7463825073 14-Oct-2019
516 9004100113 14-Oct-2019
517 6294630979 14-Oct-2019
518 7362915725 14-Oct-2019
519 9330632294 14-Oct-2019
520 9038248591 14-Oct-2019
521 6296028581 14-Oct-2019
522 6294367146 14-Oct-2019
523 9641470969 14-Oct-2019
524 8709873139 14-Oct-2019
525 9875535779 14-Oct-2019

833



526 9973643320 14-Oct-2019
527 6289301371 14-Oct-2019
528 9350970278 14-Oct-2019
529 7499683526 14-Oct-2019
530 7602668530 14-Oct-2019
531 6289807467 14-Oct-2019
532 8587263147 14-Oct-2019
533 8919550532 14-Oct-2019
534 7029339136 14-Oct-2019
535 7866823753 14-Oct-2019
536 8827003937 14-Oct-2019
537 7468954587 15-Oct-2019
538 9821615956 15-Oct-2019
539 6200097818 15-Oct-2019
540 8918690409 15-Oct-2019
541 6200863134 15-Oct-2019
542 9973783946 15-Oct-2019
543 9330600258 15-Oct-2019
544 9641848716 15-Oct-2019
545 7001253503 15-Oct-2019
546 6291252008 15-Oct-2019
547 6290594679 15-Oct-2019
548 6287213442 15-Oct-2019
549 7596892370 15-Oct-2019
550 9330685267 15-Oct-2019
551 6289501255 15-Oct-2019
552 7488224403 15-Oct-2019
553 9851948962 15-Oct-2019
554 8101739832 15-Oct-2019
555 9330775268 15-Oct-2019
556 7679201226 15-Oct-2019
557 6290282720 15-Oct-2019
558 7679354784 15-Oct-2019
559 8167726927 15-Oct-2019
560 8927419686 15-Oct-2019
561 8927149686 15-Oct-2019
562 6370233932 15-Oct-2019
563 7735195158 15-Oct-2019
564 8927756438 15-Oct-2019
565 7962880755 15-Oct-2019
566 9851498982 15-Oct-2019
567 7439175820 15-Oct-2019
568 8570093019 15-Oct-2019
569 6289549573 15-Oct-2019
570 6370068345 15-Oct-2019
571 6204859729 15-Oct-2019
572 9430186214 15-Oct-2019
573 9729283970 15-Oct-2019
574 6296514966 15-Oct-2019
575 9350861411 15-Oct-2019
576 8509513327 15-Oct-2019
577 9064392577 15-Oct-2019
578 6297977498 15-Oct-2019
579 9330647316 15-Oct-2019
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580 8918945934 15-Oct-2019
581 8250133200 15-Oct-2019
582 7908268524 15-Oct-2019
583 8617851273 15-Oct-2019
584 7866070513 15-Oct-2019
585 8827525463 15-Oct-2019
586 6289325469 15-Oct-2019
587 8101633905 15-Oct-2019
588 8810620762 15-Oct-2019
589 7340250483 15-Oct-2019
590 6291877497 15-Oct-2019
591 9330160675 15-Oct-2019
592 8582835141 15-Oct-2019
593 7029339236 15-Oct-2019
594 8457831298 15-Oct-2019
595 8509062091 16-Oct-2019
596 7367959174 16-Oct-2019
597 7595979219 16-Oct-2019
598 7632848061 16-Oct-2019
599 9955780689 16-Oct-2019
600 8003050930 16-Oct-2019
601 9935764170 16-Oct-2019
602 9163430154 16-Oct-2019
603 8420803916 16-Oct-2019
604 8637550690 16-Oct-2019
605 6291477224 16-Oct-2019
606 6291541677 16-Oct-2019
607 6289936640 16-Oct-2019
608 9064927405 16-Oct-2019
609 9875612041 16-Oct-2019
610 7029733854 16-Oct-2019
611 9330890165 16-Oct-2019
612 8001780971 16-Oct-2019
613 7980028472 16-Oct-2019
614 8101924461 16-Oct-2019
615 9163468102 16-Oct-2019
616 7679709593 16-Oct-2019
617 6393609096 16-Oct-2019
618 8927352801 16-Oct-2019
619 8217534323 16-Oct-2019
620 9971559199 16-Oct-2019
621 6289419271 16-Oct-2019
622 7477648349 16-Oct-2019
623 7827520873 31-Oct-2019
624 6289724138 31-Oct-2019
625 6289971825 31-Oct-2019
626 7632848189 31-Oct-2019
627 9330660067 31-Oct-2019
628 6289650044 31-Oct-2019
629 7091053143 31-Oct-2019
630 8759554936 31-Oct-2019
631 7044516106 31-Oct-2019
632 7991050246 31-Oct-2019
633 9717465555 31-Oct-2019
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634 6289804872 31-Oct-2019
635 9779175607 31-Oct-2019
636 6291536209 31-Oct-2019
637 9330743255 31-Oct-2019
638 6297696274 31-Oct-2019
639 8307129581 31-Oct-2019
640 8927832446 31-Oct-2019
641 8101202748 31-Oct-2019
642 9851967090 31-Oct-2019
643 7029103435 31-Oct-2019
644 7098161679 31-Oct-2019
645 8927904153 31-Oct-2019
646 9661526256 31-Oct-2019
647 8918876690 31-Oct-2019
648 6295190776 31-Oct-2019
649 8250429468 31-Oct-2019
650 7296055849 31-Oct-2019
651 9330884029 31-Oct-2019
652 9064009066 31-Oct-2019
653 7864842053 31-Oct-2019
654 6294028295 31-Oct-2019
655 6291764406 31-Oct-2019
656 7866813961 31-Oct-2019
657 8240989636 1-Nov-2019
658 6289957485 1-Nov-2019
659 6290877271 1-Nov-2019
660 7304573652 1-Nov-2019
661 7461023469 1-Nov-2019
662 7596815866 1-Nov-2019
663 8229885759 1-Nov-2019
664 6206415811 1-Nov-2019
665 7003302590 1-Nov-2019
666 9892356524 1-Nov-2019
667 6289974199 1-Nov-2019
668 6289530107 1-Nov-2019
669 9861271982 1-Nov-2019
670 7978129917 1-Nov-2019
671 7029209778 1-Nov-2019
672 7864852534 1-Nov-2019
673 9348493279 1-Nov-2019
674 8249900600 1-Nov-2019
675 7637995616 1-Nov-2019
676 6296469189 1-Nov-2019
677 8509734268 1-Nov-2019
678 6289252434 1-Nov-2019
679 7029452806 1-Nov-2019
680 9870163034 1-Nov-2019
681 8640171532 1-Nov-2019
682 8016938534 1-Nov-2019
683 7679616329 1-Nov-2019
684 7908998269 1-Nov-2019
685 9729406912 1-Nov-2019
686 8250290993 2-Nov-2019
687 9330516245 2-Nov-2019
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688 9602580454 2-Nov-2019
689 9330745927 2-Nov-2019
690 6291931368 2-Nov-2019
691 9821617485 2-Nov-2019
692 9861541063 2-Nov-2019
693 8906012203 2-Nov-2019
694 9006858191 2-Nov-2019
695 7278676046 2-Nov-2019
696 9990660053 2-Nov-2019
697 7489624096 2-Nov-2019
698 8637824741 2-Nov-2019
699 7439169361 2-Nov-2019
700 7903333794 2-Nov-2019
701 6289624419 2-Nov-2019
702 6291920025 4-Nov-2019
703 9199269941 4-Nov-2019
704 6239619931 4-Nov-2019
705 9330917502 4-Nov-2019
706 9749261774 4-Nov-2019
707 9892356564 4-Nov-2019
708 7679585080 4-Nov-2019
709 8250506185 4-Nov-2019
710 7029574640 4-Nov-2019
711 9433475876 4-Nov-2019
712 6290612170 4-Nov-2019
713 9064576488 4-Nov-2019
714 6289045657 4-Nov-2019
715 8167868457 4-Nov-2019
716 9064766352 4-Nov-2019
717 7981653987 5-Nov-2019
718 6289846970 5-Nov-2019
719 6295124891 5-Nov-2019
720 9163306078 5-Nov-2019
721 6289052858 5-Nov-2019
722 6372045091 5-Nov-2019
723 7098790884 5-Nov-2019
724 8003401123 5-Nov-2019
725 9879383189 5-Nov-2019
726 8167722572 5-Nov-2019
727 6297966479 5-Nov-2019
728 6201599080 5-Nov-2019
729 6289768948 5-Nov-2019
730 6291719315 5-Nov-2019
731 6295042117 5-Nov-2019
732 6289816297 5-Nov-2019
733 7866081704 5-Nov-2019
734 6296778551 5-Nov-2019
735 8918782934 5-Nov-2019
736 9509221540 5-Nov-2019
737 6206816768 5-Nov-2019
738 9064688931 5-Nov-2019
739 9330042438 6-Nov-2019
740 9382623598 6-Nov-2019
741 9821623872 6-Nov-2019
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742 7449393050 6-Nov-2019
743 6289978722 6-Nov-2019
744 8969746669 6-Nov-2019
745 6290985948 6-Nov-2019
746 9064432605 6-Nov-2019
747 7011593205 6-Nov-2019
748 7827117735 6-Nov-2019
749 9330381303 6-Nov-2019
750 8617024831 6-Nov-2019
751 8927915979 6-Nov-2019
752 8217497819 6-Nov-2019
753 6296008571 6-Nov-2019
754 7439179483 6-Nov-2019
755 8637595366 6-Nov-2019
756 8343881297 6-Nov-2019
757 8597849756 6-Nov-2019
758 8509734950 6-Nov-2019
759 8167431739 6-Nov-2019
760 8076739426 6-Nov-2019
761 8210594562 6-Nov-2019
762 6289216745 6-Nov-2019
763 8249331857 6-Nov-2019
764 7864861762 6-Nov-2019
765 7866081158 6-Nov-2019
766 7679494260 7-Nov-2019
767 6289134686 7-Nov-2019
768 6291311289 7-Nov-2019
769 8521520032 7-Nov-2019
770 6289697396 7-Nov-2019
771 8777747231 7-Nov-2019
772 6291660169 7-Nov-2019
773 8250286837 7-Nov-2019
774 8777359102 7-Nov-2019
775 8509115609 7-Nov-2019
776 6289738372 7-Nov-2019
777 9334948641 7-Nov-2019
778 6296861242 7-Nov-2019
779 8927868684 7-Nov-2019
780 6203370424 7-Nov-2019
781 6289981598 7-Nov-2019
782 7439174596 7-Nov-2019
783 6296517088 7-Nov-2019
784 9330049603 7-Nov-2019
785 8207083159 7-Nov-2019
786 6289476702 7-Nov-2019
787 8617538011 7-Nov-2019
788 6291086875 7-Nov-2019
789 8617513598 7-Nov-2019
790 6290356249 7-Nov-2019
791 8617615127 7-Nov-2019
792 9064922982 7-Nov-2019
793 6291745047 7-Nov-2019
794 7583927625 7-Nov-2019
795 6289625614 8-Nov-2019
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796 8420935945 8-Nov-2019
797 9330532599 8-Nov-2019
798 7870540363 8-Nov-2019
799 8101495814 8-Nov-2019
800 7998334421 8-Nov-2019
801 9123732375 8-Nov-2019
802 6291992606 8-Nov-2019
803 6291628992 8-Nov-2019
804 8167434553 8-Nov-2019
805 8295485268 8-Nov-2019
806 8133077438 8-Nov-2019
807 8515944108 8-Nov-2019
808 9766256674 8-Nov-2019
809 9064863505 9-Nov-2019
810 9875617161 9-Nov-2019
811 8539806991 9-Nov-2019
812 9330212289 9-Nov-2019
813 9155519575 9-Nov-2019
814 6290528456 9-Nov-2019
815 8101738500 9-Nov-2019
816 9330677132 9-Nov-2019
817 7865003467 9-Nov-2019
818 7865883386 9-Nov-2019
819 8101451401 9-Nov-2019
820 9330316240 9-Nov-2019
821 8250784889 9-Nov-2019
822 7082583157 9-Nov-2019
823 7980367709 9-Nov-2019
824 8617099678 9-Nov-2019
825 6291689417 10-Nov-2019
826 8509139913 10-Nov-2019
827 8777767194 10-Nov-2019
828 7439178993 10-Nov-2019
829 8302323745 10-Nov-2019
830 8927899361 10-Nov-2019
831 6291774280 10-Nov-2019
832 9064474914 10-Nov-2019
833 7866014851 10-Nov-2019
834 9546667437 10-Nov-2019
835 6205840219 11-Nov-2019
836 7482927757 11-Nov-2019
837 8101931432 11-Nov-2019
838 8968065922 11-Nov-2019
839 9547123724 11-Nov-2019
840 6290174154 11-Nov-2019
841 7735745962 11-Nov-2019
842 7896884009 11-Nov-2019
843 8292027402 12-Nov-2019
844 7667677699 12-Nov-2019
845 6002189534 12-Nov-2019
846 7595975566 12-Nov-2019
847 8101561492 12-Nov-2019
848 7044514486 12-Nov-2019
849 9330028949 12-Nov-2019
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850 8708837945 12-Nov-2019
851 6289720486 12-Nov-2019
852 9749268984 12-Nov-2019
853 6377725554 12-Nov-2019
854 8102676809 12-Nov-2019
855 7679158960 12-Nov-2019
856 9330527870 12-Nov-2019
857 8927887716 12-Nov-2019
858 8918940802 12-Nov-2019
859 7852040741 12-Nov-2019
860 8617219639 13-Nov-2019
861 9123802656 13-Nov-2019
862 8420524510 13-Nov-2019
863 9381328442 13-Nov-2019
864 8167586452 13-Nov-2019
865 9856782426 13-Nov-2019
866 9330635818 13-Nov-2019
867 8343881904 13-Nov-2019
868 7029941225 13-Nov-2019
869 9950887477 13-Nov-2019
870 9330346639 14-Nov-2019
871 8420554323 14-Nov-2019
872 7029831225 14-Nov-2019
873 6289269278 14-Nov-2019
874 8597857895 14-Nov-2019
875 6291430446 15-Nov-2019
876 6207956648 15-Nov-2019
877 8627567423 15-Nov-2019
878 9851499202 15-Nov-2019
879 8918657903 15-Nov-2019
880 6295893372 15-Nov-2019
881 9334383416 15-Nov-2019
882 7001966470 15-Nov-2019
883 9330722352 16-Nov-2019
884 9382951720 16-Nov-2019
885 8167437005 16-Nov-2019
886 7518764185 16-Nov-2019
887 9330782214 16-Nov-2019
888 6294392047 16-Nov-2019
889 8167418003 16-Nov-2019
890 6295251347 16-Nov-2019
891 7866022123 16-Nov-2019
892 6291463714 16-Nov-2019
893 9330466461 17-Nov-2019
894 6372958081 17-Nov-2019
895 7304962322 17-Nov-2019
896 9641441799 17-Nov-2019
897 9265060283 17-Nov-2019
898 8101842762 17-Nov-2019
899 7866081282 17-Nov-2019
900 8927659130 17-Nov-2019
901 9361269668 17-Nov-2019
902 6291647342 17-Nov-2019
903 8513958160 17-Nov-2019

840



904 7393856646 18-Nov-2019
905 8927817414 18-Nov-2019
906 7047424976 18-Nov-2019
907 7679371959 18-Nov-2019
908 6290509936 18-Nov-2019
909 9007846143 19-Nov-2019
910 8084569639 19-Nov-2019
911 7029135655 19-Nov-2019
912 9330746187 19-Nov-2019
913 9384189408 19-Nov-2019
914 9330074375 19-Nov-2019
915 7481900861 19-Nov-2019
916 6291507543 19-Nov-2019
917 9123038204 19-Nov-2019
918 8918316281 19-Nov-2019
919 6290781395 19-Nov-2019
920 8637810264 19-Nov-2019
921 9875544828 19-Nov-2019
922 6204013079 19-Nov-2019
923 7866016701 19-Nov-2019
924 6291633469 19-Nov-2019
925 8918742876 19-Nov-2019
926 6291642439 19-Nov-2019
927 8278712098 19-Nov-2019
928 8509535107 19-Nov-2019
929 9749697259 19-Nov-2019
930 9641390314 19-Nov-2019
931 9330949162 20-Nov-2019
932 9861955847 20-Nov-2019
933 7596996329 22-Nov-2019
934 9330818480 22-Nov-2019
935 6289372508 22-Nov-2019
936 9330122768 22-Nov-2019
937 7779930133 22-Nov-2019
938 9123048834 22-Nov-2019
939 8420360209 22-Nov-2019
940 8274902015 22-Nov-2019
941 8250168468 22-Nov-2019
942 9330683023 22-Nov-2019
943 6289646998 22-Nov-2019
944 7044635572 22-Nov-2019
945 8420549965 22-Nov-2019
946 6289043626 22-Nov-2019
947 9330703259 22-Nov-2019
948 9330783705 22-Nov-2019
949 8101471887 22-Nov-2019
950 6203063568 22-Nov-2019
951 8617353479 22-Nov-2019
952 7636952874 22-Nov-2019
953 6290454375 22-Nov-2019
954 7031113573 22-Nov-2019
955 8927483192 22-Nov-2019
956 6289623539 22-Nov-2019
957 6370644160 22-Nov-2019
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958 8168200755 22-Nov-2019
959 8910553997 22-Nov-2019
960 6295182473 22-Nov-2019
961 6289715211 22-Nov-2019
962 7739211951 22-Nov-2019
963 9835500943 22-Nov-2019
964 6295196787 22-Nov-2019
965 6297242228 22-Nov-2019
966 9641627691 22-Nov-2019
967 8509473561 22-Nov-2019
968 7864004697 22-Nov-2019
969 6296269598 22-Nov-2019
970 9875598948 22-Nov-2019
971 9861288016 22-Nov-2019
972 7044905172 22-Nov-2019
973 9801754310 22-Nov-2019
974 9334382341 22-Nov-2019
975 7735695485 22-Nov-2019
976 6289750198 22-Nov-2019
977 6297061903 22-Nov-2019
978 9509275869 22-Nov-2019
979 6360649236 22-Nov-2019
980 8294171897 22-Nov-2019
981 7865874465 22-Nov-2019
982 9864579192 22-Nov-2019
983 7755061718 22-Nov-2019
984 7909057394 22-Nov-2019
985 7611816245 22-Nov-2019
986 8513816560 22-Nov-2019
987 9641360471 22-Nov-2019
988 6290147603 22-Nov-2019
989 6290270596 22-Nov-2019
990 9330590699 23-Nov-2019
991 7318743738 23-Nov-2019
992 9199514148 23-Nov-2019
993 8067720197 23-Nov-2019
994 9330711913 23-Nov-2019
995 7001651579 23-Nov-2019
996 9330211874 23-Nov-2019
997 8294775246 23-Nov-2019
998 7543910256 23-Nov-2019
999 8778536250 23-Nov-2019
100

0 7098807365 23-Nov-2019

100
1 6202866380 23-Nov-2019

100
2 7428298680 23-Nov-2019

100
3 9330346847 23-Nov-2019

100
4 7004538894 23-Nov-2019

100
5 9861831674 23-Nov-2019

842



100
6 8617671104 23-Nov-2019

100
7 8617053760 23-Nov-2019

100
8 6295481232 23-Nov-2019

100
9 8101452150 23-Nov-2019

101
0 8637824721 23-Nov-2019

101
1 8515943707 23-Nov-2019

101
2 7864856764 23-Nov-2019

101
3 7866074654 23-Nov-2019

101
4 6291552473 23-Nov-2019

101
5 8583832179 23-Nov-2019

101
6 7979129917 23-Nov-2019

101
7 9330572504 23-Nov-2019

101
8 9804565844 23-Nov-2019

101
9 9599944408 23-Nov-2019

102
0 6291470588 23-Nov-2019

102
1 8388091375 23-Nov-2019

102
2 6294629152 23-Nov-2019

102
3 7866991132 23-Nov-2019

102
4 9365080839 23-Nov-2019

102
5 9996143981 23-Nov-2019

102
6 7870219553 24-Nov-2019

102
7 8101453278 24-Nov-2019

102
8 8420180520 24-Nov-2019

102
9 9066966720 24-Nov-2019

103
0 8509387836 24-Nov-2019

103
1 9693244033 24-Nov-2019

103
2 6202726869 24-Nov-2019

843



103
3 9382395340 24-Nov-2019

103
4 8777039684 24-Nov-2019

103
5 8927902406 24-Nov-2019

103
6 6291624968 24-Nov-2019

103
7 7726036916 24-Nov-2019

103
8 9973455183 24-Nov-2019

103
9 7294071472 24-Nov-2019

104
0 9980002188 24-Nov-2019

104
1 8949608611 24-Nov-2019

104
2 6371516948 24-Nov-2019

104
3 9693396313 24-Nov-2019

104
4 8388069785 24-Nov-2019

104
5 7908876092 24-Nov-2019

104
6 7439018682 24-Nov-2019

104
7 8343895197 24-Nov-2019

104
8 9749324378 24-Nov-2019

104
9 6290842614 25-Nov-2019

105
0 8292569574 25-Nov-2019

105
1 7428297331 25-Nov-2019

105
2 8409492808 25-Nov-2019

105
3 7596836975 25-Nov-2019

105
4 8240951465 25-Nov-2019

105
5 8927884648 25-Nov-2019

105
6 9821625853 25-Nov-2019

105
7 6204353386 25-Nov-2019

105
8 8299606630 25-Nov-2019

105
9 9861509491 25-Nov-2019
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106
0 8670530538 25-Nov-2019

106
1 9382476734 25-Nov-2019

106
2 9330508199 25-Nov-2019

106
3 6289353776 25-Nov-2019

106
4 9896580983 25-Nov-2019

106
5 7866087938 25-Nov-2019

106
6 6290777415 25-Nov-2019

106
7 8509143982 25-Nov-2019

106
8 9641751246 25-Nov-2019

106
9 9330967023 25-Nov-2019

107
0 6291135379 25-Nov-2019

107
1 6290417650 25-Nov-2019

107
2 9330809462 26-Nov-2019

107
3 7061109696 26-Nov-2019

107
4 9330060533 26-Nov-2019

107
5 6289086054 26-Nov-2019

107
6 9608069093 26-Nov-2019

107
7 7903039900 26-Nov-2019

107
8 8902043562 26-Nov-2019

107
9 9641818938 26-Nov-2019

108
0 6207263228 26-Nov-2019

108
1 8757394554 26-Nov-2019

108
2 9851561776 26-Nov-2019

108
3 9547931200 26-Nov-2019

108
4 6291376449 26-Nov-2019

108
5 9821615354 26-Nov-2019

108
6 7029661348 26-Nov-2019
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108
7 8927797765 26-Nov-2019

108
8 9804318533 26-Nov-2019

108
9 6291407299 26-Nov-2019

109
0 8016455770 26-Nov-2019

109
1 8509465029 26-Nov-2019

109
2 6289703765 26-Nov-2019

109
3 8709863170 26-Nov-2019

109
4 9911354045 26-Nov-2019

109
5 8294698560 26-Nov-2019

109
6 7782067875 26-Nov-2019

109
7 9433739032 26-Nov-2019

109
8 8101280816 26-Nov-2019

109
9 9352274995 26-Nov-2019

110
0 8294694431 26-Nov-2019

110
1 9681023912 26-Nov-2019

110
2 8445631099 26-Nov-2019

110
3 6290365092 26-Nov-2019

110
4 9064349722 26-Nov-2019

110
5 7866061921 26-Nov-2019

110
6 9330596173 26-Nov-2019

110
7 9678771109 26-Nov-2019

110
8 7866970031 26-Nov-2019

110
9 9641353265 26-Nov-2019

111
0 8307860735 26-Nov-2019

111
1 6203426340 27-Nov-2019

111
2 7304573676 27-Nov-2019

111
3 7304540273 27-Nov-2019

846



111
4 7908807538 27-Nov-2019

111
5 7679569224 27-Nov-2019

111
6 6290794230 27-Nov-2019

111
7 7029035120 27-Nov-2019

111
8 8906011677 27-Nov-2019

111
9 6294292075 27-Nov-2019

112
0 6203886546 27-Nov-2019

112
1 7637996561 27-Nov-2019

112
2 6370560174 27-Nov-2019

112
3 8651794736 27-Nov-2019

112
4 6289217238 27-Nov-2019

112
5 9330564984 27-Nov-2019

112
6 6291941871 27-Nov-2019

112
7 9641781687 27-Nov-2019

112
8 8240567968 27-Nov-2019

112
9 8927936476 27-Nov-2019

113
0 8101533965 27-Nov-2019

113
1 7866051995 27-Nov-2019

113
2 8660809294 27-Nov-2019

113
3 6289665234 27-Nov-2019

113
4 9614062803 27-Nov-2019

113
5 9634224747 27-Nov-2019

113
6 9635197342 27-Nov-2019

113
7 9330077897 28-Nov-2019

113
8 9330154192 28-Nov-2019

113
9 9304705544 28-Nov-2019

114
0 7632905760 28-Nov-2019

847



114
1 8240910544 28-Nov-2019

114
2 7739369041 28-Nov-2019

114
3 9717319122 28-Nov-2019

114
4 7667575082 28-Nov-2019

114
5 8509438488 28-Nov-2019

114
6 7296044126 28-Nov-2019

114
7 6289447380 28-Nov-2019

114
8 8927307655 28-Nov-2019

114
9 9939421943 28-Nov-2019

115
0 9333021502 28-Nov-2019

115
1 9064263829 28-Nov-2019

115
2 7003088932 28-Nov-2019

115
3 6296142661 28-Nov-2019

115
4 8294922839 28-Nov-2019

115
5 7866003455 28-Nov-2019

115
6 6289895772 28-Nov-2019

115
7 6291772280 28-Nov-2019

115
8 7980326501 28-Nov-2019

115
9 7980149840 28-Nov-2019

116
0 9064112985 28-Nov-2019

116
1 7978983740 28-Nov-2019

116
2 8927723036 28-Nov-2019

116
3 8509354460 28-Nov-2019

116
4 8084599699 28-Nov-2019

116
5 8167236211 28-Nov-2019

116
6 8584958716 28-Nov-2019

116
7 9821621927 29-Nov-2019
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116
8 8810505159 29-Nov-2019

116
9 9060064419 29-Nov-2019

117
0 6291572371 29-Nov-2019

117
1 7091650602 29-Nov-2019

117
2 7584910960 29-Nov-2019

117
3 6900584242 29-Nov-2019

117
4 8016962544 29-Nov-2019

117
5 8857911953 29-Nov-2019

117
6 8109104723 29-Nov-2019

117
7 8597678276 29-Nov-2019

117
8 6290113245 29-Nov-2019

117
9 8851962460 29-Nov-2019

118
0 9861858162 29-Nov-2019

118
1 6370560173 29-Nov-2019

118
2 7605789681 29-Nov-2019

118
3 6289135419 29-Nov-2019

118
4 8570070995 29-Nov-2019

118
5 6289482288 29-Nov-2019

118
6 8918460651 29-Nov-2019

118
7 7866085395 29-Nov-2019

118
8 7638023443 29-Nov-2019

118
9 8252277865 29-Nov-2019

119
0 6290121505 29-Nov-2019

119
1 7439167376 29-Nov-2019

119
2 6296520635 29-Nov-2019

119
3 9861384962 29-Nov-2019

119
4 7367023487 29-Nov-2019
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119
5 6927846772 29-Nov-2019

119
6 8514068512 29-Nov-2019

119
7 7980050924 29-Nov-2019

119
8 9818403055 30-Nov-2019

119
9 7735748014 30-Nov-2019

120
0 7739607551 30-Nov-2019

120
1 8918356816 30-Nov-2019

120
2 8927047520 30-Nov-2019

120
3 7340388791 30-Nov-2019

120
4 8910610574 30-Nov-2019

120
5 9547085579 30-Nov-2019

120
6 8013160822 30-Nov-2019

120
7 7866014709 30-Nov-2019

120
8 6294108269 30-Nov-2019

120
9 6289004065 30-Nov-2019

121
0 7679097750 30-Nov-2019

121
1 7679097754 30-Nov-2019

121
2 7679131318 30-Nov-2019

121
3 7679124580 30-Nov-2019

121
4 9060558227 30-Nov-2019

121
5 7865986122 30-Nov-2019

121
6 9760849696 30-Nov-2019

121
7 6296719350 30-Nov-2019

121
8 6297883711 30-Nov-2019

121
9 8514068447 30-Nov-2019

122
0 8617061397 30-Nov-2019

122
1 9330430138 30-Nov-2019

850



122
2 7033253678 1-Dec-2019

122
3 9065099714 1-Dec-2019

122
4 8013080177 1-Dec-2019

122
5 8509776172 1-Dec-2019

122
6 9810095896 1-Dec-2019

122
7 7321961782 1-Dec-2019

122
8 6297133932 1-Dec-2019

122
9 7098200797 1-Dec-2019

123
0 6291509325 1-Dec-2019

123
1 8617439919 1-Dec-2019

123
2 6289169610 1-Dec-2019

123
3 8597766763 1-Dec-2019

123
4 8617615137 1-Dec-2019

123
5 6294191287 1-Dec-2019

123
6 8969178951 1-Dec-2019

123
7 8580532911 1-Dec-2019

123
8 6375889585 1-Dec-2019

123
9 6296378591 1-Dec-2019

124
0 8509348195 1-Dec-2019

124
1 8514067303 1-Dec-2019

124
2 8617339299 1-Dec-2019

124
3 7011593204 1-Dec-2019

124
4 7029900179 1-Dec-2019

124
5 9851231372 2-Dec-2019

124
6 6289015154 2-Dec-2019

124
7 7063015137 2-Dec-2019

124
8 6289197847 2-Dec-2019

851



124
9 8585827593 2-Dec-2019

125
0 9330500087 2-Dec-2019

125
1 6289471285 2-Dec-2019

125
2 9861531540 2-Dec-2019

125
3 8509507705 2-Dec-2019

125
4 9330721007 2-Dec-2019

125
5 6291133641 2-Dec-2019

125
6 8250766478 2-Dec-2019

125
7 7853829677 2-Dec-2019

125
8 8927457781 2-Dec-2019

125
9 7368855977 2-Dec-2019

126
0 9880001234 2-Dec-2019

126
1 7679351493 2-Dec-2019

126
2 9641773241 2-Dec-2019

126
3 7029517215 2-Dec-2019

126
4 6370277576 2-Dec-2019

126
5 8509019421 2-Dec-2019

126
6 8509702302 2-Dec-2019

126
7 8617572820 2-Dec-2019

126
8 9350897466 2-Dec-2019

126
9 7739264845 3-Dec-2019

127
0 8927008772 3-Dec-2019

127
1 9330403945 3-Dec-2019

127
2 6291794201 3-Dec-2019

127
3 7961730220 3-Dec-2019

127
4 6291054432 3-Dec-2019

127
5 9749946495 3-Dec-2019

852



127
6 9559875076 3-Dec-2019

127
7 7042512808 3-Dec-2019

127
8 6297477224 3-Dec-2019

127
9 9330224599 3-Dec-2019

128
0 7020660192 3-Dec-2019

128
1 8927329589 3-Dec-2019

128
2 8927635383 3-Dec-2019

128
3 8101481384 3-Dec-2019

128
4 7866059834 3-Dec-2019

128
5 7439181723 3-Dec-2019

128
6 8617426676 3-Dec-2019

128
7 8617761494 3-Dec-2019

128
8 9064356818 3-Dec-2019

128
9 9330016312 4-Dec-2019

129
0 6289653360 4-Dec-2019

129
1 7827129371 4-Dec-2019

129
2 9330965156 4-Dec-2019

129
3 7061333121 4-Dec-2019

129
4 7398182328 4-Dec-2019

129
5 9330169702 4-Dec-2019

129
6 6219284167 4-Dec-2019

129
7 8509364796 4-Dec-2019

129
8 8509519392 4-Dec-2019

129
9 8617071921 4-Dec-2019

130
0 6299057649 4-Dec-2019

130
1 7667486698 4-Dec-2019

130
2 7365058849 4-Dec-2019

853



130
3 6289990940 4-Dec-2019

130
4 8617840472 4-Dec-2019

130
5 7679109827 4-Dec-2019

130
6 6204047063 4-Dec-2019

130
7 7029079790 4-Dec-2019

130
8 7067134482 4-Dec-2019

130
9 9641656431 4-Dec-2019

131
0 7362923095 4-Dec-2019

131
1 9641474103 4-Dec-2019

131
2 9641669079 4-Dec-2019

131
3 6289612796 4-Dec-2019

131
4 7364851955 4-Dec-2019

131
5 7367837456 5-Dec-2019

131
6 9547362057 5-Dec-2019

131
7 9330805369 5-Dec-2019

131
8 7679712486 5-Dec-2019

131
9 9330746987 5-Dec-2019

132
0 7091807264 5-Dec-2019

132
1 7029039084 5-Dec-2019

132
2 8509258941 5-Dec-2019

132
3 6291955422 5-Dec-2019

132
4 8918242109 5-Dec-2019

132
5 7305789681 5-Dec-2019

132
6 6290051805 5-Dec-2019

132
7 7029741946 5-Dec-2019

132
8 9974762973 5-Dec-2019

132
9 8583052184 5-Dec-2019

854



133
0 6294439283 5-Dec-2019

133
1 7098231179 5-Dec-2019

133
2 8969035118 5-Dec-2019

133
3 6291443693 5-Dec-2019

133
4 6289985903 5-Dec-2019

133
5 9749494875 5-Dec-2019

133
6 6289694182 5-Dec-2019

133
7 7908319232 5-Dec-2019

133
8 6289124165 5-Dec-2019

133
9 7866842300 5-Dec-2019

134
0 9970625589 5-Dec-2019

134
1 9748603844 6-Dec-2019

134
2 6289698388 6-Dec-2019

134
3 7044635610 6-Dec-2019

134
4 8102606574 6-Dec-2019

134
5 7029968613 6-Dec-2019

134
6 9330365915 6-Dec-2019

134
7 7980651780 6-Dec-2019

134
8 9330517429 6-Dec-2019

134
9 6289884282 6-Dec-2019

135
0 6289363672 6-Dec-2019

135
1 9861617631 6-Dec-2019

135
2 8906020936 6-Dec-2019

135
3 6291809325 6-Dec-2019

135
4 9163030138 6-Dec-2019

135
5 6297691674 6-Dec-2019

135
6 6296465969 6-Dec-2019

855



135
7 6291312330 6-Dec-2019

135
8 9382689951 6-Dec-2019

135
9 6291391518 6-Dec-2019

136
0 6295043117 6-Dec-2019

136
1 6295011464 6-Dec-2019

136
2 8679697055 6-Dec-2019

136
3 8927811281 6-Dec-2019

136
4 9749698032 6-Dec-2019

136
5 9883155880 6-Dec-2019

136
6 7001101097 6-Dec-2019

136
7 7086134761 6-Dec-2019

136
8 8918994488 6-Dec-2019

136
9 9641802064 6-Dec-2019

137
0 7596909279 6-Dec-2019

137
1 8588863703 6-Dec-2019

137
2 9934604104 7-Dec-2019

137
3 6205657163 7-Dec-2019

137
4 8837505517 7-Dec-2019

137
5 6290202775 7-Dec-2019

137
6 7890523859 7-Dec-2019

137
7 8927901574 7-Dec-2019

137
8 9523389959 7-Dec-2019

137
9 6289490384 7-Dec-2019

138
0 6296038502 7-Dec-2019

138
1 6203632854 7-Dec-2019

138
2 8918000434 7-Dec-2019

138
3 6291145900 7-Dec-2019

856



138
4 6295589290 7-Dec-2019

138
5 6290959742 7-Dec-2019

138
6 6290386129 7-Dec-2019

138
7 8509500239 7-Dec-2019

138
8 6289479963 7-Dec-2019

138
9 9851276915 7-Dec-2019

139
0 6501599080 7-Dec-2019

139
1 9350817564 7-Dec-2019

139
2 7029489923 7-Dec-2019

139
3 7321867967 7-Dec-2019

139
4 7866002150 7-Dec-2019

139
5 7908793022 7-Dec-2019

139
6 8346900612 7-Dec-2019

139
7 7866054207 7-Dec-2019

139
8 7679010627 7-Dec-2019

139
9 8388012221 7-Dec-2019

140
0 8918163851 7-Dec-2019

140
1 9064111213 7-Dec-2019

140
2 9641893680 7-Dec-2019

140
3 6291637114 7-Dec-2019

140
4 7870507686 8-Dec-2019

140
5 9748596854 8-Dec-2019

140
6 6294782836 8-Dec-2019

140
7 9748084507 8-Dec-2019

140
8 8101414866 8-Dec-2019

140
9 8617470248 8-Dec-2019

141
0 9523282917 8-Dec-2019

857



141
1 9330898722 8-Dec-2019

141
2 9123715174 8-Dec-2019

141
3 9330939334 8-Dec-2019

141
4 8167579510 8-Dec-2019

141
5 7091252209 8-Dec-2019

141
6 9861839677 8-Dec-2019

141
7 7029074735 8-Dec-2019

141
8 8927436684 8-Dec-2019

141
9 7602834051 8-Dec-2019

142
0 7908121715 8-Dec-2019

142
1 8158966550 8-Dec-2019

142
2 7865882794 8-Dec-2019

142
3 9903595527 8-Dec-2019

142
4 6289816877 8-Dec-2019

142
5 8388052018 8-Dec-2019

142
6 9864677247 8-Dec-2019

142
7 7735724694 8-Dec-2019

142
8 9064906871 8-Dec-2019

142
9 7866841044 8-Dec-2019

143
0 8178513865 8-Dec-2019

143
1 6388647121 9-Dec-2019

143
2 9162663978 9-Dec-2019

143
3 6289653130 9-Dec-2019

143
4 6291492822 9-Dec-2019

143
5 8061971734 9-Dec-2019

143
6 6291953796 9-Dec-2019

143
7 9016481987 9-Dec-2019

858



143
8 6291787554 9-Dec-2019

143
9 8597681236 9-Dec-2019

144
0 7595034434 9-Dec-2019

144
1 9064045985 9-Dec-2019

144
2 8670531520 9-Dec-2019

144
3 8168276825 9-Dec-2019

144
4 9925043356 9-Dec-2019

144
5 9641299605 9-Dec-2019

144
6 7667182800 9-Dec-2019

144
7 6294197574 9-Dec-2019

144
8 8388092908 9-Dec-2019

144
9 7645086352 9-Dec-2019

145
0 9123033148 9-Dec-2019

145
1 9170540312 9-Dec-2019

145
2 9861113017 10-Dec-2019

145
3 9996997236 10-Dec-2019

145
4 9291464958 10-Dec-2019

145
5 9064059167 10-Dec-2019

145
6 8583004904 10-Dec-2019

145
7 7761946646 10-Dec-2019

145
8 6913323578 10-Dec-2019

145
9 7361071397 10-Dec-2019

146
0 9748616309 11-Dec-2019

146
1 8250149954 11-Dec-2019

146
2 9641848116 11-Dec-2019

146
3 9162566926 11-Dec-2019

146
4 6294000211 11-Dec-2019

859



146
5 9821624263 11-Dec-2019

146
6 6289382325 11-Dec-2019

146
7 6330603878 11-Dec-2019

146
8 9821627187 11-Dec-2019

146
9 7050148824 11-Dec-2019

147
0 9875531955 11-Dec-2019

147
1 6370213035 11-Dec-2019

147
2 8172032828 11-Dec-2019

147
3 7864853407 11-Dec-2019

147
4 8018261171 11-Dec-2019

147
5 6201452158 11-Dec-2019

147
6 8240171532 11-Dec-2019

147
7 6289986043 11-Dec-2019

147
8 8927961471 11-Dec-2019

147
9 8382968243 11-Dec-2019

148
0 9678774925 11-Dec-2019

148
1 8927252338 11-Dec-2019

148
2 9123683976 11-Dec-2019

148
3 8420342384 11-Dec-2019

148
4 9330054381 12-Dec-2019

148
5 6289455120 12-Dec-2019

148
6 8617092157 12-Dec-2019

148
7 7063741611 12-Dec-2019

148
8 6289862889 12-Dec-2019

148
9 9771768751 12-Dec-2019

149
0 7602833916 12-Dec-2019

149
1 9049508514 12-Dec-2019

860



149
2 7679703139 12-Dec-2019

149
3 7631989226 12-Dec-2019

149
4 9330966007 12-Dec-2019

149
5 7073543297 12-Dec-2019

149
6 7061908917 12-Dec-2019

149
7 9426497780 12-Dec-2019

149
8 8295599236 12-Dec-2019

149
9 8918992288 12-Dec-2019

150
0 6297691327 12-Dec-2019

150
1 6294075817 12-Dec-2019

150
2 7439238953 12-Dec-2019

150
3 6290987887 12-Dec-2019

150
4 7866938976 12-Dec-2019

150
5 9004207423 12-Dec-2019

150
6 7439234417 12-Dec-2019

150
7 7086596326 12-Dec-2019

150
8 8343897009 12-Dec-2019

150
9 8388017733 12-Dec-2019

151
0 7607728232 12-Dec-2019

151
1 7290041172 12-Dec-2019

151
2 9330835817 13-Dec-2019

151
3 7629005066 13-Dec-2019

151
4 7849952692 13-Dec-2019

151
5 8240990250 13-Dec-2019

151
6 7366953857 13-Dec-2019

151
7 6289415606 13-Dec-2019

151
8 9641839367 13-Dec-2019

861



151
9 6204708667 13-Dec-2019

152
0 9861565829 13-Dec-2019

152
1 6291929344 13-Dec-2019

152
2 8777232292 13-Dec-2019

152
3 6289548377 13-Dec-2019

152
4 9350938611 13-Dec-2019

152
5 6289535084 13-Dec-2019

152
6 8310744487 13-Dec-2019

152
7 6296473171 13-Dec-2019

152
8 8305985007 13-Dec-2019

152
9 8343897168 13-Dec-2019

153
0 7596890896 14-Dec-2019

153
1 9123316815 14-Dec-2019

153
2 9973750624 14-Dec-2019

153
3 6289716376 14-Dec-2019

153
4 7061010355 14-Dec-2019

153
5 7029093084 14-Dec-2019

153
6 6291410233 14-Dec-2019

153
7 6291364650 14-Dec-2019

153
8 6291647016 14-Dec-2019

153
9 8167397027 14-Dec-2019

154
0 7001547622 14-Dec-2019

154
1 6287132324 14-Dec-2019

154
2 9006631092 14-Dec-2019

154
3 9749946757 14-Dec-2019

154
4 9330180929 14-Dec-2019

154
5 6291084951 14-Dec-2019

862



154
6 6296821647 14-Dec-2019

154
7 9330046480 14-Dec-2019

154
8 6205975862 14-Dec-2019

154
9 8597678272 14-Dec-2019

155
0 9413089215 14-Dec-2019

155
1 7679791385 14-Dec-2019

155
2 8617214394 14-Dec-2019

155
3 6297190868 14-Dec-2019

155
4 7029624707 14-Dec-2019

155
5 9330614278 14-Dec-2019

155
6 6289875132 14-Dec-2019

155
7 8250919209 14-Dec-2019

155
8 6297532826 14-Dec-2019

155
9 8906306326 14-Dec-2019

156
0 9817656892 14-Dec-2019

156
1 9593480752 14-Dec-2019

156
2 9350907792 14-Dec-2019

156
3 7865021727 14-Dec-2019

156
4 9861517299 14-Dec-2019

156
5 7866095965 14-Dec-2019

156
6 7866097719 14-Dec-2019

156
7 6375570856 14-Dec-2019

156
8 9749985154 14-Dec-2019

156
9 9350564011 14-Dec-2019

157
0 6350477167 14-Dec-2019

157
1 6389032824 14-Dec-2019

157
2 7809012182 15-Dec-2019

863



157
3 8927642185 15-Dec-2019

157
4 6289055781 15-Dec-2019

157
5 9875542897 15-Dec-2019

157
6 8240766607 15-Dec-2019

157
7 6289837533 15-Dec-2019

157
8 9934731355 15-Dec-2019

157
9 6289966367 15-Dec-2019

158
0 6207154360 15-Dec-2019

158
1 6296623809 15-Dec-2019

158
2 6291472163 15-Dec-2019

158
3 9851856912 15-Dec-2019

158
4 7098878699 15-Dec-2019

158
5 8800672708 15-Dec-2019

158
6 7282924202 15-Dec-2019

158
7 8509445163 15-Dec-2019

158
8 9954092209 15-Dec-2019

158
9 8250851894 15-Dec-2019

159
0 7637995318 15-Dec-2019

159
1 8953003068 15-Dec-2019

159
2 8918370468 15-Dec-2019

159
3 9296446569 15-Dec-2019

159
4 8617895198 15-Dec-2019

159
5 9693618564 15-Dec-2019

159
6 7029132688 15-Dec-2019

159
7 6289583573 15-Dec-2019

159
8 9875530365 15-Dec-2019

159
9 9264133093 15-Dec-2019

864



160
0 8617061697 15-Dec-2019

160
1 8388046567 15-Dec-2019

160
2 8388057845 15-Dec-2019

160
3 8388897703 15-Dec-2019

160
4 8388901559 15-Dec-2019

160
5 8400155866 15-Dec-2019

160
6 9749960544 15-Dec-2019

160
7 7016421906 16-Dec-2019

160
8 9065728779 16-Dec-2019

160
9 8836741508 16-Dec-2019

161
0 8167437006 16-Dec-2019

161
1 7607581016 16-Dec-2019

161
2 9306133179 16-Dec-2019

161
3 9614750320 16-Dec-2019

161
4 6297124754 16-Dec-2019

161
5 8927111270 16-Dec-2019

161
6 8709044606 16-Dec-2019

161
7 7865860873 16-Dec-2019

161
8 6289661670 16-Dec-2019

161
9 6202850199 16-Dec-2019

162
0 6295386140 16-Dec-2019

162
1 7865011438 16-Dec-2019

162
2 9178756702 16-Dec-2019

162
3 8382611703 16-Dec-2019

162
4 9875537956 16-Dec-2019

162
5 6291969627 16-Dec-2019

162
6 6289709368 16-Dec-2019
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162
7 6297437801 16-Dec-2019

162
8 8388043324 16-Dec-2019

162
9 8388058502 16-Dec-2019

163
0 8388058920 16-Dec-2019

163
1 8388071394 16-Dec-2019

163
2 8508487777 16-Dec-2019

163
3 9729464785 16-Dec-2019

163
4 6287582395 17-Dec-2019

163
5 9330467648 17-Dec-2019

163
6 8918833411 17-Dec-2019

163
7 6351028299 17-Dec-2019

163
8 9382465058 17-Dec-2019

163
9 6291612247 17-Dec-2019

164
0 9641275119 17-Dec-2019

164
1 9871696642 17-Dec-2019

164
2 8084575387 17-Dec-2019

164
3 8018729931 17-Dec-2019

164
4 6289944092 17-Dec-2019

164
5 9748870748 17-Dec-2019

164
6 7449830624 17-Dec-2019

164
7 6289002474 17-Dec-2019

164
8 8207211504 17-Dec-2019

164
9 6290706112 17-Dec-2019

165
0 8509346846 17-Dec-2019

165
1 6296160902 17-Dec-2019

165
2 8969213428 17-Dec-2019

165
3 6204586252 17-Dec-2019

866



165
4 7461934936 17-Dec-2019

165
5 7098806196 17-Dec-2019

165
6 9390313171 17-Dec-2019

165
7 8918772547 17-Dec-2019

165
8 9064958812 17-Dec-2019

165
9 8918316384 17-Dec-2019

166
0 6289897223 17-Dec-2019

166
1 9641191702 17-Dec-2019

166
2 7320038967 17-Dec-2019

166
3 8709133365 17-Dec-2019

166
4 8709772783 17-Dec-2019

166
5 7063256914 17-Dec-2019

166
6 9330438091 17-Dec-2019

166
7 9064041837 17-Dec-2019

166
8 7029485802 17-Dec-2019

166
9 8388082451 17-Dec-2019

167
0 8388881442 17-Dec-2019

167
1 9641934309 17-Dec-2019

167
2 8972684011 17-Dec-2019

167
3 8294842924 17-Dec-2019

167
4 6291727475 18-Dec-2019

167
5 9163357269 18-Dec-2019

167
6 7366076345 18-Dec-2019

167
7 9641205547 18-Dec-2019

167
8 9140176903 18-Dec-2019

167
9 7098837477 18-Dec-2019

168
0 9547009144 18-Dec-2019
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168
1 6289378903 18-Dec-2019

168
2 9996197174 18-Dec-2019

168
3 7289341886 18-Dec-2019

168
4 8637325671 18-Dec-2019

168
5 9641752778 18-Dec-2019

168
6 9382067870 18-Dec-2019

168
7 9892356525 18-Dec-2019

168
8 8670468664 18-Dec-2019

168
9 8617692718 18-Dec-2019

169
0 8318826397 18-Dec-2019

169
1 8927735123 18-Dec-2019

169
2 7961730256 18-Dec-2019

169
3 6376698120 18-Dec-2019

169
4 7086405482 18-Dec-2019

169
5 8388093884 18-Dec-2019

169
6 8388852638 18-Dec-2019

169
7 8388894696 18-Dec-2019

169
8 8448801667 18-Dec-2019

169
9 9334898186 18-Dec-2019

170
0 6202026169 19-Dec-2019

170
1 9078406228 19-Dec-2019

170
2 7009223281 19-Dec-2019

170
3 9983815521 19-Dec-2019

170
4 7001372223 19-Dec-2019

170
5 8637879694 19-Dec-2019

170
6 6200560631 19-Dec-2019

170
7 9875534779 19-Dec-2019
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170
8 7679991295 19-Dec-2019

170
9 8292875230 19-Dec-2019

171
0 7061016877 19-Dec-2019

171
1 7583940068 19-Dec-2019

171
2 7679652607 19-Dec-2019

171
3 7003587183 19-Dec-2019

171
4 7865019733 19-Dec-2019

171
5 7765923868 19-Dec-2019

171
6 8513060225 19-Dec-2019

171
7 6297450381 19-Dec-2019

171
8 8388097541 19-Dec-2019

171
9 8388831442 19-Dec-2019

172
0 8388871435 19-Dec-2019

172
1 8388969378 19-Dec-2019

172
2 8509967504 19-Dec-2019

172
3 9330914218 19-Dec-2019

172
4 6328962441 19-Dec-2019

172
5 9382476611 19-Dec-2019

172
6 8240635598 19-Dec-2019

172
7 7398181126 19-Dec-2019

172
8 6291627925 19-Dec-2019

172
9 6294994112 19-Dec-2019

173
0 7327807815 20-Dec-2019

173
1 9330803022 20-Dec-2019

173
2 9546598917 20-Dec-2019

173
3 9668042162 20-Dec-2019

173
4 9790917885 20-Dec-2019
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173
5 9330628858 20-Dec-2019

173
6 9523716127 20-Dec-2019

173
7 9170330174 20-Dec-2019

173
8 8509523484 20-Dec-2019

173
9 6294125137 20-Dec-2019

174
0 9861513643 20-Dec-2019

174
1 7980773070 20-Dec-2019

174
2 8910498549 20-Dec-2019

174
3 6377612953 20-Dec-2019

174
4 6289657221 20-Dec-2019

174
5 8101363080 20-Dec-2019

174
6 8101894440 20-Dec-2019

174
7 9162813968 20-Dec-2019

174
8 7439226248 20-Dec-2019

174
9 7981441174 20-Dec-2019

175
0 7047601874 20-Dec-2019

175
1 6291436762 20-Dec-2019

175
2 6295337077 20-Dec-2019

175
3 6296571782 20-Dec-2019

175
4 6296914717 20-Dec-2019

175
5 6352078854 20-Dec-2019

175
6 8515943819 20-Dec-2019

175
7 7317839561 20-Dec-2019

175
8 7044539051 21-Dec-2019

175
9 7595976983 21-Dec-2019

176
0 8420154803 21-Dec-2019

176
1 8906315275 21-Dec-2019

870



176
2 6299257179 21-Dec-2019

176
3 6202462004 21-Dec-2019

176
4 7761806590 21-Dec-2019

176
5 8910782294 21-Dec-2019

176
6 7439091512 21-Dec-2019

176
7 6289143597 21-Dec-2019

176
8 9330811689 21-Dec-2019

176
9 7583946267 21-Dec-2019

177
0 8509370558 21-Dec-2019

177
1 8101396640 21-Dec-2019

177
2 8011703632 21-Dec-2019

177
3 6289410386 21-Dec-2019

177
4 7638022847 21-Dec-2019

177
5 9556876963 21-Dec-2019

177
6 9861753164 21-Dec-2019

177
7 7679136656 21-Dec-2019

177
8 8910113877 21-Dec-2019

177
9 9641559843 21-Dec-2019

178
0 7865015648 21-Dec-2019

178
1 6290045801 21-Dec-2019

178
2 8250127313 21-Dec-2019

178
3 9163429618 21-Dec-2019

178
4 6202776008 21-Dec-2019

178
5 6290611912 21-Dec-2019

178
6 8250190087 21-Dec-2019

178
7 7908366914 21-Dec-2019

178
8 6202897307 21-Dec-2019

871



178
9 8388086472 21-Dec-2019

179
0 7029857145 21-Dec-2019

179
1 6289194623 21-Dec-2019

179
2 9693204083 21-Dec-2019

179
3 8343897089 21-Dec-2019

179
4 7029683629 21-Dec-2019

179
5 7866995639 21-Dec-2019

179
6 6294200954 21-Dec-2019

179
7 9647497713 21-Dec-2019

179
8 6204710311 21-Dec-2019

179
9 6289197113 21-Dec-2019

180
0 6290781843 21-Dec-2019

180
1 9851856924 21-Dec-2019

180
2 8249074083 21-Dec-2019

180
3 6289844010 22-Dec-2019

180
4 9928496627 22-Dec-2019

180
5 9801242633 22-Dec-2019

180
6 9614665645 22-Dec-2019

180
7 9102203776 22-Dec-2019

180
8 6291549974 22-Dec-2019

180
9 8101781042 22-Dec-2019

181
0 7735346243 22-Dec-2019

181
1 6297764873 22-Dec-2019

181
2 9861864767 22-Dec-2019

181
3 7679046492 22-Dec-2019

181
4 8101394018 22-Dec-2019

181
5 8061971732 22-Dec-2019

872



181
6 8420114976 22-Dec-2019

181
7 6291518436 22-Dec-2019

181
8 6290149845 22-Dec-2019

181
9 7896348979 22-Dec-2019

182
0 7061835215 22-Dec-2019

182
1 8617392735 22-Dec-2019

182
2 9861783176 22-Dec-2019

182
3 7428146940 22-Dec-2019

182
4 8617640192 22-Dec-2019

182
5 9102700632 22-Dec-2019

182
6 8617390064 22-Dec-2019

182
7 8388029925 22-Dec-2019

182
8 7439223898 22-Dec-2019

182
9 8388099320 22-Dec-2019

183
0 9668366881 22-Dec-2019

183
1 7866078113 22-Dec-2019

183
2 6000176158 22-Dec-2019

183
3 9810474265 23-Dec-2019

183
4 8169472018 23-Dec-2019

183
5 7044253988 23-Dec-2019

183
6 9801905207 23-Dec-2019

183
7 6290867630 23-Dec-2019

183
8 7321929943 23-Dec-2019

183
9 9123683973 23-Dec-2019

184
0 7679793389 23-Dec-2019

184
1 6290346477 23-Dec-2019

184
2 6296744492 23-Dec-2019

873



184
3 8509518460 23-Dec-2019

184
4 9304841770 23-Dec-2019

184
5 9330694040 23-Dec-2019

184
6 6289683363 23-Dec-2019

184
7 9861518252 23-Dec-2019

184
8 9330308076 23-Dec-2019

184
9 8294694432 23-Dec-2019

185
0 9330286192 23-Dec-2019

185
1 7319173919 23-Dec-2019

185
2 6289691078 23-Dec-2019

185
3 9563711886 23-Dec-2019

185
4 7980028476 23-Dec-2019

185
5 9650277342 23-Dec-2019

185
6 7305789861 23-Dec-2019

185
7 6291925168 23-Dec-2019

185
8 7866009592 23-Dec-2019

185
9 8927007042 23-Dec-2019

186
0 8509269087 23-Dec-2019

186
1 8101711807 23-Dec-2019

186
2 9091316950 23-Dec-2019

186
3 9330484949 23-Dec-2019

186
4 6289733917 23-Dec-2019

186
5 9749719083 23-Dec-2019

186
6 8927936472 23-Dec-2019

186
7 9064963986 23-Dec-2019

186
8 9851856839 23-Dec-2019

186
9 8918870740 23-Dec-2019

874



187
0 8981616783 23-Dec-2019

187
1 9928480584 23-Dec-2019

187
2 8340316792 23-Dec-2019

187
3 7980946591 23-Dec-2019

187
4 8388080411 23-Dec-2019

187
5 8240176850 23-Dec-2019

187
6 9118305216 23-Dec-2019

187
7 9382173463 23-Dec-2019

187
8 9851503750 23-Dec-2019

187
9 7766965369 23-Dec-2019

188
0 9914977819 23-Dec-2019

188
1 8739019344 23-Dec-2019

188
2 6291463514 23-Dec-2019

188
3 9162735527 24-Dec-2019

188
4 7462827489 24-Dec-2019

188
5 6287130887 24-Dec-2019

188
6 9641172418 24-Dec-2019

188
7 9474685316 24-Dec-2019

188
8 9330791002 24-Dec-2019

188
9 9330564760 24-Dec-2019

189
0 6291459109 24-Dec-2019

189
1 9360662687 24-Dec-2019

189
2 9351752413 24-Dec-2019

189
3 9821615304 24-Dec-2019

189
4 6291568336 24-Dec-2019

189
5 7463822924 24-Dec-2019

189
6 9330155847 24-Dec-2019

875



189
7 7087115062 24-Dec-2019

189
8 9348004818 24-Dec-2019

189
9 8927693772 24-Dec-2019

190
0 7003385038 24-Dec-2019

190
1 9330845606 24-Dec-2019

190
2 7047229461 24-Dec-2019

190
3 9382475196 24-Dec-2019

190
4 9749644864 24-Dec-2019

190
5 8220101212 24-Dec-2019

190
6 8637583851 24-Dec-2019

190
7 6291456561 24-Dec-2019

190
8 7728030413 24-Dec-2019

190
9 7301000223 24-Dec-2019

191
0 7866043495 24-Dec-2019

191
1 9382199069 24-Dec-2019

191
2 8902615690 24-Dec-2019

191
3 6294067070 24-Dec-2019

191
4 9064168636 24-Dec-2019

191
5 8250294875 24-Dec-2019

191
6 9372128578 24-Dec-2019

191
7 9330633491 24-Dec-2019

191
8 6291055298 24-Dec-2019

191
9 9382611703 24-Dec-2019

192
0 8509646354 24-Dec-2019

192
1 8305414474 24-Dec-2019

192
2 6296426246 24-Dec-2019

192
3 7866934565 24-Dec-2019

876



192
4 7866846048 24-Dec-2019

192
5 6297118509 24-Dec-2019

192
6 9733147685 24-Dec-2019

192
7 9088367382 24-Dec-2019

192
8 8320271524 24-Dec-2019

192
9 7595982328 25-Dec-2019

193
0 9348754311 25-Dec-2019

193
1 6289056280 25-Dec-2019

193
2 7059218212 25-Dec-2019

193
3 6291518426 25-Dec-2019

193
4 8240588926 25-Dec-2019

193
5 8003456352 25-Dec-2019

193
6 9614873467 25-Dec-2019

193
7 8863003389 25-Dec-2019

193
8 6003997976 25-Dec-2019

193
9 6289476704 25-Dec-2019

194
0 7029659104 25-Dec-2019

194
1 6289217743 25-Dec-2019

194
2 7004823625 25-Dec-2019

194
3 7583946527 25-Dec-2019

194
4 6299371210 25-Dec-2019

194
5 7804898662 25-Dec-2019

194
6 9382923796 25-Dec-2019

194
7 7866057667 25-Dec-2019

194
8 8637342106 25-Dec-2019

194
9 8537079048 25-Dec-2019

195
0 7086562358 25-Dec-2019

877



195
1 8250503502 25-Dec-2019

195
2 8250854976 25-Dec-2019

195
3 8637502356 25-Dec-2019

195
4 7217649541 25-Dec-2019

195
5 7029011529 25-Dec-2019

195
6 8927810924 25-Dec-2019

195
7 9861710288 25-Dec-2019

195
8 9892656847 25-Dec-2019

195
9 7866084217 25-Dec-2019

196
0 7638874346 25-Dec-2019

196
1 8388065321 25-Dec-2019

196
2 7029114672 25-Dec-2019

196
3 8253629231 25-Dec-2019

196
4 6289119206 25-Dec-2019

196
5 7596822973 26-Dec-2019

196
6 7595934827 26-Dec-2019

196
7 6731510742 26-Dec-2019

196
8 8927018582 26-Dec-2019

196
9 7304573656 26-Dec-2019

197
0 7044514268 26-Dec-2019

197
1 6205669567 26-Dec-2019

197
2 7761811504 26-Dec-2019

197
3 9861563213 26-Dec-2019

197
4 6371510742 26-Dec-2019

197
5 8305572866 26-Dec-2019

197
6 9330297678 26-Dec-2019

197
7 9641678490 26-Dec-2019

878



197
8 8709301254 26-Dec-2019

197
9 8927616051 26-Dec-2019

198
0 8509375504 26-Dec-2019

198
1 7300200396 26-Dec-2019

198
2 9851703200 26-Dec-2019

198
3 8101141846 26-Dec-2019

198
4 7980885232 26-Dec-2019

198
5 9641523486 26-Dec-2019

198
6 7602762600 26-Dec-2019

198
7 7679124927 26-Dec-2019

198
8 8279379993 26-Dec-2019

198
9 7667216744 26-Dec-2019

199
0 6289897362 26-Dec-2019

199
1 9572659123 26-Dec-2019

199
2 6290825252 26-Dec-2019

199
3 9064961110 26-Dec-2019

199
4 6291704938 26-Dec-2019

199
5 6207949179 26-Dec-2019

199
6 8101866266 26-Dec-2019

199
7 7033704244 26-Dec-2019

199
8 9910146761 26-Dec-2019

199
9 9563279587 26-Dec-2019

200
0 6200329494 26-Dec-2019

200
1 8537079756 26-Dec-2019

200
2 6296004327 26-Dec-2019

200
3 7303622071 26-Dec-2019

200
4 9330826790 26-Dec-2019

879



200
5 8570041095 26-Dec-2019

200
6 9987114534 26-Dec-2019

200
7 6297755289 26-Dec-2019

200
8 8250838015 26-Dec-2019

200
9 7679039795 26-Dec-2019

201
0 8917569978 26-Dec-2019

201
1 6388396286 26-Dec-2019

201
2 8388013175 26-Dec-2019

201
3 7679478025 26-Dec-2019

201
4 9864654118 26-Dec-2019

201
5 6200660393 26-Dec-2019

201
6 6232579815 26-Dec-2019

201
7 6283466798 26-Dec-2019

201
8 8252067251 26-Dec-2019

201
9 9875558133 26-Dec-2019

202
0 9898855309 26-Dec-2019

202
1 8335847553 26-Dec-2019

202
2 6291149500 26-Dec-2019

202
3 6207344230 27-Dec-2019

202
4 7449830622 27-Dec-2019

202
5 7679546082 27-Dec-2019

202
6 8617260157 27-Dec-2019

202
7 6289548392 27-Dec-2019

202
8 7029154828 27-Dec-2019

202
9 6289397323 27-Dec-2019

203
0 9330387152 27-Dec-2019

203
1 9330941525 27-Dec-2019

880



203
2 9024613192 27-Dec-2019

203
3 9330916317 27-Dec-2019

203
4 9896495257 27-Dec-2019

203
5 8617433591 27-Dec-2019

203
6 7856939399 27-Dec-2019

203
7 8101974234 27-Dec-2019

203
8 6289153561 27-Dec-2019

203
9 9330815831 27-Dec-2019

204
0 6294374621 27-Dec-2019

204
1 8101904723 27-Dec-2019

204
2 6291864195 27-Dec-2019

204
3 9382128126 27-Dec-2019

204
4 9996519982 27-Dec-2019

204
5 7029557145 27-Dec-2019

204
6 6289641421 27-Dec-2019

204
7 7077512346 27-Dec-2019

204
8 8167697513 27-Dec-2019

204
9 8981806012 27-Dec-2019

205
0 9518663196 27-Dec-2019

205
1 8125193516 27-Dec-2019

205
2 8294890733 27-Dec-2019

205
3 8343897375 27-Dec-2019

205
4 7679150689 27-Dec-2019

205
5 7764926091 27-Dec-2019

205
6 8101985034 27-Dec-2019

205
7 8295180695 27-Dec-2019

205
8 6296945690 27-Dec-2019

881



205
9 6289795180 27-Dec-2019

206
0 9749217644 28-Dec-2019

206
1 9382282592 28-Dec-2019

206
2 9006348735 28-Dec-2019

206
3 9818618929 28-Dec-2019

206
4 9123805851 28-Dec-2019

206
5 9083463122 28-Dec-2019

206
6 9144905181 28-Dec-2019

206
7 9382356347 28-Dec-2019

206
8 8617063804 28-Dec-2019

206
9 8536848029 28-Dec-2019

207
0 8811924844 28-Dec-2019

207
1 8826573144 28-Dec-2019

207
2 8868859562 28-Dec-2019

207
3 8607276566 28-Dec-2019

207
4 8927007040 28-Dec-2019

207
5 8918738354 28-Dec-2019

207
6 7464036103 28-Dec-2019

207
7 7699316529 28-Dec-2019

207
8 7679426193 28-Dec-2019

207
9 7865025743 28-Dec-2019

208
0 6925420653 28-Dec-2019

208
1 6297847092 28-Dec-2019

208
2 7257861670 28-Dec-2019

208
3 7027051709 28-Dec-2019

208
4 7096170157 28-Dec-2019

208
5 7250992743 28-Dec-2019

882



208
6 7318808398 28-Dec-2019

208
7 6290558496 28-Dec-2019

208
8 6289985772 28-Dec-2019

208
9 7029690208 29-Dec-2019

209
0 8812083566 29-Dec-2019

209
1 6289861153 29-Dec-2019

209
2 9799422431 29-Dec-2019

209
3 9811391453 29-Dec-2019

209
4 9677858983 29-Dec-2019

209
5 9614098809 29-Dec-2019

209
6 9860754348 29-Dec-2019

209
7 9330553392 29-Dec-2019

209
8 9065173155 29-Dec-2019

209
9 8754574064 29-Dec-2019

210
0 8927197006 29-Dec-2019

210
1 8918865408 29-Dec-2019

210
2 8627566290 29-Dec-2019

210
3 8101135475 29-Dec-2019

210
4 8167437046 29-Dec-2019

210
5 7931824341 29-Dec-2019

210
6 8167732835 29-Dec-2019

210
7 7970936028 29-Dec-2019

210
8 8011887358 29-Dec-2019

210
9 8292575311 29-Dec-2019

211
0 8160437046 29-Dec-2019

211
1 6296620149 29-Dec-2019

211
2 7098233415 29-Dec-2019

883



211
3 7029892098 29-Dec-2019

211
4 6350628324 29-Dec-2019

211
5 7208031974 29-Dec-2019

211
6 7086348035 29-Dec-2019

211
7 6204772302 29-Dec-2019

211
8 6294144077 30-Dec-2019

211
9 9892863626 30-Dec-2019

212
0 8918175616 30-Dec-2019

212
1 6291740743 30-Dec-2019

212
2 9382593978 30-Dec-2019

212
3 8697034401 30-Dec-2019

212
4 8343063410 30-Dec-2019

212
5 8101779421 30-Dec-2019

212
6 7679412722 30-Dec-2019

212
7 9709549262 30-Dec-2019

212
8 9978991223 30-Dec-2019

212
9 9896647207 30-Dec-2019

213
0 9598905685 30-Dec-2019

213
1 9851793784 30-Dec-2019

213
2 9330079040 30-Dec-2019

213
3 9365983801 30-Dec-2019

213
4 9123893533 30-Dec-2019

213
5 9088371694 30-Dec-2019

213
6 8814801193 30-Dec-2019

213
7 8902615693 30-Dec-2019

213
8 8583976028 30-Dec-2019

213
9 8981700950 30-Dec-2019

884



214
0 8506032111 30-Dec-2019

214
1 8306736524 30-Dec-2019

214
2 7866846907 30-Dec-2019

214
3 8210046841 30-Dec-2019

214
4 7679961620 30-Dec-2019

214
5 7855825180 30-Dec-2019

214
6 7588525180 30-Dec-2019

214
7 7044040554 30-Dec-2019

214
8 7047798439 30-Dec-2019

214
9 7362887055 30-Dec-2019

215
0 7082073695 30-Dec-2019

215
1 6296482953 30-Dec-2019

215
2 6289301971 30-Dec-2019

215
3 6291693319 30-Dec-2019

215
4 6290720986 30-Dec-2019

215
5 6295187972 30-Dec-2019

215
6 8972500456 31-Dec-2019

215
7 9330553592 31-Dec-2019

215
8 6297498010 31-Dec-2019

215
9 6289321492 31-Dec-2019

216
0 6290892367 31-Dec-2019

216
1 9641343117 31-Dec-2019

216
2 9091490604 31-Dec-2019

216
3 9729604973 31-Dec-2019

216
4 9749769958 31-Dec-2019

216
5 9073995895 31-Dec-2019

216
6 9126299326 31-Dec-2019

885



216
7 9123030204 31-Dec-2019

216
8 8858679509 31-Dec-2019

216
9 8709777726 31-Dec-2019

217
0 9007255926 31-Dec-2019

217
1 8338881673 31-Dec-2019

217
2 8140993945 31-Dec-2019

217
3 7602317539 31-Dec-2019

217
4 7808426066 31-Dec-2019

217
5 7449797446 31-Dec-2019

217
6 7488801474 31-Dec-2019

217
7 7365060427 31-Dec-2019

217
8 7045311985 31-Dec-2019

217
9 6291043823 31-Dec-2019

218
0 9748165637 1-Jan-2020

218
1 8084332874 1-Jan-2020

218
2 7908244672 1-Jan-2020

218
3 7735976320 1-Jan-2020

218
4 8240253224 1-Jan-2020

218
5 7862856764 1-Jan-2020

218
6 8617895298 1-Jan-2020

218
7 9330199204 1-Jan-2020

218
8 7866824976 1-Jan-2020

218
9 8260168971 1-Jan-2020

219
0 8305415474 1-Jan-2020

219
1 8305548872 1-Jan-2020

219
2 7450064573 2-Jan-2020

219
3 6207369780 2-Jan-2020

886



219
4 7908165889 2-Jan-2020

219
5 8420409971 2-Jan-2020

219
6 8597780524 2-Jan-2020

219
7 6204664623 2-Jan-2020

219
8 6291507606 2-Jan-2020

219
9 9330215029 2-Jan-2020

220
0 8906286371 2-Jan-2020

220
1 8101884013 2-Jan-2020

220
2 7864846986 2-Jan-2020

220
3 6289613804 2-Jan-2020

220
4 9064040139 2-Jan-2020

220
5 7005538894 2-Jan-2020

220
6 7982935586 2-Jan-2020

220
7 8288049192 2-Jan-2020

220
8 9548729658 2-Jan-2020

220
9 7595835506 2-Jan-2020

221
0 6289026184 2-Jan-2020

221
1 6205609692 2-Jan-2020

221
2 6289945487 2-Jan-2020

221
3 7677589368 2-Jan-2020

221
4 7865015400 2-Jan-2020

221
5 8101300122 2-Jan-2020

221
6 9861036517 2-Jan-2020

221
7 6297522462 2-Jan-2020

221
8 6297924358 2-Jan-2020

221
9 7091317768 2-Jan-2020

222
0 7866032918 2-Jan-2020

887



222
1 9064187049 2-Jan-2020

222
2 9007097573 2-Jan-2020

222
3 8294256719 2-Jan-2020

222
4 8343882217 2-Jan-2020

222
5 6000986184 2-Jan-2020

222
6 6003967435 2-Jan-2020

222
7 6289041360 2-Jan-2020

222
8 6289860354 2-Jan-2020

222
9 8133078374 2-Jan-2020

223
0 8133079119 2-Jan-2020

223
1 8167431302 2-Jan-2020

223
2 8240719706 2-Jan-2020

223
3 8252328710 2-Jan-2020

223
4 8305720697 2-Jan-2020

223
5 8343882262 2-Jan-2020

223
6 8343895233 2-Jan-2020

223
7 8343899569 2-Jan-2020

223
8 8345001342 2-Jan-2020

223
9 8388006355 2-Jan-2020

224
0 8388010136 2-Jan-2020

224
1 8759247913 2-Jan-2020

224
2 9062112043 2-Jan-2020

224
3 8709846124 2-Jan-2020

224
4 7001344504 3-Jan-2020

224
5 8927865954 3-Jan-2020

224
6 6291159820 3-Jan-2020

224
7 6289343912 3-Jan-2020

888



224
8 8945580308 3-Jan-2020

224
9 8093804089 3-Jan-2020

225
0 8617658735 3-Jan-2020

225
1 6291775496 3-Jan-2020

225
2 9330679651 3-Jan-2020

225
3 7683820124 3-Jan-2020

225
4 8509512097 3-Jan-2020

225
5 6200614814 3-Jan-2020

225
6 8101083667 3-Jan-2020

225
7 7042160911 3-Jan-2020

225
8 9330121925 3-Jan-2020

225
9 9382615144 3-Jan-2020

226
0 9468763103 3-Jan-2020

226
1 6207131251 3-Jan-2020

226
2 8927889281 3-Jan-2020

226
3 6290761368 3-Jan-2020

226
4 9608573585 3-Jan-2020

226
5 6294266350 3-Jan-2020

226
6 7978459783 3-Jan-2020

226
7 6290614437 3-Jan-2020

226
8 9661436552 3-Jan-2020

226
9 6289230790 3-Jan-2020

227
0 8346900182 3-Jan-2020

227
1 8250412119 3-Jan-2020

227
2 9724126697 3-Jan-2020

227
3 8617448895 3-Jan-2020

227
4 9866095965 3-Jan-2020

889



227
5 6297858476 3-Jan-2020

227
6 8769397762 3-Jan-2020

227
7 7384400630 3-Jan-2020

227
8 8101933965 3-Jan-2020

227
9 7439177809 3-Jan-2020

228
0 6291512836 3-Jan-2020

228
1 7449826325 3-Jan-2020

228
2 7366989381 3-Jan-2020

228
3 9861220754 3-Jan-2020

228
4 8388871824 3-Jan-2020

228
5 6289041306 3-Jan-2020

228
6 6289642801 3-Jan-2020

228
7 6289888287 3-Jan-2020

228
8 8171046096 3-Jan-2020

228
9 8637587096 3-Jan-2020

229
0 8906301314 3-Jan-2020

229
1 9006017977 3-Jan-2020

229
2 9382106121 3-Jan-2020

229
3 6297442731 3-Jan-2020

229
4 6297727088 3-Jan-2020

229
5 8442009088 3-Jan-2020

229
6 6289603416 4-Jan-2020

229
7 9163306528 4-Jan-2020

229
8 7632948559 4-Jan-2020

229
9 6289713676 4-Jan-2020

230
0 7461892307 4-Jan-2020

230
1 8167582664 4-Jan-2020

890



230
2 9749764828 4-Jan-2020

230
3 8509370615 4-Jan-2020

230
4 7258893321 4-Jan-2020

230
5 7029227233 4-Jan-2020

230
6 9330634315 4-Jan-2020

230
7 6289709618 4-Jan-2020

230
8 9330313171 4-Jan-2020

230
9 6289511395 4-Jan-2020

231
0 9330375395 4-Jan-2020

231
1 9330943405 4-Jan-2020

231
2 8207286369 4-Jan-2020

231
3 9749979171 4-Jan-2020

231
4 7865027323 4-Jan-2020

231
5 6289568904 4-Jan-2020

231
6 6289733653 4-Jan-2020

231
7 9330216948 4-Jan-2020

231
8 9330802179 4-Jan-2020

231
9 8250488957 4-Jan-2020

232
0 9330977456 4-Jan-2020

232
1 7098807118 4-Jan-2020

232
2 6295066978 4-Jan-2020

232
3 7866061351 4-Jan-2020

232
4 8101450125 4-Jan-2020

232
5 6295308932 4-Jan-2020

232
6 8927039341 4-Jan-2020

232
7 7866851727 4-Jan-2020

232
8 9661657592 4-Jan-2020

891



232
9 9864105332 4-Jan-2020

233
0 7864855320 4-Jan-2020

233
1 6289029915 4-Jan-2020

233
2 8759215329 4-Jan-2020

233
3 9091028721 4-Jan-2020

233
4 8918975784 4-Jan-2020

233
5 7029613920 4-Jan-2020

233
6 6258993372 4-Jan-2020

233
7 6295146203 4-Jan-2020

233
8 6295156203 4-Jan-2020

233
9 6291555042 4-Jan-2020

234
0 9771076568 4-Jan-2020

234
1 6297212432 4-Jan-2020

234
2 7439030621 4-Jan-2020

234
3 6289827081 4-Jan-2020

234
4 8388904023 4-Jan-2020

234
5 8910708190 4-Jan-2020

234
6 8918865057 4-Jan-2020

234
7 9939408153 4-Jan-2020

234
8 7363984426 4-Jan-2020

234
9 9064504252 4-Jan-2020

235
0 9350916957 4-Jan-2020

235
1 9134352724 4-Jan-2020

235
2 8927036224 4-Jan-2020

235
3 8918559120 4-Jan-2020

235
4 8509105511 5-Jan-2020

235
5 8918103509 5-Jan-2020

892



235
6 8777749974 5-Jan-2020

235
7 8250390993 5-Jan-2020

235
8 6991430446 5-Jan-2020

235
9 8910055273 5-Jan-2020

236
0 7908693949 5-Jan-2020

236
1 7602833946 5-Jan-2020

236
2 8101936311 5-Jan-2020

236
3 6296514465 5-Jan-2020

236
4 7742874122 5-Jan-2020

236
5 9641533870 5-Jan-2020

236
6 8013570994 5-Jan-2020

236
7 6289198102 5-Jan-2020

236
8 9898752281 5-Jan-2020

236
9 6370646182 5-Jan-2020

237
0 6290528452 5-Jan-2020

237
1 7866066827 5-Jan-2020

237
2 7439187597 5-Jan-2020

237
3 7620762600 5-Jan-2020

237
4 6291112174 5-Jan-2020

237
5 9958105246 5-Jan-2020

237
6 6294237229 5-Jan-2020

237
7 6289194943 5-Jan-2020

237
8 7864865841 5-Jan-2020

237
9 9163030098 5-Jan-2020

238
0 7866980006 5-Jan-2020

238
1 6294293832 5-Jan-2020

238
2 6297886407 5-Jan-2020

893



238
3 8295139842 5-Jan-2020

238
4 8670907937 5-Jan-2020

238
5 7866932869 5-Jan-2020

238
6 8910705231 5-Jan-2020

238
7 7866989381 5-Jan-2020

238
8 9729598061 5-Jan-2020

238
9 8388864289 5-Jan-2020

239
0 6260979942 5-Jan-2020

239
1 6261973306 5-Jan-2020

239
2 8918399188 5-Jan-2020

239
3 8927082482 5-Jan-2020

239
4 8927212680 5-Jan-2020

239
5 9064325180 5-Jan-2020

239
6 9064384947 5-Jan-2020

239
7 9050318624 5-Jan-2020

239
8 7319604644 6-Jan-2020

239
9 6289718628 6-Jan-2020

240
0 6294142458 6-Jan-2020

240
1 7050247492 6-Jan-2020

240
2 9932629420 6-Jan-2020

240
3 7484041419 6-Jan-2020

240
4 6291353889 6-Jan-2020

240
5 8240743853 6-Jan-2020

240
6 7349521426 6-Jan-2020

240
7 8420482190 6-Jan-2020

240
8 8509735749 6-Jan-2020

240
9 8617083446 6-Jan-2020

894



241
0 9330757879 6-Jan-2020

241
1 8002555489 6-Jan-2020

241
2 9987300709 6-Jan-2020

241
3 8101890460 6-Jan-2020

241
4 7851280476 6-Jan-2020

241
5 6290102112 6-Jan-2020

241
6 6297442535 6-Jan-2020

241
7 8882448970 6-Jan-2020

241
8 8709670023 6-Jan-2020

241
9 7439179480 6-Jan-2020

242
0 7896368270 6-Jan-2020

242
1 7318979539 6-Jan-2020

242
2 6289948430 6-Jan-2020

242
3 8670366036 6-Jan-2020

242
4 6205497546 6-Jan-2020

242
5 7866022056 6-Jan-2020

242
6 7866029384 6-Jan-2020

242
7 7866057307 6-Jan-2020

242
8 7866867395 6-Jan-2020

242
9 7866917937 6-Jan-2020

243
0 8789038898 6-Jan-2020

243
1 9996330652 6-Jan-2020

243
2 9382893001 6-Jan-2020

243
3 6202602504 7-Jan-2020

243
4 6291536141 7-Jan-2020

243
5 7461855029 7-Jan-2020

243
6 7870150636 7-Jan-2020

895



243
7 9330220424 7-Jan-2020

243
8 6200136243 7-Jan-2020

243
9 7605824782 7-Jan-2020

244
0 6289522902 7-Jan-2020

244
1 7033730449 7-Jan-2020

244
2 7029715135 7-Jan-2020

244
3 8509294989 7-Jan-2020

244
4 9058760397 7-Jan-2020

244
5 8757743942 7-Jan-2020

244
6 9125185490 7-Jan-2020

244
7 9430181889 7-Jan-2020

244
8 9833744587 7-Jan-2020

244
9 9368685781 7-Jan-2020

245
0 6204916689 7-Jan-2020

245
1 9330819788 7-Jan-2020

245
2 9064139178 7-Jan-2020

245
3 9382949179 7-Jan-2020

245
4 6291470769 7-Jan-2020

245
5 7001896190 7-Jan-2020

245
6 9861999245 7-Jan-2020

245
7 7439032038 7-Jan-2020

245
8 9330121193 7-Jan-2020

245
9 8927316395 7-Jan-2020

246
0 8514075635 7-Jan-2020

246
1 8637509378 7-Jan-2020

246
2 9749223699 7-Jan-2020

246
3 6289365391 7-Jan-2020

896



246
4 6294056087 7-Jan-2020

246
5 6294476488 7-Jan-2020

246
6 6297485022 7-Jan-2020

246
7 6291464898 7-Jan-2020

246
8 9571081198 7-Jan-2020

246
9 8972978537 7-Jan-2020

247
0 8700541684 7-Jan-2020

247
1 7866848231 7-Jan-2020

247
2 7866863361 7-Jan-2020

247
3 6289726292 7-Jan-2020

247
4 7684871013 7-Jan-2020

247
5 7858002688 7-Jan-2020

247
6 7866003024 7-Jan-2020

247
7 7866810903 7-Jan-2020

247
8 7866832642 7-Jan-2020

247
9 7866833186 7-Jan-2020

248
0 7866910917 7-Jan-2020

248
1 7979039795 7-Jan-2020

248
2 8101233015 7-Jan-2020

248
3 8637579426 7-Jan-2020

248
4 8927032482 7-Jan-2020

248
5 9064299154 7-Jan-2020

248
6 9641995652 7-Jan-2020

248
7 9162179387 7-Jan-2020

248
8 8597547664 7-Jan-2020

248
9 8539050656 8-Jan-2020

249
0 8240549291 8-Jan-2020

897



249
1 8509054614 8-Jan-2020

249
2 7978338959 8-Jan-2020

249
3 7098807445 8-Jan-2020

249
4 8134812289 8-Jan-2020

249
5 8101271887 8-Jan-2020

249
6 8927531309 8-Jan-2020

249
7 8838588401 8-Jan-2020

249
8 8617445652 8-Jan-2020

249
9 7638021424 8-Jan-2020

250
0 6291347880 8-Jan-2020

250
1 6295919990 8-Jan-2020

250
2 6299857938 8-Jan-2020

250
3 7340296384 8-Jan-2020

250
4 7001895353 8-Jan-2020

250
5 6297526147 8-Jan-2020

250
6 7866985489 8-Jan-2020

250
7 6289791795 8-Jan-2020

250
8 9934936992 8-Jan-2020

250
9 7866027033 8-Jan-2020

251
0 8670973609 8-Jan-2020

251
1 9749283252 8-Jan-2020

251
2 8250465428 8-Jan-2020

251
3 7679166061 8-Jan-2020

251
4 7866863562 8-Jan-2020

251
5 8637058881 8-Jan-2020

251
6 8757030241 8-Jan-2020

251
7 8918774637 8-Jan-2020

898



251
8 9064030481 8-Jan-2020

251
9 9144150116 8-Jan-2020

252
0 8440958421 8-Jan-2020

252
1 8824523624 9-Jan-2020

252
2 7765058161 9-Jan-2020

252
3 7949122759 9-Jan-2020

252
4 6206439349 9-Jan-2020

252
5 7319925818 9-Jan-2020

252
6 6289383718 9-Jan-2020

252
7 6370908325 9-Jan-2020

252
8 9330116862 9-Jan-2020

252
9 7001856598 9-Jan-2020

253
0 7319043207 9-Jan-2020

253
1 6294147676 9-Jan-2020

253
2 8969127874 9-Jan-2020

253
3 9064135703 9-Jan-2020

253
4 8101934538 9-Jan-2020

253
5 7029660192 9-Jan-2020

253
6 8273549818 9-Jan-2020

253
7 6290839294 9-Jan-2020

253
8 9330825115 9-Jan-2020

253
9 9861561459 9-Jan-2020

254
0 6294763394 9-Jan-2020

254
1 9330695271 9-Jan-2020

254
2 6295222374 9-Jan-2020

254
3 6295205876 9-Jan-2020

254
4 9350369474 9-Jan-2020

899



254
5 6289482658 9-Jan-2020

254
6 8906286142 9-Jan-2020

254
7 9509368126 9-Jan-2020

254
8 7638831628 9-Jan-2020

254
9 6297442735 9-Jan-2020

255
0 7866874767 9-Jan-2020

255
1 7300200581 9-Jan-2020

255
2 8388840906 9-Jan-2020

255
3 7866862035 9-Jan-2020

255
4 8101566112 9-Jan-2020

255
5 8144247198 9-Jan-2020

255
6 7866954238 9-Jan-2020

255
7 7904981441 9-Jan-2020

255
8 9330846295 10-Jan-2020

255
9 7070863562 10-Jan-2020

256
0 8084868753 10-Jan-2020

256
1 7085320578 10-Jan-2020

256
2 9971596022 10-Jan-2020

256
3 9330626722 10-Jan-2020

256
4 8709019673 10-Jan-2020

256
5 8420379083 10-Jan-2020

256
6 7687874897 10-Jan-2020

256
7 7098877835 10-Jan-2020

256
8 6291943973 10-Jan-2020

256
9 9748610257 10-Jan-2020

257
0 6291074730 10-Jan-2020

257
1 6297642205 10-Jan-2020

900



257
2 9614749859 10-Jan-2020

257
3 9380755683 10-Jan-2020

257
4 7638024020 10-Jan-2020

257
5 9641750612 10-Jan-2020

257
6 7679579835 10-Jan-2020

257
7 6296102959 10-Jan-2020

257
8 7679209872 10-Jan-2020

257
9 8927177596 10-Jan-2020

258
0 7047897829 10-Jan-2020

258
1 6378171520 10-Jan-2020

258
2 8637531422 10-Jan-2020

258
3 7428232116 10-Jan-2020

258
4 9064977642 10-Jan-2020

258
5 7679652637 10-Jan-2020

258
6 6289682488 10-Jan-2020

258
7 6291806608 10-Jan-2020

258
8 7047568076 10-Jan-2020

258
9 7866824975 10-Jan-2020

259
0 9064442412 10-Jan-2020

259
1 7679263961 10-Jan-2020

259
2 7073681347 10-Jan-2020

259
3 9634697084 10-Jan-2020

259
4 7866968306 10-Jan-2020

259
5 7439201194 10-Jan-2020

259
6 8388056279 10-Jan-2020

259
7 6294082775 10-Jan-2020

259
8 6289931625 10-Jan-2020

901



259
9 6290204957 10-Jan-2020

260
0 7866820616 10-Jan-2020

260
1 7866823699 10-Jan-2020

260
2 7866836694 10-Jan-2020

260
3 7866842077 10-Jan-2020

260
4 7866985671 10-Jan-2020

260
5 7896368297 10-Jan-2020

260
6 7908316481 10-Jan-2020

260
7 7908492930 10-Jan-2020

260
8 8101175052 10-Jan-2020

260
9 8101915176 10-Jan-2020

261
0 8250435428 10-Jan-2020

261
1 9903187235 11-Jan-2020

261
2 9717567637 11-Jan-2020

261
3 9330962768 11-Jan-2020

261
4 9330156199 11-Jan-2020

261
5 6290776421 11-Jan-2020

261
6 6291923155 11-Jan-2020

261
7 6746785133 11-Jan-2020

261
8 6206678687 11-Jan-2020

261
9 9749632221 11-Jan-2020

262
0 7301319429 11-Jan-2020

262
1 9330721861 11-Jan-2020

262
2 8167898823 11-Jan-2020

262
3 6289560525 11-Jan-2020

262
4 9330840414 11-Jan-2020

262
5 7568498906 11-Jan-2020

902



262
6 8981709923 11-Jan-2020

262
7 8887690364 11-Jan-2020

262
8 7441830622 11-Jan-2020

262
9 9382790095 11-Jan-2020

263
0 7462010181 11-Jan-2020

263
1 9350706810 11-Jan-2020

263
2 7999114312 11-Jan-2020

263
3 7000454141 11-Jan-2020

263
4 8927972253 11-Jan-2020

263
5 7679266529 11-Jan-2020

263
6 8617043097 11-Jan-2020

263
7 9330447195 11-Jan-2020

263
8 9330844491 11-Jan-2020

263
9 9641110658 11-Jan-2020

264
0 9382940967 11-Jan-2020

264
1 9330583643 11-Jan-2020

264
2 9113493350 11-Jan-2020

264
3 7866874838 11-Jan-2020

264
4 8250160235 11-Jan-2020

264
5 6290436831 11-Jan-2020

264
6 7004397137 11-Jan-2020

264
7 7679587053 11-Jan-2020

264
8 8637549866 11-Jan-2020

264
9 6295234077 11-Jan-2020

265
0 7908994206 11-Jan-2020

265
1 8295527381 11-Jan-2020

265
2 7866060934 11-Jan-2020

903



265
3 7866921919 11-Jan-2020

265
4 7866984459 11-Jan-2020

265
5 7908745292 11-Jan-2020

265
6 7908822589 11-Jan-2020

265
7 7908994209 11-Jan-2020

265
8 7909057934 11-Jan-2020

265
9 8101087731 11-Jan-2020

266
0 8721902310 11-Jan-2020

266
1 8905825186 11-Jan-2020

266
2 9821926419 12-Jan-2020

266
3 9330517475 12-Jan-2020

266
4 8295386096 12-Jan-2020

266
5 6289693793 12-Jan-2020

266
6 8013080172 12-Jan-2020

266
7 8969797162 12-Jan-2020

266
8 9821619042 12-Jan-2020

266
9 8617067745 12-Jan-2020

267
0 8910814906 12-Jan-2020

267
1 9330766422 12-Jan-2020

267
2 9350531543 12-Jan-2020

267
3 6297131906 12-Jan-2020

267
4 8101384970 12-Jan-2020

267
5 8101809081 12-Jan-2020

267
6 6291188475 12-Jan-2020

267
7 9433489213 12-Jan-2020

267
8 9350753147 12-Jan-2020

267
9 6297250846 12-Jan-2020
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268
0 6289075561 12-Jan-2020

268
1 9330580325 12-Jan-2020

268
2 6290959692 12-Jan-2020

268
3 8918048553 12-Jan-2020

268
4 7086567176 12-Jan-2020

268
5 9804565586 12-Jan-2020

268
6 8617367195 12-Jan-2020

268
7 8902033749 12-Jan-2020

268
8 8927425971 12-Jan-2020

268
9 7863986463 12-Jan-2020

269
0 8420116075 12-Jan-2020

269
1 9382969697 12-Jan-2020

269
2 6291016807 12-Jan-2020

269
3 6299792706 12-Jan-2020

269
4 8061970357 12-Jan-2020

269
5 8981709632 12-Jan-2020

269
6 8240637636 12-Jan-2020

269
7 8509313756 12-Jan-2020

269
8 6295308704 12-Jan-2020

269
9 8799247913 12-Jan-2020

270
0 6291935691 12-Jan-2020

270
1 8509359207 12-Jan-2020

270
2 6289049821 12-Jan-2020

270
3 8320701524 12-Jan-2020

270
4 7679031119 12-Jan-2020

270
5 6289606981 12-Jan-2020

270
6 7735163219 12-Jan-2020
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270
7 7864849584 12-Jan-2020

270
8 7865869654 12-Jan-2020

270
9 7866042998 12-Jan-2020

271
0 7866048759 12-Jan-2020

271
1 7866820612 12-Jan-2020

271
2 7866838538 12-Jan-2020

271
3 7866914534 12-Jan-2020

271
4 6291023445 12-Jan-2020

271
5 9111411867 12-Jan-2020

271
6 8697922805 12-Jan-2020

271
7 6376529442 13-Jan-2020

271
8 7001388169 13-Jan-2020

271
9 9821623860 13-Jan-2020

272
0 8617603540 13-Jan-2020

272
1 6289041553 13-Jan-2020

272
2 8220175303 13-Jan-2020

272
3 9821619335 13-Jan-2020

272
4 9641157904 13-Jan-2020

272
5 6289845302 13-Jan-2020

272
6 8061930458 13-Jan-2020

272
7 6289394576 13-Jan-2020

272
8 6289524195 13-Jan-2020

272
9 9038104424 13-Jan-2020

273
0 8927431137 13-Jan-2020

273
1 8622812936 13-Jan-2020

273
2 6290081832 13-Jan-2020

273
3 7250834832 13-Jan-2020

906



273
4 8144827181 13-Jan-2020

273
5 9614665647 13-Jan-2020

273
6 6294105676 13-Jan-2020

273
7 8294695091 13-Jan-2020

273
8 6290747561 13-Jan-2020

273
9 6089804872 13-Jan-2020

274
0 6202118629 13-Jan-2020

274
1 7061545529 13-Jan-2020

274
2 9875666866 13-Jan-2020

274
3 8764283943 13-Jan-2020

274
4 7439013675 13-Jan-2020

274
5 6294607745 13-Jan-2020

274
6 9861842847 13-Jan-2020

274
7 7001346773 13-Jan-2020

274
8 6291501254 13-Jan-2020

274
9 8927266904 13-Jan-2020

275
0 6289714295 13-Jan-2020

275
1 7970916572 13-Jan-2020

275
2 9939053069 13-Jan-2020

275
3 7439103800 13-Jan-2020

275
4 7001719302 13-Jan-2020

275
5 7908898287 13-Jan-2020

275
6 6203955069 13-Jan-2020

275
7 6265402336 13-Jan-2020

275
8 6289355606 13-Jan-2020

275
9 6291555763 13-Jan-2020

276
0 6297678007 13-Jan-2020

907



276
1 8969820452 13-Jan-2020

276
2 8972301132 13-Jan-2020

276
3 9004315105 13-Jan-2020

276
4 9064615498 13-Jan-2020

276
5 9874792706 13-Jan-2020

276
6 8521877328 13-Jan-2020

276
7 9120101952 14-Jan-2020

276
8 9330045112 14-Jan-2020

276
9 7044139520 14-Jan-2020

277
0 9163426577 14-Jan-2020

277
1 9801442304 14-Jan-2020

277
2 7482034905 14-Jan-2020

277
3 9641281073 14-Jan-2020

277
4 8617214391 14-Jan-2020

277
5 7073354548 14-Jan-2020

277
6 9330441747 14-Jan-2020

277
7 6294881724 14-Jan-2020

277
8 9934501692 14-Jan-2020

277
9 9004368313 14-Jan-2020

278
0 8292108890 14-Jan-2020

278
1 9118969156 14-Jan-2020

278
2 6289692705 14-Jan-2020

278
3 8420135967 14-Jan-2020

278
4 8927036324 14-Jan-2020

278
5 9382813849 14-Jan-2020

278
6 6291647185 14-Jan-2020

278
7 6296303832 14-Jan-2020

908



278
8 9875664789 14-Jan-2020

278
9 6289340355 14-Jan-2020

279
0 9509109387 14-Jan-2020

279
1 6289942599 14-Jan-2020

279
2 7070205457 14-Jan-2020

279
3 7866075462 14-Jan-2020

279
4 7439017348 14-Jan-2020

279
5 8757352636 14-Jan-2020

279
6 6289697661 14-Jan-2020

279
7 7004237393 14-Jan-2020

279
8 7098176302 14-Jan-2020

279
9 8617342941 14-Jan-2020

280
0 7679777282 14-Jan-2020

280
1 8637556296 14-Jan-2020

280
2 8789196165 14-Jan-2020

280
3 8927431573 14-Jan-2020

280
4 9125923478 14-Jan-2020

280
5 9340420941 14-Jan-2020

280
6 6289327576 14-Jan-2020

280
7 6295153420 14-Jan-2020

280
8 6291772175 14-Jan-2020

280
9 8013060221 14-Jan-2020

281
0 9509356137 14-Jan-2020

281
1 9123916199 15-Jan-2020

281
2 6289429550 15-Jan-2020

281
3 9903594054 15-Jan-2020

281
4 7633015185 15-Jan-2020

909



281
5 6295950637 15-Jan-2020

281
6 9821625348 15-Jan-2020

281
7 8617456074 15-Jan-2020

281
8 7980081146 15-Jan-2020

281
9 8509375769 15-Jan-2020

282
0 9350735388 15-Jan-2020

282
1 9831163838 15-Jan-2020

282
2 8967188862 15-Jan-2020

282
3 6290034873 15-Jan-2020

282
4 7029562638 15-Jan-2020

282
5 7390841480 15-Jan-2020

282
6 8240679050 15-Jan-2020

282
7 7596956856 15-Jan-2020

282
8 9861654623 15-Jan-2020

282
9 6295934293 15-Jan-2020

283
0 7866863519 15-Jan-2020

283
1 6291915670 15-Jan-2020

283
2 8101379363 15-Jan-2020

283
3 9064703992 15-Jan-2020

283
4 9315149564 15-Jan-2020

283
5 8210214395 15-Jan-2020

283
6 9088955845 15-Jan-2020

283
7 9330875118 15-Jan-2020

283
8 8107409337 16-Jan-2020

283
9 8420476162 16-Jan-2020

284
0 6289669506 16-Jan-2020

284
1 9330877566 16-Jan-2020

910



284
2 7304573637 16-Jan-2020

284
3 7356401521 16-Jan-2020

284
4 6287559696 16-Jan-2020

284
5 6291079346 16-Jan-2020

284
6 9330852166 16-Jan-2020

284
7 9641897151 16-Jan-2020

284
8 6204476253 16-Jan-2020

284
9 9861753217 16-Jan-2020

285
0 6290561851 16-Jan-2020

285
1 9330389293 16-Jan-2020

285
2 8509735740 16-Jan-2020

285
3 7478169707 16-Jan-2020

285
4 9041871401 16-Jan-2020

285
5 8777426590 16-Jan-2020

285
6 7091438063 16-Jan-2020

285
7 9330825932 16-Jan-2020

285
8 7595066629 16-Jan-2020

285
9 6178923086 16-Jan-2020

286
0 7258054597 16-Jan-2020

286
1 7029596383 16-Jan-2020

286
2 7866092531 16-Jan-2020

286
3 8101879940 16-Jan-2020

286
4 9060504252 16-Jan-2020

286
5 7029691909 16-Jan-2020

286
6 7866079540 16-Jan-2020

286
7 7866047945 16-Jan-2020

286
8 6295855161 16-Jan-2020

911



286
9 8247060284 16-Jan-2020

287
0 6291839600 16-Jan-2020

287
1 7449824951 16-Jan-2020

287
2 9064957341 16-Jan-2020

287
3 6289492398 16-Jan-2020

287
4 7063689067 16-Jan-2020

287
5 9064762908 16-Jan-2020

287
6 6290768831 17-Jan-2020

287
7 6287559686 17-Jan-2020

287
8 7632906391 17-Jan-2020

287
9 8240271028 17-Jan-2020

288
0 9330809504 17-Jan-2020

288
1 8207242769 17-Jan-2020

288
2 9330378176 17-Jan-2020

288
3 8918876750 17-Jan-2020

288
4 9593382638 17-Jan-2020

288
5 7314821052 17-Jan-2020

288
6 7870540326 17-Jan-2020

288
7 7596943733 17-Jan-2020

288
8 8529315167 17-Jan-2020

288
9 8250330547 17-Jan-2020

289
0 9818112387 17-Jan-2020

289
1 9821615953 17-Jan-2020

289
2 8040549291 17-Jan-2020

289
3 9804614677 17-Jan-2020

289
4 7970337168 17-Jan-2020

289
5 7856935014 17-Jan-2020

912



289
6 9330766537 17-Jan-2020

289
7 7782808007 17-Jan-2020

289
8 9861386547 17-Jan-2020

289
9 6370916875 17-Jan-2020

290
0 9784003621 17-Jan-2020

290
1 8902151219 17-Jan-2020

290
2 7428290313 17-Jan-2020

290
3 8101363358 17-Jan-2020

290
4 8381900045 17-Jan-2020

290
5 9749074086 17-Jan-2020

290
6 7908879094 17-Jan-2020

290
7 9523830749 17-Jan-2020

290
8 8047091569 17-Jan-2020

290
9 9064135702 17-Jan-2020

291
0 7319126101 17-Jan-2020

291
1 8709646140 17-Jan-2020

291
2 9064271187 17-Jan-2020

291
3 7070280609 17-Jan-2020

291
4 8882341299 17-Jan-2020

291
5 8420683670 17-Jan-2020

291
6 6291102249 17-Jan-2020

291
7 6372608946 17-Jan-2020

291
8 7439029280 17-Jan-2020

291
9 6295569673 17-Jan-2020

292
0 8420117460 17-Jan-2020

292
1 6900780365 17-Jan-2020

292
2 7866931358 17-Jan-2020

913



292
3 6295492709 17-Jan-2020

292
4 6294393832 17-Jan-2020

292
5 6294981445 17-Jan-2020

292
6 6494237229 17-Jan-2020

292
7 7439017005 17-Jan-2020

292
8 7439024077 17-Jan-2020

292
9 9064726583 17-Jan-2020

293
0 7865868775 17-Jan-2020

293
1 9609883998 17-Jan-2020

293
2 8274901793 18-Jan-2020

293
3 7595973633 18-Jan-2020

293
4 7485859978 18-Jan-2020

293
5 7596891911 18-Jan-2020

293
6 6003730160 18-Jan-2020

293
7 6296123867 18-Jan-2020

293
8 8409492636 18-Jan-2020

293
9 7961730227 18-Jan-2020

294
0 8240992550 18-Jan-2020

294
1 7595981776 18-Jan-2020

294
2 9330100081 18-Jan-2020

294
3 9910765447 18-Jan-2020

294
4 6291241506 18-Jan-2020

294
5 7029192467 18-Jan-2020

294
6 8167552086 18-Jan-2020

294
7 9330291641 18-Jan-2020

294
8 7001289217 18-Jan-2020

294
9 7029131703 18-Jan-2020

914



295
0 6290783195 18-Jan-2020

295
1 6289590348 18-Jan-2020

295
2 7980634034 18-Jan-2020

295
3 9007614108 18-Jan-2020

295
4 9330365912 18-Jan-2020

295
5 7764070187 18-Jan-2020

295
6 9997497504 18-Jan-2020

295
7 9614669647 18-Jan-2020

295
8 9330428727 18-Jan-2020

295
9 9821621633 18-Jan-2020

296
0 9350718908 18-Jan-2020

296
1 6296628641 18-Jan-2020

296
2 7896367589 18-Jan-2020

296
3 8016620651 18-Jan-2020

296
4 6205995128 18-Jan-2020

296
5 9821624137 18-Jan-2020

296
6 8927509995 18-Jan-2020

296
7 9172151226 18-Jan-2020

296
8 8927195024 18-Jan-2020

296
9 8167415142 18-Jan-2020

297
0 7866010814 18-Jan-2020

297
1 9330105260 18-Jan-2020

297
2 9064478369 18-Jan-2020

297
3 7003900704 18-Jan-2020

297
4 8101892226 18-Jan-2020

297
5 9304264228 18-Jan-2020

297
6 9330438704 18-Jan-2020

915



297
7 7318682985 18-Jan-2020

297
8 6205510562 18-Jan-2020

297
9 7439021814 18-Jan-2020

298
0 8388081094 18-Jan-2020

298
1 7908538099 18-Jan-2020

298
2 7865884351 18-Jan-2020

298
3 7866822795 18-Jan-2020

298
4 8927564738 18-Jan-2020

298
5 6290952610 18-Jan-2020

298
6 6291431466 18-Jan-2020

298
7 6295409968 18-Jan-2020

298
8 6296447303 18-Jan-2020

298
9 6297819271 18-Jan-2020

299
0 6297846772 18-Jan-2020

299
1 7365062195 18-Jan-2020

299
2 7700015474 18-Jan-2020

299
3 7866066717 18-Jan-2020

299
4 9123925146 18-Jan-2020

299
5 9518839722 18-Jan-2020

299
6 8875808906 18-Jan-2020

299
7 9383189408 19-Jan-2020

299
8 8273217073 19-Jan-2020

299
9 8509382090 19-Jan-2020

300
0 6287559481 19-Jan-2020

300
1 8509193187 19-Jan-2020

300
2 8250039617 19-Jan-2020

300
3 9330234318 19-Jan-2020

916



300
4 6295426346 19-Jan-2020

300
5 6205474835 19-Jan-2020

300
6 8585871148 19-Jan-2020

300
7 6290583438 19-Jan-2020

300
8 8172036652 19-Jan-2020

300
9 7479618054 19-Jan-2020

301
0 8084885399 19-Jan-2020

301
1 6289531991 19-Jan-2020

301
2 6289735460 19-Jan-2020

301
3 8918860713 19-Jan-2020

301
4 8617033743 19-Jan-2020

301
5 8927191425 19-Jan-2020

301
6 7679267543 19-Jan-2020

301
7 8927036700 19-Jan-2020

301
8 8101931643 19-Jan-2020

301
9 8250314819 19-Jan-2020

302
0 7866092240 19-Jan-2020

302
1 9330599297 19-Jan-2020

302
2 7866871230 19-Jan-2020

302
3 7001874214 19-Jan-2020

302
4 7077879360 19-Jan-2020

302
5 7439021890 19-Jan-2020

302
6 7667216738 19-Jan-2020

302
7 7679790976 19-Jan-2020

302
8 7765724694 19-Jan-2020

302
9 7865004061 19-Jan-2020

303
0 7866845617 19-Jan-2020
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303
1 9340283938 19-Jan-2020

303
2 9430331456 19-Jan-2020

303
3 8509639112 19-Jan-2020

303
4 9970735861 20-Jan-2020

303
5 8509233729 20-Jan-2020

303
6 8509104038 20-Jan-2020

303
7 7304962257 20-Jan-2020

303
8 7044518857 20-Jan-2020

303
9 7033689053 20-Jan-2020

304
0 7891496498 20-Jan-2020

304
1 9330210663 20-Jan-2020

304
2 7428298673 20-Jan-2020

304
3 9563285490 20-Jan-2020

304
4 8450940841 20-Jan-2020

304
5 9330438727 20-Jan-2020

304
6 9851493784 20-Jan-2020

304
7 8084023835 20-Jan-2020

304
8 8101358374 20-Jan-2020

304
9 6297149850 20-Jan-2020

305
0 6291701894 20-Jan-2020

305
1 9007854181 20-Jan-2020

305
2 6291601065 20-Jan-2020

305
3 8420529942 20-Jan-2020

305
4 8420116074 20-Jan-2020

305
5 7638019429 20-Jan-2020

305
6 9330929795 20-Jan-2020

305
7 6367064694 20-Jan-2020
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305
8 7679262960 20-Jan-2020

305
9 7638881075 20-Jan-2020

306
0 8250089389 20-Jan-2020

306
1 8617439141 20-Jan-2020

306
2 7866055429 20-Jan-2020

306
3 9304924853 20-Jan-2020

306
4 7864863359 20-Jan-2020

306
5 7029751121 20-Jan-2020

306
6 7866822895 20-Jan-2020

306
7 9588745474 20-Jan-2020

306
8 7001028274 20-Jan-2020

306
9 7029820975 20-Jan-2020

307
0 7086364210 20-Jan-2020

307
1 7478321938 20-Jan-2020

307
2 7488989969 20-Jan-2020

307
3 9330770784 20-Jan-2020

307
4 6294340073 20-Jan-2020

307
5 8343883564 20-Jan-2020

307
6 6299170874 20-Jan-2020

307
7 7086593566 20-Jan-2020

307
8 7339738602 20-Jan-2020

307
9 7865860877 20-Jan-2020

308
0 7866036392 20-Jan-2020

308
1 7866813369 20-Jan-2020

308
2 9660638056 20-Jan-2020

308
3 8514075365 20-Jan-2020

308
4 6291043469 20-Jan-2020
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308
5 9818363886 21-Jan-2020

308
6 6289090986 21-Jan-2020

308
7 6291924823 21-Jan-2020

308
8 9250038199 21-Jan-2020

308
9 7735346246 21-Jan-2020

309
0 9102352544 21-Jan-2020

309
1 8709338048 21-Jan-2020

309
2 7098170157 21-Jan-2020

309
3 7059125456 21-Jan-2020

309
4 7860046957 21-Jan-2020

309
5 8101876832 21-Jan-2020

309
6 8506375504 21-Jan-2020

309
7 6360630767 21-Jan-2020

309
8 7029667260 21-Jan-2020

309
9 9749733656 21-Jan-2020

310
0 9064247318 21-Jan-2020

310
1 8509644698 21-Jan-2020

310
2 7029805384 21-Jan-2020

310
3 7029655914 21-Jan-2020

310
4 8513963179 21-Jan-2020

310
5 6295409573 21-Jan-2020

310
6 6290383653 21-Jan-2020

310
7 6291008911 21-Jan-2020

310
8 6291038173 21-Jan-2020

310
9 6291247072 21-Jan-2020

311
0 6376203180 21-Jan-2020

311
1 7679731684 21-Jan-2020

920



311
2 9330750815 21-Jan-2020

311
3 8388066968 21-Jan-2020

311
4 7764909937 21-Jan-2020

311
5 7866851240 21-Jan-2020

311
6 9557209200 21-Jan-2020

311
7 9759960544 21-Jan-2020

311
8 9650262901 21-Jan-2020

311
9 9509727016 21-Jan-2020

312
0 9155841763 21-Jan-2020

312
1 8637587092 21-Jan-2020

312
2 8927584473 21-Jan-2020

312
3 8513975490 21-Jan-2020

312
4 8053266337 21-Jan-2020

312
5 7908661736 21-Jan-2020

312
6 7044335127 21-Jan-2020

312
7 6289735235 21-Jan-2020

312
8 6205982145 21-Jan-2020

312
9 6289684429 21-Jan-2020

313
0 7449827607 22-Jan-2020

313
1 8167787520 22-Jan-2020

313
2 9749778930 22-Jan-2020

313
3 9836885690 22-Jan-2020

313
4 8388044851 22-Jan-2020

313
5 8013085307 22-Jan-2020

313
6 6289562195 22-Jan-2020

313
7 9571098454 22-Jan-2020

313
8 9864655177 22-Jan-2020
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313
9 9836894277 22-Jan-2020

314
0 9641050470 22-Jan-2020

314
1 9382195855 22-Jan-2020

314
2 9144905183 22-Jan-2020

314
3 9079087071 22-Jan-2020

314
4 9125554988 22-Jan-2020

314
5 9351723798 22-Jan-2020

314
6 8515834083 22-Jan-2020

314
7 8809289208 22-Jan-2020

314
8 8876677519 22-Jan-2020

314
9 8515892879 22-Jan-2020

315
0 8388034828 22-Jan-2020

315
1 8457877140 22-Jan-2020

315
2 7866859737 22-Jan-2020

315
3 8295153432 22-Jan-2020

315
4 8300071435 22-Jan-2020

315
5 7865022352 22-Jan-2020

315
6 7001345892 22-Jan-2020

315
7 7074905783 22-Jan-2020

315
8 7078013327 22-Jan-2020

315
9 6291880911 22-Jan-2020

316
0 9382057565 23-Jan-2020

316
1 9088729798 23-Jan-2020

316
2 7866980914 23-Jan-2020

316
3 7439026775 23-Jan-2020

316
4 9875533928 23-Jan-2020

316
5 8513956831 23-Jan-2020
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316
6 8345089079 23-Jan-2020

316
7 7866013858 23-Jan-2020

316
8 7866800913 23-Jan-2020

316
9 6296381556 23-Jan-2020

317
0 9910967310 23-Jan-2020

317
1 9861079164 23-Jan-2020

317
2 8670742940 23-Jan-2020

317
3 8637332240 23-Jan-2020

317
4 8918740890 23-Jan-2020

317
5 8388082415 23-Jan-2020

317
6 8388067327 23-Jan-2020

317
7 7866912531 23-Jan-2020

317
8 8059702260 23-Jan-2020

317
9 7866031025 23-Jan-2020

318
0 7629114672 23-Jan-2020

318
1 7679832604 23-Jan-2020

318
2 6689816697 23-Jan-2020

318
3 7029683269 23-Jan-2020

318
4 6297749931 23-Jan-2020

318
5 6206937842 23-Jan-2020

318
6 7489278688 24-Jan-2020

318
7 8918705527 24-Jan-2020

318
8 6289252424 24-Jan-2020

318
9 9851292746 24-Jan-2020

319
0 8250221198 24-Jan-2020

319
1 8388013902 24-Jan-2020

319
2 9862706611 24-Jan-2020
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319
3 9649021705 24-Jan-2020

319
4 9176888100 24-Jan-2020

319
5 9306249318 24-Jan-2020

319
6 9084223946 24-Jan-2020

319
7 9134759128 24-Jan-2020

319
8 8617348658 24-Jan-2020

319
9 8617064988 24-Jan-2020

320
0 8513970314 24-Jan-2020

320
1 8388061448 24-Jan-2020

320
2 8130123884 24-Jan-2020

320
3 7602834101 24-Jan-2020

320
4 7484945489 24-Jan-2020

320
5 7866844894 24-Jan-2020

320
6 7045429818 24-Jan-2020

320
7 6297848476 24-Jan-2020

320
8 6203446073 24-Jan-2020

320
9 6295635573 24-Jan-2020

321
0 7319098837 25-Jan-2020

321
1 6383817302 25-Jan-2020

321
2 8621041439 25-Jan-2020

321
3 7098802245 25-Jan-2020

321
4 9571093126 25-Jan-2020

321
5 9861621723 25-Jan-2020

321
6 9610765985 25-Jan-2020

321
7 9696954823 25-Jan-2020

321
8 8676016857 25-Jan-2020

321
9 8876348533 25-Jan-2020

924



322
0 8617548518 25-Jan-2020

322
1 8388828895 25-Jan-2020

322
2 8384018710 25-Jan-2020

322
3 7866987083 25-Jan-2020

322
4 7785970050 25-Jan-2020

322
5 7636816194 25-Jan-2020

322
6 7679668004 25-Jan-2020

322
7 7406621146 25-Jan-2020

322
8 9134727349 26-Jan-2020

322
9 6291584945 26-Jan-2020

323
0 9735577299 26-Jan-2020

323
1 9678748850 26-Jan-2020

323
2 9861832748 26-Jan-2020

323
3 9992896082 26-Jan-2020

323
4 9887451271 26-Jan-2020

323
5 9992827402 26-Jan-2020

323
6 8813988068 26-Jan-2020

323
7 8882168226 26-Jan-2020

323
8 8509062549 26-Jan-2020

323
9 8389073435 26-Jan-2020

324
0 8345967561 26-Jan-2020

324
1 7890482092 26-Jan-2020

324
2 7866028564 26-Jan-2020

324
3 6307632362 26-Jan-2020

324
4 6295197542 26-Jan-2020

324
5 8637566290 27-Jan-2020

324
6 7645808138 27-Jan-2020
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324
7 9798295628 27-Jan-2020

324
8 8670880310 27-Jan-2020

324
9 9399902555 27-Jan-2020

325
0 9708890958 27-Jan-2020

325
1 9734039509 27-Jan-2020

325
2 9603724747 27-Jan-2020

325
3 9237247372 27-Jan-2020

325
4 9330599292 27-Jan-2020

325
5 9122811138 27-Jan-2020

325
6 8816999867 27-Jan-2020

325
7 8863068912 27-Jan-2020

325
8 8876210019 27-Jan-2020

325
9 7866856572 27-Jan-2020

326
0 7866852150 27-Jan-2020

326
1 7439231196 27-Jan-2020

326
2 6855507506 27-Jan-2020

326
3 7086560822 27-Jan-2020

326
4 7086593743 27-Jan-2020

326
5 6295957449 27-Jan-2020

326
6 7082324269 27-Jan-2020

326
7 7414008376 27-Jan-2020

326
8 7086142099 27-Jan-2020

326
9 7086359439 27-Jan-2020

327
0 6294769828 27-Jan-2020

327
1 6289746833 27-Jan-2020

327
2 7866963037 28-Jan-2020

327
3 9399902552 28-Jan-2020
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327
4 7856959800 28-Jan-2020

327
5 7866926083 28-Jan-2020

327
6 8343081724 28-Jan-2020

327
7 8388092133 28-Jan-2020

327
8 9647603483 28-Jan-2020

327
9 9749252602 28-Jan-2020

328
0 9749252606 28-Jan-2020

328
1 9996218685 28-Jan-2020

328
2 9350339250 28-Jan-2020

328
3 8515893230 28-Jan-2020

328
4 8917572346 28-Jan-2020

328
5 8388029286 28-Jan-2020

328
6 7866973681 28-Jan-2020

328
7 7896346081 28-Jan-2020

328
8 7735553678 28-Jan-2020

328
9 7662800593 28-Jan-2020

329
0 7665652793 28-Jan-2020

329
1 6377325636 28-Jan-2020

329
2 7061731974 28-Jan-2020

329
3 7001702925 28-Jan-2020

329
4 6294725019 28-Jan-2020

329
5 6200132495 28-Jan-2020

329
6 8101009817 29-Jan-2020

329
7 9851283769 29-Jan-2020

329
8 9306027834 29-Jan-2020

329
9 6289821609 29-Jan-2020

330
0 8388981206 29-Jan-2020
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330
1 9680632862 29-Jan-2020

330
2 9864413988 29-Jan-2020

330
3 9874899142 29-Jan-2020

330
4 9812936164 29-Jan-2020

330
5 9814898026 29-Jan-2020

330
6 9088974976 29-Jan-2020

330
7 9050315604 29-Jan-2020

330
8 9365921534 29-Jan-2020

330
9 9430459327 29-Jan-2020

331
0 8569887974 29-Jan-2020

331
1 8918989217 29-Jan-2020

331
2 8388058802 29-Jan-2020

331
3 8503053479 29-Jan-2020

331
4 8509068659 29-Jan-2020

331
5 8478019598 29-Jan-2020

331
6 7679301391 29-Jan-2020

331
7 7082442765 29-Jan-2020

331
8 6291419861 29-Jan-2020

331
9 6290170089 29-Jan-2020

332
0 7304103664 30-Jan-2020

332
1 6378916277 30-Jan-2020

332
2 8343893491 30-Jan-2020

332
3 9851856861 30-Jan-2020

332
4 9560883270 30-Jan-2020

332
5 9198123532 30-Jan-2020

332
6 9382918330 30-Jan-2020

332
7 8795373684 30-Jan-2020
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332
8 8447378963 30-Jan-2020

332
9 8053016781 30-Jan-2020

333
0 7722976331 30-Jan-2020

333
1 7866020632 30-Jan-2020

333
2 7638024049 30-Jan-2020

333
3 7866050911 30-Jan-2020

333
4 7002392830 30-Jan-2020

333
5 7029660603 30-Jan-2020

333
6 9851925560 31-Jan-2020

333
7 8513967202 31-Jan-2020

333
8 8388829852 31-Jan-2020

333
9 8389097322 31-Jan-2020

334
0 9518494686 31-Jan-2020

334
1 9896563765 31-Jan-2020

334
2 9410608728 31-Jan-2020

334
3 9057991625 31-Jan-2020

334
4 8737058580 31-Jan-2020

334
5 8638112280 31-Jan-2020

334
6 8389079322 31-Jan-2020

334
7 8343881488 31-Jan-2020

334
8 8388064048 31-Jan-2020

334
9 7662040121 31-Jan-2020

335
0 7666253422 31-Jan-2020

335
1 7082513795 31-Jan-2020

335
2 8917566403 1-Feb-2020

335
3 9518407232 1-Feb-2020

335
4 9330638047 1-Feb-2020
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335
5 8670742944 1-Feb-2020

335
6 8388989910 1-Feb-2020

335
7 8389086550 1-Feb-2020

335
8 8343897413 1-Feb-2020

335
9 8388878503 1-Feb-2020

336
0 8168232398 1-Feb-2020

336
1 8077086455 1-Feb-2020

336
2 7866040075 1-Feb-2020

336
3 7638840261 1-Feb-2020

336
4 7367917406 1-Feb-2020

336
5 7063897658 1-Feb-2020

336
6 7428673642 1-Feb-2020

336
7 6289772682 1-Feb-2020

336
8 9350476190 2-Feb-2020

336
9 9729945124 2-Feb-2020

337
0 8250953758 2-Feb-2020

337
1 9716650524 2-Feb-2020

337
2 9813984576 2-Feb-2020

337
3 9828437823 2-Feb-2020

337
4 9101581855 2-Feb-2020

337
5 8769416257 2-Feb-2020

337
6 8697645226 2-Feb-2020

337
7 8638214778 2-Feb-2020

337
8 8572074617 2-Feb-2020

337
9 8420219250 2-Feb-2020

338
0 8210826272 2-Feb-2020

338
1 8295576993 2-Feb-2020
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338
2 7866844527 2-Feb-2020

338
3 7679786941 2-Feb-2020

338
4 7449877393 2-Feb-2020

338
5 7662095742 2-Feb-2020

338
6 6264200672 2-Feb-2020

338
7 6295391597 2-Feb-2020

338
8 6291940005 2-Feb-2020

338
9 7739068947 3-Feb-2020

339
0 9875409386 3-Feb-2020

339
1 8388905002 3-Feb-2020

339
2 9134729355 3-Feb-2020

339
3 8513966974 3-Feb-2020

339
4 8388966950 3-Feb-2020

339
5 8388992466 3-Feb-2020

339
6 7866950220 3-Feb-2020

339
7 8388048164 3-Feb-2020

339
8 9433469251 3-Feb-2020

339
9 8101498647 3-Feb-2020

340
0 9566082272 3-Feb-2020

340
1 9874915604 3-Feb-2020

340
2 9641342006 3-Feb-2020

340
3 9792482472 3-Feb-2020

340
4 9840361572 3-Feb-2020

340
5 9073769707 3-Feb-2020

340
6 9127580785 3-Feb-2020

340
7 9143669275 3-Feb-2020

340
8 9113410614 3-Feb-2020
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340
9 8735801574 3-Feb-2020

341
0 8541077325 3-Feb-2020

341
1 8569968495 3-Feb-2020

341
2 8876973236 3-Feb-2020

341
3 8620052822 3-Feb-2020

341
4 8388094727 3-Feb-2020

341
5 8346061518 3-Feb-2020

341
6 8389028588 3-Feb-2020

341
7 8389073885 3-Feb-2020

341
8 7982930919 3-Feb-2020

341
9 8101775475 3-Feb-2020

342
0 7864002340 3-Feb-2020

342
1 7664865601 3-Feb-2020

342
2 7484829564 3-Feb-2020

342
3 7715951755 3-Feb-2020

342
4 7866843077 3-Feb-2020

342
5 6350580411 3-Feb-2020

342
6 7029959343 3-Feb-2020

342
7 7365009503 3-Feb-2020

342
8 7001690006 3-Feb-2020

342
9 7086140174 3-Feb-2020

343
0 6294932471 3-Feb-2020

343
1 8388856496 4-Feb-2020

343
2 6289871941 4-Feb-2020

343
3 9641370485 4-Feb-2020

343
4 7866074875 4-Feb-2020

343
5 8927408708 4-Feb-2020
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343
6 7866808823 4-Feb-2020

343
7 9749779273 4-Feb-2020

343
8 6295568844 4-Feb-2020

343
9 8101143789 4-Feb-2020

344
0 9679156509 4-Feb-2020

344
1 9064191978 4-Feb-2020

344
2 8388801876 4-Feb-2020

344
3 8389095622 4-Feb-2020

344
4 7908315878 4-Feb-2020

344
5 8902075537 4-Feb-2020

344
6 6295315182 4-Feb-2020

344
7 6295468283 4-Feb-2020

344
8 8346803431 4-Feb-2020

344
9 7866832898 4-Feb-2020

345
0 9874898737 4-Feb-2020

345
1 9729509980 4-Feb-2020

345
2 9748631592 4-Feb-2020

345
3 9536220009 4-Feb-2020

345
4 9051653429 4-Feb-2020

345
5 9073087753 4-Feb-2020

345
6 9062748632 4-Feb-2020

345
7 8515893540 4-Feb-2020

345
8 8668271075 4-Feb-2020

345
9 8697659468 4-Feb-2020

346
0 8509542311 4-Feb-2020

346
1 8388061539 4-Feb-2020

346
2 8388047906 4-Feb-2020
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346
3 8307573308 4-Feb-2020

346
4 8368456443 4-Feb-2020

346
5 8388898051 4-Feb-2020

346
6 8388849739 4-Feb-2020

346
7 8388013641 4-Feb-2020

346
8 8001416096 4-Feb-2020

346
9 7896777025 4-Feb-2020

347
0 8133878948 4-Feb-2020

347
1 7439185804 4-Feb-2020

347
2 7865860598 4-Feb-2020

347
3 7001016587 4-Feb-2020

347
4 6297893536 4-Feb-2020

347
5 6289636624 4-Feb-2020

347
6 6291487782 4-Feb-2020

347
7 7971172066 5-Feb-2020

347
8 8514068350 5-Feb-2020

347
9 8537913968 5-Feb-2020

348
0 7735363584 5-Feb-2020

348
1 9134686038 5-Feb-2020

348
2 8927618189 5-Feb-2020

348
3 7866906695 5-Feb-2020

348
4 7699029614 5-Feb-2020

348
5 8509302230 5-Feb-2020

348
6 7866860345 5-Feb-2020

348
7 7866036830 5-Feb-2020

348
8 8388097352 5-Feb-2020

348
9 8509106615 5-Feb-2020
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349
0 8515971125 5-Feb-2020

349
1 8514067881 5-Feb-2020

349
2 8388972390 5-Feb-2020

349
3 8305151316 5-Feb-2020

349
4 8101767722 5-Feb-2020

349
5 7866967443 5-Feb-2020

349
6 9990063105 5-Feb-2020

349
7 9934932396 5-Feb-2020

349
8 9681328442 5-Feb-2020

349
9 9183880327 5-Feb-2020

350
0 8388950022 5-Feb-2020

350
1 8338879486 5-Feb-2020

350
2 8440087389 5-Feb-2020

350
3 8345089030 5-Feb-2020

350
4 7908745296 5-Feb-2020

350
5 7976198008 5-Feb-2020

350
6 7830875187 5-Feb-2020

350
7 7866839389 5-Feb-2020

350
8 7865003840 5-Feb-2020

350
9 7439354220 5-Feb-2020

351
0 7029650976 5-Feb-2020

351
1 6129719445 5-Feb-2020

351
2 8240577062 6-Feb-2020

351
3 9608606122 6-Feb-2020

351
4 8509524087 6-Feb-2020

351
5 9831480242 6-Feb-2020

351
6 6289719445 6-Feb-2020
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351
7 7865869551 6-Feb-2020

351
8 9955602305 6-Feb-2020

351
9 9064234101 6-Feb-2020

352
0 6296747229 6-Feb-2020

352
1 8388005287 6-Feb-2020

352
2 9641178511 6-Feb-2020

352
3 7866947286 6-Feb-2020

352
4 8230007614 6-Feb-2020

352
5 8346872809 6-Feb-2020

352
6 7866854536 6-Feb-2020

352
7 9098375587 6-Feb-2020

352
8 8881418267 6-Feb-2020

352
9 8389018546 6-Feb-2020

353
0 7581888224 6-Feb-2020

353
1 6294914461 6-Feb-2020

353
2 6291286002 6-Feb-2020

353
3 9866025294 6-Feb-2020

353
4 9812916338 6-Feb-2020

353
5 9641664012 6-Feb-2020

353
6 9388058502 6-Feb-2020

353
7 9144905575 6-Feb-2020

353
8 9126254454 6-Feb-2020

353
9 9350742725 6-Feb-2020

354
0 9102987721 6-Feb-2020

354
1 8810371637 6-Feb-2020

354
2 8876536857 6-Feb-2020

354
3 8918216022 6-Feb-2020
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354
4 8955329343 6-Feb-2020

354
5 8513959084 6-Feb-2020

354
6 8389044542 6-Feb-2020

354
7 8350081513 6-Feb-2020

354
8 8375968371 6-Feb-2020

354
9 8388015556 6-Feb-2020

355
0 8388018772 6-Feb-2020

355
1 8343917604 6-Feb-2020

355
2 7866847520 6-Feb-2020

355
3 7866991513 6-Feb-2020

355
4 8101894430 6-Feb-2020

355
5 8017873121 6-Feb-2020

355
6 7866859919 6-Feb-2020

355
7 8084165788 6-Feb-2020

355
8 7491842212 6-Feb-2020

355
9 7679195443 6-Feb-2020

356
0 7493016708 6-Feb-2020

356
1 7699289859 6-Feb-2020

356
2 7320880208 6-Feb-2020

356
3 7029900961 6-Feb-2020

356
4 6297643849 6-Feb-2020

356
5 7076427708 6-Feb-2020

356
6 7384380656 6-Feb-2020

356
7 7427842110 6-Feb-2020

356
8 6296190021 7-Feb-2020

356
9 8388879326 7-Feb-2020

357
0 7903314280 7-Feb-2020

937



357
1 7044698495 7-Feb-2020

357
2 8346873315 7-Feb-2020

357
3 8515806291 7-Feb-2020

357
4 8388055012 7-Feb-2020

357
5 9330286481 7-Feb-2020

357
6 7001239540 7-Feb-2020

357
7 7439231597 7-Feb-2020

357
8 9749971219 7-Feb-2020

357
9 7866860712 7-Feb-2020

358
0 7866853351 7-Feb-2020

358
1 8388099068 7-Feb-2020

358
2 7908577209 7-Feb-2020

358
3 8388022454 7-Feb-2020

358
4 9666621739 7-Feb-2020

358
5 9804829246 7-Feb-2020

358
6 9163219205 7-Feb-2020

358
7 9433083514 7-Feb-2020

358
8 8918350622 7-Feb-2020

358
9 9004319105 7-Feb-2020

359
0 8388867156 7-Feb-2020

359
1 8389079141 7-Feb-2020

359
2 8514072529 7-Feb-2020

359
3 8388904123 7-Feb-2020

359
4 8388861082 7-Feb-2020

359
5 8167431795 7-Feb-2020

359
6 7998451837 7-Feb-2020

359
7 7866926082 7-Feb-2020
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359
8 8167804231 7-Feb-2020

359
9 8178027215 7-Feb-2020

360
0 7868746767 7-Feb-2020

360
1 7866825812 7-Feb-2020

360
2 7686073857 7-Feb-2020

360
3 7852027425 7-Feb-2020

360
4 7866020593 7-Feb-2020

360
5 7679195423 7-Feb-2020

360
6 7718573428 7-Feb-2020

360
7 7023746355 7-Feb-2020

360
8 6296532208 7-Feb-2020

360
9 7056430793 7-Feb-2020

361
0 6207949135 7-Feb-2020

361
1 9199810086 8-Feb-2020

361
2 7095325634 8-Feb-2020

361
3 9004676782 8-Feb-2020

361
4 9382918230 8-Feb-2020

361
5 8101879217 8-Feb-2020

361
6 8597591176 8-Feb-2020

361
7 6294305532 8-Feb-2020

361
8 8305285204 8-Feb-2020

361
9 7029861094 8-Feb-2020

362
0 8388072634 8-Feb-2020

362
1 6295822058 8-Feb-2020

362
2 7866972437 8-Feb-2020

362
3 7489949166 8-Feb-2020

362
4 8389091651 8-Feb-2020
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362
5 7004127168 8-Feb-2020

362
6 7992392052 8-Feb-2020

362
7 8343891045 8-Feb-2020

362
8 8388967933 8-Feb-2020

362
9 7718556989 8-Feb-2020

363
0 9641460068 8-Feb-2020

363
1 8513964204 8-Feb-2020

363
2 7699245483 8-Feb-2020

363
3 9864686207 8-Feb-2020

363
4 9735984232 8-Feb-2020

363
5 9782012050 8-Feb-2020

363
6 9864761421 8-Feb-2020

363
7 9874371372 8-Feb-2020

363
8 9336087914 8-Feb-2020

363
9 9337482772 8-Feb-2020

364
0 9382193500 8-Feb-2020

364
1 9110990219 8-Feb-2020

364
2 9113783575 8-Feb-2020

364
3 8899543793 8-Feb-2020

364
4 8617730645 8-Feb-2020

364
5 8918741109 8-Feb-2020

364
6 8388084191 8-Feb-2020

364
7 8343864785 8-Feb-2020

364
8 8388853292 8-Feb-2020

364
9 8389975690 8-Feb-2020

365
0 8436102209 8-Feb-2020

365
1 8388066428 8-Feb-2020
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365
2 7896866805 8-Feb-2020

365
3 7908268534 8-Feb-2020

365
4 8101889217 8-Feb-2020

365
5 8101937980 8-Feb-2020

365
6 8059128422 8-Feb-2020

365
7 7722875478 8-Feb-2020

365
8 7866060778 8-Feb-2020

365
9 7679350866 8-Feb-2020

366
0 7864856840 8-Feb-2020

366
1 7086562780 8-Feb-2020

366
2 6370808411 8-Feb-2020

366
3 7362915471 8-Feb-2020

366
4 7086990529 8-Feb-2020

366
5 7003939833 8-Feb-2020

366
6 7082987094 8-Feb-2020

366
7 6295091248 8-Feb-2020

366
8 6289954609 8-Feb-2020

366
9 7667583392 9-Feb-2020

367
0 7866051378 9-Feb-2020

367
1 8789441585 9-Feb-2020

367
2 8389077423 9-Feb-2020

367
3 6202469646 9-Feb-2020

367
4 7679438224 9-Feb-2020

367
5 8617543291 9-Feb-2020

367
6 8388865961 9-Feb-2020

367
7 8388819827 9-Feb-2020

367
8 8388858124 9-Feb-2020
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367
9 9382733807 9-Feb-2020

368
0 9144905088 9-Feb-2020

368
1 8388860946 9-Feb-2020

368
2 8389811548 9-Feb-2020

368
3 7866040994 9-Feb-2020

368
4 8346872550 9-Feb-2020

368
5 8327890012 9-Feb-2020

368
6 6290516879 9-Feb-2020

368
7 6291242930 9-Feb-2020

368
8 9864763361 9-Feb-2020

368
9 8617586954 9-Feb-2020

369
0 8388832116 9-Feb-2020

369
1 7074846514 9-Feb-2020

369
2 7338100644 9-Feb-2020

369
3 6297498648 9-Feb-2020

369
4 7001390105 9-Feb-2020

369
5 9708578733 9-Feb-2020

369
6 9935250381 9-Feb-2020

369
7 9734094481 9-Feb-2020

369
8 9864710320 9-Feb-2020

369
9 9641591166 9-Feb-2020

370
0 9983951467 9-Feb-2020

370
1 9330959720 9-Feb-2020

370
2 9336377803 9-Feb-2020

370
3 8765015648 9-Feb-2020

370
4 8509017812 9-Feb-2020

370
5 8388981932 9-Feb-2020
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370
6 8388875844 9-Feb-2020

370
7 8389050106 9-Feb-2020

370
8 8305618385 9-Feb-2020

370
9 8388841932 9-Feb-2020

371
0 8375092754 9-Feb-2020

371
1 8388059731 9-Feb-2020

371
2 7903321188 9-Feb-2020

371
3 7866955237 9-Feb-2020

371
4 7908707468 9-Feb-2020

371
5 7896776753 9-Feb-2020

371
6 7866884370 9-Feb-2020

371
7 8250701246 9-Feb-2020

371
8 7901868524 9-Feb-2020

371
9 8250236692 9-Feb-2020

372
0 7662071570 9-Feb-2020

372
1 7664868645 9-Feb-2020

372
2 7432925155 9-Feb-2020

372
3 6296628494 9-Feb-2020

372
4 6901424387 9-Feb-2020

372
5 8388852796 10-Feb-2020

372
6 7866005281 10-Feb-2020

372
7 6295113017 10-Feb-2020

372
8 7866877167 10-Feb-2020

372
9 7866046078 10-Feb-2020

373
0 8514070107 10-Feb-2020

373
1 6295889117 10-Feb-2020

373
2 8017835737 10-Feb-2020
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373
3 7518718967 10-Feb-2020

373
4 8910698993 10-Feb-2020

373
5 9749058290 10-Feb-2020

373
6 7866901463 10-Feb-2020

373
7 6263237626 10-Feb-2020

373
8 9804885900 10-Feb-2020

373
9 9879853831 10-Feb-2020

374
0 9957661527 10-Feb-2020

374
1 9534438393 10-Feb-2020

374
2 9460571346 10-Feb-2020

374
3 9509029265 10-Feb-2020

374
4 9336226507 10-Feb-2020

374
5 8761884773 10-Feb-2020

374
6 8910698992 10-Feb-2020

374
7 8388837853 10-Feb-2020

374
8 8388892405 10-Feb-2020

374
9 8389990795 10-Feb-2020

375
0 8409738654 10-Feb-2020

375
1 8017849178 10-Feb-2020

375
2 8017873450 10-Feb-2020

375
3 7866935494 10-Feb-2020

375
4 7868043495 10-Feb-2020

375
5 8049055444 10-Feb-2020

375
6 8130646967 10-Feb-2020

375
7 7631326258 10-Feb-2020

375
8 7866053283 10-Feb-2020

375
9 6294456460 10-Feb-2020
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376
0 6200763029 10-Feb-2020

376
1 6291761869 10-Feb-2020

376
2 6289640090 10-Feb-2020

376
3 6291954411 10-Feb-2020

376
4 7866026931 11-Feb-2020

376
5 8617592053 11-Feb-2020

376
6 8388070929 11-Feb-2020

376
7 7828391432 11-Feb-2020

376
8 8388038374 11-Feb-2020

376
9 8252553287 11-Feb-2020

377
0 8617511023 11-Feb-2020

377
1 7864999904 11-Feb-2020

377
2 8389079401 11-Feb-2020

377
3 8389000431 11-Feb-2020

377
4 8389995899 11-Feb-2020

377
5 7866885616 11-Feb-2020

377
6 7735563716 11-Feb-2020

377
7 9336326216 11-Feb-2020

377
8 8388826012 11-Feb-2020

377
9 6291933859 11-Feb-2020

378
0 9635986873 11-Feb-2020

378
1 9983952780 11-Feb-2020

378
2 9896649819 11-Feb-2020

378
3 9369431168 11-Feb-2020

378
4 9417692611 11-Feb-2020

378
5 9382611309 11-Feb-2020

378
6 8927543196 11-Feb-2020
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378
7 8800473070 11-Feb-2020

378
8 8637098882 11-Feb-2020

378
9 8389011345 11-Feb-2020

379
0 8389057263 11-Feb-2020

379
1 8388898994 11-Feb-2020

379
2 7866876031 11-Feb-2020

379
3 7866930089 11-Feb-2020

379
4 8194375830 11-Feb-2020

379
5 8120887136 11-Feb-2020

379
6 7835895917 11-Feb-2020

379
7 7001278986 11-Feb-2020

379
8 7091271448 11-Feb-2020

379
9 7076558274 11-Feb-2020

380
0 6295195023 11-Feb-2020

380
1 8514068324 12-Feb-2020

380
2 7865861178 12-Feb-2020

380
3 7866025294 12-Feb-2020

380
4 9007646090 12-Feb-2020

380
5 7978327979 12-Feb-2020

380
6 8389030451 12-Feb-2020

380
7 9330346619 12-Feb-2020

380
8 8918212826 12-Feb-2020

380
9 9064630828 12-Feb-2020

381
0 8637502485 12-Feb-2020

381
1 9749596594 12-Feb-2020

381
2 8388037556 12-Feb-2020

381
3 7987596284 12-Feb-2020
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381
4 9382193700 12-Feb-2020

381
5 7908460678 12-Feb-2020

381
6 7086602546 12-Feb-2020

381
7 6295556581 12-Feb-2020

381
8 9749611363 12-Feb-2020

381
9 9130019971 12-Feb-2020

382
0 9383300928 12-Feb-2020

382
1 9336170792 12-Feb-2020

382
2 9050725096 12-Feb-2020

382
3 8918862062 12-Feb-2020

382
4 8979242334 12-Feb-2020

382
5 8388884088 12-Feb-2020

382
6 8389115448 12-Feb-2020

382
7 8388042720 12-Feb-2020

382
8 7866913229 12-Feb-2020

382
9 8102529147 12-Feb-2020

383
0 7679618809 12-Feb-2020

383
1 7059178628 12-Feb-2020

383
2 9382209202 13-Feb-2020

383
3 9382639427 13-Feb-2020

383
4 9511175227 13-Feb-2020

383
5 9382808774 13-Feb-2020

383
6 8250052136 13-Feb-2020

383
7 7866074783 13-Feb-2020

383
8 8617224703 13-Feb-2020

383
9 8388052614 13-Feb-2020

384
0 8388971984 13-Feb-2020
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384
1 8388049823 13-Feb-2020

384
2 8388029413 13-Feb-2020

384
3 6291421769 13-Feb-2020

384
4 8389097110 13-Feb-2020

384
5 6297129808 13-Feb-2020

384
6 7662073920 13-Feb-2020

384
7 9330164396 13-Feb-2020

384
8 7082809523 13-Feb-2020

384
9 8388808539 13-Feb-2020

385
0 7074608659 13-Feb-2020

385
1 6295502848 13-Feb-2020

385
2 7866943033 13-Feb-2020

385
3 7908410310 13-Feb-2020

385
4 8918884125 13-Feb-2020

385
5 8789723263 13-Feb-2020

385
6 7908519843 13-Feb-2020

385
7 7908524307 13-Feb-2020

385
8 9864728898 13-Feb-2020

385
9 9749992689 13-Feb-2020

386
0 9090462327 13-Feb-2020

386
1 8779717345 13-Feb-2020

386
2 8800149549 13-Feb-2020

386
3 8514928398 13-Feb-2020

386
4 8389088229 13-Feb-2020

386
5 8389889567 13-Feb-2020

386
6 8343897990 13-Feb-2020

386
7 8388009855 13-Feb-2020
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386
8 7908490408 13-Feb-2020

386
9 8017840908 13-Feb-2020

387
0 8045643266 13-Feb-2020

387
1 7699515029 13-Feb-2020

387
2 7086365689 13-Feb-2020

387
3 6296760751 13-Feb-2020

387
4 6295455724 13-Feb-2020

387
5 6295584190 14-Feb-2020

387
6 7585910050 14-Feb-2020

387
7 8388012142 14-Feb-2020

387
8 9547804761 14-Feb-2020

387
9 7464019588 14-Feb-2020

388
0 8388087008 14-Feb-2020

388
1 9641353269 14-Feb-2020

388
2 9093898571 14-Feb-2020

388
3 6295307061 14-Feb-2020

388
4 6291769763 14-Feb-2020

388
5 7908278764 14-Feb-2020

388
6 7866897924 14-Feb-2020

388
7 7866069720 14-Feb-2020

388
8 7866039215 14-Feb-2020

388
9 8389868730 14-Feb-2020

389
0 7866827203 14-Feb-2020

389
1 6294943647 14-Feb-2020

389
2 6290529396 14-Feb-2020

389
3 7439163403 14-Feb-2020

389
4 9996410670 14-Feb-2020
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389
5 9627098662 14-Feb-2020

389
6 9864538396 14-Feb-2020

389
7 9330309336 14-Feb-2020

389
8 9474635358 14-Feb-2020

389
9 8346942824 14-Feb-2020

390
0 8388878441 14-Feb-2020

390
1 8389969540 14-Feb-2020

390
2 8509539294 14-Feb-2020

390
3 8403995388 14-Feb-2020

390
4 8101250626 14-Feb-2020

390
5 7908730829 14-Feb-2020

390
6 7941057237 14-Feb-2020

390
7 8116964507 14-Feb-2020

390
8 7735724692 14-Feb-2020

390
9 7866029123 14-Feb-2020

391
0 7866055101 14-Feb-2020

391
1 6299705882 14-Feb-2020

391
2 6377340392 14-Feb-2020

391
3 6289795788 14-Feb-2020

391
4 6289080646 14-Feb-2020

391
5 6291751384 15-Feb-2020

391
6 7908782086 15-Feb-2020

391
7 8927576975 15-Feb-2020

391
8 9382194648 15-Feb-2020

391
9 9083388741 15-Feb-2020

392
0 8514882504 15-Feb-2020

392
1 7866861993 15-Feb-2020

950



392
2 6297673780 15-Feb-2020

392
3 8509161087 15-Feb-2020

392
4 8388084472 15-Feb-2020

392
5 7908545461 15-Feb-2020

392
6 6297902792 15-Feb-2020

392
7 8389867003 15-Feb-2020

392
8 8389959270 15-Feb-2020

392
9 8101017348 15-Feb-2020

393
0 9810587251 15-Feb-2020

393
1 8388908298 15-Feb-2020

393
2 7865858614 15-Feb-2020

393
3 8459280800 15-Feb-2020

393
4 8514067996 15-Feb-2020

393
5 7439168465 15-Feb-2020

393
6 6207236179 15-Feb-2020

393
7 9734011383 15-Feb-2020

393
8 9861183332 15-Feb-2020

393
9 9708356100 15-Feb-2020

394
0 9199425724 15-Feb-2020

394
1 9365705128 15-Feb-2020

394
2 8617533291 15-Feb-2020

394
3 8878112802 15-Feb-2020

394
4 8927191424 15-Feb-2020

394
5 8918102384 15-Feb-2020

394
6 8595929117 15-Feb-2020

394
7 8343891746 15-Feb-2020

394
8 8388949012 15-Feb-2020
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394
9 8502906331 15-Feb-2020

395
0 8388873528 15-Feb-2020

395
1 8388095829 15-Feb-2020

395
2 8388841012 15-Feb-2020

395
3 8389898059 15-Feb-2020

395
4 8409492950 15-Feb-2020

395
5 7908356100 15-Feb-2020

395
6 8101252347 15-Feb-2020

395
7 8101256211 15-Feb-2020

395
8 7896784480 15-Feb-2020

395
9 8101571494 15-Feb-2020

396
0 7941056588 15-Feb-2020

396
1 8112529317 15-Feb-2020

396
2 8133941190 15-Feb-2020

396
3 7866080736 15-Feb-2020

396
4 7638865710 15-Feb-2020

396
5 7304461404 15-Feb-2020

396
6 6913813134 15-Feb-2020

396
7 7029829632 15-Feb-2020

396
8 6296819459 15-Feb-2020

396
9 6295830213 15-Feb-2020

397
0 6290726495 15-Feb-2020

397
1 6202155608 16-Feb-2020

397
2 9064157459 16-Feb-2020

397
3 8327054150 16-Feb-2020

397
4 9641116468 16-Feb-2020

397
5 7866846228 16-Feb-2020
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397
6 6297461378 16-Feb-2020

397
7 8388893716 16-Feb-2020

397
8 8388836332 16-Feb-2020

397
9 8388910876 16-Feb-2020

398
0 9064745081 16-Feb-2020

398
1 8513966709 16-Feb-2020

398
2 9641448729 16-Feb-2020

398
3 7866829653 16-Feb-2020

398
4 8389802819 16-Feb-2020

398
5 6374841401 16-Feb-2020

398
6 8514068360 16-Feb-2020

398
7 7001686496 16-Feb-2020

398
8 8388050015 16-Feb-2020

398
9 6297312935 16-Feb-2020

399
0 8860059079 16-Feb-2020

399
1 6374821896 16-Feb-2020

399
2 8514068090 16-Feb-2020

399
3 8420116628 16-Feb-2020

399
4 8305017019 16-Feb-2020

399
5 8918788810 16-Feb-2020

399
6 6296514445 16-Feb-2020

399
7 9399538419 16-Feb-2020

399
8 8389959155 16-Feb-2020

399
9 8402056238 16-Feb-2020

400
0 8303924499 16-Feb-2020

400
1 7029123880 16-Feb-2020

400
2 9709300182 16-Feb-2020
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400
3 9641110844 16-Feb-2020

400
4 9518166759 16-Feb-2020

400
5 9817289442 16-Feb-2020

400
6 9817888177 16-Feb-2020

400
7 9931792195 16-Feb-2020

400
8 9330087703 16-Feb-2020

400
9 9126584749 16-Feb-2020

401
0 8515804374 16-Feb-2020

401
1 8927874338 16-Feb-2020

401
2 8958250807 16-Feb-2020

401
3 8927057880 16-Feb-2020

401
4 8658907219 16-Feb-2020

401
5 8583012610 16-Feb-2020

401
6 8927869176 16-Feb-2020

401
7 8918346685 16-Feb-2020

401
8 8509452252 16-Feb-2020

401
9 8389084623 16-Feb-2020

402
0 8389994557 16-Feb-2020

402
1 8513968472 16-Feb-2020

402
2 7908296289 16-Feb-2020

402
3 7866939553 16-Feb-2020

402
4 8101369043 16-Feb-2020

402
5 7866992265 16-Feb-2020

402
6 8250064188 16-Feb-2020

402
7 7866031291 16-Feb-2020

402
8 7866064409 16-Feb-2020

402
9 7664868634 16-Feb-2020
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403
0 7029254088 16-Feb-2020

403
1 6297600622 16-Feb-2020

403
2 6296455816 16-Feb-2020

403
3 7231936256 16-Feb-2020

403
4 7082357233 16-Feb-2020

403
5 6289737456 16-Feb-2020

403
6 9861542951 17-Feb-2020

403
7 7866017979 17-Feb-2020

403
8 9134688069 17-Feb-2020

403
9 7865880548 17-Feb-2020

404
0 8918194975 17-Feb-2020

404
1 7866029173 17-Feb-2020

404
2 7044335118 17-Feb-2020

404
3 7866052248 17-Feb-2020

404
4 6291926694 17-Feb-2020

404
5 8928986621 17-Feb-2020

404
6 8389037401 17-Feb-2020

404
7 6295027923 17-Feb-2020

404
8 8918784412 17-Feb-2020

404
9 8389814217 17-Feb-2020

405
0 7001194023 17-Feb-2020

405
1 9336457002 17-Feb-2020

405
2 7866071747 17-Feb-2020

405
3 7866939985 17-Feb-2020

405
4 9880211497 17-Feb-2020

405
5 9749985654 17-Feb-2020

405
6 9864771202 17-Feb-2020
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405
7 9126471826 17-Feb-2020

405
8 9064828276 17-Feb-2020

405
9 8388026809 17-Feb-2020

406
0 8388053152 17-Feb-2020

406
1 7029469883 17-Feb-2020

406
2 7407211245 17-Feb-2020

406
3 7070616132 17-Feb-2020

406
4 9896697973 17-Feb-2020

406
5 9678772487 17-Feb-2020

406
6 9996360156 17-Feb-2020

406
7 9330291956 17-Feb-2020

406
8 9330499320 17-Feb-2020

406
9 9330662687 17-Feb-2020

407
0 8389070877 17-Feb-2020

407
1 8328957979 17-Feb-2020

407
2 8388853152 17-Feb-2020

407
3 8303106911 17-Feb-2020

407
4 8512906331 17-Feb-2020

407
5 8389880936 17-Feb-2020

407
6 7866872228 17-Feb-2020

407
7 8013131739 17-Feb-2020

407
8 7908806427 17-Feb-2020

407
9 8017207813 17-Feb-2020

408
0 8053714081 17-Feb-2020

408
1 8167431412 17-Feb-2020

408
2 7866935729 17-Feb-2020

408
3 7891454602 17-Feb-2020

956



408
4 7419122274 17-Feb-2020

408
5 7235989833 17-Feb-2020

408
6 6375074551 17-Feb-2020

408
7 7321941363 17-Feb-2020

408
8 6202417166 17-Feb-2020

408
9 6263831721 17-Feb-2020

409
0 6279129808 17-Feb-2020

409
1 6289445026 18-Feb-2020

409
2 6290965930 18-Feb-2020

409
3 8101456211 18-Feb-2020

409
4 8167431578 18-Feb-2020

409
5 8389079843 18-Feb-2020

409
6 7029519489 18-Feb-2020

409
7 6294878268 18-Feb-2020

409
8 8514925315 18-Feb-2020

409
9 8388821105 18-Feb-2020

410
0 9064029348 18-Feb-2020

410
1 6379038758 18-Feb-2020

410
2 6261525560 18-Feb-2020

410
3 9330547419 18-Feb-2020

410
4 6289143148 18-Feb-2020

410
5 8388846313 18-Feb-2020

410
6 7029482135 18-Feb-2020

410
7 8388975560 18-Feb-2020

410
8 8389041537 18-Feb-2020

410
9 8389052533 18-Feb-2020

411
0 9344016038 18-Feb-2020

957



411
1 8389087344 18-Feb-2020

411
2 6381351514 18-Feb-2020

411
3 8389072587 18-Feb-2020

411
4 8388042347 18-Feb-2020

411
5 8348788167 18-Feb-2020

411
6 6295820213 18-Feb-2020

411
7 7667480052 18-Feb-2020

411
8 8101082804 18-Feb-2020

411
9 8250285514 18-Feb-2020

412
0 6207593903 18-Feb-2020

412
1 8389951079 18-Feb-2020

412
2 7866071640 18-Feb-2020

412
3 6266000206 18-Feb-2020

412
4 6289116234 18-Feb-2020

412
5 9509542998 18-Feb-2020

412
6 9749292461 18-Feb-2020

412
7 9641097675 18-Feb-2020

412
8 9523663419 18-Feb-2020

412
9 9064205428 18-Feb-2020

413
0 9306191077 18-Feb-2020

413
1 9126277564 18-Feb-2020

413
2 9101369034 18-Feb-2020

413
3 9102099759 18-Feb-2020

413
4 9433672269 18-Feb-2020

413
5 8637563393 18-Feb-2020

413
6 8879356726 18-Feb-2020

413
7 8902075447 18-Feb-2020

958



413
8 8388082992 18-Feb-2020

413
9 8388976301 18-Feb-2020

414
0 8388976308 18-Feb-2020

414
1 8303948557 18-Feb-2020

414
2 8346930171 18-Feb-2020

414
3 8389077026 18-Feb-2020

414
4 8388875923 18-Feb-2020

414
5 8389967217 18-Feb-2020

414
6 8343948557 18-Feb-2020

414
7 7908288898 18-Feb-2020

414
8 7866912579 18-Feb-2020

414
9 7866855325 18-Feb-2020

415
0 8207937993 18-Feb-2020

415
1 7908005157 18-Feb-2020

415
2 7908980327 18-Feb-2020

415
3 8101710768 18-Feb-2020

415
4 7679452259 18-Feb-2020

415
5 7865010327 18-Feb-2020

415
6 7439171580 18-Feb-2020

415
7 6399768954 18-Feb-2020

415
8 7358712754 18-Feb-2020

415
9 7029613869 18-Feb-2020

416
0 7001405840 18-Feb-2020

416
1 7001628747 18-Feb-2020

416
2 6294542258 18-Feb-2020

416
3 6289742183 18-Feb-2020

416
4 8249756194 19-Feb-2020

959



416
5 8514928393 19-Feb-2020

416
6 7866957672 19-Feb-2020

416
7 8305337829 19-Feb-2020

416
8 7866931065 19-Feb-2020

416
9 8389043293 19-Feb-2020

417
0 7866905109 19-Feb-2020

417
1 9971654485 19-Feb-2020

417
2 7866941924 19-Feb-2020

417
3 8388859705 19-Feb-2020

417
4 8513958026 19-Feb-2020

417
5 8388885927 19-Feb-2020

417
6 9641678423 19-Feb-2020

417
7 8389057450 19-Feb-2020

417
8 6294618743 19-Feb-2020

417
9 8101369034 19-Feb-2020

418
0 7001083591 19-Feb-2020

418
1 8388893241 19-Feb-2020

418
2 9330601639 19-Feb-2020

418
3 6296182380 19-Feb-2020

418
4 6260141197 19-Feb-2020

418
5 8388852407 19-Feb-2020

418
6 8515806939 19-Feb-2020

418
7 8305755264 19-Feb-2020

418
8 8388028600 19-Feb-2020

418
9 8388058261 19-Feb-2020

419
0 8389807933 19-Feb-2020

419
1 9609476008 19-Feb-2020

960



419
2 6261915190 19-Feb-2020

419
3 6386420557 19-Feb-2020

419
4 8389951718 19-Feb-2020

419
5 7866962228 19-Feb-2020

419
6 8346900757 19-Feb-2020

419
7 9641926035 19-Feb-2020

419
8 8389087208 19-Feb-2020

419
9 7865867376 19-Feb-2020

420
0 6291365505 19-Feb-2020

420
1 6297981399 19-Feb-2020

420
2 9749516051 19-Feb-2020

420
3 8617061478 19-Feb-2020

420
4 8918175465 19-Feb-2020

420
5 8514912180 19-Feb-2020

420
6 8389980161 19-Feb-2020

420
7 8388095730 19-Feb-2020

420
8 8388957979 19-Feb-2020

420
9 7866969513 19-Feb-2020

421
0 8250473160 19-Feb-2020

421
1 7543077500 19-Feb-2020

421
2 9749072182 19-Feb-2020

421
3 9749424819 19-Feb-2020

421
4 9754364854 19-Feb-2020

421
5 9792777116 19-Feb-2020

421
6 9877530595 19-Feb-2020

421
7 9073729715 19-Feb-2020

421
8 9433611598 19-Feb-2020
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421
9 9088778992 19-Feb-2020

422
0 9091488479 19-Feb-2020

422
1 9382527465 19-Feb-2020

422
2 8927845863 19-Feb-2020

422
3 8918949993 19-Feb-2020

422
4 8906194516 19-Feb-2020

422
5 8530062423 19-Feb-2020

422
6 8388994726 19-Feb-2020

422
7 8346969025 19-Feb-2020

422
8 8509345027 19-Feb-2020

422
9 8509442319 19-Feb-2020

423
0 8389077573 19-Feb-2020

423
1 8343891811 19-Feb-2020

423
2 8388949366 19-Feb-2020

423
3 8319554806 19-Feb-2020

423
4 8389812673 19-Feb-2020

423
5 8388007613 19-Feb-2020

423
6 8389965193 19-Feb-2020

423
7 8388890272 19-Feb-2020

423
8 8389977327 19-Feb-2020

423
9 8513962779 19-Feb-2020

424
0 8513966094 19-Feb-2020

424
1 8471878516 19-Feb-2020

424
2 8011888624 19-Feb-2020

424
3 8101486061 19-Feb-2020

424
4 7866935495 19-Feb-2020

424
5 8126472282 19-Feb-2020
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424
6 7686925677 19-Feb-2020

424
7 7576024303 19-Feb-2020

424
8 7450997591 19-Feb-2020

424
9 7638022656 19-Feb-2020

425
0 7866030736 19-Feb-2020

425
1 7866077227 19-Feb-2020

425
2 7029531422 19-Feb-2020

425
3 7289925377 19-Feb-2020

425
4 7339568941 19-Feb-2020

425
5 7047229459 19-Feb-2020

425
6 7091250409 19-Feb-2020

425
7 7073344416 19-Feb-2020

425
8 7319065973 19-Feb-2020

425
9 7086365587 19-Feb-2020

426
0 6289294300 19-Feb-2020

426
1 8101432388 20-Feb-2020

426
2 8617837153 20-Feb-2020

426
3 8388901411 20-Feb-2020

426
4 8637882876 20-Feb-2020

426
5 8388047960 20-Feb-2020

426
6 7407801707 20-Feb-2020

426
7 7866895784 20-Feb-2020

426
8 7866842051 20-Feb-2020

426
9 8263921897 20-Feb-2020

427
0 8927864079 20-Feb-2020

427
1 9382300928 20-Feb-2020

427
2 6296104986 20-Feb-2020

963



427
3 8918425277 20-Feb-2020

427
4 9735758745 20-Feb-2020

427
5 9875311406 20-Feb-2020

427
6 7866061006 20-Feb-2020

427
7 7866030113 20-Feb-2020

427
8 7719332901 20-Feb-2020

427
9 8927785747 20-Feb-2020

428
0 9334182352 20-Feb-2020

428
1 8389892563 20-Feb-2020

428
2 8348877798 20-Feb-2020

428
3 9749072181 20-Feb-2020

428
4 8017211364 20-Feb-2020

428
5 9064139460 20-Feb-2020

428
6 8514067506 20-Feb-2020

428
7 7866988072 20-Feb-2020

428
8 8389944021 20-Feb-2020

428
9 8388056829 20-Feb-2020

429
0 8250423795 20-Feb-2020

429
1 6289887251 20-Feb-2020

429
2 6290506583 20-Feb-2020

429
3 8927286179 20-Feb-2020

429
4 8389027541 20-Feb-2020

429
5 8389085099 20-Feb-2020

429
6 8101757085 20-Feb-2020

429
7 8305684470 20-Feb-2020

429
8 8388887467 20-Feb-2020

429
9 8389002043 20-Feb-2020
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430
0 7908290642 20-Feb-2020

430
1 8102713488 20-Feb-2020

430
2 9144525287 20-Feb-2020

430
3 8514068568 20-Feb-2020

430
4 8101577452 20-Feb-2020

430
5 6297121321 20-Feb-2020

430
6 9804777100 20-Feb-2020

430
7 9382815558 20-Feb-2020

430
8 7866902567 20-Feb-2020

430
9 6297579816 20-Feb-2020

431
0 6294120139 20-Feb-2020

431
1 9659920334 20-Feb-2020

431
2 9749690895 20-Feb-2020

431
3 9774182352 20-Feb-2020

431
4 9641807834 20-Feb-2020

431
5 9064241354 20-Feb-2020

431
6 9334579749 20-Feb-2020

431
7 9144382163 20-Feb-2020

431
8 9330509848 20-Feb-2020

431
9 9330800630 20-Feb-2020

432
0 8927353209 20-Feb-2020

432
1 8696769081 20-Feb-2020

432
2 8927723829 20-Feb-2020

432
3 8389041067 20-Feb-2020

432
4 8514068177 20-Feb-2020

432
5 8389947726 20-Feb-2020

432
6 8343881840 20-Feb-2020
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432
7 8343039438 20-Feb-2020

432
8 8388943706 20-Feb-2020

432
9 8250809733 20-Feb-2020

433
0 8252185126 20-Feb-2020

433
1 8101577456 20-Feb-2020

433
2 8101683836 20-Feb-2020

433
3 8053491613 20-Feb-2020

433
4 7866812661 20-Feb-2020

433
5 7470241129 20-Feb-2020

433
6 7679291399 20-Feb-2020

433
7 7866493033 20-Feb-2020

433
8 7866817371 20-Feb-2020

433
9 6297236075 20-Feb-2020

434
0 7001140182 20-Feb-2020

434
1 7029914243 20-Feb-2020

434
2 7061992861 20-Feb-2020

434
3 7001813067 20-Feb-2020

434
4 6295718799 20-Feb-2020

434
5 6205270756 20-Feb-2020

434
6 6239172587 20-Feb-2020

434
7 6290891228 20-Feb-2020

434
8 6261532454 21-Feb-2020

434
9 6289467502 21-Feb-2020

435
0 6289934519 21-Feb-2020

435
1 6290614159 21-Feb-2020

435
2 6294469854 21-Feb-2020

435
3 7043053610 21-Feb-2020
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435
4 7070035733 21-Feb-2020

435
5 7633961492 21-Feb-2020

435
6 7638814462 21-Feb-2020

435
7 7866985133 21-Feb-2020

435
8 8061776177 21-Feb-2020

435
9 8250677959 21-Feb-2020

436
0 8279216471 21-Feb-2020

436
1 8335807795 21-Feb-2020

436
2 8346947493 21-Feb-2020

436
3 8388955394 21-Feb-2020

436
4 8389063606 21-Feb-2020

436
5 8389962949 21-Feb-2020

436
6 8389976392 21-Feb-2020

436
7 8515919704 21-Feb-2020

436
8 8585054264 21-Feb-2020

436
9 8617096477 21-Feb-2020

437
0 8689053267 21-Feb-2020

437
1 8826802197 21-Feb-2020

437
2 8902025447 21-Feb-2020

437
3 9024214109 21-Feb-2020

437
4 9051256462 21-Feb-2020

437
5 9155206951 21-Feb-2020

437
6 9264165833 21-Feb-2020

437
7 9382018399 21-Feb-2020

437
8 9571285436 21-Feb-2020

437
9 9626333432 21-Feb-2020

438
0 9749203729 21-Feb-2020

967



438
1 9996651862 21-Feb-2020

438
2 6200047499 22-Feb-2020

438
3 7091707066 22-Feb-2020

438
4 7338890569 22-Feb-2020

438
5 7354808160 22-Feb-2020

438
6 7368003163 22-Feb-2020

438
7 7478114013 22-Feb-2020

438
8 7679501709 22-Feb-2020

438
9 7699823578 22-Feb-2020

439
0 7866049128 22-Feb-2020

439
1 7866212661 22-Feb-2020

439
2 7908548037 22-Feb-2020

439
3 8001428248 22-Feb-2020

439
4 8101267953 22-Feb-2020

439
5 8340711665 22-Feb-2020

439
6 8346932554 22-Feb-2020

439
7 8388067044 22-Feb-2020

439
8 8388884860 22-Feb-2020

439
9 8388996865 22-Feb-2020

440
0 8389924725 22-Feb-2020

440
1 8389936174 22-Feb-2020

440
2 8514927896 22-Feb-2020

440
3 8583002885 22-Feb-2020

440
4 8617541670 22-Feb-2020

440
5 8617672119 22-Feb-2020

440
6 8637055066 22-Feb-2020

440
7 8637861717 22-Feb-2020
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440
8 8972225916 22-Feb-2020

440
9 9091490437 22-Feb-2020

441
0 9163572896 22-Feb-2020

441
1 9336209565 22-Feb-2020

441
2 9382478820 22-Feb-2020

441
3 9565384579 22-Feb-2020

441
4 9735694043 22-Feb-2020

441
5 9864796651 22-Feb-2020

441
6 9887307525 22-Feb-2020

441
7 6289655084 23-Feb-2020

441
8 7001300866 23-Feb-2020

441
9 7849918176 23-Feb-2020

442
0 7865017975 23-Feb-2020

442
1 7866901499 23-Feb-2020

442
2 8101761355 23-Feb-2020

442
3 8343037670 23-Feb-2020

442
4 8388848805 23-Feb-2020

442
5 8389858984 23-Feb-2020

442
6 8389949094 23-Feb-2020

442
7 8389974550 23-Feb-2020

442
8 8433754903 23-Feb-2020

442
9 8509180119 23-Feb-2020

443
0 8513010845 23-Feb-2020

443
1 8537992765 23-Feb-2020

443
2 8918773373 23-Feb-2020

443
3 8927338806 23-Feb-2020

443
4 9088969722 23-Feb-2020
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443
5 9091488156 23-Feb-2020

443
6 9440836086 23-Feb-2020

443
7 9641317737 23-Feb-2020

443
8 9749264162 23-Feb-2020

443
9 9772623535 23-Feb-2020

444
0 9891165917 23-Feb-2020

444
1 6287743951 24-Feb-2020

444
2 6296817742 24-Feb-2020

444
3 6375442821 24-Feb-2020

444
4 7001391909 24-Feb-2020

444
5 7002914658 24-Feb-2020

444
6 7074964828 24-Feb-2020

444
7 7367818104 24-Feb-2020

444
8 7462036752 24-Feb-2020

444
9 7662070967 24-Feb-2020

445
0 7684935866 24-Feb-2020

445
1 7699510278 24-Feb-2020

445
2 7699737325 24-Feb-2020

445
3 7857063048 24-Feb-2020

445
4 7857837745 24-Feb-2020

445
5 7866038728 24-Feb-2020

445
6 7866953927 24-Feb-2020

445
7 8240175578 24-Feb-2020

445
8 8305017232 24-Feb-2020

445
9 8388015471 24-Feb-2020

446
0 8388820475 24-Feb-2020

446
1 8388976118 24-Feb-2020

970



446
2 8389073604 24-Feb-2020

446
3 8389093106 24-Feb-2020

446
4 8409145458 24-Feb-2020

446
5 8471880669 24-Feb-2020

446
6 8474909123 24-Feb-2020

446
7 8509572782 24-Feb-2020

446
8 8509787288 24-Feb-2020

446
9 8617352683 24-Feb-2020

447
0 9027494130 24-Feb-2020

447
1 9064292201 24-Feb-2020

447
2 9111393009 24-Feb-2020

447
3 9641173634 24-Feb-2020

447
4 9641701420 24-Feb-2020

447
5 9864758967 24-Feb-2020

447
6 9864763968 24-Feb-2020

447
7 9864781590 24-Feb-2020

447
8 6201525782 25-Feb-2020

447
9 6260836813 25-Feb-2020

448
0 6294491126 25-Feb-2020

448
1 6295095926 25-Feb-2020

448
2 6296962918 25-Feb-2020

448
3 7029282541 25-Feb-2020

448
4 7029933586 25-Feb-2020

448
5 7599760455 25-Feb-2020

448
6 7687872587 25-Feb-2020

448
7 7718615209 25-Feb-2020

448
8 7865019735 25-Feb-2020
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448
9 7865985790 25-Feb-2020

449
0 7866017875 25-Feb-2020

449
1 7866954639 25-Feb-2020

449
2 7866983375 25-Feb-2020

449
3 7908372953 25-Feb-2020

449
4 8017209425 25-Feb-2020

449
5 8101865463 25-Feb-2020

449
6 8133919762 25-Feb-2020

449
7 8240640576 25-Feb-2020

449
8 8345001162 25-Feb-2020

449
9 8388039398 25-Feb-2020

450
0 8388097220 25-Feb-2020

450
1 8388098107 25-Feb-2020

450
2 8389002303 25-Feb-2020

450
3 8389026418 25-Feb-2020

450
4 8389046729 25-Feb-2020

450
5 8389086496 25-Feb-2020

450
6 8389090098 25-Feb-2020

450
7 8389929904 25-Feb-2020

450
8 8389954775 25-Feb-2020

450
9 8515892234 25-Feb-2020

451
0 8582967044 25-Feb-2020

451
1 8637855463 25-Feb-2020

451
2 8696014472 25-Feb-2020

451
3 8927002813 25-Feb-2020

451
4 8927804381 25-Feb-2020

451
5 9073087298 25-Feb-2020
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451
6 9641313998 25-Feb-2020

451
7 9641467390 25-Feb-2020

451
8 9641984473 25-Feb-2020

451
9 9736704870 25-Feb-2020

452
0 9749269602 25-Feb-2020

452
1 9835895917 25-Feb-2020

452
2 7908578733 26-Feb-2020

452
3 8388042601 26-Feb-2020

452
4 9871664059 26-Feb-2020

452
5 8389856145 26-Feb-2020

452
6 9749975954 26-Feb-2020

452
7 8389095414 26-Feb-2020

452
8 7789819859 26-Feb-2020

452
9 6294198356 26-Feb-2020

453
0 6295883313 26-Feb-2020

453
1 8927341293 26-Feb-2020

453
2 7866978120 26-Feb-2020

453
3 8617565913 26-Feb-2020

453
4 6296373046 26-Feb-2020

453
5 6289933263 26-Feb-2020

453
6 8918002379 26-Feb-2020

453
7 9336446499 26-Feb-2020

453
8 9382079935 26-Feb-2020

453
9 9749158557 26-Feb-2020

454
0 7866843762 26-Feb-2020

454
1 7029764881 26-Feb-2020

454
2 6289316917 26-Feb-2020
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454
3 8927654615 26-Feb-2020

454
4 9735679887 26-Feb-2020

454
5 8102106307 26-Feb-2020

454
6 8388895902 26-Feb-2020

454
7 6289732647 26-Feb-2020

454
8 9433348220 26-Feb-2020

454
9 6289999188 26-Feb-2020

455
0 7076202374 26-Feb-2020

455
1 7318995173 26-Feb-2020

455
2 7595835229 26-Feb-2020

455
3 7864856940 26-Feb-2020

455
4 7866969516 26-Feb-2020

455
5 8101913949 26-Feb-2020

455
6 8168731065 26-Feb-2020

455
7 8250769676 26-Feb-2020

455
8 8388095774 26-Feb-2020

455
9 8388859709 26-Feb-2020

456
0 8389036395 26-Feb-2020

456
1 8389937933 26-Feb-2020

456
2 8521669623 26-Feb-2020

456
3 8908421970 26-Feb-2020

456
4 8927670879 26-Feb-2020

456
5 9350871166 26-Feb-2020

456
6 9665870124 26-Feb-2020

456
7 9864532078 26-Feb-2020

456
8 8389911597 27-Feb-2020

456
9 8101058098 27-Feb-2020
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457
0 8388011439 27-Feb-2020

457
1 8389072969 27-Feb-2020

457
2 8513964098 27-Feb-2020

457
3 8388847972 27-Feb-2020

457
4 8514067558 27-Feb-2020

457
5 8927287150 27-Feb-2020

457
6 7866804114 27-Feb-2020

457
7 8305517325 27-Feb-2020

457
8 8388992789 27-Feb-2020

457
9 8617846398 27-Feb-2020

458
0 8013754743 27-Feb-2020

458
1 6296862237 27-Feb-2020

458
2 8389024355 27-Feb-2020

458
3 6295221297 27-Feb-2020

458
4 7074964842 27-Feb-2020

458
5 7908452414 27-Feb-2020

458
6 8389001863 27-Feb-2020

458
7 8585055536 27-Feb-2020

458
8 8927720869 27-Feb-2020

458
9 9600978716 27-Feb-2020

459
0 7864866059 27-Feb-2020

459
1 6001044124 27-Feb-2020

459
2 7638863765 27-Feb-2020

459
3 8252149262 27-Feb-2020

459
4 9131899093 27-Feb-2020

459
5 7699828594 28-Feb-2020

459
6 8389014323 28-Feb-2020
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459
7 9749210130 28-Feb-2020

459
8 7866808841 28-Feb-2020

459
9 8389086557 28-Feb-2020

460
0 8389808506 28-Feb-2020

460
1 8346054668 28-Feb-2020

460
2 8112028446 28-Feb-2020

460
3 6291195023 28-Feb-2020

460
4 7235877524 28-Feb-2020

460
5 7796815955 28-Feb-2020

460
6 8724844588 28-Feb-2020

460
7 9101638536 28-Feb-2020

460
8 9306882427 28-Feb-2020

460
9 6295554738 29-Feb-2020

461
0 8509001595 29-Feb-2020

461
1 8250918026 29-Feb-2020

461
2 8637375341 29-Feb-2020

461
3 9749131464 29-Feb-2020

461
4 9064560393 29-Feb-2020

461
5 7865861608 29-Feb-2020

461
6 8389863953 29-Feb-2020

461
7 8250045392 29-Feb-2020

461
8 7067507192 29-Feb-2020

461
9 8388948987 29-Feb-2020

462
0 6297739109 29-Feb-2020

462
1 6294843913 29-Feb-2020

462
2 7863927840 29-Feb-2020

462
3 6289445982 29-Feb-2020
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462
4 9588166451 29-Feb-2020

462
5 9864532068 29-Feb-2020

462
6 9996743963 29-Feb-2020

462
7 6295883314 29-Feb-2020

462
8 7547092933 29-Feb-2020

462
9 8388912759 29-Feb-2020

463
0 8514927889 29-Feb-2020

463
1 8902081711 29-Feb-2020

463
2 9870853916 29-Feb-2020

463
3 6294419327 29-Feb-2020

463
4 7278978016 29-Feb-2020

463
5 7477779861 29-Feb-2020

463
6 7602755549 29-Feb-2020

463
7 7679314908 29-Feb-2020

463
8 7708786924 29-Feb-2020

463
9 7735801901 29-Feb-2020

464
0 7857916057 29-Feb-2020

464
1 7988458290 29-Feb-2020

464
2 8250514049 29-Feb-2020

464
3 8346870784 29-Feb-2020

464
4 8388953920 29-Feb-2020

464
5 8389923796 29-Feb-2020

464
6 8389961954 29-Feb-2020

464
7 8509213216 29-Feb-2020

464
8 8617347312 29-Feb-2020

464
9 8720909023 29-Feb-2020

465
0 9123705400 29-Feb-2020
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465
1 8250709015 1-Mar-2020

465
2 6294378248 1-Mar-2020

465
3 8512950173 1-Mar-2020

465
4 7866925582 1-Mar-2020

465
5 8514018101 1-Mar-2020

465
6 7866948414 1-Mar-2020

465
7 7863970417 1-Mar-2020

465
8 7001278291 1-Mar-2020

465
9 8389083637 1-Mar-2020

466
0 7735747098 1-Mar-2020

466
1 8515893070 1-Mar-2020

466
2 7866042871 1-Mar-2020

466
3 8514929743 1-Mar-2020

466
4 7699287511 1-Mar-2020

466
5 8389091541 1-Mar-2020

466
6 8389093278 1-Mar-2020

466
7 8101615834 1-Mar-2020

466
8 7896368233 1-Mar-2020

466
9 9101562064 1-Mar-2020

467
0 6289710778 1-Mar-2020

467
1 8389893978 1-Mar-2020

467
2 8509786289 1-Mar-2020

467
3 6370571259 1-Mar-2020

467
4 7001013665 1-Mar-2020

467
5 7029699516 1-Mar-2020

467
6 7866813113 1-Mar-2020

467
7 7866898084 1-Mar-2020

978



467
8 7890786431 1-Mar-2020

467
9 8388061301 1-Mar-2020

468
0 8388823414 1-Mar-2020

468
1 8695315884 1-Mar-2020

468
2 9082170487 1-Mar-2020

468
3 9091243006 1-Mar-2020

468
4 9315368755 1-Mar-2020

468
5 9691587992 1-Mar-2020

468
6 8389812040 2-Mar-2020

468
7 7699297855 2-Mar-2020

468
8 7699090419 2-Mar-2020

468
9 8927108026 2-Mar-2020

469
0 8388013972 2-Mar-2020

469
1 9330179600 2-Mar-2020

469
2 8388982108 2-Mar-2020

469
3 8171421250 2-Mar-2020

469
4 8388035809 2-Mar-2020

469
5 7908849574 2-Mar-2020

469
6 6360434585 2-Mar-2020

469
7 9798552894 2-Mar-2020

469
8 6291926976 2-Mar-2020

469
9 7002796514 2-Mar-2020

470
0 7086417920 2-Mar-2020

470
1 7865043240 2-Mar-2020

470
2 7866816887 2-Mar-2020

470
3 7992969301 2-Mar-2020

470
4 8168527012 2-Mar-2020
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470
5 8252277165 2-Mar-2020

470
6 8335808067 2-Mar-2020

470
7 8389910476 2-Mar-2020

470
8 8402952673 2-Mar-2020

470
9 8509198607 2-Mar-2020

471
0 8514067767 2-Mar-2020

471
1 8609186019 2-Mar-2020

471
2 9007372225 2-Mar-2020

471
3 9064112955 2-Mar-2020

471
4 9064745018 2-Mar-2020

471
5 9118658708 2-Mar-2020

471
6 9144952000 2-Mar-2020

471
7 9382041032 2-Mar-2020

471
8 9433294914 2-Mar-2020

471
9 9433724010 2-Mar-2020

472
0 9678094414 2-Mar-2020

472
1 9729599103 2-Mar-2020

472
2 9861670954 2-Mar-2020

472
3 9864539411 2-Mar-2020

472
4 9892458793 2-Mar-2020

472
5 8343830080 3-Mar-2020

472
6 8388094745 3-Mar-2020

472
7 9064214704 3-Mar-2020

472
8 8515807097 3-Mar-2020

472
9 6295616383 3-Mar-2020

473
0 6295354042 3-Mar-2020

473
1 6287579100 3-Mar-2020

980



473
2 7003206088 3-Mar-2020

473
3 7056427852 3-Mar-2020

473
4 7056497562 3-Mar-2020

473
5 7636953084 3-Mar-2020

473
6 7866885182 3-Mar-2020

473
7 7866919270 3-Mar-2020

473
8 8101080055 3-Mar-2020

473
9 8101615864 3-Mar-2020

474
0 8388819453 3-Mar-2020

474
1 8389977514 3-Mar-2020

474
2 8820682437 3-Mar-2020

474
3 9064782500 3-Mar-2020

474
4 9079417686 3-Mar-2020

474
5 9144650837 3-Mar-2020

474
6 9547715369 3-Mar-2020

474
7 9580502006 3-Mar-2020

474
8 9635089286 3-Mar-2020

474
9 9641703935 3-Mar-2020

475
0 9749280385 3-Mar-2020

475
1 9771300639 3-Mar-2020

475
2 8305880229 4-Mar-2020

475
3 6295639196 4-Mar-2020

475
4 7001719178 4-Mar-2020

475
5 8513964435 4-Mar-2020

475
6 7978904126 4-Mar-2020

475
7 8902082539 4-Mar-2020

475
8 7866801026 4-Mar-2020

981



475
9 9433725031 5-Mar-2020

476
0 9144497472 5-Mar-2020

476
1 8637532174 5-Mar-2020

476
2 8509770699 5-Mar-2020

476
3 8388015195 5-Mar-2020

476
4 8927466972 5-Mar-2020

476
5 8389065163 5-Mar-2020

476
6 7029554336 5-Mar-2020

476
7 8305729618 5-Mar-2020

476
8 8388903387 5-Mar-2020

476
9 8101189967 5-Mar-2020

477
0 8514927855 6-Mar-2020

477
1 8910573893 6-Mar-2020

477
2 9091225969 6-Mar-2020

477
3 9749639554 6-Mar-2020

477
4 8305002972 6-Mar-2020

477
5 8537058828 6-Mar-2020

477
6 8389933285 6-Mar-2020

477
7 8388868313 6-Mar-2020

477
8 9608883661 6-Mar-2020

477
9 7866896942 6-Mar-2020

478
0 6260494952 6-Mar-2020

478
1 6388704428 6-Mar-2020

478
2 7044395119 6-Mar-2020

478
3 7266848268 6-Mar-2020

478
4 7439296017 6-Mar-2020

478
5 7479318372 6-Mar-2020

982



478
6 7488711305 6-Mar-2020

478
7 7866964741 6-Mar-2020

478
8 8116333518 6-Mar-2020

478
9 8133077216 6-Mar-2020

479
0 8133878108 6-Mar-2020

479
1 8343058417 6-Mar-2020

479
2 8389813655 6-Mar-2020

479
3 8389989893 6-Mar-2020

479
4 8506994900 6-Mar-2020

479
5 8509807580 6-Mar-2020

479
6 8569973862 6-Mar-2020

479
7 8757682278 6-Mar-2020

479
8 8918060883 6-Mar-2020

479
9 8927538641 6-Mar-2020

480
0 9085338449 6-Mar-2020

480
1 9093957483 6-Mar-2020

480
2 9675025492 6-Mar-2020

480
3 9678766061 6-Mar-2020

480
4 9933388354 6-Mar-2020

480
5 9433723916 7-Mar-2020

480
6 8388048076 7-Mar-2020

480
7 9064921178 7-Mar-2020

480
8 9336417613 7-Mar-2020

480
9 9330526208 7-Mar-2020

481
0 8927776586 7-Mar-2020

481
1 7407457491 7-Mar-2020

481
2 9641220094 7-Mar-2020

983



481
3 7679742189 7-Mar-2020

481
4 7679410930 7-Mar-2020

481
5 6000567212 7-Mar-2020

481
6 6267824462 7-Mar-2020

481
7 6289474137 7-Mar-2020

481
8 7007302696 7-Mar-2020

481
9 7703835758 7-Mar-2020

482
0 7865867098 7-Mar-2020

482
1 7908812334 7-Mar-2020

482
2 7908906957 7-Mar-2020

482
3 8133877998 7-Mar-2020

482
4 8250688574 7-Mar-2020

482
5 8335807904 7-Mar-2020

482
6 8388065308 7-Mar-2020

482
7 8388806017 7-Mar-2020

482
8 8388946133 7-Mar-2020

482
9 8388958159 7-Mar-2020

483
0 8389043949 7-Mar-2020

483
1 8572039832 7-Mar-2020

483
2 8902030548 7-Mar-2020

483
3 8927186870 7-Mar-2020

483
4 8927827201 7-Mar-2020

483
5 9064515401 7-Mar-2020

483
6 9098622732 7-Mar-2020

483
7 9123036457 7-Mar-2020

483
8 9325489686 7-Mar-2020

483
9 9365902210 7-Mar-2020

984



484
0 9433633080 7-Mar-2020

484
1 9861862180 7-Mar-2020

484
2 8927962879 8-Mar-2020

484
3 7866825536 8-Mar-2020

484
4 7908049715 8-Mar-2020

484
5 9123804025 8-Mar-2020

484
6 8389041315 8-Mar-2020

484
7 6000577944 8-Mar-2020

484
8 6202430196 8-Mar-2020

484
9 6376066104 8-Mar-2020

485
0 7029746557 8-Mar-2020

485
1 7047701207 8-Mar-2020

485
2 7742436571 8-Mar-2020

485
3 7759983103 8-Mar-2020

485
4 7830113460 8-Mar-2020

485
5 8343006832 8-Mar-2020

485
6 8388018169 8-Mar-2020

485
7 8388995170 8-Mar-2020

485
8 8389997646 8-Mar-2020

485
9 8638458062 8-Mar-2020

486
0 8851640302 8-Mar-2020

486
1 8902052647 8-Mar-2020

486
2 8918061478 8-Mar-2020

486
3 8967894168 8-Mar-2020

486
4 9350321634 8-Mar-2020

486
5 9350852100 8-Mar-2020

486
6 9365299697 8-Mar-2020

985



486
7 9399179475 8-Mar-2020

486
8 9664773088 8-Mar-2020

486
9 9729260954 8-Mar-2020

487
0 9864534839 8-Mar-2020

487
1 9864820471 8-Mar-2020

487
2 7908655676 9-Mar-2020

487
3 8518920834 9-Mar-2020

487
4 8617657493 9-Mar-2020

487
5 7319128045 9-Mar-2020

487
6 7866804961 9-Mar-2020

487
7 8389043448 9-Mar-2020

487
8 8514929963 9-Mar-2020

487
9 8872469557 9-Mar-2020

488
0 8875509482 9-Mar-2020

488
1 9674253730 9-Mar-2020

488
2 9678100746 9-Mar-2020

488
3 9678119306 9-Mar-2020

488
4 9864643219 9-Mar-2020

488
5 9954490619 9-Mar-2020

488
6 9150835409 10-Mar-2020

488
7 7086364619 10-Mar-2020

488
8 7086505633 10-Mar-2020

488
9 7636816283 10-Mar-2020

489
0 7896784898 10-Mar-2020

489
1 8389919316 10-Mar-2020

489
2 9647278545 10-Mar-2020

489
3 9864723544 10-Mar-2020

986



489
4 9691243985 11-Mar-2020

489
5 7439234963 11-Mar-2020

489
6 8514929680 11-Mar-2020

489
7 8305475059 11-Mar-2020

489
8 8389087688 11-Mar-2020

489
9 9691139673 11-Mar-2020

490
0 6289491344 11-Mar-2020

490
1 7679967908 11-Mar-2020

490
2 9691243985 11-Mar-2020

490
3 8389888499 11-Mar-2020

490
4 8388810250 12-Mar-2020

490
5 8436153361 12-Mar-2020

490
6 7699514925 12-Mar-2020

490
7 7866915608 12-Mar-2020

490
8 8514928376 12-Mar-2020

490
9 8617445260 12-Mar-2020

491
0 8391971260 13-Mar-2020

491
1 7449642212 13-Mar-2020

491
2 7635875909 13-Mar-2020

491
3 8389076530 13-Mar-2020

491
4 8391964938 13-Mar-2020

491
5 8514067587 13-Mar-2020

491
6 9064175764 13-Mar-2020

491
7 9144781995 13-Mar-2020

491
8 7866087891 13-Mar-2020

491
9 9476493914 13-Mar-2020

492
0 8388977270 13-Mar-2020

987



492
1 8101797053 14-Mar-2020

492
2 7047303458 14-Mar-2020

492
3 6206809546 14-Mar-2020

492
4 8389093879 14-Mar-2020

492
5 7781073887 14-Mar-2020

492
6 8388965622 14-Mar-2020

492
7 8617806682 14-Mar-2020

492
8 8777645238 14-Mar-2020

492
9 9091225418 14-Mar-2020

493
0 6289848097 14-Mar-2020

493
1 8346932895 14-Mar-2020

493
2 9330508883 14-Mar-2020

493
3 6295586613 15-Mar-2020

493
4 7091340334 15-Mar-2020

493
5 8002972933 15-Mar-2020

493
6 8391094810 15-Mar-2020

493
7 8391996759 15-Mar-2020

493
8 8637810509 15-Mar-2020

493
9 9433633098 15-Mar-2020

494
0 9641646502 15-Mar-2020

494
1 8346058653 15-Mar-2020

494
2 8388968622 15-Mar-2020

494
3 7866884791 16-Mar-2020

494
4 9093964673 16-Mar-2020

494
5 9641272317 16-Mar-2020

494
6 7044023055 16-Mar-2020

494
7 78650195323 16-Mar-2020

988



494
8 8345809566 16-Mar-2020

494
9 8388004235 16-Mar-2020

495
0 8514925079 16-Mar-2020

495
1 8514928035 16-Mar-2020

495
2 8537035951 16-Mar-2020

495
3 7397692482 16-Mar-2020

495
4 9350345237 16-Mar-2020

495
5 9770687541 16-Mar-2020

495
6 8389085856 17-Mar-2020

495
7 6369503293 17-Mar-2020

495
8 8388090596 17-Mar-2020

495
9 6264660086 17-Mar-2020

496
0 6305540523 17-Mar-2020

496
1 7439223606 17-Mar-2020

496
2 8240779536 17-Mar-2020

496
3 8388081881 17-Mar-2020

496
4 8388879064 17-Mar-2020

496
5 8391087814 17-Mar-2020

496
6 8513965243 17-Mar-2020

496
7 8509075688 17-Mar-2020

496
8 9641446817 18-Mar-2020

496
9 8515806727 18-Mar-2020

497
0 6290947018 18-Mar-2020

497
1 9547021936 18-Mar-2020

497
2 6290430296 18-Mar-2020

497
3 8509101563 18-Mar-2020

497
4 8388990290 18-Mar-2020

989



497
5 8927002498 18-Mar-2020

497
6 8084463160 18-Mar-2020

497
7 7865005867 18-Mar-2020

497
8 9064676848 18-Mar-2020

497
9 7001126360 18-Mar-2020

498
0 8389818094 18-Mar-2020

498
1 7718596383 18-Mar-2020

498
2 7554092933 19-Mar-2020

498
3 7001848986 19-Mar-2020

498
4 7866034997 19-Mar-2020

498
5 8918653965 19-Mar-2020

498
6 8583054554 19-Mar-2020

498
7 9382055235 19-Mar-2020

498
8 8389084683 19-Mar-2020

498
9 9903484279 19-Mar-2020

499
0 8389925776 19-Mar-2020

499
1 8391999684 20-Mar-2020

499
2 9051372195 20-Mar-2020

499
3 8927324665 20-Mar-2020

499
4 7076192918 20-Mar-2020

499
5 8391949465 20-Mar-2020

499
6 7449970391 20-Mar-2020

499
7 8101633253 20-Mar-2020

499
8 8389842711 20-Mar-2020

499
9 9851502930 20-Mar-2020

500
0 8101783405 20-Mar-2020

500
1 8346931370 21-Mar-2020

990



500
2 9093958147 21-Mar-2020

500
3 8389841761 21-Mar-2020

500
4 9433725612 21-Mar-2020

500
5 8305341217 21-Mar-2020

500
6 6289647157 21-Mar-2020

500
7 6289758739 21-Mar-2020

500
8 6294070773 21-Mar-2020

500
9 9033424025 21-Mar-2020

501
0 9433724833 21-Mar-2020

501
1 8436078543 22-Mar-2020

501
2 9564388031 22-Mar-2020

501
3 6297899648 22-Mar-2020

501
4 8391935751 22-Mar-2020

501
5 9330159424 22-Mar-2020

501
6 9382878708 24-Mar-20

501
7 7866946377 25-Mar-20

501
8 9091329969 25-Mar-20

501
9 7866862009 25-Mar-20

502
0 8512905406 25-Mar-20

502
1 6294864320 25-Mar-20

502
2 8388922699 25-Mar-20

502
3 8389013147 25-Mar-20

502
4 9163295882 25-Mar-20

502
5 8391959089 25-Mar-20

502
6 7074308293 25-Mar-20

502
7 8617801327 25-Mar-20

502
8 8927886386 26-Mar-20

991



502
9 8346839330 26-Mar-20

503
0 8389997374 26-Mar-20

503
1 9749805234 26-Mar-20

503
2 9433672321 26-Mar-20

503
3 8388885358 27-Mar-20

503
4 9382384787 27-Mar-20

503
5 6289052378 27-Mar-20

503
6 8250875984 27-Mar-20

503
7 7001290628 27-Mar-20

503
8 8514930267 28-Mar-20

503
9 8514927936 28-Mar-20

504
0 6261714245 29-Mar-20

504
1 7858938140 29-Mar-20

504
2 8601207777 29-Mar-20

504
3 7679438737 29-Mar-20

504
4 6291135961 29-Mar-20

504
5 9064004148 29-Mar-20

504
6 8389018759 29-Mar-20

504
7 8388825482 29-Mar-20

504
8 9123843371 30-Mar-20

504
9 9382062386 30-Mar-20

505
0 9641624825 30-Mar-20

505
1 8707085180 30-Mar-20

505
2 7431985689 30-Mar-20

505
3 9051371205 30-Mar-20

505
4 7449470511 30-Mar-20

505
5 9641157965 30-Mar-20

992



505
6 8546995577 30-Mar-20

505
7 8759254190 31-Mar-20

505
8 8348982177 31-Mar-20

505
9 7864941631 31-Mar-20

506
0 9088388531 31-Mar-20

506
1 8514895877 31-Mar-20

506
2 7866061006 31-Mar-20

506
3 8389073568 31-Mar-20

506
4 8017934960 31-Mar-20

506
5 7866055530 01-Apr-20

506
6 7987042333 01-Apr-20

506
7 8391028207 01-Apr-20

506
8 8509064405 01-Apr-20

506
9 8515808236 01-Apr-20

507
0 8918737218 01-Apr-20

507
1 7739125155 01-Apr-20

507
2 8389988602 01-Apr-20

507
3 7047448005 01-Apr-20

507
4 8345006728 01-Apr-20

507
5 8345001070 02-Apr-20

507
6 7001378525 02-Apr-20

507
7 7029873860 02-Apr-20

507
8 8509588037 02-Apr-20

507
9 9770127289 02-Apr-20

508
0 7866053536 02-Apr-20

508
1 6289348394 02-Apr-20

508
2 6201484602 02-Apr-20

993



508
3 7866895959 03-Apr-20

508
4 8346945004 03-Apr-20

508
5 8250131648 03-Apr-20

508
6 7439274336 03-Apr-20

508
7 9093895227 03-Apr-20

508
8 7479045734 03-Apr-20

508
9 7679136656 04-Apr-20

509
0 7866893824 04-Apr-20

509
1 7001365028 04-Apr-20

509
2 9851502920 04-Apr-20

509
3 8927434692 04-Apr-20

509
4 8514958638 04-Apr-20

509
5 9340646595 04-Apr-20

509
6 8739903325 04-Apr-20

509
7 9134076315 04-Apr-20

509
8 8389063406 05-Apr-20

509
9 7029749058 05-Apr-20

510
0 7866925677 05-Apr-20

510
1 7866048002 05-Apr-20

510
2 9641958229 06-Apr-20

510
3 8509762135 06-Apr-20

510
4 6295826749 06-Apr-20

510
5 7908980432 06-Apr-20

510
6 9382086945 06-Apr-20

510
7 8391008398 06-Apr-20

510
8 8514928022 06-Apr-20

510
9 8101644685 06-Apr-20

994



511
0 7439361279 06-Apr-20

511
1 7001079033 07-Apr-20

511
2 7865868110 07-Apr-20

511
3 8389864250 07-Apr-20

511
4 8101401062 07-Apr-20

511
5 8391808148 07-Apr-20

511
6 9134258965 07-Apr-20

511
7 7866017170 07-Apr-20

511
8 6297564407 07-Apr-20

511
9 8514927860 07-Apr-20

512
0 9641817468 07-Apr-20

512
1 9064638751 07-Apr-20

512
2 8391090074 08-Apr-20

512
3 8101269716 08-Apr-20

512
4 7098873022 08-Apr-20

512
5 8389905260 08-Apr-20

512
6 6291453126 08-Apr-20

512
7 7008078311 08-Apr-20

512
8 8101903069 08-Apr-20

512
9 9144348723 08-Apr-20

513
0 8509068261 08-Apr-20

513
1 7029983029 08-Apr-20

513
2 7319065936 08-Apr-20

513
3 6294963836 09-Apr-20

513
4 7866841259 09-Apr-20

513
5 6290236460 09-Apr-20

513
6 8391053990 09-Apr-20

995



513
7 9330559342 09-Apr-20

513
8 8101125874 09-Apr-20

513
9 9875688699 10-Apr-20

514
0 9330463723 10-Apr-20

514
1 7679889766 10-Apr-20

514
2 8389833396 10-Apr-20

514
3 6297882604 11-Apr-20

514
4 9905160601 11-Apr-20

514
5 8210853197 11-Apr-20

514
6 8102570840 11-Apr-20

514
7 9382214042 11-Apr-20

514
8 8388048035 11-Apr-20

514
9 8270773978 11-Apr-20

515
0 8509758473 11-Apr-20

515
1 9064014482 12-Apr-20

515
2 7439349452 12-Apr-20

515
3 7866048002 12-Apr-20

515
4 7933821341 12-Apr-20

515
5 9330515467 12-Apr-20

515
6 8249160550 13-Apr-20

515
7 9093944847 13-Apr-20

515
8 9749445847 13-Apr-20

515
9 8927539858 13-Apr-20

516
0 8918698904 13-Apr-20

516
1 9937180553 13-Apr-20

516
2 8660345987 14-Apr-20

516
3 7001267591 14-Apr-20

996



516
4 7908689363 14-Apr-20

516
5 8240408659 14-Apr-20

516
6 8637069409 14-Apr-20

516
7 8967833844 15-Apr-20

516
8 6360568774 15-Apr-20

516
9 8391886855 15-Apr-20

517
0 8388909473 15-Apr-20

517
1 6289877671 16-Apr-20

517
2 7761968439 16-Apr-20

517
3 8346842959 16-Apr-20

517
4 7558169390 16-Apr-20

517
5 9294915702 16-Apr-20

517
6 9006111685 16-Apr-20

517
7 9074223196 16-Apr-20

517
8 8391089002 17-Apr-20

517
9 8512913646 17-Apr-20

518
0 7866942915 17-Apr-20

518
1 7029833081 17-Apr-20

518
2 8391970452 17-Apr-20

518
3 7482896631 17-Apr-20

518
4 8389005014 17-Apr-20

518
5 7866921055 17-Apr-20

518
6 9223008333 17-Apr-20

518
7 8389081650 17-Apr-20

518
8 7029386095 17-Apr-20

518
9 8925736549 17-Apr-20

519
0 6385301493 17-Apr-20

997



519
1 6206693546 17-Apr-20

519
2 8250796305 17-Apr-20

519
3 9942421025 17-Apr-20

519
4 6290691856 18-Apr-20

519
5 7029624796 18-Apr-20

519
6 8405032201 18-Apr-20

519
7 8918905382 18-Apr-20

519
8 8514067974 18-Apr-20

519
9 8388915207 18-Apr-20

520
0 6201715875 18-Apr-20

520
1 6289814964 18-Apr-20

520
2 8391885930 18-Apr-20

520
3 7029788845 18-Apr-20

520
4 9832064338 18-Apr-20

520
5 8343037717 18-Apr-20

520
6 8319008210 19-Apr-20

520
7 9861219697 19-Apr-20

520
8 7310659087 19-Apr-20

520
9 8292825863 19-Apr-20

521
0 6295881190 19-Apr-20

521
1 8391937784 19-Apr-20

521
2 8347052688 19-Apr-20

521
3 8388994430 19-Apr-20

521
4 8145040866 19-Apr-20

521
5 8389905748 19-Apr-20

521
6 8391025216 19-Apr-20

521
7 9330243836 19-Apr-20

998



521
8 9144497214 19-Apr-20

521
9 8305824068 19-Apr-20

522
0 7074238165 20-Apr-20

522
1 8536809450 20-Apr-20

522
2 6291767156 20-Apr-20

522
3 9647271202 20-Apr-20

522
4 8945992130 20-Apr-20

522
5 8388037387 20-Apr-20

522
6 8388046905 20-Apr-20

522
7 7866837197 20-Apr-20

522
8 8392092343 20-Apr-20

522
9 9144382516 20-Apr-20

523
0 8514927865 20-Apr-20

523
1 8388851574 20-Apr-20

523
2 7001237212 20-Apr-20

523
3 8389003022 20-Apr-20

523
4 7074513347 20-Apr-20

523
5 8391035173 20-Apr-20

523
6 9150835411 20-Apr-20

523
7 8515998478 21-Apr-20

523
8 7679087681 21-Apr-20

523
9 8391987816 21-Apr-20

524
0 9064205480 21-Apr-20

524
1 7679343685 21-Apr-20

524
2 9330037984 21-Apr-20

524
3 8388838356 21-Apr-20

524 7908325766 21-Apr-20

999



4
524

5 7699334716 21-Apr-20

524
6 9942428041 21-Apr-20

524
7 8122007184 21-Apr-20

524
8 8389093787 21-Apr-20

524
9 8391097620 21-Apr-20

525
0 7866906809 21-Apr-20

525
1 6296936330 22-Apr-20

525
2 6389003022 22-Apr-20

525
3 8910168460 22-Apr-20

525
4 8389923651 22-Apr-20

525
5 7866820622 22-Apr-20

525
6 8388875840 22-Apr-20

525
7 8343089321 22-Apr-20

525
8 9534006031 22-Apr-20

525
9 8388988290 22-Apr-20

526
0 9875645208 22-Apr-20

526
1 7679541262 22-Apr-20

526
2 7439284916 22-Apr-20

526
3 8514929792 23-Apr-20

526
4 8346815844 23-Apr-20

526
5 9040725756 23-Apr-20

526
6 9749093163 23-Apr-20

526
7 8252032410 23-Apr-20

526
8 7004173551 23-Apr-20

526
9 9110991976 23-Apr-20

527
0 9330231416 23-Apr-20

527 7364989668 23-Apr-20

1000



1
527

2 8388894256 23-Apr-20

527
3 8388871277 23-Apr-20

527
4 9861793326 23-Apr-20

527
5 8327288372 23-Apr-20

527
6 9788765273 23-Apr-20

527
7 6295093261 23-Apr-20

527
8 9064100793 23-Apr-20

527
9 7866041974 24-Apr-20

528
0 8391026636 24-Apr-20

528
1 8389979662 24-Apr-20

528
2 8388986674 24-Apr-20

528
3 7908863776 24-Apr-20

528
4 7679628223 24-Apr-20

528
5 8391863057 25-Apr-20

528
6 8250368744 25-Apr-20

528
7 8392089735 25-Apr-20

528
8 9798297437 25-Apr-20

528
9 8391944152 25-Apr-20

529
0 7908904322 25-Apr-20

529
1 8389855352 25-Apr-20

529
2 8328755473 25-Apr-20

529
3 8391037010 26-Apr-20

529
4 7908576841 26-Apr-20

529
5 6289578006 26-Apr-20

529
6 7762808306 26-Apr-20

529
7 8391036227 26-Apr-20

529 8391961397 26-Apr-20

1001



8
529

9 9144949520 26-Apr-20

530
0 9641793110 26-Apr-20

530
1 8391969141 27-Apr-20

530
2 9091443360 27-Apr-20

530
3 8391031835 27-Apr-20

530
4 7665707663 27-Apr-20

530
5 9875697312 27-Apr-20

530
6 8391885993 27-Apr-20

530
7 9748435624 27-Apr-20

530
8 7679191243 27-Apr-20

530
9 8391877455 28-Apr-2020

531
0 9953655996 28-Apr-2020

531
1 8918988790 28-Apr-2020

531
2 9570958838 28-Apr-2020

531
3 9144323712 29-Apr-2020

531
4 8777808890 29-Apr-2020

531
5 8101915707 29-Apr-2020

531
6 8600584301 29-Apr-2020

531
7 7439181023 30-Apr-2020

531
8 7076977143 30-Apr-2020

531
9 7866004126 30-Apr-2020

532
0 8345062669 30-Apr-2020

532
1 8388094698 30-Apr-2020

532
2 6205805775 30-Apr-2020

532
3 8391042079 30-Apr-2020

532
4

7679671433 30-Apr-2020
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532
5 7866029199 30-Apr-2020

532
6 7978294585 1-May-2020

532
7 8391019826 1-May-2020

532
8 8420045904 1-May-2020

532
9 7979671433 1-May-2020

533
0 6299437487 1-May-2020

533
1 8927957839 1-May-2020

533
2 7439027396 2-May-2020

533
3 6299946184 2-May-2020

533
4 8597681187 2-May-2020

533
5 9832042152 2-May-2020

533
6 9091225627 2-May-2020

533
7 7254943823 2-May-2020

533
8 8389820881 2-May-2020

533
9 8681982487 2-May-2020

534
0 8434764873 2-May-2020

534
1 8101675302 2-May-2020

534
2 7478289685 2-May-2020

534
3 8388059532 2-May-2020

534
4 8391924956 2-May-2020

534
5 7866976506 2-May-2020

534
6 8754617932 3-May-2020

534
7 8657563228 3-May-2020

534
8 6296341123 3-May-2020

534
9 7029750480 4-May-2020

535
0 6291023008 4-May-2020

535 8617641423 4-May-2020
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1
535

2 7018891897 5-May-2020

535
3 9330443584 5-May-2020

535
4 8388922208 5-May-2020

535
5 7488749757 6-May-2020

535
6 8388967710 6-May-2020

535
7 9088730449 6-May-2020

535
8 8597675513 6-May-2020

535
9 8597675518 6-May-2020

536
0 8597675514 6-May-2020

536
1 6267793201 7-May-2020

536
2 6375223678 7-May-2020

536
3 8391913416 7-May-2020

536
4 9748104094 7-May-2020

536
5 8906255051 7-May-2020

536
6 9123004012 7-May-2020

536
7 8927003726 7-May-2020

536
8 8101114056 8-May-2020

536
9 7003725410 8-May-2020

537
0 8391035572 9-May-2020

537
1 8388947718 9-May-2020

537
2 8240042377 9-May-2020

537
3 8388076104 9-May-2020

537
4 9391890230 9-May-2020

537
5 9983927156 9-May-2020

537
6 9320845693 9-May-2020

537
7 6289933951 9-May-2020

537 8809750026 10-May-2020
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8
537

9 8101785036 11-May-2020

538
0 9749584824 11-May-2020

538
1 9369125262 11-May-2020

538
2 8388044289 11-May-2020

538
3 8536843956 11-May-2020

538
4 9064721126 11-May-2020

538
5 8388810649 11-May-2020

538
6 9572250541 12-May-2020

538
7 8389004068 12-May-2020

538
8 8426042132 13-May-2020

538
9 8800964411 13-May-2020

539
0 7703919432 13-May-2020

539
1 8250806709 13-May-2020

539
2 9775276005 14-May-2020

539
3 8165437186 14-May-2020

539
4 7029584377 14-May-2020

539
5 9508520868 14-May-2020

539
6 7908346207 14-May-2020

539
7 7088279803 15-May-2020

539
8 7074308570 15-May-2020

539
9 8391018926 15-May-2020

540
0 7679348459 15-May-2020

540
1 6294733609 16-May-2020

540
2 8392098802 16-May-2020

540
3 9647937230 16-May-2020

540
4 6290873229 16-May-2020

540 9698903966 16-May-2020
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5
540

6 7381715315 16-May-2020

540
7 8388895913 16-May-2020
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LIST OF NUMBERS THROUGH WHICH FRAUDULENT PHONE 
CALLS (INCLUDING ATTEMPTS TO DEFRAUD) HAVE BEEN 
MADE TO CUSTOMERS OF THE PETITIONERS AND THEIR 

GROUP COMPANIES AT THE SECOND INSTANCE

Note: The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 
details have been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in 
the complaints made to them for action. They have been removed 
from the present table in the interest of data privacy.

S.N
o

Phone number of 
Fraudster Call received  Date

1 8927002692 14-Apr-20
2 8597847694 09-03-2020
3 8862822253 1-May-2020
4 7001183964 07-03-2020
5 8927531368 20-Mar-20
6 9064187319 06-03-2020
7 7029079641 30-Mar-20
8 9064240622 05-03-2020
9 7866001426 30-Apr-2020

10 8927419686 5-May-2020
11 6370233932 05-03-2020
12 6297977498 07-03-2020
13 8001780971 08-03-2020
14 9749261774 28-02-2020
15 8249331857 16-Mar-20
16 8927659130 8-May-2020
17 8509535107 20-Apr-20
18 9334382341 03-03-2020
19 9382476734 07-03-2020
20 7866970031 03-03-2020
21 6294292075 27-02-2020
22 9717319122 03-03-2020
23 7679131318 05-03-2020
24 7001101097 28-02-2020
25 6296038502 27-02-2020
26 8927436684 27-02-2020
27 7735724694 12-Apr-20
28 9064045985 28-02-2020
29 6294197574 05-Apr-20
30 8388058920 27-02-2020
31 8388871435 08-03-2020
32 8101363080 05-03-2020
33 7679136656 27-02-2020
34 7865015648 28-02-2020
35 8388086472 09-Apr-20
36 7029011529 25-Mar-20
37 9892656847 12-Apr-20
38 7679124927 17-Mar-20

ANNEXURE P-17
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39 8250838015 16-Mar-20
40 9123805851 01-Apr-20
41 8101135475 25-Mar-20
42 7866824976 03-03-2020
43 6295308932 08-03-2020
44 6291555042 03-03-2020
45 8918559120 13-May-2020
46 8388864289 07-03-2020
47 9987300709 18-Mar-20
48 7866057307 05-03-2020
49 8250465428 27-02-2020
50 9641750612 07-Apr-20
51 9064977642 28-02-2020
52 6294082775 28-02-2020
53 7908492930 2-May-2020
54 8927972253 02-Apr-20
55 7866921919 5-May-2020
56 7970916572 05-03-2020
57 7679262960 07-03-2020
58 7866813369 25-Mar-20
59 8509644698 09-Apr-20
60 7029655914 03-03-2020
61 6205982145 02-Apr-20
62 6296381556 23-Mar-20
63 6291584945 17-Mar-20
64 6295197542 14-Apr-20
65 9399902552 20-Apr-20
66 6295391597 28-02-2020
67 8388801876 12-03-2020
68 7866036830 03-Apr-20
69 7865003840 19-Mar-20
70 8509524087 07-03-2020
71 7044698495 27-02-2020
72 8388904123 04-Apr-20
73 9199810086 28-02-2020
74 6295822058 26-Mar-20
75 9337482772 06-03-2020
76 8388084191 20-Mar-20
77 8789441585 27-02-2020
78 7866040994 05-03-2020
79 7866005281 04-03-2020
80 9749058290 07-03-2020
81 7866935494 02-Apr-20
82 7866053283 04-03-2020
83 6291761869 28-02-2020
84 7864999904 05-03-2020
85 6291933859 06-Apr-20
86 8927543196 03-03-2020
87 8389057263 09-03-2020
88 9330346619 12-Apr-20
89 8918862062 27-02-2020
90 8102529147 6-May-2020
91 6297129808 04-03-2020
92 9330164396 27-02-2020
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93 8789723263 27-02-2020
94 8389889567 06-03-2020
95 8389867003 07-03-2020
96 8459280800 27-02-2020
97 6207236179 30-Apr-2020
98 8343891746 20-Mar-20
99 8388949012 27-02-2020

100 7029829632 30-Mar-20
101 6290726495 18-Mar-20
102 6202155608 11-Apr-20
103 8388893716 26-Mar-20
104 8389802819 11-Apr-20
105 6374841401 07-Apr-20
106 6297312935 28-02-2020
107 9399538419 21-Mar-20
108 8927869176 27-02-2020
109 8509452252 28-02-2020
110 7908296289 03-03-2020
111 7866992265 09-03-2020
112 9861542951 06-03-2020
113 8918194975 03-03-2020
114 7866029173 06-03-2020
115 8101456211 06-03-2020
116 9064029348 27-02-2020
117 6381351514 07-03-2020
118 6295820213 27-02-2020
119 8389077026 05-03-2020
120 8305337829 2-May-2020
121 8388852407 12-03-2020
122 8389951718 28-02-2020
123 9641926035 20-Mar-20
124 8389980161 06-03-2020
125 8101432388 12-03-2020
126 8617837153 07-03-2020
127 8388047960 27-02-2020
128 7866842051 03-03-2020
129 9382300928 27-02-2020
130 6296104986 03-03-2020
131 7866061006 05-03-2020
132 8927785747 06-03-2020
133 8388056829 07-03-2020
134 7908290642 07-03-2020
135 8102713488 28-02-2020
136 8101577452 03-03-2020
137 6294120139 04-03-2020
138 9749690895 16-03-2020
139 9144382163 20-Apr-20
140 9330800630 04-Apr-20
141 8514068177 27-02-2020
142 8389947726 28-02-2020
143 8343039438 28-02-2020
144 8101683836 26-02-2020
145 7866817371 27-02-2020
146 6205270756 06-03-2020
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147 6261532454 28-02-2020
148 9749203729 03-03-2020
149 7866049128 08-03-2020
150 8388996865 03-03-2020
151 8389924725 27-02-2020
152 8514927896 11-May-2020
153 8617541670 17-Mar-20
154 8972225916 27-02-2020
155 9565384579 07-03-2020
156 8343037670 27-Mar-20
157 8389858984 03-03-2020
158 8537992765 27-02-2020
159 9749264162 27-Mar-20
160 7074964828 06-03-2020
161 7684935866 18-Mar-20
162 7866038728 27-02-2020
163 8389073604 01-Apr-20
164 6201525782 1-May-2020
165 7866017875 09-03-2020
166 7866954639 03-03-2020
167 8345001162 27-02-2020
168 8388097220 02-Apr-20
169 8388098107 07-03-2020
170 8389046729 04-03-2020
171 8389929904 09-03-2020
172 8389954775 28-02-2020
173 7908578733 27-Mar-20
174 8389856145 28-02-2020
175 6294198356 02-Apr-20
176 6295883313 03-03-2020
177 6296373046 27-02-2020
178 6289316917 28-02-2020
179 8927654615 05-03-2020
180 6289732647 27-02-2020
181 7318995173 7-May-2020
182 8250769676 03-03-2020
183 8389937933 28-02-2020
184 8908421970 27-02-2020
185 8388011439 28-02-2020
186 8927287150 03-03-2020
187 8388992789 03-03-2020
188 8389001863 05-03-2020
189 8637375341 31-Mar-20
190 9064560393 20-Apr-20
191 8388948987 05-03-2020
192 6294843913 06-03-2020
193 7547092933 12-Apr-20
194 8514927889 09-03-2020
195 9870853916 01-Apr-20
196 8250514049 03-03-2020
197 8388953920 06-03-2020
198 7735747098 16-Mar-20
199 7866042871 12-May-2020
200 8514929743 06-03-2020
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201 8389091541 07-03-2020
202 8389093278 05-03-2020
203 9101562064 03-03-2020
204 6289710778 22-Mar-20
205 7029699516 21-Apr-20
206 9091243006 07-03-2020
207 8389812040 03-03-2020
208 7699297855 03-03-2020
209 9330179600 05-03-2020
210 6360434585 06-03-2020
211 9798552894 07-03-2020
212 8389910476 07-03-2020
213 8514067767 24-Mar-20
214 8343830080 04-03-2020
215 9064214704 04-03-2020
216 7866885182 06-03-2020
217 8389977514 05-03-2020
218 9144650837 05-03-2020
219 8305880229 06-03-2020
220 9433725031 07-Apr-20
221 9144497472 06-03-2020
222 8927466972 07-03-2020
223 8389065163 16-Mar-20
224 8305729618 07-03-2020
225 8388903387 06-Apr-20
226 8101189967 07-03-2020
227 9749639554 16-Mar-20
228 8537058828 16-Mar-20
229 8388868313 08-03-2020
230 9608883661 08-03-2020
231 7866896942 17-Mar-20
232 9064921178 09-03-2020
233 9330526208 06-03-2020
234 8927776586 06-03-2020
235 7865867098 30-Mar-20
236 8927827201 21-Mar-20
237 8927962879 09-03-2020
238 8389041315 09-03-2020
239 8388018169 09-03-2020
240 8388995170 16-Mar-20
241 8389997646 12-03-2020
242 9664773088 20-Mar-20
243 7908655676 16-Mar-20
244 6289491344 17-Mar-20
245 8389076530 17-Mar-20
246 8391964938 12-Apr-20
247 8514067587 23-Mar-20
248 8388965622 31-Mar-20
249 8346932895 16-Mar-2020
250 8637810509 19-Mar-20
251 9093964673 27-Mar-20
252 8514928035 17-Mar-20
253 8537035951 19-Mar-20
254 8389085856 18-Mar-20
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255 8388879064 18-Mar-20
256 6290430296 18-Mar-20
257 8388990290 14-Apr-20
258 9064676848 21-Mar-20
259 8389841761 28-Mar-20
260 6289758739 25-Mar-20
261 9433724833 1-May-2020
262 9330159424 03-Apr-20
263 8388922699 30-Mar-20
264 8388885358 14-Apr-20
265 9382384787 21-Apr-20
266 8250875984 30-Mar-20
267 7679438737 30-Mar-20
268 8388825482 30-Mar-20
269 8707085180 20-Apr-20
270 9051371205 08-Apr-20
271 8759254190 08-Apr-20
272 8391028207 7-May-2020
273 8515808236 06-Apr-20
274 7866893824 10-Apr-20
275 8514958638 08-Apr-20
276 8391008398 07-Apr-20
277 9064638751 9-May-2020
278 8509068261 12-Apr-20
279 8210853197 27-04-2020 00:00
280 9093944847 28-Apr-2020
281 9749445847 3-May-2020
282 7908689363 13-May-2020
283 8967833844 29-Apr-2020
284 8389081650 12-May-2020
285 8918905382 9-May-2020
286 8391885930 3-May-2020
287 8388994430 2-May-2020
288 9064205480 2-May-2020
289 9040725756 1-May-2020
290 7866041974 4-May-2020
291 8391944152 4-May-2020
292 8389855352 30-Apr-2020
293 9641793110 3-May-2020
294 9875697312 30-Apr-2020
295 8391885993 3-May-2020
296 6205805775 3-May-2020
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LIST OF NUMBERS THROUGH WHICH FRAUDULENT PHONE 
CALLS (INCLUDING ATTEMPTS TO DEFRAUD) HAVE BEEN 
MADE TO CUSTOMERS OF THE PETITIONERS AND THEIR 

GROUP COMPANIES AT THE THIRD INSTANCE

Note: The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying 
details have been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in 
the complaints made to them for action. They have been removed 
from the present table in the interest of data privacy.

S.N
o

Phone number of 
Fraudster Call received  Date

1 8927002692 20-Apr-20
2 8862822253 162753828
3 8927531368 12-Apr-20
4 9064187319 17-Mar-20
5 9064240622 13-Apr-20
6 6370233932 20-Apr-20
7 9334382341 25-Mar-20
8 9717319122 08-03-2020
9 7001101097 20-Mar-20

10 7735724694 29-Apr-2020
11 8388058920 01-Apr-20
12 8388871435 30-Apr-2020
13 6295197542 20-Apr-20
14 8509524087 2-May-2020
15 8388904123 05-Apr-20
16 6295822058 29-Mar-20
17 8388084191 08-Apr-20
18 7866040994 02-Apr-20
19 8389802819 2-May-2020
20 9064029348 18-Mar-20
21 6381351514 05-Apr-20
22 6295820213 20-Mar-20
23 8389980161 20-Mar-20
24 7908290642 17-Mar-20
25 6294120139 08-Apr-20
26 9330800630 06-Apr-20
27 9749264162 04-Apr-20
28 7866017875 25-Mar-20
29 6294198356 03-Apr-20
30 6295883313 31-Mar-20
31 8927287150 08-03-2020
32 8250514049 17-Mar-20
33 8389093278 25-Mar-20
34 8514067767 25-Mar-20
35 9433725031 29-Apr-2020
36 8389065163 9-May-2020
37 9749639554 25-Mar-20
38 9064921178 14-Apr-20

ANNEXURE P-18
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39 8389997646 18-Mar-20
40 9664773088 01-Apr-20
41 8389076530 19-Mar-20
42 8514067587 27-Mar-20
43 9093964673 06-Apr-20
44 6290430296 20-Mar-20
45 9064676848 12-Apr-20
46 7679438737 20-Apr-20
47 8759254190 6-May-2020
48 8509068261 4-May-2020
49 8389855352 1-May-2020
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�हदंी आसानह,ै इसका�योगबढ़ाइए 

 
 

RBI/2019-20/123 
DPSS.CO.PD.No.1198/02.14.006/2019-20                         December 24, 2019 
 
All Prepaid Payment Instrument Issuers 
 
Madam / Dear Sir, 
 
Introduction of a new type of semi-closed Prepaid Payment Instrument (PPI) –  
PPIs upto `10,000/- with loading only from bank account 
 

Please refer to the Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies issued as part of 

Monetary Policy Statement dated December 5, 2019 as also the Master Direction on Issuance 

and Operation of Prepaid Payment Instruments (PPI-MD) issued vide 

DPSS.CO.PD.No.1164/02.14.006/2017-18 dated October 11, 2017 (updated as on August 

30, 2019). 

 

2. To give impetus to small value digital payments and for enhanced user experience, it 

has been decided to introduce a new type of semi-closed PPI with the following features: 

a) Such PPIs shall be issued by bank and non-bank PPI Issuers after obtaining minimum 

details of the PPI holder. 

b) The minimum details shall necessarily include a mobile number verified with One Time Pin 

(OTP) and a self-declaration of name and unique identity / identification number of any 

‘mandatory document’ or ‘officially valid document’ (OVD) listed in the ‘Master Direction - 

Know Your Customer (KYC) Direction, 2016’ issued by Department of Regulation, 

Reserve Bank of India, as amended from time to time. 

c) These PPIs shall be reloadable in nature and issued in card or electronic form. Loading / 

Reloading shall be only from a bank account. 

d) The amount loaded in such PPIs during any month shall not exceed `10,000 and the total 

amount loaded during the financial year shall not exceed `1,20,000. 

e) The amount outstanding at any point of time in such PPIs shall not exceed `10,000. 

f) These PPIs shall be used only for purchase of goods and services and not for funds 

transfer. 

g) PPI issuers shall provide an option to close the PPI at any time and also allow to transfer 

the funds ‘back to source’ (payment source from where the PPI was loaded) at the time of 

closure. 

ANNEXURE P-19
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h) The features of such PPIs shall be clearly communicated to the PPI holder by SMS / e-

mail / post or by any other means at the time of issuance of the PPI / before the first loading 

of funds. 

i) The minimum detail PPIs existing as on the date of this circular can be converted to the 

above type of PPI, if desired by the PPI holder. 

 

3. The PPI-MD is being modified to introduce this new type of PPI. The other instructions 

contained in the PPI-MD will be applicable to this type of PPI also. 

 

4. The directive is issued under Section 18 read with Section 10(2) of Payment and 

Settlement Systems Act, 2007 and is effective from the date of issuance of this circular. 

 
Yours faithfully,  
 
 
 
(P. Vasudevan) 
Chief General Manager 
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TELECOM REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF INDIA

~ "H'!Cl>I'! IGovernment of India

Dated: 20th January, 2020

DIRECTION

Subject: Direction under section 13, read with sub-clauses (i) and (v) of clause (b)

of sub-section (1) of section 11, of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of

India Act, 1997 (24 of 1997), regarding implementation of The Telecom

Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations

(TCCCPR), 2018.

F. No. 311-04/2017 -QoS---- Whereas the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

(hereinafter referred to as the "Authority"), established under sub-section (1) of

section 3 of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997 (24 of 1997)

(hereinafter referred to as "TRAIAct"), has been entrusted with discharge of

certain functions, inter-alia, to regulate the telecommunication services; ensure

technical compatibility and effective inter-connection between different service

providers; lay-down the standards of quality of service to be provided by the

service providers and ensure the quality of service and conduct the periodical

survey of such services provided by the service providers so as to protect interest

of the consumers of telecommunication service;

2. And whereas the Authority, in exercise of the powers conferred upon it

under section 36, read with sub-clause (v) of clause (b) and clause(c) of sub-

section (1) of section 11, of the TRAI Act, made the Telecom Commercial

Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated the

19th July, 2018 (hereinafter referred to as the "regulations")' to regulate
unsolicited commercial communications;

3. And whereas regulation 3 of the regulations, inter-alia, provides that every

Access Provider shall ensure that any commercial communication using its

1

~ ~ 11cFI, ~ c;m;( ~ lTf1f, Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhawan, Jawahar LaJNehru Marg

(~~~), ~ ~/(Old Minto Road), New Delhi-110002
~/Fax: +91-11-23213294, ~4'lt?l~Cffi-;fO/EPBX No. : +91-11-23664145

~yQ~
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network only takes place using registered header assigned to the sender for the

purpose of commercial communication;

4. And whereas regulation 8 of the regulations, inter-alia, provides that every

Access Provider shall, before allowing any commercial communication through

its networks, develop Codes of Practice for registration of preference, recording

of consent and revocation of consent as per Schedule-II;

5. And whereas regulation 11 of the regulations, inter-alia, provides that

every Access Provider shall give due publicity through appropriate means to

make the customers aware regarding procedure and facilities for: registration of

preference, registration and revocation of consents, making complaints or

reporting of Unsolicited Commercial Communications, and that they shall not

get involved in the activity of sending commercial communications, and the

Authority may, from time to time, issue such directions as it deems necessary,

specifying the content, medium, frequency and manner of such publicity;

6. And whereas regulation 30 and 31 of the regulations provide that Access

Providers shall prepare migration plan for existing data, process and role being

played at present by different entities to the new system of data, process and role

of new entities prescribed in the regulations, as per Schedule-VI of the

regulations;

7. And whereas sub-item (a)and sub-item (b)of item (2)of Schedule-VI to the

regulations provides for registration of existing assignee of Headers with Header

Registrar and read as under: -

"(2)Registration of existing assignee of Headers with Header Registrar;

(a) stop assigning headers without verification of identity and scope of senders;

(b) register existing assignee of headers after verification of identity and scope

documents of Unsolicited Commercial Communications sender(s) and bind

to phone numberls];"

8. And whereas item (8) of Schedule-VI to the regulations provides for

2
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registration of existing consents on consent register and reads as under: -

"(8) Register existing consents on consent Register;

(a)Register existing consents with consent registrar in robust manner to make

it non-repudiable;

(b) stop taking consent not in accordance to these regulations;

(c) and.fix deadline for expiry of consent not registered with consent registrar;"

9. And whereas paragraph 3.3.36 of Explanatory Memorandum of the

regulations provides that existing consent recorded by entities are valid for a

maximum period of six months and after this time period, consent to remain

valid after renewing it;

10. And whereas Access Providers have not submitted plan with timelines for

migration of existing consents and headers in accordance with Schedule-VI of

the regulations;

11. And whereas after having various meetings with Access Providers, it is

observed that: -

(a) no significant progress has been shown by Access Providers for migration

of existing headers and consents with principal entities to DLT system of

Access Providers;

(b)out of approximately 9 lakh unique headers existing in market, as per the

information submitted by Access Providers, so far negligible number of

headers have been registered by Principal Entities;

(c) many principal entities across all Access Providers are not fully aware
about the requirements and steps of registration of entity, header, consent

etc;

12. Now, therefore, the Authority, in exercise of the powers conferred upon it

under section 13, read with sub-clauses (i)and (v)of clause (b) of sub-section (1)

of section 11, of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997 (24 of

3
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1997), and the provrsions of the Telecom Commercial Communications

Customer Preference Regulations, 2018, hereby directs all Access Providers to: -

(a) not assign new 8M8 and voice headers without registration in the new

system established by Access Providers in accordance with the

regulations;

(b) migrate the existing 8M8 and voice headers as listed by the Authority,

based on the list of headers submitted by Access Providers (consolidated

list shared by TRAIwith Access Providers vide email dated 9th January,

2020, as provided in Annexure-I), and which are in use in last one year, to

new system within four weeks' time;

(c) ensure that Principal Entities submit list of existing subscriber's consent

to Access Providers within fifteen days from the issue of this Directions;

(d)ensure that consents recorded prior to six months from the date of issue

of this Direction, become invalid, and should not be migrated to the new

system;

(e) ensure that all new consents of subscribers shall be registered in the new

system, as per provisions of the regulations;

(f) ensure that Principal Entities are not able to send promotional messages

or calls to the subscribers who have not opted for such preference, if they

have not shared subscribers' consent with Access Providers or not

acquired consent from the subscribers according to the provisions of the

regulations;

(g)ensure that Principal Entities are not able to send any commercial

communication till they register themselves with Access Providers;

(h)ensure that Principal Entities are not able to send any service and

transactional messages till they register content template against specific

registered header with Access Providers;

4
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(i) run a media campaign on its own or in collaboration with other Access

Providers, within fifteen days from the issue of this direction, by

publication of advertisements in at least two leading National newspapers

of Hindi and English,

(i) make Customers aware that in case they make unsolicited commercial

communication, their telecom resources may be put under Usage Cap

or Disconnected, as per the provisions of the regulations;

(ii) make Principal Entities aware about the measures they need to take

such as registration of header and content template, submission of

existing subscriber's consents and acquisition process of consent;

(iii)make Customer, Principal entities and other stakeholders aware about

the measures they need to take, and measures taken by Access

Providers including the details ofweb portal and relevant apps, to curb

the menace of unsolicited commercial communications;

U) share with the Authority the plan with timelines, in compliance to

regulation 11 of the regulations, for periodic publicity specifying content,

medium, frequency and manner of such publicity, within thirty days of

issue from this direction;

13 (a) The directions at sub-clauses (a), (b), (c) , (d), (e), (i) and U) of clause 12
above, shall come into force with immediate effect;

(b)The directions at sub-clauses (f), (g)and (h )ofclause 12 above, shall come

into force after 15 days of issue of this direction.

(Asit Kadayan)

Advisor (OoS)

To

AllAccess Providers (including BSNLand MTNL)

5
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REGULATION, SUPERVISION AND FINANCIAL STABILITY

frauds) were only 0.1 per cent of the total amount 
involved in 2018-19.

Cross-Border Supervision

VI.73 The Reserve Bank established agreements 
for supervisory cooperation with 48 banking 
supervisory authorities from various jurisdictions. 
In order to strengthen cross border supervisory 
processes, meetings of Supervisory Colleges 
for State Bank of India, Punjab National Bank, 
Axis Bank, Bank of Baroda, Bank of India and 
ICICI Bank were held during the year with host 
supervisors and domestic regulators.

Risk Based Supervision (RBS)

VI.74 Under the Supervisory Programme for 
Assessment of Risk and Capital (SPARC), RBS 

has been successfully implemented for banks 
operating in India over six supervisory cycles. The 
supervisory framework for SFBs was developed 
and rolled out on a pilot basis. Sensitisation 
sessions were conducted for Board members 
and Senior Management of banks during the year.

Statutory Central Auditors (SCAs)

VI.75 The Reserve Bank has put in place 
a system of structured meetings between 
the Reserve Bank supervisors and SCAs of 
supervised banks at quarterly intervals in  
order to improve the effectiveness of the 
relationship between supervisors and auditors for 

exchange of information, concerns and broader 

discussions.

Table VI.1: Fraud Cases - Bank Group-wise

Bank Group/
Institution

2017-18 2018-19

 Number
of Frauds

 Amount
Involved

(₹ million)

 Number
of Frauds

 Amount
Involved

(₹ million)

1 2 3 4 5

Public Sector Banks 2,885 382,608.7 3,766 645,094.3

 (48.8) (92.9) (55.4) (90.2)

Private Sector Banks 1,975 24,782.5 2,090 55,151.4

 (33.4) (6.0) (30.7) (7.7)

Foreign Banks 974 2,560.9 762 9,553.0

 (16.5) (0.6) (11.2) (1.3)

Financial Institutions 12 1,647.0 28 5,534.1

 (0.2) (0.4) (0.4) (0.8)

Small Finance Banks 65 61.9 115 75.2

 (1.1) (0.0) (1.7) (0.0)

Payment Banks 3 9.0 39 21.1

 (0.1) (0.0) (0.6) (0.0)

Local Area Banks 2 0.4 1 0.2

 (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)

Total 5,916 411,670.4 6,801 715,429.3

 (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

Note: 1.  Figures in parentheses represent the percentage share of 
the total.

 2. The above data is in respect of frauds of ₹0.1 million and 
above reported during the period. The ‘Amount Involved’ 
does not equate with loss suffered by banks. In case 
of some frauds, in foreign exchange transactions for 
instance, there may not be any loss suffered.

Source: RBI Supervisory Returns.

Table VI.2: Fraud Cases - Area of Operations

Area of Operation 2017-18 2018-19

Number 
of Frauds

Amount 
Involved 

(₹ million)

Number 
of Frauds

Amount 
Involved 

(₹ million)
1 2 3 4 5

Advances 2,525 225,583.2 3,606 645,481.7
 (42.7) (54.8) (53.0) (90.2)

Off-balance Sheet 20 162,876.7 33 55,375.2
 (0.3) (39.6) (0.5) (7.7)

Foreign Exchange 
Transactions

9
(0.2)

14,258.0
(3.5)

13
(0.2)

6,953.8
(1.0)

Card/Internet 2,059 1,095.6 1,866 713.8
 (34.8) (0.3) (27.4) (0.1)

Deposits 697 4,622.7 596 1,483.1
 (11.8) (1.1) (8.8) (0.2)

Inter-Branch Accounts 6 11.9 3 1.1
 (0.1) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)

Cash 218 403.4 274 555.4
 (3.7) (0.1) (4.0) (0.1)

Cheques/Demand 
Drafts, etc.

207
(3.5)

341.2
(0.1)

189
(2.8)

336.6
(0.0)

Clearing Accounts, etc. 37 56.2 24 2,088.1
 (0.6) (0.0) (0.4) (0.3)

Others 138 2,421.5 197 2,440.5
 (2.3) (0.6) (2.9) (0.3)

Total 5,916 411,670.4 6,801 715,429.3
 (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

Note: 1.  Figures in parentheses represent the percentage share of 
the total.

 2. The above data is in respect of frauds of ₹0.1 million and 
above reported during the period.

Source: RBI Supervisory Returns.
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From: Sachin Dev <sachin.dev@paytmbank.com>

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 2:58 PM

To:ravinder.takkar@vodafoneidea.com; 

kumar.das@vodafoneidea.com

Subject: Fraudulent Activities

Dear Mr. Ravinder, hope you are doing good !!

As you may be aware that there have been large scale frauds 

currently being done in India by a group of fraudsters, duping 

innocent consumers using mobile services provided by various 

mobile operators across India, using various methods including 

phone calls and SMSs.

I’m writing this email for seeking your support for containing 

these criminal activities. In the same regard we are sharing 

herewith list of mobile numbers which have been invariably 

used for committing various category of frauds as reported by 

customers.

Fraudsters are also sending messages using short-code/masked 

IDs (list enclosed) which are deceptive, giving an impression to 

the recipient that same is being sent by us.

We request your good offices to take immediate strictest action 

against the fraudsters, including blocking the numbers issued by 

your organisation.

We are taking all the necessary steps at our end to curb this 

menace and we have reached out to concerned authorities 

regarding the same, who may also reach out to you as a part of 

their process / investigation.

We would really appreciate your support and an earliest 

action in this regard along with an acknowledgement to this 

ANNEXURE P-26
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effect. Please feel free to reach in case you need any further 

information.

Best regards,

Sachin DevI Group Head - Legal

From: Sachin Dev <sachin.dev@paytmbank.com>

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 2:59 PM

To: gopal.vittal@bharti.in

Subject: Fraudulent Activites

Dear Mr. Gopal, hope you are doing good !!

As you may be aware that there have been large scale frauds 

currently being done in India by a group of fraudsters, duping 

innocent consumers using mobile services provided by various 

mobile operators across India, using various methods including 

phone calls and SMSs.

I’m writing this email for seeking your support for containing 

these criminal activities. In the same regard we are sharing 

herewith list of mobile numbers which have been invariably 

used for committing various category of frauds as reported by 

customers.

Fraudsters are also sending messages using short-code/masked 

IDs (list enclosed) which are deceptive, giving an impression to 

the recipient that same is being sent by us.

We request your good offices to take immediate strictest action 

against the fraudsters, including blocking the numbers issued by 

your organisation.
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We are taking all the necessary steps at our end to curb this 

menace and we have reached out to concerned authorities 

regarding the same, who may also reach out to you as a part of 

their process / investigation.

We would really appreciate your support and an earliest 

action in this regard alongwith an acknowledgement to this 

effect. Please feel free to reach in case you need any further 

information.

Best regards,

Sachin Dev I Group Head - Legal

Paytm Payments Bank 

Mobile +91 9871590259

From: Sachin Dev <sachin.dev@paytmbank.com>

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 2:59 PM

To: pankaj.pawar@ril.com; k.sethuraman@ril.com

Subject: Fraudulent Activities

Dear Mr. Pankaj Pawar, hope you are doing good !!

As you may be aware that there have been large scale frauds 

currently being done in India by a group of fraudsters, duping 

innocent consumers using mobile services provided by various 

mobile operators across India, using various methods 

including phone calls and SMSs.

I’m writing this email for seeking your support for containing 

these criminal activities. In the same regard we are sharing 

herewith list of mobile numbers which have been invariably 
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used for committing various category of frauds as reported by 

customers.

Fraudsters are also sending messages using short-

code/masked IDs (list enclosed) which are deceptive, giving 

an impression to the recipient that same is being sent by us.

We request your good offices to take immediate strictest 

action against the fraudsters, including blocking the numbers 

issued by your organisation.

We are taking all the necessary steps at our end to curb this 

menace and we have reached out to concerned authorities 

regarding the same, who may also reach out to you as a part 

of their process / investigation.

We would really appreciate your support and an earliest action 

in this regard alongwith an acknowledgement to this effect. 

Please feel free to reach in case you need any further 

information.

Best regards,

Sachin Dev  I Group Head – Legal

Schedule 1 : List of official Paytm headers for whitelisting

Bsmart

BPaytm

Tanla

FPaytm

Gupshup

Ipaytm
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Vfirst

PAYTMB

Pinnacle

PAYTMC

Karix

Vpaytm

PAYTMM

iPMall

lpaytm

mPaytm

GMPIND

PFGAME
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From: Sachin Dev 

Sent: 30 January 2020 19:33 

To: ravinder.takkar@vodafoneidea.com; 

kumar.das@vodafoneidea.com 

Subject: Re: Fraudulent Activities 

 

Dear Mr. Ravinder, this is further to my below email. 

You are requested to kindly take appropriate action at your end 

basis the attached letter. We have also provided list of short codes 

for your doing the needful. 

Please feel free to reach out should you need any further information 

from us in this regard. 

Looking forward for a quick action at your end. 

 

Best regards, 

 

Sachin Dev 

Group Head - Legal 
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From: Sachin Dev <sachin.dev@paytmbank.com> 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 7:36 PM 

To:PankajPanwar<Pankaj.Pawar@ril.com>;KSethuraman<K.Sethur

aman@ril.com> 

Subject: Re: Fraudulent Activities 

The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open 

attachments or click links from an unknown or suspicious origin. 

Dear Mr. Pankaj, this is further to my below email. 

Youarerequestedtokindlytakeappropriateactionatyourendbasisthea

ttachedletter.Wehavealsoprovidedlistof short codes for your doing 

theneedful. 

Please feel free to reach out should you need any further information 

from us in this regard. 

 

Looking forward for a quick action at your end. 

 

Best Regards 

Sachin Dev 

Group Head -Legal 
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From: Navin Chandra <Navin.Chandra@ril.com> 

Sent: 31 January 2020 22:13 

To: Sachin Dev 

Cc: K Sethuraman; Pankaj Pawar 

Subject: RE: Fraudulent Activities 

  

Dear Mr. Sachin,  

  

Thank you for reaching out and for the steps you have initiated to 

deal with these activities.  We agree that eradicating fraudulent 

activities is necessary to protect innocent customers. 

  

You will appreciate that Reliance Jio, being a unified licensee and 

a telecommunications service provider, is obligated to adhere to 

the due process of law and as such, the scope of its actions, 

including pre-emptive steps,  are governed by express provisions 

of the unified license, including rules, regulations, instructions and 

directions issued from time to time by the Department of 

Telecommunications, Ministry of Communications (“DoT”) and the 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (collectively, “Telecom 

Authorities”). Such scope of action does not extend to unilateral 

blocking of access to telecommunication services, unless so 

directed specifically by Telecom Authorities or designated law 

enforcement authorities acting under law. 
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Given the above facts and also the fact that you have put together 

a list of mobile numbers, you may please consider urgent and 

appropriate action by way of a complaint to the police/ relevant 

law enforcement agency under law, who in turn, will direct us to 

take required actions on the identified cases through LSA units of 

the DoT. 

  

We have taken action as directed in identified cases in the past 

and we assure you our fullest support should we be so directed as 

stated above. 

  

Thanks and Regards, 

Navin Chandra A 
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FIRST INFORMATION REPORT 

(Under Section 154 Cr.P.C) 

 

 

1. District: Ghaziabad                           P.S.: Kavi Nagar                                   Year: 2020 

FIR No.:  0262                                  Date and Time of FIR: 05/02/2020 13:24 hours 

2. 

S. No. Acts Sections 

1 IPC 1860 420 

2 Information Technology 

(Amendment) Act 2008 

66D 

 

3. (a) Occurrence of offence 

 

Day: Saturday                               Date from: 28/12/2019                  Date to: 28/12/2019 

 

Time Period: 5 Times                   Time from: 14:44 hours                Time to:  14:44 hours 

 

(b) Information received at P.S.:         Date: 05/02/2020                         Time: 13:24 hours 

 

(c) General Diary Reference:               Entry No.: 036                     Date and Time: 05/02/2020 

                                                                                                                                   13:24 hours 

 

4. Type of Information: Written 

 

5. Place of Occurrence: 

 

 (a) Direction and distance from P.S.:                                                       Beat No.: 

       West, 02 K.M.  

 

  (b) Address: Raj Nagar 

 

  (c) In case, outside the limit of this Police Station, then name of P.S.: 
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District (State): 

 

6. Complainant/ Informant: 

 

(a) Name: Rajkumar Singh 

 

(b) Father’s Name: (Late) Balveer 

 

(c) Date/ Year of Birth:                                                            (d) Nationality: India 

1975 

 

(e) UID No.: 

 

(f) Passport No.: 

     Date of Issue:                                                                       Place of Issue: 

 

 (g) ID Details (Ration Card, Voter ID Card, Passport, UID No., Driving License, PAN) 

S. No. ID Type ID Number 

 

 (h) Occupation: 

 

 (i) Address: 

S.No. Address Type Address 

1 Present Address 10a, 3rd Floor, Astoria Boulevard Mall Hint, 

Chowk Raj Nagar, District Center Raj 

Nagar, Kavi Nagar, Ghaziabad, Uttar 

Pradesh, India. 

2 Permanent Address 10a, 3rd Floor, Astoria Boulevard Mall Hint, 

Chowk Raj Nagar, District Center Raj 

Nagar, Kavi Nagar, Ghaziabad, Uttar 

Pradesh, India. 

 

(j) Phone number:                                                                       Mobile:  
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7. Details of known / suspected / unknown accused with full particulars: 

 

Accused more than: 0 

S.No. Name Alias Relative’s 

Name 

Present Address 

1 Ajay Shekhar 

Sharma 

  Vice President Paytm 

Payment, Kavi Nagar, 

Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, 

India 

2 Vijay Shekhar 

Sharma 

  CEO Paytm Payment, 

Kavi Nagar, Ghaziabad, 

Uttar Pradesh, India 

3 Paytm Payments 

Banks 

  Paytm Payments Bank, 

Kavi Nagar, Ghaziabad, 

Uttar Pradesh, India 

4 Ajay Sharma   Mobile 8877818982, 

Unknown, Kavi Nagar, 

Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, 

India 

5 Rajat Jain    Mobile 9871215034, 

Unknown, Kavi Nagar, 

Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, 

India 

 

8. Reasons for delay in reporting by the complainant/ informant: 

 

9. Particulars of properties of interest: 

S.No. Property Category Property Type Description Value 

 

10. Total value of property (in Rs/-): 
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11. Inquest Report / U.D. Case No., if any:  

S. No. UIDB Number 

 

12. First Information contents 

Verified Typed Copy-  

To 

The Station House Officer 

Kavi Nagar Police Station 

Ghaziabad  

(Uttar Pradesh) 

 

SUBJECT: (1) Ajay Shekhar Sharma, Vice President, Paytm Payments Bank; (2) Vijay 

Shekhar Sharma, CEO, Paytm Payments Bank; (3) Paytm Payments Bank; (4) Ajay Sharma 

Mobile No.: 8877818982; (5) Ratan Jain Mobile No.: 9871215034 

Application to register an FIR against the above five accused for conspiring and organising a 

gang to give effect to unlawful withdrawal of Rs. 1,46, 694.77 from my Paytm account in order 

to defraud. 

 

Sir 

Mentioned below are the details of the incident. 

Today, i.e.,  28.12.2019, I was working at my office and in the afternoon, at 14.44 hours, I 

received a phone call on my mobile number 9958532288, from one Ajay Shekhar Sharma 

(Mobile no. 8877818982). The caller identified himself as Ajay Shekhar Sharma and informed 

me of his address, ‘B-121, Sector 5, Noida’ and introduced himself as an employee of the 

Paytm Payment Bank. He congratulated me and said, “You’re our regular customer and seeing 

the previous transactions from your Paytm Payment Bank, the Paytm Payments Bank is 

offering you a cash-back. To avail the same, you have to click on the link that Paytm Payment 

Bank will send you.  

2. Since this type of cash-back offers have been offered by Paytm Paymemts Bank earlier, but 

there were no instructions to click on a link then, I denied the said offer due to incredulity. Due 

to my denial and doubts, he did my customer verification, which is not only confidential, but 

also the details of the same are with only Paytm Payments Bank. 

3. Ajay Sharma informed me of my name, email ID and the transaction of transfer of Rs. 148/- 

to Shoaib dated 28.12.2019 at 12.04 hours having transaction ID 280 959 23287 and also the 
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details of transfer of Rs. 15,000/- to Sanchit on 28.12.2019 at 12.38 hours having transaction 

ID 280 970 984, which is not only confidential, but also is secured by Paytm Payments bank. 

4. Ajay Shankar Sharma further informed me that on clicking on the link, an OTP number will 

generate on my mobile, which I cannot share with anyone, not even Paytm Payments Bank. 

5. After believing Ajay Shekhar Sharma, due to him sharing the confidential details, the 

moment I clicked on the link sent by Paytm Payments Bank, immediately the balance of Rs. 1, 

46, 694.77/- (Rupees One Lakh Forty-Six Thousand Six Hundred and Ninety-Four and 

Seventy-Seven Paise Only) in my Paytm Payment Wallet were withdrawn by different 

transaction IDs. (The documents of the transaction details are attached with this application.) 

6. Alongside, these people immediately transferred Rs. 1, 39, 858.00/- from my ICICI bank 

RDC Raj Nagar Branch having Account No. 6286050 14021 to my e-Wallet of the Paytm 

Payments Bank, which I became acquainted with later. 

7. From the above-mentioned amount, Rs. 2, 099.96/- (Rupees Two Thousand Ninety-Nine 

and Ninety Six Paise Only) on 28.12.2019 at 15.02 hours; Rs. 3, 337. 85/- on 28.12.2019 at 

15.03 hours; Rs. 24, 989.24/- on 28.12.2019 at 15.19 hours; Rs. 24, 989.24/- on 28.12.2019 at 

15.21 hours; Rs. 24, 989.24/- on 28.12.2019 at 15.21 hours; Rs. 20,000/- on 28.12.2019 at 

15.24 hours; Rs. 19,900/- (Rupees Nineteen Thousand Nine Hundred Only) on 28.12.2019 at 

15.29 hours; Rs. 1,400/- (Rupees One Thousand Four Hundred Only) on 28.12.2019 at 15.37 

hours, likewise Rs. 41,300/- (Rupees Forty One Thousand Three Hundred Only) to an account 

on the name of one Rajat Jain and Rs. 1,05,394.777 (Rupees One Lakh Five Thousand Three 

Hundred Ninety Four and Seventy Seven Paise only) have been transferred to some bank. The 

documents of the transaction details are attached with this application.) In this manner, an 

amount of Rs. 1,46,694.77/- (Rupees One Lakh Forty Six Thousand Six Hundred Ninety Four 

and Seventy Seven Paise only) have been withdrawn  from my account deceitfully. Ajay 

Shekhar Sharma, Vice President, Vijay Shekhar Sharma, CEO, Paytm Payments Bank, Rajat 

Jain and Ajay Sharma made a gang with Paytm Payments Bank and conspired to withdraw Rs. 

1,46,694.77/- (Rupees One Lakh Forty Six Thousand Six Hundred Ninety Four and Seventy 

Seven Paise only) from my Paytm e-Wallet. I have registered an online complaint against the 

same at the website of cyber crime, www.cybercrime.gov.in on 28.12.2019 having the 

acknowledge number 23112190006452. With regard to the same, for an appropriate enquiry, 

a complaints have been registered with ICICI Bank (Complaint No. SR 656556091) and 

Customer Care Department of Paytm Payments Bank (Complaint No. 15133380. 

I would request you to register an FIR against the above-mentioned five people (accused) for 

ganging up to conspire in order to deceitfully withdraw Rs. 1,46,694.77/- (Rupees One Lakh 
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Forty Six Thousand Six Hundred Ninety Four and Seventy Seven Paise only) from my Paytm 

Wallet account and recover the money withdrawn from my account in order to refund me the 

same at the earliest as well as ensure an appropriate enquiry against the culprits. 

Thank you. 

(Complainant Signature)  

Rajkumar Singh 

S/O (Late) Balveer Singh  

10A, 3rd Floor, 

Astoria Boulevard Mall, Hint Chowk,  

Raj Nagar District Center, Raj Nagar,  

Ghaziabad (Uttar Pradesh)  

Note: I, Head Constable 931 Ramshesh Mishra, certify that entry in daily register by me and 

copy of complaint word by word typed on computer by Constable 2454 Narendra Kumar.  

Brief Details of accused persons:  

1.  Ajay Shekhar Sharma, Vice President, Paytm Payments Bank 

2. Vijay Shekhar Sharma, CEO, Paytm Payments Bank 

3. Paytm Payments Bank 

4. Ajay Sharma Mobile No. 8877818982 

5. Rajat Jain Mobile No. 9871215034 

By practising fraud withdrew Rs. 146694.77/-  belonging to the complainant. 

 

13. Action taken: Since the above information reveals commission of offence(s) u/s as 

mentioned at Item No. 2. 

 

1) Registered the case and took up the investigation:  /   or 

 

2) Directed (Name of I.O.):                                                             Rank: Inspector 

            MD. ASLAM 

            No. 0052021611                              to take up the investigation:                  or  

 

3) Refused investigation due to:                                or 

4) Transferred to P.S.:                                                          District: 

             on point of jurisdiction. 
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F.I.R. read over to the complainant/ informant, admitted to be correctly recorded and a 

copy given to the complainant/ informant, free of cost. 

 

 

R.O.A.C. 

 

                                                                             Signature of Officer in charge, Police  

                                                                              Station 

14. Signature/ Thumb                                                 Name: PS KAVI NAGAR 

      Impression                                                              Rank: I (Inspector) 

      Of the complainant/                                                No.: 9454403416 

      Informant  

 

15. Date and time of dispatch to the court: 

 

Attachment to item 7 of First Information Report:  

 

Physical features, deformities and other details of the suspect/ accused: (If known/ seen) 

 

S.No. Sex Date/ 

Year of 

Birth 

Build Height 

(cms) 

Complexion Identification Mark(s) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Male   -  Chicken pox scars: No 

2 Male   -  Chicken pox scars: No 

3 Male   -  Chicken pox scars: No 

4 Male   -  Chicken pox scars: No 

5 Male   -  Chicken pox scars: No 

 

Deformities/ 

Pecularities 

Teeth Hair Eye Habit(s) Dress 

Habit(s) 

8 9 10 11 12 13 
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Language/ 

Dialect 

Place of Others 

 

These fields will be entered only if complainant/ informant gives any one or more 

particulars about the suspect/ accused. 

 

 

 Burn 

Mark 

Leukoderma Mole Scar Tattoo  

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
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HIMANSHU PANDE dgmi4c@mha.gov.in 

To partha.sinha, jatin.arora, vinod.beniwal, anuj.bhansali, 

akshay2jain,me, 

abhishek.ahuja,jainrahul,jmahavir,Nikhil.jain,ankur,anuj,ASHOK,H

IMANSHU 

 

SUBJECT: RESTRICTED: Regarding Remote Access Mobile 

Apps 

 

Sir, 

1. It has been observed that with increase in usage of digital 

financial transactions specially with mobile Apps, financial 

frauds are also on rise and customers are being cheated. On 

examination of various modus operandi, one of the scenario 

which has emerged recently is that customers are being lured 

to Install mobile Apps which allow the fraudster to remotely 

access the victim device. 

 

2. In this regard Prepaid Payment Instruments (PPIs) specially 

wallet companies and those who are offering such mobile 

Apps are advised to explore the possibility to modify their Apps 

accordingly. Further, Apps may capture appropriate logs/ 

metadata helpful in investigation. 

 

3. It is requested to look into the above issue so that this modus 

operandi regarding financial frauds can be checked. A line of 

conformation regarding action taken may be communicated to 

this Ministry. 
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Thanks & Regards 

 

Himanshu Pande 

DGM, 14C 

Cyber & Information Security  

Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India 
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Askifourc.mha MHA askifourc@mha.gov.in

To 

ashutosh.chandra,rohan.sirkar,vsurelia,rrakkapp,akshay2.jain,me, 

anuj.bhansali,jmahavir,Nikhil.jain,arushigovil,ASHOK,HIMANSHU

SUBJECT: Meeting with Payment Intermediaries: Financial 

Frauds reg.

Sir,

Please refer to our mail dgmi4c@mha.in dated 13.02.2020. As 

discussed in the meeting held on 13.2.20, another meeting has 

already been scheduled on 19.2.20 and it was already requested 

vide our mail under reference to share the following information 

with I4C:

i. Details of your help desk/ customer care number and Nodal 

Officer (Name & designation, mobile number, official phone 

number, email ID etc.)

ii. Details of your valid Bulk SMS headers.

iii. Please share your awareness material regarding financial 

frauds such as audio, video, pictorial etc.

iv. Details of FAQ regarding your Mobile App for helping 

citizens.

v. Suggestions/ comments to be discussed in next meeting.

Above information has not been shared till date. It is requested to 

share above information immediately at email- aski4c-mha@nic.in

Attachment:01

Regards

(Himanshu Pande)

DGM (I4C)

Tel: 011-23438207

ANNEXURE P-35
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Court No. - 48

Case :- CRIMINAL MISC. WRIT PETITION No. - 2879 of 
2020

Petitioner :- Paytm Payment Bank Ltd And 2 Others
Respondent :- State Of U.P. And 4 Others
Counsel for Petitioner :- Shambhavi Nandan
Counsel for Respondent :- G.A.

Hon'ble Pritinker Diwaker,J.
Hon'ble Shekhar Kumar Yadav,J.

Sri  G.S.  Chaturvedi,  learned  Senior  Counsel  assisted  by  Sri
Shambhavi Nandan, learned counsel for the petitioners and Sri
J.K. Upadhyay, learned counsel for the State.

Issue notice to respondent No.5.

Steps by tomorrow.

List this case on 18.03.2020.

In the meanwhile, if the respondents so desire, may file their
counter.

Order Date :- 18.2.2020
Ajeet/nethra
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Key asks from Stakeholders for prevention of Financial Frauds through telecom services 

 

MHA 

 

Develop/enhance framework for addressing financial frauds propagating through use of 

telecom operator services 

  

i. Real time blocking of numbers propagating fraud – Today when a financial institution 

receives a complaint from a user regarding fraud, after establishing the number from 

which the fraud was propagated, there is a lengthy process involving courts to block 

the particular number. There is an urgent need of creating a process whereby financial 

institutions after due verification can report numbers through which fraud messages 

are being propagated, and then in real time the mentioned numbers can be blocked 

by telecom operators.  

 

ii. Allow bulk upload of fraud propagating phone numbers from Financial Institutions 

on MHA website https://cybercrime.gov.in/ / Cybersafe. 

On receipt of complaint, MHA may co-ordinate with DoT/ TRAI to direct Telco to 

temporarily block the specified number. The telco should communicate that KYC for 

the particular number be completed within a specified time, else the number will be 

barred permanently 

 

iii. Complaint acceptance 

Define procedure at SHO level for accepting such complaints 

 On receiving complaint from Financial institution, from financial institutions –  

SHO may intimate telecom operator for immediate blocking of number & 

Inform MHA cyber security cell for further action 

 From individuals -   

o On receiving complaint from individual, inform concerned financial 

institution for further investigation and blocking of account after due 

verification 

o Inform MHA cyber security cell for further action 

 

iv. Complaint Redressal 

There is need of focused and closed co-ordination between cyber security cell and 

Enforcement Directorate so that they can locate the fraudster using advanced tools 

and technology. Minimum response time can go a long way in locating fraudsters and 

taking them into custody. 
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v. Review and feedback mechanism 

There should be a review and feedback mechanism through which with advancement 

in technology, the process for cyber crime reporting and resolution is enhanced 

 

 

DoT/ TRAI 

 

i. Stringent Agency/KYB Onboarding and process to source of fraudulent messages– 

Telecom operators who sell bulk message service to agencies who may further sell 

them to sub-agents should follow well defined stringent Know your business (KYB) 

process which should be made applicable to all telecom operators as well as  resellers. 

This should include detailed on-boarding process, requirement of proper 

documentation etc. On non-adherence to the processes, there may be stringent penal 

measures. Telecom operators must be required to allow traceability of source of 

fraudulent bulk SMSs so that real companies/ organizations/ individuals propagating 

fraud can be identified and brought to justice. 

 

ii. Mandatory Content review process on bulk messages – Telecom operators and 

resellers must be obligatorily required to review content of bulk messages. TRAI may 

require such a restriction be in effect, may be above a certain threshold of messages 

say 500 messages a day.  

 

Other than whitelisted headers, all bulk SMS having “Paytm” and “KYC” , “PYTM” , 

“PY2TM “ should be blocked. 

 

iii. Short codes matching names of financial institutions to be restricted for use – 

Fraudsters increasingly use short codes, which have names similar to genuine financial 

institutions to trick innocent citizens into revealing bank account related details. For 

e.g. A fraudster can send a message to a Paytm user from BPAYTM or DPAYTM short 

user code etc., which makes a customer believe that the message is genuine. Hence, 

such short codes propose to only be issued to genuine entities after stringent 

verification & scrutiny and be restricted for use. Also telecom operators and resellers 

must maintain a common registry of short codes issued so that once a short code is 

issued to an entity by a telecom operator, it must not be issued to any other entity for 

at least a given period.  

 

iv. Implementation of Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference 

Regulations (TCCCPR) regulations at the earliest 
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Despite deadline of 3rd Feb 2020 for implementation of TCCCPR regulations, the same 

has not been implemented in its entirety. There is a need for urgent implementation 

of TCCCPR guidelines 

 

CERTin 

 

i. Telecom fraud incident analysis and pattern identification 

Since fraudsters are generally using a certain modus operandi for propagating frauds, 

there is a need to identify patterns being used by fraudsters using SMS message 

formats, calling customers for undertaking eKYC etc. CERT-In may choose to issue 

telecom fraud related specific measures with other relevant Ministries/ Organizations  

 

ii. Advisory release on structural frauds using telecom operators 

As fraudsters are increasingly using new and more sophisticated methods for frauds, 

there is an urgent need to have immediate response and advisory so that further 

related frauds can be prevented.  

 

iii. Spread awareness among customers and merchants 

While PBBL has been continuously running campaign to spread awareness regarding 

frauds propagating through telecom services by running campaigns, promotion on 

social media, there is a requirement for a co-ordinated effort between all stakeholders 

to spread awareness among customers, merchants regarding do’s, and don’ts while 

making or receiving digital payments.  

 

Telcos 

 

i. Obtain list of official headers from Financial Institution for whitelisting 

 

ii. Blocking of Headers: Block headers deceptively similar to that of Financial Institution 

 

For e.g. Sender ids deceptively similar to Paytm should not be allowed and also all the 

sender ids that resemble to and are deceptively similar with the official Sender Ids of 

Paytm and/or affiliates of financial institution should be blocked 

 

iii. Blocking of SMSes having the keywords ‘Paytm’ or ‘PYTM’ , ‘Paytm’ and ‘KYC’ from 

non-official Paytm headers with immediate effect 
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Telcos not doing enough to counter online frauds:
Paytm
3 min read . Updated: 27 Feb 2020, 05:23 PM IST

IANS

Telecom players should act fast to counter the menace of online frauds, where consumers are duped
via fake SMSes and calls done on their networks, says a top official

Fraudsters can very easily send spoof SMSes from headers like 'PYTM' or 'PAY TM', says Paytm Payments Bank
(Photo: Bloomberg)

Topics

Paytm

New Delhi: Telecom companies in India need to implement stringent preventive and
punitive measures to counter the menace of online frauds executed through spam SMS
or calls, a top Paytm Payments Bank (PPB) executive said on Thursday.
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Paytm Payments Bank, which also houses the Paytm wallet, recently filed an FIR against
fraudsters.

"Telecom players should act fast to counter the menace of online frauds, where
consumers are duped via fake SMSes and calls done on their networks," Jatinder Thakar,
Senior Vice President -- Risk Management at Paytm Payments Bank told IANS.

Paytm Payments Bank said it is working closely with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology (MeitY), banks and telcos to ensure that customers do not get duped by
fraudsters.

Considering the ways in which fraudsters have deceived customers, a telco that does not
take action on fraudulent use of telecom resources is the weakest link and origination
point of cyber fraud, the company said.

"Fraudsters are continuing to use the telco platforms to spam millions of telecom users
with phishing and other such fraudulent SMSes and calls. Even if 0.01 per cent of this
base gets defrauded, it is a huge number, and a loss of hard earned money for these
victims, to the tune of lakhs of rupees," Thakar added.

Fraudsters take advantage of multiple lapses in the processes today, such as the very
limited "Know Your Business" process followed by telcos before issuing bulk SMS facility
to an organisation/institution/individual. This makes it very easy for fraudsters to
register and start sending millions of SMSes in bulk.

In addition, the limited KYC requirements are paper-based KYC despite having the
option of digital KYC or video KYC.

Moreover, fraudsters can still target most of the customers who have their number in Do
Not Disturb (DND) registry of TRAI.

Fraudsters can very easily send spoof SMSes from headers like "PYTM" or "PAY TM", with
no challenges, PPB said.

Cybercriminals can also impersonate banks by putting in content like "Your Paytm
account will be blocked", and there is no check on SMS content.
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Lack of an intelligent system for blocking of issuance of SIM cards to identified
fraudsters is another issue, according to the company.

Even if a single mobile number of the fraudster is identified, caught and blocked, the
fraudster can simply issue a new SIM and start all over again.

"As a first step, the initial due diligence needs to be made more stringent so that telecom
resources (bulk SMS and calling facility) are not provided by telcos to fraudsters, and are
for a legitimate use," said Thakar.

"Further, if a customer or a bank files a complaint against fraudulent messages/calls, the
telecom service provider should be able to block such fraudsters immediately, and
provide their due diligence details to law enforcement agencies immediately for strict
action" he added.

On its part, PPB said it has been taking major countermeasures to safeguard user
accounts including the use of the latest cybersecurity tools with important updates.

The new feature analyses 'rogue' apps such as Teamviewer, Anydesk and Quicksupport
on user devices which might trigger fraudulent transactions and advises users to
uninstall them.

The bank is also leveraging Artificial Intelligence (AI) to instantly detect suspicious
transactions. Depending on the identified threat level of a transaction, the AI either
slows it down or completely blocks the payment from getting completed.

The AI has been specifically designed keeping in mind the patterns of the various scams
being run by fraudsters and is, therefore, able to combat most attacks on user accounts
in real-time, PPB said, adding that the feedback on the new security features has been
overwhelmingly positive.

"Our purpose is to build a trusted digital payments ecosystem and prevent customers
from getting duped by such frauds. When an individual customer loses money through
these frauds, it adversely impacts the growth and trust in digital payments. Telcos are
the most important stakeholder, as their channel is used to proliferate these frauds,
need to expedite their actions to stop such fraudulent activities," Thakar said.

This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text.
Only the headline has been changed.
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Emails dated 02.03.2020

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||2nd March'2020||Airtel

Jang Bahadur Singh<jang.singh@paytmbank.com> Mon, Mar 2 

2020 at 10:15PM  

To: "Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com" 

<Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>,"harmeen.mehta@airtel.com"

<harmeen.mehta@airtel.com>, "manish1.tiwari@airtel.com" 

<manish1.tiwari@airtel.com>, "gopal.vittal@airtel.com"

<gopal.vittal@airtel.com>

Cc: "cp@trai.gov.in" <cp@trai.gov.in>, "sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in" 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>, "advqos@trai.gov.in"

<advqos@trai.gov.in>, "secy-dot@nic.in" <secy-dot@nic.in>, 

"ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in" <ddgsecurity-

dot@nic.in>,"dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com" 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, Jatinder Kumar Thakar

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>, Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>

Dear Sir/Madam,

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 

2018) dated 19thJuly, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), 

Our esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have reported 

such communication to your customer service channel.
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In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints 

reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to 

Sender agencies. We have provided comprehensive 

complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let us know 

if any further information needed from our side.

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telco: Airtel

A Total Frauds complaint using 

Airtel issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 5

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 5

Headers Description :AD-Alerts, ALERTS, AX-270077, AX-

Thanks, AD-660330

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 5

Refer Annexure 1 :Airtel _5_Total_Overall

B. Frauds complaint using Airtel issued Header from 

27thFeb’20 to 1stMarch 2020 Number of headers sending 

the fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous day): 1

Headers Description :AD-660330

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 1

Refer Annexure 2 :Airtel _1_Total_27thFeb-1stMarch

C. Call details
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We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations.

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5259

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous 

day(1stMarch 2020): 35

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format

Airtel to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer:

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Airtel Team

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the Airtel Team

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Airtel Team

Refer Annexure 4 :Airtel_Final_Status _1stMarch: To be 

updated by the Airtel Team

Regards,

Jang Bahadur Singh

+919999753937

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||2nd March'2020||BSNL

Jang BahadurSingh<jang.singh@paytmbank.com> Mon, Mar2, 

2020 at 10:14PM To: "dircmbsnl@gmail.com" 
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<dircmbsnl@gmail.com>, 

"cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in"<cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>

Cc: "cp@trai.gov.in" <cp@trai.gov.in>, "sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in" 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>, "advqos@trai.gov.in"

<advqos@trai.gov.in>, "secy-dot@nic.in" <secy-dot@nic.in>, 

"ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in" <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>, 

"dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com" 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, Jatinder Kumar Thakar

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>, Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>

Dear Sir/Madam,

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 

2018) dated 19thJuly, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), 

Our esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have reported 

such communication to your customer service channel.

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints 

reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to 

Sender agencies. We have provided comprehensive 

complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let us know 

if any further information needed from our side.
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(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telco: BSNL

A Total Frauds complaint using 

BSNL issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 82

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 82

Headers Description : BA-IPYTMM, BA-PYTKYC, BE-

KYCKYC, BE-PATKYC, BE-PTMKYC, BH-IPAYTM, BH- 

IPAYTN, BH-PHOKYC, BH-PTAMRC, BH-PTKKYC, BH-

PYTKYC, BH-SKTKYC, BHUPDATE, BH-UPDATE, BK- 

PYTKYC, BP-IIPytm, BP-IMPYMT, BP-IPYTEM, BP-KPMPPM, 

BPKYCPTM, BP-KYMKYC, BP-MTKCKT, BP- PAYKYC, BP-

PROCYC, BP-PTKKYC, BPPTMKYC, BP-PTMKYC, BP-

Pytmml, BP-ZMKYCP, BR-BIBOOK, BR- BPAYTM, BRIIPTYM, 

BR-KYCKYC, BRPATKYC, BR-PATKYC, BR-PAYKYC, BR-

PAYYTM, BR-PROMOS, BR- PYMPYM, BR-PYMTMB, BR-

PYSAFE, BRSPAYTM, BR-SPAYTM, BR-VIBOOk, BR-

VPAYTM, BT-Alerts, BT- IPYTEM, BT-ZMKYCP, BV-PATKYC, 

BW-IIPTYM,

BW-IPYTEM, BWIPYTM, BW-KYCPAY, BWKYCPYT, BW-

KYCPYT, BW-ONLPRO, BW-ONPRO, BW-PTYKCY, BW-

PYMKYC,BWSPDPWR,BW-SPDPWR,BW-USERSU,BZ-

Aapntm,BZ-FINACE,BZ-IMTTTP,BZIPAYKY,BZ- IPAYTM, BZ-

IPYTEM, BZ-IPYTM, BZ-KYCOFF, BZ-PATMDL, BZ-PAYWES, 
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BZ-PPTKYC, BZ-PTKKYC, BZ- PYMKYC, BZ-PYTMAL, 

PHOKYC, BR-PACAMS, BA-MYINFO, BR-WEBSMS,BW-

808080

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 82

Refer Annexure 1 :BSNL _82_Total_Overall

B. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 

29thFeb’20 to 1stMarch 2020 Number of headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous 

day): 2

Headers Description :BA-MYINFO, BR-WEBSMS

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 2

Refer Annexure 2 :BSNL _2_Total_29thFeb-1stMarch

C. Call details

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations.

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5259

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous 

day(1stMarch 2020): 35

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer:

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team
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Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the BSNL Team

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team

Refer Annexure 4 : BSNL _Final_Status _1stMarch: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team

Regards,

Jang Bahadur Singh

+919999753937

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||2nd March'2020||Videocon

Jang BahadurSingh<jang.singh@paytmbank.com>

Mon,Mar2,2020at10:12PM To: 

"pradeep.paliwal@videocon.com"<pradeep.paliwal@videocon.c

om>

Cc: "cp@trai.gov.in" <cp@trai.gov.in>, "sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in" 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>, "advqos@trai.gov.in"

<advqos@trai.gov.in>, "secy-dot@nic.in" <secy-dot@nic.in>, 

"ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in" <ddgsecurity-

dot@nic.in>,"dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com" 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, Jatinder Kumar Thakar

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>, Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>

Dear Sir/Madam,
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 

2018)

dated 19thJuly, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our 

esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have reported 

such communication to your customer service channel.

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints 

reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to 

Sender agencies. We have provided comprehensive 

complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let us know 

if any further information needed from our side.

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telco: Videocon

A. Total Frauds complaint using Videocon issued Header Total 

Complaints till date: 17

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 17

Headers Description :QP-IIIIII, QP-NOTICE, QP-PATKYC, 

QPPAYKYT, QP-PAYKYT, QP-PHOSKY, QP-PTKYCK, QP-

PTTKYC, QP-PYTKYC, QP-PYTMBK, QP-RFVGHB, QP-

Sarkar, QP-SKAHCC, QP-SSVMRT, QP-USERSU, QP-

PAYSMS, QP-610430
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Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 17

Refer Annexure 1 :Videocon _17_Total_Overall

B. Frauds complaint using Videocon issued Header from 

26thFeb’20 to 1stMarch 2020 Number of headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous day): 2

Headers Description :QP-PAYSMS, QP-610430

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 2

Refer Annexure 2 :Videocon _2_Total_26thFeb-1stMarch

C. Call details

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations.

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5259

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous 

day(1stMarch 2020): 35

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format

Videocon to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, 

Calling number and Sending Agency as 

Aggregator/Telemarketer:

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Videocon 

Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the Videocon Team
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Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Videocon Team

Refer Annexure 4 :Videocon_Final_Status _1stMarch: To be 

updated by the Videocon Team

Regards

Jang Bahadur Singh

+91999975393

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||2nd March'2020||Vodafone

Jang BahadurSingh<jang.singh@paytmbank.com>

Mon, Mar 2, 2020 at 10:14PM 

To:"Ravinder.Takkar@vodafoneidea.com"<Ravinder.Takkar@vo

dafoneidea.com>,"rahul.vatts@vodafoneidea.com"

<rahul.vatts@vodafoneidea.com>, 

"Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com" <Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>

Cc: "cp@trai.gov.in" <cp@trai.gov.in>, "sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in" 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>, "advqos@trai.gov.in"

<advqos@trai.gov.in>, "secy-dot@nic.in" <secy-dot@nic.in>, 

"ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in" <ddgsecurity-

dot@nic.in>,"dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com" 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, Jatinder Kumar Thakar

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>, Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>

Dear Sir/Madam,
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 

2018)

dated 19thJuly, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our 

esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have reported 

such communication to your customer service channel.

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints 

reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to 

Sender agencies. We have provided comprehensive 

complainant, Victim and complaint details. Please let us know 

if any further information needed from our side.

(Reference: TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telco: Vodafone

A Total Frauds complaint using 

Vodafone issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 20

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 20

Headers Description :VD-KYCOFF, VD-PTKYCK, VD-PYTKCY, 

VG-EPYTMI, VG-PMTKYO, VG-PTTKYC, VG- TEXTSM, VG-

ZMKYCP, VK-PYTKYC, VM-ALTKYC, VM-IMPATM, VM-
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IPATYM, VM-OKDFCD, VM-PATKYC, VM- PATMKG, VM-

PAYKYC, VM-Update, VM-KYCPTM, VM-044220, VM-340609

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 20

Refer Annexure 1 :Vodafone _20_Total_Overall

B. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header from 

26thFeb’20 to 1stMarch 2020 Number of headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous day): 2

Headers Description :VM-KYCPTM, VM-340609

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 2

Refer Annexure 2 :Vodafone _2_Total_26thFeb-1stMarch

C. Call details

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations.

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5259

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous 

day(1stMarch 2020): 35

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, 

Calling number and Sending Agency as 

Aggregator/Telemarketer:

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone 

Team
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Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the Vodafone Team

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team

Refer Annexure 4 :Vodafone_Final_Status _1stMarch: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team

Regards,

Jang Bahadur Singh

+919999753937
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Date: 20/03/2020 

 

The Superintendent of Police 

Cyber Crime (I/C), EOU IX, 

6th  Floor, Central Bureau of Investigation 

CGO Complex, Lodhi Road,  

Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium Marg,  

New Delhi - 110003 

 

Subject :  Complaint against the Unknown fraudsters and ‘Bulk SMS Sending 

Aggregators/ Telemarketers’ committing serious offences of cheating, 

criminal conspiracy, defamation and defrauding public at large by 

enabling fraudsters to pretend as authorized representative of Paytm 

Payments Bank Ltd.(“Paytm”) thereby committing cognizable and non-

cognizable offences to cause wrongful gain in connivance with each 

other.  

 

Dear Sir, 

 

We Paytm Payment Banks Limited. having its registered office at First Floor, Devika Tower 

Nehru Place New Delhi- 110019 and Corporate office at A-6, V. J. Business Tower, Sector 125, 

NOIDA - 201303 (hereinafter referred to as “Paytm Bank” & “Paytm”), a company registered 

under the Companies Act 2013 and have been granted license by Reserve Bank of India to 

carry on payments bank business under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.  

 

We would like to bring to your kind attention about the ongoing frauds that are occurring 

involving the name of our company wherein, the customers of our company are being cheated 

/ defrauded on the pretext of either updating their KYC’s or alluring them with the some 

offers etc. This has turned into a nationwide phenomenon at massive scale and our customers 

are being defrauded of their hard-earned money by fraudsters. This is causing an irreparable 

dent to our reputation, trust, brand, customer growth & retention.  

 

Role of SMS Aggregators/ Telemarketers companies in propagating frauds 

A bulk SMS Aggregator is an authorised agent of Telecom operators which distributes bulk 

SMS capacity to telemarketers and organizations. The telemarketers further sell the SMS 

capacity to other telemarketers or individual organizations.  
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In this entire process of  selling bulk SMS the aggregators seems to have either diluted or lost 

control / checks & validations on issuance of SMS headers and as a result, there has been an 

issuance of SMS headers deceptively similar to PAYTM’s Official headers. Besides, these 

aggregators  are not controlling the contents of the messages being sent by the fraudsters, and 

thus facilitating fraudsters to send fraudulent, threatening & misguiding messages to our 

customer on their mobile numbers. These messages give ultimatum to the customers and 

threaten  them to call to fraudster number to avoid termination of Paytm account.  

 

Modus operandi of fraudsters 

That the most common modus operandi adopted by these fraudsters is that these fraudsters 

approach Paytm customers through SMS, calls etc. with fake messages /calls asking them to 

update KYC of their Paytm wallet/bank accounts. Consequently, upon receipt of such fake 

requests, whenever a customer responds to such call or SMS, he/she unknowingly fall prey 

and are allured to share either his banking information or UPI credentials or asked to click on 

unauthorised/phishing links or share OTPs, which are then misused by the fraudsters to 

siphon off the money from such customer’s bank accounts/ wallets/credit cards etc.  

That these fraudsters usually falsely represent themselves as customer care representatives of 

Paytm. It is apparent from the above stated facts that a dedicated racket is being run on a 

nationwide basis in connivance with the agencies/aggregators involved in selling bulk 

SMSes, to dupe and cheat the public at large.  

We are enclosing some of details of complaints received from our customers / victims in Delhi 

who have received such messages. This is placed at “Annexure –A” 

 

Bulk SMS header Issuance is root cause of financial frauds 

It is pertinent to mention here that these fraudsters are using SMS Headers which are 

‘deceptively similar’ to Paytm. These SMS headers do not belong to Paytm or its affiliates and 

have apparently been created by Aggregators/ Telemarketers / unscrupulous entities/ 

persons & for making wrong full gains by deceiving our innocent customers and general 

public at large.  

Apart from aforesaid, the said use of name/style/get up/design/trademarks/brands and 

labels of the Paytm is unauthorized, illegal and mala fide intentions against our Company.  

 

Aggregators & telemarketers putting financial profits ahead of customer trust 
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The aggregators are gaining financially through unrestricted distribution & issuance of bulk 

SMS and hence have turned a blind eye to massive issues with customers are facing due to 

financial frauds. This deliberate laxity has enabled fraudsters to propagate frauds with ease.  

Impact on Paytm and its customers 

The innocent customers have lost their hard-earned money and suffered severe financial 

losses. This is causing a big dent in Government of India’s initiative of digital India since 

customers are sceptical to use digital payment methods. Further, Paytm is suffering huge 

impact on its brand, customer trust, retention & customer growth that is difficult to quantify. 

 

We would also like to press upon the fact that this kind of frauds originates through  bulk 

SMS route prompting the customers to call at the specified mobile number mentioned in the 

message. Therefore certainly these Aggregators/Telemarketer are responsible for commission 

of such offences by facilitating fraudsters to gain access to customer’s personal information 

and bank account details. In all such cases, the fraudsters remain unidentified as no 

information is made available to us by telcos.  

 

We would further like to bring to your attention that we being a responsible organisation are 

taking all necessary possible steps to curb this menace and in the same regard, our company 

has sent across  emails to various telcos & Aggregators apprising them about the issue and 

requesting them to take down such deceptively similar headers however, despite our emails, 

letters and notices, appropriate actions have not been taken by the aggregators/telemarketers 

resulting in increase of such frauds everyday.   

 

That the aforementioned misdeeds have wrongfully and with malafide intentions have 

fulfilled the illegal objectives of fraudsters and telecom aggregators and it is spreading unrest 

among the people at large not only against digital medium but the money siphoned off may 

also being used for illegal / laundering purposes. These misdeeds, illegal and wrongful 

activities of these perpetrators in connivance with Aggregators/ Telemarketer and Telecom 

Service Provider while using the name of the Paytm, is causing huge damage to the Paytm 

brand and is also creating a difficult situation as the illegal, wrongful acts and offences 

committed by them are creating a negative perception which may be attributed to our 

Company.  

 

Therefore, in light of the aforesaid facts and at the time of such rampant increase in frauds 

involving the name of our company, we solicit your help to ensure that our trust and faith in 
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law is reinforced and strict action is taken against such bulk SMS issuing aggregators, 

telemarketers, fraudsters. They have wilfully, dishonestly, fraudulently and with malafide 

intention have committed the offences of cheating, criminal breach of trust, fraud to cause 

wrongful gain to themselves and cause huge wrongful loss to innocent people.  

 

Thus, we request your goodself’s to register a Complaint as per applicable laws and conduct 

a proper investigation to nab all such culprits who may be involved in it. 

 

I , Abhinav Dwivedi certify that I am the competent authority and authorised person to file 

complaint on behalf of Paytm Payment Bank. 

 

Your Sincerely, 

For Paytm Payment Banks Ltd. 

 

 

Abhinav Dwivedi 

Designation: 

(Authorised Signatory ) 

E mail: 

Contact: 
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Annexure A : Complaints from Delhi Location 

Suspicious Calling 
Number 

Sender 
ID/header 

Name of 
Telco 

Reported 
Date 

Victim's Mobile 
Number 

Details Captured ( As per Voice of Customer 
(VOC)) 

6294082775 CP-PAYKCC Videocon 
28th Feb 

2020 
9811834098 

Your PYTM KYC Has Been Expired. Contact 
Customer Care No.:- 6294082775 

Immediately. Your account will Block within 
24 hrs. 

9144070319 BT-Alerts BSNL 20-Sep-19 9899389018 

Dear PATYM customer your PATYM eKYC 
has been expire today please call customer 

care no 9144070319 immediately your 
PATYM account will block 24hr's Thank You 

8101797053 QP-TESTIN Videocon 14-Mar-20 8860501626 

Message Text: “PAY,,TM Dear pay,,tm 
customer your KYC has been suspended. To 

Verified Pay,,tm KYC call 8101797053 
immediately. Your account will be blocked 

within 24 hours.” 

8927318579 BZ-MTPPPP BSNL 20-Sep-19 9818075807 
 Dear customer your kyc has been expire call 
8927318579 immediately your account will 
be block within 24 hours . fraud not done 

Other complaints 

8906307364 BR-KYCKYC BSNL 06-Nov-19 8076333698 

WHAT IS THIS SMS MESSAGE ABT KYC 
Received from BP-PAYKYC 

PAYTM 
WE WILL HOLD YOUR PAYTM AMOUNT 

AFTER SOMETIME 
COMPLETE YOUR PAYTM KYC PAYTM 

OFFICE PH 8906307364 

9330046480 VPSYSP Vodafone 07-Nov-19 9212109440 

As per customer voice customer received a 
fraud sms KYC related and calling number 

provide cust calling KYC related but 
customer download quick support apps but 
no any account and amount lost so do the 

need full. 
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Suspicious Calling 
Number 

Sender 
ID/header 

Name of 
Telco 

Reported 
Date 

Victim's Mobile 
Number 

Details Captured ( As per Voice of Customer 
(VOC)) 

8167552086 VM-PATKYC Vodafone 22-Nov-19 9873561233 
Called me regarding KYC .they ask him to 

install an App Quick support. 

7029810732 VMPSSMSS Vodafone 23-Nov-19 9910047511 

Customer Voc:- customer received a 
message for completing KYC from paytm 

otherwise your paytm amount will be hold 
but he didn't shared details with them and 

the fraud is not done. 

7735346243 BW-IPYTMK BSNL 26-Nov-19 9312250236 

CUSTOMER Received A MESSAGE IT WAS 
WRITTEN “IN THE YOUR KYC HAS NOT BEEN 
UPDATE OTHERWISE YOUR ACCOUNT WILL 

BE BLOCKED if you call at 7735346243”. BUT 
HAS GOT A COMPLAIN BUT MONEY WAS 

NOT DEDUCTED. 

8927603947 QP-PAYKYT Videocon 15-Dec-19 9899549149 

Customer concerned is related to I have 
receive a message your KYC is not 

completed if u want to complete your KYC 
so u call this number but customer 

are not calling this number. 

7098806196 
Vk-pytkyc Vodafone 16-Dec-19 9211678619 

Customer received kyc related msg and 
wallet will be closed in next v24 hrs. 
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Suspicious Calling 
Number 

Sender 
ID/header 

Name of 
Telco 

Reported 
Date 

Victim's Mobile 
Number 

Details Captured ( As per Voice of Customer 
(VOC)) 

8927318579 VM-SKTKYC Vodafone 10-Oct-19 9818976559 

Customer voc:-user called and said that he 
received a call from paytm related to kyc. 

but user not shared his details with 
fraudster. 

Fraudster details         : 8927318579  

7489624096 QP-SVNSPR Videocon 02-Nov-19 9818308806 

Customer Voc:  customer received a call 
they said we sending you money please give 

me your OTP so customer give after that 
customer account take over 

Fraudster Number:   7489624096 
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Subject: 

RE:SuspiciousHeadersandCallingNumbersReported||PaytmPay

ments Bank||26thMarch'2020||Airtel

From: RayomandDalal<Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>

Fri 3/27/2020 8:41 AM

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Vivek 

Manglik<Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; Pallavi Tyagi 

<Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; Aparna Mathur 

<aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; Seema Jindal 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; nitinseth<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>;

Cc:DharmenderJhamb<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder 

Kumar Thakar<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; SumitSomani <sumit@paytmbank.com>;

Dear paytm team

For point number 2 (calls from mobile numbers) – as explained in the 

call between our CIO and your CEO, we are not an investigating 

agency; hence any expectation that we will investigate anything related 

to these numbers is misplaced. As suggested on the call, PayTM should 

file a complaint with the relevant law enforcement agencies, based on 

their direction we will be authorised to take action.

For point number 1 (system to person messages) – we will look into 

both cases reported, however it is heartening to note that from the 

number of cases and headers you’ll were reporting earlier this has come 

down to just two in two weeks.
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Lastly please confirm progress (if any) on onboarding Paytm on the DLT 

platform

Warm Regards,

Rayo Dalal | Bharti Airtel Limited
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Date: 28/03/2020

To
Deputy Commissioner of Police
Zone-1, Sector-6
Noida

Subject : Complaint against the telecom aggregators and unknown 

perpetrators committing serious offences for cheating, criminal 
conspiracy, defamation and defrauding public at large by 
portraying/impersonating themselves as the authorized 
representative of Paytm Payments Bank Ltd thereby committing 
cognizable and non-cognizable offences to cause wrongful gain in 
connivance with the Telemarketers and Telecom Service 
Providers for abetting such Crimes. 

Dear Sir,

We Paytm Payment Banks Limited. having its registered office at First Floor, Devika 

Tower Nehru Place New Delhi- 110019 and Corporate office at A-6, V. J. Business 

Tower, Sector 125, NOIDA - 201303 (hereinafter referred to as “Paytm Bank” & 

“Paytm”), a company registered under the Companies Act 2013 and have been 

granted license by Reserve Bank of India to carry on payments bank business under 

the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. 

That we would like to bring to your kind attention about the ongoing frauds that are 

occurring and being wide spread in the recent times involving the name of our 

company wherein, the customers of the our company are being cheated / defrauded 
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on the pretext of either updating their KYC’s or alluring them with the company offers 

etc. It is further stated that we are continuously receiving information/complaints from 

our customers regarding the aforesaid wrongful fraudulent activities on daily basis 

which runs into hundreds.

That the most common modus operandi adopted by these fraudsters is that these 

fraudsters approach Paytm customers through SMS, calls etc. with faking them to 

update KYC of their Paytm wallet/bank accounts. Consequently, upon receipt of 

such fake requests, whenever a customer responds to such call or SMS, he/she is 

allured to share either his banking information or UPI credentials or asked to click on 

unauthorised/phishing links or share OTPs, which are then misused by the 

fraudsters to siphon off the money from such customer’s bank accounts/ 

wallets/credit cards etc. and transfer to other bank accounts etc. 

That these fraudsters usually pose themselves as employee of Paytm, which has 

adversely affected and continuously affecting the reputation and goodwill of Paytm. 

The said act of these miscreants is not only causing huge financial loss to innocent 

people rather it is also creating an atmosphere of distrust amongst the 

Customers/general public at large. It is apparent from the above stated facts that a 

dedicated racket is being run on a nationwide basis in connivance with the 

agencies/aggregators involved in selling bulk SMSes, to dupe and cheat the public at 

large. 

It is pertinent to mention here that these fraudsters are using SMS Headers which 

are deceptively similar to Paytm. These IDs do not belong to Paytm or its affiliates 

and have apparently been created by unscrupulous persons for making wrong full 

gains by deceiving our innocent customers and general public at large. List of such 
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headers is available with us is annexed herewith as “Annexure-A” alongwith the list 

of aggregators who are allegedly involved in this racket.

That fraudulent SMSs are being sent to Paytm customers and general public in 

thousands of numbers on daily basis for deceiving Paytm customers by believing 

that the said messages are transactional messages and are being sent by Paytm. As 

a matter of fact these messages are being sent by telemarketers to various Paytm 

customers as well as general public using headers deceptively similar to Paytm on 

the pretext of updating their KYC of Paytm Wallet or having received any Paytm 

promotional offers etc. Consequently, upon receipt of such fake requests whenever a 

customer responds to such call or SMS, they just unknowingly fall prey to such 

fraudsters. 

Apart from aforesaid, the said use of name/style/get up/design/trademarks/brands 

and labels of the Paytm is unauthorized, illegal and mala fide intentions against our 

Company. That some SMS received by our customers are annexed herewith as 

“Annexure-B”.

We would also like to press upon the fact that this kind of frauds originates either 

through a phone call or SMS and therefore certainly these Telemarketer and 

Telecom Service Providers are responsible for commission of such offences vis a vis 

Telecom Service Provider by not following the regulations to this effect and 

telemarketers by opting for such deceptively similar headers from such service 

providers. The relevant regulations under which Telecom Service Provider are duty 

bound to observe is reproduced hereunder:

As per TCCCPR regulation 2018, page 23 point 4, 
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4. Every Access Provider shall carry out following functions: -

(1) Header Registration Function (HRF) 

(a) assign header or Header root for SMS via Header Registration Functionality, on 

its own or through its agents, as per allocation and assignment principles and 

policies, to facilitate content provider or principal entity to get new headers; 

(b)carry out pre-verifications of documents and credentials submitted by an 

individual, business entity or legal entity requesting for assigning of the header;

© bind with a mobile device and mobile number(s), in a secure and safe manner, 

which shall be used subsequently on regular intervals for logins to the sessions by 

the header assignee; 

(d)carry out additional authentications in case of a request for headers to be issued 

to SEBI registered brokers or other entities specified by Authority by directions, 

orders or instructions issued from time to time;

(f) carry out additional authentications in case of a request for headers to be 
issued to government entities, corporate(s) or well-known brands, including 
specific directions, orders or instructions, if any, issued from time to time by 
the Authority; carry out additional checks for look-alike headers which may 
mislead to a common recipient of commercial communication, it may also 
include proximity checks, similarity after substring swaps specifically in case 
of government entities, corporate(s), well-known brands while assigning 
headers irrespective of current assignments of such headers, and to follow 
specific directions, orders or instructions, if any, issued from time to time by 
the Authority;

Therefore, it is explicitly clear from the foregoing that the Telecom Service 

Provider/Telemarketers have jointly failed to adhere to the above and have issued 
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headers deceptively similar to PAYTM’s Official headers. The TCCCPR regulation is 

attached herewith as “Annexure- C”.

We would further like to bring to your attention that we being a responsible 

organisation are taking all possible steps to curb this menace and in the same 

regard, our company has sent across emails / letters and notices to all the Telecom 

Service Providers apprising them about the issue and requesting them to take down 

such deceptively similar headers and also take actions against the Telemarketer’s 

involved, immediately, however, despite our emails, letters and notices, no actions 

have been taken by some of the Telecom Service Providers against such 

telemarketers resulting in increase of such frauds everyday.  

That the aforementioned misdeeds have wrongfully and with malafide intentions 

have fulfilled their illegal objectives and it is spreading hatred and unrest among the 

people at large not only against digital medium but the money siphoned off may also 

being used for illegal / laundering purposes. These misdeeds, illegal and wrongful 

activities of these perpetrators in connivance with Telemarketer and Telecom 

Service Provider while using the name of the Paytm, is causing huge damage to the 

Paytm brand and is also creating a difficult situation as the illegal, wrongful acts and 

offences committed by them are creating a negative perception which may be 

attributed to our Company. 

Therefore, in light of the aforesaid facts and at the time of such rampant increase in 

frauds involving the name of our company, we solicit your help to ensure that our 

trust and faith in law is reinforced and strict action is taken against such unknown 

perpetrators, telemarketer, Telecom Service Providers. They have wilfully, 
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dishonestly, fraudulently and with malafide intention have committed the offences of 

cheating, criminal breach of trust, fraud, to cause wrongful gain to themselves and 

cause wrongful loss to innocent people. 

Thus, we request your goodself’s to register a Complaint under Sections 415, 418, 

406, 417, 419,420, 426, 468, 469, 499 and 120-B of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 

and Section 66 of the IT Act and other applicable laws against the aggregators listed 

out in this complaint and other unknown persons who may be involved in this racket 

and conduct a proper investigation to nab all such culprits involved in it.

Your Sincerely,

For Paytm Payment Banks Ltd.

Sachin Dev
Vice Presdient – Legal
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30 March, 2020 

Without prejudice 

 

Videocon Telecommunications Limited 

(formerly Videocon Mobile Services) 

296, Udyog Vihar II Rd, Phase II,  

Udyog Vihar, Sector 20,  

Gurugram, Haryana 122016 

 ̀  

Subject: Legal notice to blacklist the tele marketers/aggregator/intermediaries sending 

fraudulent messages and deactivate the mobile numbers used by fraudsters 

 

Dear Sir,  

 

The present notice is in regard to deactivation of the mobile numbers used by fraudsters and block 

the Sender IDs & intermediaries that are deceptively similar to Paytm as well as messages from non-

official headers which contain keyword ‘Paytm’/ ‘PYTM’, issued by Paytm Payments Bank Limited, 

having its registered office at 136, First Floor, Devika Towers, Nehru Place-110019 and Corporate 

office at A-6, V. J. Business Tower, Sector 125, NOIDA - 201303 (hereinafter referred to as “Paytm 

Bank” & “Paytm”), a company registered under the Companies Act 2013 and have been granted license 

by Reserve Bank of India to carry on payments bank business under the Banking Regulation Act, 

1949.  

 

1. This is to bring to your kind notice that we are regularly receiving complaints from various 

customers wherein they are receiving fraudulent calls and fraudulent SMSes from mobile 

numbers and headers, which have been issued from your platform. There are variety of 

complaints list of which is annexed herewith this letter, which we are receiving from our 

customers as described below for your reference. Fraudsters approach Paytm Bank customers 

through SMS, calls etc. with fake request of updating KYC of their Paytm wallet/bank accounts. 
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Consequently, upon receipt of such fake requests, whenever a customer responds to such call or 

SMS, he/she is allured to share either his banking information or UPI credentials or asked to 

click on unauthorised/phishing links and share OTPs, which are then misused by the fraudsters 

to siphon off the money from such customer’s bank accounts/ wallets/credit cards etc. and 

transfer to other bank accounts etc. The mobile numbers which are being used for the above-

mentioned cheating process successfully, are then switched off or not traceable. 

2. Your kind attention is drawn towards Clause 4(f) of The Telecom Commercial Communications 

Customer Preference Regulations, 2018, wherein every access provider is required to carry out 

following functions with regards to Header Registration Function (HRF) 

“carry out additional checks for look-alike headers which may mislead to a common recipient of 

commercial communication, it may also include proximity checks, similarity after substring swaps 

specifically in case of government entities, corporate(s), well-known brands while assigning headers 

irrespective of current assignments of such headers, and to follow specific directions, orders or 

instructions, if any, issued from time to time by the Authority;”. In violation of above regulation, the 

headers/IDs which are deceptively similar to Paytm  are being issued through your platform. 

These SMS headers give an impression to the customer that they are being sent officially by 

Paytm. However, these Sender IDs do not belong to Paytm Bank or its affiliates and have 

apparently been created by unscrupulous persons for making wrongful gains by deceiving our 

innocent customers and general public at large. It is pertinent to mention here that list of all 

valid/authorised short codes, IDs has already been provided to your good offices and list of fraud 

IDs (as per our information) is also being provided to you herewith. 

 

3. That it can easily be inferred that the activation of fraud mobile number, unauthorised use of 

Sender IDs that are deceptively similar to Paytm Bank as well as messages from non-official 

headers which contain keyword ‘Paytm’/ ‘PYTM’ through your platform, is not only creating 

confusion amongst public at large but also have led to numerous fraudulent transactions. It is 

submitted herein that the act of allowing such fraudsters to get the mobile number activated 

without proper verification and use your platform to send such fake/false messages through 
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deceptively similar Sender IDs, is contrary to the honest business practices and is only causing 

damage to our reputation and goodwill.  

4. It is further submitted that by allowing such fraudsters to use your platform, demonstrates non-

adherence of applicable guidelines/notifications issued by Telecom Regulatory Authority of India/ 

Department of Telecommunications, in respect of issuance of new connection and Sender IDs, 

leading to grave consequences for business like our’s. 

5. The unauthorized, illegal and unwarranted act of allowing fraudster to get number activated to 

make fraud calls and also allowing usage of your platform to allow Sender IDs that are deceptively 

similar to Paytm Bank as well as messages from non-official headers which contain keyword 

‘Paytm’/ ‘PYTM’, clearly demonstrates lack of visible and conclusive action on your part which 

would have deterred such fraudsters to gain entry into the financial system with sole purpose of 

cheating the gullible customers of bank. The fraudsters continue to thrive and remain unidentified 

at most of the times facilitated by lax enforcement from your side and thus damaging the 

established goodwill, reputation of Paytm Bank and Paytm brand as a whole.  

6. The above said fraudulent act has already caused huge and infringing losses and it is 

continuously causing harm, injury and loss to innocent people, customer’s of Paytm Bank in all 

manner including loss to our business, reputation and goodwill and dilution of the distinctive 

character of our company. 

7. It is also put to your notice that in the light of numerous reported frauds by Paytm customers to 

Paytm Bank; Paytm bank has proactively filed a Complaint before the Central Bureau of 

Investigation, New Delhi and the Cyber Crime Cell,  Gautambudh Nagar, UP and has also shared 

a list of mobile numbers allegedly used by unknown persons for committing serious offences of 

misrepresentation, cheating, fraud, against public at large and customer of Paytm Bank thereby 

causing wrongful gain to themselves and deceiving/inducing innocent customer of Paytm Bank 

causing monetary loss to our esteemed customers, who have reported complaints to us regarding 

such Fraudulent and unsolicited commercial communication. 

8. We hereby submit the complaint as per TRAI guidelines TELECOM COMMERCIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018, section 25(c) of Chapter 
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IV, section 23 (1), list of fraudster’s number ( Annexure I) and used Send IDs ( Annexure II)  and 

seek appropriate action at your end on urgent basis under said section.  

 

In light of the above facts and circumstances, we hereby call upon you to forthwith take following 

actions: 

 

A. Blacklisting of Telemarketer using fraudulent headers: Immediately STOP providing/registering 

sender IDs deceptively similar to Paytm Bank/Paytm and block/blaclist all the Sender IDs (except 

those mentioned in Point B below) that resemble to and are deceptively similar with the official 

Sender IDs of Paytm Bank/Paytm and/or affiliates of our company.  

B. Identify the telemarketer or aggregator or intermediaries responsible for sending or allowing to 

send such SMSes and blacklist them immedialtely as per TRAI guidelines of TELECOM 

COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018, section 

25(c). 

C. Blocking of delivery of SMS having Paytm (or similar keywords) by Fake headers: Scan, filter and 

block the delivery of bulk SMS having following  key words as “Paytm” & “KYC”, “PYTM” & “KYC”, 

“PY2TM” & “KYC” which are not our official headers / short codes. Please whitelist our official 

headers from Paytm Companies as follows: Bsmart, BPaytm, Tanla, FPaytm, Gupshup, ipaytm, 

Vfirst, PAYTMB, Pinnacle, PAYTMC, Karix, Vpaytm, PAYTMM, iPMall, lpaytm, mPaytm, 

GMPIND and PFGAME. 

D. Deactivate the mobile number of reported fraudsters shared vide email dated 23 January, 2020 

with immediate effect. 

E. Restrain from activating mobile numbers without following proper process as per applicable laws. 

 

You are hereby called upon to forthwith comply with aforesaid in its entirety with necessary 

information to us, failing which we shall be constrained to pursue all available legal remedies, the 

cost and consequences of which shall be solely attributable to you. 
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S.No. Sender Id Operator Msg Content Sent Date 
Recipient 

1 QP-IIIIII Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
2 QP-NOTICE Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
3 QP-PATKYC Videocon   20/11/19 9557168887 
4 QPPAYKYT Videocon   14th Dec'19 8471030505 
5 QP-PAYKYT Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
6 QP-PHOSKY Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
7 QP-PTKYCK Videocon   29/11/19 9998986710 
8 QP-PTTKYC Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
9 QP-PYTKYC Videocon   #N/A #N/A 

10 QP-PYTMBK Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
11 QP-RFVGHB Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
12 QP-Sarkar Videocon Dear Paytm customer Your 

Paytm has been hold in 
today's 100% KYC palace 
contacts Paytm office 
Ph:7866005281 thanks 
Your Paytm blocks within 
24hr 

#N/A #N/A 

13 QP-SKAHCC Videocon   #N/A #N/A 

14 QP-SSVMRT Videocon 

Dear PAY-TM customer 
your PAY-TM account 
suspended office ph-
9334182352 Your account 
will be blocked within 24Hrs 
thank you 21-Feb-20   

15 QP-USERSU Videocon   #N/A #N/A 
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                  30-Mar-2020 

Without prejudice 

 

           

To, 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited 

Bharat Sanchar Bhawan 

Harish Chandra Mathur Lane Janpath Road, 

Janpath, Delhi- 110001 

Gurugram - 122015, Haryana 

 

Subject: Reminder to our Legal notice dated 28 February, 2020 to blacklist the tele 

marketers/aggregator/intermediaries sending fraudulent messages and deactivate the 

mobile numbers used by fraudsters.  

 

Reference: i) Legal notice dated 28 February, 2020 (hereinafter referred to as “legal notice” 

to blacklist the tele marketers/aggregator/intermediaries sending fraudulent messages and 

deactivate the mobile numbers used by fraudsters.  

ii) Our  email dated 23 January, 2020 and Request letter dated 03 February, 2020. 

 

Dear Sir, 

This is in furtherance to our email, letter and legal notice dated 28 February, 2020 to blacklist the 

tele marketers/aggregator/intermediaries sending fraudulent messages and to deactivate the 

mobile numbers used by the fraudsters.  

 

We would like submit that the fraud is increasing day by day as your good office has clearly 

neglected and ignored to act upon email, request letter and the notice sent to you, which if properly 

acted upon and perused; would have certainly stopped the ongoing fraud. The email, request letter 

and legal notice has been sent to your good office with an objective to restrict sending of fraudulent  
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messages having Paytm (or similar keywords) by Fake headers by identifying and blacklisting the 

telemarketer. However, till date neither we have received any justification/explanation qua the 

issues raised in email, request letter and legal notice, nor; we have seen any corrective 

action/compliance from your side.  

 

List of some of the short keys and messages brought to our notice through our customers, who fell 

victims in the hands of the fraudsters is provided herewith for your reference and necessary action. 

  

You are hereby called upon to peruse the contents of emails, request letter and legal notice sent to 

you and forthwith comply with actionable as per email, request letter and legal notice, in its entirety 

with necessary information to us, failing which we shall be constrained to pursue all available legal 

remedies, the cost and consequences of which shall be solely attributable to you. 
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S. 
No. Sender ID/header 

(Group By header) 
Name of 

Telco 

Victim's 
Mobile 

Number 
Message Received 

1 
       BA-IPYTMM BSNL Not Available Not Available 

2 
BA-PYTKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 

3 
BE-KYCKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 

4 BE-PATKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
5 BE-PTMKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
6 BH-IPAYTM BSNL 9829004400 Not Available 
7 BH-IPAYTN BSNL Not Available Not Available 
8 BH-PHOKYC BSNL 9820854078 Not Available 
9 

BH-PTAMRC BSNL Not Available 

Dear PAYTM customer Your Paytm KYC Has 
been suspended contact customer care No. 
8918865057 immediately Your account will be 
blocked after 24 hours Paytm team. 

10 BH-PTKKYC BSNL 9910826960 Not Available 
11 BH-PYTKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
12 BH-SKTKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
13 

BHUPDATE BSNL Not Available 

Dear Pytm customer your Pytm KYC has been 
suspended. Call Pytm Office PH. 6295308932 
immediately. Your account will block within 
24hrs. Thank you Pytm team. 

14 

BH-UPDATE BSNL Not Available 

Dear Pytm customer your Pytm KYC has been 
suspended. Call Pytm Office PH. 9810587251 
immediately. Your account will block within 24 
hr. Thank you Pytm team. 

15 BK-PYTKYC BSNL 9768055075 Not Available 
16 

BP-IIPytm 

BSNL Not Available Not Available 

17 BP-IMPYMT BSNL 8528003433 Not Available 
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18 
BP-IPYTEM BSNL 9876329444 Not Available 

19 BP-KPMPPM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
20 BPKYCPTM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
21 BP-KYMKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
22 BP-MTKCKT BSNL Not Available Not Available 
23 BP-PAYKYC BSNL 9811929530 Not Available 
24 BP-PROCYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
25 BP-PTKKYC BSNL 6423286391 Not Available 
26 BPPTMKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
27 BP-PTMKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
28 BP-Pytmml BSNL Not Available Not Available 
29 BP-ZMKYCP BSNL Not Available Not Available 
30 BR-BIBOOK BSNL 9870004798 Not Available 
31 BR-BPAYTM BSNL 9870024618 Not Available 
32 BRIIPTYM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
33 BR-KYCKYC BSNL 9810748772 Not Available 
34 BRPATKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
35 BR-PATKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
36 BR-PAYKYC BSNL 8797466265 Not Available 
37 BR-PAYYTM BSNL 9811322794 Not Available 
38 BR-PROMOS BSNL 9650845420 Not Available 
39 BR-PYMPYM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
40 BR-PYMTMB BSNL 9999798383 Not Available 
41 BR-PYSAFE BSNL 9820758108 Not Available 
42 BRSPAYTM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
43 BR-SPAYTM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
44 BR-VIBOOk BSNL Not Available Not Available 
45 BR-VPAYTM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
46 

BT-Alerts BSNL 

9769953868 

Dear PATYM customer your PATYM eKYC has 
been expire today please call customer care no 
9144070319 immediately your PATYM account 
will block 24hr's Thank You 

47 

BT-IPYTEM 
BSNL Not Available Not Available 
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48 

BT-ZMKYCP BSNL Not Available Not Available 

49 BV-PATKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
50 BW-IIPTYM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
51 BW-IPAYTM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
52 BW-IPYTEM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
53 BWIPYTM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
54 BW-KYCPAY BSNL Not Available Not Available 
55 BWKYCPYT BSNL 9873907650 Not Available 
56 BW-KYCPYT BSNL Not Available Not Available 
57 BW-ONLPRO BSNL Not Available Not Available 
58 BW-ONPRO BSNL 8178602990 Not Available 
59 BW-PTYKCY BSNL Not Available Not Available 
60 BW-PYMKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
61 BWSPDPWR BSNL Not Available Not Available 
62 BW-SPDPWR BSNL Not Available Not Available 
63 BW-USERSU BSNL Not Available Not Available 
64 BZ-Aapntm BSNL Not Available Dears customer PY2TMKYC has been expired 

please contact office ph. 8389802819 
65 BZ-FINACE BSNL Not Available Not Available 
66 BZ-IMTTTP BSNL Not Available Dears customer PytmKYCKyc has been expired 

please contact customer office ph. 9734039509 
67 BZIPAYKY BSNL Not Available Not Available 
68 BZ-IPAYTM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
69 BZ-IPYTEM BSNL Not Available Not Available 
70 BZ-IPYTM BSNL 7837075265 Not Available 
71 BZ-KYCOFF BSNL Not Available Not Available 
72 BZ-PATMDL BSNL Not Available Not Available 
73 BZ-PAYWES BSNL Not Available Not Available 
74 

BZ-PPTKYC 

BSNL Not Available Not Available 

75 

BZ-PTKKYC BSNL 9811259794 Not Available 
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76 BZ-PYMKYC BSNL Not Available Not Available 
77 BZ-PYTMAL BSNL Not Available Not Available 
78 PHOKYC BSNL 9818550147 Not Available 
79 

BR-PACAMS BSNL 9811204400 

Paytm 
Dear Customer Your Paytm Kyc Has Been Expire 
Please Contact Customer Care No-7699828594 
Immediately Your Paytm Account Will Be Blocked 
Within 24hrs. 

80 

BA-MYINFO BSNL 7000610740 

Dear PTM customer your PTM wallet eKYC has 
been expire today please call customer care no 
8250918026 your PTM account will block 24hr's 
Thank You 

81 

BR-WEBSMS BSNL 9502724296 

Dear PAY TM account customer your KYC has 
been suspended. To verified KYC call 7865861608 
immediately. Your account will be blocked within 
24 hours. 

82 

BW-808080 BSNL 9000272423 

Dear PTM Customer Your PTM eKYC Has Been 
Expire Today Plz Call Customer Care No 
6297739109 immediately Your PTM Account 
hold 24hrs THANK YOU PTM 

83 BZ-UPDATE BSNL 9885158028 Not Available 
84 

BP-PYMKYC BSNL 9415340915 

Dear paytm customer your paytm kyc has 
expired contact customer care No-7679587053 
immediately. Your account will be block within 
24 hr. thank you paytm team 

85 

BL-Alertz BSNL 7838822994 

PAYTM Dear paytm customer your KYC has been 
suspended.To Verified Paytm kyc call 
6289934519 immediately.account will be blocked 
within 24 hours 

86 

BRPACAMS BSNL 9831708683 

Dear Customer Your Paytm Kyc Has Been Expire 
Please Contact Customer Care No-8389072969 
Immediately Your Paytm Account Will Be Blocked 
Within 24hrs. 

87 

BR-SVMART BSNL Not Available 

Hello sir your P-A-Y-T-M KYC has been suspended 
please contact customer care with in 24hr PH 
6290042043 immediately thank you P-A-Y-T-M 
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88 

BR-IPPKCC BSNL 9131898756 

Your P@YTM KYC Has Been Expired. Contact 
Customer Care No.:- 7908655676 Immediately. 
Your account will Block within 24 hrs. 

89 

BRSVMART BSNL Not Available 

Hello sir your P-A-Y-T-M KYC has been suspended 
please contact customer care with 24hr PH 
7439234963 immediately thank you P-A-Y-T-M 

90 

BZ-ALERTZ BSNL 7686947660 

Dear customer Your PATYM KCY has been expire 
today please call customer care no 8388859705 
immediately your PATYM account blocked 24 hrs 
thanks you 

91 

BR-PACAMC BSNL 155290596 

Paytm 
Dear Customer Your Paytm Kyc Has Been Expire 
Please Contact Customer Care No-9691139673 
Immediately Your Paytm Account Will Be Blocked 
Within 24hrs 

92 

BH-TETSMS BSNL 9830625599 

Dear Customer Your PYATM KYC has been expire 
toady please call customer care No 6289491344 
immediately your PYATM account blocked 24hrs 
thank you 

93 

BR-PACDHM BSNL 120317996 

Paytm Dear Customer Your Paytm has been 
expire please contact customer care no- 
9144070319 immediately your paytm account 
will be blocked within 24hrs. 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||2nd March'2020||BSNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Mon 3/2/2020 10:14 PM 

Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

Cc:cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; 

dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

ANNEXURE P-45(Colly) 1200
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SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

A Total Frauds complaint using 

BSNL issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 82 

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 82 

Headers Description : BA-IPYTMM, BA-PYTKYC, BE-KYCKYC, 

BE-PATKYC, BE-PTMKYC, BH-IPAYTM, BH-IPAYTN, BH-

PHOKYC, BH-PTAMRC, BH-PTKKYC, BH-PYTKYC, BH-

SKTKYC, BHUPDATE, BH-UPDATE, BK-PYTKYC, BP-IIPytm, 

BP-IMPYMT, BP- IPYTEM, BP-KPMPPM, BPKYCPTM, BP-

KYMKYC, BP-MTKCKT, BP-PAYKYC, BP-PROCYC, BP-

PTKKYC, BPPTMKYC, BP-PTMKYC, BP-Pytmml, BP-ZMKYCP, 
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BR-BIBOOK, BR-BPAYTM, BRIIPTYM, BR-KYCKYC, 

BRPATKYC, BR-PATKYC, BR-PAYKYC, BR-PAYYTM, BR-

PROMOS, BR-PYMPYM, BR-PYMTMB, BR-PYSAFE, 

BRSPAYTM, BR-SPAYTM, BR-VIBOOk, BR-VPAYTM, BT-Alerts, 

BT- IPYTEM, BT-ZMKYCP, BV-PATKYC, BW-IIPTYM, 

BW-IPYTEM, BWIPYTM, BW-KYCPAY, BWKYCPYT, BW-

KYCPYT, BW-ONLPRO, BW-ONPRO, BW-PTYKCY, BW-

PYMKYC, BWSPDPWR, BW-SPDPWR, BW-USERSU, BZ-

Aapntm, BZ-FINACE, BZ-IMTTTP, BZIPAYKY,BZ-IPAYTM, BZ-

IPYTEM, BZ-IPYTM, BZ-KYCOFF, BZ-PATMDL, BZ-PAYWES, BZ-

PPTKYC, BZ-PTKKYC, BZ-PYMKYC, BZ-PYTMAL, PHOKYC, 

BR-PACAMS, BA-MYINFO, BR-WEBSMS, BW-808080 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 82 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL _82_Total_Overall 

B. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 

29th Feb’20 to 1st March 2020 Number of headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous 

day): 2 Headers Description : BA-MYINFO, BR-

WEBSMS 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 2 

Refer Annexure 2 : BSNL _2_Total_29th Feb-1st March 

C. Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5259 
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Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous day(1st March 

2020): 35 

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : BSNL _Final_Status _1st March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 02, 2020 at 22:14:15. 

 

 

 

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||3rd March'2020||BSNL 
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Jang Bahadur Singh 

Tue 3/3/2020 7:27 PM 

Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

Cc:cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; 

dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 
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In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

A Total Frauds complaint using 

BSNL issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 82 

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 82 

Headers Description : BA-IPYTMM, BA-PYTKYC, BE-KYCKYC, 

BE-PATKYC, BE-PTMKYC, BH-IPAYTM, BH-IPAYTN, BH-

PHOKYC, BH-PTAMRC, BH-PTKKYC, BH-PYTKYC, BH-

SKTKYC, BHUPDATE, BH-UPDATE, BK-PYTKYC, BP-IIPytm, 

BP-IMPYMT, BP- IPYTEM, BP-KPMPPM, BPKYCPTM, BP-

KYMKYC, BP-MTKCKT, BP-PAYKYC, BP-PROCYC, BP-

PTKKYC, BPPTMKYC, BP-PTMKYC, BP-Pytmml, BP-ZMKYCP, 

BR-BIBOOK, BR-BPAYTM, BRIIPTYM, BR-KYCKYC, 

BRPATKYC, BR-PATKYC, BR-PAYKYC, BR-PAYYTM, BR-

PROMOS, BR-PYMPYM, BR-PYMTMB, BR-PYSAFE, 
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BRSPAYTM, BR-SPAYTM, BR-VIBOOk, BR-VPAYTM, BT-Alerts, 

BT- IPYTEM, BT-ZMKYCP, BV-PATKYC, BW-IIPTYM, 

BW-IPYTEM, BWIPYTM, BW-KYCPAY, BWKYCPYT, BW-

KYCPYT, BW-ONLPRO, BW-ONPRO, BW-PTYKCY, BW-

PYMKYC, BWSPDPWR, BW-SPDPWR, BW-USERSU, BZ-

Aapntm, BZ-FINACE, BZ-IMTTTP, BZIPAYKY,BZ-IPAYTM, BZ-

IPYTEM, BZ-IPYTM, BZ-KYCOFF, BZ-PATMDL, BZ-PAYWES, BZ-

PPTKYC, BZ-PTKKYC, BZ-PYMKYC, BZ-PYTMAL, PHOKYC, 

BR-PACAMS, BA-MYINFO, BR-WEBSMS, BW-808080 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 82 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL _82_Total_Overall 

B. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 

1st Mar’20 to 2nd March 2020 Number of headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous 

day): 1 Headers Description : BH-UPDATE 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 1 

Refer Annexure 2 : BSNL _1_Total_2nd March 

C. Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5308 

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous day(2nd March 

2020): 39 

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data 
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Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header 

blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : BSNL _Final_Status _2nd March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 03, 2020 at 19:27:49. 

 

 

 

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||9th March'2020||BSNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Mon 3/9/2020 10:40 PM 
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Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 
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to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

A. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 3rd 

Mar’20 to 8th March 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 6 

Headers Description : BZ-UPDATE, BP-PYMKYC, BL-Alertz, 

BRPACAMS, BR-SVMART, BH-UPDATE 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_3rd Mar_to_8th Mar 

A.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 3rd 

Mar’20 to 8th Mar’20: 153 Total number of repeated 

Fraudsters reported from 3rd Mar’20 to 8th Mar’20: 97 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 
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Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header 

blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _9th March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 09, 2020 at 22:40:14. 

 

SUBJECT: Re: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||11th March'2020||BSNL 

 

ddgpg-dot <ddgpg-dot@nic.in> 

Thu 3/12/2020 4:20 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 
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Dear sir/Madam 

In order to ensure better handling of your grievance , you are 

requested to lodge your grievance online in PGPORTAL of 

Government of India at http//www.pgportal.gov.in 

There is a tracking facility on http//www.pgportal.gov.in . Kindly 

track your grievance there.You can also send a reminder through 

portal. 

Off of DDG (PG), DoT 

 

 

From: "ANSHU 

PRAKASH" <secy-

dot@gov.in> To: 

"ddgpg-dot" 

<ddgpg-dot@nic.in> 

 

 

Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 11:05:33 AM 

Subject: Fwd: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||11th March'2020||BSNL 

 

 

From: "jang singh" <jang.singh@paytmbank.com> 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com, cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in 

Cc: "dharmender jhamb" <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, 

"jatinder thakar" <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, "priyanka 

paul" 
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<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, "mohd abbas" 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>, "akshay2 jain" 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>, "Chairman, TRAI 

TRAI" <cp@trai.gov.in>, "Sunil Bajpai" <sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>, 

"Asit Kadayan TRAI" <advqos@trai.gov.in>, "ANSHU PRAKASH" 

<secy-dot@nic.in>, "R. Shakya" <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 7:23:15 PM 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||11th March'2020||BSNL 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers 

have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our 

customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to 

us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. (Reference : TRAI Regulation: 
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https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

B. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header 

from 9th Mar’20 to 11th March 2020 Number of 

new headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 2 

Headers Description : BL-Alertz, BR-IPPKCC 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_9th Mar_to_10th Mar 

B.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported 

from 9th Mar’20 to 10th Mar’20: 22 Total number of 

repeated Fraudsters reported from 9th Mar’20 to 

10th Mar’20: 10 Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 
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Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _11th March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

 

 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 11, 2020 at 19:23:11. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e- mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and 

do not necessarily represent those of the company. Warning: 
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Although the company has taken reasonable precautions to 

ensure no viruses are present in this email, the company cannot 

accept responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use 

of this email or attachments. 

*************************************************

************************            

This email and attachments have been 

scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the Inside 

Out. 

************************************************************************* 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 

message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 

in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||12th March'2020||BSNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Thu 3/12/2020 7:53 PM 

Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; Sumit 

Somani <sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 
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19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

C. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued 

Header on 11th March 2020 Number of 

new headers sending the fraud/fake 

SMSs: 5 

Headers Description : BRSVMART, BZ-ALERTZ, BR-PACAMC, 

BH-TETSMS, BR-PACDHM 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_11th Mar 

C.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 
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We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported on 11th 

Mar’20: 10 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header 

blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _12th March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 12, 2020 at 19:53:25. 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||20th March'2020||BSNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Fri 3/20/2020 6:31 PM 

Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com 

<dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com>; agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com 

<agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; Sumit 

Somani <sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal 
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

D. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 16th 

March 2020 to 19th March 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 11 

Headers Description : BZ-INFORM, BZ-VERITM, BZ-PACDHM, 

BR-COLGRE, BX-622122, BWANKPPK, BH-vptnnt, BW-

EXPERT, BZ-AATOTM, BH-EKESMS, BH-IEPTPP 
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Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_16th Mar_19th Mar 

D.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 16th 

Mar’20 to 19th Mar’20: 50 Total number of repeated 

Fraudsters reported from 16th Mar’20 to 19th Mar’20: 32 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header 

blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _19th March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||16th March'2020||BSNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Mon 3/16/2020 7:58 PM 

Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; Sumit 

Somani <sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

Dear Sh. Sushil Kumar Mishra, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 
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19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to 

us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

E. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 12th 

March 2020 to 15th March 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 8 

Headers Description : BP-352064, BA-NITINS, BH-ALERTZ, BP-

080001, BH-SMARTC, BH-PACDHM, BZALERTZ, BZ- IYTMTT 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_12th Mar_15th Mar 

E.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 
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We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 12th 

Mar’20 to 15th Mar’20: 40 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header 

blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _15th March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 16, 2020 at 19:58:05. 

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||26th March'2020||BSNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Fri 3/27/2020 12:14 AM 
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Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com 

<dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com>; agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com 

<agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; Sumit 

Somani <sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 
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In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

F. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 20th 

March 2020 to 25th March 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 6 

Headers Description : BH-IEPTPP, BP-KPOINT, BP-EXPERT, 

BP-IPATYM, BH-CHKONE, BH-MYINFO 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_20th Mar_25th Mar 

F.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 20th 

Mar’20 to 25th Mar’20: 37 Total number of repeated 
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Fraudsters reported from 20th Mar’20 to 25th Mar’20: 24 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header 

blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _25th March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 27, 2020 at 00:14:53. 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||30th March'2020||BSNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Mon 3/30/2020 5:22 PM 

Sent Items 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>; 

dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com 

<dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com>; agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com 

<agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; Sumit 

Somani <sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal 
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

G. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 26th 

March 2020 to 29th March 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 4 

Headers Description : BP-IPATYM, BP-747147, BH-PTTKYC, 

BZEKESMS 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_26th Mar_29th Mar 
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G.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 26th 

Mar’20 to 29th Mar’20: 20 Total number of repeated 

Fraudsters reported from 20th Mar’20 to 25th Mar’20: 8 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header 

blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _30th March: To be 

updated by the BSNL Team 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 30, 2020 at 17:22:58 
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SUBJECT: Re: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||5th April'2020||BSNL 

 

R. Shakya <ddgsecurity-dot@gov.in> 

Sun 4/5/2020 12:01 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Mr Singh, 

Pl remove the email -id :ddgs ecurity-dot@gov.in from your mailing list 

as undersigned is not concerned with your grievances. Regards 

R shakya 

 

From: "jang singh" <jang.singh@paytmbank.com> 

 

 

To: dircmbsnl@gmail.com, cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in, 

dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com, "agmvasco bsnl" 

<agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com> 

Cc: "dharmender jhamb" <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, 

"jatinder thakar" <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, "priyanka 

paul" 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, "mohd abbas" 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>, "akshay2 jain" 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>, "Chairman, TRAI TRAI" 
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<cp@trai.gov.in>, "Sunil Bajpai" <sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>, "Asit 

Kadayan TRAI" <advqos@trai.gov.in>, "ANSHU PRAKASH" 

<secy-dot@nic.in>, "R. Shakya" 

 

 

<ddgsecurity-

dot@nic.in>, 

sumit@paytmbank.com 

Sent: Sunday, April 5, 

2020 2:07:46 AM 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||5th April'2020||BSNL 

 

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers 

have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our 

customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to 

us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 
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complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. (Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

H. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header from 

30th March 2020 to 4th April 2020 Number of new 

headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 11 

Headers Description : BP-IPATYM, BP-080001, BW-TETSMS, 

BL-CLSSMS, BW-WEBSMS, BW-NITINS, BZ-VIDUAL, BZ- 

TESTSM, BR-SUCHNA, BH-EXPERT, BZ-TETSMS 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_30th Mar_4th Apr 

H.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported 

from 30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 50 Total number of 

repeated Fraudsters reported from 30th Mar’20 to 

4th Apr’20: 26 Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 
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BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the BSNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : BSNL_Final_Status _4th April: To be updated 

by the BSNL Team 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 05, 2020 at 02:07:37. 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 

to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, 

you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of 

this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not 

necessarily represent those of the company. Warning: Although 

the company has taken reasonable precautions to ensure no 

viruses are present in this email, the company cannot accept 

1234



responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of this 

email or attachments. 

*************************************************

************************            

This email and attachments have been 

scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the Inside 

Out. 

************************************************************************* 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are 

addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender 

immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message and 

any attachments. Any views or opinions presented in this email are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of 

the company. 
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SUBJECT: Fwd: [Onextel Media Private Limted] Re: Fwd: 

Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||10th April'2020||BSNL 

 

UCC NOIDA <uccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Mon 4/13/2020 3:00 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

Cc:dircmbsnl@gmail.com <dircmbsnl@gmail.com>; 

SDEEBNDA@gmail.com <SDEEBNDA@gmail.com>; 

gmtdnoida@gmail.com <gmtdnoida@gmail.com>; Coeb Nda 

<coebnda@gmail.com>; 

 

 

Sir, 

The above said header is blocked immediately and necessary 

KYC details furnished in the trailing mail from the respective 

vendor 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: 

Date: Mon, 13 Apr 2020 at 12:57 

 

<s  upport@onextel.zendesk.com> 
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Subject: [Onextel Media Private Limted] Re: Fwd: 

Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||10th April'2020||BSNL 

To: UCC NOIDA <u  ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Cc: Rashid oneXtel <r  ashid@ onextel.com>, Bhanav Malhotra <o  

nex.camp@ onextel.com> 

 

 

##- Please type your reply above this line -## 

 

Your request (5173) has been updated. To add additional 

comments, reply to this email. 

 

MD Khalid (Onextel Media Private Limted) 

Apr 13, 12:57 PM IST 

 

Dear Team, 

Please find below the required KYC documents 

for the header BW-VIDUAL. Name: Raghvendra 

Prajapati 

Company name: InfoDoer Technology 

Address: 114C Swastik Mansions Thatipur Gwalior MP 

India 474011. 

 

Attachment(s) 

W hatsApp Image 2020-04-11 at 4.48.39  PM.jpeg 

W hatsAp p Image 2020-04-11 at 4.48.38 PM.jpeg 
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Shivangi (Onextel Media Private Limted) 

Apr 13, 10:32 AM IST 

 

Dear Team, 

 

We have given the intimation to client for the same. 

Regards  

Shivangi Tiwari 

System Engineer 

Onextel Media pvt ltd. 

 

 

UCC NOIDA 

Apr 13, 9:45 AM IST 

 

Kindly find the trailing mail and please provide KYC details 

immediately 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: SMSC Team Chd <smscteamchd@ gmail.com> 

 

Date: Sat, 11 Apr 2020 at 22:23 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Headers and Calling 

Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||10th 

April'2020||BSNL To: UCC NOIDA <u   

ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 
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Cc: Swarnjeet Singh <sdesmscchd@ gmail.com>, Amarjit 

Singh <ag mnznc@gmail.com> 

  

 

 

Dear Team, 

Sender ID BW-VIDUAL Belongs to 

M/S Onextel .Logs of Given Number 

is given below : 

20200409104722,192930,33601320

19,1,919417899997,BW-

VIDUAL,5,0,BW- 

VIDUAL,5,0,,onextel_tr8,919714702393,0,0,91971470239

3,0,0,3067,404242063123028,919824078037,202004091

04721,20200409104722,677,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0, 

0,155,3,0,0,0,0 

 

 

 

On Sat, Apr 11, 2020 at 7:18 PM UCC NOIDA <u   

ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> wrote: 

 

Sir, 

 

Please find the trailing mail regarding fake sms using 

BW-vidual.Kindly block this header and provide vendor 

details 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
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From: Coeb 

Nda <c  

oebnda@ 

gmail.com> 

Date: Fri, 10 

Apr 2020 at 

14:07 

Subject: Fwd: Suspicious Headers and Calling 

Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||10th 

April'2020||BSNL To: <u   ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Cc: <s  deeb2noida@ gmail.com>, <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com> 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: Jang Bahadur 

Singh <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.co

m> Date: Fri, 10 Apr 

2020, 02:07 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||10th April'2020||BSNL 

To: dircmbsnl@ gmail.com <dircmbsnl@ gmail.com>, c  

mdbsnl@ bsnl.co.in <c  mdbsnl@ bsnl.co.in>, d  kag 

rawalsgm@gmail.com <d  kag rawalsgm@gmail.com>, ag  

mvasco.bsnl@gmail.com <ag  mvasco.bsnl@gmail.com>, c  

oebnda@ gmail.com <c  oebnda@ gmail.com>, anita.jo  
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hri@gmail.com <anita.jo  hri@gmail.com> Cc: 

Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com>, 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  

tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, Priyanka Paul 

<p  riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Mohd Abbas <m    

ohd.abbas@ paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain <a  kshay 

2.jain@paytm.com>, c  p@trai.gov.in <c  p@trai.gov.in>, 

s  unil.bajp  ai@trai.gov.in <s  unil.bajp  ai@trai.gov.in>, a  

dvqos@trai.gov.in <a  dvqos@trai.gov.in>, s  ecy -

dot@nic.in <s  ecy  dot@nic.in>, Sumit Somani 

<s  umit@ paytmbank.com> 

 

 

 

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal 

 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER PREFERENCE 

REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated 19th July, 2018, 

reference point number 23, 1 (b), 

Our esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have reported 

such communication to your customer service channel. 

 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share 

the complaint along with First instance, Second Instance 
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and Third Instance list of violation by Senders, as per 

complaints reported to us. We request for TRAI 

prescribed action to Sender agencies. We have provided 

comprehensive complainant, Victim and complaint 

details, Please let 

us know if any further information needed from our side. 

 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: h   

ttps://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190

72018_0.pdf 

 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

 

Name of Telco: BSNL 

 

 A.Frauds complaint using BSNL 

issued Header from 5th April 

2020 to 8th April 2020 Number 

of new headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs: 4 

Headers Description : BP-INFTCH, BG-TEXSMS, BP-

DRHPAM,  BW-VIDUAL 

 

Refer Annexure 1 : BSNL_5th Apr_8th Apr 
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A.  A. 

 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( 

along with fraud details), which are used for calling to 

innocent customers. We urge you for your investigation 

and further actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 

5th Apr’20 to 8th Apr’20: 35 

Total number of repeated 

Fraudsters reported from 5th 

Apr’20 to 8th Apr’20: 17 Refer 

Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

A.  A. 

 

We are also sharing SMS keywords which needs to be 

blocked if they are non-official Paytm headers. We urge 

you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

 

Refer Annexure 3: SMS Keywords 

 

 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update 

as mentioned in the below format 
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BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, 

Calling number and Sending Agency as 

Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the BSNL 

Team 

 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated 

by the BSNL Team 

 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by 

the BSNL Team 

 

Number of keywords blocked: To be updated by the 

BSNL Team 

 

Refer Annexure 4 : BSNL_Final_Status _10th April: To 

be updated by the BSNL Team 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh 

on April 10, 2020 at 02:06:31. 
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Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it 

are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 

individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you 

are not the intended recipient, you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify 

the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of 

this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the 

author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. Warning: Although the company has taken 

reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present 

in this email, the company cannot accept responsibility 

for any loss or damage arising from the use of this email 

or attachments. 

 

*****************************************************************

******** This email and attachments have been scanned 

for potential proprietary or sensit 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the 

individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you 

are not the intended recipient, you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify 

the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the 
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author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this 

email, the company cannot accept responsibility for any 

loss or damage arising from the use of this email or 

attachments. 
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SUBJECT: Fw: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||29th Apr'2020 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Fri 5/1/2020 9:46 PM 

Sent Items 

To: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Akshay Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

 

 

fyi 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

 

From: UCC NOIDA <uccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 10:44 AM 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh 

Cc: SDEEBNDA@gmail.com; gmtdnoida@gmail.com 

Subject: Fwd: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||29th Apr'2020 
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---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: SMSC Team Chd <s 

mscteamchd@ gmail.com> Date: 

Thu, 30 Apr 2020 at 20:13 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||29th Apr'2020 To: UCC NOIDA <u  

ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Cc: Swarnjeet Singh <s  desmscchd@ gmail.com>, Amarjit Singh 

<agm   nznc@gmail.com> 

 

 

Dear Team, 

Following Sender Ids has been blocked /already blocked in our 

SMSC. and same has been sent to Other NZ SMSCs also for 

blocking of these sender ids. 

Sender ID ACTION 
BH-

UPDATE 
already blocked 

BW-808080 Blocked 
BR-
PACAMS 

Blocked 

BR-
WEBSMS 

Blocked 

BP-
PYMKYC 

already blocked 

BR-
PACAMS 

already blocked 

BR-
SVMART 

Blocked 

BR-IPPKCC Blocked 
BR-
SVMART 

already blocked 

BR-
PACAMC 

Blocked 

BH-
TETSMS 

Blocked 

BR-
PACDHM 

Blocked 

BP-
352064 

Blocked 

BH-
ALERTZ 

already blocked 

BH-

SMARTC 
Blocked 

BH- Blocked 
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PACDHM 
BR-
COLGRE 

Blocked 

BW-
EXPERT 

Blocked 

BH-
EKESMS 

Blocked 

BW-
ANKPPK 

Blocked 

BH-vptnnt Blocked 
BH-
IEPTPP 

Blocked 

BP-
KPOINT 

Blocked 

BP-

EXPERT 
Blocked 

BH-
CHKONE 

Blocked 

BH-
MYINFO 

Blocked 

BH-

PTTKYC 
Blocked 

BW-
TETSMS 

Blocked 

BW-
WEBSMS 

Blocked 

BW-

NITINS 
Blocked 

BR-
SUCHNA 

Blocked 

BH-
EXPERT 

Blocked 

BP-

INFTCH 
already blocked 

BP-
DRHPAM 

already blocked 

BW-
VIDUAL 

already blocked 

BW-

INFTEH 
already blocked 

BW-
Notify 

Blocked 

BW-
NOTICE 

already blocked 

BP-

TESTIN 
Blocked 

BP-
TESTBK 

Blocked 

BP-
FOXGLV 

Blocked 

BP-

IALERT 
Blocked 

BW-
BUSNSS 

Blocked 

BW-
Notisc 

Blocked 

BH-

SMSCMS 
Blocked 

BP-
SVINFO 

Blocked 

BW-

PKTYMC 
Blocked 

BH-

UITMLR 
Blocked 

SMSBKS ThIS Sender Ids 

NOT USED IN 

Our nz smsc 
UITMLR ThIS Sender Ids 

NOT USED IN 
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Our nz smsc 

 

On Thu, Apr 30, 2020 at 10:51 AM UCC NOIDA <u  

ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> wrote: 

 

Sir, 

 

Please find trailing mail regarding Keywords of SPAM sms 

received to M/s Paytm team.Please do needful as per their 

request. 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh <j 

ang.singh@paytmbank.com> Date: 

Wed, 29 Apr 2020 at 20:49 

Subject: RE: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||29th Apr'2020 

To: UCC NOIDA <u  ccnoidaupw@gmail.com>, gm   

tdnoida@gmail.com <gm   tdnoida@gmail.com>, S  DEEBNDA@ 

gmail.com 

<S  DEEBNDA@ gmail.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <d  harmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, 

Akshay Jain <a  kshay2.jain@paytm.com>, Jatinder Kumar 

Thakar 

<ja  tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com> 

 

 

Dear Team, 
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Thank you for providing confirmation for the given headers. We 

are seeing an increase in the flow of such headers on a regular 

basis, to mitigate the impact we request your kind attention in 

putting the attached keywords in your Spam filter list and 

providing your confirmation on the same. 

Also, we are seeking confirmation on the attached new list of 

headers and previous ones where confirmation was awaited. 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by 

jang.singh on April 29, 2020 at 20:48:54. From: 

UCC NOIDA <u  ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 1:32 PM 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  ng. singh  @paytmbank.com>; gm   

tdnoida@gmail.com; S  DEEBNDA@gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||20th Apr'2020 

 

 

Sir, 

Kindly find the report from Noida SSA .All the given headers are 

blocked by the smsc team as per the trailinj mail On Mon, 20 Apr 

2020 at 12:53, SMSC Team Chd <s mscteamchd@ gmail.com> 

wrote: 

Dear Team, 
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BW-INFTEH blocked. 

BW-VIDUAL , BW-NOTICE, BW-NOTIFY WERE ALREADY 

BLOCKED . 

 

On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 10:50 AM UCC NOIDA <u  

ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> wrote: Sir, 

Please find the complaint received from PAYTM office 

written to CMD.Please block the BW- Headers immediately. 

 

 

SenderID/header 

(Group By header) Name of Telco Reported Date Victim's 

Mobile Number Message Received Case Ref 

BW-VIDUAL BSNL 9-Apr-20 9714702393 Dear Customer 

Your P Y TM K C Y has been expire today please call 

customer care no 9832066209 your P Y T M has been block 

24hrs THANK YOU P Y T M TEAM 161555850 

BW-INFTEH BSNL 11-Apr-20 315569468 Dear Customer 

your P A Y T M K Y C has been expire today please call 

customer care no 8660345987 your P A Y T M has been 

block 24hrs THANK YOU P TM TEAM 161690143 

BW-Notify BSNL 11-Apr-20 9376215449 Dear Customer 

your P.team KYC has been suspended. Call us 8389923651 

immediately. Your account will be blocked within 24 hrs. 

Thank you. 2621686 
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BW-NOTICE BSNL 12-Apr-20 9082841304 Dear Customer 

your P.team KYC has been suspended. Call us 

9093944847 

immediately. Your account will be blocked within 24 

hrs. Thank you. 161783675 For elaborate details 

please go through the attachment. 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh <j 

ang.singh@paytmbank.com> Date: 

Mon, 20 Apr 2020 at 01:14 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||20th Apr'2020 

To: d  ircmbsnl@ gmail.com <d  ircmbsnl@ gmail.com>, c  

mdbsnl@ bsnl.co.in <c  mdbsnl@ bsnl.co.in>, 

d  kagr awalsgm@gmail.com <d  kagr awalsgm@gmail.com>, a  

gm   vasco.bsnl@gmail.com <a  gm   vasco.bsnl@gmail.com>, c  

oebnda@ gmail.com <c  oebnda@ gmail.com>, a  nita.jo  

hri@gmail.com <a  nita.jo  hri@gmail.com>, 

u  ccnoidaupw@gmail.com <u  ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <d  harmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <j atinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, 

Priyanka Paul <p riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Mohd 

Abbas <m   ohd.abbas@ paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain 

<a  kshay 2.jain@paytm.com>, Sumit Somani <s  umit@ 

paytmbank.com> 
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Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal, 

 

We thank you for your support for blocking the earlier 

reported fraudulent keywords used by fraudsters 

 

Despite all of our efforts, we are still observing the flow of 

fraudulent SMSes, in view of the same, we have updated the 

blocked keyword list. 

 

We request you to kindly block the keywords if they are non-

official Paytm headers and share a confirmation over email. 

Apart from this, we are also sharing recent SMSes Headers 

which needs to be blocked. 

 

Kindly note: Keywords sheet contains 2 sub sheets named 

as “New Keywords to be blocked” and “Shared Earlier”. 

Kindly update your remarks on both the sheets basis your 

action. 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh 

on April 20, 2020 at 01:13:27. 
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Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual 

or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or 

copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-

mail and destroy all copies of this message and any 

attachments. Any views or opinions presented in this email 

are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. Warning: Although the 

company has taken reasonable precautions to ensure no 

viruses are present in this email, the company cannot accept 

responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of 

this email or attachments. 

 

******************************************************************

*******           This email and attachments have been 

scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the 

Inside Out. 

 

www.forcepoint.com 

 

*******************************************************************

****** 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential 

and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
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which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this 

e- mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of 

the author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, 

the company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or 

damage arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

 

-- 

 

Thank

JTO 

Jaspal 

Singh 

SMSC 

CMTS 

NZ NC 

BSNL Chandigarh 
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Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the 

author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

******************************************************************

*******           This email and attachments have been 

scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the Inside 

Out. www.forcepoint.com 

***********************************************************************

** 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, 

you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 

Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all 

copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 
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opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 
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SUBJECT: Re: Fw: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||20th Apr'2020 

 

Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com> 

Wed 4/29/2020 8:14 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Cc:Akshay Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

 

 

Dear Jang, 

 

Please respond back to them with a copy to me and Jatinder sir, with 

a list of all the header and seeking their confirmation of blocking and 

also introducing the keywords in the spam filter. 

Regards 

Dharmender Jhamb 

On Wed, Apr 29, 2020 at 8:05 PM Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com> wrote: 

 

Regards, 
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Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

 

From: UCC NOIDA <u  ccnoidaupw@gm   ail.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 1:32 PM 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh; gm   tdnoida@gmail.com; S  

DEEBNDA@gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||20th Apr'2020 

 

 

Sir, 

Kindly find the report from Noida SSA .All the given headers are 

blocked by the smsc team as per the trailinj mail On Mon, 20 Apr 

2020 at 12:53, SMSC Team Chd <s  mscteamchd@gm   ail.com> 

wrote: 

Dear Team, 

 

BW-INFTEH blocked. 

BW-VIDUAL , BW-NOTICE, BW-NOTIFY WERE ALREADY 

BLOCKED . 

 

On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 10:50 AM UCC NOIDA <u  

ccnoidaupw@gmail.com> wrote: 

Sir, 
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Please find the complaint received from PAYTM office 

written to CMD.Please block the BW- Headers immediately. 

 

 

SenderID/header 

(Group By header) Name of Telco Reported Date Victim's 

Mobile Number Message Received Case Ref 

BW-VIDUAL BSNL 9-Apr-20 9714702393 Dear Customer 

Your P Y TM K C Y has been expire today please call 

customer care no 9832066209 your P Y T M has been 

block 24hrs THANK YOU P Y T M TEAM 161555850 

BW-INFTEH BSNL 11-Apr-20 315569468 Dear Customer 

your P A Y T M K Y C has been expire today please call 

customer care no 8660345987 your P A Y T M has been 

block 24hrs THANK YOU P TM TEAM 161690143 

BW-Notify BSNL 11-Apr-20 9376215449 Dear Customer your 

P.team KYC has been suspended. Call us 8389923651 

immediately. Your account will be blocked within 24 hrs. 

Thank you. 2621686 

BW-NOTICE BSNL 12-Apr-20 9082841304 Dear Customer 

your P.team KYC has been suspended. Call us 9093944847 

immediately. Your account will be blocked within 24 hrs. 

Thank you. 161783675 

For elaborate details please go through the attachment. 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
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From: Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com> Date: 

Mon, 20 Apr 2020 at 01:14 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||BSNL||20th Apr'2020 

To: d  ircmbsnl@ gmail.com <d  ircmbsnl@gm   ail.com>, c  

mdbsnl@ bsnl.co.in <c  mdbsnl@ bsnl.co.in>, 

d  kagr awalsgm@gmail.com <d  kagr awalsgm@gmail.com>, a  

gm   vasco.bsnl@gmail.com <a  gm   vasco.bsnl@gmail.com>, 

coebnda@   gmail.com <coebnda@   gmail.com>, a  

nita.johri@gmail.com <anita. johri@gmail.com>, 

u  ccnoidaupw@gmail.com <u  ccnoidaupw@gm   ail.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <d  harmender.jh  amb@paytm.com>, 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, 

Priyanka Paul <p riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Mohd 

Abbas <m   ohd.abbas@ paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain 

<a  kshay 2.jain@paytm.com>, Sumit Somani <s  umit@ 

paytmbank.com> 

 

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal, 

We thank you for your support for blocking the earlier 

reported fraudulent keywords used by fraudsters 

Despite all of our efforts, we are still observing the flow of 

fraudulent SMSes, in view of the same, we have updated the 

blocked keyword list. 
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We request you to kindly block the keywords if they are non-

official Paytm headers and share a confirmation over email. 

Apart from this, we are also sharing recent SMSes Headers 

which needs to be blocked. 

Kindly note: Keywords sheet contains 2 sub sheets named as 

“New Keywords to be blocked” and “Shared Earlier”. Kindly 

update your remarks on both the sheets basis your action. 

Regards, 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 20, 2020 at 01:13:27. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual 

or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or 

copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-

mail and destroy all copies of this message and any 

attachments. Any views or opinions presented in this email 

are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. Warning: Although the 

company has taken reasonable precautions to ensure no 
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viruses are present in this email, the company cannot accept 

responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of 

this email or attachments. 

 

*******************************************************************

******       This email and attachments have been scanned 

for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the 

Inside Out. www.forcepoint.com 

*******************************************************************

****** 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential 

and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this 

e- mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of 

the author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 
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Thanks & Regards 

JTO 

Jaspal Singh 

CMTS 

NZ 

NC 

BSNL Chandigarh 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

************************************************

*************************         This email 

and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 
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Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

www.forcepoint.com 

***********************************************************************

** 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not 

necessarily represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

-- 
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SUBJECT: Fwd: Suspicious Headers||Paytm Payments 

Bank||BSNL||1st May'2020 

 

UCC NOIDA <uccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Sat 5/2/2020 10:17 AM 

Inbox 

To: Swarnjeet Singh <sdesmscchd@gmail.com>; SMSC Team 

Chd <smscteamchd@gmail.com>; 

Cc:gmtdnoida@gmail.com <gmtdnoida@gmail.com>; 

SDEEBNDA@gmail.com <SDEEBNDA@gmail.com>; 

 

 

 

Sir, 

 

Kindly find the fresh list of fake sms sent ot customers on behalf of 

M/s Paytm. Please block these headers immediately and also 

provide vendor ID so that action may be taken against the vendor 

immediately. 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: <ja  ng.singh@paytmbank.com> 
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Date: Fri, 1 May 2020 at 22:00 

Subject: Suspicious Headers||Paytm Payments Bank||BSNL||1st 

May'2020 

To: dircmbsnl@ gmail.com <dircmbsnl@ gmail.com>, cmdbsnl@ 

bsnl.co.in <cmdbsnl@ bsnl.co.in>, dkagr awalsgm@gmail.com 

<dkagr awalsgm@gmail.com>, agm   vasco.bsnl@gmail.com <agm   

vasco.bsnl@gmail.com>,  coebnda@ gmail.com < coebnda@ 

gmail.com>, anita. johri@gmail.com <anita.jo  hri@gmail.com>, 

UCC NOIDA <uccnoidaupw@gmail.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb < dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>, 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Mohd Abbas <mohd.abbas@ 

paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain <akshay 2.jain@paytm.com>, 

Sumit Somani 

<sumit@ paytmbank.com> 

 

 

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal 

 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 2018, reference point 

number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers have reported the 

Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have 

reported such communication to your customer service channel. 
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In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to 

us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. We 

have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim 

and complaint details, Please let us know if any further 

information needed from our side. 

 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: 

 BSNL 

I.  A. 

 

Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Header 

from 29th April 2020 to 30th April 2020 

Number of new headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs: 6 

Headers Description : 

 

 

BW-PKTYMC 

BWPKTYMC 

BPINFIND 

BT-CLASMS 

BW-PTTEAM 

BP-ONLINE 

Refer Annexure: 
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BSNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: 

 

Regards, 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on May 

01, 2020 at 22:00:00. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 

to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, 

you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of 

this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not 

necessarily represent those of the company. Warning: Although 

the company has taken reasonable precautions to ensure no 

viruses are present in this email, the company cannot accept 

responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of this 

email or attachments. 
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*************************************************

************************           This email and 

attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the Inside 

Out. 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender 

immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message and 

any attachments. Any views or opinions presented in this email are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of 

the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||5th April'2020||QTL 

 

Naveen Bhatt <Naveen.Bhatt@infotelconnect.com> 

Mon 4/6/2020 12:42 PM 

 

To: Dharmender Jhamb (dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com) 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Cc:Akshay Jain (akshay2.jain@paytm.com) 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Mr. Dharmender, 

 

Refer our discussion someday back, wherein we have inform you 

that we will include all the combination keywords in respect to 

Paytm in the blocking list which will be provide by you time to 

time subject to that 

keywords not pertain/belong to other general communication i.e. 

PTM. Also refer attached communication send to our client 

pertaining to suspicious activity related to Paytm. 
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We suggest to Paytm that, kindly initiate campaign to your 

customer in respect to we are not asking for KYC & not to share 

any information to anyone and contact us for any query. 

 

Also we request to kindly nominate one person from your end, 

who will coordinate with us for the queries, because it is difficult 

to us coordinate with multiple stakeholders from Paytm team for 

the same queries. 

Regards 

Naveen Bhatt 

Regulatory Affairs 

 

From: Dharmender Jhamb 

[mailto:dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com] 

Sent: Sunday, April 05, 2020 6:04 PM 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh; pradeep.paliwal@videocon.com 

Cc: raj.b@vispl.in; Naveen Bhatt; Jatinder Kumar Thakar; Mohd 

Abbas; Akshay Jain 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||5th April'2020||QTL 

 

Dear Mr. Naveen Bhat, 

 

Thanks for the discussion over phone, We 

request for confirmation on A> Inclusion of all 

the keywords in the blocking list. 

B> Blocking of headers mentioned the 

list in the mail below C> Strict control 
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on issuance or further usage of these 

headers. 

@ Mr. Paliwal, We understands, its no more part of Vodafone 

business. But your help in restricting this menace will be highly 

appreciated. 

Regards, 

Dharmender 

On Sun, Apr 5, 2020 at 2:46 AM Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Naveen Bhatt, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call 

/ SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to 

your customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender 

agencies. We have provided comprehensive complainant, 

Victim and complaint details, Please let us know if any further 

information needed from our side. 
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(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Quadrant Televentures Limited 

1. Frauds complaint using QTL issued Header 

from 1st Jan’20 to 4th April 2020 Number of 

headers blocked by QTL: 2 

Number of new headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 17 

Headers Description : QP-Sarkar, QP-SSVMRT, QP-PAYSMS, 

QP-610430, QP-TESTIN, QP-Suprot, QP-uALERT, QP- 

ALRETZ, QP-pALert, QP-PACDHM, QP-TSTReg, QP-Alerts, 

QP-pUpdte, QP-REMNDR, QP-PWALET, QP-TETSMS 

Refer Annexure 1 : QTL_1st Jan_to_4th Apr 

A.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported 

from 30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 50 Total number of 

repeated Fraudsters reported from 30th Mar’20 to 

4th Apr’20: 26 Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 
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QTL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the QTL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the QTL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the QTL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : QTL_Final_Status _4th April: To be 

updated by the QTL Team 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 05, 2020 at 02:45:34. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the 

author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. Warning: Although the company has taken 

reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this 
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email, the company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or 

damage arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

*********************************************************************

**** This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

 www.forcepoint.com 

***********************************************************************

** 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which 

they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do 

not necessarily represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

-- 

Best Regards, 

Dharmender Jhamb 

Ph: 9958311633 
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||30th March'2020|| 

 

Wed 4/8/2020 11:01 AM 

 

To: Akshay Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

 

Dear Mr. Akshay, 

 

Refer trailing mail, kindly note following: 

 

Most of the keywords has already block at our end and same 

has been intimated to you (mail attached for your 

reference). 

This is reference to Keywords list share 04.04.2020, please 

find attached sheet with remarks and summary of the 

same is as under. 

 

Status Count 
 

Already in Blocked 17 

General Words 4 

To be blocked 33 
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Grand Total 54 

 

General keywords cannot be block due to this is using in 

some other content. 

Request to kindly share list of only those keywords which is not 

shared earlier, due to we don’t have so much manpower at this 

time to check them again and again. 

 

Best Regards, 

Regulatory Affairs 

 

From: Akshay Jain [mailto:akshay2.jain@paytm.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 06, 2020 8:15 PM 

To: Naveen Bhatt 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb; Jang Bahadur Singh 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||30th March'2020|| 

 

Dear Naveen, 

Please find updated list of 100 keywords, messages having 

these need to be blocked if they are from non-official Paytm 

headers. Regards 

Akshay Jain 

Mobile: + 91-9999910215 

 

On Sat, Apr 4, 2020 at 2:01 PM Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com> wrote: 

Dear Naveen, 
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Please find additional keywords, messages having these 

need to be blocked if they are from non-official Paytm 

headers. Regards, 

Akshay 

 

On Tue, Mar 31, 2020, 3:39 PM Naveen Bhatt <N   

aveen.Bhatt@ infotelconnect.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Jang Bahadur, 

 

Refer to w.r.t. our discussion and trail, kindly note following: 

 

In the mail & attachments shared by Paytm, our Company 

name is wrongly mention Videocon. The prefix QP, as 

mentioned in Annexure-1, is assigned to Quadrant 

Televentures Limited (QTL). Request you to correct the 

same for future correspondence. 

 

 

Our CSD & Operations team is in regular touch with your 

officials and is resolving all the issues pertaining to reported 

SMS headers/content. Please find attached the e-mail 

correspondence where in all the key word combinations 

suggested by PAYTM have been blocked at our platform. 

Also the proposed look-like Sender IDs have been black-

listed as per requirement shared. 

For taking action on the respective TM/senders, we would 

request your support to share some additional details in the 
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below format. These are essential for identification of the 

concerned TM . 

 

 

 

• Kindly note that Annexure 2 (Calling details) is not 

applicable to us as none of the calling numbers belong to 

our Company. 

 

 

We will be happy to provide any further support & assistance 

as required . 

 

Best Regards, 

Regulatory Affairs 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  ng.singh@paytmbank.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 6:11:44 PM 

To: p radeep.paliwal@videocon.com <p 

radeep.paliwal@videocon.com>; r aj. b@vispl.in <r aj. 

b@vispl.in>; Naveen.bhatt@infotelconnect.com 

<N   aveen.bhatt@ infotelconnect.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <d  harmender.jh  amb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<p riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas <m   

ohd.abbas@p aytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain <akshay 

Header ID/Suspicious 
Number 

Victim's Mobile 
Number 

Date and time of 
received SMS and 

calls 

Content of SMS/Calls Rema
rks 
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2.jain@paytm.com>; c  p@trai.gov.in <c  p@trai.gov.in>; s  

unil.bajp ai@trai.gov.in <s  unil.bajp ai@trai.gov.in>; a  

dvqos@trai.gov.in <a  dvqos@trai.gov.in>; s  ecy -dot@nic.in <s  

ecy -dot@nic.in>; ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in 

<d  dgs ecurity-dot@ nic.in>; Sumit Somani <sumit@p ay 

tmbank.com> 

Subject: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||30th March'2020||Videocon 

 

Dear Mr. Naveen Bhatt, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 

2018) dated 19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), 

Our 

esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have reported 

such communication to your customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints 

reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to 

Sender agencies. We have provided comprehensive 

complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let us know 

if any further information needed from our side. 
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(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Videocon 

•  AFrauds complaint using 

Videocon issued Header from 26th 

Mar’20 to 29th March 2020 Number 

of new headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs: 2 

Headers Description : QP-VIDUAL, QP-ANYONE 

Refer Annexure 1 : Videocon_26th Mar_to_29th Mar 

•  BCall details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique 

Fraudsters reported from 26th 

Mar’20 to 29th Mar’20: 20 Total 

number of repeated Fraudsters 

reported from 26th Mar’20 to 29th 

Mar’20: 8 Refer Annexure 2: Call 

Details Data 
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Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Videocon to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, 

Calling number and Sending Agency as 

Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Videocon 

Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the Videocon Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Videocon Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Videocon_Final_Status _30th March: To 

be updated by the Videocon Team 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 30, 2020 at 18:11:40. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 
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destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of 

the author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

*************************************************

************************ This email and 

attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive 

information leakage. Forcepoint 

DLP, Protecting Your Information 

from the Inside Out. w 

ww.forcepoint.com 

**********************************************************************

*** 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which 

they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do 

not necessarily represent those of the company. 
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Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Manish 

Bhanker 

<manish.bhanker@    

vispl.in> To: Akshay 

Jain <akshay 

2.jain@paytm.com> 

Cc: Soumadri Sen <s  oumadri.sen@ vispl.in>, "Neelabh 

Upadhyay (VTL)" <n  eelabh.upadhyay@vispl.in>, Dharmender 

Jhamb <d  harmender.jh  amb@paytm.com> Bcc: 

Date: Mon, 16 Mar 2020 05:28:06 +0000 

Subject: RE: Request urgent action for stopping frauds 

propagating through telecom services - Videocon 

Dear Team 

 

All given words enable on our platform also. 

 

Thanks and Regards 

Manish Bhanker 

CSD  

9653018288 

 

From: Akshay Jain [mailto:a  kshay2.jain@paytm.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 10:20 AM 
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To: Manish Bhanker (VISPL) 

Cc: Soumadri Sen (VISPL); Neelabh Upadhyay (VISPL); 

Dharmender Jhamb 

Subject: Re: Request urgent action for stopping frauds 

propagating through telecom services - Videocon 

 

Dear Manish, 

Request you to kindly update 

whether below measures have 

been implemented. Regards 

Akshay Jain 

Mobile: + 91-9999910215 

 

On Fri, Mar 6, 2020 at 4:56 PM Dharmender Jhamb <d  

harmender.jh  amb@paytm.com> wrote: 

Dear Manish, 

 

Deeply thankful of yours for the same. I would urge to 

implement following two steps in your spam list: 

 

Step : 1 On all the SMSes sent by Videocon to its subscriber, 

apply content filtering to identify all the SMSes matching the 

45 combination of keywords ( listed in my email) 

 

S/N Combination of Key words to be blocked 

1 PAYTM + eKYC 

2 PYTM + KYC 

3 PYTM + eKYC 

4 P2TM + KYC 
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5 P2TM + eKYC 

6 P#TM + KYC 

7 PTM + KYC 

8 PTM + eKYC 

9 PATYM + eKYC 

10 PATYM + KYC 

11 PAY'T'M + eKYC 

12 PAY'T'M + KYC 

13 P'AYTM + KYC 

14 P'A'YTM + KYC 

15 PA'Y'TM + KYC 

16 PAY'T'M + KYC 

17 PAYT'M' + KYC 

18 P'AYTM + eKYC 

19 P'A'YTM + eKYC 

20 PA'Y'TM + eKYC 

21 PAY'T'M + eKYC 

22 PAYT'M' + eKYC 

23 Pytam + Kyc 

24 Pytam + eKyc 

25 Pytm + KYC 

26 Pytm + eKYC 

27 pay''tm + KYC 

28 pay''tm + eKYC 

29 PAY'TM + KYC 

30 PAY'TM + eKYC 

31 PAYTM + KYC 

32 PAYTM + eKYC 

33 Paytm + KYC 

34 Paytm + eKYC 

35 PAY-TM + K.Y.C 

36 PAY-TM + eK.Y.C 

37 Pa2ytm + K2YC 

38 PAY.TM + K.Y.C 

39 PYATM + KYC 

40 PYATM + eKYC 

41 (Paytm) + KYC 

42 (Paytm) + eKYC 

43 PAY2M + KYC 

44 PAY2M + KY2C 

45 PAY-TM + KY,C 

 

Step 2: On all the above identified SMSes with keywords, 

Block all the SMSes delivery except SMSes sent from 

following IDs :VPAYTM, BPaytm, FPaytm, ipaytm, 

PAYTMB, PAYTMC, Vpaytm, PAYTMM, iPMall, lpaytm, 
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mPaytm, GMPIND, PFGAME (These are official Paytm 

headers) 

 

Regards, 

Dharmender 

 

On Fri, Mar 6, 2020 at 3:41 PM Manish Bhanker (VISPL) <m   

anish.bhanker@ vispl.in> wrote: 

Dear Dharmender 

 

This is to update we will block given sender ids along with 

this we will also enable below 2 keywords in our SPAM list. 

 

PYTM KYC 

PTM CUSTOMER 

Also find below list of sender ids which has already been 

blocked from end. 

Thank & Regards 

Manish Bhanker 

 

From: Dharmender Jhamb [mailto:d  harmender.jh  

amb@paytm.com] 

Sent: Friday, March 06, 2020 2:42 PM 

To: Akshay Jain 

Cc: Manish Bhanker (VISPL) 

Subject: Re: Request urgent action for stopping frauds 

propagating through telecom services - Videocon 
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Dear Manish, 

 

I am sharing following additional headers, which 

have been detected to be sending fraudulent 

messages. Regards. 
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||10th April'2020||QTL 

 

Naveen Bhatt <Naveen.Bhatt@infotelconnect.com> 

Fri 4/10/2020 12.25pm 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Akshay 

Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Manish Bhanker 

<manish.bhanker@vispl.in>; 

 

 

 

Dear Mr. Jang Bahadur, 

 

Refer trailing mail, kindly refer attached mail and note following. 

 

2. Kindly share list of only those keywords which is not shared 

earlier, due to we don’t have so much manpower ant time at 

this time to check them again and again. We have taken 

action against the many keywords and intimate to you (mail 

attached). 

3. Calling details sheet mentioned in the attached list is not 

pertaining to QTL, so arrange to send specific case belong to 

QTL only. 

4. Also share the header list as per format which already share with 

you earlier but you are sending details as per the format, due to 
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this we are unable to identify the concern sender. So arrange to 

provide the same as per below format only. 

 

Header 
ID/Suspicious 
Number 

Victim's 
Mobile 
Number 

Date and 
time of 

received 
SMS and 

calls 

Content of 
SMS/Calls 

Rem
arks 
By Q 

     

 

In view of the above, kindly incorporate the above before sending any 

mail and send revised mail specify QTL cases. 

 

Best Regards, 

Regulatory Affairs 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [mailto:jang.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 2:25 AM 

To: aj.b@vispl.in; Naveen Bhatt 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb; Jatinder Kumar Thakar; Priyanka Paul; Mohd 

Abbas; Akshay Jain; Sumit Somani 

Subject: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||10th April'2020||QTL 

 

Dear Mr. Naveen Bhatt, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). 

Our customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 
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In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the complaint 

along with First instance, Second Instance and Third Instance list of 

violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to us. We request for 

TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. We have provided 

comprehensive complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let 

us know if any further information needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018_0.pdf 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Quadrant Televentures Limited 

B. Frauds complaint using QTL issued Header from 5th Arp’20 to 8th 

April’20.  

Number of new headers sending the fraud/ fake SMSs: 6 

Headers Description : QP-PUBSMS, QP-INFTEC, QP-SNDSMS, 

QP610430, QP-QPTKYMY, QP-SMSSMS 

 

Refer Annexure 1 : QTL_5th Apr_to_8th Apr 

B. Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with fraud 

details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. We urge you 

for your investigation and further actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 5th Apr’20 to 4th 

Apr’20: 35 
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Total number of repeated Fraudsters reported from 5th Apr’20 to 4th 

Apr’20: 17 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

Keywords 

We are also sharing SMS keywords which needs to be blocked if they 

are non-official Paytm headers. We urge you for your investigation and 

further actions as prescribed by regulations. Refer Annexure 3: SMS 

Keywords 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as mentioned 

in the below format 

QTL to provide status on Blocking 

of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending 

Agency as 

Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number 

of header blocked: To be updated 

by the QTL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/ 

blocked: To be updated by OTL 

Team 

Number of phone numbers 

blocked: To be updated by QTL 

Team 

Number of keywords blocked: To 

be updated by QTL Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : QTL_Final_Status _10th April: To be updated 
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by the QTL Team 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+9199997539
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This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on April 

10, 2020 at 02:24:42. 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the 

author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which 

they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of 

this message and any 

attachments. Any views or opinions presented in this email are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 

of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm Payments Bank||QTL||20th 

Apr'2020 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Mon 4/20/2020 12:56 AM 

 

To: aj.b@vispl.in <aj.b@vispl.in>; Naveen.bhatt@infotelconnect.com 

<Naveen.bhatt@infotelconnect.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder 

Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

Dear Mr. Naveen Bhatt, 

We thank you for your support for blocking the earlier reported 

fraudulent keywords used by fraudsters 

 

Despite all of our efforts, we are still observing the flow of 

fraudulent SMSes, in view of the same, we have updated the 

blocked keyword list. 

We request you to kindly block the keywords if they are non-

official Paytm headers and share a confirmation over email. 

Apart from this, we are also sharing recent SMSes Headers 
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which needs to be blocked. 

 

Kindly note: Keywords sheet contains 2 sub sheets named as 

“New Keywords to be blocked” and “Shared Earlier”. Kindly 

update your remarks on both the sheets basis your action. 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 20, 2020 at 00:56:30.
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||2nd March'2020||Vodafone 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Mon 3/2/2020 10:14 PM 

Sent Items 

To: Ravinder.Takkar@vodafoneidea.com 

<Ravinder.Takkar@vodafoneidea.com>; 

rahul.vatts@vodafoneidea.com 

<rahul.vatts@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Cc:cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; 

dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 5 attachments (1 MB) 

Annexure-1.xlsx; Annexure-2.xlsx; Annexure-3.xlsx; Annexure-

4.xlsx; Vodafone_1st March SS.zip; 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Vodafone 

A Total Frauds complaint using 

Vodafone issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 20 
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Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 20 

Headers Description : VD-KYCOFF, VD-PTKYCK, VD-PYTKCY, 

VG-EPYTMI, VG-PMTKYO, VG-PTTKYC, VG-TEXTSM, VG- 

ZMKYCP, VK-PYTKYC, VM-ALTKYC, VM-IMPATM, VM-

IPATYM, VM-OKDFCD, VM-PATKYC, VM-PATMKG, VM-

PAYKYC, VM- Update, VM-KYCPTM, VM-044220, VM-340609 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 20 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone _20_Total_Overall 

B. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header from 26th 

Feb’20 to 1st March 2020 Number of headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous day): 2 Headers 

Description : VM-KYCPTM, VM-340609 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 2 

Refer Annexure 2 : Vodafone _2_Total_26th Feb-1st March 

C. Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5259 

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous day(1st March 

2020): 35 

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 
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Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone 

Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : Vodafone_Final_Status _1st March: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 02, 2020 at 22:14:46. 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||3rd March'2020||Vodafone 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Tue 3/3/2020 7:29 PM 

Sent Items 

To: Ravinder.Takkar@vodafoneidea.com 

<Ravinder.Takkar@vodafoneidea.com>; 

rahul.vatts@vodafoneidea.com 

<rahul.vatts@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Cc:cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; 

dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Vodafone 

A Total Frauds complaint using 

Vodafone issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 20 

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 20 

Headers Description : VD-KYCOFF, VD-PTKYCK, VD-PYTKCY, 

VG-EPYTMI, VG-PMTKYO, VG-PTTKYC, VG-TEXTSM, VG- 
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ZMKYCP, VK-PYTKYC, VM-ALTKYC, VM-IMPATM, VM-IPATYM, 

VM-OKDFCD, VM-PATKYC, VM-PATMKG, VM-PAYKYC, VM- 

Update, VM-KYCPTM, VM-044220, VM-340609 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 20 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone _20_Total_Overall 

B. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header from 1st 

Mar’20 to 2nd March 2020 Number of headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous day): 0 

Headers Description : N/A 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 0 

Refer Annexure 2 : N/A 

C. Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5308 

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous day(1st March 

2020): 39 

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number 

of header blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 
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Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : Vodafone_Final_Status _2nd March: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 03, 2020 at 19:29:33. 
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SUBJECT: Re: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||9th March'2020||Vodafone 

 

Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com> 

Mon 3/16/2020 4:50 PM 

 

To: Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Cc:Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Jatinder Kumar 

Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

 

Dear Geeta, 

 

Request for confirmation of unblocking of aforementioned 

numbers and following numbers: 9220555666 & 9355091327 

Regards 

Dharmender Jhamb 

On Fri, Mar 13, 2020 at 2:22 PM Dharmender Jhamb < 

dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com> wrote: 

Thanks Geeta for your kind actions on our requests. 

 

We here by confirm that following number belongs to our partner 

and same is requested to be unblocked, I had requested for the 

same to Sundeep 
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: 8376888888 

 

On Fri, Mar 13, 2020 at 2:18 PM Bhatia, Geeta (COR), 

Vodafone Idea <GEETA.NAGPAL@ vodafoneidea.com> 

wrote: Dear Mr Singh, 

Please find below the action taken by us against your below 

mail: 

We have blocked the Headers VM-NVPTNA, VM-PAYSMS, VM-

044136 as per the details shared by you. 

 

We have blocked the numbers which belonged to VIL and 

updated the list in Annexure-3. 

Further, we would like to inform you that we have disconnected 

the MSISDN- 8376888888 on the basis of details provided by 

you. However, the 

customer has contacted us and informed that he is associated 

with your organization and is not involved in any such fraud 

activity. We request you to kindly re-check and confirm. Basis 

the same, we will revert to the customer. 

Regards 

Geeta 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh 

[mailto:ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: 09 March 2020 9:57 PM 

To: Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea <P.Balaji 

@vodafoneidea.com>; Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 
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<GEETA.NAGPAL@ vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, 

Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea <Zarine.D@ vodafoneidea.com> 

 

 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb < dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<p riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas <mohd.abbas@ 

paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain <akshay 2.jain@paytm.com> 

Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||9th March'2020||Vodafone 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 

2018) dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call 

/ SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to 

your customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints 

reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to 

Sender agencies. We have provided comprehensive 
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complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let us know 

if any further information needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Vodafone 

A. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header 

from 3rd Mar’20 to 8th March 2020 Number of 

headers already blocked by Vodafone: 20 

Number of new headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 3 

Headers Description : VM-NVPTNA, VM-PAYSMS, VM-

044136 

 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone_3rd Mar_to_8th Mar 

A.  BCall details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported 

from 3rd Mar’20 to 8th Mar’20: 153 Total number of 

repeated Fraudsters reported from 3rd Mar’20 to 8th 

Mar’20: 97 Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 
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Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

 

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, 

Calling number and Sending Agency as 

Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header blocked: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the Vodafone Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Vodafone_Final_Status _9th March: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

 

Regards, 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 09, 2020 at 21:56:43. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-
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mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. 

Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those 

of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. Warning: Although the company has taken 

reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in 

this email, the company cannot accept responsibility for any 

loss or damage arising from the use of this email or 

attachments. 

 

 

*************************************************

************************           This email and 

attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the Inside 

Out. 

 

**********************************************************************

*** 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which 

they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 
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presented in this email are solely those of the author and do 

not necessarily represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

This E-Mail (including any attachments) may contain 

Confidential and/or legally privileged Information and is meant 

for the intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this e-mail 

in error and are not the intended recipient/s, kindly delete this e-

mail immediately from your system. You are also hereby notified 

that any use, any form of reproduction, dissemination, copying, 

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this e-

mail, its 

contents or its attachment/s other than by its intended 

recipient/s is strictly prohibited and may be construed 

unlawful. Internet Communications cannot be guaranteed to be 

secure or error-free as information could be delayed, 

intercepted, corrupted, lost, or may contain viruses. Vodafone 

Idea Limited 

does not accept any liability for any errors, omissions, viruses or 

computer shutdown (s) or any kind of disruption/denial of 

services if any experienced by any recipient as a result of this 

e-mail. 

Best Regards, Dharmender Jhamb, Ph: 9958311633
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||26th March'2020||Vodafone 

 

Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com> 

Mon 3/30/2020 10:11 AM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

Cc:Darukhanawalla, Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone 

Idea <P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; Dharmender Jhamb 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Asit Kadayan TRAI 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; Pavan Gupta 

<ja.qos1@trai.gov.in>; Kathuria, Sundeep (COR), Vodafone 

Idea <Sundeep.Kathuria@vodafoneidea.com>; 

 

 Dear Mr. Singh, 

 

Further to my below mail, we have blocked the below 2 Headers 

on the basis of screenshots shared by you: 

 

Sender 
ID 
PALER
T 
14529 
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Also, we have applied content filtering and blocked the 

keyword “PATYM” from the SMSs Regards, 

Geetaa. 

 

From: Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

Sent: 27 March 2020 12:03 PM 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com> 

Cc: Darukhanawalla, Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<zarine.d@vodafoneidea.com>; Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<p.balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; Dharmender Jhamb 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 'Akshay Jain' 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 'Asit Kadayan TRAI' 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; 'Pavan Gupta' <ja.qos1@trai.gov.in>; 

Kathuria, Sundeep (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<sundeep.kathuria@vodafoneidea.com> 

Subject: FW: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||26th March'2020||Vodafone 

Importance: 

Hi Dear Mr. Singh 

Thank you for your mail. 

 

Please find below my comments: 

 

 We have initiated action against the Headers VM-PALERT 

& VK-014529 on the basis of screenshots shared by you. 

For rest Headers, we request you to share the screenshots 
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along with the details of the recipients & Date of SMS, for 

us to take necessary action. 

For taking action against the CLIs shared, we need the 

numbers of the Called Parties and Date on which calls 

were made. 

 

We have received instructions from TRAI to take action as per 

the TRAI Regulations & for that we need the above details. We 

are marking the TRAI Officials in this mail for any further inputs 

in this regard. 

Regards  

Geeta 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [ mailto:ja  ng.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: 27 March 2020 12:31 AM 

To: Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea <P.Balaji 

@vodafoneidea.com>; Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@ vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, 

Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea <Zarine.D@ vodafoneidea.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb < dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<p riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@ paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain <akshay 

2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani <sumit@ paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||26th March'2020||Vodafone Dear Sir/Madam, 
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers 

have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our 

customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. (Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Vodafone 

Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header from 

9th Mar’20 to 25th March 2020 Number of headers 

already blocked by Vodafone: 23 

Number of new headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 5 

Headers Description : VM-ALERT, VK-PALERT, VM-040601, 

VK-014529, VM-747006 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone_9th Mar_to_25th Mar 

B.  1. 
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We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported 

from 3rd Mar’20 to 8th Mar’20: 158 Total number of 

repeated Fraudsters reported from 3rd Mar’20 to 

8th Mar’20: 65 Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone 

Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Vodafone_Final_Status _26th March: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 
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This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 27, 2020 at 00:30:20. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e- 

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

***********************************************************************

** This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 

message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 
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in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

This E-Mail (including any attachments) may contain Confidential 

and/or legally privileged Information and is meant for the 

intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this e-mail in 

error and are not the intended recipient/s, kindly delete this e- 

mail immediately from your system. You are also hereby notified 

that any use, any form of reproduction, dissemination, 

copying, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this e-mail, its contents or its attachment/s other than by its 

intended recipient/s is strictly prohibited and may be construed 

unlawful. Internet Communications cannot be guaranteed to be 

secure or error-free as information could be delayed, intercepted, 

corrupted, lost, or may contain viruses. Vodafone Idea Limited 

does not accept any liability for any errors, omissions, viruses or 

computer shutdown (s) or any kind of disruption/denial of 

services if any experienced by any recipient as a result of this e-

mail. 
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||30th March'2020||Vodafone 

 

Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com> 

Tue 3/31/2020 10:16 AM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Balaji, 

P (COR), Vodafone Idea <P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Darukhanawalla, Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Mr. Singh, 

 

Thanks for your mail. 

 

On the basis of the details provided by you, we have initiated action 

against the Sender IDs “TESTIN” & “ANYONE”. We are checking the list 

of Calling Data shared by you and will update you the status shortly. 
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Further, we would like to inform you that the approval for Paytm 

registration on DLT is pending due to business address 

mismatch. The details have been shared by our support team on 

your registered e-mail ID. We request your support in getting the 

entities registered on DLT. 

 

Regards 

Geeta. 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [mailto:jang.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: 30 March 2020 6:04 PM 

To: Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone 

Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, 

Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea <Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||30th March'2020||Vodafone Dear Sir/Madam, 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 
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2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers 

have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our 

customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. (Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Vodafone 

B. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header 

from 26th Mar’20 to 29th March 2020 Number of 

new headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 2 

Headers Description : VM-TESTIN, VD-ANYONE 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone_26th Mar_to_29th Mar 

B.  A. 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 
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Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 26th 

Mar’20 to 29th Mar’20: 20 

Total number of repeated Fraudsters reported from 3rd Mar’20 to 

8th Mar’20: 8 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone 

Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Vodafone_Final_Status _30th March: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 
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This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 30, 2020 at 18:03:48. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e- 

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

***********************************************************************

** This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

 www.forcepoint.com 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 

message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 
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in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

This E-Mail (including any attachments) may contain Confidential 

and/or legally privileged Information and is meant for the 

intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this e-mail in 

error and are not the intended recipient/s, kindly delete this e- 

mail immediately from your system. You are also hereby notified 

that any use, any form of reproduction, dissemination, 

copying, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of 

this e-mail, its contents or its attachment/s other than by its 

intended recipient/s is strictly prohibited and may be construed 

unlawful. Internet Communications cannot be guaranteed to be 

secure or error-free as information could be delayed, intercepted, 

corrupted, lost, or may contain viruses. Vodafone Idea Limited 

does not accept any liability for any errors, omissions, viruses or 

computer shutdown (s) or any kind of disruption/denial of services 

if any experienced by any recipient as a result of this e-mail.
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SUBJECT: RE: Request for Information on Fraudulent SMSes, 

Headers 

 

Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com> 

Thu 4/2/2020 11:43 AM 

 

To: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Cc:Akshay Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Balaji, P (COR), 

Vodafone Idea <P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Darukhanawalla, Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Kathuria, Sundeep (COR), 

Vodafone Idea <Sundeep.Kathuria@vodafoneidea.com>; 

 

 

Dear Mr. Jhamb, 

 

Further to my below mail, we would like to inform you that we 

have applied content based filtering on the list of keywords 

shared by you. 

 

Regards 

Geeta 

 

From: Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 
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Sent: 01 April 2020 10:12 AM 

To: 'Dharmender Jhamb' <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com> 

Cc: Akshay Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Balaji, P (COR), 

Vodafone Idea <p.balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, 

Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea <zarine.d@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Jang 

Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: RE: Request for Information on 

Fraudulent SMSes, Headers Dear Mr. 

Jhamb, 

We have already initiated action for content filtering 

of the keywords shared by you. We will update you 

once it is done. 

 

From: Dharmender Jhamb [ mailto:dharmender.jh  amb@p ay 

tm.com] 

Sent: 31 March 2020 9:09 PM 

To: Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea <GEETA.NAGPAL@ 

vodafoneidea.com> 

Cc: Akshay Jain < akshay 2.jain@paytm.com>; Balaji, P (COR), 

Vodafone Idea < P.Balaji @vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, 

Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea < Zarine.D@ vodafoneidea.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  tinder.thakar@p ay tmbank.com>; Jang 

Bahadur Singh 

<ja  ng.singh@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Re: Request for Information on Fraudulent SMSes, 

Headers 
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Dear Ms. geeta, 

We request for your response 

on this email. Regards,, 

Dharmender 

 

On Thu, Mar 26, 2020 at 2:04 PM Dharmender Jhamb < 

dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Geeta, 

 

Thanks for your mail. 

 

In addition to filtering of keywords, we hereby submit additional 

list of 50+ keywords, which may be additionally blocked. You 

response on list of the telemarketers is also awaited. 

Regards, 

Dharmender 

 

On Tue, Mar 17, 2020 at 3:10 PM Bhatia, Geeta (COR), 

Vodafone Idea <GEETA.NAGPAL@ vodafoneidea.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Jatin 

Thanks for your mail 

In regard to the below requirement from you, we would like to 

inform you that we have been taking action against the Headers 

& CLIs on the basis of the details shared by you. 
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Till date we have blocked ~25 Headers and disconnected 575 

numbers. We have also blocked the SMSs with keywords 

PYTM & PY2TM mentioned in the content. 

Kindly note that we are dependent on you for providing 

details, for us to take necessary actions. Regards, 

Geetaa. 

 

From: Akshay Jain [mailto:akshay  2.jain@paytm.com] 

Sent: 17 March 2020 1:15 PM 

To: Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@ vodafoneidea.com> 

Cc: Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea <P.Balaji 

@vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, Zarine (COR), 

Vodafone Idea 

< Zarine.D@ vodafoneidea.com>; Dharmender Jhamb < 

dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Narendra Singh Yadav 

<narendra@ paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@ paytmbank.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<p riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Request for Information on Fraudulent SMSes, 

Headers 

 

Dear Geeta, 

 

I work with Dharmender Jhamb on policy aspects at Paytm. 
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We thank and applaud you for your valuable & timely support 

in implementing restricting delivery of fake/spam SMS to curb 

phishing attacks on our customers leading to banking frauds. 

 

As necessary and much needed measure, in coming few 

days/weeks, in order to keep strict monitor to restrict the 

resurfacing of such frauds, we request the following 

information from your team on a daily basis: 

 

List of Header, which were found sending fraudulent/Fake Messages 

Date 

 

 

 

This information will help us in identification of the headers 

and blocking such headers and requesting telemarketers to 

eliminate sending such SMSes. 

 

List of Fraudulent/Fake Messages and Texts 

Date 

 

 

 

This information will help us updating spam keywords. 

 

Regards 

Akshay Jain 

Mobile: + 91-9999910215 

 

This E-Mail (including any attachments) may contain 

Confidential and/or legally privileged Information and is 

meant for the intended recipient(s) only. If you have received 
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this e-mail in error and are not the intended recipient/s, kindly 

delete this e-mail immediately from your system. You are also 

hereby notified that any use, any form of reproduction, 

dissemination, copying, disclosure, modification, distribution 

and/or publication of this e-mail, its contents or its 

attachment/s other than by its intended recipient/s is strictly 

prohibited and may be construed unlawful. Internet 

Communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-

free as information could be delayed, intercepted, corrupted, 

lost, or may contain viruses. Vodafone Idea Limited does not 

accept any liability for any errors, omissions, viruses or 

computer shutdown (s) or any kind of disruption/denial of 

services if any experienced by any recipient as a result of this 

e-mail. 

 

 

-- 

Best Regards, 

Dharmender Jhamb 

Ph: 9958311633 

 

This E-Mail (including any attachments) may contain Confidential 

and/or legally privileged Information and is meant for the 

intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this e-mail in 

error and are not the intended recipient/s, kindly delete this e- 

mail immediately from your system. You are also hereby notified 

that any use, any form of reproduction, dissemination, 
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copying, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this e-mail, its contents or its attachment/s other than by its 

intended recipient/s is strictly prohibited and may be construed 

unlawful. Internet Communications cannot be guaranteed to be 

secure or error-free as information could be delayed, intercepted, 

corrupted, lost, or may contain viruses. Vodafone Idea Limited 

does not accept any liability for any errors, omissions, viruses or 

computer shutdown (s) or any kind of disruption/denial of 

services if any experienced by any recipient as a result of this e-

mail. 

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||5th April'2020||Vodafone 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Sun 4/5/2020 2:19 AM 

Sent Items 

To: P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com 

<P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; 

GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 
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<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Vodafone 
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C. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header from 

30th Mar’20 to 4th April 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 3 

Headers Description : VD-SOMINF, VK-459159, VM-SMSSMS 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone_30th Mar_to_4th Apr 

C.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 

30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 50 Total number of repeated 

Fraudsters reported from 30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 26 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number 

of header blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Vodafone_Final_Status _4th April: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 
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+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on April 

05, 2020 at 02:19:27.
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||10th April'2020||Vodafone 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Fri 4/10/2020 2:14 AM 

Sent Items 

To: P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com 

<P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; 

GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 
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19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Vodafone 

D. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header from 

5th Apr’20 to 4th April 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 3 

Headers Description : VM-INFTEC, VM-VMRTSP, VM-QPTKMY 

 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone_5th Apr_to_8th Apr 

A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 
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We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 

5th Apr’20 to 8th Apr’20: 35 Total number of repeated 

Fraudsters reported from 30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 17 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 A. 

We are also sharing SMS keywords which needs to be blocked if 

they are non-official Paytm headers. We urge you for your 

investigation and further actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Refer Annexure 3: SMS Keywords 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone 

Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team Number of phone 

numbers blocked: To be updated by the Vodafone 

Team Number of keywords blocked: To be updated by 

the Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : Vodafone_Final_Status _10th April: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 
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This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 10, 2020 at 02:14:27. 

SUBJECT: Fwd: Escalation to Mr. Takkar on Generation of Fraud 

Headers by Vodafone authorized agencies 

 

Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com> 

Mon 4/13/2020 5:11 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

Please note in the blocked list. 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: 

Date: Mon, Apr 13, 2020 at 4:20 PM 

 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@ vodafoneidea.com> 

Subject: RE: Escalation to Mr. Takkar on Generation of 

Fraud Headers by Vodafone authorized agencies To: 

Dharmender Jhamb < dharmender.jh  

amb@paytm.com> 

Cc: Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea <P.Balaji @vodafoneidea.com>, 

Darukhanawalla, Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea <Zarine.D@ 

vodafoneidea.com>, Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  
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tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain <akshay 2.ja  

in@paytm.com>, Kathuria, Sundeep (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<Sundee p.Kathuria@vodafoneidea.com>, Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com> 

 

Dear Mr Jhamb, 

 

We have blocked the Headers on the basis of details shared by 

you. Further, we would like to inform you that the MSISDNs 

appearing in the text of the messages do not belong to VIL. 

Regards  

Geeta. 

 

From: Dharmender Jhamb [mailto: dharmender.jh  

amb@paytm.com] 

Sent: 06 April 2020 1:18 AM 

To: Takkar, Ravinder (COR), Vodafone Idea <Ravinder.Takkar@ 

vodafoneidea.com>; Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@ vodafoneidea.com> 

Cc: Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea <P.Balaji 

@vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, Zarine (COR), Vodafone 

Idea 

< Zarine.D@ vodafoneidea.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  

tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain < akshay 

2.jain@paytm.com>; Kathuria, Sundeep (COR), Vodafone Idea < 

Sundeep.Kathuria@vodafoneidea.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com> Subject: Re: Escalation to Mr. Takkar 
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on Generation of Fraud Headers by Vodafone authorized 

agencies 

 

 

Dear Ms Geeta, 

 

PFA one more header VM-SMSSMS, demands most stringent 

action to control further circulation of such SMSes 

On Mon, Apr 6, 2020 at 1:13 AM Dharmender Jhamb 

< dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com> wrote: Dear 

Ms. Geeta, 

 

 

 

PFA latest trying to dupe Paytm customers. 

 

 

E.  A.We look forward to information from Telemarketers 

sending such fraudulent messages. 

 

 

D.  A.Also, please include "P T M eKYC" as keyword in the 

spam filter, to stop further proliferate such SMS. 
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https://twitter.com/search?q=Paytm%20KYC%20fraud&src=typ

ed_query 

 

 

 

On Sun, Apr 5, 2020 at 5:52 PM Dharmender 

Jhamb < dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Geeta & Mr. Sundeep & Mr. Bala, 

 

It's highly unfortunate that despite multiple reminders in the 

last two months, still these telemarketers are utilizing the 

telecom capacity of Vodafone to dupe our esteemed & 

innocent customers, nationwide on a daily basis. 

 

 

@Zarine: This situation is worsening, as in the last five days 

three more headers have been reported to be used for sending 

fraudulent messages. We sincerely request you kindly bring 

this in urgent notice of Mr. Takkar. 

 

Regards, 

 

Dharmender jhamb 

 

Vice President, Public Policy 
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On Sun, Apr 5, 2020 at 2:19 AM Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  

ng.singh@paytmbank.com> wrote: 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER PREFERENCE 

REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our 

esteemed customers have reported the Commercial 

communication (Call 

/ SMS). Our customers have reported such communication 

to your customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and 

Third Instance list of violation by Senders, as per 

complaints reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed 

action to Sender agencies. We have provided 

comprehensive complainant, Victim and complaint details, 

Please let us know if any further information needed from 

our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190

72018_0.pdf 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 
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Name of Telco: Vodafone 

C. Frauds complaint using Vodafone issued Header 

from 30th Mar’20 to 4th April 2020 Number of new 

headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 3 

Headers Description : VD-SOMINF, VK-459159, VM-

SMSSMS 

 

Refer Annexure 1 : Vodafone_30th Mar_to_4th Apr 

B.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( 

along with fraud details), which are used for calling to 

innocent customers. We urge you for your investigation and 

further actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported 

from 30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 50 Total number of 

repeated Fraudsters reported from 30th Mar’20 to 

4th Apr’20: 26 Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

 

Vodafone to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, 

Calling number and Sending Agency as 

Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header blocked: To be 

updated by the Vodafone Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated 

by the Vodafone Team 
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Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

Vodafone Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Vodafone_Final_Status _4th April: To 

be updated by the Vodafone Team 

 

 

 

 

 

Regards, 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh 

on April 05, 2020 at 02:19:27. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual 

or entity to which they are 

addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify 

the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of 

this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do 

not necessarily represent those of the company. Warning: 
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Although the company has taken reasonable precautions to 

ensure no viruses are 

present in this email, the company cannot accept 

responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of 

this email or attachments. 

 

*******************************************************************

****** 

This email and attachments have been scanned for 

 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the 

Inside Out. 

 

*******************************************************************

****** 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which 

they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all 

copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not 

necessarily represent those of the company. 
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Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or 

damage arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

Best Regards 

Dharmender Jhamb 

 

This E-Mail (including any attachments) may contain Confidential 

and/or legally privileged Information and is meant for the intended 

recipient(s) only. If you have received this e-mail in error and are not 

the intended recipient/s, kindly delete this e-mail immediately from 

your system. You are also hereby notified that any use, any form of 

reproduction, dissemination, copying, disclosure, modification, 

distribution and/or publication of this e-mail, its contents or its 

attachment/s other than by its intended recipient/s is strictly 

prohibited and may be construed unlawful. Internet 

Communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free 

as information could be delayed, intercepted, corrupted, lost, or 

may contain viruses. Vodafone Idea Limited does not accept any 

liability for any errors, omissions, viruses or computer shutdown (s) 

or any kind of disruption/denial of services if any experienced by any 

recipient as a result of this e-mail. 

 

 

-- 

Best Regards, Dharmender Jhamb, Ph: 9958311633
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||Vodafone||20th Apr'2020 

 

Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com> 

Mon 4/20/2020 11:16 AM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, Zarine 

(COR), Vodafone Idea 

<Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com>; Kathuria, Sundeep (COR), 

Vodafone Idea <Sundeep.Kathuria@vodafoneidea.com>; 

 

Dear Mr Singh, 

 

Thanks for your mail. 

 

As communicated earlier, we would like to inform you that we are 

unable to block the combination of keywords shared by you. 
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However, we have blocked the below keywords on the basis of list 

shared by you. 

Further, we are initiating action against the Headers shared in 

trail mail. 

Regards 

Geeta. 

 

P2TM 
P#TM 
PTM 

PATYM 
PAY'T'M 
P'AYTM 
P'A'YTM 
PA'Y'TM 
PAYT'M' 
P'AYTM 
P'A'YTM 
PA'Y'TM 
PAY'T'M 
PAYT'M' 

Pytam 
Pytam 
Pytm 
Pytm 

pay''tm 
pay''tm 

PAY'TM 
PAY'TM 
PAY-TM K.Y.C 
PAY-TM K.Y.C 
Pa2ytm K2YC 

PAY.TM K.Y.C 
PYATM 
PYATM 
PAY2M 
PAY2M KY2C 
PAY-TM KY,C 

PYATM KCY 
P YTM 

PATYM KCY 
P A Y T M 
PAY2TM 
PAY2TM 
PAY,,TM 

Peytm 
P-A-Y-T-M 
P@YTM 
PAY TM 
PYA#TM 
PAY-TM 
PY2TM 
Pytm 

PAY ,TM 
PATYM 

PATMKCY 
PATYM KCY 

PATYM 
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eKCY KCY 

CKY 

 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [mailto:jang.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: 20 April 2020 1:03 AM 

To: Balaji, P (COR), Vodafone Idea 

<P.Balaji@vodafoneidea.com>; Bhatia, Geeta (COR), Vodafone 

Idea 

<GEETA.NAGPAL@vodafoneidea.com>; Darukhanawalla, 

Zarine (COR), Vodafone Idea <Zarine.D@vodafoneidea.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||Vodafone||20th Apr'2020 Dear Ms Geeta, 

We thank you for your support for blocking the earlier reported 

fraudulent keywords used by fraudsters 

 

Despite all of our efforts, we are still observing the flow of 

fraudulent SMSes, in view of the same, we have updated the 

blocked keyword list. 

 

We request you to kindly block the keywords if they are non-

official Paytm headers and share a confirmation over email. Apart 
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from this, we are also sharing recent SMSes Headers which 

needs to be blocked. 

Kindly note: Keywords sheet contains 2 sub sheets named as 

“New Keywords to be blocked” and “Shared Earlier”. Kindly update 

your remarks on both the sheets basis your action. 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 20, 2020 at 01:02:52. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e- 

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 
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***********************************************************************

** This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 

message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 

in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

This E-Mail (including any attachments) may contain Confidential 

and/or legally privileged Information and is meant for the 

intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this e-mail in 

error and are not the intended recipient/s, kindly delete this e- 

mail immediately from your system. You are also hereby notified 

that any use, any form of reproduction, dissemination, 

copying, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this e-mail, its contents or its attachment/s other than by its 
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intended recipient/s is strictly prohibited and may be construed 

unlawful. Internet Communications cannot be guaranteed to be 

secure or error-free as information could be delayed, intercepted, 

corrupted, lost, or may contain viruses. Vodafone Idea Limited 

does not accept any liability for any errors, omissions, viruses or 

computer shutdown (s) or any kind of disruption/denial of 

services if any experienced by any recipient as a result of this e-

mail. 
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SUBJECT: Re: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||3rd March'2020||Airtel 

 

Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com> 

Mon 3/9/2020 2:09 PM 

 

To: Rayomand Dalal <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>; 

Cc:Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Vivek 

Manglik <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; Manish Tiwari 

<manish1.tiwari@airtel.com>; Aparna Mathur 

<aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; Pallavi Tyagi 

<Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; nitin seth 

<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>; 

 

Dear Rayomand, 

 

THanks for your mail. 

Our team ( Mr. Jang Bahadur), will share the tracker email 

today with the concerned team copied in this mail. Regards, 

Dharmender 

 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2020 at 9:08 AM Rayomand Dalal <Ray 

omand.Dalal@airtel.com> wrote: 

Dear Paytm team, 
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It was a pleasure speaking with you last evening. Based on our 

discussion, we have been given to understand that the below 

mentioned email(s) are a daily operational update designed to 

ensure both paytm and airtel are on the same page in terms of 

fraudulent SMS / calls being made to paytm 

subscribers. (e.g. yesterday’s email states no new fraudulent 

SMSs have been reported via paytm customers and that 39 

suspected fraudulent callers have been reported via paytm 

customers for the time period 1st / 2nd March 2020) 

 

 

As requested I have looped in the relevant personnel from airtel in 

CC. Going forward you may mark such operational emails to all 

airtel personnel mentioned on this mail thread. Please feel free 

to add the relevant personnel from Paytm’s side also. 

 

 

Furthermore as mentioned in last evening’s call and reiterated in 

your meeting with our CIO; Airtel is committed to working with you 

and resolving the menace of fraudulent SMSs and calls. 

 

 

Warm Regards, 

Rayo Dalal | Bharti Airtel Limited 

Airtel Centre, Plot No-

16 | Udyog Vihar, 

Phase-IV, Gurgaon-
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122015 | 

M+919810016042 

 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh 

[mailto: 

jang.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: 03 March 2020 19:29 

To: Rayomand Dalal <Ra yomand.Dalal@airtel.com>; Harmeen 

Mehta <harmeen.mehta@ airtel.com>; Manish Tiwari 

<manish1.tiwari@ airtel.com>; Gopal Vittal <go  

pal.vittal@airtel.com> 

 

 

Cc:  dharmender.jh  amb@paytm.com; Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  

tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul <p  

riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain <akshay 

2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas <mohd.abbas@ 

paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||3rd March'2020||Airtel 

 

 

 

 

** External Email. Treat hyperlinks and attachments in this 

email with caution. ** 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to 

your customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third  

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender 

agencies. We have provided comprehensive complainant, 

Victim and complaint details, Please let us know if any further 

information needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc1907201

8_0.pdf 

 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Airtel 

A Total Frauds complaint using 

Airtel issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 5 
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Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 5 

Headers Description : AD-Alerts, ALERTS, AX-270077, AX-

Thanks, AD-660330 

 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 5 

Refer Annexure 1 : Airtel _5_Total_Overall 

B. Frauds complaint using Airtel issued Header from 

1st Mar’20 to 2nd March 2020 Number of headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the 

previous day): 0 

Headers Description : N/A 

 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 0 

Refer Annexure 2 : N/A 

C. Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5308 

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous day(2nd 

March 2020): 39 

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 
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Airtel to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Airtel Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Airtel Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the Airtel 

Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : Airtel_Final_Status _2nd March: To be 

updated by the Airtel Team 

 

 

 

 

Regards, 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 03, 2020 at 19:28:37. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-
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mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the 

author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. Warning: Although the company has taken 

reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this 

email, the company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or 

damage arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

 

*************************************************

************************           This email and 

attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information leakage. 

 

Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your Information from the Inside 

Out. 

 

***********************************************************************

** 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which 

they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do 

not necessarily represent those of the company. 
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Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

***********************************************************************

***********************************************************************

****************** 

******* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they 

are addressed. If you have received this email in error please 

notify the system manager. This message contains confidential 

information and is intended only for the individual named. If you 

are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, 

distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender 

immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake 

and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the 

intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 

copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the 

contents of this information is strictly prohibited . The information 

contained in this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

************************************************************************

************************************************************************

**************** 

******* 

Best Regards 

Dharmender Jhamb 
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SUBJECT: Automatic reply: Suspicious Headers and Calling 

Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||9th March'2020||Airtel 

 

Rayomand Dalal <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com> 

Mon 3/9/2020 10:47 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Thank you for your email; however, I am not in office and am unable to 

respond to your email. 

 

In my absence please reach out to Ekta Bhurani for any AppSec related 

queries, and Sandeep Bhardwaj or Shailendra Kapoor for any other 

queries. 

 

 

 

*********************************************************************************

*********************************************************************************

* 

**** 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended 

solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. 

If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. 

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for 

the individual named. 
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If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, 

distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by 

e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-

mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are 

notified that disclosing, copying, 

distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this 

information is strictly prohibited . The information contained in this mail 

is propriety and strictly confidential. 

*********************************************************************************

*********************************************************************************

* 

**** 

SUBJECT: RE: Request for Information on Fraudulent SMSes, 

Headers 

 

Rayomand Dalal <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com> 

Tue 3/17/2020 2:00 PM 

 

To: Akshay Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Manish Tiwari 

<manish1.tiwari@airtel.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Narendra Singh Yadav 

<narendra@paytm.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh 
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<jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Aparna Mathur 

<aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; nitin seth 

<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>; Seema Jindal 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; Vivek Manglik 

<Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; 

 

 

Hey Akshay, always happy to help!! :) 

 

With reference to your request for list of telemarketers / SMS we 

are blocking on a daily basis, regrettably sharing this on a daily 

basis will not be possible. Will need to consult with the relevant 

teams internally if we can share this and on what frequency. 

 

Ps: teams are extremely stretched right now due to covid19 

prevention preparation. 

 

Warm Regards, 

 

Rayo Dalal | Bharti Airtel Limited 

C-6138 | Airtel Centre, 

Plot No-16 | Udyog 

Vihar, Phase-IV, 

Gurgaon-122015 | 

M+919810016042 
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From: Akshay Jain [mailto:akshay2.jain@paytm.com] 

Sent: 17 March 2020 13:15 

To: Rayomand Dalal <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>; Manish 

Tiwari <manish1.tiwari@airtel.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Narendra Singh Yadav <narendra@paytm.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Request for Information on Fraudulent SMSes, Headers 

 

 

** External Email. Treat hyperlinks and attachments in 

this email with caution. ** Dear Rayomand/ Manish, 

I work with Dharmender Jhamb on policy aspects at Paytm. 

 

We thank and applaud you for your valuable & timely support in 

implementing restricting delivery of fake/spam SMS to curb 

phishing attacks on our customers leading to banking frauds. 

As necessary and much needed measure, in coming few 

days/weeks, in order to keep strict monitor to restrict the 

resurfacing of such frauds, we request the following information 

from your team on a daily basis: 

 

List of Header, which were found sending fraudulent/Fake Messages 

Date 
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This information will help us in identification of the headers and 

blocking such headers and requesting telemarketers to eliminate 

sending such SMSes. 

 

List of Fraudulent/Fake Messages and Texts 

Date 

 

 

 

This information will help us updating spam keywords. 

 

Regards 

Akshay Jain 

Mobile: + 91-9999910215 

 

 

 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in 

error please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If you are not the named addressee you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by 

mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not 

the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
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copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the 

contents of this information is strictly prohibited . The information 

contained in this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

 

“CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail message and any 

attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and 

may contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt 

from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended 

recipient, any disclosure, distribution or other use of this e-mail 

message or attachments is prohibited. If you have 

received this e-mail message in error, please delete and notify 

the sender immediately. Thank you.” 

 

 

 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in 

error please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If you are not the named addressee you should not 
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disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by 

mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not 

the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 

copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the 

contents of this information is strictly prohibited . The information 

contained in this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

“CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail message and any 

attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and may 

contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended 

recipient, any disclosure, distribution or other use of this e-mail 

message or attachments is prohibited. If you have received this e-

mail message in error, please delete and notify the sender 

immediately. Thank you.” 

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||11th March'2020||Airtel 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Wed 3/11/2020 7:15 PM 

Sent Items 
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To: Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; 

Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>; 

Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com <Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; 

aparna.mathur@airtel.com <aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; 

Seema.Jindal@airtel.com 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; Nitin.Seth@airtel.com 

<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>; 

 

 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 
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SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Airtel 

a. Frauds complaint using Airtel issued Header from 9th 

Mar’20 to 10th March 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 1 

Headers Description : AX-060533 

Refer Annexure 1 : Airtel_9th Mar_to_10th Mar 

A.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

1371
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Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 9th 

Mar’20 to 10th Mar’20: 22 Total number of repeated 

Fraudsters reported from 9th Mar’20 to 10th Mar’20: 10 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Airtel to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number 

and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of 

header blocked: To be updated by the Airtel Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Airtel Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the Airtel 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Airtel _Final_Status _11th March: To be 

updated by the Airtel Team 

 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 11, 2020 at 19:15
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||26th March'2020||Airtel 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [mailto:jang.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: 27 March 2020 00:38 

To: Vivek Manglik <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; Rayomand Dalal 

<Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>; Pallavi Tyagi 

<Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; Aparna Mathur 

<aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; Seema Jindal 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; nitin seth 

<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||26th March'2020||Airtel 

 

 

** External Email. Treat hyperlinks and attachments in this email 

with caution. ** 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers 

have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our 

customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. (Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Airtel 

b. Frauds complaint using Airtel issued Header from 

11th Mar’20 to 25th March 2020 Number of new 

headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 2 

Headers Description : AX-060536, AD-620406 

Refer Annexure 1 : Airtel_11th Mar_to_25th Mar 

B.  A. 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 
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We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported 

from 9th Mar’20 to 25th Mar’20: 158 Total number of 

repeated Fraudsters reported from 9th Mar’20 to 

25th Mar’20: 65  Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Airtel to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Airtel Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

Airtel Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the Airtel 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Airtel _Final_Status _25th March: To be 

updated by the Airtel Team 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 27, 2020 at 00:37:32. 
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Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e- 

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

************************************************************************

* This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 

message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 

in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 
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Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in 

error please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If you are not the named addressee you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by 

mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not 

the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 

copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the 

contents of this information is strictly prohibited . The information 

contained in this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

 

 

 

**************************************************************************

************************** 
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******************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in 

error please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If you are not the named addressee you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by 

mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not 

the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 

copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the 

contents of this information is strictly prohibited . The information 

contained in this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

 

SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Headers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||5th April'2020||Airtel 

 

Rayomand Dalal <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com> 

Mon 4/6/2020 4:22 PM 

 

To: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Vivek Manglik <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; 

Cc:Pallavi Tyagi <pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; Aparna Mathur 

<aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; Seema Jindal 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; nitin seth 
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<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Harmeen Mehta 

<harmeen.mehta@airtel.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Dharmender, 

 

As we have stated earlier, it is in our joint interest that no customer 

of Paytm or airtel be defrauded; towards this end we have been 

constantly working with you and the Paytm team on addressing 

the issue of fraudulent SMS(s). In addition to the block actions 

done basis feedback from paytm we are proactively reaching out 

to paytm in case of suspect messages received by our customers 

, case in example we sent you a sample SMS, received from 

BSNL mid-week , which was confirmed by Paytm for block 

actions. 

 

As shared earlier, that this is a joint effort to curb such messages, 

on our side, sooner we get information from you we take swiG 

actions to block the sender id or content as the case may be and 

you would agree that our actions have minimized the occurrence 

(only one such sender reported by your team for the period 26th 

March to 4th April). 

 

Furthermore, Vivek had shared contacts and connected with you 

on March 11, Spectrum COO in an effort to initiate dialogue 
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directly between Paytm and the defaulting aggregator, hence your 

message stating that despite several efforts we are not sharing 

information with you was disappointing and dampener to our 

efforts 

 

We have made earlier two requests on which we need your 

support on: 

a. Paytm to lodge a police complaint with sender ID and content 

, that will enable us to seek full information from 

telemarketers as requested by you, failing which we cannot 

get that information due to non-disclosure agreements. 

b.  b.Paytm headers and template registration on DLT is still 

pending, we have dedicated team assigned , commercial 

proposal shared 

but nothing progressive has been done . Sooner you do that , 

it will start the journey of cleaning up the ecosystem which is 

beneficial to all of us in long term. 

 

Notwithstanding the above, we have invested time and effort to 

build capability in our network to block the sender IDs your team 

provides along with SMS(s) based on certain keywords and 

confidence scores. We trust Paytm acknowledges this effort and 

we will continue to work with you and your team to jointly address 

these issues; towards this end suggest we have a quick call, do 

let me know a convenient time that works for you. 

 

Warm Regards, 
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Rayo Dalal | Bharti Airtel Limited 

C-6138 | Airtel Centre, 

Plot No-16 | Udyog 

Vihar, Phase-IV, 

Gurgaon-122015 | 

M+919810016042 

 

 

From: Dharmender Jhamb 

[mailto:dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com] 

Sent: 05 April 2020 18:10 

To: Harmeen Mehta <harmeen.mehta@airtel.com>; Rayomand 

Dalal <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com> 

Cc: Vivek Manglik <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; Pallavi Tyagi 

<pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; Aparna Mathur 

<aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; Seema Jindal 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; nitin seth <Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Jang Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com> 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Headers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||5th April'2020||Airtel 

 

** External Email. Treat hyperlinks and attachments in 

this email with caution. ** Dear Mr. Rayo & Mr. Vivek, 
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It's highly unfortunate that despite multiple reminders in the last 

two months, still these telemarketers are utilizing the telecom 

capacity of Airtel to dupe our esteemed & innocent customers, 

nationwide on a daily basis. 

 

We urge most strict, legal actions from your end against these 

telemarketers partnering with fraudsters for 

financial gains. Despite multiple requests the names of 

organizations are not disclosed to us for initiating actions from 

our side. 

 

Regards 

Dharmender 

 

On Sun, Apr 5, 2020 at 3:11 AM Jang Bahadur Singh 

<jang.singh@paytmbank.com> wrote: 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call 

/ SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to 

your customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 
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Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender 

agencies. We have provided comprehensive complainant, 

Victim and complaint details, Please let us know if any further 

information needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc190720

18_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Airtel 

A. Frauds complaint using Airtel issued Header 

from 26th Mar’20 to 4th April 2020 Number of new 

headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 1 

Headers Description: AD-CHPSMS 

Refer Annexure 1 : Airtel_26th Mar_to_4th Apr 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

Airtel to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Airtel Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the Airtel Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : Airtel _Final_Status _4th April: To be 

updated by the Airtel Team 
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Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 05, 2020 at 03:11:44. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the 

author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. Warning: Although the company has taken 

reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this 

email, the company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or 

damage arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

************************************************************************

* This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

 www.forcepoint.com 

***********************************************************************

** 
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This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which 

they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 

notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies 

of this message and any attachments. Any views or opinions 

presented in this email are solely those of the author and do 

not necessarily represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

    

 Best Regards 

Ravinder Jhamb 

 

 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in 

error please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If you are not the named addressee you should not 
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disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by 

mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not 

the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 

copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the 

contents of this information is strictly prohibited . The information 

contained in this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

 

“CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail message and any 

attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and 

may contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt 

from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended 

recipient, any disclosure, distribution or other use of this e-mail 

message or attachments is prohibited. If you have 

received this e-mail message in error, please delete and notify 

the sender immediately. Thank you.” 

 

 

 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
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whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in 

error please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If you are not the named addressee you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by 

mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not 

the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 

copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the 

contents of this information is strictly prohibited . The information 

contained in this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

**************************************************************************

************************** 

******************************************************************* 

“CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail message and any 

attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and may 

contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, 

any disclosure, distribution or other use of this e-mail message or 

attachments is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail message 

in error, please delete and notify the sender immediately. Thank you.
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SUBJECT: Users Sending Fraud SMS||Paytm Payments Bank||Airtel 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Fri 4/17/2020 11:21 PM 

Sent Items 

To: Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; 

Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>; 

Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com <Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; 

aparna.mathur@airtel.com <aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; 

Seema.Jindal@airtel.com 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; Nitin.Seth@airtel.com 

<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder 

Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). 
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Our customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the complaint 

along with First instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints 

reported to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender 

agencies. We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information needed 

from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: Airtel 

Mobile Numbers Used for Sending Fraud SMS: 919150211699, 

917558169390, 917418912453 

SMS Content: Dear Paytm customer your (K-Y-C) has been 

suspended Paytm office Ph XXXXXXXXXX call immediately your 

account will block with in 24hours Thank you Paytm Team 

Refer Annexure-1: Airtel_SMS 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on April 17, 

2020 at 23:21:18. 
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||Airtel||20th Apr'2020 

 

Aparna Mathur <aparna.mathur@airtel.com> 

Sat 4/25/2020 8:32 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Vivek 

Manglik <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; Rayomand Dalal 

<Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>; Pallavi Tyagi 

<pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; Seema Jindal 

<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; nitin seth 

<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul <priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

 

 

Dear Jang Bahadur, 

Please note that the filter built as our end is blocking 

messages wherever the keywords shared by you are 

matching. In few cases genuine content was blocked 
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(Sample below). Hence we are removing keyword 

PAYTM from our filter. Sender ID: 

AD-MYAMEX 

 

Content: 

Amex: INR 100.00 transaction at PAYTM COM WALLET PG 2 0 was 

declined as your account is overdue. Visit h ttp://m.amex/inpay to pay 

Regards, 

Aparna Mathur 

Customer Experience 

Bharti Airtel Limited 

 

From: Aparna Mathur 

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:11 AM 

To: 'Jang Bahadur Singh'; Vivek Manglik; Rayomand Dalal; 

Pallavi Tyagi; Seema Jindal; nitin seth 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb; Jatinder Kumar Thakar; Priyanka Paul; 

Mohd Abbas; Akshay Jain; Sumit Somani 

Subject: RE: Suspicious Headers and 

Keywords||Paytm Payments 

Bank||Airtel||20th Apr'2020 Dear Jang 

Bahadur, 

We have taken required actions at our end. 

Keyword list is updated as per mail shared 

by you. Also sending warning to identified 

Telemarketers. 

Regards, 

Aparna Mathur 
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Customer Experience 

Bharti Airtel 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [m   ailto:ja  ng. singh  @p aytmbank.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3:42 PM 

To: Aparna Mathur; Vivek Manglik; Rayomand Dalal; Pallavi 

Tyagi; Seema Jindal; nitin seth 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb; Jatinder Kumar Thakar; Priyanka Paul; 

Mohd Abbas; Akshay Jain; Sumit Somani 

Subject: RE: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||Airtel||20th Apr'2020 

 

** External Email. Treat hyperlinks and attachments in this email 

with caution. ** 

 

Dear Aparna, 

 

Kindly find the required details: 

 

AD-INFOPT Airte

l 
14-Apr-
20 

94087338
23 

Dear Payteam customer your kyc has been suspended office PH 7908689363 
Thank You 

161845
493 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 20, 2020 at 15:42:04. 
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From: Aparna Mathur <a  parna.mathur@airtel.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3:29 PM 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <ja  ng.singh@paytmbank.com>; Vivek 

Manglik <V   ivek.Mangl ik@airtel.com>; Rayomand Dalal <Ray 

omand.Dalal@airtel.com>; Pallavi Tyagi <p 

allavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; Seema Jindal <S  eema.Jindal@ 

airtel.com>; nitin seth <N   itin.Seth@ airtel.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <d  harmender.jh  amb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <ja  tinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<p riyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas <m   

ohd.abbas@p aytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain <akshay 

2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@p aytmbank.com> 

Subject: RE: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm 

Payments Bank||Airtel||20th Apr'2020 

 

 

Dear Jang Bahadur, 

 

Can you share correct number for below case: 

 

Mobile number is incomplete. 

 

AD-INFOPT Airtel 14-Apr-
20 

6725472
25 

Dear Payteam customer your kyc has been suspended office PH 7908689363 Thank You 161845
493 

 

Regards 

Aparna Mathur 
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Customer Experirence 

Bharti Airtel 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [m   ailto:ja  ng.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 1:08 AM 

To: Vivek Manglik; Rayomand Dalal; Pallavi Tyagi; Aparna 

Mathur; Seema Jindal; nitin seth 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb; Jatinder Kumar Thakar; Priyanka Paul; 

Mohd Abbas; Akshay Jain; Sumit Somani 

Subject: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm Payments 

Bank||Airtel||20th Apr'2020 

 

** External Email. Treat hyperlinks and attachments in this email 

with caution. ** 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

We thank you for your support for blocking the earlier reported 

fraudulent keywords used by fraudsters 

 

Despite all of our efforts, we are still observing the flow of 

fraudulent SMSes, in view of the same, we have updated the 

blocked keyword list. 

 

We request you to kindly block the keywords if they are non-official 

Paytm headers and share a confirmation over email. Apart from 
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this, we are also sharing recent SMSes Headers which needs to 

be blocked. 

 

Kindly note: Keywords sheet contains 2 sub sheets named as 

“New Keywords to be blocked” and “Shared Earlier”. Kindly update 

your remarks on both the sheets basis your action. 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 20, 2020 at 01:07:46. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all 

copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Warning: 

Although the company has taken reasonable precautions to 

ensure no viruses are present in this email, the company cannot 

accept 
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responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of this 

email or attachments. 

 

*****************************************************

******************** This email and attachments 

have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive 

information leakage. Forcepoint DLP, 

Protecting Your Information from the 

Inside Out.  w ww.forcepoint.com 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 

message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 

in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

http://www.airtel.in/transparency/banner1.png 

**************************************************************************

******************************************************** 

************************************* 
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This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom 

they are addressed. If you have received this email in error 

please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If 

you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, 

distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender 

immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake 

and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the 

intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, 

distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this 

information is strictly prohibited . The information contained in 

this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

**************************************************************************

******************************************************** 

************************************* 

 

 

“CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail message and any 

attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and 

may contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt 

from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended 

recipient, any disclosure, distribution or other use of this e- mail 

message or attachments is prohibited. If you have received this 

e-mail message in error, please delete and notify the sender 

immediately. Thank you.” 
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Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all 

copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Warning: 

Although the company has taken reasonable precautions to 

ensure no viruses are present in this email, the company cannot 

accept 

responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of this 

email or attachments. 

 

*****************************************************

******************** This email and attachments 

have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive 

information leakage. Forcepoint DLP, 

Protecting Your Information from the 

Inside Out.  w ww.forcepoint.com 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 
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message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 

in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

 

 

 

**************************************************************************

******************************************************** 

************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom 

they are addressed. If you have received this email in error 

please notify the system manager. This message contains 

confidential information and is intended only for the individual 

named. If 

you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, 

distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender 

immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake 

and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the 

intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, 

distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this 
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information is strictly prohibited . The information contained in 

this mail is propriety and strictly confidential. 

**************************************************************************

******************************************************** 

************************************* 

 

“CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail message and any 

attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and may 

contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended 

recipient, any disclosure, distribution or other use of this e-mail 

message or attachments is prohibited. If you have received this e-

mail message in error, please delete and notify the sender 

immediately. Thank you.” 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||3rd March'2020||JIO 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Tue 3/3/2020 7:34 PM 

Sent Items 

To: Pankaj.Pawar@ril.com <Pankaj.Pawar@ril.com>; 

Cc:cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; 

dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 
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In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to 

us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: JIO 

A Total Frauds complaint 

using JIO issued Header 

Total Complaints till Date: 1 

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 1 

Headers Description : JD-THANKS 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 1 

Refer Annexure 1 : JIO _1_Total_Overall 

B. Frauds complaint using JIO issued Header from 1st 

Mar’20 to 2nd March 2020 Number of headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous day): 0 Headers 

Description : N/A 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 0 

Refer Annexure 2 : N/A 

C. Call details 
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We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5308 

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous day(2nd March 

2020): 39 

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

JIO to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the JIO Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

JIO Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the JIO 

Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : JIO_Final_Status _2nd March: To be updated 

by the JIO Team 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 03, 2020 at 19:34:05. 
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||9th March'2020||JIO 

 

Sharat Digumarti <Sharat.Digumarti@ril.com> 

Wed 3/11/2020 12:29 PM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Priyanka Paul <priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Jatinder 

Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Rakesh Arora 

<Rakesh.Arora@ril.com>; 

 

 Mr. Rakesh Arora 

 

Dear Paytmbank and Paytm Team, 

 

We would like to inform you that basis the complaints directly received 

by us, we have taken appropriate action as per the provisions of the 

TCCCPR 2018 regulations. 

For the cases shared by you basis the complaints received at your 

end, we would not be in a position to take any further action within the 

framework of the regulations. It is reiterated that for such instances 

of any fraudulent activity, it is suggested to reach out to the law 
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enforcement authorities for appropriate action against the 

fraudsters. 

Further, your customers may also be advised to lodge complaints 

directly with the respective Telecom Service Providers, in case of 

any violation of TCCCPR 2018 provisions. 

Please let us know in case any additional information or 

clarification is required from our side. Regards, 

Sharat 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com> 

Sent: 09 March 2020 22:41 

To: Sharat Digumarti <Sharat.Digumarti@ril.com> 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Priyanka Paul <priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Jatinder Kumar 

Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com> 

Subject: [External]Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||9th March'2020||JIO 

 

 

The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open 

attachments or click links from an unknown or suspicious origin. 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
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As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 

2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers 

have reported the Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our 

customers have reported such communication to your customer 

service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to 

us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. We 

have provided 

comprehensive complainant, Victim and complaint details, 

Please let us know if any further information needed from our 

side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

A. Call details 

We are sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with fraud 

details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. We urge 

you for your investigation and further actions as prescribed by 

regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters reported from 

3rd Mar’20 to 8th Mar’20: 153 Total number of 
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repeated Fraudsters reported from 3rd Mar’20 to 8th 

Mar’20: 97 Refer Annexure 1: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

JIO to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling number and 

Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: Number of header blocked: 

To be updated by the JIO Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

JIO Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the JIO 

Team 

Refer Annexure 2 : JIO_Final_Status _9th March: To be updated 

by the JIO Team 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 09, 2020 at 22:40:53. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
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entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e- 

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

************************************************************************

* This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 

message and any attachments. Any views or opinions presented 

in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 
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company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

" Confidentiality Warning: This message and any attachments 

are intended only for the use of the intended recipient(s), are 

confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, re- 

transmission, conversion to hard copy, copying, circulation or 

other use of this message and any attachments is strictly 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 

sender immediately by return email and delete this message and 

any attachments from your system. 

 

 Virus Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email. The 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachment." 
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Calling Numbers 

Reported||Paytm Payments Bank||3rd March'2020||MTNL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Tue 3/3/2020 7:35 PM 

Sent Items 

To: cmd@bol.net.in <cmd@bol.net.in>; edd@boI.net.in 

<edd@boI.net.in>; 

Cc:cp@trai.gov.in <cp@trai.gov.in>; sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in 

<sunil.bajpai@trai.gov.in>; advqos@trai.gov.in 

<advqos@trai.gov.in>; secy- dot@nic.in <secy-dot@nic.in>; 

ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in <ddgsecurity-dot@nic.in>; 

dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com 

<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder Kumar Thakar 

<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 
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19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: MTNL 

A Total Frauds complaint using 

MTNL issued Header Total 

Complaints till Date: 1 

Number of headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs (reported Till 

Date): 1 

Headers Description : MD-Alerts 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers: 1 

Refer Annexure 1 : MTNL _1_Total_Overall 
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B. Frauds complaint using MTNL issued Header from 29th 

Feb’20 to 2nd March 2020 Number of headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs (reported on the previous day): 0 Headers 

Description : N/A 

Number of SMSes reported to be sent by these headers*: 0 

Refer Annexure 2 : N/A 

C. Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of Fraudsters reported till Date: 5308 

Total number of Fraudsters reported on previous day(2nd March 

2020): 39 

Refer Annexure 3: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

MTNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the MTNL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

MTNL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the MTNL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : MTNL _Final_Status _2nd March: To be 

updated by the MTNL Team 
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Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

March 03, 2020 at 19:35:23. 
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SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm 

Payments Bank||5th April'2020||VMIPL 

 

Regulatory VMIPL <regulatory.vmipl@vmipl.in> 

Mon 4/6/2020 11:16 AM 

 

To: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul <priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Mr. Jang Bahadur, 

 

Refer trailing mail, kindly arrange to share some additional 

details in the below format. 

 

Header 

ID/Suspicious 

Number 

Victim's Mobile 

Number 
Date and time of 

received SMS 

and 

calls 

Content of SMS/Calls Remarks By VMIPL 

     

 

These are essential to identification of the concerned TM for 

further action, without above information it is difficult to identify 

the same. 

 

Regards 

Jaipal Sharma 

ANNEXURE P-51(Colly)
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Regulatory Affairs 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [mailto:jang.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: Sunday, April 05, 2020 3:00 AM 

To: Regulatory VMIPL 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb; Jatinder Kumar Thakar; Priyanka Paul; 

Mohd Abbas; Akshay Jain; Sumit Somani 

Subject: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||5th April'2020||VMIPL 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 19th July, 2018, reference point 

number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed customers have reported the 

Commercial communication (Call / SMS). Our customers have 

reported such communication to your customer service channel. 

 

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 
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(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: VMIPL 

A.  A.Frauds complaint using 

VMIPL issued Header from 1st Jan’20 

to 4th April 2020 Number of new 

headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 

5 

Headers Description : CP-610430, CP-MZKYCP, CP-PAYKCC, 

CP-PAYSMS, CP610430 

Refer Annexure 1 : VMIPL_1st Jan_to_4th Apr 

A.  A.Call details 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along with 

fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent customers. 

We urge you for your investigation and further actions as 

prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters 

reported from 30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 50 

Total number of repeated Fraudsters 

reported from 30th Mar’20 to 4th Apr’20: 26 

Refer Annexure 2: Call Details Data 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 
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VMIPL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the VMIPL Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by the 

VMIPL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the VMIPL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 3 : VMIPL_Final_Status _4th April: To be 

updated by the VMIPL Team 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 05, 2020 at 02:59:33. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-

mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and destroy 

all copies of this message and any attachments. Any views or 

opinions presented in this email are solely  those of the author 

and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Warning: 
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Although the company has taken reasonable precautions to 

ensure no viruses are present in this email, the company cannot 

accept responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use 

of this email    or attachments. 

 

**************************************************************

*********** This email and attachments have been 

scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

www.forcepoint.com 

************************************************************************* 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they 

are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 

not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 

sender 

immediately by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message and 

any attachments. Any views or opinions presented in this email 

are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent 

those of the company. 

 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments.
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SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers and Keywords||Paytm Payments 

Bank||VMIPL||20th Apr'2020 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Mon 4/20/2020 1:16 AM 

Sent Items 

To: Regulatory VMIPL <regulatory.vmipl@vmipl.in>; 

Cc:Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar <jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul 

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Sumit Somani 

<sumit@paytmbank.com>; 

 

Dear Mr Jaipal, 

 

We thank you for your support for blocking the earlier reported 

fraudulent keywords used by fraudsters 

 

Despite all of our efforts, we are still observing the flow of 

fraudulent SMSes, in view of the same, we have updated the 

blocked keyword list. 
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We request you to kindly block the keywords if they are non-

official Paytm headers and share a confirmation over email. 

 

Kindly note: Keywords sheet contains 2 sub sheets named as 

“New Keywords to be blocked” and “Shared Earlier”. Kindly update 

your remarks on both the sheets basis your action. 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 20, 2020 at 01:16:25. 

 

SUBJECT: RE: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||10th April'2020||VMIPL 

 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

Fri 4/10/2020 3:42 PM 

Sent Items 

To: Dharmender Jhamb <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Regulatory VMIPL <regulatory.vmipl@vmipl.in>; 

Cc:Akshay Jain <akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

 

Dear Jaipal, 
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Please find the details in the required format: 

 
 

Header 

ID/Suspicio

us Number 

Victim's 

Mobile 

Number 

Date and 

time of 

received 

SMS and 
calls 

 
Content of 
SMS/Calls 

 
Remarks By 
VMIPL 

 
CP-QPTKMY 

 
91355933
62 

 
8-Apr-20 
6:11 PM 

Dear P A Y TM 

customer your K.Y.C 

has been suspended 

customer care no:- 

7029983029 

immediately your 

account 
will block after 24hr 
thanks 
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PS: Above details were 

already available in 

Annexure-1(Headers) 

except time. Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 

+919999753937 

 

This mail is classified as 

'PPBL INTERNAL' by 

jang.singh on April 10, 2020 

at 15:42:07. From: 

Dharmender Jhamb 

<dharmender.jhamb@payt

m.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3:27 PM 

To: Regulatory VMIPL <regulatory.vmipl@vmipl.in> 

Cc: Jang Bahadur Singh <jang.singh@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com> 

Subject: Re: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||10th April'2020||VMIPL 

 

 

Dear Mr. Jaipal, 

 

Please get this header and SMS get blocked at the earliest, it is floating 

since yesterday. 
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On Fri, Apr 10, 2020 at 1:28 PM Dharmender Jhamb <d  harmender.jh  

amb@paytm.com> wrote: 

Dear MR. Jaipal, 

 

We will share the required details. 

Request Jang to kindly send the details, 

in case any challenge please let me 

know immediately. Regards, 

Dharmender 

 

On Fri, Apr 10, 2020 at 12:29 PM Regulatory VMIPL <regu  

latory.vmipl@vmipl.in> wrote: 

Dear JB Singh, 

 

Refer trailing mail kindly arrange to send details as per format 

which is shared in the attached mail, because requisite details 

we cannot be position to identify sender. 
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Also send specify 

details/cases which is 

belong to VMIPL only. 

Therefore kindly send 

revised email based on 

above. 

Best Regards, Jaipal Sharma 

Regulatory Affairs 

 

From: Jang Bahadur Singh [mailto:ja  ng.singh@paytmbank.com] 

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 2:31 AM 

To: Regulatory VMIPL 

Cc: Dharmender Jhamb; Jatinder Kumar Thakar; Priyanka Paul; 

Mohd Abbas; Akshay Jain; Sumit Somani 

Subject: Suspicious Calling Numbers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||10th April'2020||VMIPL 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated 

19th July, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel. 
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In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further information 

needed from our side. 

 

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072

018_0.pdf 

 

Summary of Complaints: 

Name of Telco: VMIPL 

A. Frauds complaint using VMIPL issued Header 

from 5th Apr’20 to 8th April 2020 Number of 

new headers sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 1 

Headers Description : CP-QPTKMY 

Refer Annexure 1 : VMIPL_5th Apr_to_8th Apr 

 

We are also sharing the phone number of fraudsters ( along 

with fraud details), which are used for calling to innocent 

customers. We urge you for your investigation and further 

actions as prescribed by regulations. 

Total number of fresh/unique Fraudsters 

reported from 5th Apr’20 to 4th Apr’20: 35 Total 

number of repeated Fraudsters reported from 
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5th Apr’20 to 4th Apr’20: 17 Refer Annexure 2: 

Call Details Data 

 

We are also sharing SMS keywords which needs to be 

blocked if they are non-official Paytm headers. We urge you 

for your investigation and further actions as prescribed by 

regulations. 

Refer Annexure 3: SMS Keywords 

 

Request for your immediate action and share the update as 

mentioned in the below format 

VMIPL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the VMIPL 

Team 

Number of Telemarketer warned/blocked: To be updated by 

the VMIPL Team 

Number of phone numbers blocked: To be updated by the 

VMIPL Team 

Number of keywords blocked: To be updated by the VMIPL 

Team 

Refer Annexure 4 : VMIPL_Final_Status _10th April: To be 

updated by the VMIPL Team 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Jang Bahadur Singh 
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+919999753937 

 

 

This mail is classified as 'PPBL INTERNAL' by jang.singh on 

April 10, 2020 at 02:31:13. 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 

entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this 

e-mail. Please notify the    sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email 

are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. Warning: Although the 

company has taken 

reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in 

this email, the company cannot accept responsibility for any 

loss or damage arising from the use of this email or 

attachments. 

 

**************************************************************

This email and attachments have been scanned for 

potential proprietary or sensitive information 

leakage. Forcepoint DLP, Protecting Your 

Information from the Inside Out. 

********************************************************************* 
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This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential 

and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 

which they are addressed. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this 

e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and 

destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Any 

views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of 

the author and do not necessarily represent those of the 

company. 

Warning: Although the company has taken reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this email, the 

company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage 

arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

 

 

-- 

Best Regards, 

Dharmender Jhamb,  
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If you speak to an operator, you could be at risk of giving them your
personal information or your financial details, which could result in identity
theft or financial loss.
If you press a button on your phone you could be connected to a high-cost
premium number, leaving you liable for a significant call cost.

Scam texts – what to look out for
Meanwhile, scam texts often include links or attachments which can’t be
trusted. Don’t click on them.

Here’s an example of a scam text, claiming to be sent by the Government,
offering a payment related to the coronavirus. On the left is the text; on the
right is the web page you’ll be taken to if you click on the link in the text.

However, look at the URL – it does not link to the UK Government website. It
is a fake website which requires you to enter your personal details – it is a
phishing scam.

If you think one of these calls or texts might be genuine – from your GP for
example – you can call your GP’s surgery separately to check whether they
have tried to contact you.

Calls claiming to be from Ofcom
Some of these scam calls also claim to be from Ofcom.

A recorded message or caller will claim that, because of more people
working from home due to coronavirus, your broadband needs to be
slowed down or switched off. As with the scam calls outlined above, they
will try to encourage you to either speak to an operator, or press a button
for more information. If you do this, you could face the same risks.

Ofcom will never call you out of the blue like this. If you receive one of these
calls claiming to be from us, please hang up.

Official Government text alerts
While keeping an eye out for scam calls and texts, remember that the
Government has been sending out official alerts to mobile phones. They are
being sent out gradually, so you’ll receive one depending on which mobile
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network you’re on.

These are legitimate messages that contain updates on the latest
Government advice. This could relate to rules for lockdowns, for example.

These texts come from ‘UK_Gov’ and look like this:

As well as looking like this, the texts use the same wording regardless of
which mobile network you’re on.

If you receive a message that is different to this one, it is unlikely to be an
official Government message. You should therefore ignore it, delete it and
report it.

What to do next
If you receive a call, text or other communication that you think might be a
scam, hang up or delete the text and report it to Action Fraud, including the
number that was used to contact you.

We also have further information that could help. See our guides to dealing
with nuisance calls and messages, and ‘missed call’ scams.

Spotted something? Got a story? Send a Facebook Message | A direct
message on Twitter | Email: News@Deeside.com

Share this now! 
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Coronavirus online scams: How to protect
your data and device
Riding on the rise in online search about Coronavirus, e-mails and websites are being
used to steal your data. The theft of information takes place either through malware
dropped on to the device or ransomware circulated as part of a mobile app.

By , ET Bureau | Last Updated: Mar 30, 2020, 06.30 AM IST

Last week, several homebound people
received an attractive e-mail offer: free
Netflix subscription for the entire lockdown
period. All they had to do was click and fill
the attached ‘survey’ and forward it to 10
Whatsapp users. Those who took up the
offer are probably ruing it. It was a scam: a
phishing e-mail capable of stealing their
personal information. 

In tandem with the worldwide chaos caused
by Covid-19, the virus is now wreaking
havoc in the virtual world too, with scamsters
using it as a bait for cyber crimes. E-mails—
purportedly from renowned health
organisations like the WHO, UN and ICMR

(Indian Council of Medical Research), or even from corporates—along with websites,
messages and apps are being used to steal crucial information. 

This is done with lures of various offers of discounts and freebies on products, or listing of
safety measures against the virus, and updated information on Covid-19. Mails are also
being used to sell fake medical products like masks, vaccines and Covid-19 testing kits, or
push work-from home job offers. Meanwhile, the social media scamsters are attracting
users to fundraising initiatives for victims of Covid-19 or are inviting investments in
companies that are helping fight the virus. 

For theft of information, the modus operandi is simple. “Either a malware is dropped on to
the device via links and attachments in the mails or ransomware is circulated as part of a
mobile app,” says Himanshu Dubey, Director, Quick Heal Security Labs. 

The malware can access your mail or banking login and passwords and credit card-related
information. It can even track your typing strokes and access crucial data. When the
computer or mobile device becomes infected by malware, users can lose confidential
information or money since malware gives attackers access to both. 

Since most people are working from home and using more time on mobile phones, the
incidence of such scams is rising because many of these devices are unprotected. Says
Lux Rao, Director, Solutions & Consulting, NTT India: “Remote working is becoming a
challenge for security teams as it tends to increase the size of attack surface. This is
because of all the networks and computer systems that can be exploited via social
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What’s essentially spawning these scams is the fear,

curiosity and resulting rise in online search about Covid-

19.
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engineering to carry out phishing scams, install malware or ransomware using click bait
and malicious links.” 

What’s essentially spawning these scams is the fear, curiosity and resulting rise in online
search about Covid-19. “While over 16,000 new Coronavirus-related domains have been
registered since the beginning of January, the number is growing rapidly, with more than
6,000 new domains registered last week, an 85% rise from the previous week,” says
Venugopal N, Director, Security Engineering, Check Point Software Technologies. 

Of these domains, 0.8% or 93 websites were found to be malicious, while another 19% or
more than 2,200 websites, were found to be suspicious. “Domains related to Coronavirus
are 50% more likely to be malicious,” he adds. 

How to identify fake e-mails 
Here are the telltale signs of fraud mails that can introduce malware in your system. 

Phishing e-mail is likely to be from a recognised global or national health care body
like WHO, ICMR or a similar UN or government body.
It could also be from the Human Resources Department of your own company or
workplace.
It may have a similar domain name, identical format and company logo.
It will contain an attachment or a link, asking you to click on these.
It could purport to have medical information, warning or precautions, with the wording
conveying urgency to open or click.
It could offer Covid-19 test kits, masks, medicines and safety gear for sale and
attractive prices.
It could have the latest research data and fi gures on Covid-19, and authentic
medical information.
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How to protect yourseslf 
The lockdown situation has added a new complexity because if you have been scammed,
filing a complaint and expecting prompt cyberpolice action may not be possible. So, the
best way to avoid these scams is to be extra careful. 

Do not open any unsolicited e-mails and click only on those that are from known and
trusted sources. It’s critical that you don’t click on any links and attachments with mails.
Also check all mails for authentic URLs, domain names and spelling errors. If you need
any information, go to the offi cial websites of organisations. “Enforcing strong passwords,
turning on personal firewalls, spotting unusual computer activities, and avoiding clicking on
unsolicited e-mails can help form the first line of defence” says Rao. 

In case of financial transactions, you should cross-verify with the recipient before making
the payment. 

Be especially careful about the apps that you download and install because they can carry
ransomware. “Many apps pretend to have critical information on Coronavirus, be it safety
measures or the way it works. The moment you open the app, it will lock your phone and
will ask you to pay to unlock it,” says Dubey of Quick Heal. 

“While working from home, make sure you have a secure VPN connection to the corporate
network, and restrict the access rights of people connected to it,” advises the
spokesperson for Kaspersky. While downloading files, ensure that you choose only trusted
and legitimate file extensions. The file should have an .avi, .mkv or mp4 extension. Do not
download the file if it is an .exe. You should also have multifactor authentication and
encryption. It’s also important to segregate your personal and work-related data. 

Besides, all devices, including your mobile phones, desktops and laptops should be
protected with an antivirus security software. Get the latest version of operating systems
and upgraded security patches. Get a comprehensive antivirus suite so that it can protect
your device from threats via e-mail, Internet and apps, and allows you safe financial
transactions, especially when you are going to rely on home delivery. 

Organisations can also implement a variety of measures to protect their data and devices
such as creating remote working policies, increasing monitoring and audit. 
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Emma Agyemang APRIL 2 2020

Financial regulators and consumer groups have ramped up warnings to savers

over fraudsters seeking to exploit fears over the coronavirus outbreak, following a

spike in scams.

On Wednesday, the Pensions Regulator, the Financial Conduct Authority and the

Money and Pensions Service issued a joint statement urging people not to make rash

pension decisions in the wake of the global pandemic, as criminals try to exploit

public fears over the market turmoil to dupe victims out of their cash.

The organisations’ joint call comes two weeks after the City of London Police

reported a 400 per cent increase in Covid-19 related fraud within a month.

The first fraud report relating to Covid-19 was received on February 9 and there were

20 more reports that month. However, between March 1 and 13 this rose sharply to

46 reports, the police force said. Meanwhile, Action Fraud, the UK’s fraud reporting

centre, has recorded total losses of nearly £970,000 due to Covid-19 fraud since the

start of February.

Tom Selby, senior analyst at platform AJ Bell, welcomed the warning on pensions

scams.

Personal Finance

Consumers warned over surge in coronavirus scams
Fraudsters are exploiting fears over pandemic to target pension savers, investors and
online consumers
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Editor’s note

The Financial Times is making
key coronavirus coverage free
to read to help everyone stay
informed. Find the latest here.

“These dodgy schemes take many forms, from investment-based scams targeting

investors who are starved of income to ‘early access’ pension offers aimed at those

who may be struggling to make ends meet,” he said.

“There are tell-tale signs to look out for when it comes to spotting scams. Often

salesmen will use high-pressure tactics to get you to part with your cash, with the

investment in question claiming to guarantee sky-high returns on your money.

Usually these returns are either wildly exaggerated or a complete fabrication.

UK Finance, the banking industry group, told consumers this week to watch out for

so-called “smishing” scams, where criminals send text messages purporting to be

from trusted organisations, to trick people into giving away sensitive personal

information or money. Another variant is “spoofing”, which can make a message

appear in a chain of texts alongside previous genuine messages from that

organisation.

Meanwhile, the majority of Covid-19 frauds

reported to the City of London Police related

to online shopping scams where people had

ordered protective face masks, hand

sanitiser and other products which never

arrived.

It had also seen several reports of Covid-19

themed phishing emails, which attempt to

trick people into opening malicious

attachments which could lead to criminals

stealing people’s personal information,

email logins and passwords and

banking details.

To avoid falling victim to scams, people should reject unexpected approaches by

phone, email, text or social media and check firms are authorised by visiting the FCA

Register. The ScamSmart website provides further tips for avoiding scams.

Coronavirus and your money
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At a time when the whole world is dealing with the COVID-19 crisis, fraudsters are coming up with new ways to steal money as well
as data from users.

How to protect your data, money from rising online fraud during
Covid-19 pandemic
Published: April 30, 2020 11:21:48 AM

It is needless to say that there has been a significant rise in the number of online meetings through webinars, video and voice conferences etc.
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RELATED NEWS

At a time when the whole world is dealing with the COVID-19 crisis, fraudsters are coming up with new ways to steal money as well

as data from users. They are leveraging the fact that a majority of us are spending additional time at home, generally being online

either for business or leisure. There may be a number of rogue websites and Apps that promise users to notify them about the

locality of COVID-19 patients by registering on their website or by downloading and installing an App. The platform may seek

account details, card details, PIN, OTP etc. under the guise of validating users and may solicit confidential banking or personal

details.

Users are requested not to register themselves at any such website or download such apps and furnish any kind of personal

information. However, one may rely on the government’s legitimate Apps such as “Aarogya Setu” for updates and information on

COVID-19.

Likewise, beware of unusual lucrative offers from popular entertainment streaming services. Fraudsters

may provide exclusive promotional codes to give free subscriptions and may seek banking credentials

from users while making fake registrations. There may be other instances like new e-commerce websites

and Apps providing appointments with doctors or selling health kits, masks, protective gears etc. Users

should also be cautious of unknown platforms which promise sale of items other than essential services as

well.

With the nationwide lockdown and travel restrictions placed by the government, most of the small

business enterprise individuals are staying put at home while corporate employees, except for those in

essential services, have been working remotely to ensure business continuity.

Here are some precautions to be taken in order to protect ourselves from any undesirable fraudulent

situations.

Online meetings

It is needless to say that there has been a significant rise in the number of online meetings through webinars, video and voice

conferences etc. Although there are some reliable platforms to collaborate and meet online, users must always be aware of the

security implications. While using any such services, do take following precautions:

1. It is always recommended to use “paid” subscriptions that come with secured credentials and login details for the administrator to

create online meetings. Though it may be tempting to use “free” services that offer seamless subscription for internet-based audio/

video conferences and file sharing services through simple registration process, one should refrain from using such free Apps and

tools as there is a high possibility that fraudsters may be snooping on you and gathering information from your device without your

knowledge or consent.

2. One should always remember that online meetings should not be “Public”, which means only people with valid credentials should

be able to log in. Meeting organizers should be able to use waiting room feature to let only the approved or known people to join

meetings.

3. As a common precaution, one should also turn-off video feature in an online interaction, whenever not required. Also,

microphones of your device should be kept in mute, unless you are speaking.

4. Sensitive documents should be encrypted with a strong password for online sharing. Recipients should be notified with the

encrypted password through a different mode, say an e-mail or through SMS.

5. Do not share your desktop screen unless you know and positively identify the parties you are interacting with. Scammers can

scan your device if the sharing control is enabled.

6. Always use a VPN (Virtual Private Network) to connect to your office network through a private Wi-Fi network.

Online donations
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Fraudsters may send you e-mails and SMSes with links that promises you to donate funds for initiatives such as ‘Prime Minister’s

Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations (PM CARES) Fund’. Beware of the source as they can alter the beneficiary

account details and put their own to divert your donations to them.

One should always check and cross-verify the recipient account details for such initiatives. Check government websites and verified

social media handles for legitimate account details before making any payment.

Banking Services – Relaxations offered by the Government

The RBI has directed banks to offer three-month moratorium to their customers toward paying EMIs of their home loans and card

dues etc. Riding on this, a lot of fraudulent messages are being sent to people by fraudsters, who are embedding phishing /

SMiShing links pretending to be from banks. These fraudsters may, under the guise of validating users, ask for banking details,

passwords and OTPs that will let them take control of user’s account to siphon-off funds. Same is the case with “Home Banking”

services ostensibly offered by banks through SMSes/ mails with links embedded. Users should validate any such offers by calling a

known number of their bank branch.

(By Niranjankumar Laxman Upadhye, GM – Fraud Risk Management division, Worldline India)

Get live Stock Prices from BSE and NSE and latest NAV, portfolio of Mutual Funds, calculate your tax by Income Tax Calculator,

know market’s Top Gainers, Top Losers & Best Equity Funds. Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter.

Financial Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel and stay updated with the latest Biz news and updates.
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By: Tech Desk | New Delhi | Updated: May 4, 2020 12:18:55 pm

Cybercriminals are using coronavirus scare to target unsuspecting people. (Image: Pixabay/ribkhan)

Cybercriminals are riding the coronavirus pandemic wave to trick hundreds and thousands of people

around the world. They have been setting up fake COVID-19 tracker dashboards to hack computers,

putting up malicious websites and apps related to coronavirus, posing as WHO officials to carrying out

phishing attacks, promising free mobile data, sending out ransom emails threatening to infect users

with COVID-19, and more.
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Beware of growing COVID-19
scams: 5 tips to spot online scams
and stay safe
Google has shared some tips to help users stay safe against the increasing COVID-
19 scams while at home.
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In light of the rising COVID-19 online scams, Google Safety Centre has shared some tips to help you spot

and avoid these frauds and stay safe online. Google also lists down types of these COVID-19 scams that

include fake requests for charitable donations, fraudulent medical offers, impersonation of authorities

like ICMR and MoHFW, and fake offers of goods and services.

Tips to avoid COVID-19 scams

Google says that scammers are disguising their scams as legitimate messages about the virus. They may

use emails, SMS, automated calls or malicious websites to reach you. It lists down some tips to help you

avoid such scams:

Check trusted sources directly: Scammers often use identity theft to pose as trusted and authoritative

sources. Users should directly visit sources like the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) to

get the latest factual information about COVID‑19 and do not fall prey to these frauds.

Google shares safety tips against COVID-19 scams. (Image: Google)

Be cautious about sharing information: If you receive an unsolicited request for some kind of

information, be cautious and take extra time to evaluate the message. Scammers ask you to share

information like login information, bank details, and addresses, which is not required for a genuine

helpline call.

Donate carefully: Fraudsters take advantage of goodwill and request donations for COVID-19 relief

efforts. They also impersonate non-profit organisations to trick you into transferring money. To make a

donation, you can directly visit the NGO’s website instead of clicking links sent to you.

Also read | Jio, Facebook giving free 25GB daily data for 6-months? Beware, it’s a new COVID-19

scam

Do not click random links: Google advises not to click on random links sent in an unsolicited email.

Before clicking a hyperlink, users should hover over the link to see where it leads.
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Search on the web: If you receive a fraudulent message or email, it’s likely the scammers have sent the

same message to other people as well. Copy and paste the text or the most suspicious part into a search

engine to check if it’s been reported by others. Chances are, you will find media reports regarding such

kind of scams.

Express Tech is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@expresstechnology) and stay

updated with the latest tech news

Apart from the tips shared by Google, we would like to suggest that if you receive a fraudulent message

and you are sure about it being a cybercrime attempt, make sure you tell others about it so that they

can be aware as well. Also, if you see something suspicious you can report it to g.co/reportphishing or

g.co/reportmalware.

� The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress) and

stay updated with the latest headlines

For all the latest Technology News, download Indian Express App.
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Telcos back 50 paise per spam SMS regime
Telecom companies are calling for continuation of the government’s regulation on charging higher SMS rates to curb
spam messages from unregistered telemarketers.

Himanshi Lohchab ETTelecom Updated: May 06, 2020, 18:13 IST

      

New Delhi: Telecom companies
are calling for continuation of the
government’s regulation on
charging higher SMS rates to
curb spam messages from
unregistered telemarketers.

In a virtual open house
discussion, the first such
conducted by the Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India

(TRAI) on Wednesday amid the Covid outbreak, telecom companies including
Bharti Airtel, Vodafone Idea, Reliance Jio and Tata Communicatons said that the
54th amendment of Telecom Tariff Order must continue as it acts as a deterrent to
unsolicited commercial communication (UCC).

In December 2012, TRAI had issued the order mandating a charge of Rs 50 paise
for every SMS sent beyond the limit of 100 SMS per day per SIM.

“It is necessary to provide a financial disincentive to Unregistered Telemarketers
(UT) who would always find ways to beat the system,” Rajan Mathews, Director
General, Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI) said in the open house.

“The present system, in our opinion, does not have strong enough disincentives
for those UTs who would try and game the system and bypass its customer
safeguards. The present limit of 100 SMSs a day would in no way inconvenience
any legitimate customer who never reaches the cap of 100 SMSs in a day,” he
added. 

TRAI had said that despite the higher charge on SMS, the complaints of UCC
were on a rise and thus the regime for charging for SMSes should be brought
under forbearance. In 2018, TRAI had mandated telcos to adopt distributed ledger
technology (DLT) with ‘permissioned and private DLT networks’ where only
identified and registered users can participate. 

Anurag Aggarwal, director (messaging services) at Tata Communications said that
the lifting of regulation will lead to an increase in spam traffic as the DLT
implementation is still in the nascent stage and the person-to-person channel is
not yet properly monitored on it.

The ministry of railways though said that the restriction is a big pain point for
railways which is paying a hefty sum of Rs 2 crore for SMSes for non-commercial
purposes too.

“Railway has requested that for 7500 SIMS used for neither commercial nor
unsolicited calls, our service provider is charging 50 paisa per SMS on SMS for
disaster management, safety, security and maintenance purposes and not for
Commercial purpose,” said Umesh Balonda, Executive Director, Telecom
Development, Ministry of Railways.
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Airtel, Vodafone Idea jittery about Huawei's gear supply; may opt for other vendors in future
Airtel and Vodafone Idea are closely monitoring Huawei’s global situation and may opt for other telecom gear vendors or devise a plan 'B' to avoid any
future network-related challenge if the situation doesn't ease for the Chinese vendors in terms of supply chain issues due to curbs imposed by the US
government.

Airtel, Vodafone Idea jittery about Huawei's gear supply; may opt for other vendors in future

'New Reliance for a New India'

Airtel launches ‘Work@Home’ data plans, collaboration tools for businesses

L&T ropes in former telecom secretary Aruna Sundararajan as director after DoPT nod
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 'New Reliance for a New India'

 Airtel launches ‘Work@Home’ data plans, collaboration tools for businesses

 L&T ropes in former telecom secretary Aruna Sundararajan as director after DoPT nod
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Cybercrime In India Surges Amidst
Coronavirus Lockdown

Ronak D. Desai Contributor

Malware detected warning screen.  GETTY

Cybercrime in India has surged amidst the country’s unprecedented coronavirus

lockdown.

As COVID-19 cases in the country continue to climb, New Delhi has sought to

aggressively to contain the spread of the deadly disease by essentially shutting down

the world’s second most populated nation.

The extreme measures have been accompanied by a dramatic rise in cybercrimes

across the country. Attacks have soared 86% in the four weeks roughly between March

and April, according to a recent Reuters report quoting Indian Home Ministry officials and

detailing “fake offers that Reliance Industries telecom arm Jio and streaming service

Netflix Inc were offering discounted services” during the lockdown.

A closer examination in the jump in cyber crime reveals that both private and state-

sponsored cyber criminals have proven effective at exploiting the ongoing crisis.

COVID-related Cyber Scams

Today In: Asia

Biggest Losers From China Delisting Law May Be Small American Investors

Vietnamese Mega-Conglomerate Vingroup Launches South China Sea Tourism With New Submarine

With KKR Deal, Asia’s Richest Man Raises More Than $10 Billion In A Month For Jio Platforms

The spike in cybercrimes and attacks has predictably targeted private citizens’ wallets

and personal data given the sharp increase in the percentage of India Inc.’s workforce
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remotely working as a result of the nationwide shelter-in-place measures instituted by

the government.  

Lt. Gen. Rajesh Pant, India’s National Cyber Security Coordinator (NCSC), told the

Economic Times that cyber criminals had launched thousands of “fraud portals” related

to the coronavirus. These sites have lured thousands of Indians eager to contribute to

the fight against coronavirus into making donations. Many of these phony sites are quite

sophisticated, virtually indistinguishable from their genuine counterparts.

Chief among these is the ‘PM CARES’ coronavirus fund, established by the prime

minister’s office. At least a half dozen fake versions of the site have emerged and have

successfully solicited thousands of dollars from unsuspecting individuals. Senior officials

from India’s Home Ministry said that more than 8,000 complaints had been received

from Indians both home and abroad who had duped into giving money to fake versions

of the government’s flagship fund.  

Personal data also continues to be an attractive target during the pandemic. Indian

officials have reported that malware and phishing schemes operating under the pretext

of COVID prevention efforts have similarly seen a steep rise since the outbreak. The so-

called “coronavirus malware” is aimed at stealing bank account details, password and

other sensitive information from users.

India’s historic lockdown has also led to cybercrime beyond just opportunistic attacks

against private individuals.

State cyber actors appear to be taking advantage of the COVID emergency to launch

attacks on some of India’s key sectors, especially defense and national security.

Last month, a state-sponsored hacking group supported by Pakistan perpetrated a

series of ransomware and phishing attacks aimed at stealing highly sensitive defense,

security and diplomatic information under the guise of coronavirus health advisories.

Scores of Indian government officials both in India and embassies around the world

found themselves squarely in the cross-hairs of the attacks masquerading as legitimate

epidemic-related communication.

Strengthening India’s Cyber Defenses

Cybercrime constitutes a serious problem for India even outside of crisis periods. India

was among the top five most targeted countries in the world by cyber criminals in recent

years, reflecting the significant amount of work still outstanding in strengthening the

country’s cyber defenses.

More than 550 million Indians that have connected to the Internet in recent years, fueled

by rural growth. But the rapid proliferation of Internet users and of the Internet of Things

(IoT) has also left the country’s public and private sectors vulnerable to cyber attack.

What can they do to help lower the rate of such attacks?

Purnima Thacker, Head of the IP Practice Group at the Mumbai-based law firm of Mulla

& Mulla & Craigie Blunt & Caroe says the key to lowering cybercrime risk for private

companies is by “gaining domain knowledge and putting in place a user-friendly cyber

policy along with implementing a secure system.” This includes “training users,

monitoring the system and real-time response where a user requires assistance in

operating the secure network.”

On the government side, bolstering information sharing mechanisms, building attribution

capability and strengthening the coordination of vulnerability disclosure processes are

just some steps New Delhi can take to better protect the country from the onslaught of

ongoing cyber attacks.

Whether and when these measures will be adopted remains uncertain.
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The World’s Tallest Statue For Sale?

Until then, Indian officials continue find themselves battling not just the coronavirus

outbreak, but those who see opportunities for illicit gains within it.

Just weeks ago, Indian authorities filed a case against an unidentified cybercriminal after

he attempted to sell India’s famed “Statue of Unity” for more than $ 4 billion, alleging the

proceeds would be sent to the Gujarat state government to help fund its battle against

COVID-19. Nearly twice the size of the Statue of Liberty, the monument of Indian

founding father Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel ignited controversy due to its cost when the

Modi government first unveiled the project.

Although the authorities quickly foiled the absurd scheme, the brazenness of the plot

highlights how the coronavirus crisis has compounded an already difficult challenge

confronting the South Asian giant.
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Covid-19 outbreak may be a silver lining for
telcos
Cos’ work from home initiative likely to boost data usage, push demand for home
broadband, VPN

By , ET Bureau | Last Updated: Mar 18, 2020, 08.28 AM IST

Kolkata: A prolonged Covid-19 pandemic
over the next two quarters could be a silver
lining for India’s three private telcos, analysts
and industry experts said. The move by
companies across India asking staff to
increasingly work from home (WFH), they
said, is slated to boost data consumption
and trigger a sharp jump in demand for
home broadband and virtual private network
(VPN) services in the coming weeks,
creating fresh enterprise revenue

opportunities for Reliance Jio, Bharti Airtel NSE -0.04 %  and Vodafone Idea NSE 2.50 % . 

Analysts estimate around a 15% sequential jump in data consumption levels in each of the
next two quarters, which would translate in at least 5% on-quarter revenue growth for
telcos. Consumers are also likely to increase the frequency of mobile recharges as they
are expected to use up their data allocations more rapidly in such a scenario. 

A potential drag on faster revenue growth though, they said, could be a likely slowdown in
the ability of small & medium businesses/enterprises (SMBs/SMEs) to buy bulk data
connections amid an imminent decline in economic activity. 

Industry experts though are unanimous that a protracted coronavirus outbreak will ring in
big lifestyle changes in coming months driven by social distancing and safety compulsions,
which would sharply increase India Inc’s dependence on virtual platforms for business
continuity that only telcos can provide. 

“Big phone companies are likely to be the biggest beneficiaries as telecom infrastructure
will ultimately be the main enabler for such virtual platforms to minimise business
disruption as social distancing is bound to give a boost to virtual proximity,” Bharti Airtel’s
ex-CEO Sanjay Kapoor told ET. 

Data consumption, he said, would see an obvious jump, which would give the three private
telcos an opportunity to monetise and grow revenues if the pandemic stays over the next
few quarters. 
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Rajiv Sharma, research head at SBICap Securities, estimates a 15% sequential jump in
data consumption in the near term to be driven by a surge in demand for home broadband
connections and VPN services from mid-sized companies — in the ₹500-1,000 crore
turnover category — for their staff working from home. 

He estimates the addressable combined market opportunity for enterprise business
services and home connectivity solutions for the three to rise 25-30% in the medium term if
the pandemic outbreak is a prolonged one. 

Industry estimates peg India’s current home broadband and enterprise business services
market opportunity at ₹30,000-34,000 crore. 

Rohan Dhamija, partner & head of India & Middle East at Analysys Mason, backed the
view, saying companies cutting across verticals would have to invest immediately in home
broadband connections for staff, who if forced to stay home and co-work, would rely
heavily on video calls for daily meetings, business reviews or even connecting with clients. 

(Catch all the Business News, Breaking News Events and Latest News Updates on The
Economic Times.)
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Fraudsters, Spammers Are Having a Free Ride as TRAI
Says it Has No Information about Them
Yogesh Sapkale

    

Notorious fraudsters, telemarketers and spammers are continuing to have a good time and are

cheating and harassing mobile subscribers across India.
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The reason? The sector regulator, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) as well companies

whose name is being misused by fraudsters are least interested. 

 

In fact, after takings its sweet time, TRAI finally told me under the Right to Information (RTI) that it

does not have a record of any telemarketer in India.

 

After multiple follow-ups and RTIs, last month, TRAI told me, "As per the new regulations, the

Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018 (6 of 2018), telecom

service providers are fully responsible for registration of all entities of unsolicited commercial

communication (UCC) ecosystem, including telemarketers. The information relating to names of

telemarketers, headers assigned etc. is available with the respective service provider. TRAI is having

no further information in this regard to provide."

 

 

The reply from TRAI is a violation of the RTI Act. Especially, as per Section 2(f) of the Act

"information means any material in any form, including records, documents, memos, e-mails,

opinions, advices, press releases, circulars, orders, logbooks, contracts, reports, papers, samples,

models, data material held in any electronic form and information relating to any private body

which can be accessed by a public authority under any other law for the time being in force."

 

Instead of obtaining information from mobile operators and supplying the same to me under the

RTI, the telecom regulator had once against displayed how much it honours transparency and

governance.
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After failing to get any reprieve from repeated calls and SMSs from telemarketers, on 26 August

2019 I filed an application under the RTI Act to TRAI. I had asked following details...

 

1. Names of all telemarketers and header/s assigned to them for promotional message in XY-

NZZZZZ format, where N is the serial number (1-7) of partially blocked category, indicating the

nature of product/ services being promoted. ZZZZZ indicates five digits allocated to particular

telemarketer by an access provider. 

 

2. Names of all telemarketers and header/s assigned to them for transactional message XY-ZZZZZZ

where X stands for the code allotted to the access provider, Y stands for the service area, ZZZZZZ

indicates six alphabets for company or organization sending transactional SMS.

 

On the same day, I filed other RTI application with the TRAI central public information officer

(CPIO) seeking the following information...

 

1. Copy of the list of telemarketers against whom violations have been reported since FY2016-17,

FY2017-18, FY2018-19, and FY2019-20 (as on 31 July 2019)

 

2. Name of telemarketers against whom violations have been reported and who have paid additional

security deposit for each violation since FY2016-17, FY2017-18, FY2018-19, and

FY2019-20 (as on 31 July 2019)

 

3. Copy of the list of telemarketers who have been blacklisted along with the reason for such action

since FY2016-17, FY2017-18, FY2018-19, and FY2019-20 (as on 31 July 2019). 

 

However, the CPIO gave me a completely vague answer on my first application. Instead of sharing

information (header assigned to telemarketers), S K Dutta, CPIO of TRAI told me, "New Regulation

Framework Telecom Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018 (6 of

2018) available on web link https://main.trai.gov.in/release-publication/regulation." 

 

 

For my second query, the same CPIO stated, "As per new Regulation Framework Telecom

Commercial Communications Customer Preference Regulations, 2018 (6 of 2018) available on web

link, https://main.trai.gov.in/release-publication/regulation, TRAI has discontinued the

telemarketer registration. Therefore, these is no data related to telemarketers available with TRAI."
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For the second query, I had asked for data for four financial years, FY2016-17, FY2017-18, FY2018-

19, and FY2019-20. Even considering that the TRAI had discontinued telemarketer registration after

the new regulation, the CPIO was mandated to provide information prior to this. However, he did

not provide the requested information. 

 

For my first query, since the same CPIO gave me a vague response, I filed first appeal. SK Mishra,

principal advisor (F&EA) and first appellate authority (FAA) of TRAI in his ruling on 5 November

2019, stated, “Further, it is seen that applicant is not satisfied with reply of CPIO, TRAI dated 17

September 2019. However, CPIO has now forwarded additional information with reference to this

appeal. CPIO may share the additional information with the appellant.”

 

 

The CPIO, however, never provided any information. Then on 3 January 2020, I sent an email to Mr

Mishra, the FAA, informing him that even after 60 days, the CPIO, TRAI has not complied with the

FAA order and has NOT provided any information regarding my RTI application dated 26 August

2019. 

 

"I urge you to direct the CPIO, TRAI to immediately provide me with the requisite information

within maximum seven days. In case the CPIO, TRAI does not comply with your order and furnish

the requisite information, I request you to initiate stern action against the CPIO, TRAI for disobeying

the FAA order," I had said in the email, which was also copied to the secretary of TRAI.

 

This email also failed to evoke any response from Mr Mishra or the secretary of TRAI. I then filed

another RTI to Aravind Pandey, CPIO of the department of telecom (DoT). In my RTI application, I

sought the following information...

 

"I would like to know,

 

1. Date and time when the above-mentioned email was received at the office of Shri SK Mishra.

 

2. Copy of the file, along with file notings on the above mentioned email.

 

3. Copy of action taken report on the above mentioned email. If no action is taken, then kindly state

so.

 

Let me reiterate that despite direction from the FAA on 5 November 2019, till date the CPIO of TRAI

has not supplied me with the requisite information as per the RTI Act."
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However, Mr Pandey, the CPIO, transferred my RTI application to other CPIO in the office of the

advisor, Maharashtra LSA at Pune, who promptly transferred it to other PIO. 

 

Finally, on 16 March 2020, Mr Dutta, the CPIO of TRAI replied to my RTI filed on 6 March 2020 that

TRAI does not have the information on telemarketers. However, there still is no response on

information sought by me on the three queries. 

 

Coming back to how TRAI, the regulator treats telecom subscribers, unlike other regulators like the

Reserve Bank of India (RBI), Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) or Insurance Regulatory

and Development Authority of India (IRDAI), the telecom regulator seems totally unconcerned

about customer issues and has no formal mechanism for grievance redress or filing complaints.

 

TRAI does not take any cognizance of individual complaints from telecom subscribers. The TRAI

portal under its telecom consumer complaints monitoring system, says, “TRAI Act, 1997 does not

envisage handling of individual consumer complaints by TRAI. Consumers are advised to take up

their complaints with their respective service providers. Complaints, if any, received in TRAI are

forwarded to the service providers. No follow up action is taken by TRAI on individual

complaint(s).”

 

No prizes for guessing how complaints are treated when the regulator is not responsible for

addressing consumers’ grievances. A majority of complaints are discarded without much action or

on flimsy grounds, especially those against telemarketers or the telecom service providers. 

 

Now let us see, how entities whose name is used or misused by fraudsters treat the complaints. You

may have noted in the past several months that many mobile users are receiving messages for know-

your-customer (KYC) of Paytm. 

 

Hi, this is not official communication from Paytm. Please be aware of such fake callers/messages.

Moreover, thanks for highlighting this to us, we'll take appropriate action against it.

— Paytm Care (@Paytmcare) March 12, 2020

 

If you think, Paytm would have acted against the fraudsters behind this message, you are in for a big

surprise. These fraudsters are much smarter and act much faster than either Paytm or any other

entity .

 

Here is the same message with a different header and other mobile number…
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As per the norms, when any subscriber receives a UCC or unwanted SMS or

call, he or she is supposed to file a complaint on 1909 through SMS. But,

believe me, sending any complaint to 1909 is useless, except against any

number. When the UCC sender is using a mobile number, then there may be

action taken by the operator. However, when it is a header assigned by the

operator (earlier TRAI used to do that), there simply is ZERO action. 

 

The reason? All telemarketers, whether genuine or fraud, are paid customers of mobile operators.

When there is not much money to be made from end-users due to cut-throat competition, do you

think any telecom operator would even take any action against these paid telemarketers? 

 

The other issue is the first two letters used in the header provide information on the telco and its

service area. For example, AK, means Airtel Kolkata, VM means Vodafone Mumbai and so on.

Although there are very few active telcos, there are many who cease to exists but are still doing this

telemarketing business. 

 

This exactly is what I have been trying (albeit unsuccessfully) to highlight to the telecom regulator

TRAI, DoT, and the communications minister. 

 

Without proper implementation and supervision, the national do not call (NDNC) registry has been

turned into a joke by all these authorities. All telemarketers are mandated to do a pre-check before

shooting any communication so that all subscribers who had registered as Zero DNC (no UCC) or

selective UCC, would be filtered out. But it hardly happens. 

 

However, when the details of all telemarketers are out in the public domain, subscribers may file

complaints against them. Some users who are cheated or defrauded may even file criminal cases

against the fraud telemarketers. 

 

User 
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Google Pay active user-base grows three times
to reach 67 mn in September
PTI Hyderabad | Updated on November 06, 2019 | Published on November 06, 2019
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Google Pay monthly active user-base grew three times to reach 67
million in September 2019 up from 22 million in September 2018, a top
company of�cial said on Wednesday.

“We have grown three times in terms of monthly active users and are at
67 million monthly active users as of September 2019 and that is up from
22 million users in September 2018,” Sajith Sivanandan, managing
director and Business Head - Google Pay and Next Billion User
Initiatives, told reporters.
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He spoke to reporters after announcing the roll out of the company’s
merchant-focused Google Pay app - Google Pay for Business - in
Hyderabad. Reacting to a query, Sivanandan said the company was in the
process of working and complying with the data localisation circular
(RBI’s local data storage norm for payment services).

Without elaborating on the time to be compliant with data localisation
norms, he said: “We are in the midst of it... and we will comply with it
100 per cent”. He further said the total number of transactions on
Uni�ed Payments Interface (UPI) in October 2019 alone crossed a billion
transactions.

“UPI transactions have grown 60 times in last 24 months. UPI has
outpaced all other digital payment modes (by clocking) over a billion
transactions which happened in October alone,” he said. The Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) had earlier directed all global payment companies to
store transaction data of Indian customers within India.

digital payments  Google
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PhonePe earmarks ₹800 crore marketing budget to
take on competition
2 min read . Updated: 14 Feb 2020, 06:40 PM IST

Saumya Tewari

It has signed up Alia Bhatt to create awareness

The platform aims add over 100 million users every year

Sameer Nigam, founder and CEO, PhonePe. (Photo: MInt)

Topics

PhonePe

NEW DELHI: PhonePe will spend Rs800 crore in advertising and marketing to take on
competition and penetrate deeper into the country, according to Sameer Nigam, the
founder and chief executive of the Flipkart-owned UPI-based payments platform. It has
signed up popular actor Alia Bhatt along with its existing brand ambassador Aamir Khan
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to create awareness and drive usage among consumers as well as small businesses
especially in the smaller towns.

The digital payments category has brands such as Amazon, Google Pay and Paytm which
also advertise. More recently, Facebook owned instant messaging service WhatsApp also
got regulatory approval to roll out its payments platform in a phased manner.

“In terms of scale and impact, it is going to be our biggest and aggressive initiative on
brand marketing and investment this year. We would be investing ₹800 crore on pure

marketing which is also going to be our biggest spend so far. More than competition the
opportunity to penetrate the digital payment further is very real right now. Our goal is
to continue adding over 100 million users every year until we get to 500 million user
base," said Nigam said.

The five-week brand campaign is centered on PhonePe’s new tagline ‘Karte Ja. Badhte
Ja’ and reflects the role played by the company in India’s progress by catering to the
varied aspirations and needs of its 20-crore users across the country. The campaign
showcases fast transactions, convenient payment modes, simpler investment options,
the Switch platform providing one-click access to over 100 apps and PhonePe’s wide
acceptance at over 10 million offline shops. The campaign will be promoted across
digital platforms, radio, print and cinema.

“Aamir and Alia have a wide appeal across the older generation to the millennials. They
are both bold and inspiring and carry credibility in their real lives. It aligns with our goal
is to inspire people to try new way of transaction. The focus is now on creating
awareness for consumers, SMEs and creating opportunity for other digital businesses
which are on our platform," added Nigam.

The PhonePe advertising is centered on creating awareness and promoting utility
payments. The platform has also been leveraging cricket since last year as official
broadcast sponsor of Indian Premier League (IPL). With 185 million registered users,
PhonePe key users are from cities such as Delhi-NCR, Pune, Hyderabad, Bengaluru and
Mumbai. However, digital payment is growing from the bottom of the pyramid with over
50% of PhonePe growth coming from Tier II and III towns where distance and access to
services is a problem.
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Referring to WhatsApp coming into the fray, Nigam said, “We are not intimidated by
WhatsApp size at all. With Google, Amazon, Paytm and even the government (BHIM)
app entering the payment space, our growth has never slowed down. We will continue to
grow. I feel the market is large enough for everyone to play."
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From:<jaag.singh@paytmbank.com>

Date: Fri, 1 May 2020 at 22:00

Subject: Suspicious Headers||Paytm Payments Bank||BSNL||1st 

May'2020

To:dircmbsnl@gmail.com<dircmbsnl@gmail.com>,cmdbsnl@bsnl.co

.in<cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in>,dkagrawalsgm@gmail.com<dkagrawalsg

m@gmail.com>, 

agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com<agmvasco.bsnl@gmail.com>,coebnda@

gmail.com<coebnda@gmail.com>,anita.johri@gmail.com<anita.joh

ri@gmail.com>, UCCNOIDA<uccnoidaupw@gmail.com>

Cc:DharmenderJhamb<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>,Jatinder

KumarThakar<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>,PriyankaPaul

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>, Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>, Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>, SumitSomani

<sumit@paytmbank.com>

Dear Sh. D.K Agarwal

AsperTHETELECOMCOMMERCIALCOMMUNICATIONSCUSTO

MERPREFERENCEREGULATIONS,2018(6of2018)dated19thJul

y,2018,referencepointnumber23,1(b),Ouresteemedcustomershav

ereportedtheCommercialcommunication(Call/SMS).Ourcustomer

shavereportedsuchcommunication to your customer service 

channel.

Incompliancetosection25(6)A, We here by share the complaint 

along with First instance, Second Instance and Third Instance list 

of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to us .We 

ANNEXURE P-54(Colly) 1471
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request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. We have 

provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and complaint 

details, Please let us know if any further information needed from 

our side.

(Reference:TRAIRegulation:https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/fil

es/RegulationUcc19072018_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telcos: BSNL

A. Frauds complaint using BSNL issued Headers from 29th April 

2020 to 30th April 2020

Number of new headers sending the fraud/ fake SMS: 6

Headers Description:

BW-
PKTYMC

BWPKTYMC

BPINFIND

BT-
CLASMS

BW-
PTTEAM

BP-
ONLINE

BSNL to provide status of Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

Numver and Sending Agency as Aggregator/ Telemarketer: 

Number of headers Blocked:

1472
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Regards,

Jang Bahadur Singh

+919999753937

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers Reported||Paytm Payments 

Bank||1st May'2020||Airtel

From: Jang Bahadur Singh

Fri 5/1/2020 10:23 PM

To: Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com <Vivek.Manglik@airtel.com>; 

Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com <Rayomand.Dalal@airtel.com>;

Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com <Pallavi.tyagi@airtel.com>; 

aparna.mathur@airtel.com <aparna.mathur@airtel.com>; 

Seema.Jindal@airtel.com<Seema.Jindal@airtel.com>; 

nitinseth<Nitin.Seth@airtel.com>;

Cc:DharmenderJhamb<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; 

Priyanka Paul <priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; 

SumitSomani<sumit@paytmbank.com>;

Dear Sir/Madam,

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) 

dated

1473
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19thJuly, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel.

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the 

complaint along with First instance, Second Instance and Third 

Instance list of violation by Senders, as per complaints reported 

to us. We request for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. 

We have provided comprehensive complainant, Victim and 

complaint details, Please let us know if any further

information needed from our side.

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018

_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telco: Airtel

A. Frauds complaint using Airtel issued Header from 20th 

Apr’20 to 30th Apr 2020 Number of new headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs: 3

Headers Description:

AD-
SMSCMS

AX-
FOXGLV

AD-Inform

Refer Annexure :Headers_30thApr

1474
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Airtel to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the Airtel Team

Regards,

Jang Bahadur Singh

+919999753937

SUBJECT: Suspicious Headers Reported||Paytm Payments 
Bank||1st May'2020||MTNL

Jang Bahadur Singh

Fri 5/1/2020 10:29 PM

To: cmd@bol.net.in <cmd@bol.net.in>; edd@boI.net.in 

<edd@boI.net.in>;

Cc:dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com <dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; 

Jatinder Kumar Thakar<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka 

Paul <priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; 

SumitSomani<sumit@paytmbank.com>;

Dear Sir/Madam,

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated

19thJuly, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel.

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the complaint 

along with First instance, Second Instance and Third Instance list of 
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violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to us. We request for 

TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. We have provided 

comprehensive complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let 

us know if any further information needed from our side.

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telco: MTNL

A Frauds complaint using MTNL 

issued Header from 15thApr’20 to 30th 

April 2020 Number of new headers 

sending the fraud/fake SMSs: 2

Headers Description

Refer Annexure :Headers_30thApr

MTNL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the MTNL Team

Regards,

Jang Bahadur Singh

+919999753937

SUBJECT: 
SuspiciousHeadersReported||PaytmPaymentsBank||1stMay'2020|
|QTL

Jang Bahadur Singh

Fri 5/1/2020 10:10 PM
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To: aj.b@vispl.in <aj.b@vispl.in>; Naveen.bhatt@infotelconnect.com 

<Naveen.bhatt@infotelconnect.com>;

Cc:DharmenderJhamb<dharmender.jhamb@paytm.com>; Jatinder 

Kumar Thakar<jatinder.thakar@paytmbank.com>; Priyanka Paul

<priyanka.paul@paytmbank.com>; Mohd Abbas 

<mohd.abbas@paytmbank.com>; Akshay Jain 

<akshay2.jain@paytm.com>; SumitSomani<sumit@paytmbank.com>;

Dear Mr. Naveen Bhatt

As per THE TELECOM COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE REGULATIONS, 2018 (6 of 2018) dated

19thJuly, 2018, reference point number 23, 1 (b), Our esteemed 

customers have reported the Commercial communication (Call / 

SMS). Our customers have reported such communication to your 

customer service channel.

In compliance to section 25 (6) A, the We hereby share the complaint 

along with First instance, Second Instance and Third Instance list of 

violation by Senders, as per complaints reported to us. We request 

for TRAI prescribed action to Sender agencies. We have provided 

comprehensive complainant, Victim and complaint details, Please let 

us know if any further

information needed from our side.

(Reference : TRAI Regulation: 

https://main.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/RegulationUcc19072018_0.pdf

Summary of Complaints:

Name of Telco: Quadrant Televentures Limited

A. Frauds complaint using QTL issued 

Header from 20thApr’20 to 30th April 2020 
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Number of new headers sending the 

fraud/fake SMSs: 7

Headers Description :

QP-THAKRI QP-SMSNMS QP-SMSBMS QP-SMSMMS QP-

SMSCCS

QP-Inform QP-Notice

QTL to provide status on Blocking of SMS Headers, Calling 

number and Sending Agency as Aggregator/Telemarketer: 

Number of header blocked: To be updated by the QTL Team

Regards,

Jang Bahadur Singh

+919999753937
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Telcos back 50 paise
per spam SMS
regime
Telecom companies are calling for continuation
of the government’s regulation on charging
higher SMS rates to curb spam messages from
unregistered telemarketers.

Himanshi Lohchab ETTelecom
Updated: May 06, 2020, 18:13 IST

      



New Delhi: Telecom companies are calling for
continuation of the government’s regulation on
charging higher SMS rates to curb spam messages
from unregistered telemarketers.

In a virtual open house discussion, the first such
conducted by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India (TRAI) on Wednesday amid the Covid outbreak,
telecom companies including Bharti Airtel, Vodafone
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Idea, Reliance Jio and Tata Communicatons said that
the 54th amendment of Telecom Tariff Order must
continue as it acts as a deterrent to unsolicited
commercial communication (UCC).

In December 2012, TRAI had issued the order
mandating a charge of Rs 50 paise for every SMS
sent beyond the limit of 100 SMS per day per SIM.

“It is necessary to provide a financial disincentive to
Unregistered Telemarketers (UT) who would always
find ways to beat the system,” Rajan Mathews,
Director General, Cellular Operators Association of
India (COAI) said in the open house.

“The present system, in our opinion, does not have
strong enough disincentives for those UTs who would
try and game the system and bypass its customer
safeguards. The present limit of 100 SMSs a day
would in no way inconvenience any legitimate
customer who never reaches the cap of 100 SMSs in
a day,” he added. 

TRAI had said that despite the higher charge on
SMS, the complaints of UCC were on a rise and thus
the regime for charging for SMSes should be brought
under forbearance. In 2018, TRAI had mandated
telcos to adopt distributed ledger technology (DLT)
with ‘permissioned and private DLT networks’ where
only identified and registered users can participate. 

Anurag Aggarwal, director (messaging services) at
Tata Communications said that the lifting of
regulation will lead to an increase in spam traffic as
the DLT implementation is still in the nascent stage
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and the person-to-person channel is not yet properly
monitored on it.

The ministry of railways though said that the
restriction is a big pain point for railways which is
paying a hefty sum of Rs 2 crore for SMSes for non-
commercial purposes too.

“Railway has requested that for 7500 SIMS used for
neither commercial nor unsolicited calls, our service
provider is charging 50 paisa per SMS on SMS for
disaster management, safety, security and
maintenance purposes and not for Commercial
purpose,” said Umesh Balonda, Executive Director,
Telecom Development, Ministry of Railways.

Follow and connect with us on Twitter, Facebook,
Linkedin

Seat distancing, rise of OTT, fading ads:
PVR, INOX face many killjoys. Needed: an
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3 persons click fake link, lose Rs 12.40L 

Ahmedabad Mirror | 

Updated: May 23, 2020, 

06:00 IST PInRrcienredt 

authcies faorntitclseize 

Advocate resides at Galaxy Apt, Pic: NILKANTH DAVE 

Son of former SC judge, a surgeon and senior citizen were sent fake link to update KYC for 

their Paytm wallet; lose total Rs 12.4 lakh 

Three separate complaints of online fraud, totalling Rs 12.40 lakh, have been registered in 

Ahmedabad in a span of three days using similar modus operandi. All the victims - son of a 

former Supreme Court judge, an orthopaedic surgeon and a senior citizen - were defrauded 

using a link that sought update in their Paytm wallet KYC norms. 

 

In the first complaint filed with the cybercrime cell, advocate Dhaval Nanavati (50), son of 

former Supreme Court judge Girish Nanavati, said he received a text message on May 18 

informing him that if he did not update KYC norms for his Paytm wallet than his account will 

be blocked. 

 

The message was followed by a call, ostensibly from Paytm, where the caller asked 

Nanavati to follow his directions to update KYC. He was made to fill his credit card details in 

the passbook section of Paytm, including the pin. Following this, an amount of Rs 9,499 

was deducted from his account. 

According to the complaint, Nanavati realised only a day later that multiple transactions were 
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carried out using his credit card details, totalling Rs 10.95 lakh. 

Talking to Mirror, investigation officer and cybercrime inspector S R Muchal said, "During the 

first transaction, the fraudsters gained access to the bank account details of the complainant. 

Normally, in such cases, a link is sent for KYC update and once the victim clicks on it the 

cybercrooks gain access to the wallet and can carry out transaction without the owner 

knowing about it." 

 

Paytm founder’s tweet 

Cybercrook use 'Quick Support' link 

In a complaint filed with Ghatlodia police station, Dr Viral Sankheshra (33), who is an 

orthopaedic surgeon with a private hospital in Bopal, received a message on April 22 

asking him to update his Paytm KYC. Later, when Sanskheshra's attempts to pay his gas 

bill got declined, he called up the number mentioned in the message. The responder 

asked him to download 'Quick Support' software and transfer Re 1 from his Paytm wallet. 

Later, Sanskheshra learnt that Rs 1.4 lakh was transferred from his bank account via 

multiple transactions. 

Similarly, Naranpura resident Pradeep Vora (62) received a message asking him to click on 

the link to update his Paytm KYC. He learnt a total of Rs 99,678 was withdrawn from his 

account via multiple transactions. Paytm founded had issued warning 

Incidentally, in November last year Paytm founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma also put up a tweet 

urging wallet users not to fall for crooks who ask to update their KYC. 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

CIVIL EXTRAORDINARY JURISDICTION 

C. M.A. NO. _____ OF 2020 
IN 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. ___/2020 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 
One97 CommunicationsLimited&Anr.  …Applicants 

 

Versus 

 

Union of India &Ors     … Respondents 

 

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 151 OF THE CODE OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE, 1908 SEEKING INTERIM RELIEF 

TO,   

 THE HON’BLE CHIEF JUSTICE AND 

 HIS COMPANION JUDGES OF THE  

 HON’BLE HIGH COURT OF DELHI. 

        THIS HUMBLE PETITION OF THE PETITIONER ABOVE-

NAMED 

 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH: 

 

1. The Petitioners have filed the present accompanying Writ 

Petition filed under Article 226 of the Constitution of India 

seeking the intervention of this Hon’ble Court to protect 

millions of customers of the Petitioners and its associate 

companies/ group companies, against fraudsters by the 

activity of phishing taking place over telecommunications 

networks and those who are likely to be defrauded of large 

sums of money due to the lack of effective and complete 

implementation of the Telecommunication Commercial 

Communication Customer Preference Regulations, 

2018(hereinafter referred to as ‘TCCCPR, 2018’) by the 

Respondents.  
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2. The contents of the Writ Petition are not repeated herein for 

the sake of brevity. The Petitioners pray that the said Writ 

Petition be considered as a part and parcel of this 

application and crave leave of this Hon’ble Court to refer 

and rely upon the same.  

3. The present Application seeks urgent interim relief from this 

Hon’ble Court, namely, thatthe unsolicited & fraudulent 

commercial communication being sent over the networks of 

the Respondent No. 3 to 9Telcos by the use of “look-alike” 

headers and content templates deceptively similar to the 

official headers of the Petitioners and by the use of voice 

phishing be immediately halted; that such violating 

Registered Telemarketers and Unregistered Telemarketers 

violating the TCCCPR be penalised and no such look-alike 

headers and content templates be issued without 

verification from the Petitioners.  

4. It is respectfully submitted that the impact of such fraudulent 

Unsolicited Commercial Communication or “phishing” can 

be devastating. Persons across educational and income 

groups have been defrauded and such fraud enabled due to 

the Respondent Telcos’ violations of the. As has been 

reported by the Times of India’s Ahmadabad Mirror on 

23.05.2020, three different complaints totalling Rs. 12.4 

lakhs have been registered over a span of three days in 

Ahmedabad alone, where the son of a former Supreme 

Court Judge, an orthopaedic surgeon, and a senior citizen, 

were defrauded using a fraudulent link that sought an 

update on their Patym Wallet KYC norms.The news report 
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is annexed with the accompanying Writ Petition as 

ANNEXURE P- 56. 

5. That in addition FIRs are being filed against the Petitioners 

officials by customers who have been devastated by fraud, 

who are innocent of the fact that it is the Respondent Telcos 

who can prevent such fraud rather than the Petitioners. For 

instanceon 05.02.2020, an FIR was registered at Kavi 

Nagar Police Station, Ghaziabad, U.P. by an aggrieved 

customer of the Petitioner No. 2 who had fallen prey to 

phishing activities, under section 420 of the Indian Penal 

Code, 1860 & Section 66D of the Information Technology 

Act, 2000. This FIR was filed against the Petitioner No. 2, 

its founder Mr. Vijay Shekhar Sharma and Senior Vice 

President of Petitioner No. 1 Mr. Ajay Sharma.The said FIR 

has been annexed with the accompanying Writ Petition as 

annexure P- 32 (Colly). 

6. There is an imminent need to enforce these Regulations 

since there has been a drastic increase in unsolicited 

fraudulent communication over the last few months, more 

so after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the 

nationwide lockdown in India. As per Petitioner No. 2’s 

records, from the months of November 2019 to May 2020, 

nine Telcos including Respondent No. 3 – 9 Telcos have 

issued 249 Unique SMS headers which have been reported 

by the customers of the Petitioners as being followed by 

fraudulent messages. This list has already been annexed to 

the accompanying Petition as Annexure P- 13. These 

headers have been reported by customers of the Petitioners 
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to the Petitioners through various customer interface 

channels such as Paytm Mobile App, Interactive Voice 

Response System (IVRS), Emails, Social Media, Customer 

Care Helplines etc. The prefix of each message header 

identifies the Telco which issued the said message 

headers. These fraudulent reported messages were all 

regarding the conversion of minimum KYC to full KYC, with 

the senders of these messages hoping to pass these 

messages off as genuine and legitimate messages sent by 

the Petitioners’ or their associated/ group companies. 

Despite a significant effort by the Petitioners to spread 

awareness regarding these fraudulent messages & phone 

calls, customers are falling prey to such unsolicited 

commercial communication. As such, this list of 249 

message headers not only includes headers that contain 

the word “PAYTM” or its derivates, but also those 

messages sent from headers, which are not necessarily 

deceptive, but whose content contains the word “PAYTM” 

or its derivatives. While some Headers have been 

confirmed as blocked, many continue to remain in 

operation. The Petitioner has compiled a list of “unblocked” 

fraudulent headers. 

7. Apart from the usual methods, is also now being sent by 

persons fraudulently claiming to be ‘Corona Relief’ funds. 

There have been multiple media reports highlighting the 

increase in fraudulent activity in which senders of UCC are 

luring customers in novel ways into opening emails, text 

messages and entertaining calls about COVID-19, loans 
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offered during the lockdown period, sale of medical 

equipment etc.News articles are annexed with the 

accompanying Writ Petition as ANNEXURE P- 52(colly).     

8. As has been stated in the accompanying Writ Petition, the 

TCCCPR lays down a regime for regulating commercial 

communication, aimed at protecting the privacy and data 

integrity of individuals while at the same time, balancing 

legitimate business interests by prohibiting and penalizing 

the sending of unsolicited & fraudulent commercial 

communication sent. To this end, the TCCCPR establishes 

primary obligations on the Telcosto prevent and penalize 

UCC; and secondary obligations on the Respondent No.2 

Authority to prevent and penalize the Telco’s violations of 

the TCCCPR regime. It envisages two types of obligations 

on the Access provider: (i) a duty to prevent which kicks in 

prior to any commercial communication taking place over its 

networks, and (ii) a duty to penalize/Punish or take 

remedial action once UCC or fraudulent commercial 

communication is found to have taken place over an Access 

Providers telecom network.  

9. The Access Providers’ duty to prevent  is operationalised by 

the TCCCPR mandating the use of Distributed Ledger 

Technologies for (i) the mandatory registration of consumer 

preferences for receipt of commercial communication and 

(ii) the mandatory registration of all sender(s) (referred to as 

registered telemarketers or RTMs) that intend to send 

commercial communication over an Access Provider’s 

telecom network. Such registration is mandated to be 
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accompanied with a robust verification by the 

Telcos(under Regulations 5(5), 5(6), 12(2) – 12(4))of the 

identities of the senders before they can be allowed  in 

accordance with the Code(s) of Practice - Entities to be 

established by the Access Provider under Reg. 8(1) in 

accordance with Schedule I. . Clause 4 of Schedule I 

describes the ‘Header Registration Function’ (hereinafter 

“HRF”) and the ‘Content Template Registration Function’ 

(hereinafter “CTRF”) of each TSP/ Telco as: 

“4. Every Access Provider shall carry out following 
functions: -  

1.    Header Registration Function (HRF)  

a.             assign header or Header root for SMS 
via Header Registration Functionality, on its 
own or through its agents, as per allocation 
and assignment principles and policies, to 
facilitate content provider or principal entity to 
get new headers; 

b.             carry out pre-verifications of 
documents and credentials submitted by an 
individual, business entity or legal entity 
requesting for assigning of the header; 

c.             bind with a mobile device and mobile 
number(s), in a secure and safe manner, 
which shall be used subsequently on 
regular intervals for logins to the sessions 
by the header assignee; 

d.             carry out additional authentications in 
case of a request for headers to be issued to 
SEBI registered brokers or other entities 
specified by Authority by directions, orders or 
instructions issued from time to time; 

e.             carry out additional authentications in 
case of a request for headers to be issued to 
government entities, corporate(s) or well-
known brands, including specific directions, 
orders or instructions, if any, issued from time 
to time by the Authority; 

f.               carry out additional checks for look-

alike headers which may mislead to a 
common recipient of commercial 
communication, it may also include 
proximity checks, similarity after substring 
swaps specifically in case of government 
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entities, corporate(s), well-known brands 
while assigning headers irrespective of 
current assignments of such headers, and 
to follow specific directions, orders or 
instructions, if any, issued from time to time 
by the Authority; 

(2)… 

(3) Content Template Registration Function 
(CTRF):- 

(a) to check content of the template being 
offered for registration as a transactional 
template and service message template; 

(b) to identify fixed and variable portion(s) of 
the content in the offered transactional 
template and service message template with 
identification of type of content for each portion 
of variable part of the content, e.g. date format, 
numeric format, name of recipient, amount with 
currency; reference number, transaction 
identity; 

(c) to estimate the total length of variable 
portion, viz. total length of fixed portion for a 
typical transactional message, service 
message for offered template; 

(d) to de-register template or temporarily 
suspend use of template; 

(e) to generate one-way hash for fixed portion 
of content of template and ways to extract fixed 
portion and variable portion(s) from actual 
message for carrying out pre and post checks 
of actual content of actual message offered for 
delivery or already delivered; 

(f) to check content of the template being 
offered for registration as a promotional from 
perspective of content category; 

(g)assigning unique template identity to 
registered template of content 

(Emphasis Supplied) 
 

6.  Therefore, if properly implemented, the TCCCPR regime 

would ensure that: 

a.  only registered entities (RTMs) are able to send 

commercial communication;  
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b. that such RTMs are assigned headers that are unique and 

not deceptively similar to those of other entities and don’t mislead 

the consumer as to the identity of the sender;  

c. that such RTMs are assigned unique template identities so 

that the content of such commercial communication is not 

misleading or deceptively similar to the content of other well-

known brands; and  

d. that the identity of such RTMs is thoroughly verified before 

registration by the Access Provider 

7. However, it is submitted, that due to the lack of robust 

verification of senders before registration by the Telcos, Senders 

of unsolicited & fraudulent commercial communication have been 

able todupe innocent customers of the Petitioners and the 

customers of their associated companies/ related parties/ group 

companies into sharing their bank details and other sensitive 

information over the phone so as to carry out “phishing” attacks 

using such details. In particular, fraudulent senders have been 

assigned look-alike headers and contempt templates containing 

the words contain the words “Paytm”, “PTM” or “PYTM, which are 

deceptively similar to the official headers& content template of the 

Petitioners and their associate companies/ group companies. 

Once a customer receives a commercial communication from 

such a fraudulent sender, or a communication containing such 

deceptively similar words in its content, he is duped into believing 

that the communication is a legitimate communication from the 

Petitioners, and becomes a victim of phishing.  Phishing is a type 

of technological attack often used to steal user data, including 
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confidential bank details, passwords, login credentials and credit 

card numbers. It occurs when an attacker, masquerading as a 

trusted entity, dupes a victim into opening a text message or to 

supply confidential information over the phone. The recipient is 

then tricked into clicking a malicious link, or dialing a number or 

orally communicating confidential information which can lead to 

the installation of mirroring apps, malware or other modes to 

reveal sensitive information which then allows the fraudster to 

withdraw funds from the victims’ bank account.  

8. Some of the reported fraudulent IDs/ headers include 

VPAYTM, IPAYTN, PYTKYC, PTMKYC. Through this method, 

fraudsters send out mass messages to people, irrespective of 

whether they are customers of the Petitioners or not. These 

headers are only examples of “reported” headers and there are 

many other such “look alike” headers that are still being used to 

mislead customers of the Petitioner No. 2. Thus, these headers 

are only a subset of a larger set of fraudulent headers that are 

being used for phishing attempts. 

9. In addition to fraudulent messages, these fraudsters/ 

spammers also use voice calls as a means of defrauding 

customers, by misrepresenting themselves to be employees of the 

Petitioners or its associate companies/ group companies. By way 

of these deceptive voice calls and messages, fraudsters carry out 

phishing attacks on the recipients of such fraudulent commercial 

communication. 

10. The said reported fraudulent headers and phone numbers 

have also been regularly communicated to the Respondent 

Telcos. However, while some such headers and phone numbers 
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have been blocked by some of the Respondent Telcos, most are 

still in operation.  

11. Moreover, the actions taken by the Telcos are ad hoc post 

facto actions; if the Telcos had complied with their obligations to 

verify all senders purporting to register with them, prior to 

registration, such frauds would have been prevented at the first 

instance.  

12. Therefore, the manner in which fraudulent UCC from RTMs 

takes place demonstrates that the Respondent Telcos have 

seriously failed to comply with their duty to prevent obligations 

under the TCCCPR regime. In particular, by failing to thoroughly 

verify the identities of sender(s), the Respondent Telcos have 

assigned look-alike header(s), header root(s) and content 

templates containing words like “Paytm”, “PTM” ,“Pytm” etc, which 

are deceptively similar to the Petitioners’ and its associate 

companies/ related parties/ group companies’ official 

header(s)/Root(s)/contempt template(s), to unscrupulous 

fraudsters. The Telcos, having failed to prevent the registration of 

misleading headers have also failed to ensure that the content of 

the UCC is not misleading. Thus, it is submitted that the Telcosare 

in violation of their Duty to Prevent fraudulent UCC as envisaged 

in the TCCCPR Regime, in particular, Regs. 3, 5(3), 12(2), 12(3), 

13(1) and Clause  4 of Schedule I to the TCCCPR 

13. An attack can have devastating results. For individuals, this 

includes unauthorized purchases, the stealing of funds. The 

Petitioners and others succumbing to such an attack are 

secondary victims, typically sustaining severe financial losses in 

addition to declining market share, reputation, and consumer trust. 
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As a result of this phishing activity, several customers of the 

Petitioner No. 2 have lost about Rs. 10 crores (approx)through the 

months of July ’19 to April ’20.  

14. The modus operandi of the senders of fraudulent 

commercial communication to carry out phishing activities is as 

follows: 

i. Fraudulent text messages sent from ‘message headers’ 

deceptively similar to the message header of the Petitioners 

and its associate companies/ related parties/ group 

companies, so as to mislead the recipient of the message 

into believing that it is a message from the Petitioners or its 

affiliates. Most often the message contains a link or a phone 

number on which the recipient is asked to call back. Upon 

clicking the link, a screen mirroring application gets installed 

on the users phone, and this gives the fraudster complete 

access to all the digits and information such as debit card 

details, one time passwords, CVV numbers etc. that are 

entered. Alternatively, in case the message contains a 

phone number and if the recipient calls back, he/she, under 

the pretext of offering a bogus investment opportunity, 

offering cash prizes, or for completion of KYC formalities, 

asked to open a link sent by the fraudster, or enter their 

bank details on a particular webpage or browser, which 

gives complete access to the fraudster to all the information 

entered by such person.    

ii. Fraudulent text messages using deceptively similar words 

in their content template: The body of the fraudulent 

messages may also contain words that may have the effect 
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of misleading the recipient of such messages into believing 

that such messages are being sent from the Petitioners or 

its affiliates. For instance, the body of the message may 

contain the words “Paytm”, “Ptm” or “Pytm”, or any other 

combination thereof.  

iii. Unsolicited phone calls, in which the caller represents 

himself to be Paytm employee and asks the recipient of the 

phone call to disclose their bank details, one-time 

passwords, etc. in order to defraud them. 

14. It is reiterated that most commonly the fraudster asks for 

these details under the pretext of offering a bogus cash prize, 

investment opportunity or for completing KYC formalities. Such 

instances have also been reported in the media. Most recently, 

three complaints of persons being defrauded in the span of 3 days 

in Ahmedabad alone by fraudsters sending them a fraudulent link 

that sought an update on their Patym Wallet KYC norms, have 

been reported, a copy of which has been annexed to the 

accompanying Petition as Annexure P-56. 

15. There is an imminent need to enforce these Regulations 

since there has been a proportionate increase in unsolicited 

fraudulent communication over the last few months, more so after 

the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the nationwide 

lockdown in India. As per Petitioner No. 2’s records, from the 

months of November 2019 to May 2020, nine Telcos including 

Respondent No. 3 – 9 Telcos have issued 249 Unique SMS 

headers which have been reported by the customers of the 

Petitioners as being followed by fraudulent messages. This list 

has already been annexed to the accompanying Petition as 
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Annexure P- 13. These headers have been reported by customers 

of the Petitioners to the Petitioners through various customer 

interface channels such as Paytm Mobile App, Interactive Voice 

Response System (IVRS), Emails, Social Media, Customer Care 

Helplines etc. The prefix of each message header identifies the 

Telco which issued the said message headers. These fraudulent 

reported messages were all regarding the conversion of minimum 

KYC to full KYC, with the senders of these messages hoping to 

pass these messages off as genuine and legitimate messages 

sent by the Petitioners’ or their associated/ group companies. 

Despite a significant effort by the Petitioners to spread awareness 

regarding these fraudulent messages & phone calls, customers 

are falling prey to such unsolicited commercial communication. As 

such, this list of 249 message headers not only includes headers 

that contain the word “PAYTM” or its derivates, but also those 

messages sent from headers, which are not necessarily 

deceptive, but whose content contains the word “PAYTM” or its 

derivatives. While some Headers have been confirmed as 

blocked, many continue to remain in operation. The Petitioner has 

compiled a list of “unblocked” fraudulent headers. 

A true copy of the list compiled by the Petitioner of “unblocked” 

deceptive headers from which fraudulent messages were received 

is annexed herewith and marked as “ANNEXURE A-1” 

16. On a perusal of Annexure P- 13, of 249 headers issued by 

nine Telcos including the Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos, it 

emerges that the maximum number of fraudulent headers are 

being issued by Respondent No. 3 BSNL. This list of 249 headers 
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further reveals that the percentage of fraudulent message headers 

issued by each of the nine Telcos including the Respondent No. 3 

to 9 Telcos is as follows: 

Name of Telecom 
Operator 

Number of 
SenderID/header 

Percentage 
Contribution 

BSNL 121 49.8% 

QTL 58 22.7% 

Vodafone 41 16.1% 

Airtel 15 5.9% 

MTNL 4 1.6% 

VMIPL 4 1.6% 

Unrecognized 3 1.2% 

Tata 2 0.8% 

Jio 1 0.4% 

Total 249 NA 
   

 

17.  The list of 249 message headers in Annexure P –13  issued 

by the various Telcos including Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos can 

further be categorized into only those headers which contain the 

word “PAYTM” or its derivatives. From the list of 249 message 

headers, only 34 headers are deceptively similar to the Petitioners 

or its associated companies. These 34 headers have been 

compiled in the accompanying Petition as Annexure P- 14. While 

the remaining headers may not contain the word “PAYTM” or its 

derivatives, the message content contains words deceptively 

similar to “PAYTM” and its derivatives.  

18.  Over the last few months, the Petitioners have observed 

that at this stage, the content template of fraudulent messages, by 

and large remains the same. Only the deceptively similar keyword 

i.e. the word “PAYTM” or its derivative, and the phone number, 

belonging to the fraudster, on which the recipient of the message 

is asked to call back, vary.  It has been observed by the 
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Petitioners, that the phone number of the fraudster remains active 

only for a few hours or days after which it becomes impossible to 

trace the user of such phone number. It has been observed that 

the general content template for fraudulent messages is as 

follows: 

“Your <Paytm Keywords> Has Been Expired. Contact Customer 

Care No.:-<Fraudster number> Immediately. Your account will 

Block within 24 hrs” 

The Petitioners have collated, in Annexure P-15 a list of 234 

fraudulent messages with identical content template, sent using 

message headers that are not deceptively similar to the official 

headers of the Petitioners and/or its associate companies/ related 

parties/ group companies.  

19.  With regard to reported fraudulent phone numbers, since 

September 2019, customers of the Petitioners and its associated 

companies have reported 5407 numbers (which have been 

compiled in Annexure P- 16 (of the accompanying Petition) from 

which they have received fraudulent phone calls attempting to 

defraud the recipients of the fraudulent commercial 

communication, at the first instance. The Petitioners have been 

diligently reporting these fraudulent phone numbers to the 

Respondent No. 3 to 9 Telcos, however so far only about 550 

phone number have been blocked, the maximum are being 

blocked by Respondent No. 5 Vodafone, while most of the other 

phone numbers remain unblocked. Out of the 5407 phone 

numbers, customers have reported fraudulent phone calls 

received by them at thesecond instance by 296 (out of the 5407 
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phone numbers), and received by themat the third instance by 

50 (out of the 296 phone numbers) which have been compiled in 

Annexure P- 17 & P-18 respectively of the accompanying Petition. 

20.  It is further observed that since 19thSeptember, 2019, an 

average of 26 fraudulent phone numbers have been reported on a 

daily basis by the Petitioners’ customers to the Petitioners’ 

customer care portals. As such, these figures only represent the 

reported phone numbers and there are a large number of phone 

numbers which remain unreported. 

21. As per the Petitioner No. 2’s records from July 2019 to April 

2020, the month wise breakdown of the cumulative sums of 

money lost by the customers of the Petitioner No. 2 are as follows: 

Month Case Count Amount Lost 
(In Rupees) 

July 2019 572 69986.70 

Aug. 2019 179 949757.48 

Sept. 2019 243 1467858.93 

Oct. 2019 289 1715422.45 

Nov. 2019 721 8951282.21 

Dec. 2019 823 10136089.87 

Jan. 2019 2247 30744581.29 

Feb. 2020 1708 20176223.25 

March 2020 762 11817535.19 

April 2020 820 17602679.91 

Total 7849 103831417.3 

     

22. It is submitted, that as per the above figures, there has been a 

steady increase in the amount that has been lost each month by 

the customers of the Petitioners and its associate companies/ 

group companies indicating the imminent urgency in the matter. 
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Customers of the Petitioner No. 2 have cumulative lost 

approximately Rs. 10 crores through the months of July ’19 to 

April ’20.  

23. The above clearly demonstrates that there is a strong prima 

facie case in the Petitioners’ favour; that the Respondent 

Telcoshave failed in their primary duty of prevention and penalty 

of fraud through unsolicited commercial communication under the 

TCCCPR and that the balance of convenience lies in favour of the 

Petitioner, and that urgent ex-parte action needs to be taken to 

restrain further use of such fraudulent headers and content 

templates deceptively similar to the Petitioners and its associate/ 

group companies.  

24. It is submitted that the present Application is bona fide and in 

the interest of justice. 

PRAYER 

In view of the above, it is respectfully prayed that this Hon'ble 

Court may be pleased to: 

(i) Direct the Respondents 3-9 to block all SMS 

communications unauthorised by the Petitioner which have 

the word Paytm or its derivatives in the body of the SMS; 

(ii) Direct the Respondents 3-9 to take immediate steps to 

block the headers of senders of fraudulent unsolicited 

commercial communication reported by the customers of 

the Petitioners and its associate/ group companies. The list 

of headers to be blocked is annexed with the present 

Application accompanying the Writ Petition as Annexure A-

1. 
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(iii) Restrain Respondents 3-9 Telcos from allotting/ registering 

any header(s) or content template(s) containing the words 

“PAYTM”, “PYTM”, “PTM” etc, deceptively similar to the 

Petitioners registered headers without verification of the 

same from the Petitioner; and 

(iv) Direct the Respondents nos. 3 to 9 to produce all records 

pertaining to the fraudulent phone numbers, messages and 

message headers reported by the Petitioners and their 

customers; 

(v) Direct the Respondents 3-9 Telcos to detect, identify and 

impose immediate penalties on RTMs and UTMs found to 

be violating the TCCCPR through fraudulent Unsolicited 

Commercial Communication; 

(vi) Direct the Respondents No. 3-9 use/ develop their 

technological security architecture, Codes of Practise et al 

to systematically prevent and halt use of Headers, SMS 

content and voice calls that are deceptively similar to the 

Petitioners;  

(vii) Pass such other or further order as this Hon’ble Court may 

deem fit in and proper in the circumstances of the case.  

 

AND FOR THIS KINDNESS THE PETITIONER AS IN DUTY 

BOUND SHALL EVER PRAY 

 
KARUNA NUNDY 

With RAHUL NARAYAN, RUCHIRA GOEL, 
RAGINI NAGPAL, UTSAV MUKHERJEE,  

ABHAY CHITRAVANSHI, SHASHWAT GOEL 
 

Advocates for the Petitioner 
B-1/33A, Top Floor, Hauz Khas 

Filed on:-  28.05.2020           New Delhi-11001 
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LIST OF “UNBLOCKED” DECEPTIVE HEADERS FROM WHICH FRAUDULENT MESSAGES WERE RECEIVED BY THE CUSTOMERS OF 

THE PETITIONERS AND ITS GROUP COMPANIES

SenderID/head
er

Name of 
Telco Reported Date Message 

Received Case Ref Status

BR-BPAYTM BSNL 4-Nov-2019 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BR-PAYYTM BSNL 10-Nov-2019 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BR-PYMTMB BSNL 21-Nov-2019 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BP-IMPYMT BSNL 9-Dec-2019 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BZ-IPYTM BSNL 9-Dec-2019 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BP-IPYTEM BSNL 12-Dec-2019 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BK-PYTKYC BSNL 21-Dec-2019 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BH-IPAYTM BSNL 7-Jan-2020 Not Available Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

AD-Alerts Airtel 20-Feb-2020 PAY ,TM 157741826 Reported to respective Telcos, 
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Dear PAY ,TM 
customer your 
KYC has been 
suspended. To 

verified PAY 
,TM KYC call 
9641448729 
immediately. 
Your account 

will be blocked 
within 24 hours.

but not reported to be blocked

QP-SSVMRT QTL 21-Feb-2020 Dear PAY-TM 
customer your 

PAY-TM 
account 

suspended 
office ph-

9334182352 
Your account 

will be blocked 

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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within 24Hrs 
thank you

BHUPDATE BSNL 24-Feb-2020

Dear Pytm 
customer your 
Pytm KYC has 

been 
suspended. Call 
Pytm Office PH. 

6295308932 
immediately. 
Your account 

will block within 
24hrs. Thank 

you Pytm team.

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

MD-Alerts MTNL 24-Feb-2020 PTM
Dear ptm 

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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customer your 
KYC has been 
suspended. To 

verified Ptm 
KYC call 

6287743951 
immediately. 
Your account 

will be blocked 
within 24 hours.

VM-044220 Vodafone 25-Feb-2020 Dear PATYM 
Customer Your 
Patym KYC has 

been expire 
today Plz call 
customer care 

number no. 
8927902406 
immediately 
Your PATYM 
Account Block 

On Ding Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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24Hrs THAN 
YOU PATYM

VM-KYCPTM Vodafone 26-Feb-2020 Dear Patym 
Customer Your 
Patym has been 
hold in today's 

100% KYC 
please contacts 

Patym office 
Ph:8389924725 

thanks Your 
Patym blocks 
within 24hr

On Email Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VM-340609 Vodafone 26-Feb-2020

Dear paytm 
customer your 
KYC has been 
suspended.To 
Verified Paytm 

kyc call 
7029764881 

immediately.acc
ount will be 

blocked within 
24 hours

158258657 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-PAYSMS QTL 27-Feb-2020 Your PYTM 
KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
8537992765 
Immediately. 

158331458 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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Your account 
will Block within 

24 hrs.

AD-660330 Airtel 27-Feb-2020 Not Available 158394331 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

CP-PAYKCC VMIPL 28-Feb-2020

Your PYTM 
KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
6294082775 
Immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs.

158420082 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

50532 Unrecogni
ze

28-Feb-2020 PAYTM
Dear paytm 

customer your 
KYC has been 

158463772 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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suspended.To 
Verified Paytm 

kyc call 
8346054668 

immediately.acc
ount will be 

blocked within 
24 hours

BA-MYINFO BSNL 29-Feb-2020 Dear PTM 
customer your 

PTM wallet 
eKYC has been 

expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8250918026 

your PTM 
account will 
block 24hr's 
Thank You

158513526 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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CP-PAYSMS VMIPL 29-Feb-2020

Your PYTM 
KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
9749131464 
Immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs.

158531535 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-610430 QTL 1-Mar-2020 Dear PYTM 
customer your 

PYTM KYC has 
been 

suspended.PYT
M office PH 
7001278291 

Immediately.Yo
ur account will 

158621121 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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block within 
24hr.Thank you 

PYTM team

CP610430 VMIPL 1-Mar-2020

Dear PYTM 
customer your

PYTM KYC has 
been 

suspended.PYT
M office PH 
6289445982

Immediately.Yo
ur account will 

block within 
24hr.Thank you 

PYTM team

158541335 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BZ-UPDATE BSNL 3-Mar-2020 Not Available 158877811 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

AX-060540 Airtel 5-Mar-2020

Dear Customer 
Your PATYM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 9083388741 

immediately 
your PATYM 

account blocked 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

159045418 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VM-PAYSMS Vodafone 6-Mar-2020 Your PYTM 
KYC has been 

expired. Contact 
Customer care 

On Ding Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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no.:-
6294082775 
Immediately. 
Your account 

will block within 
24 hrs.

VM-044136 Vodafone 6-Mar-2020 Dear PATYM 
customer your 
PATYM eKYC 

has been expire 
today please 
call customer 

care no 
9382304850 
immediately 
your PATYM 
account will 
block 24hr's 
Thank you

On Ding Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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AX-060539 Airtel 7-Mar-2020

Dear Customer 
Your PATYM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 9433723916 

immediately 
your PATYM 

account blocked 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

159278718 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BL-Alertz BSNL 7-Mar-2020 PAYTM Dear 
paytm customer 
your KYC has 

been 

159377576 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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suspended.To 
Verified Paytm 

kyc call 
6289934519 

immediately.acc
ount will be 

blocked within 
24 hours

BRPACAMS BSNL 7-Mar-2020 Dear Customer 
Your Paytm Kyc 

Has Been 
Expire Please 

Contact 
Customer Care 
No-8389072969 

Immediately 
Your Paytm 

Account Will Be 
Blocked Within 

24hrs.

159187630 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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AX-060538 Airtel 7-Mar-2020

Dear Customer 
Your PATYM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 9608883661 

immediately 
your PATYM 

account blocked 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

159209595 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

AX-060533 Airtel 7-Mar-2020 Dear Customer 
Your PATYM 

159477328 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8388859705 

immediately 
your PATYM 

account blocked 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

VM-NVPTNA Vodafone 8-Mar-2020 Dear pyatm 
customer your 
kyc has been 
suspended 

contact 
customer care 

PH 8389041315 
immediately 

159357377 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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your account will 
be block with in 
24 hr THANK 

YOU\

QP-TESTIN QTL 9-Mar-2020 PAY,,TM Dear 
pay,,tm 

customer your 
KYC has been 
suspended. To 
VerfiedPay,,tm 

KYC call 
8389043448 
immediately. 
Your account 

will be blocked 
within 24 hours.

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BRSVMART BSNL 11-Mar-2020

Hello sir your P-
A-Y-T-M KYC 

has been 
suspended 

please contact 
customer care 
with 24hr PH 
7439234963 
immediately 

thank you P-A-
Y-T-M

159590308 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BZ-ALERTZ BSNL 11-Mar-2020 Dear customer 
Your PATYM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8388859705 

immediately 
your PATYM 

account blocked 
24 hrs thanks 

159600227 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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you

BA-NITINS BSNL 13-Mar-2020 Dear Customer 
Your PYATM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 6289567646 

immediately 
your PYATM 

account blocked 
24 hrs THANK 

YOU

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VM-ALERT Vodafone 13-Mar-2020  159892397 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BZALERTZ BSNL 13-Mar-2020

Dear customer 
your PATYM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8389849762 

immediately 
your PATYM 

account blocked 
24 hrs thanks 

you

159820329 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BZ-IYTMTT BSNL 13-Mar-2020 PAY2TMKYC 
has been 

expired. I have 

159892541 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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been asked to 
contact 

Customer care 
on 8346932895. 

BP-080001 BSNL 15-Mar-2020

Paytm dear 
customer your 
wallet KYC is 

suspended. To 
resume service 

call 8637810509 
immediately. 

Thanks

159968325 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-Suprot QTL 15-Mar-20 Hello customer, 
Your P YTM 

account KYC is 
expired 

Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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&B!locked 
today. Please 
call customer 

care: 
7044335115 

Regards, P YTM 
TE M

DZ-ALERTZ Unrecogni
ze 16-Mar-20 Not Available 160083716 Reported to respective Telcos, 

but not reported to be blocked
BZ-VERITM BSNL 16-Mar-20 Dear customer 

your 
PAY/TMKYC 

has been 
expiered, its will 
be bl0cked your 
within 24 hours, 
Please contact 
customer !care 

ph... 
8537035951 
immdiately to 

160088130 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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verify.

BZ-INFORM BSNL 17-Mar-20

Dear Customer 
Your PYATM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8343881622 

immediately 
your PYATM 

account blocked 
24 hrs THANK 

YOU

Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BZ-PACDHM BSNL 17-Mar-20

Pytam dear
customer your 
pytamkyc has 
been expire 

please contact 
customer care 

no –
8389085856 
immediately 
Your Pytam 

Account will be 
blocked within 

24 hrs”

160147754 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BX-622122 BSNL 17-Mar-20 PAYTM Dear 
Paytm customer 
your KYC has 

been suspended 
to vedifiedpaytm 

KYC call 

160222675 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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6264660086

QP-uALERT QTL 17-Mar-20

Hello Customer, 
Your P ytm 

account KYC is 
expired 

&B!locked 
today. Please 
call customer 

care : 
8389076530 

Regards, P ytm 
TE M

160197908 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

DW-MYINFO Unrecogni
ze 17-Mar-20 Not Available 160156331 Reported to respective Telcos, 

but not reported to be blocked
BZ-AATOTM BSNL 17-Mar-20 Dear customer 

your PYTMKCY 
has been 

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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expired, It's will 
be bl0cked 

within 24 hour, 
please contact 
customer care 

ph.. 
7547092933 

immediately to 
verify

QP-ALRETZ QTL 18-Mar-20 Dear customer 
your ePATYM 
KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8388990290 

immediately 
your ePATYM 

account blocked 
24 hrs thanks 

160261632 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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you

JD-CGUIDE Jio 18-Mar-20

PAY,,TM Dear 
pay,,tm 

customer your 
KYC has been 
suspended. To 
VerfiedPay,,tm 

KYC call 
8388893716 
immediately. 
Your account 

will be blocked 
within 24 hours.

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-pALert QTL 18-Mar-20

Hello Customer, 
Your P YTM 

account KYC is 
expired 

&B!locked 
today. Please 
call customer 

care : 
8101114056 

Regards, P YTM 
T EM

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-PACDHM QTL 18-Mar-20 Paytm dear 
customer your 

paytm has been 
expire please 

contact 
customer care 

no- 8389085856 
immediately 
your paytm 

account will be 

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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blocked within 
24hrs.

BWANKPPK BSNL 19-Mar-20

Your P@YTM 
KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

No.:- 
6290430296 
Immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs.

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-TSTReg QTL 19-Mar-20 Hello customer, 
The kyc of your 
P YTM account 

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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is expired 
&B!locked 
today. Call  

customer care 
;8389980161 

Regards, P YTM 
TE M

QP-Alerts QTL 19-Mar-20 Dear Customer 
Your ePATYM 
KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 7319128045 

immediately 
your ePATYM 

account blocked 
24 hrs thanks 

you

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VK-PALERT Vodafone 19-Mar-20

Dear customer 
your Patym 

documents has 
been 

suspended. 
Patym office PH 
8101783405 call 

immediately. 
Your account 
will blocked 

within 24 hrs. 
Thankyou 

Patym team

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-pUpdte QTL 20-Mar-20 Hello Customer, Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
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Your P YTM 
account KYC is 

expired 
&B!locked 

today. Please 
call customer 

care : 
8389997646 

Regards, P YTM 
T EM

but not reported to be blocked

QP-REMNDR QTL 21-Mar-20 Hello Customer, 
Your P YTM 

account KYC is 
expired 

&B!locked 
today. Please 
call customer 

care : 
9064676848 

Regards, P YTM 
TE M

160546788 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VM-040601 Vodafone 21-Mar-20 Not Available 160565235 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-IPPSMS QTL 21-Mar-20 Not Available Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-PWALET QTL 22-Mar-20

Dear customer 
your p@ytm 

wallet document 
has been 

suspended to 
resume service 

call 8391935751 
immediately 

thanks.

Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VM-747006 Vodafone 25-Mar-20 Dear customer 
your PAYTM 

160772681 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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KYC has been 
expire today 
please call 
customer
care no 

9749639554 
immediately 
your paytm 

account will be 
blocked within 

24
hrs.

BP-IPATYM BSNL 25-Mar-20 Dear User, Your 
Paytm K-Y-C 

has been 
suspended. Call 

us @ 
7074308293 
immediately. 
Your account 

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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service will be 
blocked within 

24 hrs. 
Thankyou

BP-747147 BSNL 27-Mar-20 Dear Patym 
customer your 

patym KYC has 
been expire 

today Plz call 
customer care 

number no. 
7908578733 
immediately 
Your PATYM 
Account Block 
24Hrs THAN 
YOU PATYM

160868248 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-VIDUAL BSNL 27-Mar-20

Dear customer 
your PTM KCY 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no 
7001290628 
immediately 
your PTM 

account suspen 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VM-TESTIN Vodafone 29-Mar-20 Dear customer On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
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your p@ytm 
wallet document 

has been 
suspended to 

resume service 
call 

+918389090098 
immediately 

thanks.

but not reported to be blocked

BZEKESMS BSNL 29-Mar-20 Dear customer 
your PATYM 

KCY haas been 
expire please 
call customer 

care 
8927531368 
immediately 
your PATYM 

account blocked 
24 hrs THNAK 

YOU

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VD-ANYONE Vodafone 29-Mar-20

Dear Customer 
your KYC has 

been 
suspended. 

callPYTM office 
PH 8388825482 

immediately. 
Your account 

will block within 
24hr. Thank you

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-ANYONE QTL 30-Mar-20 Dear Customer 
your KYC has 

been 
suspended. 

callPYTM office 

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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PH 8389076530 
immediately. 
Your account 

will block within 
24hr. Thank you

BL-CLSSMS BSNL 30-Mar-20 Dear pyatm 
customer your 
kyc has been 
suspended 

contact 
customer care 

PH 7047448005 
immediately 

your account will 
be block with in 
24 hr THANK 

YOU

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BZ-VIDUAL BSNL 31-Mar-20

Dear Customer 
Your PTM KCY 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no 
8101558787 
immediately 
your PTM 

account suspen 
24 hr THNAK 

YOU

On Group Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BZ-TESTSM BSNL 01-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
Your PYATM 

KCY has been 
expire today 

161182096 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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please call 
customer care 

no 7001290628 
immediately 
your PYATM 

account suspen 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

QP-TETSMS QTL 03-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
Your PTM KCY 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no 
7981653987 
immediately 
your PTM 

account suspen 

161235676 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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24 hrs THANK 
YOU

AD-CHPSMS Airtel 04-Apr-20 Dear peytm 
customer your 
account has 

been suspended 
contact 

customer 
executive MOB. 

8918737218 
immediately 

your ACCOUNT 
will be block 
with in 1DAY 
THANK YOU

161273573 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BZ-TETSMS BSNL 04-Apr-20

Dear Customer 
Your PATYM 

KCY has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 9134076315 

immediately 
your PATYM 

account suspen 
24 hrs THANK 

YOU

161268358 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VM-INFTEC Vodafone 05-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
Your P T M 

eKYC has been 
expire today 

161321839 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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please call 
customer care 

no 9134076315 
immediately 
your P T M 

account Blocked 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

VM-VMRTSP Vodafone 05-Apr-20 Dear P A Y T M 
customer your 

K.Y.C has been 
suspended 

customer care 
no. 9433727696 

immediately 
your account will 
be block after 24 

hrs thanks

145315864 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-PUBSMS QTL 05-Apr-20

P@ytm Dear 
customer your 
wallet KYC is 
suspended To 
resume service 

call 8609799425 
immediately. 

Thanks

161436761 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-INFTEC QTL 06-Apr-20 Dear customer 
your PTM KCY 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no 
6294164330 
immediately 

161368628 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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Your PTM 
account suspen 
24 hrs THANK 

YOU

QP-SNDSMS QTL 07-Apr-20

Hello customer, 
Your p yt"m 

account KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocke

d today. Call 
customer care : 

8389833396 
Regards P 
yt"mTe#m

161437385 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP610430 QTL 08-Apr-20 Dear customer 161481570 Reported to respective Telcos, 
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your KYC has 
been 

suspended.callP
YTM office PH 
8509068261 

Immediately.Yo
ur account will 

block within 
24hr.Thank you. 

but not reported to be blocked

QP-QPTKYMY QTL 08-Apr-20 KYC has been 
suspended 

customer care 
no is

-7029983029. 
Immediately 

your account is 
will be block 
after 24hr 
thanks 

161510313 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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CP-QPTKMY VMIPL 08-Apr-20

Dear P A Y TM 
customer your 

K.Y.C has been 
suspended 

customer care 
no:- 

7029983029 
immediately 

your account will 
block after 24hr 

thanks

161508655 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BG-TEXSMS BSNL 08-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your P A Y T M 
K Y C has been 

expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 7866026931 

161491580 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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your P A Y T M 
has been block 
24hrs THANK 

YOU P TM 
TEAM

QP-SMSSMS QTL 08-Apr-20 Dear Paytm 
customer Your 

paytm has been 
kyc expired in 
today's palace 
contacts Paytm 

office ph. 
9861670964 
thanks your 

paytm blocks 
within 24hrs

161484474 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-PAYINF QTL 10-Apr-20

Hello Customer, 
Your P@yt"m 

account KYC is 
exp!red&Bl!ocke
d today. Call @ 
Customer care : 

7866048002 
Regards, 

P@ytm"mte#m

161731174 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-PVRPPK QTL 13-Apr-20 Your iP@ytm 
KYC Has been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer care 

no.: 
7679124927 
Immediately. 

161781655 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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Your account 
will be block 
within 24 hrs.

QPALERTS QTL 13-Apr-20

Dear Payteam 
customer your 
kyc has been 
suspended 
office PH 

8509354460 
account will be 
block with in 24 
hrs thank you

161783179 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

MD-TESTIN MTNL 14-Apr-20 Hello Customer, 
Your P@yt"m 

account K!!Y!!C 
is 

exp!red&Bl!ocke

161844771 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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d today. Call @ 
Customer care 
6295197542 

Regards, 
P@yt"mTe#m

QP-INFOPT QTL 14-Apr-20

Dear Payteam 
customer your 
KYC has been 

suspended 
office PH 

8388990290 
account will 
block with in 

24hrs thank you

161880365 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-MELIUS QTL 17-Apr-20 Dear customer 
Your PA"YTM 
KYC has been 

expired. Contact 

162023391 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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customer care 
no. 8389855352 

immediately. 
Your account 

will block within 
24 hrs.

BZ-KQDSMS BSNL 17-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your PATY'M 

KC'Y has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
8927531368 
immediately 
your PATY'M 

account blocked 
24 hrs THANK 

YOU

162134872 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BZ-INSTNT BSNL 17-Apr-20

Dear customer 
your kyc has 

been 
deactivated 
office PH 

8388913542 
Payteam 

account will 
block with in 

24hr thank you

162072002 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BZ-IKEYAC BSNL 17-Apr-20 Dear user, Your 
QIPAYTM 

Account well be 
close 24 hrs. 

Just contact us 
@6289814964, 

Thank you 
QIPAYTM 

162440246 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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Team.

QP-SMSCMS QTL 18-Apr-20

Dear customer 
Your PA"YTM 
KYC has been 

expired. Contact 
customer care 

no. 8514067947 
immediately. 
Your account 

will block within 
24 hrs.

162125486 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BASMPQKS BSNL 18-Apr-20 Dear customer 
you PT M KYC 

has been 
expired contact 

162088737 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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customer care 
number 

8388909473 
immediately. 

You account will 
suspended 
within 24 hr.

QP-612089 QTL 18-Apr-20 Dear customer, 
your Paytm, '(k-
y-c)' has been 

suspended. Call 
08328755473 
immediately 
your account 
service will 

blocked within 
24 hrs. 

Thankyou Team 
Paytm

162096115 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-INFTEH QTL 19-Apr-20

Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K  
Y C has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
number 

7866036830 
your P Y T M 

has been block 
24 hrs Thank 
you P Y T M 

TEAM

162127883 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BT-TSTBKS BSNL 19-Apr-20 dear customer 
your P Y T M K 
CY has been 

162123489 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no. 7865867098 

your P Y T M 
has been block 
24 hrs THANK 
YOU  P A Y M 

TEAM

AD-SMSCMS Airtel 20-Apr-20 Dear customer 
your PA"YTM 

has been 
expired. Contact 
customer care 

no. 9123710184 
immediately. 
Your account 
will be block 
within 24 hrs.

2650557 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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AX-FOXGLV Airtel 20-Apr-20

Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K  
Y C has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
number 

8388875840 
your P Y T M 

has been block 
24 hrs Thank 
you P Y T M 

TEAM

Not Available Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VM-DUHPAM Vodafone 20-Apr-20 Paytm Dear 
Paytm customer 

2649813 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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Your Paytm 
KYC has been 
expired please 

contact 
customer no 
9091225573 
immediately 
your paytm 

account will be 
blocked within 

24 hrs.

VK-INFTCH Vodafone 21-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K 
C Y has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8388913542 

162232327 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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your P Y T M 
has been block 
24hrs THANK 
YOU P Y T M 

TEAM

VM-FOXGLV Vodafone 22-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K  
Y C has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
number 

6297718934 
your P Y T M 

has been block 
24 hrs Thank 
you P Y T M 

TEAM

162318481 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VM-SMSCMS Vodafone 22-Apr-20

Dear customer 
your PA"YTM 

has been 
expired. Contact 
customer care 

no. 7866049128 
immediately. 
Your account 
will be block 
within 24 hrs.

162298653 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BT-SMSBKS BSNL 23-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K 
C Y has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 

162446653 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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no 6296541722 
your P Y T M 

has been block 
24hrs THANK 
YOU P Y T M 

TEAM

BT-INFTCH BSNL 23-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K 
C Y has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 7866841259 

your P Y T M 
has been block 
24hrs THANK 
YOU P Y T M 

TEAM

162366651 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VM-INFTCH Vodafone 23-Apr-20

Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K 
C Y has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 7439097997 

your P Y T M 
has been block 
24hrs THANK 
YOU P Y T M 

TEAM

162365022 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VM-IPYTME Vodafone 23-Apr-20

Dear customer 
your P Y T M 

iKYC has been 
expired. Please 

contact 
customer care 

no. call 
8392002928 
immediately 

your account will 
be blocked 

within 24 hrs.

162340634 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-THAKRI QTL 24-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K 
C Y has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8350077291 

your P Y T M 

162497915 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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has been block 
24hrs THANK 
YOU P Y T M 

TEAM

VM-SMSBKS Vodafone 25-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
your P Y T M K 
C Y has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 9534006031 

your P Y T M 
has been block 
24hrs THANK 
YOU P Y T M 

TEAM

2663883 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BA-TestID BSNL 25-Apr-20

Dear PA"YTM 
customer your 
PA"YTM K-Y-C 

has been 
suspnded call 
PA"YTM office 
no 8389014775 

immediately 
your account 

blocked within 
24hrs

2668349 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-Inform QTL 26-Apr-2020 Dear customer, 
Your Pyteam 

K'Y'C has been 
Suspended. 
please call 

162500144 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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customer care 
no 9641036832 

your Pyteam 
account will be 
bl0cked within 
24hrs. Thank 

you

QP-SMSNMS QTL 26-Apr-20 Dear Customer 
Your P"Y,T'M 

K"Y"C has been 
expired. Contact 
Customer care 

no. 7908904322 
immediately. 
Your account 

will bl0ck within 
24 hrs.

162504413 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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AD-Inform Airtel 26-Apr-20

Dear customer 
your Pyteam 

K'Y'C has been 
suspended.totad 

please call 
customer care 

no 8513089592 
your Pyteam 

account will be 
blocked within 

24hrs. 
Thankyou

162507024 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-SMSBMS QTL 26-Apr-20 Dear customer 
Your P"Y,T"M 

K"Y"C Has 
Been Exppire. 

Con-tact 

162544528 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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Customer Care 
no:-8391031835 

immediately. 
Your account 

will Bl0ck, within 
24 hrs.

VM-UPDATE Vodafone 27-Apr-20 Dear PA"YTM 
customer your 
PA"YTM K-Y-C 

has been suspn-
ded call 

PA"YTM office 
phone no. 

7439361279 
immediately 
your account 

blocked within 
24 hrs

162546912 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-SMSMMS QTL 27-Apr-20

Dear customer 
Your P"YTM 
K"Y"C Has 

Been Exppired. 
Contact 

Customer care 
no:- 

6296821647 
immediately. 
Your account 

will Bl0ck within 
24hrs.

162545532 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-SMSCCS QTL 27-Apr-20 Dear customer 
Your P"YTM 
K"Y"C Has 

Been Exppired. 
Contact 

Customer care 
no:- 

162538740 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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8328755473 
immediately. 
Your account 

will Bl0ck within 
24hrs.

BA-SMPQKS BSNL 27-Apr-20

Dear customer 
you PT M KYC 

has been 
expired Contact 
Customer care 

NO:- 
8617061697 
immediately . 
YOU account 

will suspended 
within 24 hr

162410421 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BWPKTYMC BSNL 29-Apr-2020 Dear Coustomer 162647039 Reported to respective Telcos, 
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Your pyt"m' Kyc 
has been 

Suspended.call 
us@974944584
7 immediately. 
Your account 
will blocked 
within 24hrs. 
Thank you

but not reported to be blocked

QP-Notice QTL 29-Apr-2020 Dear Coustomer 
Your PTEAM 
Kyc has been 

Suspended.call 
us@838899342
7 immediately. 
Your account 
will blocked 
within 24hrs. 
Thank you

162635808 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BW-SMSCMS BSNL 30-Apr-2020

Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no. 
7439181023 
immediately 

your P.YATM 
account suspen 
24hrs THANKU 

YOU

162747590 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BPINFIND BSNL 30-Apr-2020 Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C 

162701305 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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has been expire 
today please 
call customer 

care no. 
7439181023 
immediately 

your P.YATM 
account suspen 
24hrs THANKU 

YOU

BT-CLASMS BSNL 30-Apr-2020 Dear pya'tm 
customer your 
ACC0UNT has 

been suspended 
contact 

customer 
executive pH 
8345062669 

NA Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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immediately 
your ACC0UNT 

will be 
BL0CKED after 
24 hr THANK 

YOU

MD-ONLINE MTNL 30-Apr-2020

Dear customer 
your Patyam 

KYC has been 
suspended 

patyam office 
PH 7029788845 
acount will block 

with in 24hr 
thank you

162714744 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BP-INFIND BSNL 30-Apr-2020 Dear User, Your 162801777 Reported to respective Telcos, 
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P.YATM K-Y-C 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no. 
8391885993 
immediately 

your P.YATM 
account suspen 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

but not reported to be blocked

BZ-INFIND BSNL 1-May-2020 Dear User, Your 
P.YATM K-Y-C 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no. 
9608209016 

163134636 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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immediately 
your P.YATM 

account suspen 
24hrs

QPINFORM QTL 2-May-2020

Dear customer, 
your P-team 

KYC has been 
suspended. Call 
us 8388838356 

immediately. 
Your account 

will be bl0cked 
within 24 hours. 

Thank you.

NA Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BZ-SMSSSM BSNL 2-May-2020

Dear customer 
Your P-ATM 

KYC Has Been  
Expired. Contact 
Customer  Care 
no:-8391031835 

immediately. 
Your account 

will block within 
24 hrs.

162804360 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-PTTEAM QTL 2-May-2020 Dear User, Your 
P-team K-Y-C 

has been 
Suspended. call 

us
7866819382 
immediately.
Your account 
will bl0cked 

within 24 hrs. 
Thank you.

162824440 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VM-CHCKSM Vodafone 2-May-2020

Dear user, Your 
P-team a/c 
validity has 

been expired 
today. Please 

call us 
7699947669 
immediately. 
Your a/c will 
discontinue 

within 24 hrs. 
Thank you.

162821438 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VK-CHCKSM Vodafone 2-May-2020 Dear user, Your 
P-team a/c has 

162819618 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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been closed 
today. Please 

call us 
7076977143 
immediately. 
Your a/c will 
discontinue 

within 24 hrs. 
Thank you.

BT-SUCHNA BSNL 2-May-2020 Dear customer 
your pa"ytmKYc 
has been expire 

call pa"ytm 
office 

7866968306 
immediately 
your account 

blocked within 
24 hrs

162843298 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VD-Qsmsoo Vodafone 3-May-2020

Dear customer 
Your P,ATM 

KYC Has Been 
Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

no.:- 
9832064338 
immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs.

162886343 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-CSKMKT QTL 3-May-2020 Dear customer 
Your P,ATM 

KYC Has Been 
Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

no.:- 

162870116 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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8388938229 
immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs.

BZ-SMSVXM BSNL 3-May-2020

Dear customer 
Your P-ATM 

KYC Has Been 
Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

no.:-
9144427481 
immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs

162874540 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BW-INFIND BSNL 3-May-2020 Dear User, Your OD-2699986 Reported to respective Telcos, 
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P.YATM K-Y-C 
has been expire 

today please 
call customer 

care no. 
6299946184 
immediately 

your P.YATM 
account suspen 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

but not reported to be blocked

BPALRTVK BSNL 3-May-2020 Dear customer 
your Patyam 

KYC has been 
suspended 

patyam office 
PH 9835645490 

162869205 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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acount will block 
with in 24hr 
thank you

QP-NETFSH QTL 4-May-2020

Dear customer 
Your P'A"YTM 
KYC Has Been 

Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

no.: 
6370233932 
immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs.

162941737 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VK-KPOINT Vodafone 5-May-2020 Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_A

162966494 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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ccount is 
expired and 

bloked today. 
Please complete 
Full Verification 
Call Customer 

care : 
9330159424 

Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team

VM-KPOINT Vodafone 5-May-2020 Hello Customer,
Your_PAYTM_A

ccount is 
expired and 

bloked today. 
Please complete 
Full Verification 
Call Customer 

162969299 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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care : 
8927419686 

Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team

VK-SYSSMS Vodafone 5-May-2020 DEAR 
CUSTOMR 

YOUR iP"T-Y-M 
DOcuments has 

been 
Ex.pired.HelpLin

e no: 
6289710778 call 

immediately. 
YOUR AcoOunt 

will BLOCK 
24HRS. THANK

162981371 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BP-ALRTVK BSNL 5-May-2020

Dear Patyam 
customer your 
KYC has been 

suspended 
patyam office 

PH 8609334489 
acount will block 

with in 24hr 
thank you

162966004 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

TX-SYSSMS Tata 5-May-2020 DEAR 
CUSTOMR 

YOUR iP"T-Y-M 
DOcuments has 

been 
Ex.pired.HelpLin

e no: 
8617461588 call 

immediately. 
YOUR AcoOunt 

will BLOCK 

162983479 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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24HRS. THANK

QPSYSSMS QTL 6-May-2020

Dear customer 
please complete 
your  iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments 
expire 

today.Your 
service will 
block within 

24hrs.call Us 
9123637309 
immediately. 

Thankyou

163038388 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-SYSSMS QTL 6-May-2020
Dear user Your 

PA"TM 
Documents 

163042505 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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expire Today. 
Your service will 

block within 
24hrs.call Us 
8391817613 
immediately. 

Thankyou

VM-SYSSMS Vodafone 6-May-2020
Dear user Your 

PA"TM 
Documents 

expire Today. 
Your service will 

block within 
24hrs.call Us 
7001581556 
immediately. 

Thankyou

163046283 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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TM-VIEWIT Tata 6-May-2020

Dear paytm 
customer your 
account has 
been hold 

please contact 
paytm support 

team: 
8391823214 
immediately 

Your account 
will block within 

24 hrs

163090896 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BP-MOBMSG Bsnl 7-May-2020 Dear customer 
you PT M KYC 

has been 
expired Contact 
Customer care 

NO:-

163086298 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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8388058920 
immediately . 
YOU account 

will suspended 
within 24 hr

AD-ALLERT Airtel 7-May-2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM 

Documents 
expire Today. 

Your service will 
block within 

24hrs.call Us 
8617806682 
immediately. 

Thankyou

163092773 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-REPLAY QTL 7-May-2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM 

Documents 
expire Today. 

Your service will 
block within 

24hrs.call Us 
7699235281 
immediately. 

Thankyou

163095410 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VD-DEMOOO Vodafone 7-May-2020
Dear user Your 

PA"TM 
Documents 

expire Today. 
Your service will 

block within 
24hrs.call Us 
8617064988 
immediately. 

163094694 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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Thankyou

QPKPOINT QTL 8-May-2020

"Hello 
Customer,

Your_PAYTM_A
ccount is 

expired and 
bloked today. 

Please complete 
Full Verification 
Call Customer 

care : 
8391035572 

Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team

"

163137866 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BH-SYSSMS BSNL 8-May-2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM 

Documents 
expire Today. 

Your service will 
block within 

24hrs.call Us 
6289897717 
immediately. 

Thankyou

163053850 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QPHLPDSK QTL 8-May-2020 Dear customer 
you PT M KYC 

has been 
expired Contact 
Customer care 

NO:-
8391886855 
immediately . 
YOU account 

will suspended 

163110772 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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within 24 hr

MD-PETYUM MTNL 8-May-2020

Dear customer 
your P Y T M-
iKYC has been 
expired. Please 

contact 
customer care 

no Call-
8617064988 
immediately 

your account will 
be blocked 
within 24hrs

163147194 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-KPOINT QTL 9-May-2020 "Hello 
Customer,

Your_PAYTM_A

163189116 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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ccount is 
expired and 

bloked today. 
Please complete 
Full Verification 
Call Customer 

care : 
8391080596 

Regard, 
_PAYTM_Team

"

BH-KQDSMS BSNL 9-May-2020 Dear customer 
your PATY'M 

KC'Y haas been 
e'xpire today 
please call 

customer care 
9641921608 

immeditely your 

163191363 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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PATY'M 
acountbloked 
24hrs THANK 

YOU

BH-SMSTST BSNL 9-May-2020

Dear User you 
PT,YAM 

IkYCHase been 
suspend 

immediately call 
customer care 

no 8388898994 
24hr Thankyou 
Team PT,YAM

OD-2728007  Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BHSMSTST BSNL 9-May-2020 Dear User you 163194279 Reported to respective Telcos, 
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PT,YAM 
IkYCHase been 

suspend 
immediately call 
customer care 

no 8902509420 
24hr Thankyou 
Team PT,YAM

but not reported to be blocked

QP-ALCORM QTL 9-May-2020 Dear customer 
Your P-ATM 

KYC Has Been 
Expired. Contact 
Customer Care 

no.:- 
9359884216 
immediately. 
Your account 

will Block within 
24 hrs.

163197469 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BPINDRUN BSNL 9-May-2020

Dear customer 
your PA"TM 

KYSC has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 8101961588 

immediately 
your PA"TM 

account suspen 
24hrs

163197331 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-ALTMTP QTL 9-May-2020 Dear 
Customer,Youri
Patm (k_y_c) 

Document has 
been expire 
Today.Your 
Service will 

163194006 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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block Within 
24hrs.Call us 
09382639017 

immediately.Tha
nkyou Team 

iPATM

BTalerts BSNL 9-May-2020

Dear customer 
your paytm KYC 

has been 
suspended 

paytm office PH 
8637371967 
account will 
block with in 

24hr thank you

163249213 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VM-PETYUM Vodafone 9-May-2020 Dear customer 163179868 Reported to respective Telcos, 
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your P Y T M-
iKYC has been 
expired. Please 

contact 
customer care 

no Call-
8509923178 
immediately 

your account will 
be blocked 
within 24hrs

but not reported to be blocked

QP-NOTICV QTL 10-May-2020 Dear 
Coustomer, 

Your PTEAM 
KYC has been 

suspended. Call 
us 

@7866921919 
immediately. 
Your account 

NA Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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will blocked 
within 24hrs. 
Thank you

QP-ZDSUDF QTL 11-May-2020

Dear Customer 
Your ((iP"TYM)) 

((k.y.c)) ( 
Document Has 
Expire Today~). 

Your Service 
Will Block Within 
24 HRS.Call Us 

8515808236 
Immediately.Tha

nk you

163300944 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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VK-ALLERT Vodafone 11-May-2020

Dear user Your 
PA"TM 

Documents 
expire Today. 

Your service will 
block within 

24hrs.call Us 
7029386095 
immediately. 

Thankyou

163087267 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BP-INDRUN Bsnl 11-May-2020 Dear customer 
your PA"TM 

KYSC has been 
expire today 
please call 

customer care 
no 9330396585 

immediately 
your PA"TM 

account suspen 

163297735 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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24hrs

VM-QPTKMY Vodafone 11-May-2020

Dear P A Y T M 
customer your 

K-Y-C has been 
expired Contact 
Customer care 

NO:- 
8101125874 
immediately. 

The account will 
suspended 
within 24 hr

163285510 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

QP-IDSIFS QTL 11-May-2020 Dear Customer 
Your iPTYM 

163309277 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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(KYC) (Has 
Been 

Suspended 
Today). Your 
Service Will 

Block Within 24 
HRS.Call Us 
8388954648 
Immediately. 

Thankyou

BH-CHESMS Bsnl 12-May-2020
Dear user Your 

PA"TM 
Documents 

expire Today. 
Your service will 

block within 
24hrs.call Us 
8250561996 

163352489 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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immediately. 
Thankyou

VM-ALERTT Vodafone 12-May-2020 please call 
8389004068 163352743 Reported to respective Telcos, 

but not reported to be blocked

QP-WRDTFC QTL 13-May-2020
Dear Customer 

Your P"TYM 
K.Y.C 

Document Has 
Expire Today. 
Your Service 

Will Block Within 
24 HRS Call Us 

8391028207 
Immediately. 
Thank you

163403966 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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QP-KOFICE QTL 14-May-2020

"Hello 
Customer,

 Your PAYTM 
Account is 

expired &Bloked 
today. Please 
complete Full 

Verification Call 
Customer care : 

6205638654 
Regard, PAYTM 

Team"

163448970 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

BT-alerts Bsnl 15-May-2020 Dear customer 
your paytm KYC 

has been 
suspended 

163512756 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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paytm office PH 
7439356014 
account will 
block with in 

24hr thank you

BZSMSCMS Bsnl 15-May-2020 Dear customer 
Please 

Complete Your  
iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments 
expire 

Today.your 
service will 
Bl0ck within 
24hrs.call Us 
8389960626 
immediately. 
Thanks you

163594280 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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BZ-SMSCMS Bsnl 16-May-2020

Dear customer 
Please 

Complete Your  
iP"T-Y-M 

DOcuments 
expire 

Today.your 
service will 
Bl0ck within 
24hrs.call Us 
9749332632 
immediately. 
Thanks you

163563991 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

VK-014529 Vodafone 16-May-2020 Dear user Your 
need to update 

you 
kycimmediately.
Your service will 

hold within 
24hrs.call 

163566621 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked
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8389079401 
clink to: 

updatehttps://bit.
ly/2WBkh3D

BH-SOMNGH Bsnl 16-May-2020

Dear Cstomer 
Your PAYIMT 

KY Cis saspend 
to resume 

services call 
8391924956 

imidiately. 
Thanks

163584137 Reported to respective Telcos, 
but not reported to be blocked

Note: The customer complainants' phone numbers and identifying details have been supplied to the relevant Telco Respondent in the complaints 
made to them for action. They have been removed from the present table in the interest of data privacy.
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

CIVIL EXTRAORDINARY JURISDICTION 

C.M.A No. _____ of 2020 

IN 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. ___ OF 2020 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

One97 Communications Limited &Anr.  …Petitioners 

 

VERSUS 

 

Union of India&Ors.     … Respondents 

 

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 151 OF THE CIVIL 

PROCEDURE CODE, 1908 FOR EXEMPTION FROM FILING 

DULY ATTESTED AFFIDAVIT AND THE REQUISITE COURT 

FEES. 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:  

1. The Petitioner No.1 is the owner of the ‘Paytm’ brand and 

has licensed the brand to Petitioner No.2 to run the Paytm 

Payments Bank. The Petitioners have a customer base of 

around 300 million, through the Paytm App interface. The 

present Writ Petition seeks to protect their customers and 

brand from mass fraud being conducted through “phishing” 

over the networks of the Respondent Telecommunications 

Companies (or Telcos). Under the Telecommunication 

Commercial Communication Customer Preference 

Regulations, 2018 (TCCCPR), it is the primary and statutory 

obligation of the Respondents to prevent and punish such 

fraud perpetrated through unsolicited commercial 

communication.  
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2. The Petitioners pray that the accompanying Writ Petition be 

considered as a part and parcel of this application and 

craves leave of this Hon’ble Court to refer and rely upon the 

same. 

3. Fraudsters have been using the telecom networks of the 

Respondents 3 – 9 to send the Petitioners’ customers 

SMSs and phone calls - using look-alike headers and SMS 

content deceptively similar to that of the Petitioners. These 

SMSs contain words similar to “Paytm”, including “Pytm”, 

“Ptm”, “Pytn” or other derivatives, to dupe innocent 

customers into believing that these are legitimate 

commercial communication sent by the Petitioners. 

Fraudulent callers misrepresent themselves to be “Paytm” 

employees to make innocent people divulge their bank 

credentials such as OTPs, or UPI passwords over the 

phone, and then large sums of money from the Petitioners’ 

customers through online transfers. Such fraud through 

unsolicited commercial communication is known as 

“phishing”. Such fraudulent phishing activities during the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic have proportionately 

increased. For instance, the son of a former Supreme Court 

Judge, an orthopaedic surgeon, and a senior citizen, were 

defrauded using a fraudulent link that sought an update on 

their Patym Wallet KYC norms, for a total of 12.4 lakh 

rupees, as reported by the Ahmedabad Mirror on 

23.05.2020.  

4. That the present Petition has been filed during the lockdown 

period brought due to the COVID 19 
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pandemic,andtherefore, duly attested affidavit as well as the 

requisite court fees as applicablehave not been filed due to 

lack of availability of the same. 

5. That the Petitioners further undertake to pay the requisite 

court fees as applicable within 72 hours of the reopening of 

the Hon’ble Court.  

PRAYER 

 In view of the facts and circumstances stated hereinabove, 

it is most respectfully prayed that this Hon’ble Court may 

kindly be pleased to:  

a) Allow the present application and grant exemption from 

filing the duly attested affidavit and court fees; 

c) Pass any other or further orders as this Hon’ble court 

deems fit and necessary.  

APPLICANT  

Karuna Nundy 

With Rahul Narayan, Ruchira Goel, 

Ragini Nagpal, Utsav Mukherjee,  

Abhay Chitravanshi, Shashwat Goel 

Advocates for the Petitioner 

B-1/33A, Top Floor, HauzKhas 

Filed on:-28.05.2020          New Delhi-110016 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

CIVIL EXTRAORDINARY JURISDICTION 

C.M.A No. _____ of 2020 

IN 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. ___ OF 2020 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

One97 Communications Limited &Anr.  …Petitioners 

 

VERSUS 

 

Union of India &Ors.     … Respondents 

 

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 151 OF THE CIVIL 

PROCEDURE CODE, 1908 FOR EXEMPTION FROM FILING OF 

CERTIFIED/LEGIBLE/TRUE TYPED OF ANNEXURES 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:  

 

1. The Petitioner No.1 is the owner of the ‘Paytm’ brand and 

has licensed the brand to Petitioner No.2 to run the Paytm 

Payments Bank. The Petitioners have a customer base of 

around 300 million, through the Paytm App interface. The 

present Writ Petition seeks to protect their customers and 

brand from mass fraud being conducted through “phishing” 

over the networks of the Respondent Telecommunications 

Companies (or Telcos). Under the Telecommunication 

Commercial Communication Customer Preference 

Regulations, 2018 (TCCCPR),  it is the primary and 

statutory obligation of the Respondents to prevent and 

punish such fraud perpetrated through unsolicited 

commercial communication.  
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2. Fraudsters have been using the telecom networks of the 

Respondents 3 – 9 to send the Petitioners’ customers 

SMSs and phone calls - using look-alike headers and SMS 

content deceptively similar to that of the Petitioners. These 

SMSs contain words similar to “Paytm”, including “Pytm”, 

“Ptm”, “Pytn” or other derivatives, to dupe innocent 

customers into believing that these are legitimate 

commercial communication sent by the Petitioners. 

Fraudulent callers misrepresent themselves to be “Paytm” 

employees to make innocent people divulge their bank 

credentials such as OTPs, or UPI passwords over the 

phone, and then large sums of money from the Petitioners’ 

customers through online transfers. Such fraud through 

unsolicited commercial communication is known as 

“phishing”. Such fraudulent phishing activities during the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic have proportionately 

increased. For instance, the son of a former Supreme Court 

Judge, an orthopaedic surgeon, and a senior citizen, were 

defrauded using a fraudulent link that sought an update on 

their Patym Wallet KYC norms, for a total of 12.4 lakh 

rupees, as reported by the Ahmedabad Mirror on 

23.05.2020.  

3. The Petitioners pray that the accompanying Writ Petition be 

considered as a part and parcel of this application and 

craves leave of this Hon’ble Court to refer and rely upon the 

same.  

4. That various screenshots etc have been filed to 

substantiate the Petitioners’ prayer; by the present 
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application the Petitioner is seeking exemption from filing 

certified/ legible/ true typed copies of the annexures 

annexed with the application due to paucity of time and 

considering the situation of lockdown. Also due to the fact 

that the matter requires urgent attention.  

5. It is submitted that the abovementioned annexures are vital 

for a complete appreciation of the facts and circumstances 

of the present case, and that the present application is bona 

fide and in the interest of justice. 

PRAYER 

Therefore, in view of facts and circumstances of the present 

case most respectfully prayed before this Hon’ble Court be 

pleased to: 

a) Exempt the applicant from filing Certified/Legible/True 

Typed copies of the Annexures.  

b) Pass any other/orders which this Hon’ble Court may 

kindly deem fit and proper in the interest of justice. 

APPLICANT  

Karuna Nundy 
With Rahul Narayan, Ruchira Goel, 

Ragini Nagpal, Utsav Mukherjee,  

Abhay Chitravanshi, Shashwat Goel 

Advocates for the Petitioner 
B-1/33A, Top Floor, HauzKhas 

Filed on:-28.05.2020          New Delhi-110016 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

(CIVIL EXTRAORDINARY JURISDICTION) 

C.M.A. NO. _____ OF 2020 

IN 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO.   _____ OF 2020 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

One97 Communications &Anr.    …Petitioners 

Versus 

Union of India &Ors.     …Respondents 

 

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 151 OF THE CODE OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE, 1908 SEEKING PERMISSION TO FILE 
LENGTHY SYNOPSIS & LIST OF DATES 

TO,   

 THE HON’BLE CHIEF JUSTICE AND 

 HIS COMPANION JUDGES OF THE  

 HON’BLE HIGH COURT OF DELHI. 

  THIS HUMBLE PETITION OF THE PETITIONERS ABOVE-

NAMED 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH: 

1. The Petitioner No.1 is the owner of the ‘Paytm’ brand and 

has licensed the brand to Petitioner No.2 to run the Paytm 

Payments Bank. The Petitioners have a customer base of 

around 300 million, through the Paytm App interface. The 

present Writ Petition seeks to protect their customers and 

brand from mass fraud being conducted through “phishing” 

over the networks of the Respondent Telecommunications 

Companies (or Telcos). Under the Telecommunication 

Commercial Communication Customer Preference 
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Regulations, 2018 (TCCCPR),  it is the primary and 

statutory obligation of the Respondents to prevent and 

punish such fraud perpetrated through unsolicited 

commercial communication.  

2. The Petitioners pray that the accompanying Writ Petition be 

considered as a part and parcel of this application and 

craves leave of this Hon’ble Court to refer and rely upon the 

same. 

3. Fraudsters have been using the telecom networks of the 

Respondents 3 – 9 to send the Petitioners’ customers 

SMSs and phone calls - using look-alike headers and SMS 

content deceptively similar to that of the Petitioners. These 

SMSs contain words similar to “Paytm”, including “Pytm”, 

“Ptm”, “Pytn” or other derivatives, to dupe innocent 

customers into believing that these are legitimate 

commercial communication sent by the Petitioners. 

Fraudulent callers misrepresent themselves to be “Paytm” 

employees to make innocent people divulge their bank 

credentials such as OTPs, or UPI passwords over the 

phone, and then large sums of money from the Petitioners’ 

customers through online transfers. Such fraud through 

unsolicited commercial communication is known as 

“phishing”. Such fraudulent phishing activities during the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic have proportionately 

increased. For instance, the son of a former Supreme Court 

Judge, an orthopaedic surgeon, and a senior citizen, were 

defrauded using a fraudulent link that sought an update on 

their Patym Wallet KYC norms, for a total of 12.4 lakh 
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rupees, as reported by the Ahmedabad Mirror on 

23.05.2020.  

4. The Petitionershave shortened the list of dates and the 

synopsis as much as possible. However due to the complex 

nature of the facts and circumstances involved and the 

length of time under examination, the present list of dates 

and synopsis are necessary to provide this Hon’ble Court a 

holistic view of the case so that complete justice is done to 

the Petitioners.That the present application has been filed 

bona fide and in the interest of justice. 

PRAYER 

In view of the above, it is respectfully prayed that this 

Hon'ble Court may be pleased to: 

(a) Allow the present application and permit the Petitioners to 

file lengthy synopsis and list of dates; AND/OR 

(b) Pass such further and other orders as the court may deem 

fit in the circumstances of the present case may require. 

PETITIONERS 
 

        THROUGH COUNSEL 
 

KARUNA NUNDY,  
WITH RAHULNARAYAN, RUCHIRAGOEL, 
RAGININAGPAL, ABHAYCHITRAVANSHI, 

UTSAVMUKHERJEE, SHASHWATGOEL 
ADVOCATES FOR THE PETITIONER 
B-1/33A, Top Floor, HauzKhas 

New Delhi-110016 
 

FILED ON:-28.05.2020 
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28/05/2020 Gmail - Advance Service of Writ Petition - on Union of India

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f33eebd89&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1667912517290873306&simpl=msg-f%3A1667912517290873… 1/1

Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance Service of Writ Petition - on Union of India

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:25 AM
To: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the
intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are
not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 28 May 2020 at 11:22
Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition - on Union of India
To: <mohammedmuqeem@gmail.com>

To:
Mr. Mohq. Muqeem,
Standing Counsel
Union of India 

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No.1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for
issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners (One97 Communications Limited & Paytm
Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. The
Union of India (Department of Telecommunications) is Respondent No.1 in the Writ Petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the Writ Petition with all Annexures and Application.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
[Quoted text hidden]

mailto:karuna.nundy@gmail.com
mailto:mohammedmuqeem@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
Pruthvirajsinh Zala
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28/05/2020 Gmail - Advance Service of Writ Petition: on Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance Service of Writ Petition: on Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:30 AM
To: adv.arjunnatarajan@gmail.com
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To
Mr. Arjun Natarajan
Standing Counsel
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No. 1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. The Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India is Respondent No. 2 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the Writ Petition with all Annexures and Applications

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9

Thank you.

Best Regards,

Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance Service of Writ Petition: Bharti Airtel

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:39 AM
To: compliance.officer@bharti.in
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To
The Managing Director
Bharti Airtel Limited

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No. 1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. Bharti Airtel is
Respondent No. 6 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the writ petition with all Annexures and Applications.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9

Thank you.

Best Regards,

Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance service of Writ Petition: on BSNL
1 message

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:32 AM
To: hcpant@bsnl.co.in
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To
The Managing Director 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No. 1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. Bharat Sanchar Nigam
Limited is Respondent No. 3 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the writ petition with all Annexures and Applications.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9

Thank you.

Best Regards,

Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance service of writ Petition: MTNL

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:41 AM
To: mtnlcsco@gmail.com
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To
The Managing Director
Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No. 1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. Mahanagar Telephone
Nigam Limited is Respondent No. 8 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the writ petition with all Annexures and Applications.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9

Thank you.

Best Regards,

Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance Service of Writ Petition: Quadrant Televentures Limited

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:35 AM
To: secretarial@infotelconnect.com
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To
The Director
Quadrant Televentures Limited

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No. 1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. Quadrant Televentures
Limited is Respondent No. 4 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the writ petition with all Annexures and Applications.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
Thank you.

Best Regards,

Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance Service of Writ Petition: Reliance Jio

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:34 AM
To: jyotijain@ril.com
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To 
The Managing Director
Reliance JioInfocomm Limited

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No. 1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. Reliance JioInfocomm
Limited is Respondent No. 7 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the writ petition with all Annexures and Applications.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9

Thank you.

Best Regards,

Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance Service of Writ Petition: VMIPL

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:42 AM
To: secretarial@vmipl.in
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To 
The Director
V-Con Mobile & Infra Private Limited

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No. 1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. V-Con Mobile & Infra
Private Limited is Respondent No. 9 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the writ petition with all Annexures and Applications.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
Thank you.

Best Regards,

Ms. Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9
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Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>

Advance Service of Writ Petition: Vodafone Idea Limited

Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com> Thu, May 28, 2020 at 11:37 AM
To: pankaj.kapdeo@vodafoneidea.com
Cc: Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>, Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com>

To
The Managing Director
Vodafone Idea Limited

Subject: Advance Service of Writ Petition (Civil) (Ref. No.1590637825990) in the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

Dear Sir/ Ma'am

Please take notice that the accompanying Writ Petition (Civil) under Article 226 of the Constitution of India for issuance of appropriate directions has been filed by the Petitioners
(One97 Communications Limited & Paytm Payments Bank Limited) in the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and the same has been approved for urgent listing. Vodafone Idea Limited
is Respondent No. 5 in the writ petition.

Please see attached herewith a copy of the writ petition with all Annexures and Applications.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MIW8QnPrfWslK80KKJNYL4SxwP21h1w/view?ts=5ecf08d9

Thank you.

Best Regards,

Karuna Nundy
Advocate for the Petitioners

Karuna Nundy
Nundy Chambers
Advocates and Attorney at law, Supreme Court of India 
BA(Economics)(St.Stephen's); BA, MA(Law)(University of Cambridge); LLM(Columbia)
Enrolled in India, 2000; Qualified in New York, 2001

*******
This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and
delete this message and any attachment from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person.
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Mobile Number of Respondents 

Respondents’ 
Particulars 

Mobile Number Email ID 

1) Respondent No.1 
Union of India  

Ms. Maninder Acharya, 
Ld. ASG: 9810163078 
Mr. Anurag Ahluwalia, 
CGSC: 9811418995 

acharyam100 @gmail.com 
anuragcgsc@gmail.com 

2) Respondent No. 2: 
TRAI 

Mr. Arjun Natrajan, Adv. 
9899640295 

adv.arjunnatarajan@gmail.co
m 
 

3) Respondent No. 3: 
Bharat Sanchar 
Nigam Limited 

Mr. Sameer Agarwal, 
Standing Counsel for 
BSNL 
9873405405 

hcpant@bsnl.co.in  
sameer.lawyer@gmail.com  

4) Respondent No. 4: 
Quadrant 
Televentures 
Limited 

Ms. Shikha Sarin, Adv.   
(Legal Counsel) 
9910485840 

secretarial@infotelconnect.co
m 

5) Respondent No. 5: 
Vodafone Idea 
Limited 
 

Mr. Yudhveer Jhakar 
(Head of Litigation):  
9811918515 
 

pankaj.kapdeo@vodafoneidea
.com 

6) Respondent No. 6: 
Bharti Airtel Limited 

Mr. Harsh Kaushik, Adv 
9811132899 
 
Mr. Nilesh Shinde 
9892049451 

compliance.officer@bharti.in	
harsh@harshkaushik.com 
professionalamit@gmail.com 
  

7) Respondent No. 7 
Reliance Jio 
Infocom Limited 

Mr. Rakesh Arora: 
(Reguatory Head)  
9987105015  

jyoti.jain@ril.com 

8) Respondent No. 8: 
MTNL 

Mr. Vikalp Mudgal, Adv. 
(Sikri & Co.)  
9818076203 
 

mtnlcsco@gmail.com 
sikrico@sikrilaw.com 
vikalp.mudgal@gmail.com 

9) Respondent No. 9: 
V-Con Mobile & 
Infra Private Limited 

Ms. Shikha Sarin, Adv. 
(Legal Counsel) 
9910485840 

secretarial@vmipl.in 
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Pruthvirajsinh Zala <pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>

Advance service of writ Petition: MTNL

Ragini Nagpal <ragininagpal01@gmail.com> Sat, May 30, 2020 at 12:54 PM
To: sikrico@sikrilaw.com, vikalp.mudgal@gmail.com
Cc: Karuna Nundy <karuna.nundy@gmail.com>, Ruchira Goel <ruchiragoel@gmail.com>, Pruthvirajsinh Zala
<pruthvirajsinh11@gmail.com>

Dear Sir, 
In furtherance of our conversation over the phone at your number 9818076203, please find enclosed the email
dated 28.05.2020 sent to the official email ID : mtnlcsco@gmail.com by Ms. Karuna Nundy, Advocate for the
Petitioners. Please also find attached a copy of the Writ Petition referred to in the trailing mail. It is likely to be
listed on 02.06.2020.
Regards,
Ragini Nagpal,
Associate Advocate,
Chambers of Ms. Karuna Nundy, 
Advocate, Supreme Court of India. 
[Quoted text hidden]

FINAL PETITION -compressed.pdf
25101K
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